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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tuesday, 19 June 2018

ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 19 June 2018
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair
at 12.03 p.m. and read the prayer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER (12:03) — Order! We acknowledge
the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which
we are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their
culture, their elders past, present and future, and elders
from other communities who may be here today.
Interjections from gallery.
The SPEAKER — I remind members of the gallery
that there are no photos permitted.

CONDOLENCES
Eurydice Dixon
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (By leave) (12:04) —
Violence against women has no place anywhere — in
our homes, on our streets, in our schools, TAFEs and
universities, in our workplaces, in our parks. If any of
us thought that this awful problem of violence against
women was behind us, the tragic, tragic death of
22-year-old Eurydice Dixon in Princes Park has shown
us so very painfully that we still have a long journey
to travel.
I said last night that Eurydice Dixon, a born performer,
deserved to be remembered for how she lived her life,
not the terrible circumstances in which her life ended.
That was a right that was denied her and has been
denied generations of Australian women, because we
know that one woman every week dies at the hand of a
partner, current or former. We know that family
violence is the leading contributor to death and
disability for women 45 years and younger. We know
from statistics, from testimony, from so many painful
and tragic stories that the number of women who have
likely been assaulted by men at some stage in their lives
is too large to really comprehend, too large to measure
and too large to imagine its impact, its influence, its
pain and loss and grief.
But it is a profound call to action, and it is why
Victoria, at its best, delivered this nation’s first royal
commission into family violence and indeed violence
against women. It is why I would hope that all of us can
be united in the full delivery of each and every one of
the 227 recommendations from that groundbreaking
piece of work. And it is why, whilst all of us feel the
pain and the loss, a sense of emptiness, a sense of
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futility, the pointless waste of such a promising and
beautiful young life, we must take this opportunity —
we are obliged to take this opportunity — to make it
very clear that this is a gendered issue. It is not women
who are committing these acts against men. It is not
men who are losing their lives in these tragic, lonely
circumstances. The death of Eurydice Dixon is not only
a matter of great sadness; it is also a poignant reminder
that when it comes to the safety of women, we have to
do so much more.
Bad outcomes, sometimes tragic outcomes, for women
start with bad attitudes towards women. We have called
that out, and we have to continue to call that out. We
have to continue to speak up. Whether it be as partners
or as fathers, particularly fathers of boys, we, all of us,
as men and all of us as Victorians have not only an
obligation and an opportunity but also a chance to do
something special out of such a terrible tragedy, and
that is to work hard — to work really hard — to change
attitudes and values and then with absolute certainty to
change outcomes.
Eurydice Dixon did nothing wrong. Women, who are
all too often the victims of these sorts of violent acts, do
nothing wrong. This is not about them. This is not a
commentary about them or their behaviour. This is a
commentary about men, some of whom have appalling
attitudes that lead to tragic and terrible outcomes.
On behalf of the government and on behalf of the
people of our great state we offer our condolences, our
sympathies, our love, our thoughts and our prayers to
the family of Eurydice Dixon.
I will just finish by saying that last night was a very
emotional night. It was very powerful and very
emotional. Despite the sadness of that gathering, it did
make you proud to be Victorian and to think that at the
worst of times we come together to support each other
and to stand firm for the things that we know to be
important, and they are that everyone should be treated
equally and that everyone should be safe.
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (By leave)
(12:09) — The streets around Princes Park were packed
last night as 10 000 Victorians, mainly young women,
came out to honour the life of a brave young woman
whose life was appallingly cut short. The lights were
switched off at 6.00 p.m., candles flickered, friends held
each other, cars stopped. There were tears and
reflections for a life lost violently, tragically,
unnecessarily. Eurydice Dixon was just 22. She had her
life ahead of her. Her father and also her partner were
always there to support her next life move — her
pursuit of a career in the arts. Her name is not one we
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should be remembering this way. Her name is one we
should have been honouring for her work and her
performances in entertainment as part of our nation’s
cultural scene.
That she died so young and that she died in such
circumstances means that she joins a list of women
whose names remind us of the fact that women spend
untold moments of their lives contemplating their safety
when they should not have to — Masa Vukotic, Karen
Ristevski, Jill Meagher. Women take responsibility for
their own safety because, frustratingly and tragically
today in Melbourne, they have to. As my female staff
tell me, they have to carry heavy torches in their
handbags. They share their journeys with friends. They
text on safe arrival home — things they should not have
to do. It was not Eurydice’s fault that a man decided to
make himself a monster. She was young, she was
brave, and we will remember her for much more than
the way in which she passed.
While it is important we have this motion, we must also
acknowledge that words do not stop crime; actions do.
Words are meaningless if they are not followed up with
action, with reform and with changes that keep all
Victorians safe, particularly women and children. I do
not ever want to be speaking on a motion like this again.
I want our state to be a safer one, where no-one has to
change their behaviour because our city is less safe than
ever before. Melburnians love their city. We love its
charm, its character, its people. However, many, many
people are concerned about these instances, and about
the rise in crime and violence against the people. The
latest statistics show that it has never been as high as it is
today. Enough is enough. We want our safe Melbourne
back. We want these heinous crimes to stop, because no
family should have to go through what Eurydice
Dixon’s family is living through right now — a bright,
vivacious young woman taken so violently, taken far too
soon. Rest in peace, Eurydice Dixon.
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received a private message from an old friend on
Facebook. The woman who sent this gave me her
permission to read this and share this with you today.
She said:
I am one of the ones no-one talks about. I was raped in 2012
and held hostage for eight hours being repeatedly sexually
assaulted and being told he would bury me in the outback and
no-one would ever know where I was. If I talk about it, all I
receive is silence. This is a story of a survivor — no-one
marches or supports me.

These are her words. This is my friend whom I never
knew. I stand with her, and I am sure everyone in this
house would too. It is why the government is
implementing 227 recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence. Today, like every
other day, support women, respect women and
believe women.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (By leave) (12:14) — Last
night I stood with 10 000 Victorians in Princes Park
with my parliamentary colleagues — the member for
Euroa, Georgie Crozier and Ed O’Donohue in the other
place — to mark the senseless and horrific rape and
murder of 22-year-old Eurydice Dixon. Women and
men, young and old, people who have lived in the area
their entire life and country students from nearby
colleges — we all stood in silence to mourn the loss of
Eurydice. We remembered a vibrant young woman, a
comedian with a wry sense of the ridiculousness of life,
a woman who had aspirations to take her comedy to the
UK, a woman who had an interest in childcare studies
and children, a woman who was raped and murdered
while simply walking home from work — a comedy
gig in the city.
As I studied the faces around me at Princes Park, I saw
people stony-faced, some emotional, some angry, some
with a tear rolling down their cheek, others looking
strong and defiant. Like others I was drawn into
thoughts of myself walking home alone, at any hour, in
any location, and wondering, ‘What if the next person
being remembered at a candlelight vigil was me, my
family member, my friend, my colleague?’.

Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Women) (By leave)
(12:12) — Over the past week Victoria has been in
mourning. Eurydice Dixon was a bright, aspirational
woman who had hopes and dreams, family and friends
who loved her. She was denied her right to get home
safely. She was denied her right to life. So was Qi Yu,
so was Jill Meagher, so was Tara Costigan, so was
Stephanie Scott, and these are just a few names in
recent years — 30 women have been murdered this
year alone.

As Victorians we have an expectation of community
safety. We believe we should all be able to walk home
safely. This is not unreasonable, as many people do it
every single day. But sadly here we are in Victoria
with another woman senselessly raped and murdered.
This is a story that Victorians are tired of hearing, and
we want action.

Ninety-eight per cent of sexual assaults in Australia are
committed by men. We have a gendered violence crisis
in this country, and 10 000 people in Princes Park last
night said, ‘Enough is enough’. Two days ago I

I remember other women who were recently
senselessly raped and murdered by serious sex
offenders — people they did not know. Karen Chetcuti
was taken from her home in Whorouly in country
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Victoria — raped and murdered. Jill Meagher was
taken while walking home in Brunswick — raped and
murdered. Masa Vukotic was taken while walking
through a park in Balwyn North — raped and
murdered. For these women and other nameless women
who have been lost to rape and murder without
knowing their attacker, without taking high-risk actions,
without logic, we need to do more than just installing
more CCTV cameras in the city. None of these cameras
would have saved Eurydice or prevented any of the
other recent rapes and murders of women across
Victoria. Our community must not just feel safe; we
must be safe.
There is no doubt in my mind that anyone who
commits a hideous rape and murder has significant
mental illness as a serious sex offender. This is not to
say that they should receive any leniency in sentencing.
Far from it. The penalty for raping and murdering an
innocent woman should be harsh and strong, with no
soft-touch approach of bail or cutting deals for a short
sentence or hiding behind illness of any kind.
The reality is that our mental health system is
underfunded and sluggish and slow to respond. It is
under-resourced, and funding cuts in recent years have
just increased the pressure. We are getting worse at
identifying people with mental illness when they are
young to provide intervention and support so that they
do not harm themselves or others. We have a
responsibility to do more, to be proactive in identifying
and stopping serious sex offenders before they rape and
murder, to not just look at the feel-good measures but to
address the real issues.
While we do not know who the next person will be who
commits a vile act of rape and murder in this state, we
must do more to identify and stop them before they
offend and another life is needlessly and tragically lost
in the most vile and horrific way, because Victorians do
deserve to be able to walk home without fear of assault
or bashing or rape or murder. We all deserve to live in a
safe community. Eurydice deserved that too, but the
Victorian system failed her in the worst possible way.
I extend my deepest sympathies to the family, partner
and friends of Eurydice Dixon. May she rest in peace.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (By leave) (12:18) —
Yesterday I too stood with thousands and thousands of
Melburnians at the vigil in Princes Park to remember
Eurydice Dixon, a young woman, deep thinker,
budding comedian, daughter, sister and friend.
Eurydice and her family are members of my electorate.
I did not know Eurydice personally, but I do know her
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family through their tireless work as activists and
advocates for more public housing and against public
housing privatisation. They have sat in my office to tell
me their story and about their campaigns. I have joined
them at their rallies and events. So it breaks my heart to
think about what they are going through right now, and
I know that they are in all of our thoughts this week.
As a woman, it makes me feel sick that this could
happen in my electorate, in my neighbourhood — a
place that I have walked through, that I have ridden my
bike through, alone, in the dark, many, many times after
a night out in the city. I did this because there were no
trams running at night, or because there was no public
transport direct to my home, or because I could not find
or afford a taxi when I was a student, or simply because
I thought I was safe walking through that park. That
sense of safety has been absolutely rocked. I guess
these things hit closest to home when they happen
somewhere that you know so well and where you can
imagine it might have been you or your daughter or
your friend.
I would like to thank the organisers of the vigil last
night for allowing us space to reclaim our park. The
sense of holding that space in the dark and in the silence
together was incredibly powerful. I also want to thank
those who have reignited the conversation — once
again, unfortunately — about how we can end men’s
violence against women wherever it occurs, in public or
in private, because one woman killed by a man is one
woman too many. We have had dozens of women
killed by men this year in our country, most by
someone they knew and most by someone who
purported to love them.
I know that everyone in this place is shocked and
horrified at the crime that was committed in Princes
Park, and I hope that we all want to do something to
stop it ever happening again, but that requires us to
actually do some pretty hard work: to properly fund the
programs in our schools, workplaces and elsewhere that
try to actually get rid of the attitudes that lead a man to
believe he is entitled to a woman’s body or to invade
her space; to properly fund mental health services; to
properly fund family violence services; and to change
the way that we, in often subtle and unintentional ways,
place the blame for violence on women in the way that
we talk about these horrific crimes.
Women are not to blame for society not being safe for
them. Those who make it unsafe are to blame, and it is
up to all of us, especially here, to change society to
make it safer for women and to make it safer for
everyone, because this should never, ever have
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happened to Eurydice and it should never happen to
anyone else either.
The SPEAKER — Members, I think it is
appropriate for us to rise in our places for a moment of
reflection.
Honourable members stood in their places.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
School buses
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:23) — My
question is to the Premier. The Willsher family of
Cobden have eight school-age children, four in primary
school and four who attend Warrnambool College. Up
until this year all eight children have travelled on the
same school bus to and from school each day.
However, when their daughter Ella began year 7 this
year, your government ruled she was no longer entitled
to travel on the school bus as she has always done, with
the Minister for Education referring to Ella on 7 June as
‘an ineligible, non-approved traveller who is not
permitted to board the bus in the afternoon’. Your
government has now instructed her school to physically
remove Ella from the bus if she tries to catch it to return
home in the afternoon with her siblings and, bizarrely,
to take her to the local police station for collection by
her parents. Premier, how could you and your
government be so callous and out of touch as to have
this young girl forcibly removed off a school bus and
taken to a police station simply because you refuse to
apply common sense to help this family?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:24) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question and for the
questions that he raises in relation to the Willsher
family. I think perhaps the best thing that I can do and
the most important thing for me to do is —
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Mr ANDREWS — And on that basis I am more
than happy to make inquiries of the department of
education in relation to this particular matter.
Mr Battin interjected.
The SPEAKER — The member for Gembrook is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — I will advisedly test each of the
claims that have been made by the Leader of the
Opposition, follow up on the specifics of this case and
take action if that is appropriate. This is a serious matter
and it will be taken seriously by me and my office and
we will make further inquiries.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — I warn the member for Bass, the
member for Warrandyte and the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:25) — The
Willsher family have one car, eight kids, are struggling
to pay the bills and your government now wants to
force them to drive Ella 10 kilometres a day to catch a
bus to a different school because you will not allow her
on the same bus as her seven siblings. Premier, Ella’s
parents are watching question time online today. Can
you tell them why it is more of a priority for you and
your government to legislate to pay money to political
campaigns rather than to help struggling families like
the Willsher family, whose 12-year-old daughter you
have kicked off a school bus?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The level of noise in the
chamber is unacceptable. All members should consider
themselves warned. I will remove members shouting
across the chamber.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hastings and the member for Warrandyte!
Mr ANDREWS — This is a very serious matter
that has been raised —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — I ask members not to shout
across the chamber.

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:26) — As I was
saying in the answer to the substantive question, this is
a serious matter and I am more than happy to confirm
what exactly has gone on here, and if there are —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, the member for
Warrandyte did not ask this question with a reference to
other legislation — legislation that he has been quite
supportive of privately, I think. This is a serious matter
and we will follow through as I have outlined —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr ANDREWS — Quite the friend of electoral
reform until today, it would seem.

Ministers statements: Rod Laver Arena
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:27) — I am
delighted to be able to inform all honourable members
that I was able to visit Rod Laver Arena this morning
with the Minister for Industry and Employment to
check on progress — a massive redevelopment at that
wonderful centrepiece in our precinct, the MCG, in
Olympic Park, of course AAMI, and so many other
facilities that are critical to jobs and visitors, tourism,
the vibrant nature of our city and our state. There is
nearly $1 billion — $975 million worth of investment
going on down there at the tennis centre —
Interjections from gallery.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will suspend the sitting
of the Parliament for 15 minutes and order the gallery
to be cleared.
Persons escorted from gallery.
Sitting suspended 12.27 p.m. until 12.45 p.m.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:45) — So there is a
$975 million investment in Melbourne Park. As one of
the premier sporting precincts anywhere in the world, it
is very important that we invest to make sure that
facility is fit for purpose and fit to continue to hold a
bigger and better Australian Open. It is a great concert
venue — consistently in the top five concert venues by
bookings anywhere in the world. That is all about jobs,
and it is all about setting us up for the future.
Of course that redevelopment and our visit to
Melbourne Park was also an opportunity to confirm that
later today we will introduce Australia’s first legislation
to write into law our local content guarantees both in
terms of purchasing local content and employing
apprentices, cadets and trainees, making sure we embed
Victorian skills in these Victorian major projects. The
minister and I met with some apprentices today. They
are getting their start because of our policies. They will
get their start in the future because the laws of this state
are not negotiable. Local content is at those record
levels, and skills attainment is part of the road, rail,
hospital and school infrastructure agenda that we are
delivering. There are more Victorian jobs and Victorian
skills, setting us up for the future. This is exactly as it
should be. This record investment is funded by
Victorian taxpayers and it should benefit Victorian
taxpayers and businesses, and that is what the law of
the land will state.
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The SPEAKER (12:46) — Order! Before calling
the Leader of the Opposition, I would like to welcome
to the gallery Paul Jenkins, a former member for
Ballarat West.

Energy prices
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:47) — My
question is again to the Premier. GBP Australia is an
abattoir in Poowong employing 170 local people. Their
electricity bills have risen to $180 000 per month — a
50 per cent increase. This business, like many others,
has to compete on the export market and just cannot
cope with power bills rising as steeply as this — to the
highest they have ever been. These 170 local jobs are
now at real risk. Premier, apart from telling this
business to shop around, how will you guarantee that
your failure to do something about record high power
prices will not cost these 170 workers their jobs?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:47) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. I would not
be, if I was him, bemoaning the notion of shopping
around. The whole market is based on that — the whole
market privatised by those opposite. They were big fans
of shopping around when they privatised the market.
They were very big fans of shopping around when they
privatised our energy assets — big fans of shopping
around then. But no matter their change of heart; I can
confirm, as I did last week, that the government —
multiple ministers in different portfolios — has been
administering very strong support for businesses who
are doing it tough as a result of energy prices. I am
more than happy to have representatives of the relevant
department reach out to this particular business and
provide them with advice and support, and potentially
direct financial assistance, under those schemes that we
have announced.
There are a couple of different funds, one of
$42.5 million. That does relate specifically to gas, and I
am uncertain about whether this is an electricity and gas
issue or one and not the other for this particular
business. We can follow that through and will be able
to provide that assistance. There is then a further
$90 million in relation to assessments and audits to
drive the most efficient practice in every single
business, and there are something like
20 000 businesses that have taken us up on that scheme
and are better placed today than they have ever been
because of that. That is not to say that that will be
relevant for every single business, but there are
many — indeed 20 000 businesses — that have taken
us up on that offer.
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What is more, I was at Stockyard Hill just last week to
turn the first sod on the Southern Hemisphere’s biggest
wind farm — a wind farm that could never have been
built under the planning policy of those who drafted
that planning policy to scuttle renewable energy and
wind farms. Who might that be? Of course we know —
although maybe those opposite do not know — that
more supply puts downward pressure on prices.
Who was that planning minister? Who was that
planning minister that almost destroyed renewable
energy in this state? I thought he would take a point of
order and self-identify, but he has not. It is of course the
Leader of the Opposition. We will work with this
business, as we have done with literally thousands of
other businesses and households.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — I would not be criticising
shopping around — the market you built is based on it.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:50) — For
26 years B. J. S. Prime Quality Meats has been a family
owned and run butchery in Ringwood. Their power
prices have recently risen by 55 per cent, a cost they
cannot afford. Premier, your Treasurer recently told this
Parliament that Victoria was currently experiencing the
best of times. Can you please tell businesses like B.J.S.
Prime Quality Meats how a 55 per cent increase in
monthly power bills constitutes ‘the best of times’?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:51) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition. Let us just confirm again the
commentary from those opposite opposed to supporting
households to shop around on the Victorian Energy
Compare website. I do not know whether they will
stand up and say it, but their position is — and let
Hansard record it — they are opposed to 50 —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (12:51) — Order! The member for
Bass will leave the chamber for the period for 1 hour. I
have warned members to cease shouting across the
chamber, and the member for Hawthorn should
act cautiously.
Honourable member for Bass withdrew from
chamber.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance. I asked a very straightforward question about
B. J. S. Prime Quality Meats. Their bills have gone up
by 55 per cent. I have referenced the Treasurer saying
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that he believed Victoria was going through the best of
times, and I have asked the Premier to explain how this
could possibly be the case. I ask you to bring him back
to answering a straightforward question.
The SPEAKER — Order! It is a very broad
question. I rule the Premier is being responsive.
Mr ANDREWS — The answer to the previous
question in large part deals with the fact that we are
providing support to individual businesses,
providing —
An honourable member — Why don’t you actually
give them some power?
Mr ANDREWS — Those who are opposed to more
supply can hardly lecture people about prices, and to
those opposite — you are opposed to more supply
because you are opposed to renewable energy every
single day of the week.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (12:52) — Order! The Premier will
resume his seat. The member for Macedon and the
member for Kew will leave the chamber for the period
of 1 hour.
Honourable members for Kew and Macedon
withdrew from chamber.
Mr ANDREWS — Every single business that is
availing itself of targeted support from this government
needs to know that those opposite are opposed to the
Victorian renewable energy target and will put planning
controls back in to stop any renewable energy in this
state, and yet they pretend to care about prices.

Ministers statements: employment policy
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (12:53) — I rise to inform the house
about the Andrews government’s Local Jobs First
policies and how they are helping young people get
their start in their careers on some of our most
significant city-shaping projects. Under those opposite
there were four wasted years. When we came to
government we knew we had to get the economy
growing again and strengthen it. Our infrastructure
program alone speaks for itself: 88 strategic projects in
three and a half years versus their eight, an incredible
$50 billion of infrastructure investments under the
Andrews Labor government versus only eight strategic
projects under them.
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It was a pleasure to join the Premier at Rod Laver
Arena today. It is what you would have to consider to
be one of the most active assets in the whole state.
There has been a lot of talk of lazy assets lately —
clearly assets focused on Exhibition Street. But we
know Rod Laver Arena, one of the icons of Melbourne
and often a place of fierce battle that would make the
Cormack Foundation blush, is a place where we are
seeing record investments and —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is yet again commencing to depart from
making a ministers statement and to debate issues.
I ask you to warn him of his obligation to comply with
sessional orders and to return to making a
ministers statement.
The SPEAKER — The minister did momentarily
move away from making a statement. I ask the minister
to make a ministers statement.
Mr CARROLL — Under our record infrastructure
investments we are shaping the city for the 21st century.
I want to mention the member for Oakleigh and that
wonderful announcement we saw on the weekend, with
those level crossings finally gone all the way from
Carnegie to Hughesdale. He is to be congratulated, as is
the Minister for Public Transport, for that wonderful
project that has got Victoria moving again.
We are also making sure we leave no Victorian behind
through our social procurement framework. This policy
complements our infrastructure program. It ensures
Victorians at risk, women experiencing family
violence, Aboriginal Victorians and some of the most
disadvantaged members of our community also get an
opportunity to shape our city and work on a project that
is fit for the 21st century. We are leaving no stone
unturned as we get on with the job. After four years of
sleep mode we have got record infrastructure, and we
are making sure apprentices and everyone comes along
for the ride.

Energy prices
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:55) — My
question is again to the Premier. Altona Dry Cleaners is
a small family business, like many across Melbourne
serving its local community. Their power bills have
risen 40 per cent; their gas bills, 35 per cent. They
simply cannot afford to keep operating with such huge
rises in energy, particularly electricity, costs. Your
minister told the Public Accounts and Estimates
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Committee last week that with more energy supply into
the market, economics 101 will tell you that prices
come down. The same economics 101 will also tell you
that with less energy supply in the market, prices go up.
Premier, will you now finally admit that ripping
1600 megawatts out of the system with the abrupt
closure of Hazelwood has increased prices by far more
than the 85 cents a week you said it would.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:56) — The Leader
of the Opposition has asked me a very similar question
that he has asked in the past. Of course the government
did no such thing, and I reject each and every element
in his recycled question. He hates renewable energy;
happy to recycle, though. You have asked that question
five different ways at five different times, and my
answer is exactly the same. The government did no
such thing. Engie, a multinational company, is getting
out of fossil fuels in Europe and in Australia.
Mr Burgess interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — The member for Hastings
knows better apparently than the managing director of
said company. The member for Hastings apparently
knows more about Engie’s business than the managing
director. You have asked this question, and it has been
comprehensively answered. You are simply wrong.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (12:57) —
Premier, in the previous question you said in relation to
power prices that you have encountered businesses that
are in better places than they have ever been. Premier,
can you now name a single business whose energy bills
are lower now than they were in 2014?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (12:58) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for picking up on the
comment that I made. I was of course speaking in
relation to those businesses that have availed
themselves —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — There are 20 000 of them, in
fact, that have sought and received —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, you come back to me on
the youth unemployment rate, mate, and then we will
be happy to.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The house will come to
order.
Mr ANDREWS — There are 20 000 businesses
that have received support from our government.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, it was a straightforward supplementary
question. The Premier says he has 20 000 examples. I
am asking if he can name just one.
The SPEAKER — I understand the point of order.
The Premier is being responsive to the question.
Mr ANDREWS — There are 20 000 businesses
across the state that have undertaken energy upgrades,
using less energy and improving their circumstances. I
am happy to get the Leader of the Opposition a full list
if he wants. I will get him a full list of all of them, and
he can explain to them why he would no doubt cut the
very policy that is supporting them to cut their bills.

Ministers statements: police resources
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (12:59) — I
rise to update the house on the significant investment
that we are making in Victoria Police and the jobs this
is creating in law enforcement. The police academy
right now is bursting at the seams. We have already put
in place 1000 additional sworn police officers since we
were elected. We now have 1274 new police to come
out over the next year — 100 a month. We have over
10 000 applications for these police positions. We have
got new recruits that are boosting the front line, and it is
making a difference, with our crime rate down 9.5 per
cent. The crime rate is down lower than it was in 2014.
These new police officers are just one part of the
investment we are making in new jobs and enhancing
our law enforcement capability. There is $15 million
for the Victoria Police Monitoring and Assessment
Centre. We have got more than $100 million to roll out
mobile technology, $200 million in a dedicated police
assistance line to be based in Ballarat and over
$100 million in forensic capability and new staff. We
have got money going into drug and alcohol buses —
10 of those — which are being built and jobs are being
created in Ballarat and Derrimut. And all the jobs are
right here in Victoria — all the construction jobs —
including our new purpose-built police centre, the first
since the 1940s, with 1000 construction jobs. All of this
is about driving down our crime and making sure our
community is safer.
But what is clear is that what does not make inroads
into the crime rate, make our community safer or
enhance the capabilities of Victoria Police, making sure
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we have got the right skills and jobs, is when you
cannot even be trusted to keep your own money safe by
your own fundraising arm, when your organisation
does not even trust you about how you might use your
money and you cannot even be trusted in relation to the
internal fight, who is running the organisation and who
is in charge. Those things do not make you safer.

Energy prices
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (13:01) — My
question is to the Minister for Veterans. The Sale RSL
and Community Club is an 800-member not-for-profit
organisation that is a gathering point for veterans and
their supporters and families in the Shire of Wellington.
The club has big debts and is struggling to survive, but
it is just staying afloat. However, their power bill has
now risen from just over $4000 per month last year to
$8000 per month this year. Given so many RSLs such
as the Sale RSL and Community Club are suffering
massive financial strain and are at risk of closure
because of Victoria’s highest power bills ever, what
have you done to ensure that these clubs continue their
vital role of supporting our veterans and that they will
not close after almost 100 years of service because they
cannot now pay their energy bills?
Mr EREN (Minister for Veterans) (13:02) — I
thank the member for his question. Veterans are
obviously a big part of our lives, and the RSL play a
tremendous role in making sure veterans do not miss
out on a decent quality of life. Therefore we as a
government have provided assistance to veterans, and
some $400 000 over four years has been allocated for
the welfare of veterans and their families. Of course
that money goes —
Ms Staley interjected.
The SPEAKER (13:03) — Order! The member for
Ripon will leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Ripon withdrew from
chamber.
Mr EREN — That money — that $400 000 — goes
towards assisting veterans and their families with power
bills and associated costs. So that is —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
question of relevance, this was not a question about
assisting RSLs in relation to welfare, it was about
assisting RSLs in relation to paying their power bills. I
ask you to bring the minister back to answering that
question.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The question as I
understood it asked the minister what he had done to
support RSLs in the face of increased power bills —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (13:04) — The member for
Warrandyte will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Warrandyte withdrew
from chamber.
The SPEAKER — I do not uphold the point of
order.
Mr EREN — There is also $277 000 that was
provided through the Anzac Day Proceeds Fund to
RSLs, Legacy clubs, Vietnam veterans and other
ex-service organisations. As I have indicated, some
$400 000 is provided to the veterans community in
terms of assisting them with their power bills and other
associated costs.
Supplementary question
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (13:04) — Sale
RSL is part of the RSL’s bulk buy of electricity. Many
other clubs are also struggling with power bills that
have increased to their highest levels ever. Given the
many RSL clubs that cannot afford these massive
increases, will you now consider compensating these
clubs for the costs your government’s failed energy
policies have forced on them?
Mr EREN (Minister for Veterans) (13:05) — I do
not think the member is listening. As I have indicated in
my previous answer, some $400 000 has been provided
for the welfare of veterans to ensure that —
Mr D. O’Brien — On a point of order, Speaker, on
the question of relevance, the first question was in
relation to supporting RSLs. The supplementary
question was with respect to what the government
would do to support RSLs with their energy bills, not
the individual veterans that the minister is now talking
about. We are talking about the RSLs that are
struggling with massive increases in energy costs.
The SPEAKER — I ask the minister to come back
to answering the question.
Mr EREN — These matters of course may be
directed to another minister in relation to the power
bills, but can I just say that our record is very clear in
terms of government. We work very closely with the
RSL and other ex-service organisations to
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accommodate their needs, and we will do so into the
future. If the RSL seeks assistance from the state
government, we are there in terms of the assistance that
they need, and we are there with the $400 000 that we
provided for veterans’ social welfare.

Ministers statements: employment
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) (13:06) — It gives me
pleasure to rise to update the house on the record strong
jobs growth that Victoria is experiencing right across
the state. The latest employment statistics from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics bear this out.
Since taking office the Andrews government has
created nearly 350 000 jobs, with more than 211 000 of
those jobs being full-time positions. That is five times
more than those opposite managed. Unemployment is
now at 5.1 per cent — the lowest rate since January
2012, just before it soared to 6.7 per cent under the
previous administration. That is because those opposite
closed TAFEs, cut jobs and dithered around
infrastructure projects, unlike this government. On this
side of the house our focus is on jobs, and part of our
record jobs growth is of course attributable directly to
the Victorian Industry Participation Policy — and a
shout-out to the great Minister for Industry and
Employment. It is all about ensuring that we buy local
and we hire local, whether it be for level crossing
removals, new trains, roads or new hospitals.
The other employment program getting some attention
at the moment is the Liberal lawyer program, where
those lawyers seeking to get a bit of money have found
a great and worthy beneficiary due to the in-fighting
that is going on in the Liberal Party. Meanwhile, we
are ensuring that apprentices and trainees get a chance
to hone their skills and their craft on big projects
through our Major Projects Skills Guarantee, which of
course ensures that jobs are there for the future for our
young people. That said, the Liberal Party will be
giving apprentices like plucky Marcus Bastiaan an
opportunity — he came in like a wrecking ball.
Those on this side of the house love Miley Cyrus.
Those on the —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
expired.

Murray Basin rail project
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (13:09) — I am just
wondering if he voted for Mark Butler or not, that is all.
The SPEAKER — Order! Does the Leader of The
Nationals have a question?
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Mr WALSH — The Leader of The Nationals does
have a question, and my question is to the Minister for
Public Transport. Minister, I refer to the exposure by
the Rail Revival Alliance that second-hand rail track
has been used on the Maryborough to Ararat line,
reducing the ability of this track to meet design
standards for speed and weight of trains. Minister, why
has your expensive bungling of yet another transport
project led to the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
upgrade the Murray Basin rail lines being wasted —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (13:09) — Order! The Minister for
Roads and Road Safety will leave the chamber for the
period of 1 hour.
Minister for Roads and Road Safety withdrew from
chamber.
Mr WALSH — Minister, why has your expensive
bungling of yet another transport project led to the
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to upgrade the Murray
Basin rail lines being wasted by the use of second-hand
rail line?
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(13:10) — I thank the Leader of the National Party, and
I take this question as a sign that they have now walked
away from the bipartisan approach we have had on the
Murray Basin rail project. I take it that you have
abandoned the project — that is a great shame! Even as
recently as a couple of weeks ago the National Party
members in the other place were singing its praises and
claiming it as a project all of their own.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — I warn the member for Hastings
again.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, I am not sure whether the transport minister
is trying to answer a question of her own, but she is not
answering the question of the Leader of the National
Party, which was around second-hand railway track
being used. I ask you to bring her back to answering
this straightforward question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to come
back to answering the question.
Ms ALLAN — I am sure the National Party love it
when the Liberal Party try and help them out on these
matters. The Leader of the National Party has repeated
some claims that have been made by the Rail Revival
Alliance. The Rail Revival Alliance have been making a
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number of claims about this project that have proven to
be incorrect. It is disappointing: the Leader of the
National Party perhaps should have sought a briefing on
the project and a briefing on the claims. Given his
previous bipartisan support for the project, he might
have wanted to check whether the Rail Revival Alliance
were not just peddling another bunch of inaccurate
claims about this project.
I addressed this issue extensively last sitting week and
indeed before the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee the week before. In the break last week I
had the opportunity to continue a range of discussions
with representatives of primary producers and
industries across the region. We are determined to
deliver this project. It has taken a Labor government to
deliver this Murray Basin rail project. It has taken a
Labor government to complete the business case, and it
has taken a Labor government to add the Murrayville
spur line —
Mr Burgess interjected.
The SPEAKER (13:12) — Order! The minister will
resume her seat. The member for Hastings will leave
the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Hastings withdrew from
chamber.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
issue of relevance, this was a very clear question to —
Ms ALLAN — I have answered it.
Mr Walsh — No, you have not answered it.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr Walsh — This was a very clear question to the
minister about why has she bungled this project by
using second-hand line. I ask you to bring her back to
answering that question about the use of second-hand
line on this track rather than the things that she is
talking about.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is being
responsive to the question that was asked. The minister
has concluded her answer.
Supplementary question
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (13:13) — Minister, I
refer to recent media reporting of your mismanagement
of the Maryborough to Ararat rail line project. Minister,
have you contacted any electronic media outlets who
have reported on this issue and attempted to bully them
or their journalists, including by threatening legal action,
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if they continue to do their job by reporting the facts
about yet another transport project you have botched?
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(13:14) — I thought the Leader of the National Party
was a bit better than that, because he would know that
that is not how we have engaged on this project. It is
absolutely untrue — the allegation he has made against
me in his question is untrue. What is true though is that
it took a former Labor government to buy back the rail
freight network that was sold off by the previous
Liberal-National government —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — You sold it off! It was on its knees,
and it has taken a Labor government to rebuild it.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
issue of relevance, this is not about who bought or sold
railway tracks. This is about whether the minister was
actually bullying journalists about their reporting of the
facts of how she has bungled this rail project.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point
of order.
Ms ALLAN — Coming back to the claim, the
member has made a very serious claim that I absolutely
categorically deny. I have not bullied any journalist on
this matter or indeed any other matter. For the Leader
of the National Party to say otherwise is an outrageous
slur that demeans — absolutely demeans — the
position of the Leader of the National Party.

Ministers statements: high-capacity metro
trains
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(13:15) — It brings me great joy to talk about my visit
to the Newport Railway Workshops last week with
member for Williamstown to celebrate the
commencement of manufacturing on the high-capacity
metropolitan trains — of course, trains that are being
manufactured here in Victoria, thanks to our
government’s local content policy that is being further
supported by the Minister for Industry and
Employment in his bill that is being introduced this
week. Sixty per cent local content delivers over
1100 jobs in our local rolling stock industry; 15 per
cent of these will be apprentices and 7 per cent will be
from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Last week we met with a number of former Toyota
workers — former automotive industry workers who
have got a new career and a new start, thanks to our
investments and thanks to the policy settings we put in
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place. We have to remember why we need to employ
former automotive industry workers; it is because the
automotive industry in this state was run out of town by
the federal Liberal government, cheered on by the
former Liberal state government that did not lift a finger
to stop the demise of the automotive industry here in
Victoria. We have been determined to support the
manufacturing industry and breathe new life into our
rolling stock industry, and we have been able to do that
through our order of high-capacity metro trains.
The member for Williamstown and I met last week
with Michael. Michael told us his story. He is a former
Toyota automotive industry worker. He worked there
for 14 years and is now working at the Newport facility,
and so were three other women who worked in the
Toyota supply chain making the seats for Toyota cars.
They are now working as mechanical engineers on our
high-capacity metro trains —
Mr Noonan interjected.
Ms ALLAN — The member for Williamstown is
right — he is very happy. This is what happens when
you invest, and this is what happens when you get the
policy settings that support Victorian jobs.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I have a
constituency question, 14 325, which was a question to
the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing. It was
due to be answered some time ago. I asked it on 9 May,
so that question is clearly overdue, and I would ask you
to get the minister to answer the question. This is
becoming quite regular with ministers not answering
questions. I know it is not just me that the ministers are
ignoring or planning on being belligerent with when it
comes to these sorts of things. I would ask for you to
get the minister to actually chase up that particular —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Burwood has raised his point of order. Does he have
any further matters he wishes to raise?
Mr Watt — Yes, I do have an adjournment matter
that was to the Minister for Police, 14 337. It was about
the Burwood police station, and I do ask that the
minister answer the question. It is an adjournment
matter that my constituents are genuinely concerned
about regarding the closure of the Burwood police
station. It was asked, once again, on 9 May. I would
have expected that with 30 days the minister has had
ample time to answer the question. I would ask that you
do chase it up with her. It is becoming quite
disappointing that my constituents have to put up with
belligerent ministers, and the disrespect that these
ministers show this chamber should not be accepted.
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The SPEAKER — The member for Burwood will
resume his seat.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Questions without notice
The SPEAKER (13:19) — Order! Last sitting
Thursday the member for Gippsland South took a point
of order and asked me to review the responsiveness of
the Minister for Sport’s answers to a substantive and
supplementary question about commentary at
estimates hearings and the Docklands stadium upgrade.
Having reviewed the transcript I consider the answers
to be responsive.
The manager of opposition business asked me to
review the responsiveness of the Premier’s answers to
the substantive and supplementary questions about
comments made by the Acting Chief Commissioner of
Police and the closure of various police stations. In
answering, the Premier said that he would have to
confirm the proposition being put to him in the question
before providing an answer. That in itself is not
unresponsive because it addresses the principle of the
question. However, it does suggest that the Premier
should come back to the member with an answer. The
Premier has provided a written response, which I will
arrange to have published on the questions and
responses database for the information of members.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Brighton electorate
Ms ASHER (Brighton) (13:20) — (14 557) My
question is to the Minister for Public Transport, and I
am delighted she is in the chamber to hear my question.
Will the minister fund a shuttle bus service to key
stations servicing the Sandringham line in the Brighton
electorate? The background to this is a report in the
Bayside Leader dated 8 May 2018 in which it is
reported that Bayside council and Public Transport
Victoria are surveying commuters regarding a potential
pilot program of a shuttle bus to stations within my
electorate. There is a significant car parking problem at
stations in my electorate, and I have previously raised
this matter with the minister — for example, at
Brighton Beach station there are only 170 spaces and at
Middle Brighton station there are only 120. There are
people who would use this service if they could get to
the station, so I reiterate: will the minister please fund a
shuttle bus service as discussed by her department with
the council?
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Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (13:21) — (14 558) My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children.
What opportunities are available to support facilities for
children and families in the Yuroke electorate, such as
the proposed Merrifield West northern community hub
project? Many young families choose to buy or build
their first home in the Yuroke electorate. Indeed
housing growth in the Mickleham and Yuroke suburbs
was ranked as the fastest in Australia in 2016–17. The
Andrews Labor government’s significant local
investment in new and improved facilities for these
parents and their kids has provided access to preschool,
child and maternal health services, and other
community facilities close to home. As the Yuroke
electorate continues to grow, I would welcome any
information the minister can provide on opportunities to
provide further support for these much-needed
community facilities.

Gippsland East electorate
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (13:22) — (14 559)
My question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change, and the information I seek is when
she will meet with the East Gippsland Shire Council
regarding the Lakes Entrance critical asset protection
program. As the name implies, this is a matter of critical
importance to the Lakes Entrance township, which is
one of the state’s iconic tourist destinations along with
being a critical port for commercial fishing in
Victoria — the largest in the state. The program
involves the replacement of lake foreshore and Bullock
Island seawalls, which range from being 50 to 120 years
old and are at or nearing the end of their functional life. I
understand the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, which has overall responsibility,
submitted a business case earlier this year with a
proposal for remediation, repair and replacement of
these assets, but unfortunately funding was not included
in this year’s budget. I therefore would like to know
when the minister will make herself available to meet
with council so she can be briefed on the project and
strongly consider providing this funding.

Carrum electorate
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (13:23) — (14 560) My
question is for the Minister for Public Transport. I have
been contacted by local residents who catch the train at
Seaford railway station. This is a busy station, which
boasts a wonderful kiosk, run by Corrine, who sells
fabulous coffees and snacks to peak-hour commuters,
but there are no toilet facilities at Seaford station.
Minister, my constituents would like to know: are there
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plans for toilet facilities at Seaford station? These
would provide very welcome relief for commuters.

Sandringham electorate
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (13:24) —
(14 561) My constituency question is directed to the
Minister for Public Transport. On behalf of local traders
in Cheltenham and Mentone I ask: when will the
contract be signed for the grade separation via cutting
method for the separation of road and rail at Park Road,
at Charman Road and at Balcombe Road?

Broadmeadows electorate
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (13:24) —
(14 562) My constituency question is to the Minister
for the Prevention of Family Violence: when will
Victoria’s landmark plan to address the state’s biggest
law and order issue, family violence, be implemented
in Broadmeadows? All reforms in Ending Family
Violence: Victoria’s Plan for Change are designed to
be delivered in partnership with the community and
implement the 227 recommendations of Australia’s
first Royal Commission into Family Violence. This
will have a major social impact and complements
the impact of the government’s other law and
order strategies.
I am delighted to report to the Parliament that new
figures show the crime rate in the Hume local
government area is down by 8.1 per cent. This
underscores the value of the Andrews Labor
government’s investment in recruiting more than
3000 police officers — Victoria’s biggest law and order
recruitment drive. Impact on the ground is being felt. I
recently visited police officers in the Broadmeadows
electorate and can confirm how hard they are working.
The effectiveness of their crackdown on crime is being
reflected in the latest crime statistics.

Melbourne electorate
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (13:25) — (14 563)
My question is to the Minister for Education. Minister,
will the government provide funding to Kensington
Primary School to fix their school hall, provide better
accessibility and improve their run-down playgrounds?
Last week I met with two grade 6 students at
Kensington primary, Olivia and Thalia. These
wonderful young women explained to me that one of
their fellow students who uses a wheelchair often
struggles to access the school because of the design of
the pathway and lack of an intercom, and they have
some great ideas to improve the situation. I also met
with the principal, who showed me inside the school
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hall, which is literally falling apart. Tattered pieces of
insulation hang from the roof, the internal wall cladding
looks like it has never actually been properly finished
and the walls are exposed. One part of a playground
was closed while I was there because it is no longer
safe and needs upgrading. I know this is just one of
many schools in a similar situation, with a huge
maintenance backlog across the state. The Kensington
school community would love to meet with the minister
to show him around their wonderful school and talk
about any improvements that need to be made, and I
would be more than happy to work with the
government to make that happen.

Yan Yean electorate
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (13:26) — (14 564) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education.
Can the minister advise how Yarrambat Park primary
school, currently under construction in Doreen, will
benefit the new school community, the Orchard Road
Community and Early Learning Centre next door,
sporting clubs such as the Yarrambat Basketball
Club — the Phantoms — and the broader
neighbourhood community located in Doreen and
Yarrambat around the farming property previously
known as Ashley Park?

Rowville electorate
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (13:27) — (14 565) My
question is to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety.
Minister. What plans do VicRoads have to upgrade the
intersection of Henderson Road and Ferntree Gully
Road in Knoxfield? I raised the problems with
Henderson Road in Parliament in 2015. This is just one
more example of how Labor’s appalling failure to
invest in local roads is making life difficult for drivers
in Knox. Commercial trucks and residential cars sit
waiting through many light sequences to turn right into
Henderson Road. These queues of traffic then block
through traffic on Ferntree Gully Road, leaving traffic
at a standstill. All of this could be easily fixed by
lengthening the turning lane and upgrading the turning
arrow signals. Traffic studies have shown traffic
through this intersection will double once the
commonwealth-funded Henderson Road bridge is
constructed. Knox drivers have waited long enough.

Ivanhoe electorate
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (13:27) — (14 566) My
constituency question is to Minister for Emergency
Services. I seek information on the progress of the
demolition of buildings on the corner of Waterdale
Road and Altona Street in West Heidelberg to allow for
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construction of the new $3 million Victoria State
Emergency Service (SES) headquarters for the
Northcote SES unit. That covers of course the local
government areas of Darebin, Yarra and Banyule.
Temporary fencing has been erected. There are some
36 volunteers working out of the Northcote SES
location in Alphington. They responded in 2016–17 to
some 734 requests for assistance. That was a 70 per
cent increase on the 2015–16 year. The existing site is
not fit for purpose. We are really looking forward to
welcoming them to West Heidelberg in new,
purpose-built headquarters. This is an opportunity for
local community members to join the SES, get the
training and serve their community along with those
dedicated volunteers of the SES at Northcote whom we
look forward to welcoming to West Heidelberg.

VICTORIAN INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION
POLICY (LOCAL JOBS FIRST)
AMENDMENT BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (13:29) — I move:
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That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to reform the
legislative framework for the protection of human health and
the environment from pollution and waste, to amend the
Environment Protection Act 2017, to repeal the Environment
Protection Act 1970, to amend the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Act 1990 and to make
consequential amendments to other acts.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (13:30) — I ask the minister
to provide a brief explanation further to the long title.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (13:30) — The bill
will implement key reforms in the Andrews Labor
government’s response to the independent inquiry into
the Environment Protection Authority Victoria. The bill
will introduce a general environmental duty as the core
of a preventative regulatory scheme. The bill also
provides for increased penalties and sanctions to reflect
the significance of environmental wrongdoing, and it
provides for more flexible, efficient, targeted,
proportionate and timely regulation of waste,
contaminated land, pollution and other matters.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Victorian Industry Participation Policy Act 2003 and for other
purposes.

RACING AMENDMENT (INTEGRITY AND
DISCIPLINARY STRUCTURES) BILL 2018

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (13:29) — I ask the minister
to provide a brief explanation of the bill.

Introduction and first reading

Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (13:29) — I thank the member for Box
Hill. We are very committed. With this legislation we
will enshrine the Victorian Industry Participation Policy
and our Major Project Skills Guarantee requirements in
legislation. The bill will also establish a Local Jobs First
commissioner and enforce compliance with both our
Victorian Industry Participation Policy as well as our
Major Project Skills Guarantee commitments.
Ultimately this legislation will put Victorian workers
and businesses first.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
AMENDMENT BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (13:30) — I move:

Mr PAKULA (Minister for Racing) (13:31) — I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Racing Act 1958 to establish a Victorian Racing Integrity
Board, to establish the Victorian Racing Tribunal for all codes
of racing, to provide for greater transparency and enhanced
integrity in the control of racing industries, to consequentially
amend the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
Act 1998 and for other purposes.

Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (13:32) — I ask the
minister to provide an extended explanation of the bill.
The SPEAKER — The minister may be able to
provide a brief explanation to the house.
Mr PAKULA (Minister for Racing) (13:32) — The
member will get an extended explanation tomorrow,
but I will give him a brief one now. The overall
objective of the bill is to ensure the highest possible
standards of integrity in the Victorian racing industry.
The bill will provide thorough and independent
oversight of the performance and integrity-related
functions of industry regulatory bodies, ensuring that
integrity is not compromised by commercial interests or
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other factors. It will provide for an independent, robust
and transparent disciplinary framework.
The bill will amend the Racing Act 1958 to establish a
Victorian Racing Industry Board and a Victorian
Racing Tribunal (VRT). It will provide that tribunal
with additional powers, including requiring a person to
attend and to answer questions under oath or
affirmation. It will introduce offences for failing to
comply with a summons of the VRT, knowingly giving
false or misleading information or refusing to be sworn
in or answer a question at the VRT. It will limit appeals
to VCAT to appeals on penalty and occupational
licensing decisions. It will clarify the racing integrity
commissioner’s board of inquiry powers. It will provide
VRT with statutory immunity. It will clarify the
functions of the Greyhound Racing Victoria (GRV)
board with regard to licensing and regulation, vary the
number of GRV board members and deal with a
number of other matters.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PREVENTION OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence) (13:33) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to establish the
Family Violence Prevention Agency and the board of the
Family Violence Prevention Agency and to appoint the chief
executive officer and for other purposes.
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ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES
AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Management, governance and use of
environmental water
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) presented report, together
with an appendix and transcripts of evidence.
Tabled.
Ordered that report and appendix be published.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 9
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) presented Alert Digest No. 9
of 2018 on:
Crimes Amendment (Unlicensed Drivers) Bill 2018
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018
Justice Legislation Amendment (Family Violence
Protection and Other Matters) Bill 2018
Local Government Bill 2018
Public Administration Amendment (Public Sector
Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill 2018
Treasury and Finance Legislation Amendment
Bill 2018
together with appendices.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (13:33) — I ask the minister
to provide a brief explanation further to the long title.
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence) (13:34) — The bill will establish the
Family Violence Prevention Agency, to be known as
Respect Victoria, and provide for the functions, powers
and duties of the agency. It will establish a board and
provide for the appointment of the chief executive
officer. Also, Respect Victoria will focus on research,
evaluation and community engagement in order to
prevent family violence in all its forms.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Tabled.
Ordered to be published.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Acting Clerk:
Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010 —
Education and Care Services National Amendment
Regulations 2018 under s 303
Gambling Regulation Act 2003 — Amendment of the Public
Lottery Licence under s 5.3.19
Ombudsman — Investigation into the administration of the
Fairness Fund for taxi and hire car licence holders — Ordered
to the published
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
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Ballarat — C210
Boroondara — C278

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent to:

Cardinia — C239

13 June
Darebin — C166
Golden Plains — C77, C79
Greater Geelong — C349
Greater Shepparton — C192, C193 Part 1, C197, C203
Hepburn — C63
Kingston — C152

Liquor and Gambling Legislation Amendment
Bill 2018
National Redress Scheme for Institutional Child
Sexual Abuse (Commonwealth Powers) Bill 2018
State Taxation Acts Amendment Bill 2018
19 June

Latrobe — C110
Melton — C194

Appropriation (Parliament 2018–2019) Bill 2018
(Presented to the Governor by the Speaker).

Moonee Valley — C182
Moorabool — C78
Stonnington — C249, C266
Whitehorse — C193
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 —
SR 72
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 — SR 71
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994:

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Major Projects)
(13:38) — I move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 5.00 p.m. on Thursday,
21 June 2018:
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018

Documents under s 15 in relation to Statutory Rules 59,
69, 71, 72

Justice Legislation Amendment (Family Violence
Protection and Other Matters) Bill 2018

Documents under s 16B in relation to the Associations
Incorporation Reform Act 2012 — Reporting
Exemption Order for Incorporated Associations 2018

Local Government Bill 2018

Victorian Law Reform Commission — Access to Justice:
Litigation Funding and Group Proceedings — Ordered to be
published.

MARINE AND COASTAL BILL 2017
Council’s amendments
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

SERIOUS OFFENDERS BILL 2018
Council’s amendments
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

Public Administration Amendment (Public Sector
Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill 2018
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and
Improving Parliamentary Standards Bill 2017.

I will just make a few comments on the program that is
outlined for the week, noting on the way through that
this is the last sitting week before a shortish winter
break and we resume again in late July.
Mr Carbines interjected.
Ms ALLAN — Well, some people may have been
on a longer break, member for Ivanhoe, as you may
want to expand on in your contribution later on.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms ALLAN — No, no, I was not talking about the
member for Ivanhoe’s break. Let the record be clear: I
am not talking about the member for Ivanhoe’s break.
He is working around the clock, as I know very well
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from the time we have spent together at the beautiful
new Rosanna railway station, but I digress.
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Ms ALLAN — The member for Hawthorn should
not push us off focusing on talking about the
government business program for the week ahead. As
you will note, Deputy Speaker, there are five bills on
the program. Each of them has significance and
importance in their own right and I am confident will
attract significant debate and consideration by members
of the chamber. I have noted that the opposition has
expressed a keenness to take the Local Government Bill
2018 into the consideration-in-detail stage. I will confer
with the minister, and if we have time towards the end
of the week, we will consider that opportunity. We have
just seen two bills return from the upper house that will
need to be considered. I indicate to the opposition at
this point in time that we will consider those tomorrow
to give the opposition an opportunity to be ready for
that process.
We also have, I believe, a number of speakers who
wish to make a contribution on the take-note motion on
the budget, noting the message we have just received
from the Council that the budget has successfully
passed through the Legislative Council. We think it is a
successful budget and one that will deliver great
outcomes on the ground in local communities, so we
are very pleased about the support of the Parliament for
the budget. However, there continues to be an
opportunity in this place for interested members to
make their contribution on behalf of their local
communities on the 2018–19 budget. With those few
comments and observations, I once again optimistically
commend the motion to the house.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (13:41) — The government
business program this week proposes to deal with a
range of bills, all of which require careful
consideration. Some raise very important issues of
policy; all of them have issues of detail that need to be
carefully scrutinised. The Local Government Bill 2018
in particular is a very large bill which is a complete
rewrite of the Local Government Act 1989, and as the
Leader of the House has indicated, we on this side of
the house believe it should be at the top of the list for
consideration in detail in this house. I remind the house
that a government pre-election commitment was that
consideration in detail of bills in this chamber would be
standard, and the government has gone nowhere near
honouring that election promise during the course of
this Parliament. We believe that if any bill is to be
considered in detail this week, it should be the Local
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Government Bill, as indeed should many more bills if
the government were to honour its election promise.
The opposition will again oppose the government
business program this week. I am sure it will come as
no surprise to the Leader of the House or other
members to know that the reason we do so is that yet
again the government is failing to deal with the serious
allegations of rorting and abuse of office that have been
laid against so many of its members. In a week where
the government is seeking to legislate so as to be able to
help itself to even more public money, it is particularly
pressing that this issue be dealt with. We had the very
serious matters that led to the resignation of the former
Speaker and former Deputy Speaker. These persons
were appointed to high office in this chamber in the
expectation that they would uphold the standards of the
Parliament, yet they have resigned in disgrace after
matters were exposed about their behaviour and their
claiming of public money. Similarly we had the
Ombudsman’s report into the artifice that was the red
shirts rort, and again this is a matter that this house
should be dealing with.
As I have said time and again, in the history of
Westminster parliaments around the world when
matters such as this arise — when such serious
allegations and events occur — the house should take
and has previously taken responsibility for dealing with
those matters, yet Labor governments in Victoria and in
particular this Labor government have refused to allow
that to be done. We can all remember how loudly the
Labor Party called for action to be taken in relation to
the former member for Frankston. That was action that
the government of the day also believed needed to be
taken in light of the matters that were raised and the
Ombudsman’s finding. Under the previous coalition
government the right thing was done. That matter was
referred to the Privileges Committee, it was
investigated thoroughly by that committee, a detailed
report was provided and the house took action on the
basis of that report.
That is the sort of process and procedure that should be
followed. It would show that the Labor Party do have a
respect for the standards and the decencies that should
be observed, that they do not seek to rort public money
and that when any of their number are found to have
misused public money and to have abused the standards
with which they should comply and which they should
uphold, those members are held to account. That has
been the longstanding tradition of Westminster
parliaments, but it is one that the current Labor
government have chosen to treat with contempt when it
comes to their own.
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The contrast between their strident calls for action in
relation to the former member for Frankston and their
point-blank refusal to allow any accountability or any
proper process in relation to their own members could
not be starker. Time and time again there has been
opportunity for this house to deal with that matter — to
refer the issue to the Privileges Committee or to
constitute a special select committee to look into these
matters — and time and time again the government has
refused to do so. It continues to be a disgrace, it
continues to show the two-faced hypocrisy of the Labor
Party and it is why we continue to oppose the
government business program.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (13:46) — I am
delighted to join the debate on the government business
program. I rise in support of the Leader of the House’s
motion. I am not quite sure if the member for Box Hill
writes his own speeches or not, but if he has someone
in his office who wrote this particular speech 18 months
ago, he really should start paying that adviser royalties,
because he recycles that speech week in, week out. It is
the same turgid speech —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PEARSON — If the member for Box Hill is not
the author of this particular piece of fiction, I hope he is
paying his staff appropriately well, or whoever is the
author of said piece —
Mr Pesutto — Come on, Danny, where’s the
classical reference?
Mr PEARSON — Now that the member for
Hawthorn has invited me, I feel obliged to quote
Meditations by Marcus Aurelius. It is a joy whenever I
rise to speak on the government business program,
because as Marcus Aurelius would say:
Perfection of character is this: to live each day as if it were
your last, without frenzy, without apathy, without pretence.

It is a joy to be able to stand on the government benches
and support an outstanding government business
program, because as Marcus Aurelius also said:
Let one thing be your joy and comfort: to move on from
social act to social act, with your mind on god.

Although I am an atheist, I do appreciate the fine
sentiments written by Marcus Aurelius. This is a
government business program in which we are moving
on from social act to social act. It is an outstanding
government business program that is before the house.
It blends that nice mix between getting on with the job
of governing and dealing with matters that are before a
government on a regular basis. It is also about making
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sure that we are responding to issues which we took to
the electorate back in 2014. I am really pleased, for
example, that the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Family Violence Protection and Other Matters)
Bill 2018 is one such bill.
I recognise that as a member on this side of the house
you have the opportunity to look at prosecuting your
case for a better and fairer Victoria, a Victoria that you
can subscribe to. To see the way in which an executive
can bring into this place legislation which gives shape
and form to that vision is a great honour and a great
privilege. Many of us may not be here in this place for
long. I dare say — and I have said this before — that I
do not think I will have the stamina that the member for
Box Hill will have. But nonetheless, to be on this side
of the house and to be able to be part of something that
is far greater than you, to be part of — in our case — a
broader labour movement, is to be part of a broader
movement that is seeking to bring truth, justice, fairness
and decency to ordinary working people. It is a great
honour and a great privilege.
I listened to the member for Box Hill’s contributions,
and I can go back over Hansard where we have
previously debated this issue in terms of the way in
which Westminster dealt with these matters in relation
to its expenses scandals about 10 years ago. It is very
clear that there is an appropriate process in place
whereby you have the police force making
investigations and making recommendations and
then — and I think this is what happened in
Westminster — the house can determine what action
should be taken as a consequence of that.
Mr Clark interjected.
Mr PEARSON — Well, the police have
investigated, and the police have said that there is no
case to be made against the members for Tarneit and
Melton — unless the member for Box Hill would have
us suggest that we should all just set up kangaroo courts
at our whim and disregard the views of Victoria Police.
I think that would be a rather foolish thing to do.
But again, it is a wonderful opportunity to rise and
speak. I will finish with this quote:
Calm acceptance of what comes from a cause outside
yourself, and justice in all activity of your own causation. In
other words, impulse and action fulfilled in that social
conduct which is an expression of your own nature.

A government business program like this fulfils our
desires and our wishes to provide a decent and better
and fairer Victoria. It is an absolute honour and privilege
to be able to rise in this place and support a government
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business program like this. I am delighted to be not just
a member of the Andrews Labor government but also a
member of the proud labour movement. I commend the
government business program.
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (13:51) — It is always
interesting to listen to the member for Essendon, with
his endless classical quotes. I think I could probably
offer him one, though — Shakespeare’s Queen
Gertrude from the great play Hamlet, ‘More matter,
with less art’. I think that is what the member for
Essendon ought to take on board.
While I am on the subject of that fantastic play — one
of the greatest in the history of literature — it begins, if
I am not mistaken, with the words there is something
rotten in the state of Denmark. One might say that
about this government because time is running out for
this government. Time is running out because the
government has only a few more occasions to clear the
rotten odour around the standing of this government.
This government stands out with a record all of its own.
It has been subject in only three and a half years to four
police investigations, with one IBAC investigation
currently underway.
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
as entertaining as the member for Hawthorn was when
he started off — and we gave him some room to share
his literary knowledge of Hamlet — I would encourage
you to bring him back to the government business
program. We do have a bit of latitude on this debate,
but not that much. I would ask that you bring him back
to the substance of the —
Mr T. Smith interjected.
Ms Allan — ‘Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him,
Horatio’.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Hawthorn, please speak to the government business
program.
Mr PESUTTO — The reason I am raising these
matters of standing and integrity is because we
maintain that it is important for this house to deal first
with the misconduct, now substantiated and long
substantiated, that surrounds and condemns the conduct
of the former Speaker and former Deputy Speaker.
As the member for Box Hill rightly pointed out,
nowhere in the Westminster world and at no point in
the history of the Westminster tradition have we ever
seen such an unseemly demise of the two most senior
presiding officers of this esteemed house, and yet we
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have never done anything about it. It sits there like a
rotten odour around this government, along with the
other matters, including the dictaphone matter which
was investigated by Victoria Police, and the red
shirts — a damning report which was made by the
Ombudsman and which likewise we have not dealt
with. We have not dealt with other matters surrounding
the conduct and integrity of this government. It is
therefore so important that we deal with this matter of
the former Speaker and former Deputy Speaker. The
Victorian public has every right to know the full and
complete truth.
While the investigations to date did uncover a great
deal of material that itself was damning, we need a full
and complete investigation, and that is why the
Privileges Committee ought to look into it. It seems a
little ironic that the government should have on its
government business program a bill called the Victorian
Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving
Parliamentary Standards Bill 2017. Well, if the
government were truly committed to improving
parliamentary standards in this place, then it would
debate and bring on the matter of the Privileges
Committee looking into the conduct of the former
Speaker and Deputy Speaker.
Let us remember why this is important. It is important
because despite the gravity of what was substantiated
against the two presiding officers, there has never been
a personal explanation from them. I sit in wonder at
how and why neither of these two members of this
house, who between them have decades of service to
this house that is now blemished because of what has
happened, have taken the opportunity to show us
respect and show the Victorian people basic respect and
stand in their place and explain what they did, why they
did it, what they are going to do about it and whether
they are actually contrite about it. Until that happens
nothing will clear the stench around this government,
particularly in light of all the other damning matters I
have already mentioned.
So in the absence of the former Speaker and former
Deputy Speaker taking the opportunity to stand up, fess
up and atone for all that happened, we maintain that all
government business should be subordinate to a
Privileges Committee investigation.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (13:56) — God hath
given you one face and you make yourselves
another — that is what we get from those opposite; they
are a bit two-faced in the way in which they speak, and
it is often not followed by deeds.
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Can I say that in the program for this week outlined by
the Leader of the House I am particularly looking
forward to picking up our debate and discussion on the
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018. This
is a very significant piece of legislation that goes to the
heart of very necessary changes to protect our
environment. The flora and fauna guarantee bill has
significant work that builds on the role of our
government, the Andrews Labor government, and its
advocacy and advancement of environmental priorities
in our community.
We got the cows, the cattle, out of the high country and
out of our national parks. That was a bill that went to
the consideration in detail stage. There was a
commitment from our government to provide those
consideration in detail opportunities. We saw that
opportunity provided in relation to the Advancing the
Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Bill 2018,
debated in this chamber in the last sitting week. We
have also seen consideration in detail on bills put
forward by the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming
and Liquor Regulation.
I think just those three instances put to the sword the
claims by the manager of opposition business that the
government has not met its commitments to provide
consideration in detail opportunities for the opposition
not so much to seek to ask incisive questions but
certainly to delay the legislative agenda and to try to
frustrate the legislative agenda of the government. But
that is to no avail, because we continue to legislate and
bring change to the Victorian community, with their
support of course, and there was affirmation at the last
election in relation to many of the commitments that we
have made.
Picking up on this, of course, there is the Local
Government Bill 2018. In line with very many of my
colleagues, I was formerly a servant in local
government, so I look forward to canvassing the
changes and the very significant reforms that bill makes
to local government and to what some may perhaps
describe as the moribund or certainly struggling
Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) — that will
be part of our discussions. Perhaps some of the changes
in the legislation outlined here will give the MAV
pause for thought as to how it can also, as a separate
organisation, better advocate for the interests of local
governments across Victoria — it certainly needs to lift
its game. I intend to draw those matters to a head in my
contribution on that debate.
Matters in relation to the Victorian Independent
Remuneration Tribunal have been raised by those
opposite. The Victorian Independent Remuneration
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Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary Standards Bill
2017 seeks to address those, but we have already heard
public utterances from those opposite that they intend to
oppose those changes. This reeks of the hypocrisy of
those who claim that they want better parliamentary
standards yet are already out there advocating to kill off
those bills.
As the member for Essendon touched on, the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Family Violence Protection
and Other Matters) Bill 2018 goes to some of the very
clear commitments that the government has made. We
advocated particularly strongly at the last election to
pursue a family violence royal commission, and we
sought to resource the findings of that royal
commission in subsequent budgets. I think the further
work that relates to some of those matters in the
legislation this week is particularly important. And of
course we have also touched on the Public
Administration Amendment (Public Sector
Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill 2018.
There are some very significant matters here to touch
on throughout the week in relation to the legislative
program of the government. It certainly picks up on our
commitments not only around jobs and investment but
also around the rights of Victorians and ensuring that
parliamentary standards are debated in this chamber
and that reforms, where they can be made, are put
before this Parliament. It is disappointing that those
opposite have chosen already to publicly balk at
supporting changes that raise the standards of
parliamentary practices in this place. We look forward
to hearing their arguments in relation to those matters.
Can we also just reflect on the way in which we began
our Parliament this week. It gives us a moment for
pause and a moment for reflection on the struggles of
Victorians, the challenges we face and the commitments
that we make to each other to work together in
everyone’s best interests. I commend the government
business program before the house, and I believe it does
stick to the values and the contributions that our
government seeks to make on behalf of all Victorians.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (14:01) — I rise to
oppose the government business program, as the
manager of opposition business has indicated the
opposition will be doing. There are five bills on the
government business program this week. I have an
interest in the Local Government Bill 2018. Having
been a councillor at the City of Greater Geelong, I look
forward to the debate. The primary reason why we are
opposing the government business program, as the
manager of opposition business has said, is the rorting
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of the members for Melton and Tarneit, and the fact
that this house is yet to deal —
Mr Nardella — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I ask the honourable member to withdraw.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
South Barwon has been asked to withdraw.
Mr KATOS — I withdraw. Sorry, I should have
said ‘the alleged rorting’ by the members for Melton
and Tarneit, but obviously it is a touchy subject for the
member for Melton. We obviously could send this
matter to the Privileges Committee; there is a motion in
the name of the Leader of the Opposition on the notice
paper, which could be debated to deal with this.
Just to finish off, I will not quote Marcus Aurelius, as
the member for Essendon has done, but I will actually
quote the member for Melton, who in this house on
11 June 2014 said:
… because the member for Frankston has brought this house
and every member in this house into disrepute.
For that he needs to come in here today, after this debate is
concluded, and apologise to every single member of this
house and to the people of Victoria. He has rorted his
privileges — the car, the fuel card — for his personal benefit.
That should not be allowed.

They were the words of the member for Melton with
regard to the previous member for Frankston. He was
happy to use the word ‘rorting’ to describe another
member, yet takes offence to that now. Perhaps the
member for Melton should heed his own words and
come into this chamber and apologise to each and every
Victorian and face scrutiny and face the Privileges
Committee and also perhaps a select committee. With
that, as I have said, the opposition will be opposing the
government business program.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 43
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms

Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Perera, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
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Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms

Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 38
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr

Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sandell, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Thorpe, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to.
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Emerald Secondary College
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (14:09) — For many
months now I have spoken of the dire needs of Emerald
Secondary College to upgrade the science and maths
wing to a science, technology, engineering and
mathematics centre, a place where students and
teachers can ensure they have the environment to learn
to the best of their ability. This week I received a letter
from student Jaicob Barrot of year 7, which says:
I would like to request your financial backing for our school
to fund much-needed repairs.
Our classrooms need extensive crucial repairs for the
wellbeing of students. These chancy obtrusions make it nearly
insurmountable to learn in class. We often spend classes
restricted to certain things when a projector isn’t working, gas
won’t flow, and everything is getting out of hand.
Science labs have been shut due to old construction methods
recently proven to be hazardous meaning we only just have
enough classrooms. If for some reason we must swap rooms,
we can’t.
I currently have health in a faulty science room and along
with many others would love to learn in a proper educational
environment. I find it disgusting that if our school desperately
needs something we must get it, as we get minimal support.
Doesn’t everyone have the right to an education, yet how can
we learn when the walls are crumbling around us. After all,
Victoria is supposedly the Education State.
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Jaicob, I will make sure this message gets to the
minister, along with your call for help. Emerald
Secondary College and the community deserve the help
to rebuild your school. Only the Liberals have taken
care of the schools up through Emerald, including the
rebuilding of Emerald Primary School whilst we were
in, with a full reconstruction.

Rachel Neicho
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:11) — A big
shout-out to Rachel Neicho, who recently finished up at
the Wingate Avenue Children’s Co-operative after an
impressive 24 years of service. Rachel is a dedicated
early years educator and a passionate supporter of the
Western Bulldogs. A generation of young people in my
community received a great start to their schooling
experience as a consequence of being under Rachel’s
care. Ascot Vale’s loss is Ballarat’s gain, and I wish
Rachel all the very best in her new role managing
Sesame Kids in Ballarat.

Michael Downing
Mr PEARSON — I recently learned that Michael
Downing, who was the assistant principal at Ascot Vale
Primary School, has recently left the school to take up a
new position. I have really enjoyed working with
Michael over the course of this term in government,
and I wish Michael all the very best in his new role.

Buckley Street, Essendon, level crossing
Mr PEARSON — The removal of the Buckley
Street level crossing is now in full swing, and that
means there are some major works coming in the next
couple of weeks that will affect travellers. Buses will be
replacing trains on the Craigieburn Line between North
Melbourne, Newmarket and Broadmeadows from
8.30 p.m. on Thursday, 21 June, to the last service on
Wednesday, 27 June. Journey times may be extended
by up to 40 minutes. Also, Buckley Street will be
closed between Mount Alexander Road and Violet
Street from 8.00 p.m. on Thursday, 21 June, until
6.00 a.m. on Friday, 6 July 2018. There will still be
local access for vehicles and pedestrians, with detours
and traffic management in place.
Thanks to everyone for their patience while we get rid
of this level crossing. We have put up with it for
100 years, and it will soon be gone for good. That will
mean safer streets for pedestrians and no more time
stuck in traffic waiting for the trains to pass, and I
would encourage all locals to visit the Rose Street
shops in Essendon.
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Residential planning zones
Mr PEARSON — Yesterday the Leader of the
Opposition stated that Melbourne cannot keep growing
the way it currently is and that under a government he
led he would make changes to the residential zones,
including reintroducing a two-dwelling limit on lots in
neighbourhood residential zones and reducing the
building height in parts of the neighbourhood
residential zone. It is fine for the member to say that,
but he did absolutely nothing for my community when
he was the Minister for Planning.

Lions Club of Waverley
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) (14:12) — I rise in
the Parliament to recognise the fine work of the Lions
Club of Waverley. Like so many Lions clubs, the Lions
Club of Waverley has contributed to Glen Waverley,
Mount Waverley and beyond for many, many years.
Whether it has been through building community
infrastructure, supporting essential social services or
providing an opportunity for residents to serve, 2017
marked the 100th year of Lions Club International
community service.
It is fitting that the Lions Club of Waverley has
continued that tradition by funding the building of two
shelters with an electric barbecue, tables, seating, power
and water to celebrate the 100th anniversary. The club
raised in excess of $80 000 to provide these shelters to
be enjoyed by families visiting Jells Park, following on
from building the Yabbie Hill Park place to celebrate
50 years of Lions in Australia in 1996. I thank all clubs
for their efforts, as well as project manager Phil
Winsley and club president Jack Crumper. I was
pleased to be able to open the completed facilities and
will continue to support the good work of the club in
any way that I can.

School zoning
Mr GIDLEY — Today in the Parliament I highlight
the Liberal-Nationals commitment to allow parents to
choose the government school that best suits the needs
and aspirations of families, as outlined by the shadow
Minister for Education. Sadly the Andrews Labor
government has once again attacked parental choice in
education by punishing schools that accept more than
half of their enrolments from outside of local areas.
Such schools will be punished by the Andrews Labor
government through their refusal to fund basic
classrooms essential for child learning. A
Liberal-Nationals government would remove this
nonsensical 50 per cent rule and restore greater choice
for parents, as it should be.
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Jenni Mitchell
Mr NOONAN (Williamstown) (14:14) — It is with
great pride today that I congratulate Williamstown’s
Jenni Mitchell on receiving an OAM for her service to
the community and to women in rural Victoria. Jenni’s
heart beats community. She cares, she gives, she is
passionate about social justice issues and she has been a
community builder all her life. Over more than 50 years
of community service Jenni has made substantial
contributions to the Nunawading North neighbourhood
house, the YWCA, the Victorian Women’s Trust, the
Hobsons Bay Refugee Network, the GetUpOutWest
reconciliation movement, the Hobsons Bay
reconciliation advisory committee, the Williamstown,
Newport and Spotswood Residents Association, and
the Willin Wimmin community women’s choir.
Jenni has many proud achievements, including
developing the GirlStorey project at the YWCA for
young women at risk and, separately, the first Rural
Women’s Network through the office of rural affairs,
which provided support and networking opportunities
for women living in rural and regional Victoria for
over three decades. As a testament to the value of this
work, the network has been recently re-established. In
more recent times Jenni has co-organised the popular
‘Conversations for the Curious’ program and the
Loom Room project at the Williamstown Senior
Citizens Centre.
Throughout this wonderful lifelong contribution has
stood Jenni’s proud husband, Barry, and their greatest
achievements: their four children, Karen, Peter, Warren
and Maidi; and their extended family. The day Jenni
received her OAM marked 23 years since the death of
their eldest daughter, Karen, who would be very proud
of her mother’s achievements.

Local government rates
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (14:15) — This
government went to the 2014 election with an explicit
promise to cap rates. Like so many other Labor
promises, this one was not worth the paper it was
written on. Labor promised to limit rate increases to
CPI, but between March 2015 and March 2018 the CPI
has gone up by 6.9 per cent. Rates in the same period
are up by 11 per cent, almost twice CPI. Promise
delivered? I do not think so.
Does the so-called rate cap cover all council charges?
Apparently not. During the recent estimates hearings
the Minister for Local Government confirmed that
assistance given to local councils to help with recycling
arrangements would expire on 30 June. No more
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money will be forthcoming. From 1 July councils will
have the opportunity, in the words of the bureaucracy,
to ‘reset charges’. In my language that is a rate hike, but
apparently it will not be a rate hike because waste
charges, according to the government, are not rates.
Whether it is a rate or whether it is a charge, it is still a
tax, and it comes out of the pockets of long-suffering
ratepayers.
I do not blame councils, and I understand they are the
meat in the sandwich. They have been left out to dry by
this government, forced to rely on an export market
because of this government’s failure to encourage local
reprocessing of recyclables. That is why households
and businesses pay a tax of $64.30 a tonne to encourage
appropriate local responses to resource recovery. The
government is happy to take the tax but to give nothing
in return. That is a promise they did not make, but it is
one I guarantee they will keep.

John Patsikatheodorou
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (14:17) — It is with much
sadness that I rise to acknowledge the passing of a
wonderful friend, John Patsikatheodorou. John passed
away suddenly in the early hours of 5 June. Only hours
earlier he had been at the Hume City Council meeting,
serving his community through advocacy and
encouragement of community group budget
submissions.
John was a beloved husband to Helen. Helen herself is
an esteemed resident, having been a long-term
volunteer and serving as a Hume councillor from 2008
to 2016, including as mayor in 2010–11 and 2015–16.
John, as her soulmate and partner in all things, stepped
up to serve, as he happily referred to himself, as the
mayoress or Helen’s bag man, carrying her bag and
being by Helen’s side every step of the way, attending
so many events and functions and encouraging Helen
as she served in her role. This was no surprise to many,
as John and Helen had been side by side supporting
each other for over 35 years. Helen and John have three
outstanding sons in Dimitri, Stavros and Nicholas, all of
whom have gone on to be very successful young men.
This is no surprise given who their parents are.
John’s community service dates back decades. He
dropped out of university in the 1970s to help survivors
of Cyclone Tracy, and since then he has assisted so
many community groups and committees such as Brite
Services in Broadmeadows, the Inner Western Region
Migrant Resource Centre — as its CEO — the
Gladstone Park Community Centre, the Greek
Orthodox Community of Broadmeadows and District,
Women’s Health West, the Victorian Immigrant and
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Refugee Women’s Coalition and of course his beloved
Labor Party, which he joined some 43 years ago. John
was committed to social justice. He was a true
champion. Condolences to the family. Vale, John.

Ian Mence
Ms ASHER (Brighton) (14:18) — I wish to first of
all congratulate Ian Mence on his recent award in the
Queen’s Birthday honours. Ian has given a lot of
service to the Brighton area through Rotary, his
involvement in Mayflower and his involvement in
St Leonard’s. He has also been very active in the Les
Twentyman Foundation and has made an outstanding
contribution to his community and other communities
as well. I congratulate him on his service and on his
award and recognition.

Victorian Major Events Company
Ms ASHER — I also wish to refer to the recent
announcement from the Liberal Party and the National
Party on 4 May 2018 to re-establish the Victorian
Major Events Company (VMEC). The previous
Victorian Major Events Company, which was
established by previous Premier Joan Kirner, had a
mixture of people with a lot of experience in sport and
arts and a lot of private sector people. The idea of the
major events company of course was to be able to
move swiftly to secure these economically valuable
events for the state of Victoria. I have seen
bureaucracies do many things, but bureaucracies do not
move swiftly, and if you wish to be on your toes to
secure major events, you need to have a structure that is
very, very responsive to opportunities as they become
available. The previous VMEC had a top reputation for
securing major events. It made a seriously significant
economic contribution to Victoria and also to regional
areas, and I look forward to the election of the
government and this new body being established.

Violence against women
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (14:20) — Last night
thousands attended a vigil in Princes Park, where
Eurydice Dixon’s body was found last week. She was
22 years old and had been raped and murdered by a
man. We know that most sexual assaults are committed
by men and that women make up more than 85 per cent
of victims. This is not a women’s issue. Violence
against women is a whole-of-community and a
whole-of-society issue. It is not, as people have said in
the media and even on my own Facebook page, isolated
to the acts of just a few very depraved men. Acts of
violence against women start with bad attitudes towards
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women, and acts of violence against women start with
gender stereotypes.
I appreciate that this can be a very confronting
proposition for many, many people, women as well as
men. Our entire system has been built on structures that
support the existing power base, a base largely designed
around male power, so change will not be easy and for
some it will undoubtedly be hard. Many more will not
even see the need for change, but things need to
change. Things must change. Twenty-nine women have
already been killed in Australia this year, and in nearly
all of these cases the person charged with the crime was
a male known to each woman.
The Victorian women who have been killed include
Caroline Willis, 69, killed at home; Karen Ashcroft, 52,
killed at home; an unnamed woman, 59, killed at home;
Katherine Haley, 29, killed at home; an unnamed
woman, 20, killed at home; Radmila Stevanovic, 65,
killed at home; and an unnamed woman, 41, stabbed to
death at home.

Kensington public housing estate
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (14:21) — In the
2000s the Kensington public housing estate in my
electorate was redeveloped. I repeatedly asked the
Minister for Housing for the evaluation report into this
project, and the minister refused to release it. If it was
not for the Greens-initiated inquiry into the current
public housing renewals, the report would never have
seen the light of day. Now it is public, and no wonder
the minister wanted this report kept secret. It is
scathing. It resulted in less public housing than was
promised, and developers made a mint from the
redevelopment.
In August 2000 it was a Labor government, not the
Liberals, that reviewed the redevelopment plans for
Kensington and chose to proceed with the flawed
project. In 2001 it was a Labor government that
announced Becton Corporation as their preferred
developer, and it was a Labor government that sold
public housing land in Kensington to Becton
Corporation for 5 per cent of its market value. Labor
also modified the project deed five times between 2002
and 2008. Becton walked away with $44 million of
profit from this project, and what is worse is that
Becton donated $193 600 to Labor before and during
the redevelopment. The community is rightly outraged
that this was allowed to happen. Now this Labor
government wants to repeat the same mistakes and sell
more public housing land to private developers across
11 sites in inner Melbourne. The Age has called this
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project so fundamentally flawed that it should be either
restructured or abandoned, and I completely agree.

Violence against women
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (14:23) — The
tragic and callous loss of the life of Eurydice Dixon has
left our community reeling — yet another life cut short
in horrific circumstances while simply making her way
home. While everyone has the right to feel safe in our
community, sadly women disproportionately feel
unsafe and vulnerable in our society. We must also
reflect on the women who have tragically lost their
lives this year behind closed doors at the hands of
someone close to them. More than 10 000 people came
together for a vigil this week, and hundreds of
thousands more were touched by unspeakable grief and
loss of another vibrant and promising life. Through
such profound sadness a showing of powerful
community spirit was on display in honouring the
memory of Eurydice and committing to do all we can
to stop it happening in the future.
In recent days some have questioned why we have
singled out the need for women to feel safe and why
men need to change their behaviours. Well,
unfortunately, as the Premier stated, it is not women
randomly attacking and killing men. When 87 per cent
of murders are committed by men, when 98 per cent of
sexual offences are committed by men, when 85 per
cent of those heinous offences are committed by
someone you know and when the overwhelming
majority of family violence is committed by men, we
have a gendered violence issue in Victoria. We must
call it for what it is. We must change behaviours,
educate our boys and men and bring about generational
change with the full implementation of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence’s
227 recommendations.

Hon. Bernard Phillip Dunn, OAM
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (14:24) — I acknowledge the
sad passing of Bernie Dunn, OAM. Bernie was a great
man and leader for our region in both local and state
government, in agriculture, in farming and with his
family. Bernie entered Parliament as a passionate
25-year-old Country Party member for the upper house
seat of North Western. He held this position in the
Legislative Council from 1969 to 1988 and was
elevated to leader of the Legislative Council during that
time. Bernie later became the state president of The
Nationals, and in 1997 he was elected to Horsham
Rural City Council, serving three terms as mayor.
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A memorable achievement for Bernie was moving the
Horsham saleyards out of town to unlock the city
gardens precinct. He was also a fierce advocate and
supporter of saving Longerenong College. Bernie’s list
of achievements is long and was recognised with life
membership of the Victorian Nationals in 2001 and a
Medal of the Order of Australia in 2007. Personally,
Bernie was always there for me with sound advice on
political issues and the community. I will always
remember him for his kind support, particularly his
sage words on the importance of balancing the
demanding job of being an MP with spending time with
your family. Thanks, Bernie.
Bernie will remembered as a true gentleman — kind
and loving and generous with his support and advice.
He has left the region a far better place to live and
work. Bernie now rests with his soulmate, Dot, who
passed in 2011. On behalf of all current and past
National Party MPs and members, I extend my deepest
sympathies to the Dunn family. Vale, Bernie Dunn.

Disability sector training
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (14:26) — I was pleased
to join the Minister for Training and Skills last week at
the Gordon TAFE to announce a new course, an
introduction to the national disability insurance scheme.
The course will provide Victorians with a pathway to
entry-level employment or further study in the
disability sector. The course will be delivered
exclusively by the TAFE network and is designed to
attract new entrants to the disability sector to meet
workforce demands. This course is new for the
disability sector. It is a great initiative of the Andrews
government to match skills and training provision with
industry skill shortages. The industry is continuing to
grow, so we need more disability workers right across
Victoria. Working in the disability sector is rewarding
and provides much-needed services to our community.

Head Start apprenticeships and traineeships
program
Ms COUZENS — I was delighted to join the
Minister for Education on a recent visit to Geelong
High School to launch the Head Start apprenticeships
and traineeships initiative and to check out the progress
of the redevelopment of the school. This $20 million
redevelopment is progressing very well and there is
great excitement from the school community.
The Head Start apprenticeships and traineeships
initiative will deliver up to 1700 new apprenticeships
and traineeships at 100 secondary schools across
Victoria. I am pleased that my electorate will see
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Geelong High School, Matthew Flinders Girls
Secondary College, Belmont High School, Oberon
High School and Newcomb Secondary College all
included. This will allow students to finish their
Victorian certificate of education or Victorian
certificate of applied learning while spending more
time understanding paid training and preparation for
the workforce.

Geelong Tech School
Ms COUZENS — I also had the opportunity to
walk through the new Geelong Tech School currently
under construction at the Gordon TAFE.

Country Fire Authority Cann Valley brigade
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (14:27) — I wish to
acknowledge the positive steps taking place in Country
Fire Authority (CFA) district 11, with a well-attended
community meeting held recently in Cann River to
celebrate and thank the Cann Valley CFA volunteers.
The brigade operates in one of the most heavily
forested and fire-prone parts in not only Victoria but the
world. There has been a level of unrest in this brigade
for some time, and I would hope this community
meeting is the start of a progression towards resolving
the matters of concern and the return of a strong brigade
in this area. The appointment of Simon Bloink as the
operations manager responsible for the CFA brigades
east of Orbost is noteworthy, and I offer my full support
to Simon in his new role.

TAFE funding
Mr T. BULL — The government has announced it
will be making training at TAFE free for 30 priority
courses, commencing 1 January. A Bairnsdale student
was planning to enrol in a diploma of accounting at
Federation Training, which is one of the selected
courses, in the second semester of 2018 and then
continue into 2019 and beyond. He has, however, been
told he will be ineligible for the free TAFE courses
funding commencing on 1 January because he will be
considered a continuing student. He is now considering
deferring his studies to 2019 so he is not financially
disadvantaged. This is an anomaly the government
should rectify so those planning on commencing these
courses now can do so without being disadvantaged.

Dr Jane Greacen and Major Charlie Lynn
Mr T. BULL — I wish to congratulate Dr Jane
Greacen on receiving a Medal of the Order of Australia.
A highly respected medical professional, Dr Greacen
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has worked in the area for a long time and has taken a
particular interest in Indigenous health.
Former Orbost resident Major Charlie Lynn is also to
be commended on being honoured.

Viewbank silos
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (14:29) — The Andrews
government has completed extensive restoration works
to repair the three heritage-listed Viewbank silos, and I
was pleased to attend the community’s celebration and
to officiate at the rededication last Friday. There was no
better place to spend my birthday than with local
residents at a celebration of the heritage-listed
Viewbank silos, now looking much better than they
have for many years. The funding was provided to
Parks Victoria by the Living Heritage Grants program,
which is administered by Heritage Victoria. The final
commitment of some $170 000 enabled reconstruction
of all three silo roofs, including additional
strengthening works approved by Heritage Victoria.
The three silos are part of the Viewbank Homestead
site, which is listed on the Victorian Heritage Register
and managed by Parks Victoria. The silos are the only
intact structures remaining from the dairy which
operated there from 1922 to 1974. They have long been
a landmark in the Yarra Valley landscape, particularly
around Viewbank. As a past resident of Viewbank and
of Bannockburn Road and a past student of Viewbank
College, I know how important it is to invest in our past
and in our heritage and what these silos mean to the
local community. I want to thank McCorkell
Construction. This project was very challenging and
unique work for their tradies. I congratulate the local
community on being a big part of the petitions and
celebrating the work and for their advocacy to secure
the funding to improve our Viewbank silos.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Happy birthday to the member for Ivanhoe.

Burwood Brickworks site
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (14:31) — I was pleased
last week to participate in the turning of the first sod for
the new shopping centre at the former Burwood
Brickworks site in East Burwood. With this site having
laid dormant for decades, there is much anticipation
from local residents about commencement of the
development. The first stage will include a
12 700-square-metre shopping centre, which it is hoped
will be the first retail development in the world to
achieve Living Building Challenge certification, which
includes generating more energy than it consumes on
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an annual basis and achieving a 6-star Green Star
rating. The first stage of the residential development
will include 700 homes, which are expected to go on
sale later this year. My congratulations to Peri
Macdonald and his team at Frasers Property Australia
on the public start of this important local development.

Uniting AgeWell Strathdon
Mr ANGUS — I was very pleased to visit the
Uniting AgeWell Strathdon community in Forest Hill
recently to meet with and present to residents about the
Parliament and to speak about my role and various local
issues. The Strathdon community is home to more than
150 residents and is a well-known local establishment. I
thank Matt Daley and his colleagues from Strathdon for
organising this event and the residents for attending.

Vermont Football Club
Mr ANGUS — It was a pleasure to attend the
Vermont Football Club sports night recently. I
congratulate everyone involved in organising this
event, in particular the committee members led by
senior club president Mike Rennie. I also congratulate
and thank all the volunteers who work hard week after
week to keep all the teams playing and the club
functioning well on and off the field. This includes all
the parents and other volunteers involved in the
Vermont Junior Football Club, ably led by president
Clint Wheeler and his committee.

Nunawading City Football Club
Mr ANGUS — I recently had the pleasure of
attending a home match of the Nunawading City
Football Club at Mahoneys Reserve in the Forest Hill
electorate. This well-run round ball club has produced
many outstanding soccer players over the years. With
numerous junior and senior teams and hundreds of
players, I congratulate the committee and all the
volunteers who work so hard to keep the club going.

St Thomas the Apostle Primary School,
Cranbourne East
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) (14:32) — It was with
great pleasure that I represented the Minister for
Education recently at the formal opening of new
learning spaces at St Thomas the Apostle Primary
School in Cranbourne East. This modernisation project
delivered the refurbishment of the existing
administration building, a new basketball court,
classrooms and an expansion of the car park. The
Andrews Labor government made a strong contribution
of $1.5 million towards this exciting project.
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St Thomas began in January 2014 with an enrolment of
125 students and now has a strong enrolment of
408 students. This primary school attracted a large
number of kids and this investment makes sure they
will continue to have access to a great local school. This
investment is on top of the Andrews government’s
recent announcement of a new primary school in
Botanic Ridge, a new primary school in the Casey
Fields area and a new secondary college in Cranbourne
West and also a special school.

Thompsons Road, Lyndhurst, level crossing
Mr PERERA — I am also pleased to say that along
the Cranbourne line the level crossing at Thompsons
Road in Lyndhurst will be removed when the first
section of a new road bridge opens at the end of the
week. This is on top of Labor’s $572 million to deliver
further upgrades to Melbourne’s busiest rail corridor,
delivering power upgrades and modern signalling
from the —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) — The
member for Sandringham.

Beaumaris Secondary College
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (14:34) — Vision
becomes reality. On 14 June 2013, as the member for
Sandringham, I convened an early morning meeting on
the Beaumaris school ovals. The object of the meeting
was to advance the potential co-investment by the
Melbourne Cricket Club (MCC) foundation and the
education department in the redevelopment of sporting
fields and the provision of world-class education
facilities at the former Beaumaris High School site for
the benefit of future generations of district students.
These facilities were to be available to the school
community, MCC sporting teams and local sporting
clubs. The co-investment vision has now become a
reality. If it were not for the 2013 meeting of minds, the
new hallowed turf and world-class sporting precinct in
Beaumaris forming part of the newly established
Beaumaris Secondary College would not have reached
fruition and leveraged further concurrent investment
and redevelopment. I pay tribute to Stephen Spargo, the
then Chair of the MCC Foundation; Ron Wakefield,
President of the Sandringham College school council;
innovator and Beaumaris resident Adam Ryan;
Sandringham College principal, Allen McAuliffe;
successive school council members; the Beaumaris
Secondary College principal; the new school council
president; members of the wider Beaumaris
community; representatives of the MCC and the City of
Bayside council for their support.
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TLC for Kids
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) (14:35) — I would
like to congratulate TLC for Kids, which has been
supporting and caring for sick children for 20 years.
Congratulations to Tim Conolan and Ana Darras for
their hard work and commitment in providing support
for sick kids and their families with Distraction Boxes
and support services. TLC is an important part of caring
for sick kids in hospitals. Happy 20th anniversary, TLC.

Sunshine Hospital newborn death
Ms SULEYMAN — It is with great sadness that I
offer my deepest condolences to the family of the
newborn baby that tragically died at Sunshine Hospital
recently. Our priority is to get to the bottom of what
happened, and to ensure that the family get the answers
and the certainty that they deserve. That is why there
will be a thorough review by Safer Care Victoria,
Western Health and the coroner. My thoughts and
prayers are with the family during this very
difficult time.

St Albans Leisure Centre
Ms SULEYMAN — St Albans Leisure Centre was
originally built in the 1960s. I have had a number of
meetings with Brimbank City Council in relation to the
redevelopment of this much-loved facility, which is
located next door to my electorate office. I am no
stranger to that facility — as a child, I have some fond
memories of learning how to swim there. Together with
my neighbouring colleagues, I know that we will
support and advocate for the redevelopment of this
project. I know that the Minister for Sport is no stranger,
either; he has visited onsite, together with the member
for Kororoit. We understand that this much-loved
facility requires the attention that it finally deserves. I
eagerly await a master plan from Brimbank council.

South-West Coast electorate employment
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (14:37) — A
couple of weeks ago the Warrnambool Standard ran a
front-page story under the headline, ‘Wanted: 1000
workers’. The story outlined the need for jobs to be
filled in my region across a whole range of fields in
both blue and white-collar jobs. This is an extraordinary
position to be in — unemployment in my region is a
low 3.5 per cent. While other areas of the state are
struggling to find jobs for people, in my electorate we
are struggling to find people for jobs.
I note comments from a member in the other place last
week referring to this article recorded in Hansard,
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saying not to ‘always believe everything you read’. I
suggest that member get out and talk to businesses in
his region, because over several months I have heard
the same story everywhere I go — businesses are
continually telling me, ‘We can’t get workers’. I have
spoken with nursing home managers who need
registered nurses, and farmers who need people to milk
their cows or shear their sheep. I have also spoken with
plumbers, builders and bricklayers who have positions
to be filled, and I have even heard from car dealers
who cannot get mechanics or salespeople to work in
their dealerships.
We are at crisis level, and something needs to be done
right now to ensure businesses in my region have
workers available and to ensure businesses can grow
and be profitable, which is good for local economies
and good for everyone. Regional Development Victoria
need to be incentivising people to relocate to regional
areas to take on these jobs. It should not be a hard sell.
Regional Victoria has so much to offer — where else
could you be at the beach within five minutes after
knocking off work? As for traffic — what traffic?
Congestion is not an issue in our towns, and the
commute for someone living in Warrnambool is
10 minutes at best.

Philippine Independence Day
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) (14:38) — Last
Monday I attended the Filipino-Australian Association
of Ballarat’s Independence Day celebrations. President
Sherley Hart and the Filipino-Australian Association of
Ballarat do a fantastic job representing the local
Filipino community, organising social, religious and
sporting events as well as providing support to newly
arrived migrants. This year’s event was no exception,
celebrating 120 years since the Philippines gained
independence from Spain. It was a fantastic day, when
the many attendees enjoyed delicious Filipino food,
singing and, of course, dancing.

Ballarat citizenship ceremony
Mr HOWARD — Last Thursday I was pleased to
be part of another citizenship ceremony held by the
City of Ballarat. At the ceremony, I welcomed our
newest citizens from Azerbaijan, India, Indonesia,
South Korea, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, New Zealand, the
Philippines, South Africa and the United Kingdom.
Such events are always a pleasure to attend, and I enjoy
adding my welcome to the newest citizens.

FLORA AND FAUNA GUARANTEE AMENDMENT BILL 2018
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AMENDMENT BILL 2018
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house have worked with the Victorian community to
ensure that there are protections of plant and
animal species.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 May; motion of
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change).
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (14:40) — It
gives me pleasure to rise to commence this debate on
the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018.
This bill before the house is the first major piece of
legislation with regard to the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988, which was enacted back in 1988.
In fact, back in 1988 when it was debated in this house
on 24 March, the minister at the table introduced the
second-reading speech by stating that it was then ‘a
landmark piece of conservation legislation’ and that it
provided for ‘a flora and fauna guarantee’. It was noted
at the time when the bill was being introduced that, and
I quote:
Our records show that at least 20 species of mammals, two
species of birds and 35 species of vascular plants have
vanished from Victoria in the space of 150 years.

It was also further noted that at that time:
… at least 700 native species are threatened right now.

This means that about one in five of all the native
vertebrate animals and vascular plants still living in
Victoria is facing the prospect of extinction. Certainly
the flora and fauna challenges that Victoria faced in the
1980s still remain today. It is imperative that we as a
state, we as a Parliament, work with the community to
ensure that there are protections in place for those
species that are threatened.
I also acknowledge that back in 1988 a second bill was
presented to the house because the initial bill, which had
been progressed by the then Cain government, was later
withdrawn and had to go through a consultation process.
This led to the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Bill 1988
(No. 2) being introduced into the house. That bill, as
was noted at the time, built on legislative reforms that
had previously been enacted by the Victorian
Parliament — namely, the Wild Flowers and Native
Plants Protections Act 1958 and the Wildlife Act 1975.
It is important that we note the bill before the
Parliament, which deals with a review of the 1988 Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act, itself builds on the legacies of
previous governments that recognised the need for the
protection of flora and fauna in the state of Victoria. We
as Victorians can pride ourselves on our natural
environment, and governments on both sides of the

The bill before the house, as I said, is the first major
review to occur since 1988. The government undertook
a consultation process, which involved the release of a
consultation paper — that is, a review of the Flora and
Fauna Guarantee Act — and that review process was
undertaken for an eight-week period between
30 January and 28 March last year. There was a
consultation process which attracted 210 written
submissions from individuals and organisations across
the state. The government indicated that it would take
on board the views of stakeholders in terms of the
development of the bill that was recently introduced
into the house.
The bill makes a number of changes to the act. Whilst
in many respects it retains many of the central tenets of
the 1988 act, which built on previous legislation that
operated prior to 1988 and that has continued through
many of the provisions within the act, it certainly has
made a range of changes which, as the government
would say, seek to modernise the act to bring it into line
with contemporary operations and contemporary
thinking. One of the changes that has been made is to
the objectives of the act. That has been changed, as
identified in the second-reading speech, to have an
emphasis on prevention and restoration.
The new objectives that the government identified
are to:
prevent indigenous taxa and communities of flora and fauna
from becoming threatened and to recover threatened taxa and
communities so their conservation status improves;
identify and mitigate the impacts of potentially threatening
processes to address the important underlying causes of
biodiversity decline; and
identify and conserve areas of the state in respect of which
critical habitat determinations are made.

The act also deals with the activities and
responsibilities of public authorities. The act notes that
they have an operation or duty in terms of the
management and conservation of endangered flora and
fauna. With regard to the operations of public
authorities, the bill clarifies:
that it applies to all levels of government, including an
administrative office, government department, municipal
council, public entity and state owned enterprises.

With respect to the obligations or duties of these
organisations, the bill will replace the term ‘have regard
to’ with ‘giving proper consideration to’. There is some
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commentary regarding the strength of those changes,
and I will come to that a little later. But certainly it is
the government’s intention that those changes bring it
in line with what are deemed to be modern duties as
outlined in the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities and other similar pieces of legislation.
There is an expectation of this government that the bill
will change the legislation to ensure that it is reflective
of modern practices with respect to the operation of
legislation throughout the state. There is a concern
among many in the Victorian community that
governments need to ensure that they are doing
everything in their power to deal with the issue of the
management of threatened species. I note that under
this legislation they have sought to give effect to the
intergovernmental memorandum of understanding with
respect to the assessment of what is a threatened or
endangered species of plant or animal.
It should be noted that previously the very cut and dried
‘endangered’ or ‘not endangered’ definitions were
applied. This bill seeks to expand on that to build in a
modern application, which includes a range of different
international tests. Those international tests are being
applied throughout the nation. I note that states such as
New South Wales and Tasmania have sought to apply
these changes, which include moving from ‘threatened’
to ‘non-threatened’ to terms such as ‘extinct’, ‘extinct
in the wild’, ‘critically endangered’, ‘endangered’ or
‘conservation-dependent’, with respect to fish
communities to ensure that the Victorian assessment of
threatened species is consistent with what is occurring
around the nation and in fact around the world. This
ensures that the assessment that the Victorian
government will apply will operate in a similar manner
to that which applies around the nation.
There will also be a greater opportunity for the
scientific advisory committee, which will be
established to have input in the processing and
assessment of the recommendations as to threatened
plants and fauna throughout the state. This will ensure
that there will be scientifically led research and
recommendations that better guide potential outcomes
in terms of the assessments of plants and animals that
are potentially threatened.
I think it is important to note that there will be a
Victorian lens that will be applied to this, because
clearly there will be plant and animal species that are
potentially threatened in the state of Victoria that may
not in fact be threatened in other states. I think it is
important for us to ensure that we are not applying a
national model, which means that whilst a particular
animal or plant species may be threatened in northern
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Queensland, we are not applying the same provisions
here in Victoria where they could be abundant.
Certainly it is important that that has been built into the
bill that is before the house.
The government has rolled out a biodiversity plan,
Protecting Victoria’s Environment: Biodiversity 2037.
They have indicated that that plan will be the first of
what is known as the biodiversity strategy. The bill will
require the preparation of a biodiversity strategy which
establishes proposals for achieving the objectives of the
act, targets to measure achievements of the objectives
and a framework for monitoring and evaluating
implementation.
The bill will make a range of changes with regard to
critical habitat determinations. A critical habitat
determination may contain habitat that either makes a
significant contribution to the conservation in the state
of a species or ecological community listed as
threatened under the act or can support ecological
processes or ecological integrity that makes a
significant contribution to the conservation in the state
of any species or ecological community listed as
threatened under the act. As I said before, the bill will
provide a greater role for the scientific advisory
committee with respect to identifying and providing
determinations for what will be critical habitats, so the
bill will provide for changes in regard to that area.
In regard to the operation of interim conservation
orders, these changes will see the existing two-year
limit for a conservation order extended, which can
provide for a longer term. That, operating under its new
title of ‘habitat conservation order’, will bring Victoria
in line with current practices in the states of New South
Wales and Western Australia. In terms of the operations
of an authority, the minister may suspend a licence,
permit or other authority issued under any other act that
permits the holder of the licence, permit or authority to
act in contravention of a habitat conservation order.
Issues have arisen and concern has been raised with
regard to the potential effect of this legislation on
current flora and fauna on private land. This is always a
critical issue with respect to our farming and
agricultural communities. It is imperative that when any
action is taken by the government with respect to those
communities there is an opportunity for sensible
decision-making. There is a need for engagement with
those who farm, those who run grazing throughout the
state and those involved in cropping. We need to ensure
we apply a sensible approach. I do understand from the
advice from the government, the department and the
minister’s office — and I thank them for their
briefing — that the bill seeks to provide for greater
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engagement with affected landholders by the
department in an effort to seek to mitigate the impact on
private landholders of potential decisions to limit,
constrain or prevent potential use of privately owned
land for the purposes of protecting potentially
endangered flora and fauna.
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Society has indicated that the government ‘has missed
the opportunity to fully modernise’ the act and that:
The ‘reforms’ are, at best, an incomplete modernisation, with
the only real change being to bring alignment to the listing
process.

Environment Victoria noted on a blog that:
It is important that we strike a balance and ensure that
there are not decisions being made which will
significantly impact unnecessarily on our agricultural
sector, whilst at the same time ensuring that we as a
state are applying a sensible approach with respect to
the protection of endangered flora and fauna. I am
advised that the government is indicating that there will
be a greater level of engagement. It is noted that there
has only been one example over the last 30 years of the
department seeking to place restrictions on land for
flora or fauna that is deemed to be endangered.
But there is nervousness among some in the farming
community about where this potentially may go, so I
think it is important that the government and those
within the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning who are seeking to apply this legislation
engage with organisations like the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF) and similar bodies to ensure that the
practices that are put in place are reasonable and
provide a level of comfort to the concerns that have
been raised. I have been advised by the VFF of some of
the concerns that they have in regard to the potential of
existing use as outlined in clause 39(9) of the bill and
their concern around how the provisions of existing use
will be applied. I am advised that to date those concerns
have not been allayed by the department, and I implore
the government to ensure that those concerns are dealt
with and that it seeks to engage with affected or
aggrieved organisations to ensure that there is a degree
of clarity and certainty as to how this will be applied.
As we all know with legislation and the intent of
legislation, apart from what is outlined in a
second-reading speech or an explanatory memorandum,
often it is left to the department to apply it. As I have
indicated, there is some nervousness potentially in the
sector, and I think it behoves the government to ensure
that those concerns are appropriately dealt with. More
importantly there is an opportunity for the
government’s lead speaker to provide some certainty to
that community about the actions that are going to be
taken with this piece of legislation, as it affects the
operations of private operators within the state of
Victoria, and allay their concerns in terms of the
operation of the bill before the house.
I note there has been some commentary afforded to me
by a range of stakeholders. Interestingly the Wilderness

A bill before the Parliament to improve our toothless Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act has some improvements but falls
short in key areas. But the real test of proposed changes is
whether the minister actually uses the powerful tools at her
disposal, and whether we actually see an improvement in the
conditions of threatened species in Victoria.

The Victorian National Parks Association stated that it
believes that the bill:
… is at best a modernisation of the existing legislation, other
than changing listing processes for threatened
species/communities (aligning with other jurisdictions) and
few tweaks it doesn’t make any substantive changes or
improvements to existing laws from our perspective.

The government will obviously deal with those
criticisms as it wishes, but it is clear that some believe
that the government may not have gone far enough;
others may have concerns with the way in which the
government has potentially opened the door for
concerns.
I do note, as I have stated before, that this bill has come
about following a review of the act, and clearly there is
always an opportunity for legislation that sits in this
house to be reviewed. That in itself should be
supported in terms of the need for a review of
legislation, ensuring that it meets the current needs of
the Victorian community.
I hope the bill before the house is responsive to the
needs of those private landholders, but equally it is
important that as a Parliament we ensure that we have a
modern and robust suite of legislation that protects the
wonders of the state — whether it is our coastlines,
whether it is our forests or whether it is our
waterways — and builds on the beauty of what we and
many others, who not only live here but travel here, see
as being very important for the state of Victoria.
But by the same token we are all mindful of the fact
that the environment does not operate in a vacuum. It
operates with communities, it operates with
landholders, it operates with tourists and it operates
with companies that sell their wares, so we need to
ensure that we strike a balance. We need to ensure that
whilst we build on the wonders of this state in terms of
its natural assets, legislation needs equally to sit
alongside and work in a way that can be in lockstep
with the needs of the Victorian community. Many
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people in Victoria want the opportunity to experience
the wonders of the state, whether it is the coast or
whether it is our forests, and putting a fence up and
stopping people visiting the coast, stopping people
entering our national parks and stopping people
entering state parks is not a healthy outcome.
One of the big concerns that gets raised with me when I
talk about our national parks and our state parks is the
way in which we are dealing with pest species, the way
in which we are dealing with the abundance of weeds
and the way in which the government is managing
those issues, particularly at the interface between
private landholders and state parks and national parks. I
know that for many of my country colleagues this is a
significant issue for many of their landholders who are
dealing with the problem of weed species that are
encroaching onto their land because of a lack of action
with respect to the state government and the
management of Crown land.
Another issue which has had a lot of discussion of late
is in regard to the management of pest animal species.
We have seen a recent report from the government with
regard to what it has quoted as being feral horses,
whereas many people in Victoria would know that they
are actually brumbies. But never mind, we understand
the government does not want to use the term
‘brumby’. And while the government has identified a
plan to deal with upwards of 1200 brumbies across the
state, there are hundreds of thousands of species, such
as goats, pigs and deer, which are significantly
impacting our environment and significantly impacting
the livelihood of Victorians, whether it is landholders or
whether they are simply a menace on our country roads.
When recently visiting country Victoria I nearly struck
a deer at 3 o’clock in the afternoon while driving
through a state forest from one town to the next. I know
that deer are causing significant damage to our
environment and significant damage to private
landholdings, and it is incumbent upon this government
to identify a long-term solution to deal with this issue. I
understand the government is dealing with the issue
around what it has called feral horses, which most of us
would know as brumbies.
When I talk to people in regional Victoria, to people
who are bushwalking and to those people who are
involved in many of our state and national parks, their
big issues are about our what the government is going
to do to deal with our feral pig population, our feral
goat population and more importantly our feral deer
population. This government needs to show some
leadership. It needs to identify that this is a significant
issue not only environmentally but from an economic
and community perspective. They are looking for a
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government that is willing to act in regard to this issue.
I have not even touched on wild dogs, and I know
others will mention the concerns around wild dog
species throughout this state. There are so many pest
animals which are impacting on our environment, and
the government has been silent on those issues. With
those comments, I am very pleased to speak on the bill
before the house.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (15:10) — I am pleased
to contribute to debate on the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018, a substantial piece of
work from the Andrews Labor government. In setting
the scene, I take myself back to the Our Environment,
Our Future policy work that we, in opposition, took to
the last election, a policy which was affirmed by
Victorians at the ballot box. In setting the scene I will
quote some statements from that document:
… our environment is going backwards. Energy efficiency
targets were abolished —

under the Liberals —
renewable energy industries have collapsed, national parks
and coastlines are under threat, and rivers have been left to
deteriorate.

The case we made to Victorians was that the natural
features in our environment support jobs, communities,
tourism, wildlife and livability for all Victorians. If we
briefly flick through the environment manifesto that
we took to the last election, we talked not just about
climate change but also about changes to the planning
laws so that wind farms could be built 1 kilometre
from properties without the veto rights for properties
up to 2 kilometres away that those opposite put in
place, which effectively killed the renewable wind
energy industry in Victoria under the Baillieu-Napthine
governments.
We talked about a carbon emissions reductions target;
instigating the five-yearly State of the Bays reports; the
Yarra River Protection (Wilip-gin Birrarung murron)
Act 2017 that we debated and passed through this
place; banning cattle grazing from the alpine and red
gum national parks — again it was Labor that had to
take up that work and ensure that that was done; adding
to national parks by including the Anglesea Heath in
the Otway National Park; establishing the Canadian
state park. We talked about our concerns about leases
done on the death knell — no surprise from the
previous government — in relation to Point Nepean
and the development works there. We scrapped
ridiculous long-term leases in national parks, the
commercialisation that those opposite sought to bring to
the national parks estate. We also cut back on the fees
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and charges that were increased for families to visit and
camp in public places across our state. Not only that,
we also introduced the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act
1988 that we are talking about today on top of a lot of
other work that we have done in relation to the
biodiversity plan. These are very substantial works that
the government have brought to this Parliament, and
they demonstrate our commitment to the environment.
Further, Gay Alcorn in the Guardian of 13 November
2014 touched on a range of issues in relation to the
previous government’s record on the environment and
made the point very clearly that four of Victoria’s peak
environment groups in Victoria had rated the Baillieu
government as the worst in relation to standing up for,
advocating and affirming the value of the environment
here in Victoria. Those opposite stand condemned in
relation to what they did not do. Then there was the
active work particularly of the National Party wagging
the tail of the Liberal environment minister at the time,
which did nothing to advance the interests of the
environment of Victoria. Cuts to Parks Victoria, cuts to
rangers, increases in fees for Victorians visiting their
national parks, long-term commercial leases, cattle
back in national parks — that is the record of those
opposite. They sought to keep people away from our
national parks by making it too expensive for them to
visit and also undermined the long-term use of those
national parks.
The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018
before the house today modernises and strengthens the
existing act, as outlined by the minister, which has been
in place for some 30 years. It was introduced by the
Cain government in 1988. That landmark legislation set
out to advance the interests of flora and fauna protection
across Victoria. Of course it is a Labor government
again that seeks to not only review and strengthen that
act but, through this bill, to quote the minister:
… help prevent flora and fauna from becoming threatened
and restore the conservation status of threatened species;
provide longer term protection for critical habitats; improve
enforcement powers and penalties for all offences.

There were some 210 submissions throughout 2017. Of
course the bill is not a standalone piece of work; it
relates very closely to and aligns with other biodiversity
initiatives being delivered by our government. That
includes the nation-leading 20-year biodiversity plan
and a review of the native vegetation clearing
regulations, which is a significant further piece of work
that the government has done to hang all of this together
in terms of the way in which these reforms represent a
new direction for land management and the protection
of biodiversity in Victoria and our very significant and
committed efforts to reduce species decline.
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Of course this also has to be backed up by resources.
The opposition’s lead speaker, the member for Ferntree
Gully, talked about pests and wild dogs and what have
you. What he needs to understand is you cannot address
those issues, you cannot deal with those concerns if you
are also sacking public servants, reducing the number of
park rangers and cutting into the Parks Victoria budget
and if you are not prepared to review the Environment
Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) regulations, their
work and their bill, as we have done. We re-established
that regulatory body, gave them greater strength and
teeth and better resourced their capacity. It was the same
for Parks Victoria and the work that we have done in the
community to review their capacity, their work and their
regulation so that they can meet the expectations of the
Victorian community. It is one thing for both the EPA
and Parks Victoria to be able to do their job; it is another
thing for us as a government and a Parliament to provide
them with the regulatory and financial capacity and
support so they can do their jobs. Again these
organisations have been undermined time and again by
those opposite.
I want to quickly touch on a couple of key points in
relation to the bill, and this brings us back again to
1988, touching on the historical context and in
particular the Baker & McKenzie review work that was
done in relation to the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act.
It says:
To achieve its objectives —

right back then, some 25-plus years ago —
the act creates lists of flora and fauna which are ‘declared
protected’ or ‘threatened’ and thus in need of protection under
the act and it also lists ‘processes’ which if not managed
could post a significant threat to the survival or evolution of
flora or fauna. Once listed these species or processes are
expected to become subject to action statements setting out
the action which the Department of Environment will take to
protect a listed species, or interim conservation orders (ICOs)
issued by the Minister of Environment which effectively act
as an injunction with respect to action that may impact a
critical listed habitat …
The FFG act has been the subject of a number of
consequential amendments over its 25 years of operation,
including with respect to the forum in which reviews of
decisions made under the act could be heard. However, it has
not seen significant changes to its operation over this time.

Of course what this bill seeks to do — those three key
points that I outlined earlier — is to ensure the potential
for this act to intersect with other Victorian legislation,
which is quite critical, covering matters related to
climate change, land conservation, forest conservation,
environment, planning, catchment planning and native
vegetation clearing regulations. We are doing all of that
work. We are pulling it all together here in the Flora
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and Fauna Guarantee Bill, particularly in relation to
many of the amendments that have been outlined by the
minister. I particularly want to touch on the greater role
for the scientific advisory committee in critical habitat
determinations and the scientific advisory committee
being able to make recommendations to the secretary
about critical habitat areas. There is also some pretty
basic stuff about moving from newspaper to online
publication in relation to some of the findings of the
scientific advisory committee.

comments from the member for Ivanhoe in relation to
some changes that were made to the public service.
That has been mentioned in this chamber by a number
of members on the opposite side. What has been
interesting is that none of them have delved into the
statistics that show that while during the lead-up to the
2014 election Victoria’s population grew by 2.2 per
cent per annum — 2.2 per cent! — our public service
grew by over 5 per cent. Do the maths on that; I am not
sure how that works out.

We have also changed much of the language so that the
bill replaces ‘have regard to’ with ‘give proper
consideration to’, which is reflected in other similar
modern duties, such as those in the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. These are critical
changes to give real effect to the regulations and to
provide the capacity to hold particularly statutory
authorities and other arms of government accountable
for the way in which they meet their obligations across
the range of different portfolio and policy areas that I
touched on.

On the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill, of
note is that we have adopted a not-oppose position on
this bill. I think it is important to see obviously how
these proposals will play out on the ground to ensure
that it does not impact on either bush-related industries
or bush-related pastimes and hobbies.

There are so many statutory authorities and other
government departments that are involved in all of
those different areas that I touched on, so it is critical
that we have similar modern duties, as I have outlined,
to give effect to this legislation and to make sure that
those statutory authorities and departments are
accountable for the way in which they apply the
guarantees in the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988.
Coming to the last couple of points in particular, some
of the key new objectives, as I have said, are to identify
and conserve areas of the state in respect of which
critical habitat determinations are made and to identify
and mitigate the impacts of potentially threatening
processes to address the important underlying causes of
biodiversity decline.
We have tried to pull this all together across the range
of work that we have done — through biodiversity; the
flora and fauna guarantee; the work we have done on
native vegetation clearing regulations; the reviews of
the Environment Protection Authority and the
strengthening of that act; Parks Victoria, and again
reviewing and strengthening that act; and providing
better funding for these organisations — to provide a
much greater capacity for governments in the future
and for all Victorians to have confidence and faith in
affirming what we need to do to support our
environment.
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (15:20) — It is a
pleasure to rise and make a contribution on the Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018. I note the

I note that one of the main provisions of the bill is to
impose additional obligations to consider biodiversity
in decision-making. While on face value this sounds
fine — yes, it does; we should always consider
biodiversity in our decision-making — it is
commitments and changes like this that do make you
wonder about the reasons for imposing these additional
obligations. What I would also like to see is a set of
words that say that in doing this there can be no further
restrictions on existing and sustainable industries and
no impact on bush user groups. As I said, we have a
not-oppose position, but we would like to see and
obviously monitor how some of these objectives play
out on the ground. I will give an example of this.
In this bill we talk about the creation of habitat
protection orders, which will replace interim
conservation orders. The bill states that the minister
may make these orders to conserve, protect or manage
any critical habitat. That is fine. There is always a need
from time to time to protect our critical habitats that
may contain rare or endangered flora and fauna. It is
very important that we do that; however, we also need
to make sure that when we do this there is no overriding
detriment to our existing and sustainable industries. I
will give the Victorian timber industry as an example.
In the past when we have had an area that has had to be
reserved for a particular valid reason and absolutely that
area has needed protection, if it is in a timber-logging
area, we have had that area put into a protected zone, as
it should be. It should be protected — there is no
problem with that at all; if an area needs protecting, it
needs protecting. But what we do not do and where we
have a problem is we do not return a commensurate
area to the timber industry, so we see a continual loss of
resource with no replacement. We continually have a
net loss of resource available to the industry.
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An Auditor-General report of a couple of years ago
found that the industry has access to only 6 per cent of
our native timber resources. The other 94 per cent is
either inaccessible to the industry or in reserve. The
problem that we have had is that since that
Auditor-General’s report came out identifying the 6 per
cent, we have had a further dwindling of that area by
areas that were earmarked for the timber industry being
put into reserve.
When we have any legislation that makes provision to
protect more areas, hand in hand with that we need to
have a no-net-loss stance for our timber industry or our
other industries. Our apiary industry uses the bush as do
those who engage in recreational pursuits. This would
be so that their resource is not continually removed and
that the areas where they can engage in their areas of
interest are not removed.
I turn back to the timber industry. When the area of
land available for timber harvesting is reduced, all that
happens is we reduce our timber industry and we
reduce the take, and that drives up imports from
countries that do not have the oversight that we have. It
is true that we need more plantation timber —
absolutely we do within this state — but we also need
to understand, and various studies have shown this, that
plantations cannot grow the appearance-grade timber
that our market demands. We need a sustainable
industry to provide this and not impact on the forests of
other less regulated countries. Yes, let us pursue our
plantation timber, but let us also recognise that
appearance-grade timber comes from our sustainable
native timber industry. That is why we need it to exist
into the future. In fact some will argue quite clearly that
it is environmentally responsible on the international
scale to have a sustainable native timber industry in
Victoria for that reason.
The bill states that protection orders can provide for
such things as the conservation, protection or
management of flora, fauna, land or water; the
prohibition of any activity, land use or development
within the critical habitat or proposed critical habitat; the
requirement to obtain a permit prior to any activity, land
use or development within the critical habitat; and a
power to enable the secretary to undertake any actions
or works to conserve, protect or manage the critical
habitat or the proposed critical habitat. Again I stress
that where applicable all of these reasons are valid, but
let us not use these as tools to reduce timber harvest
areas or create other negative impacts on industry. Quite
often government regulation is used as a tool to focus on
particular areas that are earmarked for harvesting.
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Another part of this bill is the introduction of the
common assessment method that has been introduced
to align the cataloguing of threatened species with
national and international best practice. The
government will create a single operational list of
nationally threatened species. This is a very sensible
approach. We should have a national approach to our
threatened species that require and deserve protection. I
have noted that concerns have been raised by some
stakeholders during the public consultation process, and
they have raised the issue as to whether the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning and its
scientific advisory committee have the resources or
capacity to deal with a larger set of threatened species.
If we are to have a larger set of threatened species as a
result of this, then we need to acknowledge that they
should be managed on a landscape basis, and
protections should be put in place on that basis and not
used as a tool to impact on industry.
Before I conclude I also want to acknowledge some of
the concerns that have been raised by the Victorian
Farmers Federation (VFF), and cite that this is one of
the reasons why we will keep a close eye on this bill
and the use of the ministerial discretion and where it
can be applied. The VFF have raised concerns about
how the legislation applies to private land, stating that it
believes Crown land should be the principal player in
biodiversity and that private landholders should not
bear the cost of providing an overall community
benefit. It also raised concerns over existing use rights
and the potential impacts that may have on mixed
farming. That is something we will obviously be
seeking some clarity on.
I do note that much of the decision-making, as I
mentioned previously, comes back to ministerial
discretion. Our lead speaker on this bill, the member
for Ferntree Gully, the shadow minister, recognised the
fact that this intervention has been used very sparingly
in the past. I certainly will put on the record that I hope
a common-sense approach is applied with this in
the future.
Many of the matters that come up in relation to
legislation such as this do need to be determined on a
case-by-case basis because the scenarios that are
presented often vary enormously from case to case.
However, the right to farm must always be a strong
consideration, as should the historic use of land. We
must always take these factors into account when we
are considering any changes. If this common-sense
approach is applied there should be little reason for
concern, but this is the point that does cause concern to
some and this is reflected by the Victorian Farmers
Federation. We do not oppose the bill, but we want to
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see a common-sense approach taken. We do not want
to see this used as a tool to impact upon existing
important industries in this state.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (15:30) — I am
really pleased to be standing here speaking on this Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018.
Sometimes I really cannot see what planet the
opposition speakers are on. We cannot continue
business as usual. I think all the scientific research and
evidence is there that says we need to protect our
environment for the health of our country, for the
protection of the planet and for future generations.
Ensuring a strong and healthy environment is
absolutely vital if we are going to continue to have
sustainable industries in regional and rural Victoria.
These amendments to the legislation that was originally
passed around 30 years ago basically respond to our
changing environment, our changing way of life and
the changing world we live in. Things cannot stay the
same. We cannot have business as usual, and these
legislative amendments ensure that we continue to
protect the environment.
There is a lot of talk about making sure that we protect
the farming community and other industries. I think the
Labor government has a strong record on protecting
and supporting regional and rural Victorians when it
comes to adjustments and maintaining sustainable
industries. In this case I guess we sometimes get in
trouble with the Greens political party for doing that
because we see that there has to be compromise, a way
to ensure that we protect both our environment as well
as support the human beings that live within it.
I think in this Parliament we see that we have both
extremes. The opposition Liberal and National parties
would basically carve up the environment — it does not
matter what happens to the environment — and it
would be full steam ahead on industrial development,
but that means it has a short life because it cannot be
sustained. On the other hand we have the idea that we
do have to take into account the human beings that live
in our society, that live in the environment, and we
cannot only look at the environment in isolation.
Now I will get onto what this bill is all about and the
amendments it is making to the existing Flora and
Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. The 1988 act has been in
place for nearly three decades and it needs to be
updated because we are living in a changing world.
Nothing stays the same. We need to ensure that the
flora and fauna, the environment of Victoria, is
protected in a strong way. This bill will provide more
relevant and modernised legislation to ensure that we
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effectively protect and manage Victorian biodiversity,
and it strengthens the current provisions of the act.
Over the past 10 years we have seen an incredible
population boom, especially in the outer fringes of
Melbourne. The urbanisation of these areas means that
some endangered species are becoming even more
vulnerable. We need to ensure that the way we live and
the increasingly built-up environment impacts on the
flora and fauna of Victoria in as small a way as possible,
and that we are not creating a situation where we have
more and more not just threatened but endangered
species, and the extinction of flora and fauna.
In the northern suburbs where the electorate of
Thomastown is, there has been a lot of emphasis on
looking into the plight of the growling grass frog. There
has been a lot of work done to protect this amphibian
creature. When the residents and locals talk about
growling grass frogs often there is a bit of a roll of the
eyes. People say, ‘Yes, the growling grass frog, we’ve
got to protect the habitat’ and ‘Oh, here we go again’,
but in actual fact it has been an incredibly good
education process. Everybody knows about the frog,
and, I believe in most cases, they also understand the
need to ensure the protection of creatures such as this.
This is a good news story in fact. Because of all the
work that was done under the original Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act, the growling grass frog, which was
originally listed as an endangered frog species in
Australia, is now listed as a threatened species. That of
course is a slightly better situation, because a threatened
species is one that is defined as one where there is a
threat of becoming endangered.
The number of frogs in the northern suburbs has
actually increased in some areas, and this is because
over many decades there has been a lot of work to
ensure that we protect our flora and fauna. We still do
the things that we need to do there — we are still
building lots of houses and roads and everything
else — but we are doing it in a way that is mindful of
the native flora and fauna of the area, and we are acting
in such a way as to preserve it and allow it to continue
to thrive in the area which it is native to.
In addition to the urbanisation of Melbourne on the
outer fringes, there has also been of course the effect of
climate change, which was not really envisaged or
taken into consideration in the original legislation in
1988. Of course climate change does impact on our
state’s biodiversity, and our flora and fauna do suffer
from the effects of climate change. We know that
throughout the world the research shows that we are
losing our biodiversity, and one of the reasons for that
is climate change.
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The existing act was previously a good framework for
the management of our biodiversity, but it has been in
need of a thorough review as it has become outdated
and is not as effective in protecting our state’s unique
animal and plant species. The Andrews Labor
government made an election commitment in 2014,
promising to review the key aspects of biodiversity
policies and controls, including amendments to the act
we are looking at and debating today. This thorough
and comprehensive review was completed, and a total
of 210 submissions were made to the review.
The bill seeks to streamline our biodiversity protection
management processes, taking into account the
submissions that were received through the review
process. It makes sure that our state follows a solid
updated framework which considers current
environmental factors, with the aim of improving
ecological outcomes now and into the future. The bill
provides a new emphasis on the prevention and
restoration of our ecological system in a way which
makes it easier to measure and control. This is a key
problem in the current act. The act will be amended to
reflect current conservation challenges and approaches.
It focuses on prioritising prevention and takes into
account the huge improvements in what we know and
have learned about Victoria’s biodiversity over the past
30 years.
The bill also provides for the adoption of what is called
the common assessment method, enabling consistency
and clarity by aligning the species conservation status
assessment process with national and international
standards. We can then compare like with like, using a
system of similarity that can compare where we fall
within both national and international standards — how
we compare with what is going on elsewhere. The bill
also categorises each listed species to tell us more about
the level of vulnerability of a species at both a Victorian
and national scale. It also allows more effective and
longer term protection of critical habitats. This will be
possible through a new habitat conservation order
power, which will provide a vital safety net where
necessary, giving powers to the minister to prohibit
damage to a critically endangered habitat.
There is also a stronger compliance framework to
ensure that if individuals or organisations and
companies breach their requirement to preserve and
protect flora and fauna, there are proper penalties where
there has not been compliance or where there has been
blatant disregard for the protection of species. The
current penalties were not considered adequate, and
there will now be greater penalties for those that do the
wrong thing.
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There are a number of other aspects to the bill, which I
do not really have time to talk about, and I think other
speakers will go to some of the further detail that I have
not been able to. It really is important that we have
legislation like this. It gives the minister more powers
to come up against things that may have been —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Time!
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (15:40) — The Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG act) is Victoria’s
primary piece of legislation to protect the plants and
animals that make our natural environment so special.
As we know, it came into force in 1988, and it was
supposed to protect our plants and animals and their
habitats. It was supposed to protect ecological
communities, which are the places that plants and
animals need to survive, and it was supposed to manage
threats to those plants and animals, things like invasive
species, land clearing et cetera.
If it had been done well, this law could have been really
good. It could have actually provided a way for
governments to identify threatened species or
threatening processes and to put in place measures to
ensure that they were protected and that they recovered.
But unfortunately the reality has been very different to
this. In reality these laws have been in place for
25 years and have been largely unused and ineffective.
I am sad to say that today biodiversity in Victoria
continues to go backwards. Between one-quarter and
one-third of all of Victoria’s plant, animal and other
species are considered threatened with extinction. That
is huge. Sixty-nine plant and animal species have been
lost since European settlement. Future generations will
live in a Victoria without the brush-tailed bettong, the
pig-footed bandicoot or the eastern hare-wallaby. They
will live in a state where we have lost most of our
native old-growth forests. That is not the kind of future
that I would like my children to grow up in. Our future
generations — indeed our current generations — are
faced with an environment in decline and ecosystems
absolutely pushed to the edge.
The Andrews Labor government came to power with a
commitment to review this act because they knew that
it was not working. Why else would you review it? But
four years later — they have had four years to do
something — the bill before the house today does very
little to improve the situation. This really is a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to fix species
conservation in Victoria and to create laws that will
actually provide meaningful protection for our precious
wildlife. Unfortunately yet again what we have is a
disappointment and a missed opportunity, because once
this bill is passed I doubt that either side — Labor or
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the Liberals — are going to have the guts to actually
improve it further.
Under the old FFG act, the environment minister or the
head of the environment department had the power to
do things that would help a plant or animal species in
trouble. They could do things like protect the particular
habitat a threatened plant or animal needs to survive.
But in reality the minister, the secretary and the heads
of departments never actually did these things,
because these protections in the old act were simply an
option, not a requirement, and therefore they never
happened. Even when some of our plants or animals
were in real danger of extinction, governments failed
to do anything.
This poor reflection on the priorities of successive
environment ministers demonstrates the sad reality that
successive governments have consistently put
biodiversity conservation and our environment at the
bottom of the priority pile, and unfortunately this
Andrews Labor government is no different. This is a
sad situation that will not change with this bill. What
we actually need is a requirement on governments, on
ministers and on departments to take action to stop
things getting worse. Only then will Victoria actually
have a chance of fixing our extinction crisis.
The bill before us being debated today does not actually
require action. There is no requirement on anyone to do
anything. Therefore as we have seen, as has happened
historically, nothing will change, nothing will be done.
Our precious natural environment, our plants and
animals will continue to decline. They will continue to
be harmed by introduced plants and animals, by
unchecked development and by inaction on climate
change. That is why the Greens will be moving
amendments in the upper house to require that
governments, ministers and departments must take
action to protect plants and animals when they are
threatened. We will require that action must be taken to
help our precious species to recover when in trouble
and to protect the places where they live — not may,
not should, but must. Currently the laws say that the
minister may take action, but in reality history shows us
they will not do so unless they are required by the
legislation to do so. The language in this bill must be
changed to compel and require action.
There are some elements of this bill — driven of course
by the strong advocacy of Victoria’s environmental
organisations — that are a small positive step in the
right direction. For example, the Greens do support the
changes to harmonise the way we categorise threatened
species according to international criteria. This will
mean threatened species in Victoria will be listed
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somewhere on the spectrum from vulnerable to extinct,
bringing Victoria into line with other jurisdictions. But
in fact all this really means, when we look at it, is that
now we will know how poorly we are tracking —
whether animals are vulnerable, extinct or somewhere in
between. We will know where we are at, but we will not
actually have a requirement on the government to do
anything about it. So there is a huge missing piece there.
In Victoria, as we know, many public authorities like
VicForests, like VicRoads, have a direct impact on our
plants and animals. I am pleased that this bill makes it
clear that all government bodies must consider the act
in the way they do their work. This change clarifies the
confusion that exists in the current act, but again
frankly this is inadequate because these bodies do not
actually have to do anything apart from consider the
biodiversity impacts of their actions. The shocking
destruction of thousands of trees by VicRoads for the
Western Highway duplication is a case in point that
environmental degradation will still occur through the
actions of public authorities when they are not required
to put protection of our environment as a high priority.
It is good to see in the bill that there are increased
penalties for offences — for example, the illegal taking
of plants and animals. People who do the wrong thing
and wreck our environment should not get away with
just a token fine, but once again this change is simply
window-dressing of an act that will not work. We have
seen time and time again that governments will not
provide the resources to actually police this
environmental destruction. So until this policing
happens, offences and penalties will pretty much be
nothing but words on a page that are very unlikely to
actually be implemented. The Greens want to see a flora
and fauna guarantee act operating to the maximum of its
potential and actually doing what it says it wants to do,
which is to guarantee our flora and fauna for the future.
I want to respond to a few of the comments of the
member for Thomastown, who said that Labor wants a
balance between protecting the environment and
continuing human activity. Maybe her side of politics
needs a bit of a lesson in ecology — humans cannot
exist without the natural environment that we operate
in. The economy is a wholly owned subsidiary of the
environment, not the other way around, and her
comments illustrate precisely the problem that we have
with this government — that they see the environment
as something over there. Plants, animals, habitats and
biodiversity are something over there, something that it
is optional for us to protect. We can choose to protect it
or not, it does not really make a difference, instead of
understanding that if we continue to ignore the
escalating biodiversity and extinction crisis, then
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human activity will actually suffer greatly. We are part
of the environment. We are not separate from the
environment, and I really wish that one day we have a
government that truly understands that and has that as
part of its DNA. That is why I joined the Greens.

change is real. We understand that and of course again
on this side of the house we are proud of the approaches
that we have taken as a government, sensible
approaches to ensure that we have a minimal impact in
terms of climate change.

The name of this act will be the flora and fauna
guarantee act, and a bill with that title suggests the
guaranteeing of our flora and fauna for the future. It
suggests that this bill could guarantee our flora and
fauna for the future. That should be exciting. That
should be something that we embrace, something that is
really worth celebrating, but I think the government
should change the name of this bill because
unfortunately it will not guarantee our flora and fauna
any more than the existing act has done — the act has
done a terrible job and has failed over the last
generation to do anything about stemming the
extinction crisis. This bill will change very little. It was
supposed to be a once-in-a-generation opportunity to
fix our laws. We know that they are broken, and that is
why the review was done. These laws were supposed to
protect our precious plants and animals, but once
again — and this is sad to say but I have to stand up
here and say it time and time again, like I did with the
Marine and Coastal Bill 2017 and on this one as
well — Labor has squandered the opportunity. It is an
incredible disappointment. They have ticked a box to
say, ‘Yes, we reviewed the act. We got it in just before
the election — we met our election promise’, but
actually it is just completely hollow.

The bill will deliver stronger protections for threatened
species and will deliver on our election commitment to
review key biodiversity policies and controls, including
the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. Of course the
Andrews Labor government’s environment election
policy, Our Environment, Our Future, committed to
review key biodiversity policies and controls including
the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988, the Native
Vegetation Permitted Clearing Regulations and to
renew Victoria’s biodiversity strategy. Together these
initiatives set a new direction for the protection and
management of Victoria’s biodiversity, and as I have
indicated it is important to make sure that we get that
balance right.

Mr EREN (Minister for Tourism and Major Events)
(15:50) — I too wish to make a contribution on this
very important bill, and at the outset I would like to
congratulate the minister on having a sensible, balanced
bill before the house that goes to show that we can
coexist as human beings with flora and fauna. That is
why I am proud to be a part of this government, to
ensure that we get the balance right, and of course as
the Minister for Tourism and Major Events I have got a
few things to say at the end of this contribution about
the importance of flora and fauna to our state and our
tourism sector.
The purpose of this bill is to give Victoria an
overarching framework for biodiversity protection and
management. The bill will also provide for strong and
effective protection for Victoria’s native species and
important habitats. The current Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988 does not reflect contemporary
regulatory approaches, and that is why we are here
today discussing this bill and why we have a bill before
Parliament. It also does not allow for advances in the
understanding of biodiversity management for the
impacts of climate change. We know that climate

The bill will set a clear direction for Victoria’s
biodiversity. It will strengthen government leadership
and accountability while also introducing a modern and
effective regulation, compliance and enforcement
framework. It will also enhance accountability and
transparency in the administration of the act. The key
objectives of the bill are to prevent indigenous taxa and
communities of flora and fauna from becoming
threatened and to recover threatened taxa and
communities so their conservation status improves;
identify and mitigate the impacts of potentially
threatening processes to address the important
underlying causes of biodiversity decline; and identify
and conserve areas of the state in respect of which
critical habitat determinations are made.
The proposed amendments also introduce a set of
principles to guide the administration of the act and
direct decision-makers to consider certain matters in
exercising functions under the act. They require that
decision-makers give proper consideration to the rights
and interests of traditional owners; the potential impacts
of climate change; public participation; supporting
collaboration between government, the community and
partner agencies; the precautionary principle; and the
best available information in the management of
Victoria’s biodiversity. Since forming government we
have delivered a comprehensive strategy for our
precious biodiversity. This has been supported with
significant funding and facilitated broad support for our
environment. Our work has been in stark contrast of
course to those opposite, who in the four years prior did
not even present a plan for our environment.
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I would like to go through some of the initiatives and
moneys that have been allocated, if I may. In the 2017–
18 budget we provided $86.3 million and $20 million
ongoing to support a portfolio of environmental
protection and improvements across Victoria. This is
the most significant investment for biodiversity that the
state has ever seen. We are proud of making those
investments. Building on this, the 2018–19 budget
provided a further $3 million for our faunal emblems,
the Leadbeater’s possum and the helmeted honeyeater.
We have had many achievements since coming to
office. In 2018 these have included delivering the Parks
Victoria Act 2018 to provide a stronger park
management agency and introducing legislation to
reform and modernise the Marine and Coastal Act
2017, bringing together management and protection
into one system. We delivered the Living with Wildlife
Action Plan, presenting decisive action to protect,
manage and guide our interactions with wildlife.
In 2017 we permanently protected the Anglesea Heath
by adding this important natural asset to the Great
Otway National Park; dedicated funding to our
much-loved coasts; provided some $10 million to
support community organisations such as the Port
Phillip Bay Fund to deliver projects including water
quality improvement works, foreshore and amenity
upgrades and to improve wetlands; $2 million to revive
Coastcare Victoria, supporting volunteers to become
involved in coastal activities; $43.8 million in marine
and coastal projects, a three-fold increase in what the
opposition provided when they were last in
government; and delivered the Climate Change Act
2017, a world-leading legislative foundation to manage
climate change risks, maximise the opportunities that
arise from decisive action and drive our transition to a
climate-resilient community and economy with net zero
emissions by 2050.
In 2016 we delivered the State of the Bays report, the
first scientific account of the health of the Port Phillip
and Western Port bays; banned fracking in Victoria,
securing of course agricultural productivity and a
strong, healthy environment into the future; provided
$29 million for biodiversity projects that include
threatened species recovery programs and projects run
by community organisations to restore and protect local
habitats — gosh, there is a lot of money we invested in
the environment — provided $18 million to increase
the number and coverage of Landcare facilitators to
implement the recommendations of the independent
review into the Victorian Landcare program; $4 million
for weed control in priority areas; $3.1 million to
support the Trust for Nature; and $400 000 to preserve
habitat for the helmeted honeyeater.
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Of course this bill will continue this good work. As we
know, a healthy natural environment in a balanced way
provides vital life-sustaining services and underpins
many of the productive activities that generate value to
Victorians. This government, as I have indicated,
understands the important health benefits and
much-needed recreation opportunities and tourism
value of Victoria’s extraordinary national parks.
In the short time I have available, as the Minister for
Tourism and Major Events I also recognise the brilliant
tourism opportunities these parks and reserves present.
One of the biggest attractions that we have is our
nature-based tourism. I am pleased to say that there are
over 100 million visits to Parks Victoria parks annually.
That includes 500 licensed tour operators, 1.7 million
camping visits and 102 250 paid bookings. Tourism
across Parks Victoria precincts are worth approximately
$2.1 billion to our economy. This includes $116 million
in the Upper Yarra region, $114 million in the Great
Ocean Road region, $113 million in the western
Grampians, $67 million in the Mornington region and
$88 million in the Gippsland region.
There are over 20 000 jobs directly attributable to
visitation across Parks Victoria land and assets in
Victoria, including 1600 in the Great Ocean Road
region, 1285 in the western Grampians region, 1500 in
the Upper Yarra region and 1200 in Gippsland. There
are 39 million visits to our jetties and piers and more
than 217 000 park visitors educated annually.
Victoria’s parks allow the community to enjoy diverse
opportunities for recreation. Around 23 million visits
to parks each year are primarily for physical activity,
which we all know can provide a wide range of
health benefits.
Of course, as I have indicated, only Labor will deliver
meaningful environmental wins for the people of
Victoria. This bill is one example of that, and that is
why I support this bill in the house. I wish this bill a
speedy passage.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (16:00) — I rise this
afternoon to speak on the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Amendment Bill 2018. In summary, the bill amends the
act to ensure that it is stronger and can more effectively
protect Victoria’s biodiversity, which the government
says is in a range of different things and in the face of
different things, including emerging and existing threats
such as climate change. The protection of plants and
animals, our biodiversity, is critically important to this
state for obvious reasons, as many speakers have
referred to in their contributions.
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From a Morwell electorate or Gippsland perspective we
are blessed to have many, many different areas within
our region which are great attractions, as the Minister
for Tourism and Major Events just outlined in a broader
sense. The member for Gippsland South is here.
Wilsons Promontory is a great attraction and a beautiful
part of the world. Tarra-Bulga National Park and
Morwell National Park within my own electorate are
wonderful destinations. The flora and fauna, the
animals, and the scenery in those areas are just
fantastic. It is absolutely imperative that we do provide
protections for the continuation of that for future
generations to see. Not only are there are number of
threats maybe of a human nature but also bushfires and
so forth that can add to that burden that many of those
great destinations experience from time to time.
But on the bill itself, it does do a number of things, and
one of the things I did wish to refer to was the role of
the scientific advisory committee in making the critical
habitat determinations. The committee can make a
recommendation to the secretary to make a critical
habitat determination. The secretary must then consult
with the scientific advisory committee and give reasons
to that committee for a decision to propose or not
propose the making of a critical habitat determination
following that recommendation. Subsequent to that a
management plan is put in place, and I guess one of the
concerns that I wish to raise — and this was probably
relayed by the member for Gippsland East — is how
this will interact with private landowners who basically
manage two-thirds of our state. Concerns have been
articulated by the Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF)
in relation to this.
The main point I wish to make in my contribution is the
fact that we need to have really good balance between
the protection of our plant species and having
biodiversity and not having an impact on industries and
people within our regional communities. The member
for Melbourne in her contribution seemed to chastise
the member for Thomastown when she mentioned the
word ‘balance’, but I think it absolutely has to be a
balance. I think the member for Melbourne needs to get
out into regional communities more to actually
understand what the real impacts are if you
over-legislate and over-regulate.
For example, within the Morwell electorate in the
Gippsland region the last thing I want to do is see more
people losing their jobs and us having to import
resources from interstate or internationally. Last year in
my electorate 160 direct jobs were lost from Carter Holt
Harvey timber mill within our community along with
many, many more indirect jobs. Hancock Victorian
Plantations, which is obviously out in the areas planting
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trees and helping with harvesting activities, again have
been impacted by job losses.
You can have both, but the point the member for
Gippsland East made, which I think is a good one, was
the fact that if we push these industries out, we still
require resources. So is it a good thing to import
products from international jurisdictions that do not
have the same forestry standards that we have here in
Victoria and Australia? From the Greens’ point of view,
from a planet perspective we are actually worse off
because we are not factoring in travel miles and we are
not factoring in forestry standards and regulations that
apply in international jurisdictions. From a local
perspective it is lose, lose, lose, and from a planet
perspective it is lose as well. Unfortunately that is what
they fail to see when they talk about that.
The member for Gippsland East also talked about
recreational pursuits in some of our great destinations.
The Minister for Tourism and Major Events again
articulated in his contribution the importance of
visitation in many of our regional communities, where
we do have great destinations, whether it be Wilson’s
Prom, Morwell National Park, Tarra-Bulga National
Park or Phillip Island. They are critically important, and
we should never forget that.
Again, without sounding repetitive, I hope this
legislation does not impact on industries and
businesses. One of the forgotten industries for Victoria
which is very prominent within my electorate is the
resource sector or the quarry sector. At the moment we
have the likes of Maryvale Sand & Trading Supplies,
Latrobe Valley Sands, Latrobe Valley Blue Metal and
Matthews Quarries — four major businesses within the
Latrobe Valley that have been attempting to progress
some development. All of them want to grow and
expand, but they are having much difficulty with
bureaucracy, green and red tape, and departments and
agencies breaching their own statutory time frames.
These businesses cannot even get to first base. What I
do not want to see this legislation do is put an additional
burden on those businesses. Not only will it not be good
for my local community and those businesses that could
grow and expand and create jobs, but also from a
government perspective, in providing material to this
state the government bangs on about major projects and
infrastructure projects, and that is great, but you have
got to source material from somewhere.
If we are prohibiting businesses from growing and
expanding and providing important material to these
projects, then we are defeating the purpose. What we
will end up doing is importing material from interstate
or elsewhere, which is adding costs, not helping the
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environment and not helping anybody in this situation.
So the government has to be very careful. I hope
ministers are talking to each other when it comes to
implementing this legislation. I hope they are not
putting additional burden on industries and businesses
that are important to not only local communities but
also to this state.
Again I refer back to the member for Melbourne’s
comment about roads, about VicRoads being so bad
and about flora and fauna. She needs to get out into the
regions. I can give you a prime example of the Princes
Highway duplication from Traralgon to Sale —
Mr D. O’Brien — Why are you talking about my
electorate?
Mr NORTHE — No, Flynn is in mine, member for
Gippsland South, there is a Flynn farmer in the
Morwell electorate. With the Traralgon to Sale highway
duplication, for heaven’s sake, there is a road reserve
there, and they could not build the road in the road
reserve of course, because they were not able to do that.
So what is the outcome? The outcome is the poor
farmer has to give up his land for a road to be built on it
because of the rules and regulations that are in place.
You can sense why the VFF have concerns about this
legislation and about any prospect of additional
regulation on farmers and landowners, and I completely
understand that. The fact is that you have got
roadworks in some regional areas, such as this example
that I have raised, where there has to be not only a
shifting of major services such as powerlines and
sewerage but also the acquisition of farmers land. We
might have to cop that in terms of biodiversity and all
of that, but again, if this legislation is making the
situation worse for farmers, then that is not right. I
might mention that in the situation at that Flynn farm,
when they moved the sewerage services, they had a
massive spill on this farmer’s land, so there are
complications with that as well.
In closing, whilst I have some concerns with the bill, I
just hope it does not add additional burden to quarries,
to farmers and to industries and businesses in regional
Victoria.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:10) — I take great
pleasure in joining the debate on the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018. This bill amends the
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 within its existing
scope to give Victoria a modern and overarching
framework for biodiversity protection and management
in Victoria, providing strong and effective protection
for Victoria’s native species and important habitats.
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As the Parliamentary Secretary for Regional Victoria
and Tourism and Major Events, I see firsthand how
important our natural environment and our biodiversity
is to not only the environmental future of this state but
also its economic future. It is what defines us as special
internationally, and we need legislation that protects
that into the future. We have the opportunity with Budj
Bim poised to be added onto the UNESCO World
Heritage listing to have a huge uplift in the visitor
economy, particularly from overseas visitors who want
to see our unique natural environment.
The member for Morwell before me made some
comments about green tape being an impediment to
economic development and about these things
impeding farmers. Like nature is an ecosystem, I
believe that an economy and a community needs to be
an ecosystem.
With my electorate having some of the largest
population growth in the state, it is an enormous task to
try and manage the biodiversity and to retain those
values. I think that we have a really special area in the
northern suburbs of Melbourne. I think it is no surprise
that people want to come and live here because of the
majestic river red gums that are throughout the Plenty
Valley — the Plenty Gorge is in the southern part of my
electorate. The Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change to the south of me, the member for
Bundoora and the member for Eltham — we are so
fortunate to represent an area that has not only some of
the highest biodiversity in Australia but also in the
southern hemisphere. The diversity of plant and animal
species is remarkable.
It is really incumbent on us as a government and as a
Parliament to retain that biodiversity alongside our
rapid population growth, because to do otherwise
would mean that people would no longer want to live
there. The reason so many have come to live there is
because of the natural beauty.
During the community consultation that the Level
Crossing Removal Authority ran in the Mernda, Doreen
and South Morang communities, they asked
specifically what the communities felt were the values
of the area. They said they wanted good public
transport links, but they also wanted to be able to retain
the majestic river red gums and the smaller shrubs and
animal species, whether it was reptiles or kangaroos.
That was what they wanted, and that is reflected in the
design. I would have to think about it, but I think the
Hawkstowe and Mernda stations are probably the only
train stations in the metropolitan network that go
directly into a state park. The canopies on these stations
are evocative of an old Australian homestead, and we
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want them to sit in that environment. Unlike those
opposite, who have a mantra of ‘We do not like sky
rail’, it actually has been welcomed in my community.
Only 14 per cent of the Mernda rail extension is above
ground, but people have said that they want that
because they want kangaroos and other macropods to
have free passage and not be endangered and threatened
by the rail services.

Yean Road duplication prior to the Bridge Inn Road
duplication funded in this year’s budget, these
magnificent red gums were to be removed. I am really
pleased that the Minister for Roads and Road Safety
and VicRoads have acceded to my requests for a
different alignment to be looked at that preserves these
trees, because the community really does value those
and they are habitat for creatures like the powerful owl.

I think one of the things that the member for Morwell
said was that we are interfering with farmers and the
Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) do not like this. I
am actually not sure whether the VFF have said they do
not like this, but I think that there are farmers and there
are farmers. Both my parents grew up on farms, and
many of my uncles, aunts and cousins are still farming.
But as I said, we all have to live with each other and
with respect for our environment. I am really glad to
see that this bill before the house increases penalties for
those who wantonly and deliberately endanger our
endangered species. I think there would be very few
people who were not absolutely shocked by the wanton
destruction of wedge-tailed eagles that were discovered
in recent weeks in Gippsland East — hundreds and
hundreds of them — and we may never know how
many of these magnificent birds have been destroyed. I
was listening to the ABC in the days following that
horrific discovery. There was a representative — not
someone I know from the VFF; I think it must have
been someone from the Gippsland region, because it
was not someone who was known to me, but —

We have a magnificent ecosystem. In terms of our
visitor economy, in Victoria we have four out of the big
five of marsupials and birds that overseas tourists want
to see. Fortunately for me, we do not have crocodiles in
Victoria — I am a bit scared of crocodiles and I hope
with climate change we will not acquire them. I hear
they are heading south, but hopefully that will not
happen in my lifetime. But the other big four we do
have here in big numbers.

Mr D. O’Brien interjected.
Ms GREEN — The member for Gippsland South
has said a name, but I did not quite hear what it was.
After hearing the program, there were a lot of callers to
the ABC — and I believe it was a statewide program at
the time — who were absolutely appalled at what they
felt were ignorant comments. They said that there is a
misunderstanding that these magnificent birds pose a
significant risk to livestock when in fact their preferred
method of eating is actually carrion. They are not
generally known for killing live animals.
The way that the minister has gone around with the
background paper is really important in bringing
forward this bill. There has been a lot of consultation,
and it was time that this bill was reviewed. At the
moment in my community, with the duplication of
Plenty Road, there is a magnificent river red gum that is
due to be removed in Mernda, and people are suffering
real grief around that. There are two magnificent river
red gums on the corner of Bridge Inn Road and Yan
Yean Road — one 400 years old, one 500 years old —
which are in danger. In the initial alignment for the Yan

I really hope that the bill before the house and bills like
it will ensure that dozens of animals and plants will not
continue to join Australia’s threatened species list. We
see the appalling rate of land clearing without regard to
biodiversity which has occurred particularly in
Queensland. When the Greens political party say that
they oppose logging in this state, they need to
understand that they are condemning parts of
South-East Asia to the clearing that they do not want
here. There is always a balance around these things. We
live in an environment, a community and an economy. I
think that this bill puts forward a very measured
approach to protect our endangered species. I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (16:20) — I rise to make a
contribution to the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Amendment Bill 2018, which amends the Flora and
Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. I am going to read the
purposes as they are described in the bill because they
are quite a mouthful. The bill really sounds as though it
is going to be all things to everybody, but I am not sure
that it really delivers in any way. The bill states that
it will:
… promote Victoria’s biodiversity by establishing objectives
and principles of the Act, imposing additional obligations to
consider biodiversity in decision-making, improving
transparency and accountability and making various other
amendments to strengthen the Act and to make consequential
amendments to other Acts …

It sounds as though the bill is going to be all things to
everybody, but I am not sure that it delivers in spades
like some people seem to believe. Certainly with the
stakeholder feedback, we have heard from the
extremes — the environmentalists obviously; and we
heard from the member for Melbourne — who do not
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think that this goes far enough. I most certainly look for
a balanced approach. If you have a look at the feedback
we have received from the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF), we would say that there does need to
be greater consideration given to some areas. I was
surprised to see that we also had feedback from the
RSPCA. I am not sure the bill is about cruelty to
animals, but I guess they like to have their two bob’s
worth on most things.
I look around the house and hear the comments that
people are making, and I think we are all on the same
page about improving strategic biodiversity; I think that
is important. But what we need to stop and think about,
and where the differences will be, is how we do that
and the processes that we will undergo — what will be
done, where it will be done and how it will be done. I
would certainly like to see a balanced approach. Earlier
speakers mentioned the word ‘balanced’. I certainly
have concerns about where the legislation applies to
private land.
I want to stop and reflect for a moment on biodiversity.
What is biodiversity? It is plants and animals obviously,
but it is a lot more than that. It is the micro-organisms
that people do not see. It is our ecosystems. When we
have a look at how we explore biodiversity, we explore
it on three different levels. It is the genetic make-up, the
diversity of the species and also the diversity of the
ecosystems. In Victoria we have a range of ecosystems.
Within individual electorates we may have a range of
ecosystems. Those on the government benches who
hold city seats and the Greens would probably be less
familiar with these — although certainly the Greens
would like to think they are more familiar with some of
these ecosystems. We have forests, inland waters, lakes
and rivers, heaths, woodlands and coastal
environments. It is so important that we protect our
ecosystems. Our parks do that to a large extent. Our
ecosystems are our environment. It is where we live —
in and around those places — and it is where we
recreate. If you are experiencing the great outdoors, you
will often have that great feeling after breathing in the
fresh air from the outdoors. It is really good for all of us
as a state and as a country. I think it is important that we
do protect them.
Sadly, our ecosystems are already compromised hugely
by invasive species. I think about the flora and the
invasive species of blackberries, gorse, creeper and
hawkweed. There are some 1000 invasive species or
weeds on public land. It is what we do in this space and
how we manage it that is important. In my area I know
a lot of work goes into managing gorse. As a landowner
I had an issue with gorse in the past and it took a long
time — it took many years of continual action — to get
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on top of that gorse issue. More and more I see — and I
spoke about this recently — rivers choked with
blackberries. We have got this biodiversity, but the
blackberries are choking out our natural plants.
With regard to fauna, there are issues with foxes,
rabbits, deer, goats and brumbies. Foxes and rabbits
particularly have been around for a longer time. There
is now an explosion of deer. It is almost unbelievable
how quickly deer have exploded and the damage they
are doing. We have feral cats that are destroying some
of our smaller mammals, our ground-dwelling
mammals, as are foxes. Not long after the Black
Saturday fires, Leadbeater’s possums were found at
Lake Mountain. They monitored them and found that
feral cats had got in and pretty well destroyed them.
We have invasive weeds competing with indigenous
species. They are competing for sunlight, they are
competing for space and they are competing for
nutrients. They can get out of control very quickly. You
need only go north of Mansfield to Tolmie and over to
Whitfield to see enormous areas of blackberries. I do
not know how we are ever going to get back in control
of them.
I also want to reflect for a minute on some of our birds.
We have ground-dwelling birds. Lyrebirds are actually
quite interesting because they are ground dwellers but
they have their nests a metre or two above the ground
to protect themselves. We have foxes roaming around
threatening animals that we hold in great regard, like
lyrebirds, which are really unusual and indigenous to
Australia. Bush chooks are everywhere and certainly
not threatened, but you do not want them to become
threatened to the extent that they become a
threatened species.
The context of this bill is around the protection of our
flora and fauna from existing and emerging threats, and
I have talked about some of those threats. I also want to
issue a bit of caution going forward on this because
there were a number of plants that were considered
endangered prior to Black Saturday. It was quite
spectacular to see during the regeneration after the fires
a lot of rare plants actually flourishing. It is very easy
for the department to go down the path of saying, ‘All
of these are threatened’, but if they have a look, they
will see that after a change of circumstances such as a
fire many of these can come back. These include the
Buxton silver gums and the swamp bush pea in
Kinglake National Park. The southern varnish wattle
and gully grevillea also increased dramatically after the
fires. It was thought for a time that these were greatly
threatened, but they just needed the right conditions. I
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believe they will need the right conditions for another
eight to 10 years so they can remain well-established.
As I have said, a balanced approach is important to me.
I do not want to see this bill impact on industries,
businesses, farmers or certainly private landholders.
There should be no further impositions. We heard the
member for Morwell mention the quarrying of raw
materials and how this can sometimes be brought to a
standstill. We need to have a sensible policy on how we
deal with private land. The VFF have their concerns,
and those concerns have not been allayed for the
opposition by the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, so this nervousness around what
could happen remains with us.
If we think about existing rights, what existing rights
are and how long they last, we see that existing rights
last for two years after a use ceases. It is not unusual to
rotate paddocks for different purposes. It might be for
sheep grazing, and it might then be for cropping. There
is the swift parrot, for example, which is known to be
around Puckapunyal and in ironbark regions around
Bendigo, Rushworth and St Arnaud. It is possible that
this land could be rotated and its existing use then
compromised and not quite understood. We need to
have very clear consultation with landowners about
what they are intending to do and how they are
intending to do it.
I also want to make comment about private timber
plantations. We certainly have a need for sustainable
native timber harvesting but also for the timber
plantations that exist. What we need to remember is that
these plantations also become habitats. These will be
private lands that have been planted out for a particular
reason — for the growth of the timber into the future —
but they also become habitat. This is private land, so we
need to give consideration to these sorts of issues. I
would like to think that common sense and balance will
prevail, and I hope that I have certainly alerted the
government and the department to some of the issues
that they could face with this bill going forward.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (16:30) — I am
delighted to make a contribution on the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018. As those who have
gone before me have indicated, this bill is a rewrite of
an earlier bill that was passed by the Cain Labor
government back in 1988. Of course it would be remiss
of me not to use this opportunity to quote Marcus
Aurelius, who said, ‘That which is not good for the
beehive cannot be good for the bees’, and clearly a bill
like this is important because it does protect the
environment in which we live. It recognises, I think, the
fact that the current landscape and our current
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community have been significantly impacted as a
consequence of European colonisation, in terms of
Victoria, since the 19th century.
I am indebted to Jared Diamond, who wrote an
outstanding book called Guns, Germs, and Steel.
Diamond’s thesis is that one of the reasons why Western
civilisation seemed to go particularly well related to the
horizontal nature of Europe. As a landmass, it travelled
east–west, it was quite large and it had broadly the same
temperature and the same rainfall. It enabled the smooth
passage of people. Diamond’s thesis is that it enabled,
for example, disease to travel quickly but also antibodies
and resistance to travel quickly, and it enabled
innovation to easily traverse from Eastern Europe across
to Western Europe. As a consequence of that, by the
latter or middle stages of the previous millennium, you
had a set of circumstances where you had fairly
technologically advanced communities that were fairly
well resistant to disease.
As a consequence, when these colonisers left the Old
World and came to a country like Australia, the impact
was devastating on the local communities because the
Indigenous communities of Australia obviously did not
have that level of exposure to disease and did not have
that exposure to technological change, and they were
placed at a significant disadvantage. I did study the
genocide that occurred in Van Diemen’s Land in the
early part of the 19th century. Reading some of the
colonisers’ accounts was quite fascinating in the sense
that they honestly, truly believed in their heart of hearts
that the local community, the Palawa, were so inhuman
that they could not possibly master the rifle. When there
were instances where some of the local communities
were able to get firearms and start using them against
white settlers, this caused enormous concern to those
individuals. As a consequence of that, the arrival of
diseases and the arrival of firearms had a devastating
impact upon Indigenous communities not only in
Tasmania in this particular instance but in Victoria
as well.
Why this is important is that Bill Gammage has written
a book called The Biggest Estate on Earth. I know the
member for Gippsland South is at the table and he has
one advantage over me. He has actually read this book;
I only know of it.
Mr D. O’Brien interjected.
Mr PEARSON — It is a very good book, and I
have heard similar reports. My understanding is that
Victoria was settled properly, formally, in 1835. There
had been an earlier settlement in the early 1800s at
Sorrento, which was abandoned — about 1803 — and
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there was a settlement at Port Fairy. When settlement
occurred, diseases ravaged Victoria quite extensively.
There is talk in Gammage’s book of the early colonisers
going out into Victoria and finding manicured estates
which were overgrown, probably in the late 1840s and
the early 1850s. They were quite taken by the fact that
clearly someone had looked after this land but it had
been grown over, and it had clearly been grown over
because the communities had been devastated by
disease and also by the genocidal actions of the settlers.
It had a huge impact.
What happened then was that, as some would probably
be aware, there was a very significant bushfire that
devastated a significant part of Victoria in, I believe,
about 1849 or 1850. It was just prior to the gold rush. It
was a consequence of the fact that, because the local
Indigenous communities had been decimated, they
could not do that low burning in terms of land
management. As a consequence of that, there was a
high fuel load in Victoria that had grown over the
course of 10 or 15 years. When fire came through, it
had a huge and devastating impact on the community.
How does this relate to the bill? Well, we have treated
this land poorly for generations. We have only started
to make amends and atone for our heinous crimes since
the late 1960s or early 1970s. We have started to turn
things around. People like Richard Nixon established
the Environmental Protection Agency in America, and
Dick Hamer created the Environment Protection
Authority Victoria in the 1970s. It is only when we
started to see this concentrated action by government
that we started to try to stem back the losses and
reclaim what we had lost.
So a bill like this is very important. I did listen to the
member for Eildon’s contribution earlier, and I agree
with her. From a regulatory approach, you need to try
to get those checks and balances right. You want to
make sure that you do not hold back industry and you
do not destroy industry, but you also need to make sure
that you start to try to protect your environment. From
my perspective, one of the things I have been really
interested in since I have recently been a member in this
place is working with organisations like the Friends of
Steele Creek with Helen van den Berg, the Friends of
the Maribyrnong Valley, which is run by Judy Ingram,
and the Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek, which
involves Anna Lanigan.
All three are really important organisations that are
trying to plant indigenous plants in these areas to try to
increase the tree canopy. They are also trying to
improve the quality of the water flow in Moonee Ponds
Creek as well as in the Maribyrnong River. I would
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dearly love to see us bring back the Maribyrnong River
to what it was pre white settlement. That is probably a
forlorn wish; it is probably too late for that.
Interestingly ‘Maribyrnong’ in Wurundjeri is ‘salty
river’, and certainly as it traverses my electorate it is
salty. It only becomes fresh water as it heads through
the member for Niddrie’s electorate.
But this is about trying to find ways in which we can
protect these great assets, and it is about recognising the
fact that we cannot treat our waterways as dumping
grounds and industrial sewers from the 20th century.
We have got to try to repair and improve the quality of
this environment. So a bill like this I think is really
important because it enables us to find ways to have an
appropriate regulatory framework in place. The bill also
makes sure that there are stronger penalties in place.
Again I think it is important that if you are going to
have a regulatory environment where you value a
particular asset, you need to have penalties in place for
any asset that is being poorly treated or abused. It needs
to make sure there is that linkage and people can see
quite clearly that if there is poor behaviour, there will
be consequences that flow from it.
A bill like this is really important and ensures that we
modernise the act 30 years after it was first introduced.
Again it builds on Labor’s environmental credentials.
We are the only ones that are bringing bills like this into
the Parliament. We are the only ones that are
introducing acts to the statute books that address these
issues. The environment has had no greater friend than
the Australian Labor Party, despite what people like the
Greens political party would have you believe. We are
the ones that get the balance right between protecting
our environment and ensuring that we continue to have
an expanding economy, an economy that is creating
modern, 21st-century jobs. On that note, I commend the
bill to the house.
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (16:40) — I
rise to speak on the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Amendment Bill 2018 and note the coalition will not be
opposing it. The bill amends the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988 to ensure that it is stronger and can
more effectively protect Victoria’s biodiversity in the
face of existing and emerging threats such as climate
change. It amends the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act
by inserting revised objectives and principles into the
act, imposing additional obligations to consider
biodiversity in decision-making, improving
transparency and accountability and making various
other amendments to strengthen the act.
While the bill has broad support, I do want to draw the
house’s attention to some key issues that are being
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faced in my electorate in relation to vegetation and
community safety. I am concerned that the flagged
additional obligation to consider biodiversity in
decision-making may compound these issues further.
Following the fires on St Patrick’s Day the issue of
roadside vegetation has been raised with me, and I am
sure with the member for Polwarth, on several
occasions by many people, including the captain of the
local Country Fire Authority (CFA) at Macarthur,
Hugh McFarlane, and many other CFA captains around
my area. I know, in Hugh’s case, he has written to the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety and the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change.
It has also been raised by the Victoria State Emergency
Service (SES). One particular SES unit went out that
night to 30 episodes, clearing branches from across
roads. It has also been raised by people from the
general community — people who were frightened and
were not able to evacuate and who wrote to Craig
Lapsley, the ministers and me. They were very, very
concerned by their frightening experiences. The
Moyne shire also raised the matter with me and the
member for Malvern during his visit to my electorate
only a few weeks ago. Moyne shire is seeking that the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning initiate a basic permit process based on visual
inspection to allow landowners to clear roadside
reserves adjoining their properties of all dead, fallen or
non-native trees and vegetation.
The reason we need to think about this is that things
have changed. I listened to members across the
chamber and I heard them talk about their commitment
to the environment, but I think we all genuinely have a
commitment to the environment, whatever political
colour we come from. We all agree that we must look
after the environment. But it is walking the walk that
really concerns me, rather than just talking it. When I
see the history of people on the land who are not being
involved in the consultation process and who actually
understand how it really does work, I find that we are
not really getting it right. So this legislation, if it does
not have consultation with landholders, the custodians
and the people who have stewardship of the land, we
are missing a very important factor.
I remember as a little girl that my dad’s responsibility
was to slash the roadsides from a safety perspective. If
there was a tree down, you actually got the chainsaw
out and chopped it up. Nowadays my husband and I
could no more do that than fly in the air, because we
would be at risk of litigation if something went wrong.
It is putting us all into a really difficult position. We had
a very tragic circumstance three years ago when a limb
came down in the middle of the night in a very remote
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area. When the locals did what they thought was the
right thing, and what was the right thing, it ended up in
tragedy with a death as a result of having to clear a
roadside tree. It was an awful situation.
When we had the St Patrick’s Day fires and the same
sort of thing happened — the winds that caused all the
trees to go down — friends of mine were trapped on
their property. Just by luck they owned a front-end
loader. The husband, Ken, drove a tractor, and
Rosemary drove a car behind. There were quite a few
cars because they were having a function at their place.
It was horrific. Had they not had that front-end loader
available to them, they would not have got out and there
could have been a tragic result. That is just one case;
there have been several cases in South-West Coast.
So when my dad would go and clear the roadside, we
were doing our community duty. Nowadays, because
we do not have the resources to get departments to do it
and we have lost that culture of responsibility that every
farmer felt, the roadsides have become incredibly
overgrown, and it is not always native vegetation. I am
certainly not advocating that we clear the roadsides to
the detriment of the environment, but I think we have
got the balance wrong when we cannot get community
safety right. In fact it was really lucky that those fires
started in the middle of the night. It was quite
frightening. In the town of Woolsthorpe, where I live,
the evacuation notice never got through, so people slept
on not even knowing what was going on. Had they
been evacuated, there could have been mayhem. It
could have been quite dangerous because there were so
many limbs down. One fire truck actually hit a limb
that night that was down across the road.
So Moyne shire is desperately, as are the other shires,
saying, ‘Come on, guys. We were lucky to avoid the
tragedy in our area with this fire’. It was a dreadful
event, but no lives were lost, but was that an opportunity
for us to say, ‘Let’s work more closely on this’? I think
this legislation, which looks at biodiversity, could stop
us from doing things responsively. We need to be aware
that resources in the department are not abundant, and
therefore we do not want just another excuse to say no,
rather than looking at situations individually and getting
on with it. Using local knowledge, like shires and
farmers have, is one way of doing that. So as I said, I am
not advocating removing all vegetation but allowing it
to be maintained and controlled to improve safety for
everyone while still achieving a positive
environmental outcome.
I note the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change talked about her commitment to Parks
Victoria in her contribution on the budget papers in the
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last sitting week. She said that under the previous
government people were visiting parks to find
dilapidated facilities and in some cases not even a park
ranger. If we are really seriously keen about the
environment, when we are reviewing legislation and
doing things like we are right now, we cannot just
continually ignore our responsibilities. In her
contribution she blamed the former government for the
dilapidation of the facilities, but in reality it is still
happening now in my electorate under her watch. It was
the Labor government that axed the full-time ranger
position at Budj Bim National Park and the one at the
Tower Hill State Game Reserve, two positions put in
place by the Napthine government.
When you look at Liberal history, we have got a very
proud history of looking after the environment, because
we do understand that you do need to respect it. As a
farmer there is one thing I have learned very, very
profoundly, and that is that you work with nature, you
do not work against it, because it is always smarter.
When I look at what we have done as the Liberal Party
over the years — getting national parks listed,
introducing some of the first environmental legislation
under the Hamer government — it is a long and very
proud history of actual outcome-focused behaviours,
not just talking the talk like I hear so much from the
other side. They say they are friends of the farmer.
Well, if you are friends of the farmer, have a look at
how farmers are running their businesses. The margins
are enormously tight — that is an oxymoron — so tight
that we are losing in many years. The cost of
production last year in the dairy industry was greater
than the value of the product we were producing.
When you look at that, as the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF) has said, how can we ask the farming
community, who will do the work on our behalf, to take
responsibility for the community good and the
community benefit financially? They cannot; there just
is not the margin. I really do try to share with absolute
genuineness that we cannot keep squeezing farmers and
asking them to produce more and more and asking
them to take custodianship of the environment for our
community benefit. These guys are volunteers in the
CFA. They manage roadsides and experience
bureaucratic frustrations when they are just trying to do
the right thing. They try to get a permit to manage the
side of the road from a fire management perspective
and they are just mucked around, whether it be with
VicRoads, whether it be with the CFA bureaucracy or
whether it be with the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning. It is just putting too much of
the challenge back on the community who are looking
after that environment. Consider what the VFF are
saying; they are absolutely right. When it is on private
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land or when they are trying to manage the roadsides,
have a bit of consideration, because I think we are
pushing too hard.
Like I said, we are all on the same page here — we all
want the environment managed better — but listen to
those who do it every day from dawn to dusk. They do
not always do it for a lot of money; in fact they will do
it whether they are getting money or not because that is
the responsibility they have taken on both for the
environment, whether it be at the micro level as the
member for Eildon referred to with the soils or at the
macro level with the animals and the vegetation. On
that note, I would like to again support the comments of
the VFF.
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) (16:50) — I am also
pleased to speak on the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Amendment Bill 2018. In opening my comments I
want to comment a little bit on global warming. We
know that through the community’s general awareness
of the threat of global warming, people are becoming
more and more aware that our environment needs to be
protected.
After hearing from the member for South-West Coast,
who of course said that the Liberal Party are doing a
great job and recognise the need to support the
environment, I cannot help but reflect that that is clearly
not the case when it comes to our number one
environmental threat, global warming. We know of
course what former Prime Minister Tony Abbott said
about putting a price on carbon. The main reason we
have global warming is that we have been burning and
burning our resources of hydrocarbons — coal,
petroleum — at an excessive rate over the last
100 years and that is adding to the carbon dioxide
(CO2) in our atmosphere. Against that we are also
having serious problems with deforestation taking out
that opportunity to take the CO2 out of the air and put
oxygen in the air.
The Labor Party federally recognised that one of the
things to do was to put a price on carbon. It is just one
of the things. However, we know that there are so many
climate change deniers on the other side who say that
we cannot afford any short-term costs that might
actually save the environment. They do not look at the
benefits of supporting an alternative energy industry.
We know that in the last term of Liberal government in
this state they stopped renewable energy by creating all
sorts of difficulties in establishing wind farms, so it is
great that this government has acted on that issue since
we came to office and ensured that we do have the
opportunity to create more renewable energy and
protect our environment from the threat of global
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warming to some extent. We know there is still more to
be done in that regard.
But this bill reflects that there are other important issues
that we need to be aware of in our environment. We
know that Australia provides unique habitats and that
since the arrival of European man those habitats have
been significantly changed. Even today people do not
appreciate the delicacy of the habitat balances that are
in place and that activities taking place can so quickly
and so easily threaten more species. We know we have
already lost so many species of plants and animals from
this country since the arrival of European man through
farming activities, through urbanisation and then the
need for infrastructure growth and through
industrialisation.
So many of those activities that we have undertaken in
our so-called civilisation have been done without
appreciating the specific character of the Australian
environment and the need to recognise that in particular
areas you need to do things differently — to understand
what is there and understand the impact that you might
have in undertaking any activity. It was important that
in 1988 the then Labor government brought in the Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988, which recognised that
if we are not to see more of our plants and animals
become endangered or extinct, as some of them have
done, we need to take some significant action. That
1988 bill was a landmark piece of legislation where we
said we want to identify all of those species, and their
habitats, that are endangered or could be endangered
and take action to support them.
That legislation in lots of ways has supported us well
over the last 30 years, but we know there are a number
of issues under the existing act that needed to be
reviewed. In reviewing that act we have identified that
there are a number of issues that have been hard to
enforce and hard to measure. In fact some of the
management that we have undertaken since enacting
the legislation has needed to be changed and varied.
This bill reviews the 1988 legislation and takes it
forward to make it more effective so that we can
provide a better guarantee of our plants and animals in
this state and try to give them a better future.
What are the key elements of this bill? We have
certainly heard other members who have spoken in the
house go through a lot of the detail of the bill, but one
of the key things to recognise is that we need to have a
very robust scientific advisory committee. This
legislation extends the size of the existing scientific
advisory committee. That committee is the body that is
already responsible and will continue to be responsible
for listing those species which we believe are
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threatened and also the habitats that are threatened and
that we need to protect. They are in a position to put
habitat conservation orders in place to ensure that those
particular habitats that support those threatened species
can be protected.
Following that, there is the designation of critical
habitats and the putting on of habitat conservation
orders. More importantly we then need to develop
conservation plans to help to reverse those threatening
effects. It is a significant task and, as we know, it does
not come without heartache. There are farming
communities where farmers believe they have a right to
undertake some land clearing or some activities and
find that they cannot. There are people who buy blocks
of land and need to get them serviced who then find
that there are difficulties in getting the services to them.
Government also undertake a range of activities in
these areas, so this bill recognises that government
authorities in a range of areas have influence over the
environment and habitats when building new roads.
Coming from the Ballarat area, I know that the
construction of the Western Highway extension has
required a lot of work to be done, first of all to establish
what species in that proposed corridor are under threat
and then how we vary the alignment of the road to
reduce that. Sadly we know that a lot of river red gums
and other significant plant species have been removed,
which is of concern; however, as a government, we
have to find the balance through that but ensure that
where there are critically endangered species we do
everything we can to recognise that and to put
management plans in place to address that.
Even in my electorate I know that this government has
been working, through the existing legislation, to
support threatened species, but in my electorate too we
have seen the establishment of the Woowookarung
Regional Park, which I have been very excited about, as
have so many people in the Ballarat East area in recent
years. We know that through the establishment of
Woowookarung we are in a position now to protect that
land and appreciate it as a community and enhance the
natural environmental aspects of that land.
Non-indigenous species that have been brought here
over a number of generations from Europe and other
parts of the world continue to threaten our native flora,
so weed eradication is an important thing in that area.
Last year I was pleased to go to look at the work that
the Napoleons Enfield Landcare Group have been
doing in their zone. The group had funding support of
$30 000 to deal with rabbits and the invasive weeds that
are destroying some of the river in their area. We need
to continue to do this sort of work of providing for
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volunteer groups — Landcare groups and others — that
are supporting our environment, protecting endangered
species and trying to reduce the number of invasive
species, whether they be rabbits, foxes or a range of
invasive weeds.
A lot of work needs to be done. This legislation is
particularly important to ensure that we can protect
those things that are important to Australia’s heritage
and ensure future generations continue to appreciate
them and so that we can live in harmony with our
environment.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (17:00) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Amendment Bill 2018. The main provisions on this bill
are to amend the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
by inserting revised objectives and principles of the act,
imposing additional obligations to consider biodiversity
and decision-making, improving transparency and
accountability, making various other amendments to
strengthen the act and make consequential amendments
to other acts.
Words like that, generally amongst country people,
raise great concerns, because a lot of these are code
words for, ‘Your life is going to get more difficult’.
Right up front we should say that farmers are
custodians of their land. The best environmentalist you
could have is the person who owns, works on and is
dependent on that land for their income; they are not
going to do anything to harm it.
Let us look a little more closely at some of the various
mechanics of this bill. The bill defines a habitat
conservation order (HCO). Habitat conservation orders
replace interim conservation orders. The minister may
make a habitat conservation order to conserve, protect
or manage any critical habitat in any area of the state
where a determination has not been made but there is a
proposal for a determination. The minister must decide
whether a habitat conservation order should be made
within two years of a critical habitat determination
being made. A HCO will cease to have effect if a
determination is not made in 12 months. We do worry
about just how we are going to find our way through
this for our farming community, the community that
grows our food, to make sure that they are not unduly
delayed or hindered in the work that they wish to
undertake in growing that food for us.
The potential for two-year delays or to halt everything
is certainly one of the issues. Something that we are
experiencing increasingly is that people are too scared
to make a decision. With that two-year delay — ‘Will
we? Won’t we?’ — the clock is ticking. Meanwhile
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someone can be caught up in a waiting game that can
have impacts not only on their income and their
livelihood but also on the area itself.
If you are not happy with a HCO, off you go to VCAT.
That is a concern as well. Again it is an expense. We
are adding more complexity — just layer upon layer —
to going about your business. From some of the
decisions and what we have had lately, I think there
needs to be a rural division of VCAT just to hear the
issues that are coming out of rural and regional
Victoria. It is becoming a very, very busy institution.
Also there is the common assessment method. The
common assessment method has been introduced to
align the cataloguing of threatened species and
communities with national and international best
practice. The government will create a single
operational list of nationally threatened species. At least
we will know then. Concerns raised by stakeholders
during public consultation included that the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning and the
scientific advisory committee would not have the
resources or the capacity to deal with a larger set of
threatened species. The consultation process also
suggested regular audits or reviews of listings,
including a quick and responsive listing, ‘uplisting’ and
a delisting process. This has to work, and it has to work
quickly or the whole system will just choke up and
grind to a halt.
There is a section in this bill about public consultation.
The bill gives greater emphasis to public consultation
than was previously provided in the act. It now allows
for consultation with private landowners when
conservation orders are being considered for the
protection of the flora and fauna on private land. This
has really got up the noses of a lot of people,
particularly in the Mallee, who for a long time were not
consulted. I am concerned with this part of the
consultation, and I hope we do not see tokenism applied
to the landholder. The landholder is the person who
knows their property back to front and who cares for
their property, and I am worried that they will be
drowned out by the sea of voices of others who are also
involved in the consultation process. I am worried that
the landholder will be marginalised to the point where
they will probably just be overruled or forgotten in the
process. Others will shout louder because they do not
have to make a living off the land, defend the land or
contribute to the consultation process. That is a real
concern with this — that there will be a chorus of
voices and the landholder, I fear, will be drowned out.
A number of other areas are of concern. The Victorian
Farmers Federation (VFF) has raised some issues on
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behalf of farmers that are extremely important. The
VFF is concerned about existing rights and what may
change. I believe the VFF has got this right, that there
needs to be some strengthening around clause 39(9) and
the ‘existing use right’. If you are there and you are
using the land, then a significant change to the land use
will impact on the farm. The question really is: what is
actually existing use at the time and is there any no
permit required for agricultural use? We have a
problem here between existing use rights and no permit
required use, and in the process around clause 39(9)
there is real concern there.
This is better explained by an example. Existing use
rights last for two years after the use ceases and are
actually relevant where the use is now prohibited. We
want to avoid the circumstances where somebody is in
mixed farming and who may have been grazing for
three years, or even in the Mallee within that period
they may not have even been grazing but there may
have been a drought. The farmer has gone about his soil
conservation practices but has not a planted a crop; they
may have sparsely grazed it or may not have grazed the
land. When the weather changes you may want to then
crop it for various reasons, or it might be to do with
your rotational program. At the moment neither of
those requires a permit in the farming zone. But if, say,
some habitat was discovered in the area that may or
may not impact upon whether you are cropping or not
cropping, the VFF is very concerned that you may not
be allowed to change the use of that land and it will
have to remain in a grazing state. They are concerned
that in that process there will not be adequate
consideration or compensation for the farmer involved.
Again it would just add to that layer of complexity in
what we are trying to achieve.
The bill also talks about native vegetation removals. I
am pleased that it is not going to pursue the proposal to
use the act to enforce native vegetation clearing
regulations. The bill only affects native vegetation that
is listed as threatened or endangered through the
common assessment method and does not affect
non-listed vegetation on private land. That is one of the
small mercies in this bill.
Like all things, there is a sting in the tail with this
legislation. It expands the powers of inspection, seizure
and evidence powers of authorised officers. It
introduces infringement offences and increases
penalties for breaches. Some of those fines can be up to
two years imprisonment or $38 000 — that is
240 penalty units for individuals.
Yes, our environment is important, but I really believe
that we should be making sure that in any consultation
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that occurs that the voice of the private landowner who
is using the land and looking after the land is heard and
not drowned out by the chorus of others — who may or
may not even come within 100 kilometres of the
property in their region — having a say that drowns
them out. This is legislation that goes to the heart of
farming and goes to the heart of my community in the
Mallee. I think there are considerable concerns with
this, and the VFF has wisely raised those concerns.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (17:10) — It is
a pleasure to speak on the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Amendment Bill 2018. It was that amazing and
inspirational Australian, Steve Irwin, who said, ‘If we
save our wild places, we will ultimately save
ourselves’. There are some very, very good reasons, if
only self-interest, to make sure that our flora and fauna
are protected and that our land and our living animals
are not further damaged and degraded.
I have heard what other people have had to say in this
house, and I must say I do concur with the member for
Essendon who made some very insightful comments, as
always, about the need for us to look after our land and
to make sure that in the future we do not do the same
things that we have done before. I have heard other
people speak about the need for balance in making
decisions around the land and the flora and fauna.
When I hear the word ‘balance’, as I have heard so
often from those opposite, and just then from the
member for Mildura when he was taking about small
mercies, we do not need to have an us-and-them
mentality when we are dealing with the environment.
We should all be on the same page in trying to protect
our environment, enhance it and make sure that it is
there for future generations. It should not be a win-lose
situation. If you look to inspirational people like Steve
Irwin, he was always talking about ways of working
together so that the environment, business, landowners,
environmentalists, people who live in the city and
people who live in the country all benefit from working
together to protect the environment.
I am one of those people that believe every animal on
this planet has as much right to be here as I have or
anyone else has. As a legislator, I believe that one of the
things that we have in our toolbox is the ability to make
laws, and one of the ways that we can make sure that
the environment and those living things that inhabit our
lands are protected into the future is to make sure we
have a very robust system of legal protection, and we
have had that in the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act
1988 (FFG act). I recall being in local government, and
it was the go-to piece of legislation when we were
making decisions about removing urban growth
boundaries or protecting green wedges or extending a
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state park or looking at ways to build boardwalks along
estuaries — all those critical efforts which were around
making sure that the environment was a good place for
people to live. We also took into account what it should
look like, what it should feel like, how it should breathe
and how it should work for everyone in those spaces.
The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act was something that
we could rely on and look at to provide us with that
guidance. As well, if we got into heavy-duty
discussions with people who did not quite agree with
us, it was an act that we could use to have an argument
about that discussion. So I am very pleased to see that
this quite old act — it is now 30 years old — has been
reviewed and it has been out to consultation.
As I have said, more than ever this is necessary.
Australia is facing an extinction crisis. We already have
the worst extinction rate in the world for mammals, and
other groups of animals are not that far behind. I know
that some people opposite do not want to believe this; I
suspect that they are the same people who do not
believe in climate change either. I have heard some
members opposite talk in a very derisive way about the
value of protecting our Leadbeater’s possum, which is
actually our state’s emblem. But if you do not believe
me that this is a crisis, I suggest you take the word of
this person who said:
With 503 animal and 1308 plant species listed as nationally
threatened, there is a big task ahead.

Who was that? That was the federal minister for the
environment, Josh Frydenberg. He recognises that we
have a crisis. Only recently, in the middle of May, it
was reported that dozens of other animals and plants
were joining Australia’s threatened species list. We do
have a crisis, so this legislation is very, very important.
As I said, the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act was
introduced in 1988. There have been no amendments to
the FFG act despite decades of critiques and reviews. I
note that in 2006 a Labor government committed to
improving Victoria’s biodiversity legislation, resulting
in a white paper for land and biodiversity at a time of
climate change. That was in 2009. The white paper
never progressed to legislation. Then in 2014 the Labor
Party made an election promise with respect to
biodiversity laws in Victoria, and a commitment was
made to review the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act.
Between 2010 and 2014 what happened in this space?
Nothing happened in this space. My strong message to
the Victorian public as they approach a state election is:
if you are on the side of protecting our environment, if
you want to make sure that future generations will be
able to go down and have a look at the Leadbeater’s
possum — not in a museum, but out there in its natural
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habitat — you need to get behind a Labor government
that has got at the forefront of its thinking in this space
making sure that our flora and fauna are protected
going into the future.
It is very important that the review of the act took place,
and I do want to finish by congratulating the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change in the
way she went about this. I know that it has been heavily
critiqued. The Auditor-General had a look at the Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act, and he was quite scathing
about it. The Victorian National Parks Association said
the policies offer some powerful tools but suffer from
poor implementation and, in some cases, from no
implementation.
So it was very, very important that this act was
reviewed and there were some extra powers, some extra
support, put in to making sure that this act could be
more effective. But we also know that it is not just laws
that will make a difference in this space. You have to
have the resources behind those laws, making sure that
you have a robust, dedicated public service, park
rangers and wildlife protection officers that can go out
there and make sure that the animals and the flora are
being looked after and not being run over by bogans in
four-wheel drives or by wild horses, or by cattle, God
forbid — thank God we got rid of those from the High
Country. That is very, very important. I know the
minister in consecutive budgets has made sure that her
department has the resources going forward, making
sure that this act will not just be law but be well
resourced.
I would like to draw the house’s attention to the
Advisory List of Threatened Vertebrate Fauna in
Victoria. It really is an alarming document when you go
and have a look at how many species in Victoria are
under threat. If you look at the summary table, you will
see there are eight categories, and they range from those
species that are already extinct to those on which we are
data-deficient, where we cannot really rely on the
material we have and need to do some more research.
We are actually talking about 293 different animals. It
is quite scary to look through this list — it is about
20 pages long — telling us what animals in our
community are under threat. Likewise, if you have a
look at the fauna pages, you will see that there are
178 species of fauna under threat. It is time to take
action. The review of the act and a new act going
forward are a step in the right direction. The bill is very
important for legislators and decision-makers at all
levels, especially in local government. I commend the
work of the minister and wish the bill a speedy passage.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Suleyman)
(17:20) — Before I call the next speaker, I would like
to acknowledge in the gallery Dr Ken Coghill, a former
member for Werribee and a former Speaker of this
place. Welcome.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (17:20) — It is indeed
my pleasure to rise this afternoon to speak on the Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Amendment Bill 2018, and in
doing so I congratulate the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change on delivering on this
key Andrews Labor government election commitment.
The bill sets a clear direction for Victoria’s biodiversity,
and it does that by revising the act’s objectives to
prioritise prevention and by strengthening the
guarantee. The amended guarantee is, and I quote, that
Victoria’s flora and fauna ‘can persist and improve in
the wild and retain their capacity to adapt to
environmental change’.
The bill also strengthens government leadership and
accountability and encourages active consideration of
biodiversity across government by clarifying and
updating the act’s existing duty on public authorities to
have regard to the objectives of the act and their impact
on biodiversity. The bill introduces a modern and
effective regulation and compliance framework. It also
enhances accountability and transparency in the
administration of the act.
A review of the current act was conducted in 2017.
These amendments respond to stakeholder feedback
that was set out in the 210 written submissions that
were received in response to the consultation paper. As
I said earlier, the review delivers on the election
commitment to review key biodiversity policies and
controls including the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Act 1988.
My electorate is home to rich biodiversity, and we are
fortunate that within the region we are home to the
powerful owl, black gums, the matted flax lily and the
greater glider. Conservation zones within the Macedon
Ranges include the Cobaw State Forest, the Wombat
State Forest, the Macedon Regional Park and the
Lerderderg State Park. We are also equally fortunate to
have very many passionate community volunteers who
spend endless hours working to support and protect our
flora and fauna. I might also point out that I have many
passionate wildlife carers in my electorate, and it was
really terrific to be able to announce more than $13 000
in grants by the Andrews Labor government to support
these wildlife carers in their important work.
But I want to tell you a little bit about the central
Victorian Biolinks Alliance. Dr Sophie Bickford, who
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is the coordinator of the alliance, is a constituent of
mine. She lives in Kyneton, as do I, and I have had
many fabulous conversations with Sophie. She is an
incredibly talented person with a real passion for
protecting the rich biodiversity of central Victoria. The
alliance was instigated in 2010 by community
conservation groups in recognition that large-scale
landscape restoration was needed to halt environmental
and species decline in Victoria, and in order to do that it
requires coordination of effort and knowledge as well
as new and innovative approaches. The alliance is
currently comprised of 18 member Landcare networks,
conservation management networks and environment
groups extending from the Grampians across to the
Australian Alps and from the Great Dividing Range to
the Murray River. As their website says:
Biolinks Alliance has identified a unique role for itself as a
capacity and partnership building organisation that will ensure
that the significant momentum there is for community-driven
conservation on public and private land in central Victoria is
supported, coordinated and amplified.

It was my pleasure very recently to announce funding
of $18 250 to the alliance to support capacity building
of member organisations and community volunteers. Of
those 18 member organisations a number are within my
own electorate, including the Upper Campaspe
Landcare Network, the Upper Deep Creek Landcare
Network, the Moorabool Landcare Network, the
Friends of Wombat Forest, the Federation of
Environment and Horticulture for Macedon Ranges,
and the Jackson’s Creek EcoNetwork. As I said, it has
been a real pleasure to work with the partnership
facilitator, Dr Sophie Bickford, but also with others,
including board member Amanda Gauci, Macedon
Ranges councillor Helen Radnedge and other members
who are so passionate about taking good care of private
land, recognising of course that our flora and fauna pay
no regard to land tenure or municipal boundaries. When
I was able to announce this grant to the Biolinks
Alliance, it had this to say:
This is the beginning of what the alliance would like to do
much more of — provide technical and scientific expertise to
co-develop strategic, practical and large-scale on-ground
projects. We thank the government for their vision in funding
this project — for acknowledging the value there is to be had
in scientifically skilling up community conservationists.

This bill is in part a tribute to all of those in our
community through Landcare, environment groups,
wildlife carers and even the river detectives of
Malmsbury Primary School who make an extraordinary
contribution to the care and protection of our native
flora, fauna and their habitats.
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Across my electorate the Andrews government is
taking real action to protect our precious environment,
including through the historic distinctive areas and
landscapes legislation, which delivers finally planning
protection to the Macedon Ranges, and while work
continues on the finalisation of a localised planning
statement in response to community feedback be
assured that biodiversity, landscape and environmental
features, and water catchments and supply are three of
the nine domains that make the Macedon Ranges so
special and which deserve additional protection from
inappropriate development. Each of those domains will
be addressed in the localised planning statement.
We are also very close to completing significant policy
work to develop a vision and master plan for Hanging
Rock to ensure that this special place — also home to
threatened species — receives the care and protection
that it deserves forever. Those opposite have
demonstrated they are unable to provide the protection
the Macedon Ranges and their unique environment
require. In government the then planning minister, who
now of course is the Leader of the Opposition and was
at that time assisted by the now Liberal candidate,
delivered a flawed planning statement, one hell-bent on
protecting the interests of the horse industry at the
expense of the environment, flora and fauna and
significantly restricting the area to be protected to ‘the
range and the rock’. Whereas our legislation is quite
clear in specifically protecting the entirety of the
Macedon Ranges shire.
I also want to talk about how pleased I am that the
budget is contributing significant resources to Parks
Victoria. As I have said, my electorate is home to a
number of parks, and we are very fortunate to enjoy the
Macedon Regional Park, the Hepburn Regional Park,
the Lederderg State Park and the Wombat State Forest.
Caring for our parks is absolutely vital. Our parks are
the way in which people in our community get to know
and understand more about Victoria’s special and
significant flora and fauna. Taking the opportunity to
spend time in our parks helps to build an affinity with
that natural environment, learn more about it and in turn
care more for it.
I am very conscious of the particular pressures that
parks in my electorate are under. We are in a peri-urban
environment, so there are population pressures at our
doorsteps, but that is why it is even more important that
this government is taking the decisive action that it is to
protect the Macedon Ranges and ensure that our parks
can be a place of refuge not just for the flora and fauna
but for the people of the north-western suburbs of
Melbourne, who are welcome to come and enjoy nature
in my electorate, well supported by this government’s
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$70 million injection to Parks Victoria, which will
ensure another 120 park rangers can be employed.
Of course we have also delivered money for
biodiversity, and what a contrast that is to what those
on the other side did in their time in government. Let us
not forget what they delivered for the environment: a
paltry $6 million for endangered species. They put
cattle back in the High Country, and they will do it
again. If they are given the opportunity to ever sit on
this side of the fence again, be assured that cattle will
go back into the Alpine National Park and destroy the
very special environment that we have there. The
opposition cannot be trusted on the environment. Only
Labor will deliver the legislation, the funding, the
policy and the resources to support our natural
environment. I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PAKULA
(Attorney-General).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 May; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Local Government).
Government amendments circulated by
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) under
standing orders.
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (17:33) — It is a
pleasure to rise this evening to open the debate on
behalf of the opposition on the Local Government Bill
2018. The bill is intended to give effect to
section 74A(1) of the Constitution Act 1975. Of course,
as all members will be aware, that is the section of the
constitution that provides that local government is a
distinct and essential tier of government consisting of
democratically elected councils, councils that have
functions and powers that the Parliament considers
necessary to ensure the peace, order and good
government of each municipal district. That is a rather
quaint and old-fashioned term — peace, order and good
government — but I think it is a term that sums up
pretty effectively the appropriate role of local
government.
In terms of actual legislative impact, the bill repeals and
re-enacts the Local Government Act 1989 apart from
the provisions that deal with sewers, drainage and
transport; repeals the City of Greater Geelong Act
1993, which has largely passed its use-by date and the
necessity for it to continue to exist; and amends the City
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1989

of Melbourne Act 2001 and the Victoria Grants
Commission Act 1976.

local laws; and good practice guidelines. I will come
back to the good practice guidelines a bit later.

I must say I do have a bit of a sense of deja vu because
when I was first elected as a councillor, which is now
more than 30 years ago, the Local Government Act
1989 had been under development for some time. It
had reached the draft bill stage in August 1987 when I
got elected. Yes, I know some members of the house
were not yet born in 1987, but that is just the value of
experience and being able to bring that to this chamber.
It had reached the draft bill stage by August 1987, but
it was not second read in this house until the following
year, in April 1988. And it was not until April 1989
that it was second read in the other place. Despite the
great care and the long consultation that occurred with
that bill, it still needed to be amended significantly and
pretty much reasonably soon after the act first became
operational. As is proposed with this bill, the phase in
had quite a long tail to it. Some of those changes were
new provisions that needed to be brought in, some
were by way of repairing omissions and some of
course were a result of the evolution of the role of local
government itself.

The bill relates to planning and financial management,
so strategic planning, budget processes, financial
reporting and financial management rates and charges,
which is exactly what it sounds like apart from the
incorporation of the environmental upgrade agreements
and the continuation of the rate capping provisions;
council operations, so service performance,
procurement and beneficial enterprises — again
something that if time permits, I will come back to —
and powers in relation to land.

That bill was a significant change from the Local
Government Act 1958, which was the 1958
consolidation, but when you look at the 1958 act it
bears a remarkable resemblance to the Local
Government Act 1874, which is where it really all
started. The transition to the 1989 act from the 1958 act
introduced a significant change to the way in which
local government was governed. Of course there was
some history around the introduction because the Cain
government had attempted to force amalgamations of
local councils; we had 210 of them at the time. That
attempt had effectively been abandoned in August 1986
and a lot of work was done to try and repair the lack of
trust on both sides, from government and from local
government, but certainly when the bill was being
discussed the scars were fresh. I think probably the act
that emerged from that was in fact a better act because
of the extent of genuine, serious discussion about the
future of local government that had to occur.
As we know, the bill is significant in terms of size as
well as substance. Unfortunately it would take me a
couple of days to talk about the various provisions and
what they will do, but essentially the bill relates to the
role and powers of a council, so things like the office of
mayor and deputy mayor and how they are elected;
provisions relating to councillor entitlements; the CEO,
staff; audit and risk committees, which are certainly
something that were not in the 1989 act to start with;
council decision-making; accountability procedures;

There is a whole part on council integrity, which is
certainly something that would not have been a feature
of the act 30 years ago. Some may say it is unnecessary
now; I am not one of those people. I think perhaps it
could have been done in a more succinct and less
complex manner, but in whatever form we have a
separate part of this bill that deals with those issues.
The next part deals with ministerial oversight,
governance directions, municipal monitors — of course
we have had another one of those appointed today —
commissions of inquiry, suspensions and temporary
administration. The next part deals with the electoral
provisions and all things relating to elections, and then
there are general provisions: the service of notices,
criminal liability, obstruction of council and so on.
That is a very, very quick skim across the top of what is
a very, very — and necessarily so — detailed piece of
legislation. It is the outcome of effectively a four-stage
consultation process. The initial discussion paper was
issued in September 2015, and input was sought in a
variety of ways, including a series of forums. I
understand there were 12 commissioned technical
papers, various meetings between the government and
peak bodies and so on. A total of 348 submissions were
received, so a reasonable number of submissions,
although in the context of local government —
something that affects every citizen of the state in one
way or another — perhaps that is not so many
submissions.
The second stage was the reform policy directions
paper, which was in June 2016. Again a similar
community engagement strategy was followed, and
there were still a reasonable number of submissions —
333. The number was slightly down but effectively
much the same. The detail of the reforms was then
developed further for consideration in the context of a
draft bill — to inform the draft bill, essentially.
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Then late last year we had the release of the draft bill.
Again public submissions were sought, and 190 were
received. By my estimate at least half of those
submissions, and perhaps more, were not submissions
from the general public. They were from councils,
associations, other industry bodies or organisations like
regional libraries and so on. They were valuable but
perhaps not as valuable as submissions from the
broader community might have been.
Since then the process has been somewhat telescoped
because, while the initial early deadline for submissions
on the draft bill was — quite sensibly, in my view —
extended to the end of February, from then on basically
it had been an internal process until we saw the bill
second read in this house less than a month ago. It was
perhaps not the best way to go about this process. It
would have perhaps been better to say, ‘All right, we’ve
put out the draft. We’ve have had an enormous amount
of input’, and there was a terrific amount of input into
the draft, ‘and we’ve picked up a number of things’, and
if time permits I may go into some of those, ‘and this is
what the bill now looks like’, and then go back out again
and say, ‘Here’s draft 2 with all your feedback
incorporated. How did we go?’. Unfortunately that did
not occur. The first time we saw the next stage was, as I
said, when the bill was actually second read. Perhaps the
amendments that the Attorney-General has just
proposed recognise that time was of the essence in terms
of the way the bill was handled.
I understand there is a logical explanation, and I am not
being at all critical of anyone for seeking to do it this
way. There is a perfectly logical explanation. We have
got five and a half sitting weeks left on the
parliamentary calendar for the year, and then the
Parliament is prorogued and the opportunity to get the
bill through in this Parliament is lost. I recognise the
practical difficulties in terms of the time, but I think
unfortunately the bill before the house reflects the
omission of that next loop of consultation, and that is
problematic.
As I indicated, the bill was second read on 24 May.
Whilst sufficient time has certainly been made available
for the Parliament to familiarise itself with the
provisions proposed in the bill — I think, despite its
size, I am reasonably conversant with what is in the bill,
and I have been able to get feedback from the peak
bodies and some others — it is obviously not enough
time to get feedback from each and every council. The
peak bodies have provided good feedback, but
unfortunately, as I said, this bill affects 79 councils. It
affects 79 different local government communities and
many more than 79 communities in the broader sense.
Unfortunately we have not been able to factor their
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views in. Given the importance of local government to
the community, I think that is an unfortunate omission.
I should make the point, though, that obviously — not
obviously; it was a courtesy, and it was extended to
me — I was briefed on the bill. I was briefed very, very
promptly after the bill was introduced, and I want to
acknowledge not only the comprehensive nature of the
briefing but also the information that has been provided
subsequently. Certainly there has been no impediment
put in my way for me to come to a reasonable
understanding of the bill, and anything that I required to
be able to come to that conclusion in the relatively short
time frame was provided, so I do want to acknowledge
that. I appreciate that very much.
The government says there are a number of main
reforms. They relate to things like greater leadership
from mayors, consistency of council representative
structures and increased participation in formal voting.
The first two I can connect with the bill reasonably
well. For the third one I think the connection is a little
more tenuous. There is a requirement to undertake
community engagement processes before the adoption
of a four-year plan and a four-year budget. I think both
four-year plans and four-year budgets are a sensible
approach, if for no other reason than it requires the
councillors to collectively come to a strategic view of
where they want to take the council in those four years
and determine the spending priorities accordingly.
There is a proposed integrated strategic plan and
reporting approach — a long-term approach — a
four-year plan, a four-year budget and a long-term
community vision, all of which seems eminently
sensible to me. I guess where I get a little bit less
enthusiastic, shall we say, is the requirement for a
10-year financial plan and a 10-year asset plan, because
I suspect a lot of the time, effort and ratepayers money
will be consumed in the preparation of these 10-year
plans and then they will be put on the shelf or put in the
cupboard and essentially not referred to again except
perhaps in passing when the next four-year plan is
considered. For some councils it will work and work
really, really well, but I suspect for the majority it will
be something that they have to do rather than something
that adds value to the process.
There are also strengths and power as far as the minister
goes with individual councillors. Having been on the
other side of the house as Parliamentary Secretary for
Local Government and having had at least one instance
where that was a significant problem for a council, I
certainly have no issue with that.
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There is a CEO employment remuneration policy — an
apparently independent advisory mechanism to guide
recruitment, contractual arrangements and performance
monitoring. Personally I would have preferred to see
mandated advertising of the CEO’s position. I think it is
something that quite often councils will avoid, even
though they know they should be doing it. They will
avoid it because they do not want to offend the CEO.
They do not want to say, ‘Bill, you’re doing a great job,
we like you and we’re happy with what you’re doing,
but we’re going to go to the market just to check’. If it
is in the act and it has got to be done, it can be done and
it gives the council plenty of cover to do it. Where
councils do not do it and they should, obviously there
would be a compulsion. I would certainly prefer that,
but that is not what is in the bill.
Again, apparently there is increased financial
sustainability — I am not sure about that — and a
single method for the valuation of land. There are a
significant number of changes from the draft that are in
the bill. I do not intend to go through them in any detail
except to say that the changes that have been made
have been more about trying to pick up many of the
points that were made in the submissions, and I think
largely they have worked well. The bill does remove
the unsound mind as a disqualification for being a
councillor, suggesting that that provision is not in line
with 21st century thinking.
I do note that the Constitution Act 1975 retains the
exclusion from the Assembly and the Council voters
rolls for that very reason. While those people who may
be on the roll by virtue of being a landowner will not be
disqualified by that provision, the bulk of people on the
voters roll will be picked up by the Constitution Act.
There are a range of other matters that are changed. As
I was saying, I think it is largely a successful endeavour
to pick up many of the issues that are raised in the draft.
It certainly does not pick up all of those and it leaves a
number of issues that remain in the bill.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
(SARC) has provided quite a significant assessment of
the bill and raised a number of issues with regard to
inappropriate delegation of legislative power and a
number of issues with regard to the charter. They have
written to the minister, and the minister has responded.
I simply make the observation that I think the minister’s
response effectively dispatches those issues, so I have
no concerns there. The issue with regard to the
delegation of legislative power is around the rather long
tail to the proclamation of the operational aspects of
various stages of the bill, but given the nature of the
beast I think that is entirely reasonable, and I am sure
SARC will accept the minister’s view on that.
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I sought views from the Municipal Association of
Victoria (MAV), the Victorian Local Governance
Association (VLGA) and 79 councils on the draft bill. I
obviously did not have time to speak to and seek the
views of the councils on the final bill, but 69 councils
were able to respond to me. I do want to thank them all
for providing that advice to me because it gave me a
very good feel for the issues in the bill. I also had
valuable feedback from the Australian Services Union
(ASU) and from Ratepayers Victoria.
The MAV have come out publicly today — and
obviously I have had ongoing discussions with them —
and expressed concern about a number of issues, the
first being the compulsory or forced transfer to capital
improved value valuations. Their point is that while
rates obviously will not go up because of the
reapportionment of rates given the change in the
valuation methodology, some residents in four
municipalities — Maribyrnong, Port Phillip, Whittlesea
and Yarra cities — could be facing rate rises of as much
as 10 per cent. The contention for the MAV is that the
rates burden will shift from non-residential properties to
residential properties. They consider it to be an
unexpected and unfair tax hit that families simply
cannot afford. They have also expressed concern at the
proposal to lower the municipal charge from 20 per
cent to 10 per cent — that is, 20 per cent of total rates is
the maximum that a municipal charge can be set to
raise. Particularly in regional and rural councils —
probably more in regional councils — there is a
concern that by lowering the cap from 20 per cent to
10 per cent the application of that flat charge, which is
essentially a flat charge on each rateable property in the
municipality, will again have a big hit, in this case, on
the farming community. I have no idea what the Rural
City of Horsham or Northern Grampians shire are
doing in terms of municipal charges, but if you look at
those two councils as an example of the scale of rates
coming in, Horsham in 2015–16 had rates come in at
$23.72 million, with the Grampians at $15.9 million. A
10 per cent shift at Horsham, for example, would be
nearly $2.4 million which, given probably the relatively
limited number of ratepayers in the broadacre category,
is potentially going to have a significant impact. The
MAV again have expressed their concern about that,
and particularly the potential impact on farmers in
terms of their rate contribution.
They have also expressed concern with the proposal to
limit the mix of possible options in terms of
representational structures into either unsubdivided or
subdivided but equal wards. I think there are certainly
some concerns with the current system. I am not at all
convinced that what is suggested is the best possible
fix. It is a possible fix and it would be, in my view,
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much better than what we have got now, but I am not
sure that it is the best possible fix. Not surprisingly,
they also would like to use this opportunity to do
something about the rate capping legislation. I think
that is a discussion for another day.
The VLGA have identified three issues that they wish
to raise. They have expressed concern about rate
capping and, as I was saying, in my view it is a
discussion for another day. They are proposing optional
preferential voting, which is something that I personally
would think is probably a good thing. I suspect the
government would not share that view, but it is worth
exploring.
Perhaps the most substantial of all these three, from my
perspective, is the changes that are proposed to the
specific powers for the mayor. There is not much. The
mayor will have an enhanced leadership role and will
have to report to the community in terms of the
implementation of the four-year strategy, but it is also
proposed that the mayor will have the capacity to
appoint the chairs of council committees. That may not
sound like a big thing if you have never been a member
of a council, but it creates the potential for some
divergence of opinion and potentially friction between
the mayor and councillors because the mayor may well
appoint members of the council to chair council
committees that do not have the confidence of their
own colleagues, but may be allies or colleagues or the
preferred candidate — whatever — of the mayor. So it
does create the possibility of friction. It is an issue that I
was certainly well and truly aware of when we were
experimenting with Greater Geelong City Council and I
would approach this one with caution, I think.
As I mentioned, the ASU also provided some input.
Their initial submission was very comprehensive, and I
thought they made some very valuable points. With
regard to the final bill, their main priority there was,
again, with regard to rate capping.
There is one aspect of the bill that I want to pick up
directly, and that is the good practice guidelines.
Proposed section 82 says the minister may issue good
practice guidelines. They need to be published on an
internet site and compliance by a council with relevant
good practice guidelines can be used as evidence that
the council has complied with the corresponding
requirement under the act or regulations. I am a little
bit — not a little, a lot — concerned about this because
it is, from my perspective in any case, effectively a
delegation of the legislative authorities of the
Parliament. Normally we obviously have regulations
which are done by a disallowable instrument, but they
are subject to being overridden by either house of the
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Parliament. The guidelines that are proposed would not
be subject to that recourse, and I think that is a concern
because it is essentially subordinate legislation that is
beyond the scope of the Parliament to have some
influence in. It would set, in my view, a very
nasty precedent.
There are a number of other issues with regard to the
move from standards to an enabling legislation. There
is the potential, for example, to have 79 different
procurement arrangements for councils, and I am not
sure that is really the best possible outcome. While I
have picked up some of the detail in the bill — as I
mentioned it is a big document, it covers a lot of ground
and I could not possibly begin to cover all that ground
in half an hour, probably even half a day, and I am
certainly not going to suggest I should take the
Parliament’s time to do that — I think it is important
that we do actually have that discussion, because there
is a lot here that will not otherwise be considered.
Local government derives its considerable authority —
and it is considerable authority — from the Parliament.
The bill before the house proposes a significant change
to the manner in which that authority is delegated, and
it suggests a considerable change to the constraints that
have historically been placed upon it. As I said, it is a
major and complex piece of legislation — 409 sections.
It repeals or significantly amends four principal acts
and makes consequential amendments to a further
119 acts. It is a big piece of legislation and I do not
think it is there yet. It, in my view, needs significant
further work before it will be fit for purpose.
Had that further round of consultation occurred, which I
talked about earlier, perhaps the final bill would have
been serviceable. I think that is unlikely, but in any case
I understand why that did not occur and I understand
why we are where we are at. But given the significance
of this bill, I think proper scrutiny is required. I do not
believe that the normal process for second readings and
even consideration in detail in this house would provide
sufficient opportunity for full scrutiny by the
Parliament, and I certainly do not propose to come into
the house with a list of 20, 30, 50, 200 amendments to
the bill, which would have potentially been on the cards
had the opportunity been there to, as I say, consult
more broadly.
I do think the bill would benefit from that scrutiny, so I
would suggest that the appropriate action for the
opposition to take, and what we intend to do, is to not
oppose the bill in this debate and to allow the bill to
proceed to the Legislative Council. We do believe that
the appropriate course would be for the Legislative
Council to refer the bill to a committee so that there is
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the opportunity for some further discussion. We do not
want to throw the bill out. We do not want to waste the
effort. There has been a lot of time and effort and
money and commitment put into this bill, but there are
a lot of things in there, I think, that do need further
exploration and would be well served by referral to a
committee in the other place, so I will certainly be
speaking to the crossbench and speaking to the Greens
with a view to having the bill referred to a committee
for further consideration.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (18:03) — I take great
pleasure in joining the debate on the Local Government
Bill 2018. The overall objective of this bill is to give
effect to the government’s election commitment to
create a new Local Government Act. This is a
government that keeps its promises. There has been an
extensive period of consultation in the lead-up to this
bill. It was a four-stage consultation process. There was
stage 1 — reform ideas — in 2015. The government
released a discussion paper, followed by statewide,
face-to-face consultations and an extensive submission
analysis. In stage 2 in June 2016 a directions paper was
publicly released and then stage 3 was the Local
Government Exposure Draft Bill, which was released
in December 2017. I think that gives the lie to those that
would say there has not been an enormous, enormous
amount of scrutiny on this piece of legislation.
I follow the lead speaker for the opposition. Obviously I
only get 10 minutes. He had a very long time to go
through his position on the bill. I am primarily going to
use my time to refer to some of the examples and
particularly the criticisms by the Municipal Association
of Victoria (MAV), respond to some of them and
particularly use examples within my own community
that I represent. Also, being the parliamentary secretary
for regional Victoria, I am frequently in discussion and
consultation with small rural councils and have a great
deal of empathy for the difficult job they have to do.
The first thing I want to go to is in relation to the
MAV’s opposition to the discontinuation of mixed
single and multimember wards and wards with varying
numbers of councillors. Having an equal numbers of
councillors in each ward of a municipality is essential to
ensuring equity in the quota required to be elected. I am
very taken with the argument put forward by the
Proportional Representation Society of Australia. They
made this point very forcefully, particularly in relation
to Latrobe City Council, saying that in the east ward,
with four councillors, there is only 20 per cent plus one
required for a quota. Central ward have two councillors
and 33 per cent plus one is required to be elected. Then
there is south ward, with one councillor — 50 per cent
plus one.
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We have a similar situation in the City of Whittlesea. A
previous review was done by the Victorian Electoral
Commission into the City of Whittlesea. The then
councillor Pam McLeod, who was also the president of
the Australian Local Government Women’s
Association, was at the time a north ward councillor,
and most of the Yan Yean electorate and where all the
growth is occurring in the City of Whittlesea is in the
north ward. Both of us contended at the time that some
of the most complex issues and the greatest needs of the
communities across the whole of the City of Whittlesea
were experienced by those in the north ward. But what
we have seen over and over again until recent times is
that because the south-west ward and the south-east
ward have four councillors each and the north ward has
only three, it is constantly those communities in the
north ward that are effectively done over.
Over a number of years and for the first couple of years
of this government, with applications to the Growing
Suburbs Fund and with sport and recreation
applications, it just seemed like time and time again —
which I felt quite sad about — that the Growing
Suburbs Fund was supposed to be about assisting
growing communities but so much of it was being
invested in the southern part of the City of Whittlesea,
and the north ward was continually being done over.
Cr McLeod and I put that argument to the inquiry
previously when ward boundaries were changed, and
unfortunately we were unsuccessful. There should be
equal numbers of councillors in each ward. We must
ensure equity in the quota required to be elected. This is
the same for us. We are elected on the same basis, and I
think that it shows respect to the community to do that.
The Municipal Association of Victoria also opposes the
rating system being set as capital improved value and
for that to be set by the minister for all local
government rating systems. Having a single rating
system makes rates more transparent for the public and
removes any public perception of arbitrariness in rating.
I know that there are only a handful of councils that do
not use CIV; 73 out of 79 councils use CIV rather than
net annual value (NAV).
I have four municipalities in my electorate, and one of
those, the City of Whittlesea, uses NAV. I have been a
ratepayer in both Nillumbik and Whittlesea. Everyone
knows that Nillumbik has very high rates, some of the
highest rates in the state. Those living in Doreen —
right next door in the northern part of the municipality
of Whittlesea — might even be on smaller properties,
properties that are of less value than those next door in
Nillumbik, and they are paying just as much or more.
They are questioning that, given that the rate base of
Nillumbik is so much lower. They do not find that fair.
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The MAV opposes the power set out in the bill where a
council can vote a mayor out of office mid-term,
arguing it may destabilise the council. In response I
would say that the bill limits this power to apply
exclusively to mayors serving at least a two-year term.
It also requires about three-quarters of the council to
vote for the mayor to be removed. The member for
Eltham and I have seen examples, particularly in the
Shire of Nillumbik, where if this power existed right
now, Cr Peter Clarke might not still be occupying the
mayor’s chair in that he has been completely secretive
in shutting out other councillors. He has been loose
with the truth. He has been caught out on national
television and on the evening news. He has had the
mickey taken out of him by no less than The Project,
because he was so loose with the truth — he could not
find the truth — in relation to the 17 plots of land that
the council planned to dishonestly sell. Fortunately they
backed down from that.
I also think that it is very problematic that in the
leadership of the MAV at the moment we have a
councillor who is actually not showing up to council
meetings in her own municipality; that is Cr Mary
Lalios. I think it is just disgraceful in a municipality
with such great needs that she has not been seen at a
council meeting for months. I do not know what the
explanation is, but I have read an MAV press release
with her name on it dated 19 June, so I do not think she
is unwell. I do not know why she is not attending to her
duties in the City of Whittlesea. I think that her
continuing to hold that position and her leading the
MAV when she is not undertaking her own duties is,
frankly, a disgrace. She should have a good look at
herself, as should the board of the MAV.
The government has gone to great lengths to consult on
this bill. I commend the officers involved, and I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (18:13) — I rise to
make a contribution to the Local Government Bill
2018, which members will know we are not opposing.
The main purpose of this bill is to give effect to the
Constitution Act 1975, by providing:
that local government is a distinct and essential tier of
government consisting of democratically elected Councils
having the functions and powers that the Parliament considers
are necessary …

to good government for each municipal district.
The bill will repeal and re-enact the Local Government
Act 1989, except for provisions dealing with sewers
and drains, drainage and transport and those interesting
areas. It will also repeal the City of Greater Geelong
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Act 1993 and amend the City of Melbourne Act 2001
and the Victorian Grants Commission Act 1976.
This bill is a complete rewrite of the Local Government
Act 1989 and comprises many parts, including the role
and powers of councils; the offices of mayor and
deputy mayor and the manner in which they are
elected; details relating to councillors, entitlements and
chief executive officers; the members of council staff;
and audit and risk committees. The all-important parts
of the bill are about council decision-making,
accountability, procedures and proceedings, local laws
and good practice guidelines.
Also, there will be some work in there on planning and
financial management — strategic planning, budget
processes and reporting and financial management —
which I think is imperative as we elect councillors who
generally when they are elected have not been in any
other form of government. It is a very early stepping
stone, and it is important that at the start of this process
the strategic planning and budget processes are
well-documented and clear for those councillors.
The bill also deals with rates and charges — procedures
for the declaration of rates and charges and special
purpose charges, payment of rates and charges,
recovery of rates and charges and environmental
upgrade agreements. It also includes council operations,
including service performance and procurement,
beneficial enterprises, powers in relation to land and to
carry out works on land, unpaid moneys and land
information.
But the most important provision I think is council
integrity. This includes improper conduct, conflicts of
interest and interest returns, gifts, councillor conduct,
appointment and functions of the principal council
conduct registrar, council conduct panels and VCAT. In
my electorate of Ovens Valley many would be well
aware of the Rural City of Wangaratta and the way in
which Julian Fidge, when he was elected as a
councillor, and others worked together to try to bypass
the commonsense regulations and really turned the
Rural City of Wangaratta into the laughing stock of
Victoria. The council was eventually sacked and
replaced through a democratic process. It is fair to say
that the council is running very, very well at the
moment under the helm of Ken Clarke, who turns out
to be the oldest mayor in Victoria. We actually have the
youngest councillor in Victoria on the same council.
Ken Clarke is 82 years old and Ashlee Fitzpatrick was
18 when she was elected recently after a countback. It
is good to see that diversity in the Rural City of
Wangaratta. There are various other areas that this bill
looks at, and there are some general provisions
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including proceedings, service of notices, obstruction of
a council and regulations.
The background to the bill is that it is the outcome of a
four-part consultation process: a discussion paper was
issued in September 2015, with 348 submissions
received; a reform policy directions paper was released
in June 2016 with similar community engagement,
333 submissions were received; details of the reforms
were developed to inform a draft bill; and there was the
release of a draft bill, and again public submissions
were sought and 190 submissions were received. Many
of these were either from councils, associations or other
industry bodies.
In terms of issues for consideration, the bill is described
as being principles based. Council functions and
processes are no longer specifically defined. Functions
are considered to be anything required for good
governance while processes are essentially whatever
the council chooses to do to achieve those principles.
The government claims that the bill will reform local
government in various ways, including providing a
better understanding of the role of councils as
democratically elected bodies. As I said earlier, many
people who come into that role have not had experience
at being democratically elected, and I think it is
important that that is well understood and that work
goes into ensuring good governance. The bill will also
encourage Victorians to participate more as candidates,
voters and citizens in council activities and to
contribute to council strategic visions and plans. I think
it is really important that that takes place. Quite often
people are very quick to criticise local government, but
it is at the coalface, at ground level, as we know. More
understanding and more education for people on the
planning and operation of a council, whether they
choose to run or not, would make for a better world;
there is no doubt about that.
The bill will encourage councils to embrace innovative
and collaborative arrangements that increase
organisational efficiency and deliver public value for
residents. Public value for residents is not just about
perception; it actually needs to happen. This is
particularly important when we consider the lack of
faith people hold in the decision-making process in
councils and in all tiers of government. The bill will
also provide a sound framework for the sector to
become more efficient and enterprising in its local
governance.
The main reforms in the government’s view are that
mayors will provide greater leadership to councils by
adopting more extensive responsibilities and
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undertaking a commitment to report progress annually
to their communities on the council’s four-year plan. It
is about being a good council with good governance but
also about explaining to the community what you are
doing, why you are doing it and how you are doing it. It
is extremely important to keep communication
lines open.
Quite often somebody will say that they live in an area
with the worst council in the state, and then there is
almost a race to the bottom. They will say that their
council is the worst in the state. It is because they do
not agree with the recommendations or charges, or
more to the point they do not understand how the
decisions were made and how the process works. It is a
two-way street in terms of understanding the decisions
that are being made and why they are being made by
both parties. It is about telling people and those people
taking the opportunity to learn as well. Councils will
integrate strategic planning and reporting and adopt a
long-term approach, comprising a four-year council
plan, as I said, a long-term community vision, a 10-year
financial plan and a 10-year asset plan.
The bill will strengthen the minister’s powers to deal
with individual councillors who are contributing to or
causing serious governance failures at a council. I think
it shores up those powers and allows more flexibility,
which we did not have when the Rural City of
Wangaratta was in trouble in terms of rogue
councillors — those powers were not there to remove
single councillors or to deal with individuals. This will
obviously make it a more transparent process. It is an
important step so you do not have to remove a whole
council, go into administration and go through that
whole process again. I have seen the scarring in the
community of Wangaratta and how much pain and
uncertainty that caused to our community, whether that
was in planning or any other part of the council’s role.
Certainly these changes will improve that. The bill will
improve the capacity to remove a mayor from office by
a council process. This has been limited to mayors who
have elected to serve two concurrent terms.
There are various other parts to the bill, but I will not go
into too much detail about them with the time I have
left. I will pick out a couple. The bill requires the
minister to consult with the Victorian Electoral
Commission (VEC) before determining the election
method and various other areas in which to work with
the VEC.
I understand there has been plenty of consultation
throughout this process with the local government
authority, with the Municipal Association of Victoria,
and with other sectors to ensure that they all have had
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an opportunity to have their say. With that, I commend
the bill to the house.
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (18:23) — I am also
pleased to have the opportunity to speak on the Local
Government Bill 2018. What we know is that the role,
structure and functions of local government have
evolved over the years. The expectations and the
demands placed on our local municipalities by local
communities have changed, but what we know and
what has not changed in its entirety is the Local
Government Act 1989. That is not to say of course that
there have not been amendments; there have been a
significant amount of amendments to this legislation —
over 100 in fact — which has resulted in a clunky piece
of legislation that in many parts can in fact be
contradictory.
This bill, as we have heard this evening, replaces the
1989 act, modernising the governance of our
municipalities and bringing the legislation into the
21st century. We on this side of the house are of course
a modern government, an active government, a busy
government, a government they gets on with things,
and we are committed to making things fair. This is an
important piece of legislation because we know that our
local municipalities play a key role in supporting our
local communities. Other members in their
contributions have highlighted this, and I will go into
that a little bit further later on in my contribution.
Local communities right across the state expect and
deserve ward councillors, mayors and councils that
work hard for local communities, that are responsive to
their needs and that deliver services each and every day.
Earlier this year I had the pleasure of tabling in this
Parliament a report of the inquiry into the sustainability
and operational challenges of Victoria’s rural and
regional councils. In the work undertaken by the
committee we had the opportunity to travel right across
Victoria to some great rural and regional communities
to hear of the experiences of councils, community
groups, individuals and stakeholders. Public hearings
were held in Melbourne, Traralgon, Wycheproof,
Kerang, Shepparton, Bendigo and Colac. The
committee made 14 recommendations. We learned of
the more acute challenges that our rural and regional
councils face. I am not going to spend too long on that
report, but I just want to highlight a number of —
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr J. BULL — I know the member for Mordialloc
was particularly passionate about this committee, which
did a significant amount of work.
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All of these small municipalities face significant
challenges. We have of course seen that for those with
smaller populations and often very large road networks,
roadside weed and pest management are significant
financial burdens. How does this relate to this bill?
Section 4.2 of this report talks about increased
responsibilities for municipalities:
The committee heard repeatedly that a major cause of the
growth in expenditure was an increase in the responsibilities
undertaken by local councils. The committee heard that both
the number and scale of responsibilities has increased. Greater
Bendigo City Council quoted a review which found that:
Historically, local government has been focussed on
what are defined as ‘essential’ or ‘core services’ being
roads, rates and rubbish. Today local government has
become … more complex.
The concept of essential or core services has moved
beyond the historic definition and today includes —

and a number of members have spoken about this in
their contributions —
strategic planning, child care, waste, community
development and recreation.
In addition to an evolving definition of services is the
expectation that local government is not just a provider
of services but should also facilitate and promote
economic growth and development within the
municipality and wider region.

With these additional responsibilities and additional
requests from local communities there is a greater
responsibility for our municipalities to be responsive to
those communities, and an act from 1989 just does not
support a number of these evolving municipalities the
way that it should. The report goes on to note that:
Several councils informed the committee that they now offer
in excess of 100 different services.

If we take the findings from the committee and then
look at the extensive body of work that is involved in
the Local Government Act, we can see that changes
needed to be made.
I want to take this opportunity to discuss the importance
of having a well-connected, hardworking, active
municipality. I spoke earlier about the importance of
good ward representation and good mayoral
representation. I think that communities that are well
serviced by good, hardworking ward councillors will
then see that reflected right through the body of the
work of the municipality itself.
I heard the member for Yan Yean speak about the
Growing Suburbs Fund, and that is also a fund that is
particularly important to my area. A good state local
partnership, such as the partnership that has been struck
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in my electorate, can actually result in significant
positive outcomes for local communities. If I take very
briefly my own community and have a look at some of
the projects and infrastructure that have been delivered
through things like the Growing Suburbs Fund, there is
$3 million for the Sunbury global learning centre,
$2 million for the warm water pool, $100 000 for the
BMX skate park, nearly $500 000 for the Boardman
Reserve — all in partnership with the local
municipality — and there are a number of other
projects that are included in that. These are projects that
make a genuine difference to people’s lives — projects
that benefit my community — and they are important in
the context of a council’s ability to service, in my case,
a rapidly growing community.
As we have heard, the bill before the house this evening
repeals and replaces the Local Government Act 1989,
giving the Minister for Local Government the power to
suspend for up to a year those individual councillors
who pose a significant threat to the governance of a
council. The bill will clearly define sexual harassment
under the councillor code of conduct and introduce the
power to remove councillors for serious sexual
harassment. It will allow mayors serving two-year
terms to be ousted from their roles following a motion
passed by at least three-quarters of the councillors in
office. New measures will be provided to ensure that
service charges levied by councils do not exceed the
cost of those services. Importantly, the inclusion of
four-year budgets within the act to meet higher
standards for strategic planning, which I mentioned
earlier, and financial management will be very well
received by communities.
One thing that was certainly highlighted in the
committee’s work was the continuity of the delivery of
services — being able to provide projects and programs
that are not just on a year-to-year funding cycle but
have a greater life span. That is something that I think
will certainly be well received and well supported in the
community.
This government stands for best practice in local
government. This is a significant piece of legislation. It
sets out a whole range of various items of framework
that go to the heart of governance for our municipalities
right across the state. The bill will help to modernise
our municipalities and ensure they are more robust, and
there is a new set of rules that governs the behaviour of
those local representatives.
The Andrews Labor government is committed to
making things fair and getting things done. I am very,
very proud and very pleased that we are not just a
government for today but a government for
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tomorrow — a government that is committed to and
focused on delivering for each and every Victorian
right across the state. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (18:32) — I rise today
to speak briefly on two issues relating to this bill. I will
not go into a lot of detail or take up much time — I will
leave that to my colleagues in the upper house, who
will seek to improve the bill with amendments — but
speak more about the Greens’ views on the entire bill.
I want to raise two quick issues today. The first relates
to who gets to vote in council elections. This is
especially important here in the City of Melbourne,
which covers most of my electorate and where we stand
today. As many people will know — and I hope
members in this place will know, because I have
spoken about it before — the voting system for the City
of Melbourne council elections is deeply unfair and in
fact quite gerrymandered. Many businesses are
automatically added to the roll and given two votes
when residents only get one. Also, non-resident
property owners — that is, people who do not live in
the City of Melbourne but own property in the city —
also get up to two votes. This bill does not change that,
so, to be clear, the government is actively choosing to
keep this unfair system of voting.
The current voting system for all of our councils
favours wealth and landownership over residents. The
City of Melbourne, for example, has 60 per cent
non-resident property owners or businesses on the roll.
That has resulted in its being the wealthiest and also
having the highest proportion of males of any electoral
roll in the country, which is a really adverse outcome if
you ask me. Is this the kind of democracy that we want
in our city? As a society we actually granted universal
adult suffrage to most men and women in 1902,
irrespective of whether they were wealthy enough to
own land, yet this gerrymander still exists in our
councils. This is despite the Local Government Act
1989 review directions paper providing two alternative
options that would have seen an end to the gerrymander
and the voting system made a lot fairer.
I know the member for Richmond is having a chat with
the opposition, but maybe he might learn something if
he listens to the speech.
Mr Wynne — So I might learn something from you
about the City of Melbourne?
Ms SANDELL — Yes. You might learn something
from my speech if you manage to actually listen rather
than talk to the opposition about maintaining the current
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voting system, which benefits the Labor and Liberal
parties but is actually deeply unfair for residents.
The Local Government Act review directions paper
provided two alternative options to make voting a lot
fairer. It recommended either making it so that in the
future to vote in local council elections you have to be
on the state electoral roll, but retaining the right to vote
for people who currently own property so they are not
disadvantaged by the changing rules, or maintaining the
existing voting system but stopping the automatic
enrolment of property owners, instead requiring those
people to apply to enrol for future council elections if
they choose to do so.
Either of these options would have been a lot fairer and
in fact more democratic than the current system, but
instead this government has backed down. They know
that a Melbourne City Council filled with
representatives who have big corporations’ and
property developers’ interests at heart is better for both
the Labor and Liberal parties in Spring Street, much
better than a council that truly represents the people
who live here, no matter their wealth. I am disappointed
that this bill fails to uphold a core value of our
democracy — that is, that our ballot box should respect
the idea that one citizen gets one vote and that vote has
one value. I will continue working with my colleagues,
particularly in the City of Melbourne council, as well as
the local community to ensure that the City of
Melbourne elections are democratic, fair and free from
undue bias.
One of the people who has always upheld the rights and
views of residents is one of our local councillors, Rohan
Leppert. I wanted to make a special mention of him
today as he ran as a candidate for Lord Mayor of
Melbourne in the recent by-election. Rohan is actually
one of the smartest people I know. He would have
made an excellent Lord Mayor. I am honoured to know
him, and the citizens of the City of Melbourne are
really lucky to have someone so diligent and intelligent
as their councillor. I know a lot of them are really
appreciative of him for all the work that he does.
I also want to thank all the volunteers who worked
tirelessly on his campaign to make sure that issues of
fairness, equality, good development and
environmental sustainability were advanced during the
campaign. There are too many volunteers to name and I
do not want to leave anyone out, but thank you to all of
you who put in so many hours. You folded and
delivered letters, you put up placards, you stood at train
stations in the morning and evening, you were on
campaign committees, you organised and attended
fundraisers and so much more. We cannot thank you
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enough. We are also indebted to the other Greens
councillor, Cathy Oke, for her tireless work for our
city’s sustainability and also the work that she has done
recently for women. All these people do fill me with
hope for the future.
I would also like to congratulate our newly elected Lord
Mayor of Melbourne, Sally Capp, the first woman to
take the job in almost three decades. Melbourne is an
amazing, livable, vibrant and diverse city, but as we all
know, it is not without its challenges. Just this week the
Age reported that Melbourne has reached a level of
population density greater than New York City.
Successive governments have failed to plan for our
city’s growth, which is why much of what we love
about this city, as well as its environment, is really
under pressure today. I look forward to working with
Ms Capp on the issues that are important to residents in
our city.
Some of the issues that people regularly bring up with
me include improving public and active transport;
reining in inappropriate development; making sure
everyone has a safe place to call home; ensuring our
diverse population, such as our African-Australian
communities, have the same opportunities for education
and employment as everyone else; and also protecting
our livability, heritage, arts and of course wonderful
parkland. The residents of the City of Melbourne want
Melbourne to be built for people, not just for property
developers or the big end of town. I stand ready to work
with the Lord Mayor on these aims.
This brings me back to the second issue that I would
like speak to on this bill — that is, that this bill does not
prohibit donations to councillors or candidates from
property developers or the gaming industry. These
corrupting donations to councillors and candidates are
simply wrong. It is no wonder the bill does not remove
or limit them, because both the old parties in this house
benefit greatly. It is shameful that candidates and
incumbents continue to allow themselves to be bought
so easily and so openly.
As I have already mentioned, the Greens will move to
improve this bill in the other place. However, the fact
that this bill maintains the franchise status quo while
not banning donations from vested interests really is a
huge gaping hole.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (18:40) — It gives
me great pleasure to speak on the Local Government
Bill 2018. This is a really important bill. Obviously
local government is an important level of government
and it does evoke a lot of emotion. One of the tests —
probably not the only one — is that when the radio is
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on about local government, the switchboard lights up. It
is a very important area of policy and a very important
level of government because it impacts people’s lives
every day.
This bill is comprehensive. As I think the member for
Sunbury and the minister and others have said, it is a
comprehensive bill, and it is the first time in 30-odd
years that the act has been redeveloped, in a sense, in
such a comprehensive way. I want to read a quick
paragraph from the minister’s second-reading speech,
which I think is colourful but also sets a bit of a good
context about the historic nature of this bill. She said:
When the existing principal legislation for councils received
royal assent in 1989, the Berlin Wall remained implacably in
place, the internet and Skype were future fantasies and
Victoria had 210 relatively small councils operating much in
the way they had for generations. That world is as
unrecognisable to Victoria’s 79 modern councils as it is to
most members of this house.

That is absolutely correct. I think this bill is timely. It is
probably overdue really, but it took a long time to get
here. It was an appropriately long time because there
was an important conversation required, and more so
than in some other areas of public policy because while
local government is a construct of the Victorian statute,
it is actually an independent level of government in
many respects, and we should respect that
independence. I think this bill does. I believe this bill
provides more independence by providing more
scrutiny, better governance, more accountability and
more transparency. The minute you do that with a
sector you build more trust around that sector, and that
trust brings with it more independence in the future.
The more trust you have in an institution the more it
can build its own independence.
There are many provisions here but I would like to just
focus on a number that I think are really critical and
some that are of interest to me and my community. The
concept of developing a four-year budget is not news to
us in this level of government. I remember that when I
was on council we would see a four-year budget but
really we were only required by law to provide an
annual budget. The forward budget, so to speak, was
more for our internal use rather than for the community.
Many councils do four-year budgets, but this bill will
require them to do so for the benefit of the community.
Along with the four-year budgets, this bill requires
councils to establish 10-year financial plans and
10-year asset management plans. Again, that is really
vital when you look at the billions of dollars of
community assets that councils have custodianship
over, and more and more there are complicated ones
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that require active management and depreciation
support over time so that councils are not left with a
huge infrastructure deficit and depreciation gap in terms
of maintaining their assets. It is really important that
these things happen. As I said, with some of the
provisions of this bill, and I think the minister also
referred to this, some councils do these things, but this
bill enshrines them in law.
Another important element for me is the mayor’s role. I
think this bill rightly extends the role and enshrines it. It
makes it stronger in law. The bill sets out some
additional responsibilities for mayors, the most
important one being the responsibility of mayors to
report annually to the community on the council’s
progress against the four-year council plan. Some
mayors already do that in their monthly newsletters or
the annual reports, but this requires them to take some
ownership over it. In my experience on council primary
ownership of the council plan was taken by the CEO. I
think that is appropriate, but I think it is more
appropriate, as a matter of fact, to get a bit of a team
approach happening between the mayor, as the
representative of the elected arm of the organisation,
and the officers as represented through the CEO. I think
it is really important that that happens. I think what this
will do is train a new generation of mayors to take a bit
more interest in the council plan. I am not saying they
do not now, but sometimes you can take a bit of a back
seat to the CEO in terms of the council plan because
you have the politics to manage, you have community
sentiment to manage. This will encourage mayors, with
the support of the CEO and the councillors, to take a bit
more leadership on the council plan.
The other provision that I think strengthens the mayor’s
role is the provision that ensures the CEO consults the
mayor on the agenda of the council. This is pretty basic
and it happened in my council, but I know that in some
councils that does not happen, whether it is because of a
broken relationship between the CEO and the mayor or
because the mayor does not take a particular interest. I
think it is absolutely appropriate that there is
consultation in terms of the council agenda, so that
things do not come up with 5 minutes warning to the
elected arm of the organisation.
I have just a couple more things given the limited time I
have. I also think it is very important to endorse
comments made by previous speakers about the value
of ensuring that each citizen has an equal vote. This is
where I do not understand the Municipal Association of
Victoria’s (MAV) stance on our approach to defining
only three structures of how councillors may be elected.
I think the MAV made a ridiculous statement. It said:
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It could significantly change how communities are
represented.

Yes, I agree. It could actually significantly change it by
actually giving each voter an equal say in who they are
electing. I think that is a principle that is beyond
question, and I thought we had put it to bed decades
ago. Nonetheless, I am pleased with that provision and I
disagree entirely with the MAV’s stance on that.
I also want to commend the bill’s work towards
creating, as I said at the beginning, greater transparency
and accountability for councils. The minute you do that
you also create, in time, greater independence. I am
referring specifically to the provisions which require —
again some of these have already been done by
councils, but now it is enshrined in law — a CEO
employment and remuneration policy; councils must
create that. They must create governance rules to
govern the conduct of council meetings and a gifts
policy. They must create a community engagement
policy which the mayor must have a fair bit of
investment in. There must be an investment policy
which deals with council investment decisions and a
borrowings policy. These are really simple things but
really important things for the accountability and
transparency that the organisation provides to the
community, and it is stuff that is not unusual in other
levels of government.
What took my particular interest was the strengthening
of the audit and risk framework within the councils. As
other former mayors in this place, around the time that I
was in local government I chaired the audit committee.
Have you heard of anything more ridiculous than that? I
chaired the audit committee for an organisation that I
had a vested interest in because I was the mayor of it.
How could you get any independence? That was
changed I think three or four years ago so the chair of
the audit committee could not be a mayor or a
councillor. I looked at the provisions in the current act
in terms of the audit and risk committee, Acting
Mayor — sorry, Acting Speaker; I am getting my
offices mixed up — and it is really quite thin in terms
of the requirements of a councillor in audit and risk.
The only requirements are, in section 139:
(2A) The chairperson of an audit committee—
(a) must not be a Councillor; and
(b) must not be a member of Council staff …

And:
(3) An audit committee must be constituted in the
prescribed manner.
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The new provisions in this bill are extraordinarily
robust. Clause 52 provides that an audit and risk
committee cannot consist of a majority of members
who are councillors and cannot include council staff.
This is entirely appropriate; it has to be at arms length.
And there are a whole range of other provisions. A
council must put together an audit and risk committee
charter. It is an audit and risk framework which is
worthy of the significance both in terms of financial
significance and the significance of community faith in
local government. It is absolutely worthy, and it has
been a long time coming. I support that provision.
I support all the provisions in this bill. I think it is an
excellent bill. I commend both ministers, the current
minister and the then minister who started this journey,
and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (18:50) — It
gives me pleasure to contribute to the debate on the
Local Government Bill 2018. Can I say from the outset
that local government delivers important services for
the Victorian community. In fact I am probably one of
those rare beasts that actually has served on both sides
of the fence: as a councillor but also as an employee of
local government. I think that has given me a great
opportunity to understand the challenges local
government face and it has also given me a very good
understanding of the important work that they deliver. I
also understand the benefits of having a very strong and
strategically focused local government — I served as a
councillor in the City of Knox — but I also understand
the challenges of having a dysfunctional council, being
a former employee at Nillumbik council in the late
1990s, when in the first week of gaining employment I
then learned that the council was sacked. We operated
with administrators and then we went through the farce
of senior management in fact taking legal action against
the then former councillors.
Mr Wynne — How did that all go?
Mr WAKELING — It certainly did not go well,
and from a governance perspective it certainly did not
look after the interests of the community and did not
look after the interests of the employees of the council.
I place that on the record because I think that gives me
a unique opportunity of understanding the challenges
that local governments face both in terms of their
aspirations to deliver services for the Victorian
community but also the challenges they face as
organisations.
I think all of us come to this place with a view that we
want local governments to be best placed to look after
Victorians. We want them to be best placed to utilise
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the rates that they receive to deliver services and to
provide infrastructure that meets the needs of local
communities. That will mean different things for
different communities. For metropolitan councils, they
can deliver a vast range of services that many rural
councils could only dream about. Regardless of the
level of rates they could levy against their residents, by
sheer distance there are many services that local
communities cannot receive in rural Victoria that can
be delivered in metropolitan Victoria.
I note with the bill before the house that the member
before me made some commentary regarding some of
the concerns that the Municipal Association of Victoria
have raised. I wish to say that it is imperative that
whatever we do in regards to the delivery of new
legislation with respect to local government — and the
bill before the house has 388 pages — we have got to
ensure that what aspirationally can be beneficial for
metropolitan councils is not going to impose a
significant burden on small or rural councils which they
cannot deliver, even if they wished to, because
constraints of revenue and constraints of geography
may make it difficult for them to in fact deliver on
some of the provisions of the bill before the house.
I note that there was discussion before in regard to asset
management and an asset management strategy. I must
say that when I was a councillor we went through an
asset management strategy, and I learned a lot about
assets. I learned a lot about the lifecycle of drains and
footpaths and buildings. Certainly working at a
metropolitan council I think that placed Knox on a good
footing in terms of identifying what its future needs
were in ensuring that the council was better placed into
the future to identify what moneys needed to be set
aside by councillors to ensure that they could deliver on
the upkeep of the assets of that local community. I
understand the benefits of having a strategic approach. I
am mindful, though, that for smaller councils, for rural
councils, the asset management strategy for a 10-year
period may in fact be difficult professionally and
financially to develop, and even if it is developed, they
still may be placed in a very difficult position to
financially deliver on the plans that are developed over
that 10-year period. I just think we need to be mindful
that whatever we put in legislation does not burden
those councils which may not be able to deliver on
some of the objectives of the bill before the house.
I understand the bill is also going to provide for a
greater role in terms of the mayor, and I do understand
the importance of the role of the mayor within
Victorian councils. I think that by and large the Victoria
community is broadly supportive of local government.
Despite the protestations you will hear on radio and in
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other media outlets about councils, I think most
Victorians believe that their local government do
provide an important service to the community,
although questions will always be asked about the
breadth of services that councils involve themselves in,
not just from a political perspective but in terms of the
breadth of services that they are delivering on and
whether or not they are more appropriately dealt with
by other levels of government. I think that is an
important discussion that all councils need to look at in
terms of understanding what their critical role is and
what it is not in terms of trying to deliver services for
which another tier of government may be more
appropriately held responsible to deliver on.
Can I also say that I understand that a level of
consultation has occurred leading up to where we are
today. However, concerns have been raised about the
level of consultation that occurred between the
exposure draft that was put out for comment and the
delivery of this bill. I do understand that some councils
have expressed concerns with the legislation in this
form before the house as opposed to previous
information that was outlined in the exposure draft
discussion paper.
I wish to place those issues on the record because I
think it is important that we have a very strong and
active local government that is focused on supporting
Victorians, that is focused on delivering services and
that is focused on those important areas for which
councils are responsible, whether it is in children’s
services, whether it is in sports and leisure, whether it is
just dealing with basic infrastructure such as roads and
footpaths and our playgrounds, and the breadth of other
services that councils provide.
I know by and large that council staff are there for the
right reasons; they genuinely believe that they are
delivering important work for their local communities. I
know that broadly speaking councillors themselves are
also there for the right reasons: to support their local
communities. But again, the challenge of any bill and
major reform regarding that sector is that one piece of
legislation applies to all councils, regardless of their size
and regardless of their capacity to deliver services for
the Victorian community. I wish to place on record the
concerns that have been raised by some councils, but
again I wish to recognise the work that has been done by
Victorian councils in the delivery of important services.
With some final comments, can I place on record my
congratulations locally to the work that has been
undertaken by my own council, the Knox City Council.
I thank the mayor and the councillors for the work that
they do delivering for our region. I also place on record
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my thanks for the hard work of the staff at Knox City
Council, ably led by their new chief executive officer
and his management team. On behalf of my local
community, on behalf of the Knox community, I do
wish to place on record my congratulations and thanks.
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Macedon community and explain why the decision was
made and why a decision was taken not to remove the
trees from the site but to allow them to be pushed into
the local creek.

Ivanhoe electorate infrastructure projects
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Sanatorium Lake, Mount Macedon
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (19:00) —
(14 567) I wish to raise a matter tonight with the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change,
and the matter I wish to raise is in regard to the removal
of trees at the Sanatorium Lake picnic ground in Mount
Macedon. This is an issue that has been raised with me
by Amanda Millar, the Liberal candidate for Macedon,
who has raised concerns with me on behalf of her
community. She has been speaking with representatives
from the Mount Macedon community who have been
concerned about the way in which the government has
managed the removal of poplar trees at the Sanatorium
Lake picnic ground.
These trees, which are clearly non-native trees, have
been at this location potentially for upwards of
150 years. A decision was taken to remove the trees
from the site. The trees were bulldozed, but
interestingly what happened is that when those trees
were bulldozed they were not removed — they were
effectively just left and more importantly were pushed
into a neighbouring creek. That has resulted in branches
and leaf matter being caught in the waterway and
washed down the creek.
The community has raised three concerns. The first
concern that has been raised is why a decision was
made in the first place to remove those trees which,
whilst being non-native, certainly were an important
part of the Mount Macedon community. The second
concern that has been raised is in regard to the trees that
were removed as there is clearly an opportunity for
smaller trees to grow through. The poplars and any
offshoots have not been removed, so there is that
potential for those trees to grow back. The third and
more important issue is why action was taken in such a
way that has seen the trees pushed into a creek where
they are washing downstream and causing great
concern for the local environment. The action I seek is
for the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change to provide an explanation to the Mount

Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (19:03) — (14 568) My
adjournment matter is for the Treasurer, and the action I
seek is that the Treasurer visit the Ivanhoe electorate to
review future job and investment opportunities in the
Ivanhoe electorate. In particular we could go and meet
with some of those who have worked on the
$140 million Hurstbridge line track duplication
between Heidelberg and Rosanna, which is now
complete and will see a new timetable with extra
services in the morning and afternoon peaks operating
from August. We could visit my old school, Viewbank
College, where an $11.5 million redevelopment is
almost complete in terms of a new performing arts
centre which will be operating in August this year.
We could discuss with Ivanhoe Primary School the
$6.5 million classroom expansion and modernisation
that has been funded in the past two budgets. There is
the $3 million Victoria State Emergency Service
redevelopment and new headquarters in West
Heidelberg; the $6 million new Olympic Village
Primary School in West Heidelberg, which will be out
to tender in September this year; the $6.28 million
redevelopment of Rosanna Golf Links Primary
School — my daughter attends prep in the new
classrooms there that are supporting 600-plus students;
and the $3 million redevelopment of St Martin of Tours
Primary School that is supporting extra classrooms for
some 650 students, with our friends at Catholic
Education Melbourne.
The $110 million Chandler Highway duplication
project on the way out to the Ivanhoe electorate, on our
border there in Northcote, is a project we will see
commuters using before the end of this year. It is a
significant project for people who cross the Yarra in the
Ivanhoe electorate. Of course there is the Olivia
Newton-John Cancer and Wellness Centre and the
research and medical equipment investments in this
year’s budget of some $18 million for which we
received the personal thanks and advocacy of Olivia
Newton-John on her recent visit to the Parliament. That
is another project that I think the Treasurer would be
keen to hear more about.
Of course that does not include the $350 million
redevelopment and removal of level crossings at Lower
Plenty Road in Rosanna and Grange Road in
Alphington, which have been removed. Let us make
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sure that in pulling all that together with the duplication
works these are projects that are making a real
difference to the lives of people in the Ivanhoe
electorate, projects that I know the Treasurer would be
keen to understand more about. Let alone the $4 million
for sporting clubs such as Heidelberg United Soccer
Club this year; De Winton Park for Macleod Football
Club and Rosanna Cricket Club; Viewbank Tennis
Club; and the $1.5 million for Nets Stadium in
Macleod, where we have got 95 teams playing netball
every Saturday. These are the investments that I want to
continue to deliver in the electorate, and I want to
explain those and show those to the Treasurer so we
can continue to invest in the Ivanhoe electorate.

South Gippsland Highway
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (19:06) —
(14 569) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and the action I am requesting
is for him to expedite the construction of the
realignment of the South Gippsland Highway at
Koonwarra. This is a project otherwise known as the
Black Spur bends as it will take out the dangerous
bends in the Black Spur Creek area between
Koonwarra and Meeniyan.
The reason I am asking for this to be expedited is
twofold. The project is proceeding thanks to the federal
government, which provided $25 million for it, which
was matched in last year’s budget by the state Labor
government. However, there was another fatality there
only a few weeks ago where unfortunately a man
driving a milk tanker rolled on the Black Spur bends, so
I have had quite a number of people raise with me their
concerns and ask what has happened with this and why
has it not proceeded.
When I looked at the VicRoads website tonight I saw a
June update that indicates that the start of works is now
expected in early to mid-2019, and that is of significant
concern in the community. This is a project that was
funded in the federal and state budgets last year and that
has been on the cards for probably over 20 years,
probably nearly 30 years in some early planning. I
appreciate that the minister’s response will, I am sure,
address the fact that there are some federal
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 complications that are currently underway
and also some cultural heritage investigations that are
also underway, which I believe are the two reasons for
the delay, but this is a project that we do need to get
finished, so I am asking the minister to expedite any
works that need to be done to address those two issues
so that we can get this project started.

2003

The people of South Gippsland have been very patient
on this project over a number of years, and I again
thank my federal colleague Darren Chester who, when
he was the infrastructure minister, provided the funding
for this. I note, though, that the state minister should
also have been providing funding for the South
Gippsland Highway further down the line between
Meeniyan and Yarram as part of this funding
agreement. That was what the original deal was, but
that has not occurred, and I believe there is $11 million
owed to that part of the road that needs to be done. I
also ask the minister to expedite the Coal Creek bends
at Korumburra, which is also a project in the planning
stages, but my specific request is to get on with the
Black Spur project to save lives and to make our
transport in South Gippsland much better.

Yuroke electorate sporting reserves
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (19:09) — (14 570) My
adjournment matter is to the Minister for Local
Government, and the action I seek is for the minister to
provide me with an update as to what opportunities
may exist to help provide facilities for newly developed
communities in the Yuroke electorate. The Yuroke
electorate includes a number of new housing estates
and covers one of the fastest growing areas in our state.
Master plans for many local developments include
future plans for facilities such as sporting reserves, and
I know that many local communities are keen to see
these new facilities take shape. These are facilities such
as the new AFL and tennis facilities and pavilion at the
Merrifield West recreation reserve development and the
development of the Mount Aitken district recreation
reserve, including softball fields and pavilion. This
government has a fantastic record of working with the
Hume City Council to deliver improved infrastructure
in my community, and I look forward to hearing from
the minister about opportunities to continue this work
into the future.

Walker Park, Nunawading
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) (19:10) — (14 571) My
adjournment request is for the Minister for Sport, and
the action I seek is for the minister to fund Mitcham
sporting club to enable a contribution to a newly
constructed modern clubroom facility that also caters
for girls and women, one that can rapidly meet the
growing sporting community needs at Walker Park in
Nunawading now and into the future.
The Mitcham Cricket Club was initially established in
1883 and the Mitcham Football Club in 1888. They are
the two oldest sporting clubs in the City of Whitehorse.
Walker Park in Nunawading became home to these two
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clubs in 1910. In 1957 a grandstand was built, and in
the early 1980s the clubs were given a social room
underneath the grandstand. In 2000 they finally got
some toilets and change rooms. In the small, dimly lit
social clubroom and change facilities Mitcham Football
Club, Mitcham Junior Football Club and Auskick,
Mitcham Cricket Club, Mitcham junior cricket club and
the Milo clinic, as well as the Mitcham Eastern Football
League netball club, undertake their administration,
club meetings and presentations. The logistics of this
are chaotic and difficult to organise because of the size
of the clubs as well as all of the other club activities that
go on in that small area underneath the grandstand.
Those that use the club facilities include players,
members and the supporters and families of both home
and away teams. Football, cricket and netball-related
activities bring thousands of people each week to use
the Walker Park facilities. There are three senior
football teams; 17 junior teams, including three girls
teams; and 150 kids that play Auskick, both girls and
boys. The cricket club has 10 junior teams, six senior
teams, three veterans teams and a Milo clinic for boys
and girls as well. The football, cricket and netball clubs
that make up the Mitcham sporting club have been
neglected. They are growing rapidly. They have the
capability to add women’s football to the sporting club,
yet the facilities do not cater for the current needs of the
club let alone the future needs.
Stopgaps and bandaids have involved looking at trying
to make the rooms compliant rather than actually
building something for the future needs of the clubs,
including disability restrooms, which they do not
currently have at the moment. You cannot get a
wheelchair or walker into them, which is very
embarrassing for those with disabilities. There are no
facilities for girls and women. It is restrictive. The walls
and beams hold up the grandstand, which means they
actually cannot make those rooms bigger, and there is
next to no natural light in the facility. People cannot
move away from the bad weather. I ask the government
to match the federal government’s commitment to fund
this facility.

Seaford North Primary School
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (19:13) — (14 572) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Education,
and the action I seek is for the minister to join me on a
visit to Seaford North Primary School to officially turn
the first sod on their brand-new gymnasium and
performing arts centre. I was delighted that
$5.02 million was allocated in the 2017–18 Victorian
budget to upgrade this wonderful local school. This
significant investment will help make sure that current
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and future students at Seaford North Primary School
will enjoy wonderful new upgrades, giving them the
first-rate facilities they deserve to get a great education.
This investment is just part of the nearly $9 billion
investment in schools and education by the Andrews
Labor government over our four years, more than
double that of our Liberal-National predecessors. This
is further evidence of this government’s absolute
commitment to the importance of education, to making
Victoria the Education State and to making sure that
every Victorian student has access to a great local
school. I look forward to welcoming the minister at
Seaford North Primary School to celebrate this
multimillion-dollar upgrade with the school
community.

Portsea beach
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (19:14) — (14 573) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and the action I
seek from the minister is to read and act on the
recommendations of the Water Technology
consultants’ review of Advisian’s report into restoring
the now non-existent Portsea beach. The Advisian
report brought forward a number of options to halt the
erosion of the beach. The one chosen by the
government was a $3 million option to build a rock
wall on the beach, which is essentially the end of the
beach. It is saying the beach will no longer exist, and
that will just stop the erosion into the foreshore and the
properties on the foreshore.
The review was actually commissioned by the
Mornington Peninsula council because they were
obviously very concerned that Portsea beach would no
longer exist and there would be a rock wall in its place.
I will read the four recommendations, which I want the
minister to read carefully and act on. The first
recommendation states:
Based on the report and its appendices, it is considered that
there is insufficient information to allow for the selection of a
preferred option for detailed designed purposes.

The option that was selected was to build this
$3 million rock wall on what used to be the beach. The
second states:
Most of the options that have been considered include some
degree of risk. Further detailed analysis would be required to
assess any preferred options to minimise the risk that they
may have unintended consequences.

The third recommendation is:
The rock revetment option —
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which is the one that has been chosen by the minister
will prevent further erosion of the specific section of the
beach face but will not remediate the Portsea front beach.

The fourth recommendation is:
A shorter version of the groyne option proposed for the
eastern end of the sandbag wall is one option that is relatively
low risk and has the potential for ameliorating erosion and
remediating the beach.

That is what we want. We want the beach to come
back; we want the erosion to be stopped. Local
businesses have suffered incredibly because the beach
is no longer useful not only in terms of visitors but also
in terms of the number of dive boats. The dive industry
has actually left Portsea because of the fact that there is
no beach there anymore and waves are crashing into the
area. The report that the minister is actually referring to,
which has chosen that option of the rock wall, has now
been reviewed independently because of the concerns
of the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council.
I ask the minister to review the recommendations that I
have just read out and respond to them, because they
are independent, and I think the options that they talk
about and choose are ones that are very attainable and
do not cost as much as the $3 million rock wall option
that has been chosen.

Williamstown waterways
Mr NOONAN (Williamstown) (19:16) — (14 574)
Tonight I wish to raise a matter for the Minister for
Ports, and the action I seek from the minister is for him
to publicly release a technical dredging study into the
Williamstown waterways. As most members would be
aware, the Williamstown area is very fortunate to have
a significant set of maritime activities, local businesses,
obviously a very big shipyard and of course a number
of local yachting and fishing clubs. Each of those clubs
and small businesses is really critical to our local
community.
In more recent times the maritime precinct has faced a
number of challenges arising from the increased use of
the bay’s shipping channel. I have been informed by
local stakeholders that the issue of surge waves has
become increasingly problematic for them, as it is
causing some damage to their facilities and to local
boats. The surge waves have also caused a large
amount of sediment to accumulate along the
Williamstown seabed, causing a shallowing of the
water’s depth. This is producing a range of
unfavourable consequences for our local clubs.

2005

A number of years ago the minister made a decision to
commission a body of work. I understand that that is a
very complex body of work, but it is basically at a point
where it is probably ready to be released back to those
stakeholders. Therefore the action I seek is for the
public release of the report.

Beaumaris Secondary College
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (19:18) —
(14 575) My adjournment debate matter is directed to
the attention of the Minister for Education. The action I
seek is the opportunity to exercise a right of reply at
the opening of Beaumaris Secondary College on
Saturday to accurately present the historical record in
relation to reinvestment in Beaumaris Secondary
College. The position of the coalition has been
misrepresented by the Labor Party. Prior to the 2010
state election, after 11 years of Labor governments, I
quoted a Beaumaris family:
We are a Beaumaris family trying to choose a secondary
school for our two boys. We want to support the state system
however … (the school) has been neglected for decades and
is in desperate need of redevelopment. I hardly think this
learning environment will provide the pupils the ‘opportunity
to shine’.

The coalition committed $6 million to Sandringham
College, including the Beaumaris campus. At the 2014
election the Labor Party had committed $6 million to
public education and announced $4 million for a
standalone school in Beaumaris. A standalone school
cannot be built for $4 million.
In 2014 the coalition had committed over $17 million
to public education, including $7 million for
Beaumaris, and in addition had announced a
multimillion-dollar co-investment partnership with the
Melbourne Cricket Club (MCC) in sports facilities at
Beaumaris as part of Sandringham College, with
Victorian certificate of education subjects being taught
at Beaumaris. The catalyst, the cornerstone and the
leverage point for the massive reinvestment in the new
Beaumaris Secondary College has been the investment
by the MCC Foundation. The MCC required the
concurrent Department of Education and Training
investment to deliver a completed project of a
world-class standard.
On 14 June 2013 I convened an early-morning meeting
at the Beaumaris school ovals. The object of the
meeting was to advance the potential co-investment by
the Melbourne Cricket Club foundation and the
education department for the redevelopment of sporting
fields and the provision of world-class education
facilities at the high school site for the benefit of future
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generations of district students. These facilities were to
be available to the school community, MCC sporting
teams and local sporting clubs. The co-investment
vision has now become a reality. If it were not for the
2013 meeting of minds, the new hallowed turf and
world-class sporting precinct in Beaumaris — forming
part of the newly established Beaumaris Secondary
College — would not have reached fruition and
leveraged further concurrent investment and
redevelopment.
I pay tribute to Mr Stephen Spargo, the then chair of the
MCC Foundation; Ron Wakefield, president of the
Sandringham College school council; Adam Ryan,
innovator and Beaumaris resident; Allen McAuliffe,
Sandringham College school principal; successive
school council members; the Beaumaris Secondary
College principal; the new school council presidents;
local principals; Howard Kelly; members of the wider
Beaumaris community; representatives of the MCC;
and City of Bayside councillors for their support and
commitment to the realisation of a vision.

Apprenticeships and traineeships
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (19:21) —
(14 576) I will give the member for Sandringham a bit
of a breather. My adjournment matter this evening is for
the Minister for Industry and Employment, and the
action I seek is for the minister to update my community
on how many apprentices are likely to be employed on
major projects that are being delivered in and around my
community. Major projects in Victoria, as a contrast to
those opposite, number 80. Some of those major
projects include the Mordialloc bypass, level crossing
removals and of course the Beaumaris Secondary
College redevelopment, which will have substantial
benefits for our local community in the bayside region
and is an important project more broadly.
The Minister for Education has joined me on a number
of occasions at that site to celebrate the investment by a
Labor government in that school community that has
been budgeted over a number of budgets — Labor
budgets. We are investing in schools over and over at
record levels. Remember that the last state budget —
the last education budget — is more than all four of the
coalition budgets during their reign of government.
This highlights the contrast with how Labor invests in
skills, invests in the next generation and supports young
people. Importantly the Beaumaris college
redevelopment has had 10 per cent of its workforce
made up of apprentices. That is how we put Victorians
first. We put Victorian skills first and support our local
community.
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There is great excitement in the Mordialloc electorate
and surrounding communities because the Mordialloc
freeway, which has been promised for many years —
decades — is finally coming to fruition. Vitally, 10 per
cent of those working on that project will be
apprentices. That is an exciting outcome, and it means
that young people in our community can get skills and
training and the jobs of tomorrow right here in their
local patch.
Excitingly, the level crossing removals at Cheltenham
and Mentone that have been talked about for many
years will start construction at the end of this year.
Significant work will be undertaken to get rid of these
dangerous and congested level crossings. Sadly,
120 years ago the first known casualty occurred. A train
on the Frankston line going towards Mentone
racecourse struck a young boy. Now, 120 years later, a
Labor government will be funding to get rid of this
dangerous and congested level crossing. It is an
extraordinary local project that will have significance
into the future. Importantly our procurement policies
will mean that Victorian workers will get an
opportunity to work locally on that project and
apprentices will be able to go through and be trained on
these major projects.
In conclusion, I ask the Minister for Industry and
Employment to update my community on how many
apprentices could be employed on these major projects
that are being delivered in and around my community.

Responses
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (19:24) — A
number of members have raised a range of issues with
different ministers, and I will pass those issues onto
those ministers.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house
now stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.25 p.m.
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Wednesday, 20 June 2018
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair
at 9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT
BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (09:33) — I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to make
miscellaneous amendments to justice legislation and for
other purposes.

Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (09:33) — I ask the
minister to provide a further explanation of the bill.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members who are
not staying in the chamber to listen to proceedings to
leave the chamber.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (09:33) — I am
happy to provide the member for Hawthorn with a brief
explanation. This bill is designed to deal with the issue
of those people who attack and injure our emergency
workers on duty by making sure they are given a
custodial sentence, to further limit the use of
community correction orders, to constrain the use of
special reasons in matters of statutory minimum
sentences, to enhance the appeal rights of the Director
of Public Prosecutions and a range of other matters.
Motion agreed to.

Surveillance Devices Act 1999, the Victoria Police Act 2013
and for other purposes.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (09:35) — I would like to
seek a brief explanation of the bill. Appreciating that it
is not the Attorney-General’s bill and given that the
Minister for Police has now arrived in the chamber, I
would be happy to give leave for the Minister for Police
to give a brief explanation rather than the
Attorney-General.
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (09:36) — The
bill does a number of things. It implements changes to
the DNA system, it implements some new offences in
relation to police harm, it implements national firearms
agreement arrangements and it makes some further
changes in relation to scrap metal and second-hand
dealers, so it is a comprehensive bill touching on a
number of key issues.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Mornington Peninsula public transport
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of the Mornington Peninsula
draws to the attention of the house the legacy of
underinvestment in our public transport services and requests
a complete service review to identify, fund and resolve
shortfalls to enable public transport on the Mornington
Peninsula to align with PTV’s minimum service level,
including but not limited to:
1.

bus route changes to ensure all business, commercial,
educational and all residential areas are properly
serviced with the timetable they need, and in particular:
bringing route 788 bus (Frankston to Portsea) to a
20-minute timetable, extending route 783 bus
(Frankston to Hastings) service and reconfiguring
Mornington North bus services;

2.

find and invest the $6 million allocated in the 2014
budget for Mornington Peninsula bus infrastructure, but
which has never been seen;

3.

provide bus access direct to Frankston Hospital from all
points around the peninsula;

4.

a cross-peninsula service from Hastings to Rosebud, and
another from Hastings to Mornington;

5.

provide bus services to our key tourism destinations with
intrapeninsula shuttles in peak season;

Read first time.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION (POLICE AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (09:34) — On
behalf of the Minister for Police, I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the Bail
Act 1977, the Confiscation Act 1997, the Corrections Act
1986, the Crimes Act 1958, the Crimes Legislation
Amendment (Protection of Emergency Workers and Others)
Act 2017, the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act
1981, the Firearms Act 1996, the Magistrates’ Court Act
1989, the Protected Disclosure Act 2012, the Second-Hand
Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989, the Sentencing Act 1991,
the Sex Offenders Registration Act 2004, the Sex Offenders
Registration Amendment (Miscellaneous) Act 2017, the
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6.

provision of express commuter services of major bus
routes directly to Frankston station and Monash
University Peninsula campus;

7.

update all bus route signage to reflect current standards
across all bus routes.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (15 signatures).

High Street, Belmont
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
This petition of residents of the state of Victoria draws to the
attention of the house that the below signed request the
Premier to intervene and redirect the proposed bike lanes on
High Street, Belmont, to an alternative route.
The present proposal will remove on-street parking, which
will adversely impact businesses and local residents’ amenity
shopping in the precinct.
The petitioners therefore respectfully request that the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria call on the Andrews
government to reconsider the proposal for bike lanes on High
Street, Belmont, saving car parking and ease of access to
shops and facilities.

By Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (55 signatures).

Bellbrae Primary School
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
This petition of the local school community and residents in
the electorate of South Barwon and the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the house the need for an urgent upgrade to
Bellbrae Primary School.
At present Bellbrae primary is well below the Department of
Education and Training’s own facility standards. The
majority of the teaching spaces are in portables (57 per cent),
there is no gymnasium, music room, and no permanent
library. The school has been significantly underfunded for a
number of years, yet our student numbers continue to increase
without adequate facilities to meet the demand.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria support the priority funding for upgrade
and modernisation of Bellbrae Primary School.
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The easement GPHX has restricted the use of property for the
last 45 years. This easement has no infrastructure. The second
easement was for Alcoa Australia. Information received is
that it will sit unused for the next 15 to 20 years at least. We
believe that it is unfair that these easements continue in the
current form due to safety reasons (maintenance on unused
powerlines), and the fact that the lines are unsightly and
detract from the area with no purpose for use identified in the
short-term. The easement created in 1973 for the upgrade of
Alcoa has been unused for 45 years, and with the first
easement, having no plans for possible use, for after the
existing lines are used. Indications are at least 15 years of the
existing infrastructure makes this easement redundant,
considering that there is unused infrastructure running beside
this easement.
The petitioners therefore respectfully request that the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria call on the energy minister,
Hon. Liliana D’Ambrosio, MP, and the Andrews government
(or successors) to remove the unused powerline easements in
Grovedale, Marshall, Highton and Wandana Heights as
described above.

By Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (452 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Nepean be considered next day on
motion of Mr DIXON (Nepean).
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for South Barwon be considered next day
on motion of Mr KATOS (South Barwon).

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Perinatal services
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) presented report,
together with appendices and transcripts of
evidence.
Tabled.
Ordered that report and appendices be published.

By Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (717 signatures).

South Barwon electorate powerline easements

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Acting Clerk:

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
Auditor-General:
This petition of residents of the state of Victoria draws to the
attention of the house that the below signed request the
Premier, the energy minister and the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria (or successors) to remove the reserved easement not
currently used known as GPHX reserved easement, no
appliances or lines. This indenture is dated 10 October 1973,
between the vendor and the SEC of Victoria. Also to remove
the unused existing infrastructure on the 220-KV line detailed
in GPH. This indenture is dated 18 December 1963, made
between the vendor and the SEC of Victoria.

Follow Up of Selected 2012–13 and 2013–14
Performance Audits — Ordered to be published
The Victorian Government ICT Dashboard — Ordered
to be published.

LABOUR HIRE LICENSING BILL 2017
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LABOUR HIRE LICENSING BILL 2017
Council’s amendments
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(09:40) — By leave, I move:
That this house will never support the privatisation of the
ABC and demands the Turnbull Liberal government reverse
its latest damaging $83 million cut to the ABC, which will hit
children’s programming and Victorian regional radio and
television services the hardest.

I am absolutely delighted that leave has been granted.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham
is warned. If members are removed from the chamber
at this point in proceedings, they will miss the first part
of question time. That is a bad thing, so I ask members
to keep their interjections and their comments to an
appropriate level, otherwise they will be removed from
the chamber.
Ms ALLAN — It is such a shame that those
opposite think this is a laughing matter, that those
opposite think this is a joke and that those opposite
think the decision of the Liberal Party’s federal council
on the weekend is something that should not be taken
seriously. Perhaps those opposite are indicating that
their federal Liberal council is a joke with the way they
have responded to this motion, because perhaps they
think that resolutions that are passed by their council
are a joke.
This is a serious matter. We know that those on the
conservative side of politics have been after the ABC
for a very, very long time. We have seen those stalking
horses in the guise of Senator Abetz from Tasmania.
We have seen over the years how they have engaged in
attacks on ABC presenters and programming. We have
seen how Liberal communications ministers have
called in ABC executives and taken them to task for
what they have seen as biases, and I think —
Mr Pesutto interjected.
The SPEAKER — The member for Hawthorn!
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Ms ALLAN — The reason why this is a matter of
importance for this house and for the Victorian
community is that many of us, as I do, rely on the
ABC at important times. Let me go through those
important times.
Mr Hodgett interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition!
Ms ALLAN — We all remember the 2009
bushfires. We all remember the tragedy that that was
wreaked on so many communities in regional Victoria.
We all remember how we tuned into the ABC, which
provided around-the-clock reporting to local
communities — not just to local communities desperate
for information about loved ones, about what had
happened to their community, about where to go for
advice and about where to go for support, but those
stories and that information was also being provided to
the broader community, to the country and indeed
internationally as well.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — I would have thought that talking
about the 2009 bushfires would have been something
that those opposite could have respected. Sadly that
appears not to be the case. I remember very well on the
Sunday morning after the 2009 fires going into the
town hall in Bendigo and listening to the news at the
municipal emergency response centre. The ABC
reporters were in there. They had worked through the
night and they were at work that day. They were
working, as I said, literally around the clock to provide
vital information to the Victorian community. To think
that that is something that should be privatised just
demonstrates the blind ideology that sits within the
Liberal and National parties. It demonstrates that they
will stop at nothing to pursue their blind ideological
approach in terms of wanting to see the ABC
privatised. What we have seen since then, since the
2009 fires — and indeed it was a feature of the
commentary at the royal commission as well — is that
the emergency broadcaster role has become much more
formalised. Whether it was the 2011 floods, whether it
was other emergencies, people have known that they
can tune into their local ABC radio and get the best and
most accurate information.
Also, too, we know that for those of us in regional and
rural Victoria the ABC is a really important voice. It is
an important voice for three reasons. It obviously
reports the local news. It keeps local communities
informed about local goings-on. Again, to use a local
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example for those of us in Bendigo, we remember well
the role that the ABC played in drawing attention to the
difficult debate our community was having with
council giving the planning approvals for the
construction of a mosque in Bendigo. That was a very
difficult and challenging debate, and much of the local
commentary that was being provided —
Ms Ward interjected.
Ms ALLAN — That is right; the member for
Eltham is right. The ABC had a very important role to
play in making sure that that information was provided
to local communities so we could have an informed
debate. That is what is really important when you have
an independent national broadcaster, and not one that is
beholden to shareholders or a particular editorial bias.
They give factual information. They give balanced
information that allows communities to make up their
own minds about what the issues of the day are. That is
a really important role that the ABC plays in rural and
regional Victoria.
It also gives us the chance to have our local stories told
to a wider audience. So this view that some like to
peddle that there are always troubles and challenges in
regional areas is not true. The ABC devotes a lot of
time and energy to making sure that the regional and
rural voice is heard on their programs and promoted in
a strong and positive way, and that is critically
important as well.
The third reason why it is important for rural and
regional communities as well is of course that it gives
us a chance to get news — local, state, national and
international news — and that is a vitally important role
when we see in an international era that it has become a
bit of a thing to dismiss particular reporting as fake
news. If they do not like what is being reported, it is
dismissed by right-wing ideologues as fake news and
something to be dismissed. Well, what we get from the
ABC of course is that independent, unbiased reporting.
But you cannot —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — Let the record show that the
member for Kew, who is quite content to raise his own
profile every second week on ABC radio — every
second Friday he trots down to the Southbank studio
and shows off his wares to his colleagues in the
Parliament, demonstrating why he is such an
attractive talent —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
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Ms ALLAN — Let the record show that the
member for Warrandyte says he does not listen. I think
that is a wise choice by the member for Warrandyte.
The member for Kew is down there in the Southbank
studio, showing his wares, showing why he is such a
clever chap —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — The response from those opposite is
that I am listening. That is because my radio, when I am
in the car, when I am at home, is tuned to my local
ABC. Being a regional person I am often in the
electorate on a Friday going from activity to activity
and I will hear snippets of the member for Kew.
Certainly he is not adding to the broader intellectual
debate, but he is in there having a go — and good on
him, because that exactly demonstrates the benefit of
the ABC. It gives everyone a voice. Even the member
for Kew gets a voice on the ABC, and doesn’t that
demonstrate the great benefit that it will provide that
balance? We might not agree with the member for
Kew, and I am very happy to say I do not always agree
with the member for Kew, but the ABC gives a voice
and that is critically important. It gives a voice to a
broader audience.
I was referring to this international movement,
particularly among right-wing ideologues, to dismiss
reports and stories they do not like as fake news. That is
why the ABC is important, because of the independent
charter that it holds. The independent charter that it
holds and that is enshrined in legislation should be
protected and nourished by members of Parliament. It
should be protected and nourished by those of us in a
position to make a change and protect the ABC. As we
have seen from those opposite and their reaction to this
motion this morning, that is so totally not on their
agenda. I would be interested to see if they will support
this motion. Do they support this motion or do they
support the federal Liberal council that has voted to
privatise the ABC?
The other part of the motion goes to the cuts —
$83 million worth of cuts. I would like at this to point to
ask what was the National Party doing? What was the
National Party doing through this budget process to
allow $83 million worth of cuts to be inflicted upon the
ABC? The National Party has a pretty strong voice on
the ABC. I often hear its members on the radio as well.
That is a pretty good platform for them, but there they
are cutting into the ABC to the tune of $83 million at
precisely the time that the opposite should be occurring
and that there should be investment and support.
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The motion also talks to children’s programming. As a
parent of two young children who are allowed a
moderate amount of screen time and TV time — and
parents always know that at those appropriate times of
the day, particularly towards the end of the day, you
need a little bit of time where the kids are entertained
by the television — it is comforting to have ABC Kids.
ABC Kids is a very popular channel in my household.
It is actually the most popular channel in my household
because it is the one that is on the most. It is important
to know, as a parent, that you can put that programming
on and it has Australian content. Jimmy Giggle does a
pretty good job. He does a very good job in keeping
young children entertained. Giggle and Hoot and now
also Hootabelle, who is part of the team, do a really
good job of not just entertaining young children, and
there are educative purposes as part of the
programming as well.
In addition to having Australian content as part of their
programming, you also know that the programs on
ABC Kids are age appropriate. One of the hardest
things as a parent is being able to get a sense of what
your children can and cannot watch. You do not want
to expose your young children to particular programs
too early. You know with the programming that has
been thought through as well. You also know that it is
commercial free. You know that your kids are not being
bombarded with ads for sugary food on their children’s
programming. They are not being bombarded with
advertisements for plastic toys to try to entice children
to go and hassle their parents to buy the latest product.
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Ms ALLAN — That is why I am pleased to see that
the member for Warrandyte is on a unity ticket. He has
been trying all week to get on a unity ticket with us. He
has not always been successful, but he will keep trying.
So that is why it is important to have the ABC, because
you know that careful care and thought has gone into
the programs.
Then of course there is the digital platform that the
ABC needs to invest in. The media market is a
competitive one. We know it is a highly competitive
one. I have mentioned in earlier contributions some of
the challenges around how the media is competing with
itself in terms of advertising and in terms of trying to
appeal to shareholders and stakeholders over what is
the appropriate programming. We know with the ABC
that they need support to invest, particularly in the new
digital platforms and digital opportunities. I am going
to sound like I do not take my news from any other
sources. I can assure the house that I do, but ABC iview
is another great example of how the ABC and their
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digital platforms need support so that they can provide
that information more broadly.
Then there is also the information that is being provided
through ABC online. With the constancy of the news
these days, the Premier and I have spoken at length
about the support for the emergency broadcaster.
These are the things, as I said before, that need to be
protected and nourished. These are the things that
should be supported. The ABC should not be inflicted
with cuts to the tune of $83 million; $83 million is a
significant amount of money, particularly at a time
when the independent broadcaster is competing in a
highly competitive media market, trying to make sure
that it meets the needs of the independence of its role,
providing relevant content and supporting its
workforce. This is a challenging time, and it is not the
time to cut $83 million. It would be interesting if those
opposite could illuminate some of the thinking that
went on in the Liberal Party behind why they would
want to cut $83 million from the national broadcaster at
precisely the time that it needs to grow and be
supported in further ways.
I have mentioned a couple of times the federal Liberal
council and its decision on the weekend to vote to
privatise the ABC. It would be interesting if during the
course of the debate any of those opposite want to
declare a conflict of interest, if they attended that
council and if indeed they voted for this motion. It has
been reported that the Leader of the Opposition was
there. We have seen some reports about who did put
their little card up in the air. We have seen those images
of the little cards. They are all very proper in the Liberal
Party with their little cards up in the air.
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Ms ALLAN — No, so it will be interesting to
hear that —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte is out of his place.
Ms ALLAN — They are a bit touchy on this
subject, aren’t they? The question is, too: what was
behind this motion at the federal Liberal council? Was
it that delightful group of young Liberal Turks that we
are hearing about who are taking over the party, and
how the Liberal Party is moving progressively to the
right of the spectrum, where we are seeing the party
being taken over by those from —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
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Ms ALLAN — No, actually — and thank you for
your assistance, member for —
The SPEAKER — The member for Warrandyte is
out of his place.
Ms ALLAN — I think we should be putting in a
good word to the producers of the Jon Faine program.
You should be replacing the member for Kew. It should
not be the member for Kew that gets the free publicity
every second week; it should be the member for
Warrandyte. I am confident he would do a much better
job, absolutely confident that he would do a much
better job.
We know that what is behind this are the stalking
horses of the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA), who have
long had on their agenda the desire to privatise the
ABC. Why do they want to privatise the ABC?
Because they want to silence it. They want to silence
the independent broadcaster because silencing the
independent broadcaster shuts out the diversity of
voices that comes with the independent broadcaster. It
shuts out the spectrum of voices on all sides of politics.
You can find views from the left and the right on the
ABC, whether they are on the traditional Labor or
Liberal spectrum or broader than that. There are broad
voices on the ABC and you can find that.
But that is not good enough for those on the right of
politics, the IPA and now, it appears, the Liberal and
National parties. They want to silence that diversity.
They are not interested in hearing stories about how
refugees at places like Pyramid Hill and Boort are
making a difference to those communities. They are not
interested in hearing about that. They are not interested
in having those stories broadcast. They are not
interested in hearing stories about what is happening in
the debates around the Murray Darling and how that is
an issue that cuts across four states. They want to make
sure that there is not a multiplicity of voices, because
shutting down the ABC shuts down voices on the left.
Again, we are seeing a lot of discussion at the moment
about issues around support and respect for women in
our community. Well, the ABC gives voice to many
women presenters as well, and many women’s voices
are heard on the ABC, which is a great credit to the
organisation. You just have to look at the media at the
moment to know that we need more diversity in the
voices that give us the news and more diversity in the
stories that are reported.
We know that there are those in this Parliament who
support this privatisation. There is a member in the
upper house — I can barely say his name because he
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has been an absolute disgrace in this Parliament and
his performance on Good Friday, when he betrayed the
Parliament and betrayed his faith, makes him
completely dishonourable — a member for Northern
Metropolitan Region, Bernie Finn, who has talked
repeatedly about this, and just in the last few days
he tweeted:
The ABC is a national disgrace — and a criminal waste of
taxpayers’ hard-earned. PRIVATISE the bloody thing!

I go back to where I started. When we moved this
motion those opposite questioned through their
interjections why we were doing this. This is exactly
why: because there are those in this place, and I reckon
there are a few in here — it will be interesting to see if
you have got the courage to stand up for your
convictions — who support the federal Liberal council
motion, who support the IPA. I am asking them to
declare if they were there or not. They support the IPA,
they support the privatisation of the ABC and they have
supported Malcolm Turnbull’s cuts. Have we heard one
peep from those opposite condemning Malcolm
Turnbull for these disgraceful cuts to the ABC? No. So
come on, if you have really got the courage of your
convictions, you will speak to this motion, you will
declare whether you oppose the privatisation of the
ABC and whether you are prepared to stand up to the
federal Liberal council, you are prepared to stand up to
the IPA and you are prepared to stand against the cuts
to the ABC.
The other challenge in this debate will be to see where
those in the National Party stand, because I reckon they
will vote exactly the way the Liberal Party will tell
them to on this vote. I reckon that is exactly what they
will do because have we ever seen a weaker group of
people who claim to stand for regional Victoria?
Whenever there is a cut to be inflicted on regional
Victoria by the Liberal Party, the National Party are
standing there supporting it. When they were in
government and cutting the Country Fire Authority to
the tune of $44 million, the National Party was standing
right next to them. When they were cutting jobs in the
agriculture department the National Party were right
there standing next to them.
I have not seen the National Party support the ABC and
oppose the privatisation and the cuts. I am very, very
happy to be corrected if the National Party are prepared
to show me where on the record they have done so; I
would be very happy to have that put on the record, but
I have not seen it. I would love to see a different
approach because the National Party have failed
repeatedly to stand up for regional communities. They
will take the airtime that the ABC gives them — they
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will take the airtime on radio and talk about how great
they are; I often hear the Leader of the National Party
and others talking on the radio. They will take that
airtime, but will they stand up for the ABC? I think that
is a real test for the National Party.
That is why this is a motion that we need to consider
and debate in this place. That is why this is an issue that
we need to consider, because it is important, as
members of Parliament spending for our communities,
that we are honest with them and that we tell them
where we stand on these matters. This is not something
to joke about.
I will finish on this point —
Ms Ryan — No, you cannot go half an hour on the
ABC?
Ms ALLAN — You are assuming that it is going to
take me less than 7 minutes to finish. I have no
intention —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Ms ALLAN — Thank you, Speaker. I mentioned
earlier why this was important. We have many issues,
whether they be domestic, very, very local, state,
national or international. There are really big and
challenging issues that we can no longer operate in
isolation on. The debate around immigration is not just
a debate for our country. I mentioned earlier that there
are country communities with refugees that have come
from Burma and other parts of South-East Asia. They
are now making big and important contributions to
country communities. There are debates about how we
support those people to become part of our community
whilst respecting their culture and respecting some of
the really difficult and tragic experiences that they have
had in making their way to our country.
And then we see what is going on in Europe and how
the really big and challenging debates about
immigration going on there have the potential to shape
international politics more broadly, and how we
respond to that. We cannot do that in isolation. The
ABC is important because it brings that international
perspective to our very local and important debates, and
it gives that perspective to those of us in regional
Victoria through our local networks. The ABC gives
that to us at a state and national level through its
national programming. That is why it is so important to
protect and cherish that independent voice.
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Then you look at what is happening in North America at
the moment as well and some of the disgraceful debates
that are going on, again on immigration. They are
debates based on fear. In the debates that are going on
around immigration, around supporting communities,
about promoting difference — whether that is difference
of gender or sexuality or race — the right-wing voices
come from a point of fear and intimidation. At this point
in time in our international discourse that is why we
need an independent and balanced voice. Yes, that voice
does report the right-wing news, but it also reports
voices from other parts of the spectrum, which is
critically important. That means my Mum and Dad who
have ABC radio in Bendigo can get that international
perspective. They can hear the multiplicity of views and
the challenges around that, and that helps shape their
views and opinions.
It means that the young kid growing up, who may be a
young gay person who is growing up in country
Victoria, can know that there is support out there
because of the diversity of the programming that is
offered, whether it is on the digital platform or through
the more traditional forms on TV and radio. It is
important because it means that you are never alone.
You can be anywhere in the world and you can turn on
your radio — obviously if you are travelling, it is
through the internet — and get that information and
support. That is why it is important. That is why it is
not a laughing matter.
I do find it so surprising that those on the right of
politics want to tear this down. The Victorian Liberal
Party has always been seen as the more moderate part
of the broader Liberal family in this country, and that is
also something that should be supported and cherished
by those in the Liberal Party, because we need to make
sure we are moderate in our views on these important
issues, that we do not buy in to the fear and the
scaremongering, because that is the easy way out. That
is a cop-out — always going with the loudest negative
voice is a cop-out. That is why the ABC gives that the
independent voice to all of us. It gives us the confidence
that we know that there are people who share our views
on a range of different matters and that those views can
be amplified more widely.
That is why we have brought this motion into the
Parliament. That is why, despite the ridicule that we
have heard for the last 28 minutes from those opposite,
we have brought this motion into the Parliament. It is
because we believe in this independence. We do not
agree with everything the ABC reports, and it is not our
job to agree, but because you do not agree with
something, you do not tear it down. Because you do not
agree with something, you do not try and destroy it. I
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think what that then exposes is that ultimately you are
scared of your own position. You are operating from a
position where you are not confident in yourselves and
your position if you are trying to tear down someone
who provides that broader spectrum of information. So
I hope that this motion sails through this Parliament. I
hope this motion gets the support of everyone in this
chamber, because this is something that is worth
protecting and supporting. We need to send a very clear
message to our colleagues in Canberra on our position
in these matters.
We all have a position of influence in this debate.
Those of us who are members of Parliament have a
position of influence representing our own
communities, and those of us who are members of
political parties also have a position of influence within
those parties. Voting for this motion and supporting this
motion sends the message loud and clear that this
Legislative Assembly supports the ABC and condemns
the push to privatise the ABC. We never want to see the
ABC privatised for the reasons that I have outlined over
my contribution this morning.
I hope I have outlined quite clearly for those in this
Parliament the reasons why the independent
broadcaster is a really important voice in our national
debate and a really important voice in our local and
community debates. It provides powerful information at
the times we need it the most, particularly in times of
emergency. That is why we on this side of the house are
passionate and committed to supporting the ABC, and I
would hope that there is a uniformity of view in this
place on that — that we stand as one, we condemn the
Liberal-National government’s cuts and we oppose the
privatisation of the ABC.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (10:11) — It is a
pleasure to get up and respond to the Leader of the
House on her motion. It is an interesting position from
the Leader of the House to defend the media when she is
the one who has been accused of bullying and
threatening to sue the very media who report the issues
in her community that she is not happy about being
reported. The Minister for Public Transport has
absolutely botched the Murray Basin rail project, and
when that was reported in her local media she got very
upset. She criticised those media outlets for reporting the
facts as they see them, rather than the way she would
say the media should report them, and as I understand it
she threatened to sue them for that for libel. So it is
interesting that the Leader of the House would be the
one defending the media today when she is the one that
is actually accused of bulling those very same media
outlets and threatening to sue them over that time. I
think the Leader of the House protests too loud about
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this issue, given her recent track record about the media
reporting on the botched projects she is managing.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr WALSH — That is right. As the interjector
said, let the record show that the Leader of the House
moved this motion — sought leave to move it and was
granted leave — made a contribution and then scurried
out of the house. She actually does not want to defend
the things that she said in the house because she does
not want to be exposed for the things that she has been
doing in her personal role as a minister.
If you look at the question that has been raised about
this and you go to the public record, Scott Morrison, the
federal Treasurer, and Mitch Fifield, the relevant
minister, were both on the public record within hours of
that motion of the Liberal Party federal council that is
being talked about in this motion being passed, saying
that there will be no sale of the ABC. That is very
clearly on the public record. What we have had today
from the Leader of the House is just a stunt. If the
Leader of the House had done her research, or her staff
had done their research in preparing this motion rather
than just wanting to have a political stunt, she would
have realised that the federal Treasurer and relevant
minister are on the public record as having ruled out
any sale of the ABC in the future.
From a National Party point of view, there is a
statement from 18 June from the National Party
absolutely ruling that out, and in particular it talks about
the dedicated coverage that comes out of the Country
Hour program from the ABC and quite a few of the
rural services that the ABC delivers, including their
early morning market reports et cetera. Again, if the
Leader of the House had done her research about what
both the Liberal Party and the National Party have said
on the public record, she would understand that this
motion is absolutely spurious. It is a ridiculous motion,
because the public record shows very clearly that both
the Liberal Party and the National Party have ruled out
the sale of the ABC.
The Leader of the House talked extensively about Jon
Faine from the ABC. If you go to 19 June, Senator
Bridget McKenzie was actually on the Jon Faine
program that day and she categorically ruled out any
sale of the ABC. Again, if the Leader of the House had
done her research, she would understand that. The
Deputy Leader of The Nationals here in Victoria, who
goes on the Jon Faine program every second Friday,
last Friday also actually ruled it out from a state point of
view. Again, this motion is just a stunt from the Leader
of the House.
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The Leader of the House talked about political party
conferences. Let us cast our mind back to a Labor
conference of a few years ago. What went on at that
particular conference? Someone stole a dictaphone. If
you talk about integrity of conferences, talk about what
goes on at Labor Party conferences. Someone stole a
dictaphone, would not own up to it and would not
return it. There was a huge sham around who took it,
what happened and all those sorts of things. If we are
talking about political party conferences, cast your
mind back to the dictaphone that was stolen at a
previous Labor Party conference.
If you talk about policy positions from the various
political parties, I look at a Labor Party meeting where
a recent Labor Party branch slammed the introduction
of aerial baiting of wild dogs, something that has been
debated in this house many, many times. Everyone
knows the damage that wild dogs do in Victoria not
only to domestic farm animals but particularly to our
native fauna. Wild dogs are a predator of our small
marsupials and do a lot of environmental damage in this
state. The Labor Party had a policy that they should
actually ban aerial baiting. That is something that the
coalition were proud to introduce when we were in
government to actually save our native fauna and
particularly save our domestic animals. One of the
Labor Party branches has a policy that it should be
banned, and slammed it by saying it:
… condemns the introduction of aerial baiting of wild dogs as
environmentally irresponsible, ineffective and a misuse of
public funds.
Not only does aerial baiting destabilise the dingo pack
structure; leading to increased breeding rates and greater
predation on farm livestock, but puts at greater risk
remnant populations of spotted quoll, which is listed as
threatened species.

If the Leader of the House wants to talk about party
policies that are absolutely wrong, this would be one
that would absolutely infuriate regional people — the
fact that the Labor Party actually has a policy to ban
aerial baiting for the reasons that I have set out.
Again, if you talk about conferences, we had the recent
Labor Party conference here in Victoria. The Leader of
the House was defending issues around immigration and
refugees. If my memory serves me correctly, the recent
state Labor Party conference was set to have a debate
around that very issue. To protect their federal leader,
who has a position that is probably different to some of
the members of the Labor Party, if my memory serves
me correctly, John Setka from the CFMEU combined
with the Australian Workers Union (AWU) to actually
shut down debate at the Labor Party conference around
that particular issue. If the Leader of the House wants to
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talk about democracy and party conferences and policies
that come out of party conferences, I think you will find,
again, that the Leader of the House protests too loudly.
When the Labor Party conference was put to the jump,
to actually talk about refugees, and I quote here from a
news story from the ABC:
But shortly before debate was to begin, the two powerful
unions, the AWU and CFMEU, teamed up to defer that
motion — and all others — prompting cries of ‘shame’ from
the audience.

Mr Hodgett — They would have had to have a bit
of a dust-up, you know.
Mr WALSH — Yes, the Leader of the House
almost uses crocodile tears to defend refugees and to
debate around refugees and the fact that the ABC
reports these particular issues. If the Leader of the
House were actually serious, I would have thought that
at the Labor Party state conference she might have
actually stood up to the AWU and the CFMEU and
made sure those motions were debated at the state
conference, rather than having the whole thing
shut down.
I can remember the news stories of the absolutely
distraught Labor Party members at that particular
conference that did not get to debate those particular
motions. That very same story from the ABC goes on
to say that:
Labor Party members were shocked at the sudden end of the
weekend conference.
‘I’m extremely disappointed’, Pauline Brown from Labor for
Refugees said, holding back tears.
‘I feel upset for the people who are still on Manus and Nauru.’

The Leader of the House talks about conferences, but
the Labor Party will not even allow its members to
debate motions. We all know that motions are debated
at conferences. On our side of politics those motions are
not binding on the parliamentary parties. They are
guidance, whereas the Labor Party actually has, as I
understand it, their policies from their conferences
being binding on their parliamentary parties. So, again,
the Leader of the House is crying crocodile tears about
refugees, but her own party will not allow those issues
to be debated at conference.
If you want to go back in memory and probably go
back to some of the funnier things that have happened
at Labor Party conferences, I am told that a number of
years ago when the shoppies were readmitted to the
Labor Party — back in Bill Hartley’s days — there was
a huge debate at the Labor Party conference as to
whether the shoppies should be allowed back into the
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Labor Party. As we know, the factions and the
movements of the various components of the Labor
Party are quite often a moving feast and can be blurred
at times, as I understand it. Members at the Labor Party
conference at that particular time actually resorted to
throwing tomatoes at each other, as I am told. So when
the shoppies and Bill Hartley were finally readmitted to
the Labor Party, they became known as the ‘tomato
left’. As a former tomato grower, I actually find that
offensive to tomatoes. I think that is extremely
offensive to tomatoes. Tomatoes are far more worthy
than being linked to Bill Hartley and the left of the
Labor Party, but those are the sorts of things that
happen at Labor Party conferences.
If you talk about other parts of policy from the Labor
Party, again as I understand it, the Labor Party has a
binding policy that they actually recognise the
sovereign state of Palestine. They actually do not
believe in the state of Israel. They have a policy that
recognises the state of Palestine to the detriment of the
state of Israel. Again, if we are talking about Labor
Party policies, conference policies, as I understand it
those policies of the Labor Party are binding. Then
again I think the Leader of the House here should
expose herself to a mirror and reflect on what the Labor
Party is like with their conferences and their particular
motions. So I think the Leader of the House is being
rather silly in moving this particular motion.
The Leader of the House in her contribution talked
about the Country Fire Authority (CFA). I know it is
not a part of this motion, but the Leader of the House
did talk about the issue of the CFA. The CFA would be
one of the lowest of low points in politics here in
Victoria when you think about what the Andrews
government has done to the CFA in this state.
Ms Thomas — On a point of order, Speaker, the
motion before the house is very clear. It is about the
ABC. The member who is currently speaking has not
yet declared his own position. He is straying into
matters that have nothing to do with the motion, and I
ask you to bring him back to the motion that is before
the house.
Mr WALSH — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Leader of the House in her contribution made a very
wideranging contribution, and one of the things that the
Leader of the House actually spoke about in her
contribution was the CFA. So if the Leader of the
House is entitled to talk about the CFA in her
contribution, I believe in my response I am also
allowed to talk about the issues of the CFA.
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The SPEAKER — I do not uphold the point of
order, but I do ask speakers in this debate to make sure
that they are relevant to the motion before the house.
Mr WALSH — As far as being relevant to the
motion goes, Speaker, the Leader of the House did
mention the CFA in her contributions. There has been a
lot of extensive reporting by the ABC about what has
happened to the CFA. The ABC, regional ABC in
particular, which does report on rural and country
issues, has extensively reported on what the Andrews
government has done to the CFA. The ABC has
reported extensively about the fact —
Ms Thomas — On a point of order, Speaker, I note
that the Leader of the House in her contribution spoke
extensively about the ABC. I am yet to hear the
member on the floor, the Leader of The Nationals, tell
us his position in relation to the ABC. He wants to take
this motion off on another tangent, and I ask you to call
him back to the motion.
Mr WALSH — On the point of order, Speaker,
obviously the member for Macedon was not listening,
because I put the position of the Liberal Party and the
National Party through Scott Morrison, the Treasurer;
Mitch Fifield, the relevant minister; Senator McKenzie;
and the state Deputy Leader of the National Party on
the Jon Faine program very clearly setting it out. I think
the member for Macedon is just wasting time and
filibustering, trying to defend the indefensible by the
Leader of the House.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The Leader of The Nationals came back to
debating the motion before the house.
Mr WALSH — As I was saying, the ABC has
reported extensively about what has gone on with the
CFA here in Victoria. As the Leader of the House said,
the ABC is on her radio when she is in the car. Like
many MPs, that would be the case. Both the early
morning ABC breakfast shows and the ABC Victorian
Country Hour have reported extensively about the
issues that are before the CFA here in Victoria. They
have reported extensively about the fact that former
minister the member for Brunswick was effectively
sacked from her job for sticking up for the volunteers.
They reported extensively about the fact that Lucinda
Nolan, who gave up a very distinguished career in the
police force to take over as the CEO of the CFA,
effectively lost her job because of what the Andrews
government have done.
The ABC has actually reported extensively the name of
the secretary of the United Firefighters Union, Peter
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Marshall, the name that the Premier will not even
mention in this house. He is the unspeakable in this
house when it comes to that side of politics. The ABC
has reported extensively around the issues of Peter
Marshall and the issues around the report from the
Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission about bullying in the CFA. The ABC has
reported extensively around those particular issues. The
ABC does report those things for country people and
makes sure that they all have access to that knowledge,
whether it be in their early morning programs, whether
it be in the talkback programs in the morning, whether it
be in the Victorian Country Hour or whether it be in the
AM or PM program over that particular time. So on this
side of the house, including me personally, we do not
support the motion that the Liberal Party passed, and
that is something that has been on the public record
from the leaders of both parties over that particular time.
Can I also go to some of the other things that the Leader
of the House talked about in her contribution. Yes, the
ABC is a key part of communications in regional
Victoria, but there are also other mediums that do that
very, very well. I know from my electorate and a
number of the electorates of my colleagues that the Ace
Radio network also does a very good job of reporting
regional issues as well. They are an emergency services
broadcaster, as the ABC is, when there are floods, when
there are fires and when there are other particular issues
across regional Victoria. So, yes, the ABC does a good
job, but there are other mediums there as well that do
that, including WIN TV.
The Leader of the House may not like WIN TV at the
moment because they are actually reporting on things
that as a minister she has not handled well at all. She
takes exception to the fact that they are actually
reporting that she has not done her job as the Minister
for Public Transport. Put that aside, WIN TV do a good
job of reporting the issues across regional Victoria.
With the changes to Channel 9, they have a great
regional presence as well with the things they do there.
So I think it is important when you talk about media
and you talk about coverage of issues across rural and
regional Victoria that there is actually some
competition there to make sure that both sides of the
media, both the side that is owned by government and
the side that is private, do a good job of competing with
each other to get those stories.
From this side of the house, the Leader of the House
may have put this motion up as a stunt, hoping that
leave would be denied to actually debate it, but as the
manager of opposition business indicated in granting
leave, we want to put the facts on the record so that it is
very clear that the Leader of the House has moved a
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frivolous motion, because if she had done the research,
if her staff had done the research, she would have
known that the Treasurer of Australia, the federal
Minister for Communications, the Deputy Leader of the
National Party federally and the Deputy Leader of the
National Party from a state point of view have all been
on the public record, have all put out written statements,
have all made comments —
Mr Richardson — When are you going to go on
Play School?
Mr WALSH — The IQ of Play School might be a
bit high for you.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr WALSH — Are you one of the characters, are
you? You are one of the characters.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of
The Nationals will continue and not respond to
interjections.
Mr WALSH — I will be guided by your advice,
Deputy Speaker. The member for Mordialloc
sometimes is just too hard to ignore with the foolish and
silly comments he makes when he interjects, but I will
take your advice and go back.
As I was saying, on this side of the house the Liberal
Party and the National Party are on the record with
formal statements that they do not support the sale of
the ABC. The Treasurer of the nation and the federal
Minister for Communications are both on the public
record saying they do not support the sale of the ABC.
The federal Deputy Leader of the National Party has
been on the Jon Faine program on the ABC that the
Leader of the House spoke so warmly about, saying
that the National Party is ruling out the sale of the ABC.
Last Friday the deputy leader of the party here in
Victoria was on the Jon Faine program and also ruled
out the sale of the ABC.
So as I was saying, if the Leader of the House’s staff
had actually done their research about this particular
motion, they would very clearly understand that
everyone within our side of politics has actually ruled
this out. As I was saying through the contribution, there
are motions at Labor Party, Liberal Party and National
Party conferences where members have the right to
have their say — or at least on our side of politics
members have the right to have their say. I cannot recall
a National Party conference where the debate around
any particular motion has been shut down. I do not
necessarily attend the whole of the Liberal Party
conference, but I cannot recall the Liberal Party
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shutting down debate on particular motions. But I can
recall that at the most recent state Labor Party
conference, when it came to a discussion around
refugee policy, debate was shut down. Those two
powerful unions, the CFMEU and the AWU, shut
down debate and people were distraught about those
particular issues not being debated at that particular
conference.
Mr Edbrooke interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order!
Mr WALSH — I am very happy to take your
guidance, Deputy Speaker, to not respond to
interjections, but I also expect equal contribution the
other way to stop those interjections.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There have
been interjections from both sides of the chamber, and I
would encourage members to desist.
Mr WALSH — We have allowed this motion to be
debated because I think it is very important that the
record be made clear that both the Liberal Party and the
National Party do not support the privatisation of the
ABC, and that is where it rests. It is just a motion and a
stunt from a minister who is under pressure for abusing
and threatening her own media outlets in her own
electorate, and I think that is what it should be called for.
Mr Pearson — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, if the Leader of the National Party wants to
make these sorts of allegations against a member of this
place — and I was here in question time yesterday and I
listened to the Leader of the House’s response where
she refuted absolutely those allegations that were
levelled at her by the Leader of the National Party — he
can do so via a substantive motion, but he cannot
impugn the member in this way while this motion is
before the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — I encourage
members not to impugn other members and to continue
the debate on the motion before the house.
Ms Ryan — On the point of order, Deputy Speaker,
if the member in question takes offence, then it is my
understanding of the standing orders that she needs to
be in the house in order to ask for a withdrawal. She is
not here, and it is not up to or possible for another
member of the chamber to request a withdrawal on her
behalf. She is not here, therefore I see absolutely
nothing wrong with what the Leader of The Nationals
has said. He has not impugned her reputation. He has
laid out the facts that have been previously discussed
here in this chamber, that the Leader of the House has
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sought to bully other media. He is perfectly within his
rights to do that, and it is not up to another member of
the house to raise an issue with that. If she has such an
issue with it, she should be here listening to the debate
on her own motion.
Mr Richardson — On the point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I recall a few months ago that the member for
Burwood actually took a point of order during one of
my matters of public importance that referred to
impugning a member, and the member was not in the
chamber — it was the Leader of the Opposition. That
was upheld at the time. I think that precedents set in
previous debates would have that the Leader of The
Nationals should not really impugn a member and
should desist in future.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
Essendon was not seeking a withdrawal. The member
for Essendon was pointing out imputations, and I would
encourage all members to consider in their
contributions, particularly in this debate, whether they
want to go down the path of potentially impugning. I
would suggest that they do not.
Mr WALSH — To finish up, my contribution has
been very much about conferences and the rights of
members to have their say. One of the things that was
actually on the agenda to be discussed at the recent
state Labor Party conference was an issue around
gender inequity in superannuation. Both sides of
politics are committed to gender equity in a whole
range of areas. I assume most of the MPs on the other
side of the house were at the Labor Party state
conference, were part of those debates and were part of
the fact that the AWU and the CFMEU shut down
debate on a whole range of motions. A whole range of
motions were shut down there. But one of the motions
that was not debated because it was shut down was the
issue of gender inequity in superannuation. I think the
Labor Party state conference should stand condemned
because they talk about gender equity, they talk about
fairness but they will not even debate that particular
issue at their own conference.
The Leader of the House might have moved this motion
as a stunt, but in my view it has totally backfired
because the ones that have been shown to be the greatest
hypocrites of all time are the Australian Labor Party.
They will not even allow their branch members — their
grassroots members — to debate important issues at
their conference. I do not think there could be a more
important issue than inequity in superannuation for
women, and the fact that they do not want to debate that
is to their shame. As I have said the Liberal Party and
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the National Party are very clearly on the record that we
do not support the privatisation of the ABC.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (10:41) — I note the
member for Murray Plains and his contribution, but let
me remind the house who said this:
The ABC is not a national broadcaster. The ABC is a national
disgrace and a criminal waste of taxpayers hard-earned
money. PRIVATISE the bloody thing!

Who said that? A member for northern Victoria in the
other place, Mr Bernie Finn. That is what he had to say
about the ABC — that is pretty clear. That is pretty
unequivocal.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, if the
member wants to make stuff up, maybe she should not
make up the electorate the member represents.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — There is no point of
order.
Ms THOMAS — For the record, it was Mr Bernie
Finn on 18 June on his Twitter account — that was
what he had to say about the ABC, despite what the
member for Murray Plains might have said to us this
morning.
I want to take you back to the Liberal Party federal
conference and the words of Mr Mitchell Collier, the
vice-president of the Young Liberals. This is what he
had to say, and I thought it relevant given some people
have been talking a little bit about or referencing
Bananas in Pyjamas and so on here today. The
vice-president of the Young Liberals had this to say,
and I quote:
… I must confess as a young boy growing up in the southern
suburbs of Brisbane, some of my favourite programs were on
the ABC — Bananas in Pyjamas, Rugrats, The Ferals. Not
so much Play School — I always thought that program was
rubbish —

showing of course he has no discernment or
appreciation indeed of early childhood education. He
goes on to say:
But blind sentimentality is no justification for preserving the
status quo.
Mr Collier also told the meeting that a media mogul was an
obvious candidate to buy the ABC …

There we have it — the cat is out of the bag. They have
already got it planned. It is going to be sold off to
Rupert Murdoch. This is what was discussed at the
federal conference of the Liberal Party. Let me tell you
this: the federal president of the Liberal Party, Nick
Greiner, gave every delegate on the floor of the
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conference, including some of those who might sit
opposite, the opportunity to speak up and oppose the
motion to privatise the ABC.
Where was their courage then? We have heard from the
member for Murray Plains, but I ask him, what were he
and his Liberal Party colleagues doing on that day at the
conference when they had the opportunity to stand up,
speak out and oppose the privatisation of the ABC?
They did none of that.
The member for Ripon has just entered the chamber —
a well-known acolyte of the Institute of Public Affairs,
which is firmly of the view that the ABC should be
sold off and privatised. I look forward to her
contribution on this very important motion before the
house. I look forward to her getting right behind the
member for Murray Plains, standing up and saying
that, no, she supports our national broadcaster. She
supports it staying in public hands. I look forward to
that contribution.
Those on the other side talk about the ABC and suggest
that in some way or another it is unbalanced in its
reporting. Let me say this — it seems I cannot turn on
the radio or my TV without having to hear from either
the member for Kew, Amanda Vanstone or Gerard
Henderson. These are some of the voices that get ample
hearing on ABC, but I will tell you a voice you will not
hear — you will not hear the Leader of the Opposition.
He will not go on Rafael Epstein’s program. He is too
frightened to appear on the second most popular
afternoon segment on radio. He will not put himself up
to scrutiny by Raf Epstein. The question is, of course,
what does he have to hide? We know what he has to
hide and what those on the other side of this chamber
have to hide. There is too much for me to detail today.
But we know that those on the other side have got the
member for Murray Plains up today to say he supports
the ABC. Well, that is not what his coalition partners
have said at their federal conference.
The ABC is vitally important to the cultural life of our
community and our society. We look to the ABC to tell
the stories of our communities and of our nation. I think
about the programs that I have enjoyed over many
years and more recently. I look at those programs
particularly through the lens of being a person who
grew up in the country and represents a country
constituency. I think of Back Roads. What a fantastic
program that is. I think of Countrywide, Landline and
Australian Story. These are magnificent programs that
tell the stories of ordinary people from all backgrounds
across this great nation of ours, and those on the other
side want to sell this great institution to Rupert
Murdoch. It could not be any clearer what their real
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intention is, despite what the member for Murray Plains
might have said. We will let the people of Victoria and
those across our great nation know that the Liberal
Party is hell-bent on privatising the ABC. Why else
would they have cut $83 million from the ABC’s
budget if they were not intent on privatising our
fantastic national broadcaster?
The member for Bendigo East in her contribution made
many very, very important and significant points about
the role that the ABC plays as our emergency
broadcaster. This is absolutely vital for the people of
Victoria. Of course, living as we do in one of the top
three bushfire-prone areas in the entire world, it is
vitally important that our national broadcaster be
properly funded in order to play its significant
emergency role. This is absolutely —
Mr Edbrooke — As recommended in the royal
commission.
Ms THOMAS — As the member for Frankston
notes, it was a recommendation of the royal
commission. What a great job the ABC does.
Whenever I am out and about in my community,
talking to people about fire preparedness, I say, ‘Make
sure that you are always tuned to the ABC. It is the one
certainty in the circumstances of a bushfire. The one
certainty is that you will get the information that you
need from the ABC to keep you and your family safe’.
The ABC is an extremely important cultural institution,
and it provides vital information to our communities,
particularly in times of disaster.
I talked a little about the programs that tell the real-life
stories of Victorians and of Australians, but what about
the drama? The ABC nurtures the creative talents of all
Australians and is home to so many fabulous dramas,
including the acclaimed Mystery Road. Of course who
will ever forget SeaChange? What an amazing and
beautiful show that was. There is also The Doctor Blake
Mysteries of course. But I am thinking also about the
comedies that have been given life and support through
the ABC. I am thinking of those Working Dog
productions, like Frontline and Utopia. If it were not
for the ABC, would Kath & Kim have ever seen the
light of day? And if that had not happened, how much
poorer would we all have been if we had not been
introduced to the comedy gold that is Kath & Kim?
The ABC continues to perform a vital role, supporting
us in emergencies, supporting our cultural life and
telling the stories of the diversity of our nation. It
deserves our unreserved support. It deserves to be
funded properly. There is one thing that you can be sure
of: only the Labor Party at a state and federal level
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unreservedly supports the independence of the ABC and
the maintenance of the ABC as a national broadcaster
across all of its platforms — TV, radio and online.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (10:51) — Yesterday the
head of the ABC, Michelle Guthrie, said, ‘We’re not
your punching bag’. It has been interesting sitting in
here today and listening to the argy-bargy between the
political parties, the denigration of each of them and the
fights between them. But what really matters here today
is the future of the ABC. There is nothing more
important to the communication availability in regional
Australia than the ABC.
Should we be worried? I think we should be worried. I
am very worried about the future of the ABC, not only
because someone like Michelle Guthrie gets up and
points out that the ABC is currently the butt of an
insidious campaign to try and change it and perhaps sell
it off but also because, on the other hand, we see
columnists like Andrew Bolt saying it absolutely
should be sold off and that Malcolm Turnbull and Scott
Morrison are effectively gutless for not following the
line taken at the Liberal Party conference.
Now, those sorts of things really worry me. I would like
to say that part of the reason that I am worried about
what might happen to the ABC is that very fresh in my
memory, as a member of the Shepparton community, is
what happened to Radio Australia. It is gone. Radio
Australia, an icon of broadcasting across this huge,
silent country that we live in, has gone. Many people
who live in remote areas do not get AM, they do not get
FM and they do not get mobile phone coverage, so for
them to have had access to Radio Australia, which was
a shortwave process that existed and indeed could be
picked up throughout the whole of Asia, in America
and in countries across the world, was an incredibly
valuable service to people in remote communities and
in other countries. It was a service that actually relayed
so much of the programming that Radio National did.
You could listen to really high quality programs
anywhere across Australia and anywhere into the
Pacific. They have all gone.
If you go to Shepparton and look at the Radio National
site there now, it is just locked up and shut up. The
weeds are growing around the gate. It is a sad old site.
That was a major part of service that the ABC used to
provide. That is gone, and it has gone for regional
people. When that was happening, Senator Bridget
McKenzie in the Senate railed against it. She stood up
for Victoria — she is the only National Party senator
for Victoria — and she stood up and railed against it.
Fat lot of good that did. It has gone.
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So I grieve for the future of the ABC and what it might
mean. The ABC was set up in 1932, and it was set up in
response to the fact that communication across
Australia was so hard to achieve. For those of us who
live in country areas, the first thing we do in the
morning is turn on ABC radio. That is because of its
availability. For so many people it is the only station
that they can get. They get to listen to the local news,
the national news and the international news. They get
access to programs like AM and PM. They actually
have a right to be informed by being able to listen to
those shows. The cuts to shows like The World Today
and PM — both cut in half timewise — may not
register for many of you, but for people in country areas
they were the shows that brought the world to us. They
have now been cut short and they have not been
replaced by things that matter in the same way.
The fact that even if the ABC were cut there might still
be some services to regional areas gives me very little
comfort. That just means that some of the small ABC
radio stations around the country might still be able to
produce their local programs, but what will happen to
all those major documentary programs and current
affairs programs that will be gone? That will be just
such a disaster for people in regional areas because they
are the programs that they can access and do access.
The president of the Northern Territory Cattlemens
Association bemoaned the fact that the shortwave radio
system would go from Radio Australia. He talked very
passionately about the fact that on the property he lives
on in the Northern Territory there is no FM or AM
radio and no access to mobile phones. So where do
people like him get their news? What is to happen to
people like him when they no longer have access to the
local, national and worldwide coverage that they have
been getting?
I also think the loss of Radio Australia across the
Pacific has been a major one. If we look at what is
happening in the Pacific and across Asia in terms of the
Chinese influence — it has been talked about every
single day in our papers — we have allowed a single
voice of the Western world and of democracy to be shut
down and no longer heard in any of those countries. In
many of those countries while the internet may be
available it is expensive. It is hard for people to access
and they are no longer getting the opportunity to hear
that broad range of information that they were getting
access to across shortwave radio.
I think it is not hard to extrapolate. If the ABC has
chosen to close down the Radio Australia shortwave
transmission completely, then what is next? And who
is standing up for regional communities when it comes
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to dealing with issues like that? As I said, Bridget
McKenzie stood up but it did not do us any good. We
still lost that iconic Radio Australia transmission that
was set up in Shepparton. It was set up in the 1940s,
during the war. It was set up because of the flat terrain
and the fact that shortwave would be able to be picked
up much more broadly, and it was built bombproof
because, as you may recall, Darwin was being
bombed then.
It was a major piece of infrastructure built in Shepparton
and, as I have said, it is now just locked up — the weeds
are growing and it is forgotten. But it is not forgotten in
regional areas where people no longer get access to the
sort of programming that they used to and where the
country is now falling silent for them again. It was a
silent country when we started. The ABC has been the
voice across the whole of Australia for so many people
to access. For that to present itself as a real risk to our
community in regional Australia is devastating. I do not
see this as just something that is fairly trivial; I see it as a
major, major issue.
There is a depth to the ABC that comes in regional
Australia. We have competitions for young people like
the Heywire competition. Kids get to write their stories.
They get to visit Canberra. These things would not
happen if it were not for the ABC. Access to ABC
television also has been an amazing advent across
Australia.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time has
come for me to interrupt business under sessional
orders for questions without notice and ministers
statements.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Electoral reform
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:01) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, I refer to your
so-called electoral reform plan to give millions of
additional dollars in public funds to political parties and
MPs, particularly the pre-election forward payment of
administrative funding to all parties and Independent
members of Parliament. Is it not a fact that under your
plan from 1 July thousands of dollars in administrative
expenditure funding will be paid by the taxpayer
directly to the former Labor, now Independent, MP, the
rorting member for Melton?
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The SPEAKER — Order! I just remind the Leader
of the Opposition that a previous Speaker — I think it
was Speaker Fyffe — ruled that the use of adjectives
when referring to members is not in order. I would
warn him not to do that again.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:02) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. I do not
believe his assessment is accurate. What I would say,
though —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, what is accurate and
beyond doubt are the following words, directly relevant
to the question I was asked:
Politicians use the word ‘reform’ in many ways. The word
‘reform’ is often used in a way that does not actually mean
reform. Sometimes the —

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — You don’t like this, do you?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The member for Mordialloc and the member
for Warrandyte are both warned.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, it is a
straightforward question: does the Premier’s plan
involve gifting the member for Melton tens of thousands
of dollars? Does it involve it, and if it does not involve
it, maybe he should go and read his own bill.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General! I
do not uphold the point of order. The Premier has only
been answering that question for half a minute.
Mr ANDREWS — As I said, Speaker, I have
directly answered the question, and now I am speaking
in the context of the question as asked about the
Electoral Legislation Amendment Bill 2018. As I
was saying:
Sometimes the word ‘reform’ is used to just talk about a new
policy initiative or a new policy direction.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:04) — Order! The Premier will
resume his seat. The members for Mordialloc and
Warrandyte will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour. I will not have members shouting across the
chamber during question time. Members should
consider themselves warned if they continue to shout
across the chamber.
Honourable members for Mordialloc and
Warrandyte withdrew from chamber.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on a point
of relevance, so the Premier is not misleading the
chamber, I ask that you request he read the full quote of
the member for Warrandyte. We have seen from the
Premier’s own social media that the government has
been taking only parts of people’s quotes and not
reading the whole quote. So to ensure that the Premier
is not misleading this house or indeed lying, I ask that
you request he read the full quote.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:05) — Order! The Leader of
the Opposition will come to order! The member for
Kew and the Minister for Police will leave the chamber
for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Kew and Minister for
Police withdrew from chamber.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will not have members
shouting across the chamber. That is not a point of
order.
Mr ANDREWS — I do so thank the Leader of the
Opposition for that little rant. Under a bit of pressure,
are we, having fully changed your position? Well, let
me read it to you again:
I will give the government this: this particular bill is true
reform.

True reform, which you supported when it suited you,
and I have answered your pathetic question.
Honourable members interjecting.

And here is the kicker:
I will give the government this: this particular bill is true
reform.

Who might have said that? The bloke who was
supporting this up until yesterday —

The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of The
Nationals!
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is quoting from a document. Since he has
refused to read the quote in full, I ask you to require
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him to make the document he is quoting from available
to the house.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Was the Premier quoting
or referring to notes?
Mr Andrews — I am happy to make it available.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier is making
that document available to the house. The Premier has
concluded his answer.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:07) —
Premier, why at a time when Victorians are struggling
to pay the highest power bills in the state’s history are
you about to gift almost $16 000 directly to the rorting
member, the member for Melton?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:07) — The
assertions that the Leader of the Opposition makes are
not accurate, but he asks me about —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, they are not accurate. As
is so often, almost everything the Leader of the
Opposition says is inaccurate. But on the issue of
reform to political donations in this state, there is a
group who were very supportive of it, including by
describing it as ‘true reform’. Their position has
changed, and it can only be for that group,
self-identified —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, noting the
Hansard the Premier is referring to, I ask you to bring
him back on relevance. The quote he is referring to
ends with the remarks that ‘time will tell’ whether this
bill hits the mark. I ask you to stop the Premier
misleading this house and bring him back to answering
the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order.
Mr ANDREWS — Time will tell, Leader of the
Opposition, time will tell. Whether it hits the mark, it is
still true reform, according to the member for
Warrandyte, so that is not an issue, apparently. True
reform was supported by those opposite. Now their
position has changed, and they can —
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Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, the
question was very clear: with Victorians struggling to
pay the highest power prices ever, why is the Premier
gifting $16 000 to the rorting member for Melton? I ask
you to bring him back to answering that question. He
can rant and rave all he likes, but he needs to answer the
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! Asking the Premier why
something has happened is a broad question.
Mr ANDREWS — Speaker, as I was saying, I
answered the question very directly in the first few
seconds of my answer. In broader terms, those opposite
can explain why they want to keep big money in
politics — keep corporate donations and brown paper
bags in politics.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask those at the table to
set an example for the rest of the house.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:10) — Order! The Leader of
the Opposition and the Premier!
I welcome to the chamber a former member for
Macedon, Jo Duncan.

Ministers statements: Fishermans Bend schools
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) (11:10) —
I rise to update the house on the delivery of the new
Fishermans Bend Secondary School. Last month the
Premier and the member for Albert Park announced the
site of the new Fishermans Bend Secondary School in
Graham Street, Port Melbourne, giving inner-city
families certainty that they will have access to a great
local school close to home. The Victorian School
Building Authority will soon appoint an architect, and
then consultation will commence in earnest with local
schools, the local council and the community on the
vision and the design of the new school.
As this house is well aware, in addition to the new
secondary school the Andrews Labor government this
year opened the first primary school in Fishermans
Bend, South Melbourne Primary School. This vertical
school has world-class learning facilities, and our
investment in the park diagonally opposite the school is
critically important for the school and the local
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community. This land previously cost about $6 million
to $7 million, and then overnight it was rezoned and
suddenly the cost of the land for this much-needed park
shot up to $19 million. The same person who handed
over the city to cowboy developers is now opposing
donation reform because he wants those brown paper
bags to keep coming.
We are not resting on our laurels after delivering the
first vertical school in the state and moving ahead with
the secondary school in Fishermans Bend. We know
we need another three primary schools, and we are
planning for that through the Fishermans Bend
framework because we are focused on delivering new
schools for families while the Leader of the Opposition
is focused on delivering favours for dodgy developers.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern!

Electoral reform
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:12) — My
question is again to the Premier, and I am referring to
the Premier’s so-called electoral reform plan — new
section 207G(4), for the Premier’s reference — which
will give millions of dollars of public funds to political
parties and MPs, including the pre-election payment of
administrative funding to all parties based on how many
MPs are members of each political party. Premier, isn’t
it a fact that under your plan on 1 July you plan to gift
the Australian Labor Party (ALP) thousands of
additional dollars courtesy of the taxpayer because the
rorting member for Tarneit — my apologies, the
member for Tarneit — and upper house MP Khalil
Eideh both remain as members of your caucus?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:13) — I do
genuinely thank the Leader of the Opposition for his
question, and yet such a terrible set of arrangements
were described as ‘true reform’. It is such a shame that
the shadow minister is not here.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, in
relation to standing order 118, on imputations, the
Premier is making —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! It is difficult to hear the
point of order being made when members are shouting
across the chamber at each other.
Mr Clark — The Premier is making an imputation
against the member for Warrandyte by misrepresenting
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what the member for Warrandyte has said. I have now
received a copy of the document from which the
Premier is quoting, and he deliberately omitted the
concluding words used by the member for Warrandyte,
so I submit that by that deliberate misrepresentation the
Premier is impugning the member for Warrandyte. I
ask you to instruct him to desist and be honest in what
he says to this house.
Mr ANDREWS — On the point of order, Speaker,
Hansard is very clear for all to examine. I was listening
to the speech at the time and heard the shadow minister
make exactly the comment that I have read out. He
described it as real reform. He supported it at the time,
and then he either got rolled by his party room or he is
suddenly confident, having had apparently some type of
a victory in court in relation to the Cormack
Foundation, that he can change his position and
suddenly be a critic of that which he said is real reform.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The point raised by the member for Box Hill
is one that may be made in debate, but it is not a point
of order.
Mr ANDREWS — As I said, there are some who
described this as real reform worthy of support. They
are people who do not often give out a lot of credit to
the government, but they were drawn
uncharacteristically to single out the government as a
government of real reform. The member for
Warrandyte does many things; loosely throwing around
compliments to the government is not one of them. The
Leader of the Opposition can explain to the community
why he thinks big donations from big corporate
interests are a good thing, because that is what he stands
for. In fact that is what he has always insisted upon. He
can explain to the community why he has had such a
change of heart.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:16) — Order! I ask the member
for Footscray and the member for Hastings to leave the
chamber for the period of 1 hour. I again ask members
to stop shouting across the chamber.
Honourable members for Footscray and Hastings
withdrew from chamber.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, I asked a
question in relation to new section 207G(4) of the
Premier’s own legislation. The Premier has not once
addressed that point. It is his own bill; it is his
legislation. I ask the Premier to come back to answering
the question.
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The SPEAKER — The Premier has concluded his
answer.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General is
warned.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:16) —
Premier, with Khalil Eideh under IBAC investigation
for rorting and noting rorting perpetrated by other
members including the member for Tarneit, will you
now refuse to accept any taxpayer funds for the benefit
of the ALP derived from you keeping these members in
your caucus?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:17) — As the Leader
of the Opposition should well know, given that he has
completely changed his position on this bill, it has not
yet passed the other place. What is more — and I
apologise to the Leader of the Opposition — I just
cannot get past the fact that his shadow minister called
this real reform and now apparently it is something to
be criticised. ‘We do not oppose’ — that is what the
words were, and the bill passed this chamber on the
voices. You did not stand up to take it —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, ‘Not
oppose at this particular stage, and time will tell if it
actually delivers what it purports to’ is a very different
quote to what the Premier is trying to lie and make out
in this chamber. Bring him back to answering this
question and to stop lying.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn members to stop
shouting across the chamber. The Premier on the point
of order.
Mr ANDREWS — Directly on the point of order,
Speaker, the quote that the Leader of the Opposition is
relying upon to try and fix the mess made by his
shadow minister assumes the passage of the bill and
how the bill will operate in the fullness of time. The
quote does not help the Leader of the Opposition’s
argument; it simply confirms it. It simply confirms
what I am saying. You wanted it to pass, you assumed
it would pass, you have changed your mind and now
you are being a critic of it. You are all over the shop.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. I do ask the Premier to come back to
answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — We are determined to make
sure that big corporate donations are no longer a feature
of Victorian politics. Those opposite cannot say that.
They are addicted to that sort of money, and they will
remain that way because they are not people of
principle, they are not people of probity. Their motives,
their record and their intentions are clear for all
Victorians to see.

Ministers statements: commercial passenger
vehicle industry
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(11:19) — I am very pleased to update the house on the
progress of some further reforms that have previously
passed this Parliament and how they are making a
difference in supporting improved public transport
choices in Victoria. I am talking of course about the
reforms to the commercial passenger vehicle industry.
Since they passed through this Parliament we are seeing
more cars out on the road and more drivers registering
to become drivers of these vehicles. That of course
means for many more people there are more choices.
Whether you are getting home late at night, whether
you are in the outer suburbs wanting to make a medical
appointment or in country areas, there are now more
choices for people as a result of these important reforms
and particularly more choices for people who rely on
wheelchair-accessible taxis.
I am pleased to advise the house that since the
legislation came into effect in October of last year an
additional 210 wheelchair-accessible taxi licences have
been taken up by the industry, a 33 per cent increase.
Of course all of us know people who rely on the
wheelchair-accessible taxi services, and this has been a
significant and important increase in their opportunity
to get out and participate in our community and society.
As part of these reforms there was a significant and
generous financial assistance package provided to the
industry as well — the most generous in the country. I
do note, like some other reforms we have been talking
about today, that was also opposed by those opposite.
These important reforms have been putting more cars
on the road and providing choices such as
wheelchair-accessible vehicles. You do wonder that the
very people who have done a deal with people who
have opposed our reforms are now happy to take
money from these people in the form of a fundraiser.
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Not only did they oppose assistance to the industry but
they are now happy to take money because they have
done a little side deal. So whether it is reforms to the
taxi industry or electoral donation reforms, they are
determined —
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money from the taxpayer. She said your rorting was an
artifice — it was wrong. Having been caught out
rorting the taxpayer to fund your last campaign, is it not
a fact, Premier, that you and your government are now
trying to use legislation to help yourself to even more
public funds for the coming election in November?

The SPEAKER — Order!

Electoral reform
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:21) — My
question is to the Premier. After being forced to repay
$388 000 that you and your party rorted from the
taxpayer for Labor’s 2014 election red shirts scam, is it
not a fact you are now attempting to pass legislation
that will give the ALP almost $1 million before
November’s election, more than double the amount you
rorted and were forced to repay?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:22) — The answer
to the question is no. Beyond that, though, I find it very
interesting. I know hypotheticals are not in order, but
grant me a small indulgence, Speaker. In the event that
this bill passes the other place, is it the position of the
Leader of the Opposition that the Victorian division of
the Liberal Party would not accept any public funding?
Is that your position? So addicted to big corporate
money they will do anything — anything — to try and
defeat this bill, but in the event that it did pass, would
they not accept that funding? So appalling are these
arrangements that only a few weeks ago were
real reform —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, again on
relevance, I have asked the Premier a very clear
question: is he trying to pass legislation that will gift his
party a million dollars just before an election?

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:24) — As we have
indicated I think in earlier answers and in the debate
where the bill passed this house on the voices, having
been described as ‘real reform’ —
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — Real reform. You are just
absolutely at sea. You cannot keep a position on
anything for more than 5 minutes. We are
determined to get the big corporate money that this
fellow is addicted to out of politics in Victoria.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! With the assistance of
the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
issue of relevance. The question from the Leader of the
Opposition was very clear about the Premier and the
Labor Party having been caught out rorting the system
before the last election and —
Mr Merlino — Wrong.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members on my left!

The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier did answer
the question, but he should come back to answering the
question or conclude his answer.
Mr ANDREWS — Thank you, Speaker, for your
indulgence prior to the point of order. Of course,
Speaker, I have answered the question very directly.
There are others who perhaps have questions to answer,
and I will leave it to them. Whether it is on behalf of
their state director or not, they can answer: will you be
taking the money if the bill happens to pass the
Parliament, or is what was real reform one day now the
worst thing going around? All over the shop. That is
where you are — all over the shop.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:24) —
Premier, you were caught by the Ombudsman stealing

Mr WALSH — as to whether the government is
now going to use legislation to help itself to even more
public funds before this upcoming election. I ask you to
bring the Premier back to actually answering that
question. He can rant and rave to defend the
indefensible as much as he likes, but he needs to answer
the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The Premier to come back to answering the
question.
Mr ANDREWS — The government is determined
to put in place the toughest donation limits in our nation
and getting big corporate money out of Victorian
politics. What a surprise that this white shoe brigade
over there would want to keep that vein of funding, that
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river of corporate money that they are absolutely
addicted to intact. No surprises.

Ministers statements: extractive resources
strategy
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) (11:27) — It gives me
great pleasure to talk about the launch of our extractives
strategy at the Arden precinct last week. This
government knows that we need a stable and affordable
supply of rock, gravel and sand so that we can keep
building the vital infrastructure and the housing projects
that the state needs. It is emblematic of this
government: we plan ahead and we get things done.
Melbourne is growing and we are planning for the raw
material supply, we are planning for the roads and the
rail projects and of course we are planning for new
schools and hospitals.
Now just to be clear: our policy is an extractive
industries policy, not an extraction of funds from
industry policy. Whilst the only things that some have
planned are donations from developers and dodgy
dinners at the Lobster Cave, the Arden precinct will be
a great example of urban renewal planning done
properly and with integrity. It will be everything that
Fishermans Bend should have been before the shady
Leader of the Opposition got his sinister plans
underway.
Melbourne’s demand for extractive resources is
expected to double by 2050. It is crucial that we plan to
ensure access to these resources is not compromised.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer will
resume his seat. The Leader of The Nationals on a point
of order.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, you
have made it very clear about imputations. From our
side of politics I would ask that you actually uphold the
same standard from that side of politics, please.
The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order. The Treasurer knows better than to make
imputations while referring to other members.
Ms Ryall — On a point of order, Speaker, I think
the Treasurer should table what he is saying at the
moment. He is clearly reading from a written possible
parliamentary question, and I would expect that he
might table it and just save us all the misery.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. I do ask the member for Ringwood to maybe
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raise those issues as points of order instead of
shouting them across the chamber as she had been
doing previously.
Mr PALLAS — This government understands that
when we are about the business of ensuring that
industry has a very clear appreciation of extractive
policies it helps move sand, gravel and rock rather than
brown paper bags. It is our intention to make sure that
integrity underpins everything we do. When it comes to
vision and courage, they are in low supply from those
opposite. They are small-minded and reactionary, with
a leader who always has his hand out, whether it is
Ventnor, Madafferi or Fishermans Bend.

Energy supply
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (11:30) — My
question is for the Premier. Premier, on 5 June, World
Environment Day, the member for Northcote asked you
about your government’s recent extensions to coal
licences here in Victoria. You told this Parliament that,
and I quote from Hansard:
There is no extension in relation to electricity generation and
the mining that underpins it. That is a fact.

However, I have here the licence renewal documents
uploaded to the GeoVic website yesterday and signed
by the Minister for Resources. They clearly show that
Yallourn’s licence for mining coal has been extended
for six years to 2032, and Loy Yang’s for 11 years to
2048. The licences then allow more years for
rehabilitation of those mines. Premier, why did you state
that there was ‘no extension to electricity generation and
mining’ when that is simply not the truth?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:31) — I thank the
member for Melbourne for her question. The question
that was asked those weeks ago related to decisions
that the government had made to provide certainty to
the industry in relation to notice periods and certainty
to all customers — industrial customers, household
customers — and indeed to every single Victorian. In
exchange for those electricity generators having some
security in relation to supply there was an alignment
between generation time lines and extraction time lines
and then commitments about the giving of notice if
those circumstances were to change. We make no
apology for having put those arrangements in place.
They have been described in accurate terms: they are
all about making sure that we do not have someone
operating in the market withdraw from the market
without giving what we believe is fair and
reasonable notice.
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As an obvious point, though, one cannot generate
electricity if you do not have an extraction licence, so
the alignment of generation time lines with the
extraction entitlements is perfectly appropriate. As is,
and I am sure that the honourable member and I would
agree — perhaps all of us would agree — the
rehabilitation of these sites when they come to the end
of their useful life is critically important. There has
been an inadequacy of provision for that rehabilitation
in the past. We are putting an end to that. There has also
been uncertainty about the alignment between rights
and entitlements and time lines to generate and rights
and entitlements and time lines to extract the coal that is
directly relevant to the generation of that power. It is a
sensible change to align those, as is a confirmation of
the obligations of those operators to rehabilitate sites
fully — we make no apology for that.
As well as those three elements, there is the notion of
better notice periods in the event that any of those
generators cease operations earlier than they have
already forecast as part of their own private commercial
business planning. That is exactly what has been
detailed by the Minister for Resources and by me in this
place previously and again today.
Supplementary question
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (11:33) — The
Premier seems to be avoiding the crux of the question,
which is that he said that there was no extension to
mining licences, when the licences that I have in my
hand beg to differ. Premier, given what we know about
the seriousness of climate change, do you believe that it
is responsible for a government to allow brown coal to
continue to be burnt for another 30 years in this state,
and will you now apologise to the member for
Northcote for calling her wrong when in fact you were
the one who was wrong on this occasion?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:34) — I do very
much thank the member for Melbourne for her
question. I wish that I lived in that world, where
apparently you can just generate electricity with —
well, I do not know how. You could literally click your
fingers and that would be it.
I was at Stockyard Hill the other day —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of The
Nationals!
Mr ANDREWS — If my memory serves me
correctly, there will be 149 towers, providing
530 megawatts — the biggest wind farm in the
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Southern Hemisphere. I do not remember seeing the
member for Melbourne there. I do not think the
member for Melbourne was there. That project would
have obscured someone’s beach house view probably,
and that would have been the end of that project.
Ms Sandell — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the question was: will the Premier apologise
to the member for Northcote for calling her wrong
when in fact he was wrong? I ask you to ask him to
actually answer the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I think the supplementary
question actually contained a couple of questions as part
of the member’s question, and I think the Premier is
responding to the question that was asked.
Mr ANDREWS — Thank you, Speaker. I was
directly responding to the question as asked. We have
put in place arrangements that are about certainty for
businesses, households, those who generate electricity
and those who will have obligations when that
generation stops, and we make no apology for that.

Ministers statements: freight industry plan
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) (11:35) — I rise to update the house on how the
Labor government is balancing the needs of the freight
industry and those many Victorians who will call
Fishermans Bend their home in the future. There is no
better friend to the freight industry than this
government. It has been a pleasure over the last nine
months, working with the Minister for Public
Transport, to sit around with key representatives of the
freight industry and work towards our new freight
industry plan. The freight industry is critical to the
ongoing competitiveness of our industrial sector, and
we must make sure that the freight network is very
much fit for purpose.
We know that the freight volumes are increasing
massively, from about 360 million tonnes in 2014 to
around 960 million tonnes in 2051. We are working to
protect those freight routes at Fishermans Bend and
Lorimer Street for those heavy vehicles that are not able
to utilise the Bolte Bridge, and obviously we are
identifying future road and rail corridors to Webb Dock.
We have got the department doing this work properly,
and we know you have to do it properly because the last
dill who did this work forgot trams, forgot trains, forgot
freight routes, forgot schools and forgot parks. There
was not much the last dill remembered to actually
undertake when planning this area.
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Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, you have
previously asked ministers to avoid referring to other
members in derogatory terms, and I ask you to ask the
minister to comply with your ruling.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has
identified a member of this place; I warn the minister
not to refer to other members.
Mr DONNELLAN — We have got our department
working with us closely to ensure that we actually plan
this area properly. We know we need to do this work
properly. We do not want to do the old
meals-with-deals along the way. We are not
Sir Lunchalot impersonators. We do not have meals
and do deals at Rutherglen House or a Melbourne
waterfront venue or the Lobster Cave — we do not
suck on Fergasms. That is why this meals-with-deals
activity has to —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, you have
previously cautioned ministers not to proceed to debate
matters. The minister is again proceeding to debate
matters rather than make a ministers statement. I ask
you to bring him back to compliance with sessional
orders.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has been
making a statement, but he has started to stray. I ask the
minister to come back to making a statement in his
remaining time.
Mr DONNELLAN — But we will not stray. We
will do the work that needs to be done. We know that
the work needs to be done to actually get the outcomes
which the community requires.

Solar energy
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (11:38) — My
question is to the Minister for Planning. Solar
developments proposed on high-value agricultural land
are causing angst amongst many communities in the
Goulburn Valley, Sunraysia and central Victoria. The
loss of large amounts of high-value irrigated land could
have significant impacts on a number of local
communities unless clear guidelines are put in place.
Minister, why have you failed to put in place any state
planning guidelines to regulate the placement of solar
developments in areas of high-value agricultural land,
and why are you allowing current applications to
proceed with no strategic state guidelines as to where
they can go and what land is used?
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) (11:39) — I
thank the Leader of the National Party for his question.
It is an important question because we have got a very
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ambitious target for renewable energy in this state —
20 per cent by 2020 and of course 40 per cent by 2025.
This is a very significant target, and of course, as the
Premier has already indicated, the excellent
announcement at Stockyard Hill goes some way to
achieving that target.
Can I say in relation to the solar farm issue, the member
for Shepparton raised this matter with me some months
ago and indeed the local council in Shepparton, the City
of Greater Shepparton, in fact requested me to intervene
in relation to a number of solar farm applications in the
region. I put that matter before an advisory committee
to seek the appropriate guidance from that advisory
committee in relation to not just solar farm applications
in Shepparton but indeed the whole question of the
application of solar farm permits going forward. The
issue around agricultural land is obviously very
important to this, particularly land that is irrigated land,
but so are the potential impacts of offsets from
solar farms.
So the answer to the question of the Leader of the
National Party is that we are doing exactly what we
ought to do — take expert advice in relation to not
only these applications but putting in place appropriate
controls for future applications going forward —
because the goals that we have are ambitious goals,
but we see both solar and wind being part of the
answer to renewables.
Supplementary question
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (11:41) — On a
supplementary, the farming communities of Tatura,
Lemnos, Congupna and Tallygaroopna have already
lost 462 hectares of irrigated land due to your allowing
them to be a test case under a planning process without
any clear state guidelines — 462 hectares already gone.
Minister, will you now act urgently so that the
communities of Tatura, Lemnos, Congupna and
Tallygaroopna will not be unfairly treated by the
current planning process simply because they are the
first ones neighbouring a solar development project and
because you failed to put any planning guidelines in
place to assess applications of this sort? They are your
test case and they are being disadvantaged because
there are no strategic state planning guidelines.
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) (11:42) — I
thank the Leader of the National Party for his question.
You are a bit late to the game here. The member for
Shepparton raised this matter with me some months
ago, and in relation —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister not to
respond to interjections.
Mr WYNNE — I can tell the Leader of the National
Party that the way to deal with this is you actually go
through an expert panel process and you ensure that
you have in place the appropriate planning —
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, the solar
developments lawyer up at this process and the farmers
are at a major disadvantage because they cannot afford
the lawyers that the developers can afford, and that is
because there is no strategic direction for them to
appeal against. The minister is hanging these farmers
out to dry by the process he has set up.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General!
The Minister for Planning has the call.
Mr WYNNE — We will continue with what is the
appropriate planning process to ensure that we put in
place the appropriate framework and guidelines for
solar farms going forward, using the expert advice of
this advisory panel process, and I thank the member for
Shepparton for raising this matter with me and indeed
the council for allowing the government to deal with
these applications.

Ministers statements: Telstra
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (11:44) — I rise to update the house on
my conversations with Telstra this morning following
their very difficult announcement earlier this morning
about the 8000 job losses. I think I speak on behalf of all
members in the house today, following the devastating
news that Telstra has announced today to the stock
market and more broadly the Australian community. I
know all local members in this chamber have great
relationships with Telstra, particularly with their Telstra
Country Wide program, and we deal with Telstra
regularly as members of Parliament. Indeed we follow
up a lot of constituent issues with Telstra as well.
But I did speak with Telstra group executives today
and offered all the support that the Andrews
government can offer, from our Jobs Victoria program
to our investments in TAFE and indeed to our social
procurement program, and I was pleased to hear that
Telstra will not be touching any of its corporate social
responsibility. But we do stand ready to support
these staff.
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There are four elements to the program that Telstra
took me through today. First and foremost, obviously
there will be the structure in the job losses — 8000 —
but essentially too they are recruiting another 1500,
and we want to work closely with them on that
program of recruitment and indeed with their
retrenched workers through our Jobs Victoria program
and our magnificent investments in TAFE. So we are
working very hard on that.
They are also, though, reducing their offer of
1800 plans for their consumers down to only 20.
Obviously, with other ministers, including the Minister
for Housing, Disability and Ageing, we are very keen to
make sure that the elderly and no vulnerable Victorians
are affected while Telstra transform the way they do
their business. They are setting up a new infrastructure
company called InfraCo, and I am very keen to work
with them more closely on that.
The final element of their program is in relation to the
costs out, and I have tentatively made another
appointment with Telstra to meet with them in a couple
of weeks to drill down on what we can do in terms of
support for retrenched workers and offer every support
we can give them.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I rise in
regard to constituency question 14 325. It was a
constituency question to the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing regarding a funding cut to a
proposal in my electorate. The question simply asked,
‘What is the future of this site?’. It is a fairly simple
question, I would imagine, that the minister might be
able to answer. I find it quite disturbing that the
minister has decided not to answer questions, like many
other ministers. This question was supposed to have
been answered on 6 June, which shows that the
question is overdue. It is a $20 million cut to my
electorate. My constituents are very concerned and
want to know: what is the future of this site and, more
importantly, why is the minister refusing to tell us what
is going on down there?
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the member. Is
this the matter that the member raised yesterday as a
point of order?
Mr Watt — It is one of the issues that I raised
yesterday, yes.
The SPEAKER — I can inform the member that I
have written to the minister in relation to the matter he
raised yesterday. Is there a further point of order?
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Mr Watt — Yes, I do have a further point of order,
on an adjournment matter that I raised. It is 14 337.
That was due on 8 June. It was an issue about the
Burwood police station for the Minister for Police. I
note the most recent crime stats that show crime in
Burwood has actually gone up by 18 per cent since she
closed my police station. I think it is a very important
issue. I have simply asked for her to provide the funds
to reopen the station. The fact that she will not even
answer the question is quite disturbing.
The SPEAKER — Order! Was this matter raised in
a point of order yesterday as well?
Mr Watt — Yes, it is a point of order that I raised
yesterday, but I did not raise yesterday —
The SPEAKER — Order! I can inform the member
that I have written to the minister, upon his point of
order yesterday, seeking her response.
Mr Watt — Thank you. I would like to say that I
did not raise yesterday the fact that theft has gone up by
53 per cent since —
The SPEAKER — Order! That is not a point of
order.

South Barwon electorate
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (11:49) — (14 577)
My constituency question is to the Minister for Health
on behalf of the Highton Bowls Club. Why has the
minister on three occasions rejected the club’s
application for shade sails under the Victorian
government Community Shade Grants program? The
club applied in 2015, 2016 and 2017 for grants, and you
have rejected their application three years running.
Normally the saying is ‘third time lucky’, but not for
the Highton Bowls Club. The club has three greens and
at present it has shade sails at three of the six ends of
each green. The total cost of this much-needed project
is $44 200, of which the club is prepared to fund
$15 000. The club is very conscious of the need for
these shade sails to prevent skin cancer amongst its
members. Minister, why have you rejected this
application on three occasions? Would it have anything
to do with the voting habits of the Highton booths?

Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (11:50) — (14 578) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Sport. What
opportunities may be available to assist with the
redevelopment of the existing pavilion at D. S. Aitken
Reserve, including the provision of female-friendly
amenities? For more than 50 years D. S. Aitken
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Reserve has been the heart of Craigieburn’s sporting
community, hosting the best athletes in our community
and playing a central role in bringing local residents
together. Massive population growth over this time has
seen Craigieburn transform from a country town to a
suburb with over 56 000 residents. At the same time,
the opportunities for women and girls to participate in
sport have grown massively, and it is certainly time that
amenities at sporting facilities like D. S. Aitken Reserve
are made inclusive to their needs. I thank the minister
for the work he has done in this space, and I look
forward to hearing from him.

Lowan electorate
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (11:51) — (14 579) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change. Minister, local
farmers would like to know: what is the reason for the
extensive delays in the approval of applications for
permits under the kangaroo pet food trial? One shooter
I have spoken to is engaged by 40 farmers in
south-west Victoria under the kangaroo pet food permit
program, but just two farmers have had their permits
approved. Farmers are in tears as they watch their
pastures and crops being eaten and fences destroyed as
they face an agonising wait for the kangaroo pet food
permit application to be approved. Minister, what is the
reason for these extensive delays in issuing kangaroo
pet food permits in Victoria?

Sunbury electorate
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (11:52) — (14 580) My
question is for the Minister for Sport. What is the latest
information on the application to the country football
and netball program for the creation of outdoor netball
courts at the John McMahon reserve in my electorate?
On numerous occasions I have had the opportunity to
meet with the East Sunbury Thunder, who are a
fantastic local club in my electorate, a club who are
relatively new. It has grown rapidly over the past few
years. The netball side is currently training on the car
park at this reserve. This project will provide
opportunities for training and matches to be played at
the East Sunbury Netball Club. We know that
Victorians love their sport on each and every weekend.
Both in my electorate and right across the state we
know that there are many local sporting champs out
strutting their stuff. I understand the project will include
a new netball court, lighting and a whole range of
services for the court, and I ask the minister for the
latest information on the application.
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Nepean electorate
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (11:53) — (14 581) My
question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. Minister, is it true that there are
concerns about electricity supply on the Mornington
Peninsula over summer to the extent that emergency
diesel generators will need to be installed before this
summer? At their meeting on 24 April 2018
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council decided to lease
land for five years to house diesel generators in
Dromana and Sorrento. This decision is at the request
of GreenSync Pty Ltd, which has a government
contract to maintain electricity supply to the
Mornington Peninsula as there are obviously real
concerns that the current infrastructure will not support
anticipated power loads after this coming summer
season. Noisy fossil fuel burning generators are hardly
a sustainable solution to the peninsula’s power
shortages. So repeating the question: is it true that there
are concerns about electricity supply to the Mornington
Peninsula over summer to the extent that these diesel
generators will be installed before that time?

Narre Warren South electorate
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (11:53) —
(14 582) My question is for the Minister for Education
and concerns Hillsmeade Primary School, a fabulous
local school. I ask: when will the new outdoor
amphitheatre at Hillsmeade Primary School be
complete? As part of the School Pride and Sports Fund,
Hillsmeade Primary School received $150 000 from the
Andrews Labor government in funding to complete a
brand-new outdoor amphitheatre. The school will also
be making a contribution to help realise their dream, so
very well done to Jodie Bray and team. The new space
will be used for performances, for assemblies and as a
community space. I know from visiting Hillsmeade
Primary School many times that the students are real
star performers. This project has been a priority for
Hillsmeade’s long-term planning, so I know that, like
me, the staff, the students and the parents will be very
excited to see this new space.

Morwell electorate
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (11:54) — (14 583) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Resources.
Minister, what is the latest information with regard to
quarries in the Latrobe Valley and their plans to grow
and expand? Minister, last year I requested that you
meet with Matthews Quarries, Latrobe Valley Blue
Metal, Latrobe Valley Sands and Maryvale
Sand & Trading Supplies, which you refused to do.
Support for these Latrobe Valley businesses would
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create not only much-needed jobs but ensure the supply
of material for many Victorian industries and projects.
The Construction Material Processors Association
recently stated:
… there are insufficient new, or extended quarry reserves
being made available for extraction.

They also stated that:
Disruption to the construction industry supply chain is
inevitable, unless the issue is promptly addressed by
government.

Minister, you have also said:
It’s clear that Victoria is the place to do business, whether it’s
in resources and infrastructure, in the regions or in the city.

You also said that rising major project costs were one
of the things that kept you awake at night. Minister, will
you finally intervene and assist these businesses, or are
your words simply hollow?

Essendon electorate
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (11:55) — (14 584) I
direct my constituency question to the Minister for
Families and Children in the other place, and I ask:
what is the latest information about the steps the
Andrews government is taking to address the kinder
participation rate amongst the culturally and
linguistically diverse community in the state district of
Essendon?

South-West Coast electorate
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (11:56) —
(14 585) My question is to the Minister for Emergency
Services, and I am seeking the latest information on the
plans to relocate the Port Fairy Country Fire Authority
(CFA) and Victoria State Emergency Service (SES)
units to the new joint facility in town. Minister, this is a
project the Port Fairy fire brigade and SES members are
very keen to see get off the ground, but rumours abound
that the CFA powers to be are going ahead with the
relocation while this SES move has been stalled due to
a lack of funding. If this does not get sorted out soon,
the Port Fairy SES could be left homeless and the unit
forced to disband, leaving no SES between
Warrnambool and Heywood. The Port Fairy SES
already trialled a successful satellite branch co-location
in Koroit and believes that co-location is the best and
most cost-effective way forward with Port Fairy shared
facilities, like meeting rooms and kitchens. Minister,
listen to the locals, do this smart co-location move and
stop wasting taxpayers money.
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Broadmeadows electorate
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (11:57) —
(14 586) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Education. When will work from the Andrews Labor
government’s $3 million dollar allocation to Roxburgh
College take place? The upgrade is an important
investment to modernise facilities and refurbish
classrooms in the Broadmeadows electorate. Fernando
Ianni has been a long-time advocate for educational
equity through his work with the global learning village
model and as principal of Roxburgh College. I
commend his advocacy. It has been important in
helping to provide lifelong learning and better futures
for local youth and the next generation of our
community leaders.

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
Debate resumed.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (11:57) — In the very
short time that I have left I would like to say that I
would be one of the first people who has turned off
ABC radio in frustration at times because of the
particular slant that may be taken on something. I
would say that a recent Background Briefing program
on the Murray-Darling Basin where all irrigators were
lumped into the one box was very frustrating. But on
the other hand I have to say that on our local Victorian
Country Hour we are all given the opportunity to have
our say, and I am often invited to express my view.
Hearing from both sides is very important, and I think it
is something that actually does get achieved on the
ABC, particularly in regional areas. Yes, it can be
frustrating, but isn’t an organisation like that meant to
be there to hear from all sides, to give people the
opportunity to have their say and to allow people to be
heard? Certainly in regional areas there is a dearth of
media outlets and opportunities to do that on.
I would like to also talk about the high-quality drama
programs that are produced by the ABC and able to be
accessed by all of us in regional Australia. I think many
of us have had the opportunity to watch Mystery Road
recently and to see the unbelievable countryside of the
northern Kimberley region, of Wyndham, of the
Cockburn Ranges and of the Gibb River Road. To see
that country has been outstanding.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (11:59) — I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.
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Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (11:59) — The opposition
opposes this motion. We believe that this question
should be concluded and should be put to the house.
The government have brought this motion on to try to
manufacture a case and stir up a debate about
differences of opinion and division on this issue, and
now they have found out that in fact they have been
exposed, that this is a stunt, that this is a concoction and
that on this side of the house, as the federal government
has made clear and as Liberal and National shadow
ministers have made clear at the state level, there is no
parliamentary support either federally or in Victoria for
the privatisation of the ABC. The entire premise of this
motion is misconceived.
Now that that has become apparent to the government,
they want to run away from the debate. They do not
want to allow the question to be put so their attempt at
concocting some sort of debating point can be exposed.
They try to scuttle away from the debate and shut it
down. We certainly do not want this debate to continue.
We would be perfectly happy for the question to be put
forthwith, but what we do object to is the debate being
shut down and being adjourned off so that the
government cannot be exposed and so they can have
this motion around whenever they need to fill time in
the future. If the government were fair dinkum about
this motion, the minute they heard from the Leader of
The Nationals they should have accepted that it was
entirely misconceived and allowed this house to get
back to the real business of a state government and of a
state Parliament.
We have on this notice paper a bill for an entire rewrite
of the Local Government Act 1989. We on this side of
the Parliament have indicated that we believe it needs
extensive consideration in detail in order to get it right.
I would have thought that a government that was fair
dinkum about doing its own job properly, instead of
getting carried away on these sorts of distractions and
stunts, would have allowed the business of this house to
be moved through expeditiously so that we could
devote the time of this house to our own job, such as
the Local Government Bill and the other very complex
bills that are on the notice paper.
But the problem is that this Parliament at the moment is
like a person trying to operate with only one lung. This
lung of the Parliament, the lower house, is clogged up
with the sort of rubbish that the government is forcing
into it, putting all the burden on the other lung of the
Parliament, the Legislative Council. Then the
government has the nerve to complain because bills are
examined in detail in the other place because in this
place the government is not prepared to do the work
that it ought to be doing. The Leader of the House, who
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has just walked back into the chamber again, who ought
to be securing the expeditious, efficient and effective
dealing with business and ensuring that time is made
available for the bills of this house to be dealt with, is
instead engaged in this stunt and has taken up a huge
part of the time of this house.
As I say, we oppose this motion, not because we want
the debate to continue, although I do observe in
passing, the government having wanted to bring this on
and elicit the view of the Liberal Party, that no Liberal
has actually had the opportunity to speak in the debate.
But I certainly make it clear as a Liberal Party MP and
reinforce exactly what the Leader of The Nationals
said — that both state and federal, both the Liberal
Party and the National Party, at a parliamentary level
there is absolutely no issue about privatisation of the
ABC. It is a complete concoction of the government to
suggest otherwise, but we want to see this question put
to a vote so that the nonsense, the fabrication, that has
been created by the government can be shown to be that
and can be put on the record, and for that reason we do
not believe this debate should be adjourned off. If the
government does not want to continue the debate, let
the question be put and then let the record show that the
entire premise of this debate has been a concoction and
a fabrication.
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We are talking about something that is a federal
responsibility, but let us look at this in terms of this
government and where they are in terms of standing up
against their federal counterparts. We talk about
motions at federal councils. We have had motions by
the Labor Party at federal council condemning Israel.
Where is the Labor Party on this? Where is the Labor
Party when their federal colleagues are quite happy to
go out and put up motions supporting Palestine and
condemning Israel? We know that this government is
silent. We know that they are allowed to say one thing
and yet do another. This is the hypocrisy of this
government. They are silent when it counts but they
will actually go out to try and play a stupid game, a silly
game, rather than tackle the core issues that Victorians
are facing.
Let us talk about the ABC more specifically. In my
electorate, in Elsternwick, we have the former
Countdown site.
Mr Foley — Why do you oppose it?

Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (12:03) — The
member for Box Hill described it as a concoction and a
fabrication, but tell that to Mr Finn in the Council, tell
that to the member for Kew and tell that to the Leader
of the Opposition, who was at the council when no
speaker got up to speak against the resolution. Not one
Liberal got up to speak against the resolution.

Mr SOUTHWICK — Well, your Minister for
Planning wants to approve high-rise development all
the way through Elsternwick — that is what you want
to do! When we have an opportunity for this
government to stand up when it comes to a cultural
precinct and actually do something, they are silent. Let
me say, the residents of Elsternwick are very, very
unhappy at the moment because we have a government
looking at a master plan for high-rise development —
16 storeys and above — which will absolutely take out
the cultural precinct and will take out this site, and this
government is silent.

The member for Box Hill says it is time for the
Parliament to move through things more expeditiously.
We have got a Local Government Bill, which they have
already indicated they want to send off to another house
committee to deal with. He says he wants to allow the
house to get back to business, and yet we are now going
to have a 30-minute debate on whether or not we should
adjourn this motion off. I agree with him that we should
get back to business, and the motion moved by the
member to adjourn this matter off should be supported.

This government uses politics when it counts for them
but does not stand up when it comes to each and every
Victorian. I can tell you residents throughout
Elsternwick are facing skyscrapers in their backyard
thanks to your planning minister, who is missing in
action. I can tell you that each and every one of those
residents is very, very unhappy. We have a number of
people who would like to see preservation of some of
this area and would like to see a national amenity
preserved, including the ABC site.

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (12:04) — This is
clearly a stunt by the government. It has been right
from the very beginning — the moving of a motion
which effectively has no impact on the state by a
minister who should be focused on her own portfolio of
transport when people are stuck in traffic. Certainly our
public transport system is in absolute disarray.

Mr Pakula — No matter who owns it.
Mr SOUTHWICK — Here we have a government
that is missing in action. The Attorney-General says,
‘No matter who owns it’. Let us just say that the
planning minister, who is part of your government,
wants to ensure we have high-rise development of
13 storeys and above in Elsternwick. What that does is
effectively allow the destruction of what was the
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Countdown site; that is what it is. You have a planning
minister who wants to value capture, who wants to
effectively take out the Countdown site and the cultural
precinct, and each and every resident in Elsternwick is
up in arms thanks to this government.
I can tell you: we will make sure that each one of my
residents is informed about what this government is up
to — it is trying to ensure that Glen Eira does not get a
fair balance of development but pushes it all into
Elsternwick and the Caulfield station precinct at the
expense of saving the seat of Bentleigh. That is what it
does. Bentleigh is being protected at the expense of my
residents in Caulfield, and that is what we are informing
all residents in Caulfield. A deal has been struck to save
the neck of the member for Bentleigh at the expense of
certainly all my Caulfield residents — they are
squeezing high-rise development into the Caulfield
electorate to save a few votes for the member for
Bentleigh in his electorate. I can tell you we will be
ensuring that is known about.
This government will not stand up to scrutiny over a
motion supporting Palestine at their federal conference.
They are very hypocritical in being happy to attack our
conference. What a lot of hypocrites they are.
Mr Staikos — What about Victoria?
Mr SOUTHWICK — Member for Bentleigh, your
state conferences in New South Wales, South Australia
and Western Australia and previous federal conferences
all attacked Israel, and you support it.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(12:09) — I support the motion to adjourn the debate
moved by the member for Frankston. I would like to
give this assurance to any member who might be
disappointed that the Liberal Party have not had the
chance to have their say on this: we are happy to come
back to it. This will not be the end of this debate. It
appears that they might be a little bit touchy on that side
of the house about the content of the motion — just a
little bit touchy about cuts to the ABC and a little bit
touchy about votes at the Liberal federal council. We
will have more opportunity to come back to this
whether it is this week or next week. There are plenty
of weeks to go and we will have the opportunity to
consider this important motion. There are bills I know
all members are keen to debate, and we look forward to
continuing that later today.
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (12:10) — I rise to oppose the
motion to adjourn the debate on the motion moved by
the Leader of the House, whom I note once again has
come in, said something and then scuttled out again. I
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will start with something that the Leader of the House
said in her contribution on this motion, which was,
‘When you do not agree with something, you do not try
and tear it down’. Of course, now having had their say
and the member for Shepparton having had her say,
they are very keen that no Liberal gets to have a say on
this motion — very, very keen — despite the fact that
this motion is about the Liberal Party. I mean, what sort
of political party sets up a motion to attack the Liberal
Party and then does not give us an opportunity to speak
on it? That would be the Labor Party, that would be the
government, and the Leader of the House has so much
form on this. Of course she has no conception of
debate. But if we look at that motion that we have in
front of us and the government is seeking to adjourn
debate on, the key part is that it goes to the privatisation
of the ABC. I really want to put in Hansard, because no
Liberal has been given this opportunity in debate
because the government just wants to shut us down,
what Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull said:
‘The ABC will always be in public hands. It will never be
sold’, the Prime Minister told reporters in Parliament House
today.
‘That is my commitment’, he said.
‘It is a public broadcaster. It always has been and it always
will be’.

The federal Minister for Communications, Mitch
Fifield, spoke against the motion at Liberal federal
council and federal Treasurer Scott Morrison also ruled
out a sale. While we are on about federal ministers, the
federal Minister for the Environment and Energy,
Josh Frydenberg, said:
The ABC is an iconic national institution that provides
valuable services to our regions and to our cities. It’s not
going to be sold and it can never be sold.

Then we come to the federal Minister for Finance,
Mathias Cormann:
If that is the most important issue that the Labor Party wants
to focus on, a policy change that is not happening, while they
are voting against more investment and more jobs in
Australia, then go their hardest.

That pretty much sums up what has happened in this
Parliament as well. They do not want to focus on their
failures, the failures by the Minister for Public
Transport, who happens to also be the Leader of the
House and who moved this motion. Her portfolio is
littered with failures. Of course what does she do when
a media organisation attempts to interrogate her failures
and the botching of the Murray Basin rail? She contacts
them and threatens to sue them. The minister who
moved this motion is very, very keen to shut down
debate in all places —
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Ms Ryall — She’s touchy.
Ms STALEY — She is incredibly touchy, I agree,
member for Ringwood. Once again we have seen the
minister, when put under any sort of scrutiny at all,
come running into the house to make a statement and
then scuttle out, which she has done a couple of times
today. Of course she did not expect to have to debate
this motion in the first place. She thought she would
just put it on the notice paper like some sword of
Damocles hanging over our heads. Do we look worried
about this? The answer of course is no, because the
federal parliamentary Liberal Party has absolutely ruled
out privatising the ABC.
Unlike the Labor Party at the state and federal levels,
policy from our conferences, from our councils, is not
binding on our parliamentary party. That is probably
why when you get policy motions going to Labor Party
conferences they have to have them withdrawn before
they get to the floor of the conference. What did we
have last time at the state Labor conference? We had
the industrial left team with the Labor right to make
sure that a whole lot of motions on live exports, gender
inequality, the right to strike and the recognition of
Palestine were taken off the agenda, an action that saw
Gavin Jennings, the Special Minister for State in the
other place, get up and say that shutting down those
motions was akin to student politics.
If the Labor Party wants to talk about party
conferences, we can talk about them all day. We allow
debate at our party conferences. We let our party
members have their say and to inform us, but we make
the policies. The state parliamentary party and the
federal parliamentary party make the policies, and it is
absolutely clear that the ABC will not be sold.
House divided on Mr Edbrooke’s motion:
Ayes, 44
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr

Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
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Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms

Thorpe, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 36
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.

O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until later this day.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Croydon electorate roads
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) (12:22) — I call the
government’s attention to three road projects in
Croydon that Maroondah City Council is seeking
funding support for under their advocacy strategy
2017–18. In particular there are two major congestion
headaches in my electorate that affect a great number of
local residents. The Plymouth Road improvements
would be a $2 million project and the Maroondah
Highway–Yarra Road–Kent Avenue intersection a
$4.6 million project. Both require funding attention and
both would benefit a great number of people in the
local community.
I wish to highlight the Maroondah Highway–Yarra
Road–Kent Avenue intersection and pedestrian
improvements. This stretch of Maroondah Highway is
west of the Dorset Road intersection and has two
signalised north–south T-intersections in close
proximity to each other, one from the south and one
from the north. Both Maroondah Highway and Yarra
Road are under the control of VicRoads; however, the
roadways provide important links between local areas
for pedestrians and school students. Consequently, we
all have a keen interest in ensuring that suitable and
safe pedestrian infrastructure is provided.
An independent review of the intersections
recommends a number of modifications to improve
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pedestrian safety and vehicle movement issues
associated with the existing pedestrian crossing route,
the lack of footpath connections to the pedestrian
crossing at the Yarra Road–Maroondah Highway
signalised intersections, pedestrian sight distances and
high vehicle speeds on two wide, sweeping left-turn
slip lanes, and difficulties for drivers in seeing
conflicting vehicles at the merge of the left-turn slip
lane from Yarra Road into Maroondah Highway due to
road geometry and topography.

It is hoped the project will encourage further investment
in the collaborative farming model across multiple
agribusinesses, with the potential to support increased
horticultural exports and the expansion of the growing
of organic produce in Victoria. Harcourt is becoming
well-known as a boutique produce centre of excellence,
and I am proud to have helped facilitate the investment
in this innovative local project.

I ask the Minister for Roads and Road Safety to assess
these Croydon road projects and give priority to
funding these much-needed upgrades. The project is
estimated to cost $4.69 million, subject to detailed
estimates by VicRoads.

Ms RYAN (Euroa) (12:25) — The Nationals in
coalition with the Liberals have made a commitment to
replace all long-haul trains across Victoria, but despite
repeated requests made to the Andrews government, we
have had no investment in the Seymour, the north-east
or the Shepparton lines.

Victorian Country Table Tennis
Championships
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) (12:23) — Over
the long weekend Bendigo was host to Table Tennis
Victoria’s Victorian Country Championships at the
Bendigo Badminton and Table Tennis Complex in
Eaglehawk. The event attracts around 380 participants,
along with their families, to Bendigo from across
Victoria. This is the second largest table tennis
tournament in Australia, and this year is the third year
in a row that Bendigo has hosted the championships. A
massive 57 tables were set up by volunteers to
accommodate both the team and individual
championships. I was thrilled to present the winning
trophies to the individual men’s and women’s winners,
Simon Johnson and Hannah Green, and this year
Ballarat won the team championship. Congratulations
to Gary Warnest, president of the Bendigo and
District Table Tennis Association, committee members
and the many volunteers who organised and supported
the event.

Regional rail services

Hayden Wing, who commutes from Kilmore into
Melbourne’s CBD each day for work, has written to
me. He catches a train from Wandong that is supposed
to arrive at Southern Cross station at 7.59 a.m. The train
is regularly late into the city, but because he has kids he
cannot catch an earlier service. He writes:
These delays are causing me significant concerns in regards
to my employment. I have been late for meetings, the
situation is embarrassing in front of my colleagues and I am
concerned that my employment could be threatened.

Ian Riley of Tallarook has also written to me a couple
of times. He writes:
My recent V/Line experiences between Tallarook and
Southern Cross have confirmed my earlier belief that this line
is unimportant to the current government.
How is it that a service as infrequent as this cannot have a
train available at the scheduled time?
I have written to V/Line and been offered all sorts of excuses
with scheduling difficulties, but how difficult can it be to have
a train available to get away on time?

Mount Alexander Fruit Gardens

Benalla Sports and Equestrian Centre

Ms EDWARDS — I was thrilled to present an
Andrews Labor government Food Source Victoria
grant to Mount Alexander Fruit Gardens for its
Harcourt Organic Farming Alliance initiative recently.
Their initiative, ‘Creating the land of milk and honey in
rural Australia’, is impressive, and it will deliver an
Australian-first organic farming alliance to showcase
innovation in the organic farming industry in Australia.
The alliance is committed to delivering to the local
community a reliable source of locally produced,
affordable organic food with low food miles.
Congratulations to the partners in the alliance, Mount
Alexander Fruit Gardens, Sellar Farmhouse Dairy,
Gung Hoe Growers, and Maidenii Vermouth.

Ms RYAN — I want to highlight the magnificent
efforts of Benalla’s Raise the Roof committee, which
has raised $50 000 so far towards building a new indoor
arena at the Benalla Sports and Equestrian Centre.

Global Learning Village
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (12:26) —
Creating the Global Learning Village (GLV) 4.0 is my
strategy to harness smart technologies for jobs of the
future, health care of the future and enterprises of the
future. GLV 4.0 would provide innovative,
technology-based solutions in one of Australia’s most
disadvantaged and culturally diverse communities,
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Broadmeadows, to help alleviate poverty, create local
jobs and empower local people to work, establish
businesses and thrive. It would build on the almost
20 years of work in establishing the internationally
acclaimed global learning village model for smarter,
healthier, better connected and sustainable
communities, which has been nominated for a
Metropolis Award, showcased to 130 cities overseas
and replicated in Australia.
When the Global Learning Village 1.0 began in 1999,
the priority was building fundamental infrastructure.
This included the first public library in Broadmeadows
as the foundation for the Hume Global Learning
Centre, followed by the Visy Cares Learning Centre in
Meadow Heights and the Hume Global Learning
Centre in Craigieburn, since acclaimed internationally
as a leading community library. The Sunbury GLV is
being built. Global Learning Village 2.0 delivered
partnerships with Silicon Valley leaders Microsoft,
Intel and Cisco Systems. Global Learning Village 3.0
established Australia’s first multiversity, offering TAFE
certificates from Kangan Institute and undergraduate
and postgraduate degrees from La Trobe, Deakin and
Victoria universities.
Two decades ago, I defined the biggest political divide
in Australia as not between the philosophies of the
Liberal and Labor parties, but between people who are
informed and those who feel disconnected and
forgotten. This is more important now, defining why
we cannot afford a return to the reverse Robin Hood
strategy of the Victorian coalition towards
Broadmeadows and the federal coalition’s managed
decline of Melbourne’s north.

Peter Thomson
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) (12:28) — This
morning our nation and the world lost a legend of golf
with the passing of Peter Thomson, two months shy of
his 89th birthday and following a long battle with
Parkinson’s disease. Mr Thomson was the winner of
multiple Australian, Victorian and New Zealand opens.
He won in Europe, the USA and Asia, but he is of
course best known for having won five British Opens.
Mr Thomson was also a golf commentator, he wrote for
the Age, he was a renowned golf course architect and he
was president of the Professional Golfers Association
of Australia for 32 years. He was made a Commander
of the Order of the British Empire in 1979 and was
made an Officer of the Order of Australia in 2001.
His passing is also a loss to this place, because in 1982
Mr Thomson was the Liberal candidate for the seat of
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Prahran, having had a longstanding Liberal Party
membership. It is to the regret of this place that he did
not manage to succeed in that election. It is perhaps one
of the few challenges in his remarkable career where he
did not quite get across the line.
I think this Parliament’s loss was the world’s gain.
Mr Thomson was an absolute gentleman. I had the
pleasure of meeting him on a number of occasions, and
he could not have been more forthcoming or more
prepared to welcome a young fellow passionate about
golf. I pass on my condolences to his wife, Mary; his
son, Andrew; and his daughters, Deirdre, Pan and
Fiona, and their spouses. He was a great man and we
are better for having known him.

Homelessness
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) (12:30) — Yesterday morning was the coldest
morning of the year so far, and together with 400 other
volunteers I was out from 4.00 a.m. in the annual rough
sleepers count. This year the count, with Victorian
government backing, was extended to five inner
Melbourne councils. Whatever the final figures show,
we know there is more to be done on the homelessness
front if we are to build a Victoria that is accessible and
just for all.
Despite our $1 billion increase to investment in housing
and homelessness support services, undoing the over
$400 million cuts of the former coalition government,
and regardless of the fact that we lead the nation in
responding to homelessness, I am sadly confident that
this week’s count will no doubt show rough sleeping
continues to increase. We know that the most recent
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures show that
the rate of homelessness has in fact begun to turn
around in Victoria and that, whilst the
recommendations from Tony Nicholson’s rough
sleepers task force have all been fully funded in this
year’s budget, there is more to do.
But having said that, while we know that the most
recent ABS data shows that Victoria’s rate of
homelessness grew by 0.5 per cent in the most recent
census, that was still sadly from 41.7 to 41.9 per
10 000 head of population. Compare this to north of the
Murray, where the same period saw the figure grow by
27 per cent, from 39.7 to 50.4 per 10 000 head of
population. But we know that there is still much to do.

Caritas Christi Hospice
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) (12:31) — I rise to
congratulate Caritas Christi Hospice in Kew on its
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80th anniversary, which is being celebrated with a high
tea this Friday afternoon. Caritas Christi provides an
invaluable service to our local community — indeed,
for the whole of Melbourne. It is a particularly caring
institution and has made a wonderful contribution to
many families’ lives over the last 80 years. I wish them
all the very best for the future in the very, very
important work that they do as palliative care leaders
around Australia and indeed the world.

but we know for many, many thousands of women
there is no refuge at home and it also is a place of fear,
threat and violence. And so today I also speak to
honour Alicia Little of Kyneton and Katie Haley of
Diggers Rest, two women whose lives were taken from
them in brutal circumstances in their homes and whose
partners have been charged with murder. What happens
behind those closed doors has for too long been
silenced, stigmatised and ignored.

Guide Dogs Victoria

I am proud of the work our government is doing to end
family violence and all violence against women. But
government cannot do it alone. We need to change a
culture where girls and women are still seen by some as
objects for men’s pleasure and control. Not all men
commit violence, but all men have a role to play in
ending it. To the men in my electorate: I implore you to
step up and speak out when you encounter other men
speaking and behaving in ways that denigrate, diminish
and threaten women. To Eurydice’s family and to all
those who have lost a daughter: my condolences.

Mr T. SMITH — Guide Dogs Victoria is another
very important institution in Kew, which the Liberals
and Nationals have pledged $2.5 million to support in
the rebuilding of important infrastructure at that
institution. I have called on the Andrews Labor
government to match our funding commitment, and I
know that Guide Dogs Victoria has been in touch with
Minister Foley on a number of occasions requesting at
least $2.5 million. They need $5 million from
government to build the Arnold Cook Centre at Guide
Dogs Victoria.
Guide Dogs Victoria has been an institution in Kew for
many, many years. It was opened by Sir Robert
Menzies in the 1950s. I think that $2.5 million for the
important services that it does for visually impaired
Victorians and indeed Australians will be an important
contribution from the Guy Liberal-Nationals coalition if
we are successful in November. But more importantly
it needs the funds now, which is why I redouble my
efforts, calling on the Andrews Labor government to
fund Guide Dogs Victoria in Kew immediately.

Ovens & Murray Football Netball League
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (12:34) — I
congratulate the Ovens & Murray Football Netball
League on choosing Wangaratta to host the grand final.
Wangaratta has in the past proven its ability to host
AFL teams. This was reflected in Ovens & Murray
chairman David Sinclair’s statement when he said it
was appropriate to give the final to one of the best
facilities in the competition, and I agree with that
100 per cent.

Enid MacKenzie
Violence against women
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (12:33) — I want to
speak today to honour Eurydice Dixon, and I want to
speak for all the girls and women in my electorate who
are sad and shocked and angry and who because of this
act of violence will clutch their keys a bit tighter and
whose hearts will race just a bit faster as they walk the
streets of their towns — women and girls who every
day in countless ways are modifying their behaviour to
protect themselves against the threat of random male
violence. What happened to Eurydice is terrible, it is
frightening and thankfully it is rare, but the fear is
ever-present and it affects our sense of control, freedom
and agency. This fear stops women and girls from
living our lives to the fullest.
Meanwhile every 7 minutes a police officer is called to
respond to a family violence incident in the home of
women and children across the state. Our homes should
be a sanctuary, a place of warmth and love and safety,

Mr McCURDY — I was delighted to join Ms Enid
MacKenzie on Saturday as she celebrated her
100th birthday. Family and friends gathered at the King
River Cafe in Oxley for a lovely day out. Enid has
contributed to the community in many ways over her
long life. It was a pleasure to be invited, and I thank
Enid for the lovely afternoon and wish her all the best
in the future.

Ovens Valley timber industry
Mr McCURDY — I also want to extend my
congratulations to Anne Partridge, who has taken over
the role of general manager, northern region, for
Hancock Victorian Plantations from Rob Hescock. The
timber industry is a sustainable industry, a proactive
industry and a vital industry for the people of Ovens
Valley. The timber industry provides work for
employees of major timber producers like Alpine MDF
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Industries and D&R Henderson. Long may this
sustainable industry remain strong in the Ovens Valley.

Greta Football & Netball Club
Mr McCURDY — I want to say thanks to the Greta
Football & Netball Club. I was delighted to attend its
sponsor’s day on Saturday, and I was pleased to hear
guest speaker Chris Naish, a former Richmond and Port
Adelaide player, who is now the CEO of the Reach
Foundation. Chris is committed to helping youth in the
community by helping them to discover who they are. I
would like to thank Chris and his team for the fantastic
work they do. All of the communities in our region
could do with better reach into their men and women.

North East Support and Action for Youth
Mr McCURDY — Well done to North East
Support and Action for Youth (NESAY) as it celebrates
being the successful community service provider that it
is. NESAY offers wonderful support to many in our
community, particularly young people, but our whole
community is the beneficiary of its hard work.
Well done.

Refugee Week
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) (12:36) — On
Monday I attended the City of Ballarat’s launch of
Refugee Week. I congratulate the City of Ballarat on its
positive approach to supporting refugees that have
settled in Ballarat. At the event we heard from Isaac
Moses, president of the Ballarat African Association,
who shared his story of coming from a refugee camp in
Ethiopia to Ballarat several years ago. Isaac was able to
advise that, while so much was new and challenging for
him, he felt that he had been so well supported by so
many groups and individuals across the city and was
very excited by his being given the opportunity to
complete his education, be supported into employment
and now raise his family. It is great to see that the City
of Ballarat is working to support new residents and
celebrate our cultural diversity.

Ballarat Regional Multicultural Council
Mr HOWARD — Last Thursday the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs visited the Ballarat Regional
Multicultural Council (BRMC) at its new home on
Sturt Street, where he met with a large group
representing all ages and over 20 different cultural
backgrounds. There the minister and I were able to
learn of the aspirations of BRMC to upgrade the former
Mercy Convent building to better serve the region’s
many cultural groups, as well as being a resource for
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the whole community. We also heard about the many
activities which take place at BRMC to bring new
arrivals and other community members together to
provide a broad range of support and social activity. I
congratulate BRMC on the great work it does.

Ballarat citizenship ceremony
Mr HOWARD — Also last Thursday I was pleased
to be part of another citizenship ceremony at the City of
Ballarat. I enjoy attending all of the citizenship
ceremonies that welcome our new residents so well.

Darley Primary School
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) (12:37) — I
congratulate the terrific teachers and leaders at Darley
Primary School for establishing the nurture room. Led
by the principal, Simon Cornock, the nurture room is
run by Sharon Sperling, Helena Wilkie, Heather
Jungbauer and Natalie Valence. The program runs for
the first 2 hours of the school day for up to eight
students who are finding it very hard to fit into the
school and their class. Darley went to Warrnambool
East Primary School, which has been running this
program for three years and also won an early
education learning award for this work. It is an
evidence-based program from the UK. It is about
inclusive practice via a cooperative and challenging
program for the school community, especially the
students, teachers and parents.
I also want to acknowledge the role of the Bacchus
Marsh Community Bank, Bendigo branch, through its
sponsorship which assisted in setting this program up,
especially Ian Prince and Paula McMillan, with the
support of Clare Sutherland. These fantastic people are
changing these children’s lives forever and for the
better by working with them, their teachers and their
parents to give them a safe place with supportive tasks,
programs and allied specialists. These children deserve
the best, and at Darley Primary School they get the best.

Eurydice Dixon
Mr NARDELLA — I also want to express my
condolences to Eurydice Dixon’s family.

Senator Jane Hume
Mr NARDELLA — For Senator Jane Hume, I wish
her all the best in her forthcoming Liberal Party
preselection against the uglies.
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Ramadan iftar dinners
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (12:39) — The
2018 holy month of Ramadan for Muslims throughout
the world has come to an end. I was very privileged to
attend a number of iftar dinners to break the fast
amongst friends. Ramadan is a deeply spiritual time
which encourages Muslims to reflect, pray and show
compassion for those less fortunate. Although cultural
practices vary between countries and communities,
Ramadan is essentially about community, and this
sense of community is shared by many religious
communities and cultures throughout Victoria.
As a member of Parliament for the district of
Thomastown, I represent an area of Melbourne which is
home to a large number of Muslims. There are over
10 500 Muslims residing in the suburbs of
Thomastown, Lalor, Epping and Wollert. I am pleased
that they have made and continue to make fantastic
contributions to the local community and also the wider
Victorian community.
On Saturday, 9 June, I attended an iftar dinner
organised by the charity organisation Nisa United Inc.
to share in the breaking of the bread. I believe last year
their annual iftar dinner raised over $6000 to support
people affected by the crisis in Yemen, and they were
expecting to raise similar amounts this year to support
people living in the tragic situation in Ghouta, Syria. I
commend the Nisa organisation for their great charity
work and support, and the inclusive work they do with
the community.

Red Nose Day
Mr WATT (Burwood) (12:40) — This year my
daughter would have been 18 years of age. She would
have been preparing to vote in her first election, maybe
studying at university or getting her drivers licence. But
my daughter was like many other children in Australia
who die suddenly and unexpectedly with causes
including stillbirths, sudden infant death syndrome and
fatal sleep accidents — nine children under the age of
four every day. Red Nose Day is on 29 June, and this
year is its 30th anniversary. Red Nose Day fundraising
activities go to advocacy and research programs,
educating the community and supporting families. I
encourage all members to get involved. Members can
purchase a red nose or other Red Nose Day products or
simply make a donation, and of course they can
promote the cause within their electorates.
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Burwood electorate crime statistics
Mr WATT — The latest crime stats for the year
ending March 2018, released last week, once again are
a damning indictment of the Andrews Labor
government. Since the election of the Andrews Labor
government total crime in Monash has increased by
20.66 per cent, crimes against the person in Boroondara
have increased by 29.4 per cent and crimes against the
person in Whitehorse have increased by 16.96 per cent.
In fact since the closure of the Burwood police station
break-and-enter offences in Box Hill South have
increased by nearly 17 per cent and in Burwood by
nearly 32 per cent. Theft in Burwood alone has
increased by nearly 53 per cent. Total crime in the
suburb of Burwood has increased by 17.65 per cent.
Alarmingly, since the downgrading of the Ashburton
police station, burglary in Ashwood has increased by
nearly 146 per cent and total crime in Glen Iris has
increased by 28 per cent. Burglaries in the last year
alone in Ashwood have increased by 30 per cent.

Caulfield–Dandenong line level crossings
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (12:42) — All
level crossings from Caulfield to Dandenong are now
gone after 139 years. I had the pleasure of attending
events over four nights in a row for the removal of
level crossings at Koornang Road, Grange Road, Poath
Road and Murrumbeena Road. It was late at night in a
very busy week. It was such a pleasure to actually
handle those boom gates and put them on the back of a
truck. There were hundreds of locals there on those
nights. I want to thank them for coming. They were
cold, windy nights, but the cheers and the festive
atmosphere when these boom gates were removed
were truly amazing. These crossings were removed by
this Labor government.
I also want to focus on the fact that these crossings were
not only a frustration but very dangerous. For 139 years
we have had many tragedies and near misses there. I
have a few examples, and I quote some headlines of
past news reports. An accident in Carnegie in 1889 was
reported under the headline ‘Fatal railway accident at
Oakleigh’; at Grange Road in 1897, ‘Shocking railway
fatality’; in Murrumbeena in 1914 ‘Killed at crossing’
was the headline; in Hughesdale in 1925, ‘“A death
trap” — crossing gates smashed’; in Clayton in 1933,
‘Porter killed at Clayton’. There were many other
examples over 139 years, but as of last week there is no
more danger, a lot less congestion and more trains.
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Caulfield to Rowville tram service
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (12:43) — This statement
condemns the Andrews Labor government’s ludicrous
decision to proceed with a business case for a tram
from Caulfield to Rowville while the federal
government funds a parallel business case for a train
service. The Premier regularly gets on his high horse to
complain that the federal government is not giving
Victoria enough money for infrastructure. In May the
Premier gave all the appearances of welcoming the
federal government investing $475 million for a railway
line from Huntingdale to Monash University, Clayton,
in its 2018–19 budget, which included money to
‘undertake planning and preconstruction towards
construction of a rail line in south-east Melbourne to
service the Monash precinct’. Yet in June Labor’s
Minister for Public Transport confirmed that the state
government will waste $3 million to study a
proposal for a tram line along a parallel route from
Caulfield to Rowville.
The question is why. Rowville rail does not need
another study. If the minister does not believe the
results of the 2012 feasibility study commissioned by
the Liberals, she should believe the enormous
community support for Rowville rail that was found in
Labor’s very own Infrastructure Victoria study.
Rowville also does not want a tram. Rowville residents,
public transport advocates and even the original author
of the Rowville rail study have stated that a tram to
Caulfield is not the right solution for commuters from
Rowville. If it is a question of money, surely the
sensible thing is to look at how Victoria can match the
federal government’s investment and not waste a
further $3 million on a study that no-one wants.

John Patsikatheodorou
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (12:45) — Last week we
said goodbye to a wonderful man. He cared greatly for
his family, his community and was a true Labor
champion. John Patsikatheodorou — or ‘John Patsi’, as
he was more commonly known — was a member of
more community groups than time will allow me to list.
He cared deeply for his family, was a generous and
giving friend and a wonderful source of advice,
inspiration and friendship for so many. John supported
his wife, Helen — the former mayor of the City of
Hume — and his family with passion, love and
kindness, and he gave countless hours to working in the
communities of the north-west. John believed in
fairness, decency and equality for all. He lived his
values and will always be remembered that way.
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John, you will be sadly missed by your wonderful wife,
Helen, your children and extended family, and by so
many in our community. Thank you for everything you
did, and may you rest in peace.

100 Story Building
Mr J. BULL — Last week, I had the pleasure of
meeting Lachlann Carter, the CEO and co-founder of
100 Story Building, at their custom-designed creative
space for children in Footscray. The 100 Story Building
centre has worked with more than 20 000 children and
young people since it opened its doors five years ago.
Through this visit I was able to get an insight into their
programs and how they ensure that children and young
people, particularly those from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds and marginalised
communities, are given the opportunity to foster their
creative voice and have their ideas shared and respected.
This was a fantastic visit. I urge everyone to get down
there if they have the opportunity, and I look forward to
working with the organisation well into the future.

Anthony McAleer
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) (12:46) — Sincere
congratulations to Anthony McAleer, author, researcher
and historian, who was recognised in the Queen’s
Birthday honours for services to the community and to
military history. Anthony is a stalwart of the Mount
Evelyn RSL. His contribution has added greatly to the
increased participation and membership and attendance
at both Remembrance Day and Anzac Day services —
an award well deserved.

Rotary Club of Wandin
Mrs FYFFE — Wandin Rotary is very much a
hands-on organisation which works tirelessly for the
community. On top of the fantastic Australia Day
community breakfast, their helping hands always
willingly stretch to those in need. They have also
adopted a 4.2-kilometre stretch of the Warburton
Highway as part of the Keep Australia
Beautiful/VicRoads Adopt a Roadside initiative. On
28 April 4 cubic metres of rubbish was collected, and
they do this twice a year. Congratulations and thank
you to all at Wandin Rotary.

Yarra View Nursery
Mrs FYFFE — Yarra View Nursery in York Road,
Mount Evelyn, is not only a great place to buy
beautiful, healthy plants but they also provide
supported employment services for people living with
disability, employing 110 workers, 90 of whom have
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either autism or a physical or intellectual disability.
They provide a safe, friendly work environment.
Renowned for providing high-quality plants to major
retail chains, including Bunnings, Yarra View has also
secured a $500 000 contract with the state government,
a great achievement that opens up the opportunity for
them to employ more people. Well done to everyone at
Yarra View.

Adani coalmine
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (12:48) — My
family is committed to preventing the establishment of
the Adani-operated Carmichael coalmine. The
proposed mine is a project that not only poses a
catastrophic risk to the environment but fails to make
any economic sense either. Federal Liberal MPs make
claims the Adani mining project will create 10 000 jobs
when even Adani’s own expert witness, Jerome Fahrer,
has suggested 1464 jobs, and these 1400 jobs come at a
huge cost to our environment.
The federal government has stated that through its
Direct Action scheme it aims to reduce emissions by
131 million tonnes each year, but it then turns around
and supports this mine. This coalmine will create
128 million tonnes of greenhouse gases each year, and
that figure does not include the 50 million tonnes of
emissions that would be released each year just from
the operation of the mine. The federal government
continues this hypocrisy by saying they will provide
$60 million to fund research into saving the Great
Barrier Reef but allow the creation of one of the
world’s largest coalmines right next door.
Even the wider scientific community and the former
chief scientist of the Australian Institute of Marine
Science, Charlie Veron, agree that coalmining is now
the number one danger to coral reefs in the whole world.
Adani will draw millions of litres of water from the
Great Artesian Basin and other precious basins for free,
threatening farmers’ livelihoods, and it will also destroy
the ancestral lands, water and culture of the region’s
Indigenous people. Even conservative broadcaster Alan
Jones has said, ‘This is smelly no matter how it’s
viewed’. The banking sector has come to the realisation
that coal and fossil fuels are a thing of the past. The big
four banks have slashed their loans to coalminers by
50 per cent. I am standing by my family —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — The
member for Narracan.
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Gippsland rail services
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (12:49) — On
Saturday, 9 June, the 9 19 a.m. train from Warragul to
Traralgon failed to stop at Warragul station, leaving
five passengers who were travelling to Bairnsdale and
beyond completely stranded. Thankfully the V/Line
stationmaster quickly arranged taxis to get the
passengers to Bairnsdale. It just so happens that I was
one of those passengers planning to catch the scheduled
V/Line service to Traralgon and then a coach from
Traralgon to Bairnsdale. Normally every scheduled
passenger train that travels to and from Gippsland stops
at Warragul. The Warragul stationmaster was
completely bewildered by this stuff-up on Saturday,
and the train driver claimed the stop at Warragul was
not on his running sheet. How is it possible that a
driver’s schedule does not match the published train
timetable for the day? Labor has spent 15 of the last
19 years in government, but the way Gippsland train
travellers continue to be treated is still an absolute
disgrace. I call on the Minister for Public Transport to
do something or resign.

Olivia’s Place
Mr BLACKWOOD — Olivia’s Place offers
services that are accessed by families experiencing
periods of vulnerability during pregnancy or in the early
parenting period up to the youngest child’s first
birthday. The nature and accessibility of these services
results in a bridging of any existing or perceived
socio-economic gaps within our community. The
number of families supported has grown from five in
2012–13 to 142 in 2017–18. These services are
delivered mainly by volunteers who rely on donations
from the community to continue their work. It is about
time the Andrews government stepped up to the plate
and provided funding support for Olivia’s Place, which
has been denied to date despite repeated requests.

Frankston railway station
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (12:51) — This
week it was a pleasure to announce the resumption of
train services on the Frankston line after our six-week
building blitz to build the majority of the new
Frankston station — an award-winning station design
from our friends at Genton Architecture. It has been
many years in the making and many years in the
asking. Our community has asked for it, and we have
delivered it. Frankston has changed dramatically since
the election of this government. I would like to put on
record that I appreciate the patience and the
understanding of the 5000 commuters a day at
Frankston, but I think they understand that with
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1000 cubic metres of concrete being poured and over
3000 tonnes of soil being removed there was a lot to do,
and to squeeze it into six weeks was a phenomenal
effort. The reason I am so genuinely excited about this
project is it is a turning point for Frankston. It is not just
a set of steel and concrete and a new building. It is a
major turning point in the economic development of
Frankston. It is a major turning point in how people
perceive Frankston, and I am very proud to be one of
the people charged with that change.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Family and Community Development
Committee: perinatal services
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (12:52) — It is with
great pleasure that I rise today to speak on the
parliamentary inquiry into perinatal services which the
Family and Community Development Committee
undertook over a large part of this year. Firstly, I would
like to thank the other members in this and the other
place who were on that committee and on this inquiry.
It was quite an undertaking. I do notice that in the
gallery today we have our secretariat. Without them we
could not have done what we did. The amount of work
that goes into ensuring that over 100 submissions and
over 90 witnesses at public hearings are given their say
and make their contributions is quite phenomenal. For
one particular member of our secretariat coming in
halfway to cover someone who was retiring was a big
ask. That person certainly stepped up and did a hell of a
lot of work. To you, I say thank you so much, we do
appreciate that, and it was an absolute pleasure working
with you.
To the members on the committee, I think one of the
most rewarding things you can do in Parliament is
committee work. It has certainly been a learning curve
for me as chair of the committee, but I would like to put
on record my appreciation of the ability of our members
of Parliament to work together for a greater good. We
all know that we come from different parties and we
have different thoughts on things, but certainly for this
committee on every inquiry we have undertaken there
has been a thought that we are doing something for the
greater good and we are doing something better for our
community, whether it be local or state. It has been a
pleasure, and this was probably the greatest example
of that.
The perinatal services inquiry engaged in, as I said, the
not insignificant task of examining the quality and
safety of perinatal services in Victoria. That includes
the health services dealing with high-risk and premature
babies and the quality of care and safety methods to
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reduce infant and maternal mortality. To do this, like
most other committees and inquiries, we undertook
many, many hours of studying documents and many,
many hearings. We heard some very emotional stories,
some heartbreaking stories, but we also heard some
accounts of unbelievable commitment to our
community. People are going above and beyond,
especially in some of the regional areas, to create a
network that supports young mothers, pregnant mothers
and their families, and that includes the men in the
families as well.
There are certain things I will take away from this
inquiry that I do not think I will ever forget. Some
people that we met are just so inspiring and gave us
ideas to take forward that we put into the
recommendations that came out of this inquiry. I would
also say that I hope that when the government considers
these recommendations they are considered as
seriously — and I would say they will be considered as
seriously — as they were made. A lot of thought went
into these recommendations to ensure that our network
for perinatal services in Victoria is strengthened.
I am going to talk on this quite a bit, I think, over the
next few weeks when we come back, but there are two
or three things that stood out in our inquiry. One was
the amount of work that our workforce in this sector are
doing above and beyond the challenges that are brought
to the table that we must address. There are also issues
in regional areas. One of the most inspiring hearings we
had was in a regional area where we heard about how
they actually create their systems to match their
communities. It is almost outside of the network in a lot
of ways. I think we should be copying some of those
models too, because they work.
Another issue that came up that was very obvious was
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perinatal
mortality rates. In the past I think they had been
overrepresented, and we need to do something about
that. But there was also the mental health of mothers in
the perinatal system.
At times there have been many, many challenges to
services. In many of those cases the services have
actually succeeded and helped someone, but we were
shown obvious gaps where we could do a much better
job of making sure that we are looking after people in
our community, which includes the entire perinatal
period and families.
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Family and Community Development
Committee: perinatal services
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (12:57) — This morning the
third report from the Family and Community
Development Committee was tabled — the report on
its inquiry into perinatal services. This reference was
from the Legislative Council, not from the
government. It was put forward by Dr Carling-Jenkins
in the other place.
I want to acknowledge the role that our secretariat
played. It was a little bit disjointed, with Greg Gardiner,
the former executive officer, retiring midstream and
having to be replaced by Joel Hallinan at the pointy
end, but Joel managed to pick it up really well and run
with it. We had Rachel Macreadie, as well as Pamie
Fung, who helped out on another inquiry and was
called in again to help. I want to mention Helen
Ross‑Soden, who has been with us for the entire time,
during all of our inquiries. Her ability to make changes
to the report while six people were all talking at her at
once suggesting the appropriate wordsmithing was
admirable. It cannot have been easy at times.
The committee members, as was mentioned by the
member for Frankston, the chair of our committee,
worked well together most of the time, I think — we
were on the same page. There were some robust
discussions, animated discussions, but often we were all
animated around the same point, and that was
particularly encouraging.
We had some 104 submissions, 90 witnesses and
12 hearings in the city and in regional areas. The
hearings went from the start of September to the start of
February, spanning some five months. I want to
mention the regional hearings. We went to
Warrnambool, Bendigo, Wangaratta, Mildura,
Bairnsdale, Warragul and Geelong, and it was so
important that we travelled to those places. Bairnsdale
in particular provided us with the opportunity to hear
from the communities of Orbost and Swifts Creek and
the particular challenges they have. Sue Carroll is a
midwife in Swifts Creek — she is a bush nurse,
actually, but she also happens to be a midwife — and
she provides a wonderful service to that area as the
nurse there. Orbost Regional Health — you know,
these are areas that we consider remote, but in Australia
they are not that remote because there are many, many
more remote areas if we look at outback Queensland,
Western Australia and the Northern Territory.
The inquiry was very positively received. It was terrific
to hear witnesses come up and say, ‘This is a great idea.
It’s about time that you had a look into this’. We made
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86 recommendations, 19 of which fell under the topic
of workforce capacity, which is telling in itself. We had
many, many varied contributors, from mothers,
parenting support services, breastfeeding support
services, healthcare providers, midwives, obstetricians,
neonatologists and GP obstetricians. There were some
newer ones and some more experienced ones. We
heard from mental health practitioners, local councillors
and of course maternal and child health nurses.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — Order! I
have to call lunch. You are very welcome to continue
when we resume speaking on committee reports. We
will be back in an hour.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.01 p.m.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Infrastructure projects
The SPEAKER (14:01) — I have accepted a
statement from the member for Narre Warren North
proposing the following matter of public importance for
discussion:
That this house notes Labor’s record investments in
infrastructure including:
(l)

the north-east link which will create 10 300 jobs during
construction and take 15 000 trucks off local roads;

(2) the Metro Tunnel which will create 7000 jobs, cut travel
times by up to 50 minutes and create space for an
additional 39 000 passengers in the morning peak;
(3) the West Gate tunnel which will provide a vital second
river crossing, create more than 6000 jobs, ease
congestion on the West Gate Bridge and allow a 24-hour
truck ban in the inner west;
(4) the level crossing removal project which will get rid of
50 dangerous and congested level crossings, get
Victorians home safer and sooner and create thousands
of jobs across Victoria;
(5) the regional rail revival which will upgrade every
regional rail line across Victoria, create more than
1000 jobs during construction, deliver extra train
services, support local economies and improve the
reliability of the regional public transport network;
(6) the suburban roads upgrade which will create 4200 jobs
during construction and upgrade 22 roads locals rely on
every day across the northern, western and south-eastern
suburbs;
(7) the Mernda rail extension which will build 8 kilometres
of new, duplicated track, deliver three new stations,
create up to 3000 jobs and cater to around
8000 passengers every day; and
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(8) further notes that the Liberal Party is more focused on
itself than supporting the infrastructure projects that
Victoria needs.

Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) (14:03) — It is an honour to speak on this
matter of public importance. I will give a comparison. I
was with a gentleman called Joe the other day at the
Beaufort Bridge. Joe is upgrading the Beaufort Bridge
to allow high-productivity freight vehicles use of the
bridge while planning of the bypass is undertaken. Joe
had worked for the Country Roads Board 50 years ago
when the Bolte government was in power and there was
a surge of infrastructure investment. His comment to me
was that this was the biggest infrastructure program that
he had seen since the end of the Bolte era. He told me
how excited he was to be back here 50 years later, not
working for the Country Roads Board this time around
but for VicRoads, to deliver this bridge upgrade. What it
highlighted to me was the amount of activity that is
going on from one end of the state to the other. As I was
heading up to the Western District there were wire rope
barriers being rolled out, there were duplications being
undertaken — it was a hive of activity.
You have only got to look down the road from here at
the West Gate tunnel and the work we are doing down
there: 9300 trucks will be coming off local residential
streets; 28 000 vehicles and 8000 trucks will also be
coming off the West Gate Bridge. We know the West
Gate Bridge is at capacity and that we need a second
river crossing. Fortunately we are also getting trucks off
the Bolte Bridge, which will help those people coming
in from the north. We know that it will provide
substantial travel time savings — up to 13 minutes —
and people will bypass up to 17 traffic lights as they
head from the Western Ring Road through to the port.
It will also have great advantages for those people who
ride to the city each day. A 2.5-kilometre veloway will
be elevated above the road, creating a direct link all the
way from Werribee into the city without cyclists having
to actually get onto the road. What we have got is
reduced travel times, less congestion and more choice.
In these ways the community has choices when they are
coming in from the fast-growing west. They can head
over the West Gate Bridge, which we know is at
capacity, as we have indicated, but with our
infrastructure they will have other opportunities to use
the West Gate tunnel.
Let us be very clear. We have a policy of using local
suppliers, and this particular project has 90 per cent
local content to build the project. As the Premier said
when we came into government, ‘We don’t have a
moment to waste’. The economy had been dead for
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four years. The last government had abandoned
infrastructure, had abandoned investment in the
economy, and we had a growth rate of 0.8 per cent,
which hardly generated a job in the four years the
coalition was in government. What the Premier said to
us when we first got in was, ‘There’s not a moment to
waste; we’ve got to get on with the job of delivering
opportunities for people so they can actually live with
dignity and be in control of their own income’.
The biggest infrastructure project ever is up at the
Speaker’s end of town, with the north-east link. In the
last budget we provided $110 million to complete the
pre-procurement activities required for the north-east
link. A major corridor has been announced for the
project. There are major upgrades planned for the
Eastern Freeway — and we know that needs to be
done — which will cut travel times on the Eastern
Freeway by up to 40 per cent. There will be
somewhere between three to four extra lanes at the
various pinch points, including at Bulleen Road and
the link. We are very much dealing with the issues on
the Eastern Freeway. It is not an east–west link which
was not going to deal with the issues on the Eastern
Freeway, including those pinch points around
Doncaster Road, Bulleen Road, Springvale Road and
the like. This is very much a solution to the whole lot.
It very much drives the capacity for people to get
around the city and get onto the Western Ring Road
through to the airport and the like, and it links the
south-eastern suburbs all the way through to the
north-east and the western suburbs. This project also
has a major upgrade for bus services. A 30 per cent
better travel time is our expectation with dedicated bus
lanes on the Eastern Freeway.
We know the real benefits of the north-east link for
many people in the community will be getting those
trucks off Rosanna Road — I think there are
approximately 19 000 movements each day. We know
how difficult it is for people in that community to get in
and out of their driveways and to get through that
particular area. They have a road that was not built to
accommodate those larger vehicles.
It was a great delight the other day to sit down with
federal ministers McCormack and Fletcher, who
understand the benefits of the north-east link and are
very happy to commit funding to the north-east link. I
think that being able to work with the federal
government is a very positive sign for us. But you only
have to look at the positions of opposition members to
see a multiplicity of positions. I cannot work out
whether they are Arthur or Martha, to be honest.
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In May 2016 the Leader of the Opposition told the
Diamond Valley Leader that ‘the coalition will
announce a transport package for Melbourne and the
north-east link will be part of it’. But then in November
2017 he said he did not like the proposed route and told
Parliament that the federal government will block
federal land acquisition needed for the project. Well,
that is not what they did recently; they gave us
$1.75 billion towards the project. Then in February
2018 a local school principal confirmed that the Leader
of the Opposition had told him that he preferred
option C, which would go right through the heart of
Eltham and Lower Plenty instead of through the
opposition leader’s own electorate, as it provided a
more holistic approach. I am not so sure the member for
Eltham would support that proposition.
Ms Ward — I do not indeed.
Mr DONNELLAN — No. Then on 2 May in an
interview on ABC radio the Leader of the Opposition
confirmed he would not build the north-east link, but
then bizarrely his shadow Treasurer went on the same
ABC program a couple of weeks later and stated they
would build the north-east link, so their position is all
over the place. Let us be very clear that we have got a
very strong commitment to, one, upgrade the Eastern
Freeway and, two, provide an opportunity to get those
trucks out of the northern suburbs, whether it be
Bulleen Road, whether it be Fitzsimons Lane, whether
it be Lower Plenty Road or whether it be Rosanna
Road. We know that whole area is congested. We need
to provide opportunities for high-productivity freight
vehicles to be off the local streets and to be on higher
order arterials so that we can give the local streets back
to the local community, and that is very much what we
are doing.
That is just a small portion of the infrastructure work
we are undertaking. You have only got to look at the
suburban road upgrades, whether it be in the south, the
east or the north, or those upgrades that have already
started in the west. I was out there the other day with
the Premier beginning that work on Dohertys Road to
build that extra bridge over the Princes Freeway to get
people in and around the outer west. We know that that
is a $1.8 billion project which will deliver great benefits
to that community because of the fact that the growth
area is just so substantial. I think it is above 2.5 per
cent. So we have got a very, very strong infrastructure
program. We know that what comes from that, along
with our TAFE sector and the like, are great training
opportunities, and we are doing that with joint venture
partners in these projects, including Sunshine TAFE
and the like, and that work with Victoria University is
going very well.
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But what else is going on presently? We know at the
moment that the Liberal Party is in a bit of a holy war.
There has been a momentary cessation in hostilities.
We will call it the Cormack détente, where if you show
us your books you might get some money, but we
know what Brother Sukkar has told us. I saw that the
other day and read it with great delight, because it was
sort of like a call to arms from Pope Innocent or
something like that in the 12th century. He issued a
warning that the socialists had infiltrated the party and
he pledged to crush them. He said:
The last bastion, the last vestige of conservatism, which is the
Liberal Party, is the last institution that they’re trying to get
their way into. And, like termites, they’ll get in and they’ll eat
us from the inside out unless we do something.

So there is obviously a job for all of us. There is a job
for me and there is a job for the Leader of The
Nationals as well, and that is chasing those termites in
the Liberal Party. I can only say that it did remind me
that I have been watching SBS recently, looking at the
papal Inquisition in the 12th century. First it was the
true believers they went after, the Cathars. The member
for Narracan, the member for Burwood, the member for
Rowville and the upper house members for the western
and eastern regions are obviously a bit like the Cathars.
They needed to be crushed. They were heretics, and
they have gone after them. They did not succeed, but
they had a good go at it.
Next it was the Knights Templar, which would have to
be Charles, John and Hugh of the Cormack Foundation.
They went after them next. Next they will bring out the
Dominicans and the rack, and they will start stretching
them and doing nasty things like that. You have only
got to look at the words of Michael Sukkar — Brother
Sukkar, as we will call him — who was encouraging
Liberal Party members at the time that members should
be sought in local churches, synagogues, Rotary clubs
and scout groups. So this really is a holy war where we
need to get our troops together and go after them, and
obviously those socialists need to be absolutely
crushed, murdered and put on the rack, and no-one will
be happy until full conservative purity is returned to the
Liberal Party.
As we know, the heretics will be chased out of
Exhibition Street. That is if they have still got
Exhibition Street, because that could be sold off. There
does not look to be much room for an old Premier like
Jeff Kennett. There does not look to be much room
obviously for Ted Baillieu, Lindsay Thompson or
Rupert Hamer. They are obviously part of that heretical
squad that needs to be absolutely crushed. I know
Brother Bastiaan and Sister Okotel are doing their
work. They are doing their recruitment. They are
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finding the appropriate people. They are doing member
farming, as we call it.
Ms Staley — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
on relevance, the matter of public importance (MPI) is
a very lengthy MPI, and one would have thought the
minister would have plenty to talk about, but clearly he
is not interested in talking about the failures of his
government in the infrastructure space, so with this
many minutes to go he has just flipped to abuse. That is
outside the terms of the MPI, and I ask you to bring him
back to it.
Mr DONNELLAN — On the point of order,
Acting Speaker, I have just a quick comment. The MPI
says:
(8) further notes that the Liberal Party is more focused on
itself than supporting the infrastructure projects that
Victoria needs.

That gives us a pretty wide berth.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) — I do
not uphold the point of order at this point in time. I
acknowledge point (8) in the MPI, but of course that
will play out as opposition members have an
opportunity to make their contributions on the MPI.
Mr DONNELLAN — As one fine member of the
administrative committee pointed out, there had been a
lot of member farming going on, and that is like a bit of
barnyard fun for the Young Libs obviously. It is a bit
like an embryo transfer program for the administrative
committee, because we know when they get together in
the Young Libs, like they did in the papal Inquisition,
they like a bit of book burning. Instead of the sausage
sizzle with Young Labor, when we try to get someone
to come in with maybe a beer or two and a couple of
sausages, I can just see Brother Bastiaan and Sister
Okotel getting the books and throwing them in the fire
in Brighton, just having a bit of fun.
I do not know why I joined the Labor Party, with the
funsters on the other side with their book burnings and
their holy crusades. I do not know why I am on this side
really. I would have enjoyed a bit of a holy crusade.
There is nothing like getting the pike out. I love a bit of
a land grab, and this is really what this is all about. This
is really all about a land grab for the administrative
committee of the Liberal Party. We have what we say
are our brothers in arms, so to speak, including Brother
Sukkar, who obviously is incredibly passionate about
hunting down those termites because those termites
need to be gone.
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Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
think we owe the respect to our federal colleagues of
actually calling them by their proper names, and I ask
you to bring the minister back to using the proper titles.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) — I
encourage the minister to address members by their
appropriate titles.
Mr DONNELLAN — I am very much hoping I can
get an invitation soon to a bit of a book burning down
in Brighton. I know the Bay City Rollers down there
and their team, led ably by Brother Bastiaan, have a
really good time when they do recruitment. I do not
know why we bother with beer and sausages. It is an
utter waste of time. We really need to get into book
burning around the pools, cocktails and stirring up our
people into a big rally. We really need to get into a bit
of branch stacking. We call it branch stacking in the
ALP. We do not call it member farming, because that
sort of sounds like we are trying to get moo-cows or
something like that. But we do not want moo-cows; we
want more members.
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) (14:18) — How can
anyone believe a word that these rorting, thieving, lying
crooks opposite have to say? The minister in effect has
just wasted 15 minutes while talking on his matter of
public importance (MPI), but is it any wonder he had
nothing to share or to enlighten the house on when he is
embarrassed by all these projects which are far over
cost, are over budget or in some cases do not even have
any money allocated to them? It was 15 minutes of
absolute rubbish from the rorting member for Narre
Warren North, trying to pat himself on the back over
infrastructure projects. He did not of course talk about
cost blowouts and about budget overruns on
government projects that are over time and over budget.
This is Labor. They cannot manage money and they
cannot manage major projects, and I challenge the
member for Narre Warren North, the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, to defend one of his projects,
one of the government’s projects, that is not over time
or over budget. Indeed yesterday in question time we
challenged the Premier, Sergeant Schultz, to name one
business whose power costs have come down since he
oversaw the closure of Hazelwood power station. He
could not name one, and I am betting double or nothing
with my colleague here that he will not be able to name
a project that is not over budget or over time.
Here is the record. We have got a long list, a growing
list, of the facts around cost blowouts under the
Premier. We have got the West Gate tunnel, which was
promised at $500 million but is now $6.7 billion, which
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is a blowout of $6.2 billion. This list totals $25 billion
in waste, mismanagement and cost blowouts by those
opposite. There is the Metro Tunnel, which was
promised at $9 billion but is now $11.07 billion, which
is a blowout of $2.07 billion, and the level crossing
removals, which were promised at $5 billion but are
now at $8.3 billion according to the Victorian
Auditor-General, which is a blowout of $3.3 billion.
We move on to the north-east link, a project that is
listed in the member for Narre Warren North’s MPI
that he did not give much attention to. It was promised
at $5 billion. We now know it is at $16.5 billion, which
is a blowout of $11.5 billion. It was promised that the
east–west link would not cost one dollar in
compensation to cancel. Of course we know that the
cost to Victorian taxpayers is $1.3 billion and growing
to cancel it. This bit of infrastructure would have been
almost completed now and would be keeping
Melbourne moving, but of course this government
ripped up that contract, costing $1.3 billion not to build
a road. We have the Victorian Heart Hospital, which
was promised at $150 million. It cost $543 million,
which is a blowout of $393 million. The
Seaford-Frankston line stabling project was promised at
$187.4 million but cost $236.7 million, which is a
blowout of $49.3 million.
The Hoddle Street upgrade, which I travel along
probably three or four times a week coming into town,
was promised at $60 million but has blown out to
$108.6 million. That is a blowout of $48.6 million. That
one really gets your attention because that project only
started in January this year. We are only in June. In
January this year this was budgeted at $60 million. In
that short period of time it has already blown out to
$108 million at a blowout of $48.6 million. The
minister should be in here apologising to the house and
to the Victorian taxpayer about how under his watch
that blowout has occurred since January through to
now, and the project is not even finished, so you would
have to ask: how much further is it going to blow out?
It is just staggering. This is not a project that has gone
on over years and years and years; this is a project that
started in January, and it has blown out by
$48.6 million. Labor just cannot manage major
projects. It certainly cannot manage money.
There is the Casey Hospital expansion, which I know
the member for Bass has a great interest in. What do
you think that was, member for Bass? It was promised
at $106.3 million but cost $139.8 million, which is a
blowout of $33.5 million. Imagine what that could be
doing in your electorate if they managed their money
properly. The Ballarat line upgrade was promised at
$516.7 million but cost $549.5 million, which is a
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blowout of $32.8 million. I am going to run out of time.
I might need an extension of time to go through this
current list because we have got the —
Mr Donnellan interjected.
Mr HODGETT — There is plenty to talk about,
Minister. The Yan Yean Road upgrade was promised at
$95 million but cost $126 million, which is a blowout
of $31 million. A Frankston station upgrade was
promised at $50 million —
Ms Green — Getting it done.
Mr HODGETT — But at what cost? It cost
$61.8 million, which is a blowout of $11.8 million. The
V/Line fleet management was promised at
$12.5 million but cost $23 million, which is a blowout
of $10.5 million. The last example I will raise today is
the Huntingdale station car park. That was promised at
a mere $4.8 million, and of course its cost is
$11.5 million, which is a blowout of $6.7 million. That
totals about $25 billion in cost blowouts.
The minister wants to come in and pat himself on the
back for 15 minutes or attack us for what we may or
may not be doing, but he should be in here apologising
for that $25 billion blowout, which could have bought
25 Royal Children’s Hospitals, 125 000 ambulances,
926 secondary schools, 2083 primary schools, four east–
west links, 125 women’s and children’s hospitals,
1563 large police stations, 42 suburban rail line
extensions, 2500 new cardiac cath labs, 1714 trams,
1389 X’trapolis trains or 1136 special development
schools. That $25 billion could have funded any of those
things, much-needed in our electorates. But of course
Labor cannot manage projects and cannot manage
money, so all that has gone, and they have the audacity
to come in here and pat themselves on the back.
Let us have a quick look in the time I have remaining at
some of the projects that the member for Narre Warren
North has mentioned in his MPI. There is the north-east
link. Labor originally said this project would cost
$5 billion. Then it went to $7 billion and then of course
it went up to $10 billion and then to $13 billion. Then
we found out earlier this year that it is going to end up
costing somewhere between $15.8 billion and
$16.5 billion. It was only late last year — I think it was
around November, from memory — that the minister
put out a press release saying that the project was going
to cost a maximum of about $10 billion, and of course
then early in the new year that had already jumped up
to $16.5 billion. It is the biggest series of cost blowouts
in Victoria’s history, and that is before a single shovel
has hit the ground.
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Mr Walsh — A shovel-ready project!
Mr HODGETT — Originally it was shovel-ready.
Right now there is not a single dollar for construction
from the state for this project in the forward estimates.
The shadow Treasurer, the member for Malvern,
discovered this in the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee. He asked the Treasurer about this, and of
course we discovered there is not a single dollar of
construction from the state for the project in the forward
estimates. The Premier says he wants to start
construction of the north-east link in 2020, but he is
unable to say how he is going to pay for it. We can
debate figures on the numbers of traffic movements, but
in the absence of an east–west link the north-east link is
going to funnel traffic onto the Eastern Freeway. We are
saying there will be an additional 100 000 vehicles onto
the Eastern Freeway each day, and that is thanks to the
scrapping of the east–west link. It will cause major
backlogs, especially at the Hoddle Street end of the
freeway, and I have already spoken about Hoddle Street.
When talking about the north-east link, the MPI talks
about creating jobs during construction and taking
trucks off the local roads. Well, if I have time, I will
come back and talk about port rail shuttle because that
is another failure of this government that would actually
do something real about getting freight onto rail and
about addressing trucks on the road.
Let us turn our attention to the Metro Tunnel, which is
listed in the minister’s MPI. In typical Labor fashion
this is a project which Labor cannot manage. We have
seen the cost of this project blow out by $2.07 billion.
Moreover, there are reports of shoddy imported steel
being used on this project, which poses a safety risk and
had to be re-welded. How many other defects does this
project have that we do not know about?
Yes, I hear the government today talking about local
content in projects. That is something that should be
done, but we can go back and look at that Herald Sun
article by Alex White on 15 June this year headed
‘Safety concerns raised over Melbourne Metro project
after imported metal beams fail safety tests’. It says:
Metal support beams imported for the $11 billion Melbourne
Metro project have been hit with major safety warnings and
are being urgently mended at workshops in Victoria.

We know from that article that welders in both
Melbourne and Geelong were working around the
clock to fix the infrastructure beams after they failed to
pass quality tests last month. Again we ask ourselves
how many other defects this project has that we do not
know about because Labor is not managing the
project properly.
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It also makes no sense — and we will continue to
argue this, and David Davis, now in the other place,
makes this point at every opportunity — that the
government will not include South Yarra station in the
Metro Tunnel project. It is major stupidity on behalf of
the government, given South Yarra is a major growth
area. It is the busiest station outside of the CBD, and
this will disconnect two rail lines from South Yarra:
Cranbourne and Pakenham. We are not about ripping
up contracts, but if we are given the opportunity by the
people of Victoria to govern again after the election
later this year, we will go back and look at the contract
and try to put in a South Yarra station. If you are
familiar with the area out there, you will know about
the growth in commercial retail development. As I
said, it is the busiest station outside of Melbourne. Of
course, what does this government do to cut costs,
ensuring a shoddy project? They cut that station out of
the Metro Tunnel project.
The West Gate tunnel, which I know one of my
colleagues is going to spend a bit of time talking about,
is a project that the Premier had no mandate to deliver.
In 2014 he promised a $500 million shovel-ready West
Gate distributor, and instead we got a road project that
was cooked up behind closed doors with Transurban
while he was still opposition leader. There was no
tender for the project. The Premier’s acceptance of an
unsolicited proposal to construct a multibillion-dollar
piece of infrastructure is unprecedented in Victoria. It
raises concerns as to the value achieved for Victorians,
given the absence of competitive pressures in
procurement. How could a project like this just be
cooked up behind closed doors and not go to a tender
process to guarantee Victorians are getting the best
value for their money through a competitive process?
There is evidence to suggest that the project has been
created using flawed modelling. We know that
independent whistleblowers have stated that there have
been deliberate distortions and misrepresentations made
regarding traffic forecasts and the economic benefits
that flow from them. Of course we know what happens
to those people when they raise those concerns. The
West Gate tunnel will be of little benefit. The Premier’s
own predictions confirm this road will be in gridlock
less than a decade after opening. It is not a long-term
solution to ease traffic congestion on the West Gate
Bridge or the western end of the West Gate Freeway,
because the problem is not the West Gate Bridge, of
course. We all know the problem is the West Gate
Freeway. They would have been better off building the
western section of the east–west link. It is not a
long-term solution to ease congestion. In fact the
government’s own modelling found the new toll road
would grind to a halt in the morning peak-hour drive
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into the city from Williamstown Road onwards. What
sort of a project is it that they are delivering?

back the country roads and bridges program, which
Labor cut.

Worst of all, the funding model for the West Gate
tunnel is vastly unfair to CityLink motorists. We do not
know why the government hates motorists. It is vastly
unfair to CityLink motorists and people who are
unlikely to ever use this road. They are going to be
faced with 20 years of higher tolls and above-CPI
increases of CityLink tolls for 10 years, followed by an
extension of Transurban’s concession period for a
further 10 years. It means that CityLink users in the
south-east and north of Melbourne will be required to
pay higher tolls for two decades in order to fund a road
that they may never drive on.

Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (14:33) — It is my pleasure to speak on a
very important matter of public importance (MPI) on
infrastructure and jobs and to follow the member for
Croydon. I think we should make sure we actually
download that last paragraph of ‘Woulda, coulda,
shoulda, we’re gonna’. We heard all that before in the
previous Liberal government, and we saw nothing
was completed.

The level crossing removals are again a project that
Labor has lost control of. The Premier initially
promised this would cost no more than $5 billion, but
thanks to the Auditor-General we now know it has
blown out by an additional $3.3 billion. When it comes
to level crossing removals, we know the government
and the Premier place political vanity at a higher level
than community amenity. We saw this with sky rail,
where the Premier promised rail under road for certain
level crossing removals, but instead residents in
Melbourne’s south-east now have to put up with
invasive concrete eyesores on the edge of their property
boundaries all because the Premier refused to properly
consult with local communities and residents.
On regional rail revival, the Premier simply cannot be
believed when it comes to fixing Victoria’s regional
country road network. I think all of us who are now on
Twitter would be getting the feed every night from
commuters and passengers, particularly down in the
area of the hardworking member for South Barwon.
We get comments from Geelong rail users all the time
about the problems there. So despite the Premier’s
crowing, services remain in shambles, with regular
cancellations due to defective trains and infrastructure.
We just do not know why the Premier will not commit
to upgrading Victoria’s country rolling stock fleet as the
coalition has promised to do.
I could go on and on. There are suburban road
upgrades. There is a lot. We all know our coalition
policies mean we will build the infrastructure that
Victoria needs. We will remove 55 of Melbourne and
Geelong’s worst intersections. We will build east–west
link. We will give regional country Victorians the rail
service and rolling stock they deserve via our
$633 million investment in new-generation VLocity
trains. We will launch new country rail services, open
new lines and upgrade existing lines. We will bring

I was out with the Premier only a couple of days ago
looking at the Melbourne Park redevelopment, and we
saw firsthand the infrastructure getting built under this
government, with 88 strategic projects in three and a
half years versus eight. That is 10 times the amount of
strategic projects. The supply chain — the small and
medium-sized enterprises — including steel and
bitumen is going gangbusters out there. Even Malcolm
Turnbull is trying to take our story and talk about jobs
and economic activity because he is seeing how well
Victoria is doing.
It was actually very interesting. I was on ABC Perth the
other day on the space agency. They introduced me by
saying they have never seen things going so well in
Victoria and can’t they just handball it to us? So we are
actually getting a reputation not only in our own
community in Victoria but right around the country.
Things are going so well on infrastructure and jobs, and
we should be very proud, from the Premier and the
cabinet to the parliamentary secretaries and the
backbenchers. It is a wonderful time to be in
government and to be getting things done.
To be more to the point, we are leading the nation in
jobs and economic growth. Since November 2014 our
economy has grown by over 300 000 new jobs — the
largest employment increase of any state in Australia. It
speaks for itself. Almost two-thirds of those jobs are
full-time — over 200 000. We know that for four years
the economy was in sleep mode, and we had to wake it
up. For the past three and a half years our infrastructure
and investments have been very significant. I
mentioned the 88 versus eight. Our 88 projects are
providing over $50 billion in economic infrastructure, a
strong pipeline right through from big businesses to
small businesses. Our Victorian Industry Participation
Policy, in unison with our Major Projects Skills
Guarantee, is making sure all those infrastructure
projects listed in the MPI have apprentices, have
trainees and have engineering cadets.
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The Industry Capability Network (ICN) in Victoria is
doing outstanding work in making sure anyone in any
local community can be involved. You could be in
Benalla and affected by the West Gate tunnel by
making the bitumen that will be needed for it. We are
making sure we are bringing regional Victoria with us
as well, and I will say a little bit on that very shortly.
The member for Croydon is also a passionate advocate
for the manufacturing industry, and I actually say that in
all seriousness because I know he is. Under our
government manufacturing has continued to grow for
16 consecutive months, even on the back of the closure
of automotive manufacturing plants. Ford in
Broadmeadows — the member for Broadmeadows has
been a strong advocate for Ford — still has a unique
Asia-Pacific design studio servicing the community.
Everyone loves Australia for our unique trams, buses
and wildlife. We are a proven testing ground for the
automotive sector and will remain so. While I am
industry minister, I will do anything I can to support
this. We can also look at Holden. Mike Simcoe, the
head of design in Detroit, is a local RMIT student who
worked his way up through Holden. He is now putting
us on the map for our design skills, our university sector
and our engineering professionalism. I met with Toyota
only the other day. Toyota’s head office has moved
from New South Wales to Victoria. Their Altona plant
is going to become the national distribution centre for
parts and accessories for all of Australia. It is going to be
one of those plants that becomes real Industry 4.0 that
will be decked out incredibly.
We have such good work to do. When you think of
‘auto’, you think of the tsunami we thought we were
going to expect, but less than 20 per cent of Tier 1s and
Tier 2s have folded. Why? Because of the programs we
put in place through the Local Industry Fund for
Transition program, the work and skill centres of
Minister Tierney in the other place and the work she
has done on TAFE and skills, we are making sure that
no matter where you are in your working life —
whether you are a mature-age student, an apprentice or
whatever it be — that there is every opportunity to
grow and succeed. It is very, very important that we
continue to do that.
I am very proud too of our social procurement
framework, which goes to the heart of these
infrastructure projects that are listed. It is very
important as a government that you bring along with
you some of the most forgotten Victorians, whether
they be victims of family violence, whether sometimes
they be Indigenous Victorians or young people who just
need a start. That is what we are doing with our major
projects. We are tweaking the levers, whether it be
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social procurement policy, industry participation policy
or the Major Projects Skills Guarantee under our
infrastructure investments, particularly under the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety and the Minister
for Public Transport. I must also commend my good
friend the member for Albert Park and the work that he
is doing at the State Library of Victoria, a unique
cultural institution. The apprentices there are getting all
the challenges that a unique building presents to
redesign and rebuild it for the 21st century. They will
love one day to be able to say to their kids, ‘I helped put
those lights up there. I helped rebuild that state library. I
helped work on the Metro Tunnel’, because they know
we are not only building infrastructure, we are helping
build their careers, their apprenticeships and their skills
that will last them for a lifetime. I am very, very proud
of that.
Our support of the manufacturing sector —
$120 million — is incredible. The member for Yuroke
and I were only recently at Dulux. Dulux had about
1100 applications for their new facility. It is decked out
by Siemens, and Industry 4.0 runs right through it. I
know you have got Exhibition Street up for sale. If you
do need a coat of paint, make sure you support Dulux
because if you need a lick of paint — I think on the ad
it says, ‘Do it once, do it right, do it with Dulux’. That
is my message: if you are going to put Exhibition Street
up for sale, please consider Dulux.
On a very serious note, I think on both sides of the
chamber we would all agree that manufacturing is
something that is unique to Victoria. We have been
doing everything we can to support manufacturing
through our $120 million investment, which is why
you have seen the growth continue despite the closure
of auto manufacturing. But manufacturing — as the
member for Macedon knows too, and I have been to
her electorate — is 20 per cent located in regional
Victoria. The access to freeway network is going to
improve, as outlined in this MPI, industrial land raw
materials. It is a very important sector, which is why
we are doing such great work now to set up regional
manufacturing clusters.
Wearing my employment hat, what I love about
manufacturing is that 80 per cent of the employees in
manufacturing are full time. It is an incredible success
story that is unique to Victoria. But it is also going
through a transition, and we have seen how
manufacturing goes through that transition where it
does get more locomotion, more digitised and goes
through that second storey that will be its success going
forward. My parliamentary secretary is doing great
work out in Eltham and doing great work on promoting
the north-east link.
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The member for Croydon did raise the question of level
crossings, and he mentioned David Davis in the other
place. If you are going to use him, I suggest that you
make sure he gets his script right because he came out
to the Buckley Street level crossing in Essendon only
recently and he was basically howled down. People
want to know what you are actually going to do, what is
your story. We know about the intersection removal
program, which is where you will get to the next set of
traffic lights only a little bit quicker.
What else is the shadow minister going to offer?
Because whether it be the Level Crossing Removal
Authority, whether it be north-east link, the Metro
Tunnel or whether it be the West Gate tunnel and the
jobs that it will create in Benalla, we know that these
are the investments that Victoria needs. Everyone
knows we are going through the biggest population
boom since the gold rush. In fact over 125 000 people
have started to call Victoria home for two consecutive
years. If it was not for the change of government, where
would we be right now? Think about the thought:
‘Where would we be right now if there was not a
change of government three and a half years ago?’. We
do not know where we would be. They would still be
offering tickets to Melbourne Airport with no actual
airport rail link. You would be able to go to Spencer
Street and grab a ticket to go to the airport by train, but
there would not be a train link there.
We are still getting on with the job. It is very, very
important. We have a very clear message for Victorians
that — through our infrastructure investments, the jobs
it has created and the starts it is giving to young
Victorians in particular, through to our Local Jobs First
policies — we are getting on with the job and making
sure no-one is left behind. I am very proud to be
working very closely with the Premier, who is doing an
outstanding job every day. He gets infrastructure, the
Premier, he gets industry policy and he gets
employment programs. For our government to be able
through our Jobs Victoria program have it working very
closely with the Major Projects Skills Guarantee and
our infrastructure investment — what we are doing in
this state right now is unprecedented, with some
$53 billion in infrastructure investments affecting
everybody. We see it. Everyone talks to me. They just
go out into their local community — whether it is the
level crossing, whether it is the road widening or
whether it is a school being rebuilt — it has been an
incredible three and a half years of getting the job done,
but also of making sure we get the job done fairly and
do not leave any Victorian behind.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (14:43) — I rise to
make a contribution on the member for Narre Warren
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North’s matter of public importance (MPI), which I will
not give the satisfaction of reading out because it is just
a long litany of self-praise. If you look at the matter of
public importance, normally the matter of public
importance is taken seriously in this house but today we
have had the B-team — some would be unkind enough
to say we have had the C-team presenting it. The
member for Narre Warren North is a poor man’s
member for Melton when it comes to doing MPIs. I can
remember a time in this place when there was a bit of
fire and a bit of vigour in the MPIs coming from the
Labor Party. But the people who have done it today
obviously have not got the strength of their convictions
about what they have talked about because, apart from
a bit of a rant about ancient history from the member
for Narre Warren North, I have not heard much passion
about or commitment to this particular matter of
public importance.
I note that the minister, who just finished his
contribution, talked at length about manufacturing in
this state. Manufacturing in this state is on its knees,
and it is on its knees for one very important reason —
the cost of energy in this state. That has been brought
about because of the policies of the Labor Party. It has
been brought about because of the policy to increase the
coal tax royalties in the Latrobe Valley, a $253 million
increase by a Premier who promised people that he
would not introduce new taxes or increase taxes. He
looked at the TV camera on election eve, talking to
Peter Mitchell, and said, ‘Peter, I give that promise to
all Victorians. I will not introduce new taxes. I will not
increase taxes in this state’. Ten or 15 tax increases and
new taxes later, one of those being a $253 million
increase in the coal tax that led to the very fast closure
of Hazelwood, has meant that manufacturing
businesses are very, very worried about the cost of
power and about the cost of gas — and that comes back
to the moratorium on gas exploration in this state,
which is another issue. More importantly they are
worried about the reliability of the supply of electricity
in this state.
As I travel around the state the first thing a number of
businesspeople say to me is, ‘It’s the cost of power
that’s got us really worried’, particularly those who
have owners or partners from overseas. They are being
benchmarked against equivalent businesses in other
countries, and their masters are saying, ‘If this is the
price of power long term in Victoria, why are we doing
business in Victoria when we could buy power a lot
cheaper in other parts of the world?’. The minister says
that manufacturing is going fine. The minister should
go and talk to businesses because they are very worried
about the price of power. More importantly they are
also worried about the reliability of supply.
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I went to International Dairy Week in Tatura earlier this
year. There was a big trade display stand there of a
business that sells generators. I went and had a talk to
them, and I asked, ‘How’s business?’. I was told that
they are overwhelmed with businesses that are buying
generators because people are extremely worried about
the interruptible supply of power. That comes back to
the government’s policy around the coal tax; it comes
back to the policy around brown coal power production
in the Latrobe Valley and the fact that businesses are
very worried. If the minister is saying that businesses
are not worried about power prices and they are not
worried about the risk of supply in this state, then she is
not asking the right questions. More importantly she
has turned a deaf ear to what they are telling her. The
number one concern of every business that I go to is
around power prices and the supply of power.
The MPI before us is about major transport projects.
Well, you could not get a bigger disaster in this state
than the Murray Basin rail project. You could not have
a minister that could botch a project so well. This
project was laid out when this government came to
power. The previous Liberal-National government had
actually allocated the money for the state contribution
to this project. It had done all the work involved in
having the commonwealth pay their particular share of
this project, so it was all there for them. It was all there
for the Minister for Public Transport. All she actually
had to do was make sure that the contract was
worded appropriately and the contractors did their job.
How difficult is it for a minister to actually implement
a project —
An honourable member — Apparently very
difficult.
Mr WALSH — As the interjector said, it is
apparently very difficult. It was a project that was all
laid out and it could have delivered a great outcome for
north-western Victoria. That is now in tatters. It was a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity project for that part of
Victoria, something that had been fought for for
decades.
If you look at the specifics of that project, the Mildura
line was taken out of action to be upgraded and
standardised. The Wakefield Transport Group,
including Iron Horse Intermodal, at Merbein had to
relocate their business to Manangatang. It set up a pad
over there to lift containers on and off transports,
resulting in additional transport costs. It was continually
given the run-around by the department as they went
through that particular process. They thought it would
be short term. It has been a lot longer term than they
originally thought it would be because the Mildura line
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took longer than they thought. What has happened is
that once the trains actually started running, they have
had to go so slow that they cannot get enough services
on that line. What should have been fixed up quickly
has taken a long time. It has gone from one train to two
trains. They still have to use the Manangatang line,
which has been a real problem for that particular
business, with very little support from this government.
Once that line was done, and done very poorly, the
issues around the Maryborough to Ararat line came
about. I am sure the member for Ripon will mention
this during her contribution to this house. The next
stage was going to be stage 3 of this project, which was
the upgrading and standardisation of the Manangatang
and Sea Lake line.
At Ultima in my electorate a large business has been set
up, Pentarch Agricultural — or Mallee Hay — which is
going to take tens of thousands of tonnes of hay,
compress it, put it in containers and export it. One of
the reasons they set up there was that it was on a
railway line. They were going to go to the cost of
putting in a loop so they could send away full train
loads of compressed hay in containers. V/Line went out
and met with them a few weeks ago and said, ‘This
project’s been put on hold indefinitely’. Pentarch has
invested millions. Qube, the logistics managers, are part
of that syndicate. The Pickering Transport Group from
Swan Hill is also part of that syndicate. Pickerings have
spent three-quarters of a million dollars buying a new
forklift to lift the containers on and off, and they have
been told, ‘It’s on hold indefinitely’.
How could a minister stuff up a project as much as
that? It is on hold indefinitely. They do not know what
is going to happen. They do not know whether they
should build a broad gauge loop to load the trains, but
then they might have to convert it across to standard
gauge at their own cost if this project ever goes to
finality, over which there is some real doubt because of
the cost blowout so far. In the meantime, as a result of
being told this project would start in March and be
finished in August and that by August they could start
shipping containers, they are having to run all those
containers on trucks to Melbourne. We hear from our
city colleagues about the issues around trucks coming
into the port. Here is an example of a project that would
have put all those containers on a train and brought
them straight to Melbourne. They are now being
trucked down because the minister has made such a
mess of this project.
The last project that I briefly want to talk about is the
rail shuttle to port. There has been money in
consecutive budgets for the rail shuttle to port project.
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The current government has said that once the lease is
resolved we will then be able to get on and do the rail
shuttle to port. I have heard nothing about the rail
shuttle to port proceeding at all, even though the money
is there. Salta has actually pulled out of the
expressions-of-interest stage for that particular contract
now because, as I understand it, they are sick of this
government taking no action. If this government were
serious about getting trucks off the road into the port,
then they would spend the money that has been sitting
in the budget from when we were in government. They
would spend that money on a rail shuttle to the port so
that trucks could be taken off the road.
The talk from the government about the issue of trucks
on roads to the port is just the government crying
crocodile tears, because the money is there to do that.
The money is there to fix it. Maybe the minister at the
table, the Minister for Industry and Employment, who
is so passionate about manufacturing and business in
this state, might like to get off his you-know-what and
actually do something about this particular project,
because the money is sitting there. That project could
be done; it could be completed. But nothing is
happening. From the point of view of northern
Victorians the Murray Basin rail project is an absolute
disaster under the current minister. Even if we had
those trains, there is no access to the port so that they
can get straight in there and unload them. They have to
come to Melbourne, be taken off and put on a truck to
be taken to the port, and that is an absolute disgrace.
Ms WARD (Eltham) (14:53) — I have to say that it
is quite ironic — in the true sense of the world, not the
Alanis Morissette sense of the word — that we have
heard those opposite talk about crocodile tears. They
had four years to build this infrastructure. They had
four years to do something concrete for the people of
this state, and what did they actually do?
Mr J. Bull interjected.
Ms WARD — Indeed, as the member for Sunbury
said, ‘Coulda, shoulda, woulda’ — but they did not. It is
this government that is getting it done, and it is this
government that is not stopping in getting it done.
Where we are certainly not stopping in getting it done is
the north-east link. It was terrific to see that
$110 million was put into the budget this year so that we
could fast-track procurement for the north-east link. The
environment studies and planning needed are all taken
care of so that if the government is re-elected at the end
of November, within the first 100 days — bam! — we
can get straight into the procurement process. The
reason we need to get straight into the procurement
process is it needs to be done. It needs to be done. This
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has been at the top of the RACV’s list of things to get
done on our roads for a very long time. I know the
member for Yan Yean, who is in here, and the member
for Ivanhoe join with me in knowing exactly how
important this road is.
It is important for so many reasons. One of them is the
fact that in the Shire of Nillumbik, for example, 80 per
cent of people who live in that shire work outside of
that municipality. In Banyule it is 70 per cent. We are
people on the move. In part it is because Nillumbik is in
a green wedge zone. Nillumbik has planning
restrictions on what can be built. Nillumbik does not
have a lot of industry. Banyule has got a bit more, but it
does not have enough to create the jobs that are needed
in the north-east. People need to commute. There is a
whole variety of reasons they need to do that, and we
will build the road that will help them get to work and
help them get home.
We have got a lot of development happening in our
north. The member for Yan Yean is well aware of the
development that is going on in the north that is bringing
streams of cars through my community and through the
community of the member for Ivanhoe. Those people
need an easy way to get to work. They need a way that
will cut up to half an hour from their travel time when
they go to work, as do people coming from the other
side of the river who are going to the airport or to work
in the north and in the west. They need that time saving
because people in this state and people in the north-east
have got better things to do with their days than
spending them in their cars wishing they were
somewhere else. I can tell you what, I bet those opposite
also wish they were somewhere else when they have the
Leader of the Opposition in front of them not having a
definite position on the north-east link.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Ms WARD — Because we do not know.
Absolutely, member for Macedon. It is very confusing
to try to work out exactly what the state Liberal Party is
doing and indeed what the Leader of the Opposition
thinks about the north-east link.
As we know, it took the feds a little while to come to
the party, but come to the party they did. We kept
sending them invitations. The party favours were there
and the fairy bread was made. We were begging them
to come on down to Victoria, ‘Come and spend your
money here, we have got a booming economy. We
want your cash, Malcolm Turnbull, please give it to us’.
And guess what? Finally he has come to the party. We
can get the hats out, we can get the fairy bread out. We
have got their money. They are going to put money into
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the north-east link and we are very glad for it, but it has
created some confusion on the other side. The other
side are a bit confused about what they really think
about the north-east link. And truth be told, I think it is
probably indicative that they are a bit confused about a
number of the things that they think. They are really not
quite sure what their ideologies are or what they believe
anymore. There is a bit of confusion. I suspect the
Institute of Public Affairs might have a little bit to do
with that. The Cormack Foundation might have a little
bit more to do with that.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Ms WARD — Marcus Bastiaan indeed, member for
Macedon. He might also have something to do with
that. But let us go through. Let us look at the facts and
let us have a look at the words that the Leader of the
Opposition has used. In May 2016 the Leader of the
Opposition told the Diamond Valley Leader that:
… the coalition will announce a transport package for
Melbourne and the north-east link will be a part of that.

So we sat and we waited and we waited a bit more. We
kept on working. We got to a point we needed to get to
where we could announce a road that would actually
stack up. It would stack up at $1.30 returned for every
$1 spent as opposed to $0.45 in the dollar for those
opposite and their silly road.
In November 2017 the Leader of the Opposition said he
did not like the proposed route, despite all of the work
that we on this side had done. He did not like the
proposed route and he told Parliament that the federal
government would block the federal land acquisition
needed for the project. But the feds want to give us the
money to build the project along that route. There is a
bit of confusion here. I think it is clear that there is a bit
of confusion here.
In February 2018 a local school principal confirmed
that the Leader of the Opposition had told him he
preferred option C, as the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety has already said today, through Eltham and
Lower Plenty. Goodbye Heidelberg golf course,
goodbye beautiful Yarra River, goodbye half of Eltham
or indeed even goodbye Research. Who knows what
you are going to carve up if you go down the path of
option C instead of through the Leader of the
Opposition’s own electorate because it provided a more
‘holistic response’. I would really like to know where
his business case is that indicates that going through the
seat of Eltham is actually a better option. I would
suspect he cannot provide it.
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On 2 May 2018, in an interview on ABC radio, the
Leader of the Opposition confirmed he would not build
the north-east link. Jon Faine, in asking him about the
north-east link contract, said, ‘If you are elected, will
you sign those contracts?’. The Leader of the
Opposition said, ‘No’. So with his federal colleagues
now supporting the project, he is backtracking and
saying he supports a ‘future north-east link’. How does
that stack up with his shadow Treasurer, who was on
the ABC with Jon Faine a few weeks later saying, ‘Of
course we will build the north-east link’. What does it
mean to build a future north-east link, and why is the
east–west link your priority? Why are the people in my
community, the people in the member for Yan Yean’s
community and the people in the member for Ivanhoe’s
community, our people, expected to be second to those
that the Leader of the Opposition wants to cater for with
his east–west link, which only returns 45 cents in the
dollar against the north-east link which returns $1.40 in
the dollar? How do you balance that? How do you
justify a decision that disadvantages so many people in
the north-east? These are people who need to get home,
who need to get to work and who are stuck in traffic.
The north-east link will take between 11 000 and
14 000 vehicles a day off Fitzsimons Lane. Nearly
70 per cent of trucks will be taken off local roads with
the north-east link. This is a huge change to how our
roads in the north-east will operate. It is a huge change.
It will be an immense relief to people in the north-east,
to people living in my community and that of the
member for Yan Yean, to know that our roads will go
back to local vehicles. It will be locals using our roads,
which were always destined for local purposes. Our
roads were not built to be duplicated or to be
mini-freeways. I can tell you this, Deputy Speaker, and
I will tell those opposite: to think of duplicating roads in
my electorate and creating mini-freeways through my
electorate will only cause you a world of pain because
my people will not put up with it. My people will not
support the duplication of additional roads in my
electorate creating mini-freeways. They will not. They
want the north-east link built because they want cars
that do not belong in our community not needing to go
through our community, not blocking our roads,
blocking our traffic and slowing us down. We want our
local roads back for our local people, and it is only the
north-east link, which we will build straightaway if we
are elected, that will help the people in my community.
The east–west link is the biggest furphy I have come
across. It will not help people in my community, and I
dare to argue that I do not think it is going to help too
many people in the leafy eastern suburbs either; it is
not. It will be 45 cents in the dollar, and it is going to
take the Liberals and Nationals a long time to build
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their road if they are elected, because they will have to
go back to their business case, they will have to go
back to their studies, they will have to reacquire land
and they will have to do all of that before they start
building it and before they can even think about then
building the north-east link. So by their own
admission, they are more than 10 years away from
building the north-east link —
Ms Green — At least.
Ms WARD — They are more than 10 years away
from building the north-east link, and I have to tell those
opposite that my community will not stand for that. My
community want this road. They want their roads back.
They do not want a hatchet job done across their
community. They do not want de facto mini freeways in
their community. They want their local roads for local
cars, and they want the north-east link built.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, out of respect for the member I did not want to
interrupt her flow. She gave a number of quotes that I
ask that she make available to the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Member for Eltham,
do you have quotes that you would like to make
available to the house?
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Mr R. Smith — On a further point of order, Deputy
Speaker, the member for Eltham did say on many
occasions during her contribution that she was quoting
the Leader of the Opposition. The precedent of the
house is very clear and has been clear for decades. If a
member says they are quoting, they are required to table
the documents. I am not asking for the iPad to be tabled;
I am asking the member to source the documents, have
them photocopied or printed out and made available to
the house, as is the precedent of the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Member for Eltham,
were you quoting from documents?
Ms Ward — I was quoting from my notes, Deputy
Speaker; the notes that have the quote in it. It is a note.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — So the quote came
from another document?
Ms Ward — It did.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
Warrandyte has asked that the quote that came from
another document be tabled in the house.
Ms Ward — So you are asking me to table the
quote that I have?

Ms Ward — I am certainly very happy to give my
quotes of the Leader of the Opposition to Hansard,
which I have done many times before.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Yes, and where it
came from — the source.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Not to Hansard, to
the house.

Ms STALEY (Ripon) (15:06) — I rise to speak on
the matter of public importance (MPI) in the name of
the member for Narre Warren North, the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, who I note started his
contribution with an anecdote about the Western
Highway at Beaufort, a project not mentioned in the
MPI, no doubt because it is emblematic of the failed
projects across Ripon that this government is either not
doing or doing extremely badly.

Ms Ward — You are not going to take my iPad.
That is ridiculous.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Member for Eltham,
were you quoting from a document?
Ms Ward — I was quoting from my iPad — my
electronic device.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Was that a document
that was on your iPad?
Ms Ward — It is not a document.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Was the member for
Eltham referring to notes?
Ms Ward — Yes.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
Eltham was referring to notes.

Ms Ward — Okay.

Then he went on to talk about wire rope barriers,
another project not mentioned in the MPI. No doubt
that is because that project has been such a fizzer in
country Victoria, of course, hasn’t it? It has huge levels
of distrust and dislike and people protesting. This has
not been a winner for the government, the rolling out of
those wire rope barriers on narrow roads where people
cannot stop, and in fact those roads are made more
dangerous than they would be without them.
However, I return to what is in the MPI, and I note that
there are seven infrastructure projects mentioned, but
only one of those is in western Victoria — that is, the
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so-called regional rail revival, and I will have a bit more
to say about that and some of the other ones happening
in my electorate.
Before I get to that I thought I would start by noting
item (4) on the long list, which is the level crossing
projects. We cannot go past one level crossing removal
project, and this one is of course the grade separation on
Werribee Street, Werribee, that was announced by the
Minister for Public Transport some time ago. When a
media conference was held and the minister was asked
how many trains use it each day, she said:
Werribee? Four trains.

She turned to her adviser and asked how many trains it
was, and the adviser said, ‘Four’. The minister then
said:
Four. There you go, four. Four trains a day.

This grade separation, this level crossing, is in the
Treasurer’s seat, a Treasurer who of course lives about
20 kilometres away in Williamstown — and with that
he shares an attribute with the member for Narre
Warren North, whose MPI this is, and who of course
does not live anywhere near his electorate. The other
thing about that particular level crossing is of course
that it is there for freight trains.
That brings me to the Murray Basin rail project, which
is a freight project which is again not mentioned in the
MPI. That would be because this government has so
substantially, comprehensively and overwhelmingly
botched this project at every level that it is too
embarrassed to talk about it. This is a project that was
initially announced by the previous Liberal-Nationals
government and funded from the sale of the Rural
Finance Corporation. It subsequently had $220 million
put into it by the federal government. It is a
transformational project for my electorate, for the
region and for the economies of the entire north-west,
and yet not only has this government entirely botched
the project, but when the minister has been asked about
it, both in this place and in the media, she has refused to
concede that there are any problems at all and continues
to say, ‘No, you’ll have to provide evidence for that’.
It is funny we should get to that, because one of the
things that we have raised is that the trains are required
to run very slowly on that line. I remind members that
when she was asked about this the minister got up in
the Parliament and talked about bedding in the line.
Now, bedding in a railway line requires one thing, and
that is ballast. I seek leave to have incorporated into
Hansard a photo of the Murray basin rail —
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Is leave granted?
Leave refused.
Ms STALEY — Surprise, surprise that leave is not
granted, because of course what I am showing is —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
Ripon will not hold up props in the house.
Ms STALEY — a track that does not have any
ballast on it. It cannot be bedded in. But even if the
track was being bedded in in the way the minister
asserted so confidently to the house, on the very day
after that she wrote to one of my constituents who had
asked her why there had to be a generator running
24 hours a day outside their bedroom window to run the
signalling for this project. In part of the letter that went
to my constituent she said:
… crews are required to stop traffic prior to the arrival of each
train. Trains are restricted to 25 kilometres an hour to allow
traffic management crews to attend the site prior to each
service.

So we have lollipop people racing up and down the
road to attend to each level crossing. Somehow we have
these level crossings with lollipop people, but I go back
to where I started with the level crossing removal in the
Treasurer’s seat, where they have four trains a day and
they are getting their level crossings removed. We have
lollipop people; they are having their level crossings
removed. I think that says quite a lot about the priorities
of this government. There is so much more that is
wrong with this project. As we heard in question time,
the project has used second-hand degraded rail from
another line that the government has ripped up.
I also have a Network Service Plan: Network Operating
Requirements document provided by V/Line and dated
Friday, 1 June 2018. It talks about standard gauge lines
and tonnes axle loads. This is the way this line has been
configured. It is meant to be a 21-tonne line and trains
on it are meant to run at 80 kilometres an hour. They
were the original specifications for the project. But the
way that this government has implemented this means
it will be 40 kilometres an hour maximum. Of course
trains are doing only 25 kilometres an hour now
because of the lollipop people, the lack of ballast, the
twisted rail and all the other things that are wrong with
this project, but even when it is up and running trains
are only going to run at 40 kilometres an hour. That is
not the deal rail users signed up for. This is meant to be
a transformative project across my electorate; instead
this government has entirely botched it and is putting at
risk the economic transformation of the region.
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I move to the other major infrastructure project in
Ripon that is not mentioned in this MPI — again
surprise, surprise — and that would be the duplication
of the Western Highway to Stawell. Of course this is
the project that the government allowed the planning
instrument to expire on, and then it took them another
year to get the planning right. The minister went to
Buangor last week with the local Labor candidate and
did a fake sod turning in a paddock. Everyone around
the region would know that you do not build a road in
western Victoria over winter, so we are not going to see
another centimetre of this road built before the election,
but needless to say we had the fake sod turning — it
was a big week for that — on Friday of last week.
On top of that the government has utterly failed to put
another cent into the project to go from Ararat to
Stawell. That is what this project is meant to be about.
It is meant to duplicate the road to Stawell, but this
government does not care at all about Stawell. Not only
is it not duplicating the road to Stawell — unlike the
Liberal-Nationals who have undertaken to do the
business case to work out whether we can put rail back
to Stawell via Ararat; this government is not interested
in that — but let us not forget that prior to the last
election the then opposition leader, now the Premier,
went to Stawell and said that his government would
deliver 440 jobs to Stawell over its term. They have
currently lost 71 — there are 71 fewer people employed
in Stawell now than when this government came to
power. So you are really running out of time to get your
440 jobs up, aren’t you? I do not think they are going to
because Stawell and Ripon have been abandoned by
this government. All of the major transformative
projects that we need in my electorate to get the
economy going, to make it strong and to deal with
transformational change have been utterly botched or
neglected by this government.
Again we have an MPI that is city-centric. Bar one
project listed in it, it is entirely about Melbourne. There
is not much here for Ripon at all, or for country
Victoria. Why would there be? The government’s
performance is atrocious. If we look at the Ballarat line,
it is the worst on record.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (15:16) — I am very
pleased to speak today on this matter of public
importance (MPI) — an MPI that is very focused on
the jobs that this government is creating for working
people across Victoria. It is fitting that I have the
opportunity to speak after the member for Ripon
because of course Ripon adjoins my electorate, and
what a contrast in representation there is. On the one
hand the people of Ripon are currently burdened with a
member who is touting for money across her electorate
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to run an anti-worker agenda — she is out there saying,
‘Give me money so that I can be on the side of labour
hire firms that rip off and exploit agricultural workers in
this state’.
Ms Staley interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Member for
Ripon, you have had your turn.
Ms THOMAS — She is saying, ‘Give me $1500 so
that I can be in this place fighting for the rights of
employers to steal workers’ wages’. That is what the
member for Ripon is doing. As the member for
Macedon I am very pleased to stand here. I note that the
member for Ripon has now left the chamber because
she does not want to hear the contribution that I will
make, which will be about the work that the Andrews
Labor government is doing to create employment
opportunities across Victoria. I note that in the house
are the member for Geelong, the member for
Wendouree and other Labor members that represent
regional seats. We will fight for the right of working
people in regional Victoria to be paid fairly and not to
be ripped off and exploited by labour hire firms.
I go back to the MPI. What I want to talk about — and I
take great pleasure in doing so — is the fantastic work
that the Minister for Public Transport, who is also the
Minister for Major Projects and the member for
Bendigo East, is doing in this place in delivering
regional rail infrastructure for communities across
Victoria. Under this government the Minister for Public
Transport has developed the first long-term plan for
public transport in regional Victoria, the regional
network development plan, which is a blueprint that sets
out the short, medium and long-term priorities to grow
and invest in our transport network across the state.
Under this government we have added almost 600 extra
services across the regional network. I might say I am
very pleased to see that 38 of those additional services
have been delivered on the Bendigo line, as I am sure
you, Deputy Speaker, would also be pleased to note. Do
you know how many services were delivered by those
on the other side? I know you might think the answer is
zero, and that would be a reasonable guess, but I can
tell you that they delivered five additional services in
four years. We have delivered 38. Do you know the
best part? We are not finished yet. This is a government
that will not stand still when it comes to delivering
regional rail services and regional transport services and
developing a network that meets the needs of regional
Victorians.
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I will tell you what else this government did: we were
firm and clear that we would take the fight right up to
Canberra to get the money and the investment that
Victorians deserve for our infrastructure. And boy,
what a fight we had. It was really hard to know who
was the minister for infrastructure at any given time,
given the total debacle that was the National Party. It
was Barnaby Joyce one minute, then it was Darren
Chester and now it is Michael McCormack. But we did
not let that chaos get in our way. We fought on behalf
of the people of regional Victoria to get the money that
we were owed as a result of the asset recycling
initiative and deal that we had. We fought for what
Victorians were entitled to to get the money so that we
could build the necessary infrastructure across regional
Victoria, including of course the Ballarat line upgrade.

upgrading the track and signalling. We stand here as a
government ready to order the trains when the track is
fixed and ready to run them. We understand it will take
about three years to fix the track, and we know it takes
two years to order a train, so we will work with the
ARTC to ensure the timing of our train order aligns.

Let me tell you that the Ballarat line upgrade stage 1 is
being delivered by Rail Projects Victoria, a consortium
of Lendlease Engineering, Coleman Rail and SMEC
Australia. That consortium has been selected as the
construction contractor. Works are currently underway
for the new track from Caroline Springs station to
Melton, the Rockbank station rebuild and the new rail
bridge across Toolern Creek. Works on the new
Maddingley stabling facilities will enable the removal
of the existing stabling facilities at Bacchus Marsh
station and the upgrade of the station. Works are also
underway on the new Ballan passing loop between
Ingliston Road and Old Melbourne Road.

This is a very important matter of public importance.
This government is investing in major rail projects right
across Victoria. We are delivering for all Victorians
right across regional Victoria. We will not forget, and
we will not let the people of Victoria forget, how those
on the other side, when they had the enormous privilege
to sit in this place as a government, let Victorians down.
When they were in government, what did they do?
They promised a lot. As we said before, ‘shoulda,
coulda, gonna’ — but did they do anything? I will tell
you what they did when they were in power. They cut
$120 million from V/Line. They did not fund one new
major regional public transport project. They did not
order a single regional train for two years. They could
not open the regional rail link because they failed to
order enough trains and, as I said earlier, added fewer
than 100 regional services across the network.

This Ballarat line upgrade is a significant investment by
this government to ensure that this very fast growing
and beautiful regional city has the transport services
that it needs. My constituents in the west of my
electorate of Macedon also use the Ballarat line every
day, and they are very supportive of the investments
that our government is making.
I want to tell you a little bit also about the north-east
line upgrade. Coming originally from Wodonga, that is
a line that I take an interest in. This is a rail line that has
been completely neglected by those on the other side
and indeed for many, many years by their mates in
Canberra. The Andrews Labor government fought to
secure an additional $135 million from the federal
government to upgrade the north-east line to a better
standard because we knew that the initial $10 million
investment would not be enough to give north-east
passengers the rail services they expect and deserve.
With our investment the track will now be upgraded by
the Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) to
class 2 so that modern trains can run on that line.
What those on the other side do not seem to understand
is that you cannot run modern trains without first

To this end I take the opportunity to thank the
hardworking member for Northern Victoria Region,
Jaclyn Symes, in the other place. She has relentlessly
fought for the interests of the people of the north-east.
Is the member for Benambra in the house? Of course he
is not in the house. The member for Benambra is very
rarely in the house, so thank goodness the people of
Wodonga, where I grew up, have Jaclyn Symes
representing their interests.

I want to commend this MPI to the house. I
congratulate the Minister for Major Projects and
Minister for Public Transport for all the work that she is
doing. In my own electorate it is not just the railway
services that are improving. In Macedon we are seeing
500 car parking spaces being delivered and an upgrade
in CCTV and lighting at our railway stations. We have
also seen some fare adjustments that are benefiting
constituents of mine in Kyneton and in Woodend, and
of course we have had a station upgrade at Macedon.
When it comes to who the people of Victoria need to
put their faith and confidence in to deliver the regional
rail projects that country Victorians need, then there is
only one party that will deliver — and that is the Labor
Party led by our Premier. Those on the other side have
shown time and time again that they cannot be trusted.
They are all spin and no substance. People can see right
through them. Only Labor will deliver the infrastructure
projects this state needs.
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Ms RYALL (Ringwood) (15:26) — I rise to make a
contribution on the matter of public importance (MPI)
put forward by the member for Narre Warren North.
Having just listened to the member for Macedon
saying, ‘We will not forget’, what we will not forget is
$1.3 billion wasted — $1.3 billion blown — on the
east–west link. That is something no-one will ever
forget, the disgraceful waste and mismanagement
undertaken by this government.
I just refer back to the member for Narre Warren
North’s MPI. He lives 45 kilometres away from his
electorate of Narre Warren North. He lives in Fitzroy
North, and he talks about infrastructure.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms RYALL — The member for Kew said he carries
more baggage than the Kardashians, and I would
absolutely have to agree with that. He talks about road
infrastructure, he talks about infrastructure that is going
on, but he actually does not even live in his electorate
and does not represent the people in his electorate. He
does not live in the place he represents and with the
people he represents in that respect, yet he has tried to
put forward all the angst, accusations and zingers — all
this is from a fellow who does not represent his
community and in fact lives 45 kilometres away.
Just on that, I invite the member for Narre Warren
North, the minister, to visit my electorate on the odd
occasion that he might actually like to travel to his
electorate. I am sure the electorate of Ringwood is
about halfway. He can come down the Eastern
Freeway, probably cut across over to the Monash and
through, but he should keep in mind that with the
infrastructure he has set out in his MPI, with the tunnel
that has been put forward, the people using the Monash
are going to be paying tolls on CityLink for an extra
10 years. There will be an elevation of tolls and costs
for a very long period of time. I would imagine that the
people of Narre Warren North are perhaps not too
happy with their member.
Let us go through some of these things listed in the MPI
statement. It refers to the north-east link, which went
from $6.5 billion to $16.5 billion.
Mr Pearson — Haven’t you heard of inflation?
Ms RYALL — The member for Essendon asks,
‘Haven’t you heard of inflation?’. I think we would call
that a major cost blowout to the tune of $10 billion. Let
us just get this straight: a $10 billion cost blowout. We
start off at $6.5 billion and end at $16.5 billion. No, that
is probably not the end, because I am sure it will end up
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going higher than that under the absolute
mismanagement of this government.
I ask the member for Essendon: what did Melbourne
Metro go from? From $9 billion to $11 billion — a
$2 billion increase just like that on the
Melbourne Metro.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The member for
Ringwood should address her remarks through the
Chair.
Mr Pearson — Just inflation.
Ms RYALL — ‘Just inflation’, the member for
Essendon says — a mere $2 billion and a mere
$10 billion on the north-east link.
The West Gate tunnel started off with the West Gate
distributor, and the government sought a mandate on
their West Gate distributor. That was $500 million.
That went from $500 million to $6.75 billion, which is
a $6.2 billion blowout on a road nobody voted for and a
road they did not have a mandate for. It was just
$6.2 billion of inflation, according to the member
for Essendon.
Mr Pearson interjected.
Ms RYALL — I am finding it very hard not to
respond to interjections, Deputy Speaker. I have made
reference before to the deal with Transurban to allow an
extension of tolls for 10 years on CityLink. That means
that all those people that use CityLink, whether they use
the tunnel or not, will be paying for a road that the
government had no mandate for — a government that
has blown out the cost by $6.2 billion. Those in the
outer east and those in the south-east will incur the cost
of a road they may well not use. Not only that, but there
are the massive increases in tolls, year upon year, that
are going to happen as a result of the deal struck by this
government with Transurban, and which we cannot
even see the records for — so much for transparency.
Let us go to level crossings. There was a $5.5 billion
commitment which is now at $8.3 billion. Now, this
will be interesting to hear. The member for Essendon is
very vocal with these sorts of things. It is a $3.3 billion
blowout, and regardless of the spin, the deception and
the lies, trying to cover up —
Mr Pearson interjected.
Ms RYALL — They are trying to cover it up,
through the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
(PAEC) or through any other method, and trick people
into thinking that there are no cost blowouts on the
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level crossing removals, but everyone knows it
regardless of the spin.
The other thing we come to on infrastructure is sky rail.
Mr Dimopoulos — Hear, hear!
Ms RYALL — Was that the member for
Bentleigh? No, it was the member for Oakleigh with
‘Hear, hear!’ for sky rail. Let us just hold onto that,
because what that was about — through the Deputy
Speaker to the minister at the desk — was politically
expediting a project purely for political means to get it
done. What the people wanted was a trenched rail —
they did not want a sky rail — but what this
government knew was that they could not get the
project finished in time for the election if it went to rail
under road, and that is a fact. If it went under, it would
not be finished in time for spruiking for the election.
However, what it would have done, members opposite,
is make more people happier and less people angry
than you have actually been able to make happen over
the last number of years.
The government have run roughshod over so many
people. What we have seen with their politics is that
when we come down onto the Frankston line, where the
marginals are, it is ‘You can have whatever you want’.
It is okay because this has all been about politics.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms RYALL — Just picking up on that point, I have
been here for eight years, but the government has been
in for, what, 14 out of 18 years?
Mr Katos — 15 out of 19 now.
Ms RYALL — They have been in for 15 out of
19 years, and let us have a look at where they have
taken us. If we go back to Hoddle Street, it was going to
cost $60 million. What did it cost? Come on. One
hundred and nine million —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Ringwood through the Chair.
Ms RYALL — I am looking at them, but I am
speaking through you, Chair. There was a $59 million
blowout on Hoddle Street. The Victorian Heart
Hospital was $150 million, and it is now $543 million.
That is a $393 million blowout.
Coming back to the member for Macedon, she said,
‘We will not forget east–west link’. That was the biggest
loss of all for Victorians — $1.3 billion blown, with
people stuck in traffic. I can tell you that month by
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month the Eastern Freeway gets worse and worse. There
are costs to businesses and tradies just going about their
day. They still mention it now. They cannot believe how
badly let down they were by those they once trusted but
never will again. Then there is the time with family and
friends that is wasted sitting in traffic.
I am not just talking about the financial and economic
cost to these people and their families. There is the
personal cost of wasting $1.3 billion not to build one of
the most important pieces of infrastructure in the state.
Everyone agrees that it needs to be built, so the hideous
deception on the people of this state of blowing
$1.3 billion to ensure that people in my electorate
remain stuck in traffic for many years to come is
nothing short of disgraceful.
Any trust the people may have had in this Premier and
this government is completely gone. We have had rorts,
we have had lies, we have had cover-ups and we have
had cost overruns. That is what people will remember
this government for, and that is what people will never
forget. That is what my community in the Ringwood
electorate will never forget. The government owes it to
Victorians to start being honest and frank with them.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (15:36) — Order!
Before I call the member for Oakleigh, I acknowledge
the director-general of the Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office. Welcome.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (15:36) — It gives
me great pleasure to speak to the matter of public
importance raised by the member for Narre Warren
North. What an excellent Minister for Roads and Road
Safety he is, and I thank him very much for the road
improvements he has helped facilitate in my
community.
The Labor government’s investment in infrastructure
across Victoria is very well represented in my
community across all areas of investment, but
particularly roads, public transport, schools and
hospitals. Just to give a sense of the aggregate picture,
while the member for Ringwood talked about blowouts,
she was talking without a basis of fact. If you look at
the aggregate figures, we have doubled the historical
annual infrastructure spend, which was sitting at around
$4.5 billion previous to this government. It is now at
just over $10 billion a year on average on infrastructure.
That is doubling the spend annually, and of course so
we should. We have a lot to catch up on after the
failures of past governments.
But we have not just ramped up infrastructure
spending; we have improved the governance
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framework around how we spend on infrastructure. We
were the first government to establish Infrastructure
Victoria as an independent authority. Yes, it has experts
on it and government representatives on it, but it is an
independent authority. I say ‘independent’ because it
submits its reports to the public domain without us
having to vet them, so it is independent. What the
government then is required to do by law is respond to
those priorities, and if it departs from the priorities of
Infrastructure Victoria, it needs to explain why. That is
something that the other side never did. We have
increased the governance around what the public knows
about infrastructure.
The previous mob, particularly in my community with
the silly Cranbourne-Pakenham upgrade project that it
had under Denis Napthine — and I will get to that in a
minute — used to open the door to the private market
and say, ‘Yeah, sure. You just tell us what you want us
to spend and we’ll just sign here’. They were called
unsolicited bids. We came in and, under the
Treasurer’s stewardship, said, ‘No, no. We won’t just
accept any market proposal; we’ll make sure it actually
has a dividend’.
Mr Katos interjected.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — The member for South
Barwon talks about the Metro Tunnel. We will work
with private partners, but we will work to the advantage
of the Victorian taxpayer and the Victorian community.
So we redeveloped the program and it is now called
market-led proposals. It is far more of a value add to the
Victorian taxpayer than the unsolicited bid proposal the
coalition had.
There is a whole range of things I could say about the
aggregate numbers: lower debt than what we inherited,
higher employment growth and higher employment in
real terms than what we inherited and the healthiest
budget surpluses in Victorian budget history. Coalition
members can talk about blowouts all they like. When
they say ‘blowout’, we know what that means. We
know that means extra things were put into a package.
For example, in the Cranbourne-Pakenham corridor and
the level crossing removal project we have got extra
new train stations and we have got extra signalling
upgrade works to run back-to-back trains. When the
coalition says ‘blowouts’ we know we are talking about
extra investments. That in fact is what they are.
On level crossings in my community, we have heard a
lot about sky rail. I am the proud facilitator in my
community of this incredible project.
Mr Pearson — The great enabler.
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Mr DIMOPOULOS — The member for Essendon
says ‘the great enabler’. Thank you, member for
Essendon; I will take that one.
Mr Foley — In all modesty.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — In all modesty, Minister;
that is right. It is such a profoundly important project.
Very, very sincerely, I talked today in a members
statement about how these level crossings have been
deathtraps and safety hazards for 139 years, referencing
stories when people were killed at these crossings from
100 years ago up until more recent times. That is
number one. Number two, in terms of people moving
around the community, I spoke to people in the
community prior to the last election who literally said
to me, ‘We made the decision about where to send our
kids based on which side of the crossing we live on. We
just couldn’t contend with having to traverse that
crossing to drop the kids off at school or pick them up
at night’. We did that project in a way that
value-captured the land underneath for community use.
What do we have on the other side? Not only do they
not have any modicum of respect or the decency to say,
‘We’re embarrassed. We did nothing in four years for
those four level crossings’, but we have them trying to
come out on top. Mr Davis, an upper house MP, was on
the radio the other day criticising this project. What he
did not tell Jon Faine on ABC radio was that he
pretends that the coalition had a viable alternative
called the Cranbourne-Pakenham rail upgrade project.
Well, that was so viable that a month before the 2014
election there was an article in the Age headed
‘Dandenong rail project in disarray’. The then minister,
Terry Mulder, was quoted in that article as saying that
he had grave concerns about the project and would be
in no position to sign a contract for at least another year
or so. He had grave misgivings.
This is the reality. Mr Davis goes around and says, ‘No,
no. We were going to go under. It was funded, it was
signed’. Not only was it not funded but it was definitely
not signed — no contract was signed. Terry Mulder
made it very clear that he was not prepared to sign, and
do you know why? Because they had not come up with
any solution to the Longford gas pipeline under
Carnegie, which supplies 25 per cent of Melbourne’s
gas. They had come up with no solution to the huge
electricity transmission lines under Hughesdale or the
high watertable in Murrumbeena. There was no
solution to any of that. Yet Mr Davis goes out into the
community, as does this opposition, pretending that
they had a viable alternative.
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Mind you, the coalition’s project was going to remove
only four level crossings, not the nine that we have in
our project. They were going to remove four at a cost of
$2.6 billion. Also, they were going to privatise the
line — the consortium was going to own the
Cranbourne-Pakenham line for 20 years and it would
have cost us $1 million a day for 20 years. That was
their successful model — not — to remove four level
crossings. Of course it did not go anywhere. What
would you do under those circumstances? You would
say, ‘You know what? We won’t criticise this
government for doing something — for actually
removing these crossings after 139 years’. But no, they
do, because they have no decency.
The other investments in infrastructure in my
community are profound, like the school investments.
When I tell school assemblies about this I get excited
and they are awed by the difference. We are doing this
within a budget envelope that is fiscally responsible and
appropriate. The previous government in their four
years spent $544 000 across 15 schools in and around
my community.
Mr Lim — Shame!
Mr DIMOPOULOS — Exactly, member for
Clarinda — shame! It was not even across all the
schools; it was just in a couple of schools. That was the
quantum, the total amount, they spent. Under our
government, in three and a half years, it has gone from
$544 000 to $56 million. That is an outstanding
commitment to education: putting our money where our
mouth is. That includes funding to Glen Eira College of
$10.1 million. About 35 per cent of the kids at that
school come from my electorate although the school is
just outside my electorate. Oakleigh Primary School
has $9 million in this year’s budget. Mount Waverley
Heights Primary School has $2 million. Hughesdale
Primary School has $3.5 million for eight new
classrooms. Carnegie Primary School has $5.5 million
for a new gymnasium and for upgrading its grade 1 and
2 and prep areas. I was proudly standing at the
Amsleigh Park Primary School polling booth in 2014
with an A-frame that said ‘Labor will upgrade this
school’, and we did at a cost of $5.7 million. That
project has got another few months to go and it will be
completed. There is a whole range of other projects.
These schools were untouched. What does that mean?
It is not about us saying, ‘Oh, we’re so fantastic’. What
it is about is that those kids now get a better
environment, a far more decent environment, to learn
in. We all know this, because we visit our schools
regularly, but these spaces are flexible learning spaces,
which are light and bright. It makes you want to be
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proudly teaching in there if you are a teacher, or if you
are a parent, proudly picking up your kids there, and if
you are a student, you are more able to concentrate in a
modern learning environment. Let us not even go to
equity funding and a whole bunch of other funding that
we have enhanced for the student resource package and
regional offices of education.
This is a profoundly important matter of public
importance. My community knows that it does not need
a matter in the Parliament to know the value of that
infrastructure spend. They experience it every day, and
I absolutely thank them for their patience, for putting up
with the roadworks, for putting up with a bit of
inconvenience. The end result is a profoundly
beneficial one to my community. I commend the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety, I commend the
Treasurer and the Minister for Public Transport and
every other leader in this government on such an
outstanding achievement.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (15:46) — I rise to
make a contribution on the matter of public importance
(MPI) submitted in the member for Narre Warren
North’s name. When you look through it, the glaring
inadequacy in this list is the lack of investment in
regional Victoria and particularly Geelong. When you
look at Geelong —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr KATOS — I will talk on the West Gate tunnel,
but there is not one project here for Geelong,
particularly any road projects. The list has the north-east
link, the Metro Tunnel and level crossing removals. I
might touch on the level crossing removals for a
moment: 50 of the most dangerous and congested level
crossings in Victoria, as long as they are in Melbourne
and in Labor seats. That is pretty much the thing. There
have been none removed in Geelong whatsoever.
Ms Thomas — You could talk about fast rail to
Geelong.
Mr KATOS — Don’t worry, I will get to your fast
rail to Geelong, don’t worry about that. I will get to your
bullet train fantasies. But as for those level crossing
removals, there are none in Geelong. I can think of
several in Geelong, one in my electorate, particularly on
the Barwon Heads Road. You have got Separation
Street, Kilgour Street, McKillop Street, Yarra Street, all
very important grade separations that could be done, but
this government has concentrated purely on Melbourne
with regard to the level crossing removals.
We might talk about the West Gate tunnel, as it is now
known, because it has had many, many different names.
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It started off as the West Gate distributor. That was its
first incarnation back in 2013 in Labor’s Project 10 000
policy. It talked about the West Gate distributor costing
between $400 million and $500 million. Now all of a
sudden that has morphed and keeps morphing. There
was all this talk of shovel-readiness. Everything was
ready to go, ready to put shovels in the ground, even
commitments to make sure the West Gate distributor
was done by 2018. It was to be finished.
Mr Noonan — You didn’t support it.
Mr KATOS — The member for Williamstown —
sorry, I had forgotten his electorate, I was used to saying
‘minister’ — I am not saying I do not support it. I will
get to that in my contribution, thank you, member for
Williamstown. This has been through so many
incarnations and so many cost blowouts. One thing is
for sure, as Kerry Packer once said, ‘You only get one
Alan Bond in your lifetime’, and Transurban has got the
Andrews Labor government. That is their Alan Bond.
It is come in spinner with this. Basically the West Gate
distributor, as it had been promised, was grossly
inadequate. It was quite a useless project really, the
distributor, the original project. It would have been a
complete waste of time. This government needed to
build a project and along came Transurban — come in
spinner. What is going to happen is we are going to
have extra lanes of traffic, and in the end the answer to
the member for Williamstown’s question is something
is better than nothing. Basically you are going to funnel
all this extra traffic to the base of the West Gate Bridge.
Then you would either have a choice of the bridge or a
tunnel, approximately at Williamstown Road. So if
there is an accident before Williamstown Road, both
the tunnel and the West Gate Bridge would both shut
down, whereas the full east–west link was an alternate
route. It was a separate roadway. So you had a choice:
you could go onto the ring road, enter the east–west
link, the western section, and you had an alternate route
as a redundancy if there was a problem on the M1.
Now we simply do not have that whatsoever.
I could go on about some of the —
Mr Noonan — Something is better than nothing.
Mr KATOS — Something is better than nothing?
Well it is actually, member for Williamstown. It is not
the same project as the east–west link, but at the
moment we do not go around tearing up contracts like
this government did — $1.3 billion thrown away,
$1.3 billion of taxpayers money thrown away to not
build a road. If you actually say that to someone —
Ms Couzens interjected.
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Mr KATOS — I can hear the member for Geelong
yabbering away there. The only thing the member for
Geelong wants to build is a drug injecting room. That is
the only thing she wants to build in Geelong. That is the
only thing you want to do, that is your major project for
Geelong, your drug injecting room. That is all you want.
With regard to rail, if you have a look at the V/Line rail
of late, it has been — I do not know what, the word
‘botched’ tends to get used a lot with this present
Minister for Public Transport. If you look at the
cancellations, particularly lately, the Geelong V/Line
has been just absolutely atrocious. It is either
broken-down equipment, broken-down trains or it is
staff sickness. If you look at staff sickness this year, at
trains cancelled in the first five months of the year: there
were seven in January, 19 in February — this is trains
cancelled — 33 in March, eight in April and 31 in May.
As far as February and March go the excuse that seems
to be bandied around at the moment is that it is the cold
and flu season. I do not think that was in February or
March — in the southern hemisphere February and
March are not the cold and flu season. So why on earth
are these trains being cancelled all the time? Is it lack of
staff? What is it? The minister herself on 3 April said
she would investigate the cause of this, why this was
happening. We are still yet to hear from the minister.
Why are these V/Line commuters constantly being
inconvenienced on V/Line?
Ms Couzens — We are building the trains.
Mr KATOS — The member for Geelong says she
is building trains. You know it is an election year when
you see a line item in the budget for $50 million saying
you are going to build a bullet train. You cannot even
manage the V/Line system, let alone build a bullet train.
That is absolute fantasy. This minister cannot even get
the Murray Basin rail program right. Who on earth in
their right mind is going to believe that this government
is going to be able to deliver a bullet train for Geelong?
Like, seriously! You cannot even get a VLocity to run
between Geelong and Melbourne without either having
staff sickness, a breakdown or broken signalling, and
you are going to sit here and say you are going to spend
$50 million on a study for a bullet train. Goodness me, I
would love that contract — $50 million.
We need to get our present V/Line system right, not this
fantasy of bullet trains. Bullet trains are for long
distances, not for a 70 or 75-kilometre journey. I have
had an expert advise me, who gave me information that
basically you need about 200 kilometres of track to
make a bullet train viable. By the time it gets up to
speed it needs to —
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Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr KATOS — Actually this person has a bit of
knowledge and is not a member of the Roman Empire
either, member for Essendon. He has got a bit of
knowledge, this expert who has advised me. This guy
actually builds railway lines, not aqueducts.
Mr Noonan — I’ll pay that.
Mr KATOS — Thank you. So you need at least
200 kilometres of track. You just do not have that
between Geelong and Melbourne. Our priority must be
to get our V/Line system right, and there is nothing in
this MPI that addresses that. There is nothing in
this MPI.
The duplication of the track between South Geelong
and Waurn Ponds has been stalled in business cases for
nearly two years. The feds got it I think about three or
four weeks ago, finally after two years. That will
increase the capacity on the southern section of the
Geelong line between South Geelong and Waurn
Ponds, but we need to get our trains right between
Geelong and Melbourne. That is a critical issue to
improve the experience and travel time for our V/Line
commuters.
On roads: in Geelong there has been not one major road
project announced by this government. Again we have
got more studies. The Barwon Heads Road is one that
desperately needs to be duplicated, and then the
government is doing another study about Bellarine
Link, which is many, many years away by the look of
it. The Barwon Heads Road is one where all the growth
has occurred in Geelong in the southern suburbs and
Armstrong Creek. That is a road that needs to be
done — again, nothing from this government.
As I said earlier, Deputy Speaker, you have this MPI
today. It just exposes how Melbourne-centric this
government really is.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (15:56) — I take great
pleasure in joining the debate on this matter of public
importance (MPI). I am particularly going to go to the
points just raised by the previous speaker in the
7 minutes that I have allocated. The member for South
Barwon said that there was nothing in this matter of
public importance for regional Victoria.
Ms Britnell — He said for Geelong.
Ms GREEN — Well, for Geelong, but the regional
rail revival is germane to other regional cities including
Warrnambool, including the Ballarat line, including the
Shepparton line and including the north-east line. The
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regional rail revival is upgrading every regional rail line
across Victoria, creating more than 1000 jobs in
construction. Unlike those opposite, we did not wait two
years; we did not sit back. The former Minister for
Public Transport and then member for Polwarth was in
the electorate next to that of the member for South
Barwon, and the previous Premier, Dr Napthine, was on
the line beyond that. There was one thing they did. They
did a passing loop at Warncoort near Birregurra and
Colac. That was the one project that they did on regional
rail. We lobbied hard, and they did that connection and
that passing loop but they did not order any trains.
The member for South Barwon was saying, ‘What is it
with staff sickness?’. Well, you actually get an older
workforce when you do not recruit any new people.
When you cut V/Line by a significant amount of money
and when you cut services and do not invest in new
drivers, the age profile of your driver workforce goes
up. As people get older, they have more sicknesses. We
are really fortunate that many of those current drivers at
V/Line that were not replaced by younger drivers have
actually stayed on beyond retirement age so that we can
keep them going. It takes more than a year to train a
train driver, and that is something that those opposite
did none of.
We have invested $850 million in new regional rolling
stock and 87 new VLocity carriages, funded from our
very first budget. Unlike those opposite we are not
simply talking about the population growth, which is
being driven largely by migration. You would think
those opposite would be talking to their counterparts in
Canberra and saying, ‘Migration is actually having a
good impact on Victoria’s economy; however, you lot
need to stump up some cash to fund infrastructure’. We
do not hear that. We do not hear that from the other
side. We do not hear them talking about the
short-changing of Victoria by the federal government.
But we have not sat back on our laurels and waited for
them to fund it; we have actually got out there —
$1 billion in the northern roads package, $1.2 billion in
the south-eastern suburbs, the western roads package
and over $1 billion in rural and regional roads. We are
actually doing that.
Those opposite might make a lot of noise, but the
previous member for South-West Coast used to stand
up and say, ‘I have some of the worst roads in the state
in my electorate’ and what did he do about it when he
was Premier? We know that there are a lot of roads that
need to be fixed in this state, and we have actually gone
out and spoken to the community and we have
prioritised them. We are actually —
Ms Britnell interjected.
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Ms GREEN — Member for South-West Coast, if
you would like to have your own turn, pipe down!
All the previous Minister for Planning did in my
community when he represented the north was expand
the urban growth boundary hugely. Not one cent was
spent on infrastructure: no extension to Mernda of the
South Morang line, not one dollar on an arterial road in
the north under the Leader of the Opposition’s watch,
no upgrade to the Seymour line to assist those moving
into Wallan or into Donnybrook, no duplication of Yan
Yean Road, they cancelled the declaration of Yan Yean
Road to arterial road from Kurrak Road to Bridge Inn
Road, there was no duplication of Bridge Inn Road, no
duplication of Plenty Road and no $600 million rail
extension to Mernda, which is delivering a huge
number of jobs in construction and will create a town
centre. It will mean people do not have to leave the area
to go to work. They will be able to work locally. There
was no investment in schools in my electorate under the
former government.
As the member for Eltham said earlier, 87 per cent of
people in the Shire of Nillumbik, in the electorate that
we both share, leave the municipality to go to work.
They do not have a choice. There are no local jobs. The
Leader of the Opposition as planning minister let that
continue. They did nothing. The east–west link, only
45 cents in the dollar, would have soaked up every bit
of money for roads for a generation and done nothing.
It would have cut off seven access points to the city.
They actually would have had to tell people that 70 per
cent of them would have to go onto a congested Hoddle
Street. They did not upgrade the Hurstbridge line, as we
are doing. We have done two sections of it. We are
doing the planning for the next one.
There was nothing that happened under those four
years. They cannot deny it. We are now getting on with
the job. We will continue to do the job. Those opposite
have no plan and no answer, except their internal
blueing and their inexorable race to the right. There is
no way members like the member for Brighton would
even get preselection now. It is a great matter of public
importance, and I support it in the utmost.
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received an honour on the Queen’s Birthday and
became a member in the general division of the Order
of Australia.
The inquiry probably did not pick up enough on
population growth, and I think I would have liked to
have heard more from the Department of Health and
Human Services about what it is that they were
planning for in this space to cater for the unprecedented
demand that we are actually seeing. We did not get to
hear about a lot of the great stuff from families and
mothers due to the nature of the inquiry; we did not
hear about those great experiences. But we certainly
know that we are lucky to live in Australia, because we
do have access to great health care, to high-quality
professionals and hospitals with great capability, to
people who cope so well under pressure.
But there are certainly still so many challenges: the
challenges around continuity of care for a pregnant
woman to see the same doctor or nurse for the journey
and around the shortage of professionals, whether they
be midwives or maternal and child health nurses or
whether they be obstetricians or neonatologists. Support
for the new arrivals needs to be upped. We heard about
a lot of the pressures in having to quickly move sick
babies and look for available neonatal intensive care unit
cots when it is not so easy to find them and when there
is that pressure at the top end.
Something extremely interesting was the complications
as a result of increasing obesity and diabetes,
particularly in regional areas. With these come a lot of
risks, as with smoking.
We have seen a shift away from a society where we had
large families and where women were at home, which
provided greater opportunity for the support of people
who were having children. This is not the case now, so
those support mechanisms need to be in place through
other means. We need support in breastfeeding with
lactation consultants and also support for mental health
and mental health issues, which we saw can have their
onset during pregnancy. Certainly we know about
postnatal depression. We have people with pre-existing
mental health issues as well who we really need to look
after better.

Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: management,
governance and use of environmental water

Debate resumed.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (16:03) — We heard
from researchers, including Professor Jeannette
Milgrom, who is an expert in postnatal depression and

Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) (16:05) — I am pleased to
have the opportunity to speak to the report I tabled
yesterday in the Parliament on the inquiry into the
management, governance and use of environmental
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water by the Environment, Natural Resources and
Regional Development Committee.
Before I make some reasonably brief remarks on the
report I would like to take the opportunity to thank
fellow committee members for their time and their
energy: the chair, the member for Thomastown; the
member for Mordialloc; the member for Polwarth; the
deputy chair, Mr Ramsay in the other place; and also
Mr O’Sullivan and Mr Young in the other place. I think
committee members worked in good spirits towards
bringing this report to the Parliament. I would like to
also express my gratitude to the committee’s secretariat
for its hard work in supporting the committee in
undertaking what was, it is fair to say, a significant
volume of work in quite a short period of time. Of
course I would like to also thank the many witnesses
who presented before the committee and those who
made submissions through the course of its work. I am
very grateful to those people for their willingness to
contribute their time, experience and expertise, and I
thank them.
The committee made 21 findings and five
recommendations as part of this report focused on the
management, governance and use of environmental
water. Those recommendations focused on additional
research and monitoring to identify more efficient and
effective ways to use environmental water and reduce
any negative impacts and increased transparency so the
community can understand what is being done with
environmental water and the reasons behind particular
decisions and what is being achieved. Similar to the
previous point, the committee found that there are
greater opportunities for community input so that water
managers can gain the benefits of local knowledge and
understand stakeholder needs. It is fair to say that there
is a reasonably new framework in place for the
management of environmental water, and I think it is
certainly a work in progress. In making these
recommendations the committee noted that the
government had signalled its intention to make
improvements in a number of these areas through
existing plans and strategies.
Issues that are identified in this report provide
opportunities for improvements in several areas, and I
certainly anticipate that these will be incorporated into
future plans. The committee did not receive any
universal or overwhelming issues in particular. There
are a whole range of different views around how
environmental water can be managed to benefit the
environment and the natural flora and fauna in our
communities, the irrigators and farmers who rely so
heavily on water, and of course the local communities
themselves. There are flow-on effects around tourism
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and the ways we can use this water, especially in our
rural and regional communities, to service everybody
but also to be able to ensure it can be utilised by those
environmental systems that need the water, including
through environmental processes that actually enhance
and benefit the ecosystem where the water is found.
Of course we know that over the years there has been
greater pressure on what is a very limited resource and
a finite resource. The report found that in recent years
there has been increasing recognition of the importance
of water for the environment. We know the importance
of environmental water for flora and fauna and
environmental biodiversity, which I have mentioned.
What is less clear, though, is how environmental water
should be managed. The committee examined the
management, use and governance of environmental
water and heard a lot of support for continued
environmental watering programs that are already in
place. I want to thank the Minister for Water and the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
for a range of programs that are actually making a real
difference right across the state.
The committee was somewhat limited by time, as I am
now, but I believe that the committee has produced a
report that will be of great benefit for environmental
water managers, peak bodies and government agencies
going forward. It was clear in finding that the
government has made significant progress in this space
and is actively working with local communities,
irrigators and stakeholders to find the best possible
outcome for what is of course a very precious resource
for many.

Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: control of invasive
animals on Crown land
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (16:10) — I rise to
speak about the inquiry into the control of invasive
animals on Crown land report that was tabled last year.
The committee spent plenty of time in regional Victoria
trying to understand the quantum and the damage that is
being done by invasive species on Crown land.
Finding 1 is that no accurate population numbers exist
for invasive species. That is virtually stating the
obvious, but recommendation 1 is that the government
allocate resources to the appropriate authority to
quantify and measure. Here we are in 2018, or halfway
through it, and still my communities are asking when
something is going to be done about invasive species,
whether it is the kangaroos, the deer or the wild dogs,
because they are literally growing in number
exponentially.
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The report was tabled 12 months ago, as I said. Ovens
Valley, as you know, is my electorate. It is the most
picturesque and commercially viable agricultural land
in regional Victoria. There is certainly plenty of stone
fruit around the Yarrawonga area, there are broadacres
in Cobram and Yarrawonga, and certainly there is
diversity where the tobacco industry was in Myrtleford
along with the ecotourism in Bright. But finding 9 of
the report says:
Invasive animals in Victoria cause road accidents, threaten the
personal safety of people in bush areas, cause damage to
urban environments and risk damage to Victoria’s tourism
industry

So I still wonder why we are continuing to roll out wire
rope barriers when we have got areas like this. It has
been highlighted that they do cause road accidents, and
simply nothing is being done. I think finding 9
completely sums up those concerns.
Today in the Yarrawonga Chronicle there is a major
feature about kangaroo numbers, how they have
increased and the damage they are doing to farmers and
certainly to drivers on the road, yet we are still sitting
on our hands in Victoria with no clear direction or
strategy. This invasive species inquiry was mooted
back in 2014, so we are not just talking about a small
amount of time. We are talking about it being nearly
four years since this was first raised, and four years
later there are still no outcomes or actions.
We know that kangaroos do not recognise private or
public land barriers — that is pretty obvious — but the
number of dead kangaroos on the side of the road as I
drive back to Cobram every night is just growing.
These animals are removed every couple of days. The
amount that I see is quite astounding. We are not
talking about rocket science here. It is about simple
resourcing and a care factor. Clearly there are limited
resources and a care factor of zero when it comes to the
kangaroos that are roaming roads and public and
private land.
Kangaroos are only the tip of the iceberg. If you look at
the deer in the upper Ovens Valley, they simply need to
be controlled. Sambar deer in particular grow to the size
of a small cow; they can be 300 kilograms or
400 kilograms. Try dodging one of those on the Great
Alpine Road late at night between Bright and
Harrietville. It is a scary event which I have
experienced on several occasions. I note gratefully that
our federal colleagues have committed this morning to
putting more money into the Great Alpine Road. That is
terrific for that road, but it will not stop the deer
wandering out onto the road and it will not stop these
other invasive species that we talk about.
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Recommendations 4, 5 and 6 of the report are based
around studies, reports, results, and consultation. Surely
we have talked enough. Surely we need to get on with
some action now instead of just talking about it.
When it comes to good neighbours, this government
has certainly been described as the neighbour from hell.
If you let blackberries grow on your property or if you
let certain weeds grow on your property, you will be
punished for not controlling those weeds. However,
Crown land is covered in blackberries around Nug Nug,
Murmungee and Eurobin, and the double standards are
simply not on.
As to invasive species, we have a similar problem
where farms border Crown land. Farmers try to stop
deer, wild dogs and kangaroos from entering private
land, but it really is like the little Dutch boy putting his
finger in the dyke. He would be wasting his time with
the farmers because the invasive species can literally
come onto private land and then when daylight comes
head back into Crown land where they cannot be shot.
Those in regional Victoria, particularly those in the
alpine regions — Gippsland East, Ovens Valley and
Eildon — know what this is all about. These
populations are growing exponentially, and we need to
do something about this now.
The government response talks about Protecting
Victoria’s Environment: Biodiversity 2037 — I hope
that is not an indication of how long we have to wait
before we start to see some action on invasive species. I
will have the shadow Minister for Agriculture up in
Myrtleford next week to get a greater understanding of
how this invasive species problem is of concern to our
communities.

Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: Country Fire
Authority Fiskville training college
Ms WARD (Eltham) (16:15) — I rise to speak on
the Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee’s report on its inquiry into
the Country Fire Authority training college at Fiskville.
As members might be aware, I have spoken about this
report a few times and especially in relation to my
concerns regarding poly-and perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS). You would have seen the stories in the Age:
some excellent investigative journalism regarding the
shocking history of PFAS, particularly PFOA and
PFOS, and the practices of 3M in keeping this product
in communities despite its knowing that it was
dangerous.
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I do believe this chemical is dangerous — in fact, more
than believe; I know it is. The evidence I heard in
committee hearings and interviews told me that, ‘We
think this chemical could be dangerous’. While
epidemiological evidence is very strong that this
chemical has caused serious illnesses such as cancer
and autoimmune conditions, toxicologists believe they
can find a safe threshold. I am of the view that there is
no safe threshold for these chemicals. They are
bioaccumulative — they stay in your body for decades.
It does not break down, it does not disappear — it takes
forever to come out of your body. It is transmitted
through blood, and it is transmitted through breast milk.
We get it in our bodies through the food we eat and the
water we drink. For those communities that have been
in areas that have been polluted by PFAS, they are
stuck with it probably for life. It will take years for it to
come out of their bodies.
Currently the federal Department of Health’s advice
is that:
there is no consistent evidence that PFAS cause any specific
illnesses, including cancer.

There is plenty of evidence, though — it may not be
consistent, but there is evidence. There is study after
study after study that explains why this chemical causes
so many problems in people and especially in babies.
The Royal Australasian College of Physicians has
called on the federal government for years to ban all
firefighting foams with PFAS. I would take one step
further — I would ban it altogether. The latest
international evidence includes information from
Germany, England and the United States that PFAS
contamination has been linked to cancer, thyroid
disease, infertility issues and lower response rates to
vaccines from children because it suppresses the
immune system. Australia is only one of a handful of
countries not to have banned PFAS chemicals,
including PFOS and PFOA. I urge the federal
government to get their skates on and do something
about this chemical instead of dithering.
Fairfax has reported on the comments by the University
of Sydney’s Lisa Bero, who is internationally known
for her knowledge of the influence of industry on
scientific research, including the tactics used by the
tobacco and pharmaceutical companies. She has said
regarding the way in which many scientific studies of
PFOS and PFOA have been commissioned:
It’s directly parallel, I would have to say — the strategies that
were used in the PFAS case are really all the same as we’ve
seen used across the other industries …

Fairfax reported that:
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Experts have told Fairfax Media the strategies were nearly
identical to those used historically by the tobacco industry and
the asbestos lobby.

We saw that ourselves in our committee hearings. I see
the former chair of our committee, the member for
Thomastown here, who with me looked on in shock.
She made parallels with the asbestos industry in
committee hearings a number of times in regard to the
way that they covered up and hid evidence or only
released the stories that they wanted to have told. This
product is so pervasive — this nasty noxious chemical
is so pervasive — that it is found in Antarctica. I am
sorry to say there are no Teflon frying pans or
firefighting foam that should be found in Antarctica,
but this chemical is.
In 2003 3M agreed with the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) that it should stop
manufacturing PFAS. The US EPA said at the time that
3M’s data showed the chemical ‘could potentially pose
a risk to human health and the environment over the
long-term’.
West Virginia and Ohio had an independent panel of
leading epidemiologists who monitored data from
69 000 exposed people over several years. They found
a probable link with high cholesterol, ulcerative colitis,
thyroid disease, testicular cancer, kidney cancer and
pregnancy-induced hypertension. In 2016 the UN’s
Persistent Organic Pollutants Review Committee to the
Stockholm Convention, to which Australia is a
signatory, found PFOS is likely to ‘lead to significant
adverse human health and environmental effects such
that global action is warranted’.
Nationals MP and Deputy Prime Minister Michael
McCormack in 2015 told reporters that there was ‘no
link whatsoever’. He is wrong. The government needs
to stop listening to the scientists who are actually
informing 3M and they need to start listening to
scientists who are completely independent and
understand what this chemical can do to people and
how they can prevent it from infecting anybody else.

Family and Community Development
Committee: perinatal services
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (16:20) — It
gives me great pleasure to rise and speak on behalf of
the committee, of which I was a member, that tabled its
report today on the inquiry into perinatal services. I
would like to begin by thanking the member in the
upper house for commissioning the inquiry. I took great
pleasure in being part of it, having been in the health
sector for some 30 years. It was quite an enjoyable
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experience for me, because I have a decent
understanding of the system that we were looking at.
We have made some very impressive recommendations
that will make some significant changes, but I would
like to begin by saying that I do think that what we
found was we have a good system that we can always
improve — that is an overarching good finding. Whilst
that was mainly a good thing to have found, we also
found something that I think is quite impressive as well.
When we set up our perinatal health system nearly a
century ago, we were very focused on a medical model.
Over time the medical model that we set up has been
working very, very well, but at the particular time that
we identified that we need women to give birth in a safe
medical environment what we had was a family
structure and a social structure in society, where the
village and the surrounding community assisted with
birthing processes and supporting mums and families
during that early infancy stage of the family itself.
Over that time we have found a good medical system,
but what we have probably lost is the fact that we have
not recognised the change that has happened in
families. Whilst we do not now just have extended
families — we have got distance, we have got changes
in family dynamics; it is all very new — we have
probably not put the social and emotional wellbeing
support around families, and that is something that we
really found to be lacking in the system we now have.
I want to thank the people who came, particularly those
from Warrnambool when the committee conducted a
hearing in the Warrnambool area. I want to thank the
following people for their contributions: Dr Liz Uren,
Ms Rachael Lee, Ms Julianne Clift, Mr Nicholas Place,
Ms Barbara Glare, Ms Maryanne Purcell, Ms Kerrie
Donlon, Ms Melissa Maher, Ms Jess Stretton, Ms Jane
Perry, Ms Alexandra Lenehan, Ms Wren Bowie and,
last but not least, Ms Janene Facey. I have actually
worked with many of these people over the years, in
fact the majority of them. They took timeout from their
very busy days. People in the health sector are very
outcome focused and very client focused, and for them
to give up their time really does need to be recognised.
One of the things that they noted — other than some of
the recommendations that I will hopefully talk about at
a later time — was that the Department of Health and
Human Services could do a better job of working with
services to streamline and see far less waste in the
system. This is epitomised by the $10 million that was
recently given to the Geelong region to do a study on
population needs and to see if more beds were needed
for perinatal care. Surely we have known for a very
long time that the population of Geelong, the western
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suburbs and the western part of Melbourne is growing,
so it should be a business-as-usual approach in that the
Department of Health and Human Services understands
those growing needs and prepares for that demand by
having the right amount of beds. I felt it was a real
disgrace and a waste of taxpayers money to put up the
$10 million. Obviously it is important that we fund
these studies, but I felt it was wrong to make a big
political stunt out of it when it actually should be
business as usual.
That is what I heard from the likes of Dr Liz Uren, who
said, ‘Look, we’re running really efficient systems out
there, doing the best we can do, but there are
disconnects in the technologies that we use’. Some are
still using snail mail to communicate; some are using
systems that do not talk to each other from ward to
ward or from ward to specialist. Whilst there are some
great recommendations that I am proud of, some of the
recommendations will make quite a difference into the
future. We need to support families, so let us start with
the department and efficiencies that can be found.

VICTORIAN INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION
POLICY (LOCAL JOBS FIRST)
AMENDMENT BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter), I make
this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Victorian
Industry Participation Policy (Local Jobs First) Amendment
Bill 2018 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The purposes of the Bill are to: establish the office of a Local
Jobs First Commissioner; provide for the development and
implementation of a Local Jobs First Policy (the Policy);
provide for compliance with and enforcement of the Policy;
and require reports to Parliament on the implementation of,
and compliance with, the Policy. The Bill does this by
making relevant amendments to the Victorian Industry
Participation Policy Act 2003 (renamed the Local Jobs First
Act 2003) (the Act).
These amendments primarily apply to corporations, rather
than individuals. However, to the extent that they may apply
to individual persons, I discuss the relevant human rights
issues below.
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I therefore consider any interference with the right to privacy
to be lawful and not arbitrary.

Right to privacy and freedom of expression
Section 13(a) of the Charter provides that a person has the
right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. An
interference with privacy will not be ‘unlawful’ where it is
permitted by a law which is precise and appropriately
circumscribed. Interferences with privacy will not be
‘arbitrary’ provided they are reasonable in the particular
circumstances, and just and proportionate to the legitimate
end they seek to achieve. Section 13(b) of the Charter further
provides that a person has the right not to have their
reputation unlawfully attacked.
Section 15 of the Charter protects a person’s right to freedom
of expression, which has been interpreted to include a right
not to impart information.
A number of provisions in the Bill are relevant to the right to
privacy; however, for the reasons set out below, in my view
none of these provisions amount to a limitation on the right as
protected by the Charter. Some of these provisions are also
relevant to the right to freedom of expression; however, to the
extent that these provisions may amount to a limitation on this
right, I consider any such limitation to be reasonable and
justified in all the circumstances.

For these same reasons, I consider any limitation on the right
to freedom of expression occasioned by these provisions to be
reasonable and justified and therefore compatible with
section 15 of the Charter. The provisions compelling the
provision of information and documents are necessary to
enable appropriate oversight and monitoring of compliance
with the Policy and are proportionate to that objective.
Information sharing and publication
New section 23 of the Act, inserted by clause 18, provides
that the Commissioner may require an agency to conduct an
audit in relation to compliance by a person with a local
industry development plan submitted by that person, and
provide to the Commissioner a report on the audit.
New section 28(3)(b) of the Act provides that if the
Commissioner determines that a person has failed to comply
with an Information Notice, or has contravened the Policy or
a local industry development plan, the Commissioner may,
amongst other things, advise the Minister and relevant agency
of the person’s name and the details of the conduct. Clause 17
of the Bill inserts new section 10(2A) into the Act to provide
that the Minister must include this information in the
Minister’s annual reports to Parliament about the
implementation of the Policy.

Requirements to provide information
Clause 18 of the Bill inserts new Part 4 into the Act, within
which new section 24 provides that the Commissioner may
require a person, by written notice (Information Notice) to
provide the Commissioner with specified information and
documents if the Commissioner believes on reasonable
grounds that the person has information or documents that are
relevant to the operation of the Policy or a local industry
development plan submitted by the person. New section 26
provides that the Commissioner may issue a notice to comply
(Compliance Notice) for failure to comply with an
Information Notice. Failure to comply with a Compliance
Notice attracts various potential consequences, which are
discussed separately below.
While statutory compulsion of information may in some
circumstances interfere with the right to privacy, in my view
the requirement to comply with an Information Notice does
not amount to a limit on this right as protected by the Charter.
First, it is unlikely that the information required will be of a
personal nature.
Second, the requirement only applies to information of
relevance to the operation of the Policy or a plan submitted by
the person, and a person is only obliged to comply to the
extent that they are capable (new section 24(4)). It is vital that
the Commissioner be empowered to require such information
in order to monitor the operation of and compliance with the
Policy and relevant plans, which is crucial to the integrity and
success of the Policy and the public objectives it seeks to
achieve (which are fundamentally about improving local
economic and jobs growth).
Third, as the Policy relates only to persons involved in
government contracts and high value construction projects,
the power to require information of relevance to the Policy
ought to be expected by those participating in relevant
projects, is necessarily confined, and serves a proper purpose.

Clauses 17 and 18 of the Bill therefore permit the sharing and,
in some cases, publication of individual details in a manner
that may interfere with personal privacy and reputation.
However, the circumstances in which this is permitted are
sufficiently clear, prescribed and proportionate to their
objectives such that any interference will be lawful and not
arbitrary.
The provisions requiring agencies to conduct and report on
relevant persons’ compliance with local industry development
plans is crucial to the Commissioner’s monitoring and
enforcement functions. Further, the provisions enabling the
Commissioner to advise the Minister and relevant agencies of
non-compliance are only enlivened in circumstances where
the Commissioner has issued a Compliance Notice which has
either not been responded to within the specified 14 days, or
has been responded to but not complied with subsequent to
confirmation of the Notice by the Commissioner, and the
Commissioner has then determined that the person has failed
to comply with an Information Notice, or has contravened the
Policy or a local industry development plan.
In my view, it is appropriate that the Commissioner has the
power to provide the details of relevant persons and their
conduct to the Minister in these circumstances, and for the
Minister to table such information in Parliament. This serves
the purpose of promoting accountability for persons who
choose to contract with government agencies, and
transparency as to non-compliance. In circumstances where
there is much public interest in local economic growth and
job creation, accountability and transparency in this space
is crucial.
Adverse Publicity Notices
New section 28(3)(a) of the Act, inserted by clause 18 of the
Bill, provides that if the Commissioner determines that a
person has failed to comply with an Information Notice, or
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has contravened the Policy or a local industry development
plan, the Commissioner may, amongst other things,
recommend the Minister issue an Adverse Publicity Notice,
naming the person and setting out the details of their conduct.
New section 28(3) also provides that the Commissioner must
also provide the person with written notice of their
recommendation that the Minister issue an Adverse Publicity
Notice. Section 29(4) provides the person seven days to
respond to the Commissioner’s recommendation.
These provisions may give rise to the identification of
individuals and thereby impact negatively upon the reputation
of those individuals. However, for similar reasons as set out
above with respect to information sharing, I consider that any
interference with the right to privacy and reputation resulting
from these provisions will be neither unlawful nor arbitrary.
The Bill clearly sets out the circumstances in which the
provisions may operate. An Adverse Publicity Notice will not
be issued lightly. As set out above, these provisions are only
enlivened in circumstances where the Minister is satisfied of a
failure to comply or has been advised by the Commissioner,
who has issued a Compliance Notice which has either not
been responded to within the specified period, or has been
responded to but not complied with subsequent to
confirmation of the Notice by the Commissioner, and the
Commissioner has then determined that the person has failed
to comply with an Information Notice, or has contravened the
Policy or a local industry development plan. The person then
has a further seven days’ period to respond to the
Commissioner on their recommendation that an Adverse
Publicity Notice be issued. In my view, it is appropriate that
there is a power to name persons and detail their conduct by
way of Adverse Publicity Notices as it serves the purposes of
promoting accountability and transparency as to
non-compliance with requirements that reflect important
public policy.
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Since coming to office, the Government has set minimum
local content requirements on 88 major or strategic projects
with a total value of $55.3 billion, providing opportunities for
hundreds of Victorian businesses and jobs for tens of
thousands of Victorians.
Victoria has the oldest local procurement legislation of any
jurisdiction in Australia. For years, it has helped us secure
industry development outcomes through government
procurement (VIPP Act). However, since coming to
Government, we have made a number of important reforms to
our local content policies. It is time that the legislation was
updated.
Firstly, the Bill proposes that the existing Act be amended and
retitled the Local Jobs First Act 2003. This makes it clear that
maximising local job outcomes and creating new
opportunities for local businesses is a top priority of this
Government. In order to achieve this, the Bill will put our
Local Jobs First — Victorian Industry Participation Policy
and Major Project Skills Guarantee into law.
The Local Jobs First-Victorian Industry Participation Policy
(VIPP) ensures that SMEs are given a full and fair
opportunity to compete for government contracts, while still
achieving value for money.
The VIPP applies to projects valued at:
$1 million or more in regional Victoria, or
$3 million or more in metropolitan Melbourne or for
state-wide activities.
Under the VIPP, projects valued at $50 million or more or as
otherwise agreed as strategic by government, have minimum
local content requirements and other conditions to maximise
local business and job opportunities.

Finally, I again note that these provisions will primarily apply
to corporations, rather than individuals, and that any
individuals who are effected by the provisions will have
voluntarily chosen to tender for and enter into contracts to
which these obligations and consequences for non-compliance
apply. Any expectations as to privacy and reputation in this
context must therefore be considered minimal.

An example of a project currently underway is the West Gate
Tunnel Project. Overall, the project will use 93 per cent local
content and 92 per cent of the steel will be Australian. The
project is expected to create more than 6000 jobs, including
opportunities for Victorian apprentices, trainees or cadets for
at least 10 per cent of the total estimated labour hours.

Hon. Ben Carroll, MP
Minister for Industry and Employment

We are also giving young people the invaluable opportunity
to help shape Victoria’s biggest projects and give them the
skills they need to build their careers.

Second reading
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (16:27) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
Since November 2014, our economy has grown by over
300 000 new jobs. Through our infrastructure program alone,
75 000 new jobs will be created. The Government is a major
purchaser of goods and services in Victoria, and we are
committed to using our investments to support local
businesses, create new training opportunities, and create new
local jobs.

Under the MPSG all government construction projects valued
at or over $20 million are now required to use apprentices,
trainees or cadets for at least 10 per cent of the total estimated
labour hours.
Through our MPSG, we have already provided more than
950 opportunities for apprentices, trainees and cadets who
have spent more than 750 000 work hours on construction
sites across our State.
The Moorabbin Oval redevelopment is an example of a
construction project currently underway that has applied both
the MPSG and the VIPP. Since the project commenced
around 20 apprentices and cadets have collectively completed
more than 13 000 labour hours. There is also a commitment
to 91 per cent local content, creating opportunities for local
businesses and supporting jobs for around 170 workers.
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The Bill will mandate VIPP local content and MPSG
requirements in legislation.
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It’s time we put this commitment into law.
I commend the Bill to the house.

The Bill will also set minimum local content requirements for
construction, maintenance and services contracts, and will
allow the Minister to maximise the use of local steel and
locally manufactured uniforms and personal protective
equipment on Strategic Projects.
Guidelines will be developed alongside this legislation to
encourage that uniforms and personal protective equipment to
be manufactured according to ethical standards.
These new measures will create new opportunities for local
businesses, promote industry development and create
local jobs.
They will also complement our Governments commitment to
mandate, where possible, the purchase of locally
manufactured uniforms worn by government employees.
The Bill will establish a Local Jobs First Commissioner to
facilitate connections between Victorian businesses and
government project opportunities.
The Commissioner will be appointed and report to the
Minister for Industry and Employment.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 4 July.

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
AMENDMENT BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Charter), I make this
Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Environment
Protection Amendment Bill 2018.

Like other Commissioners, the Local Jobs First
Commissioner’s role will represent a balance of advocacy,
engagement, facilitation, and compliance functions.

In my opinion, the Environment Protection Amendment
Bill 2018 (Bill), as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is
compatible with human rights protected by the Charter. I base
my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.

Key aspects of the role include:

Overview of the Bill

promoting the Local Jobs First Policy;
working with agencies to improve industry access to
current and future government procurement
opportunities;
engaging with a range of stakeholders with an interest in
local jobs first outcomes;
advocating for the private sector and local government
to procure goods and services from local industry and to
employ and develop local workers;
monitoring, enforcing and reporting on compliance with
the Local Jobs First policy.
The Bill will introduce a compliance and enforcement
framework to ensure that local content and job commitments
are met.
Under this framework, the Commissioner has the power to
request documents and information from contractors and
government agencies, issue a compliance notice and
recommend that the Minister issue and adverse publicity
notices. The Commissioner will also be able to advise
agencies to seek contractual remedies, when required.
The strengthened compliance and enforcement framework in
the Bill will ensure that contractors are held to account to
deliver on their local content and job commitments, ensuring
the best outcomes for local workers and businesses.

The Bill amends the Environment Protection Act 2017 and
repeals the Environment Protection Act 1970 (1970 Act) to
reform the legislative framework for the protection of the
environment and human health from the harmful effects of
pollution and waste. The Bill provides for a new general
environmental duty, a new permissions scheme, waste and
resource recovery infrastructure and planning, and a new civil
penalty scheme. The Bill includes new compliance and
enforcement powers for the Authority, which is responsible
for monitoring environmental quality and identifying and
responding to harm and risks of harm to human health and the
environment. These powers will enable the Authority or
authorised officers to issue remedial notices and prevent and
respond to current and future environmental and public health
issues in Victoria.
Human rights issues
The human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to
the Bill are:
the right to freedom from forced work (section 11);
the right to privacy and reputation (section 13);
the right to freedom of expression (section 15);
the right to freedom of association (section 16(2));
property rights (section 20);
the right to a fair hearing (section 24);

This Government believes in putting local jobs first.
the right to be presumed innocent (section 25(1));
Our local content policies are creating local jobs, giving
opportunities for local businesses, and growing our economy.
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the right to protection against self-incrimination
(section 25(2)(k)); and

information relating to their personal affairs, thereby engaging
the right to privacy in section 13 of the Charter.

the right not to be punished more than once (section 26).

A person who is engaging or has engaged in an activity that
results in a notifiable incident has a duty to notify the
Authority as soon as practicable after the person becomes
aware, or reasonably should have been aware, of the
occurrence of the notifiable incident. Failure to do so in the
course of conducting a business or an undertaking is an
offence. Information to be provided to the Authority with
such a notification is set out in new section 33 and includes
details about the location of the incident, the circumstances in
which it occurred and any action taken to deal with it.

Right to privacy and reputation
Section 13(a) of the Charter provides that a person has the
right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Section 13(b) provides that a person has the right not to have
their reputation unlawfully attacked. An interference will be
lawful if it is permitted by a law which is precise and
appropriately circumscribed, and will be arbitrary only if it is
capricious, unpredictable, unjust or unreasonable, in the sense
of being disproportionate to the legitimate aim sought.
Obtaining personal information from applicants
When making various applications under the Bill, a person is
required to provide information, which may include personal
information.
An application for a permission, such as a development
licence or permit, for appointment as an environmental
auditor or for authorisation to engage in a prescribed activity
as a prohibited person, must contain the information required
by the Authority. These requirements are not set out in the
Bill, but may include the applicant’s name and contact details
and, in some cases, information about the applicant’s
financial position and criminal record. For example, when
determining whether a person is a fit and proper person to
hold a permission, the Authority or a council must have
regard to whether the person has demonstrated that they have
financial capacity to comply with any obligations imposed by
a permission. Under Part 8.2, a person may submit a proposed
better environment plan to the Authority, which must contain
information such as the names of participants in the proposed
plan and any other person who is likely to be affected by the
proposed plan.
In considering one of the above applications, or an application
for the release of financial assurance under new section 232,
the Authority may require the applicant to provide any further
information that the Authority considers necessary. Further,
the Authority may require a person applying to be an
environmental auditor to appear before an advisory panel for
an interview, or undergo an examination by the advisory
panel as to their suitability for appointment.
The Authority must refer an application for a development
licence to a prescribed agency for comment in prescribed
circumstances and must take into account any comments or
submissions received from that agency when determining
whether to issue the licence.
Although the right to privacy is relevant to these provisions,
applicants seeking to participate in a regulated activity or be
appointed to a role have a diminished expectation of privacy.
Further, the information that will be sought by the Authority
is only information that is necessary for, or relevant to, the
determination of the application. As such, these provisions do
not limit the right to privacy.
Notification obligations
A number of provisions of the Bill impose obligations to
notify the Authority or certain people of certain matters.
These notice requirements may require a person to provide

Other notification obligations of relevance are:
The duty of a person in management or control of land
to notify the Authority if the land has been contaminated
by notifiable contamination — section 40.
The obligation on a person in control of contaminated
land to provide information about the contamination to
any person who may be affected by it, or who is
reasonably expected to take over management or control
of the land — section 39.
A condition on a permission requiring the holder of the
permission to report to the Authority or council on
compliance with the conditions, or to provide
monitoring data, information or performance reports to
the Authority, the council, the public or both —
section 54(2)(f).
The duty of a person undertaking a prescribed
transaction in connection with reportable priority waste
to record and provide details to a prescribed person —
section 142.
The obligation on a person in management or control of
a premises to provide a person who proposes to take
over management or control of the premises a copy of
any preliminary risk screen assessment statement or
environmental audit statement that has been issued in
respect of the site — section 214.
The obligation on an occupier to provide a copy of any
remedial notice or order to any person who proposes to
become the occupier of that place or premises —
section 280.
Requirements to notify affected parties and the Authority
about matters such as significant contamination or pollution
events that cause or threaten to cause material harm is an
important part of the environment protection regime, as it
ensures that serious incidents are addressed and that people
are aware of their obligations under the Bill. To the extent that
the notification will interfere with privacy by requiring this
disclosure of personal information, any such interference will
be lawful and not arbitrary, and will therefore be compatible
with the right to privacy.
Information sharing
New Part 14.5 provides that the Authority may collect, use,
disclose or publish any information if doing so is necessary
for the Authority to exercise its powers or perform any of its
functions under an Act. This includes the power to use or
disclose information in the investigation or reporting of
suspected unlawful activity, to obtain certain information
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from a law enforcement agency, to share information with
another government agency if doing so is necessary for
research and is in the public interest, and to use or disclose
information where necessary to prevent or minimise a serious
risk of harm to human health or the environment.
These enhanced information sharing powers are necessary to
support environmental and public health management and to
improve transparency and accountability to the Victorian
community. Part 14.5 enables the Authority to share
information with peer regulators and other government
agencies and to disclose information for legitimate purposes.
The protections afforded to personal information by the
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 and to commercially
sensitive information, by new section 453 inserted by the Bill,
will continue to apply. In my view, therefore, the information
sharing powers will not be an arbitrary or unlawful
interference with privacy.
Publishing personal information
Upon receiving an application for a development licence, the
Authority must ensure that a notice is published on the
Authority’s Internet site and in at least one other publication
that the Authority considers appropriate. Such a notice must
state that an application has been made, describe the activity
that is the subject of the application and contain any
prescribed information. This restates and expands on the
public notification requirement for works approvals under the
1970 Act and enables public comments or submissions to be
made on the application, for consideration by the Authority.
If the Minister proposes that an issue be declared to be an
issue of environmental concern, the Minister must ensure a
notice is published in the Government Gazette, on the
Authority’s Internet site and in at least one other publication
or Internet site. This notice must describe, among other
things, the persons or class of persons that would be required
to address the issue of environmental concern. These details
must also be included in an Order of the Governor in Council
published in the Government Gazette declaring that an issue
is an issue of environmental concern.
New section 455 requires the Authority to establish and
maintain a Public Register that contains certain information,
including details of decisions, authorisations or documents
prepared under the Bill including, enforceable undertakings,
permissions, exemptions, site management orders and better
environment plans. The Register is to be available for public
inspection during the prescribed time and in the prescribed
manner, except for any commercially sensitive information,
which may not be made available without the consent of the
person to whom the information relates.
To the extent that natural persons are named in either of the
above notices or on the Public Register, the right to privacy
will be engaged. However, in my view, the right will not be
limited because the public notification of applications,
decisions and authorisations serves a legitimate purpose of
enabling consultation and transparency and will not be
unlawful or arbitrary. Further, any personal information
published will be limited to that connected to the work or
business the person has chosen to engage in and participants in
a regulated industry have a diminished expectation of privacy.
New section 330 of the Bill enables a court to make an
adverse publicity order if a person is convicted or found guilty
of an offence against the Bill or the regulations, or is found to
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have contravened a civil penalty provision. The order may
require the person to publicise the person’s offence or
contravention, any resulting impacts on human health or the
environment, any penalties imposed or other orders made and
any additional information the Court considers appropriate.
The Court may also order that the person notify a specified
person or class of person of these matters. If a person fails to
comply with a Court order to take specified actions, the
Authority may publicise the failure of the person to comply
with the order. Prior to doing so, the Authority must give the
person written notice and an opportunity to respond within 10
business days, unless the person has been found in contempt
of court for failing to comply with the order.
Any interference with the right to privacy and reputation
occasioned by these provisions will be lawful and not
arbitrary. Publicising contraventions of the Bill and failures to
comply with Court orders serves the important purpose of
deterring future offending. Information in respect of a Court
order is likely to already be on the public record as a
consequence of judicial proceedings and will have been
subject to the safeguards for court proceedings, including a
fair hearing.
Compliance and enforcement powers
The Bill provides for the appointment of several categories of
enforcement officer responsible for enforcing compliance
with different parts of the environment protection scheme.
These include litter enforcement officers, residential noise
enforcement officers and authorised officers. The Bill gives
these officers, the Authority and councils certain powers to
monitor and enforce compliance with the Bill, which may
engage the right to privacy by requiring the production of
personal information, compelling a person to take certain
actions and entering and inspecting premises.
Powers to issue directions
The Bill replaces a number of powers to give directions under
the 1970 Act with new powers for the Authority and
authorised officers to take remedial measures, such as issuing
directions and remedial notices, in new sections 119, 121,
172, 260, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275 and 278. Where a notice is
issued, failure to comply with a notice is an offence.
However, the person to whom a notice has been issued may,
depending on the type of notice, apply to VCAT or the
Authority for review.
The Bill also restates the provisions of the 1970 Act relating to
the powers of police officers and residential noise enforcement
officers to control unreasonable noise in new sections 175 and
169, and provides for a court to make a range of orders
compelling a person to take specified action under new
sections 309 to 312 (civil remedies), 330 to 333 (alternative
orders that can be made on a finding of guilt or contravention).
These powers support the objective of the Bill to prevent harm
arising from all sources of pollution and waste.
While the exercise of these powers to issue notices and
enforce compliance may interfere with individual autonomy
and home in some cases, any such interference will be lawful
and not arbitrary. The powers to compel people to do or not
do certain things are targeted to those necessary to ensure
compliance with the Bill and to prevent harm to human health
or the environment from pollution or waste by remedying a
problem quickly when there may be a breach or risk of harm.
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Powers to obtain information and documents
The Bill empowers litter enforcement officers and authorised
officers to require a person to provide their name and address
in circumstances outlined in new sections 125 and 259.
Further, litter enforcement officers may require certain people
to give information about waste by issuing a waste
information gathering notice under new section 127 and the
Authority may require a person to provide any information or
document specified in an information gathering notice under
new section 255 for the purpose of performing a function or
duty or exercising a power under the Bill.
Not all information required under these new provisions will
be of a private nature. However, to the extent that these
provisions do require disclosure of private information, there
is no arbitrary or unlawful interference with the right to
privacy. Access to information that provides evidence of
non-compliance is essential for the effective administration of
the Bill. Moreover, the requirements to provide information
are clearly articulated in written notices and strictly linked to
the performance of functions and duties under the Bill.
Entry and inspection
Powers of entry without warrant
The Bill restates provisions enabling litter enforcement
officers and police officers to enter premises in particular
circumstances. Under new section 124, a litter enforcement
officer may enter any non-residential premises or place for the
purposes of performing a function or exercising a power
under Part 6.3 if the officer reasonably believes that an
offence under that Part is being or is likely to be committed at
the place and that the premises is not residential. The entry
must occur at a reasonable time.
New section 176 permits a police officer to apply to a court
officer for an order enabling the police officer to enter
residential premises, using such force as is reasonably
necessary, for the purpose of investigating the emission of
unreasonable noise. The police officer must be of or above the
rank of senior constable, and the court officer may only make
the order if satisfied that no other measure would be effective
to abate the noise. The order may be subject to conditions.
The Bill also provides additional powers to authorised
officers with respect to entering and searching premises for
the purposes of performing their functions or duties or
exercising a power under the Bill. Under new section 246, an
authorised officer may enter and inspect a place for the
purpose of performing a function or exercising a power under
the Bill, including to monitor compliance with the Bill, to
determine whether there is a risk of harm to human health or
the environment and to inspect or test equipment or vehicles.
The authorised officer may exercise these powers at any
reasonable time, or at any other time if there is an immediate
risk of material harm to human health or the environment.
An authorised officer may only enter and inspect residential
premises without a warrant if the occupier has consented to the
entry, or if the authorised officer believes it is necessary to
enter the premises for the purpose of determining whether a
person has contravened, is contravening or is about to
contravene a provision of the Bill or whether there is an
immediate risk of material harm to human health or the
environment. An authorised officer who enters a place under
new Division 1 of Part 9.3 may do anything necessary for the
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purpose of performing a function or exercising a power under
the Bill, including examining, making enquiries about and
taking samples of a thing at the place, carrying out testing,
taking recordings, and requesting the assistance of any person.
Further, the authorised officer may require a person to produce
a document located at the premises that is in the person’s
possession or control, examine the document and make copies
of it. An authorised officer may also require a person at the
premises to give any information or answer any question for
the purpose of performing a function under the Bill, if the
authorised officer reasonably believes that the person has
knowledge of a matter relevant to another person’s compliance
with the Bill. A person must not fail to comply with a request
of an authorised officer without reasonable excuse.
The authorised officer’s power to enter and inspect premises
is subject to a number of safeguards, in addition to those
mentioned above. The authorised officer must take all
reasonable steps to notify the occupier of the premises of the
entry and produce their identity card for inspection
immediately on entering the premises, unless doing so would
unreasonably interfere with the performance of a function or
exercise of a power under the Bill. The officer must also take
reasonable steps to minimise disruption and only remain at
the place as long as is reasonably necessary, and must
produce their identity card for inspection upon request.
Further, the authorised officer must give a report to the
occupier of the premises setting out the time and purpose of
the entry and inspection, a description of any actions taken at
the premises, a summary of any observations and the
procedure for contacting the Authority for further details.
Powers of entry with warrant
An authorised officer may apply to a magistrate for a search
warrant if the officer reasonably believes that there may be a
particular thing at the place within the next 72 hours which
may afford evidence of the commission of an offence against
the Bill.
Applications for search warrants are subject to the supervision
of the Magistrates’ Court. Further safeguards also apply to
entry under the authority of a search warrant, such as the
requirement (with limited exceptions) that the authorised
officer announces their authorisation prior to executing the
warrant, shows their identification card for inspection,
provides a copy of the warrant to the occupier and gives any
person at the premises an opportunity to allow that entry.
Entry to conduct a clean up
Subject to Division 1 of Part 10.9, the Authority may take any
action necessary to eliminate or reduce an immediate or
serious risk to human health or the environment arising from
pollution, waste or contaminated land, including conducting a
clean up. The Authority may also conduct a clean up if the
person has failed to undertake clean up or remediation
activities where required by the Act or regulations. In taking
action under this Division, the Authority may authorise a
person to enter any land and do anything that in the
Authority’s opinion is necessary for the purpose of taking an
action. If it is necessary for an authorised person to enter land,
the Authority must (except in a case of emergency) give
reasonable notice to the owner and occupier of the land,
ensure that the person enters at a reasonable time, and take all
reasonable steps to obtain the consent of the occupier of the
land if the land is used only for residential purposes. Prior to
taking action in circumstances where the person has failed to
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conduct a clean up, the Authority must give the person who
provided financial assurance written notice and at least 20
business days in which to undertake clean up activities.
Further, if a person fails to comply with a court order
directing the person to take specified action, the Authority
may take the action or actions itself. This restates the powers
under the 1970 Act, which are important for ensuring that
risks to the environment and human health are appropriately
dealt with, even in cases of non-compliance.
Use of surveillance devices
The Bill also amends the Surveillance Devices Act 1999 to
include the Authority in the definition of a ‘law enforcement
agency’ for the purposes of that Act. This will enable the
Authority to apply to a court for a surveillance device warrant
and use a range of surveillance methods within the confined
circumstances provided for by that Act to investigate or
prosecute offences. These amendments are necessary for the
Authority to be able to detect offending conduct where
detection is difficult and avoidance of detection is common.
In my view, while the exercise of these entry and inspection
powers may interfere with the privacy of an individual in
some cases, any such interference will be lawful and not
arbitrary. The purpose of the inspection powers is to enforce
compliance with the Bill and permission conditions and to
prevent harm to human health and the environment.
Permission holders and others involved in relevant industries
have a diminished expectation of privacy in the regulatory
context, and it is reasonable that they can be required to
produce information and permit entry to business premises
for compliance purposes. The compliance and enforcement
powers are more limited in relation to persons not involved in
a relevant industry and will be subject to the safeguards
referred to above.
Freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the Charter provides that every person has
the right to freedom of expression. Section 15(3) of the
Charter provides that special duties and responsibilities are
attached to the right to freedom of expression and that the
right may be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably
necessary to respect the rights of other persons and for the
protection of national security, public order, public health or
public morality.
A number of the provisions discussed under the right to
privacy above may also engage the right to freedom of
expression, which may include a right not to impart
information.
Further, new sections 460 and 461 may interfere with the
right to freedom of expression by prohibiting a person from
falsely holding themselves out to be a person performing a
function or duty or exercising a power under the Bill, or from
making false representations that goods or services have
Authority approval. New sections 132 and 137 also make it
an offence for a person to provide false or misleading
information in connection with industrial waste or when
reporting someone for littering.
I consider that these provisions enable appropriate oversight
and monitoring of compliance with the Bill, and are necessary
to protect the integrity of the scheme by ensuring that the
Authority, persons in the supply chain for waste and members
of the public can reasonably rely on the truthfulness of
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information provided to them. Therefore, to the extent that the
freedom of expression is engaged, these provisions fall within
the exception in section 15(3) of the Charter, as reasonably
necessary to respect the rights of other persons and for the
protection of public health.
Freedom from forced work
Section 11 of the Charter relevantly provides that a person
must not be made to perform forced or compulsory labour.
The powers to give directions and issue remediation notices,
referred to under the right to privacy above, are relevant to the
right in section 11 because they enable the Authority or
authorised officers to require a person to do certain things,
such as cleaning up a site, restoring premises, installing site
management infrastructure or removing waste.
The purpose of these requirements is to minimise risks of
harm to human health and the environment. The protection
against compulsory labour in section 11 of the Charter is
limited in scope, and does not apply to work or service that
forms part of a person’s normal civil obligations. This would
likely include an obligation to contain and clean up waste and
contamination. Accordingly, these provisions do not limit the
freedom from forced work under the Charter.
Freedom of association
Section 16(2) of the Charter provides that every person has
the right to freedom of association with others.
New section 199 provides that the Authority may suspend or
revoke the appointment of an environmental auditor if the
auditor is an associate of the person who is undertaking the
activity, or who owns or occupies any part of the site that is
the subject of the preliminary risk screen assessment or
environmental audit. That section further provides that an
auditor’s appointment may be suspended or revoked if the
preliminary risk screen assessment or environmental audit
conducted by the auditor involves the auditor reviewing work
previously carried out by an associate of the auditor (unless
conducted in accordance with the guidelines or with the
approval of the Authority). The auditor may make
submissions to the Authority, and may apply to VCAT for
review if the appointment is suspended or revoked.
An ‘associate’ is defined to include certain family members,
members of the same household, a trustee or beneficiary of
the same trust, or a prescribed person. While this section does
not directly restrict a person from associating with others, it
may potentially deter an applicant from associating with
particular people if to do so would lead to revocation of an
appointment as an environmental auditor. Consequently, it
may operate to limit the right to freedom of association.
The purpose of this section is to preserve the integrity of the
audit process, by ensuring that assessments are conducted at
arms’ length and are not affected by any personal
associations. I do not consider that there are any less
restrictive means available to address this issue. In my view,
any restriction on the freedom of association is proportionate
to the end being sought to be achieved, and is therefore
reasonable and justifiable within the meaning of section 7(2)
of the Charter.
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Right to property
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of their property other than in accordance with law.
This right requires that powers which authorise the
deprivation of property are conferred by legislation or
common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear,
are accessible to the public, and are formulated precisely.
Conducting a clean up
The Bill empowers authorised officers and the Authority to
take certain actions that may involve the removal and disposal
of property. If a person fails to comply with a waste
abatement notice, the litter authority may remove or dispose
of the waste, object or thing. If the Authority considers that
there is an immediate or serious risk of harm to human health
or the environment arising from pollution, waste or
contaminated land, the Authority may take any action that the
Authority considers necessary to eliminate or reduce that risk,
including conducting a clean up. The Authority may also
conduct a clean up if a person has failed to conduct a clean up
required by the Act or regulations. The definition of ‘clean
up’ in amended section 3(1) includes the removal, destruction
or disposal of pollution or waste. As discussed under the right
to privacy above, where the Authority conducts clean up in
circumstances where the person has failed to conduct required
clean up activities, the Authority must first give notice of
intention to exercise clean up powers and allow at least
20 business days for the person to undertake the necessary
clean up activities. These provisions will not limit the right to
property because any deprivation of property will be in
accordance with law. The property will only be removed after
written notice has been given and the person has had an
opportunity to comply, or where the seriousness or
immediacy of the risk requires immediate action to be taken.
Further, such a power is an important part of the regulatory
scheme as it enables the Authority to address serious risks
without delay.
Seizure and forfeiture of property
The Bill also gives the Authority and authorised officers
powers to take samples and seized items in the course of
assessing compliance and enforcing the Bill. When entering
and inspecting a place under Division 1 of Part 9.3 of the Bill,
an authorised officer may take samples of a thing at the
premises, seize and remove a thing connected with a
suspected contravention of the Bill, and carry out testing of a
thing, including testing that results in it being destroyed. The
authorised officer may also retain a document provided under
new section 252 for as long as is reasonably necessary to
fulfil the purpose for which the document is required.
The Authority must return a thing seized or obtained by an
authorised officer under Part 9.3 as soon as possible after it is
seized, unless it is necessary to retain the thing as evidence of
an offence against the Bill, the thing is forfeited under new
section 265, or the Authority is otherwise authorised by law to
retain, destroy or dispose of the thing. The Authority may
impose terms or conditions on the return of the thing, with
which the owner must comply. New section 265 provides that
any thing seized by an authorised officer under Part 9.3 is
forfeited to the Authority if the owner cannot be found, it
cannot be returned to the owner despite making reasonable
efforts or it is necessary to retain the thing to prevent the
commission of an offence against the Bill. If a thing is
forfeited to the Authority on the basis that it is necessary to
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retain to prevent the commission of an offence, the Authority
must give the owner written notice and set out to apply to
VCAT for review of the decision to forfeit the thing.
The powers to seize and retain items are strictly confined to
material necessary to investigate suspected contraventions of
the Bill and such material must be returned as soon as
possible. In my view, any interference with property
occasioned by these provisions is in accordance with law and
is therefore compatible with the Charter.
Non-disturbance notices
As discussed above, the Authority or an authorised officer
may issue a non-disturbance notice, which may require a
person to stop the use or movement of any specified
equipment, substance or thing, or to prevent the disturbance
of the specified item or area when the item is located (new
section 278).
To the extent that restriction on using or moving the thing that
is subject to a non-disturbance notice constitutes an
interference with the enjoyment of a person’s property to the
extent that it constitutes a deprivation of property, any such
deprivation is for the purposes of ensuring that enforcement
action under the Bill is not frustrated due to disposal of
evidence. These restrictions can only occur in clearly
circumscribed circumstances, and for a maximum period of
seven days. Any such deprivation will therefore be lawful and
will not limit section 20 of the Charter.
Site management orders
The Authority may also issue a site management order, which
may impose restrictive management controls on how property
can be used. A site management order may only be issued if
the Authority reasonably believes that long-term management
of the site is necessary because land on the site is
contaminated, or there is a risk of harm from pollution or
waste. To the extent that imposing management controls on a
person’s use of property constitutes a deprivation of property,
in my view any such deprivation is clearly confined and for a
legitimate purpose of preventing or minimising harm. As such,
any deprivation of property will be in accordance with law and
compatible with the right to property under the Charter.
Sale of land to recover debt
If the Authority cannot recover its reasonable costs of
exercising its clean up powers or issuing a remedial notice
from an owner or occupier, the costs become a charge on the
property and the Authority may sell the land to recover any
amount still owing. The sale of the property would be
effected to make good a debt to the Authority, and could only
be carried out once the charge has existed for at least
12 months and the notice requirements in new section 298
have been complied with. The sale of the land must occur in
accordance with the Transfer of Land Act 1958 and the
Authority must follow the clear procedure set out in new
section 298. Therefore, in my view, any deprivation of
property will be in accordance with law and compatible with
the right to property under the Charter.
Fair hearing
Section 24(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has the
right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
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competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
Limitations on VCAT review
New section 431(2) provides that for decisions by an
authorised officer to issue or amend certain notices, the
decision must first be internally reviewed by the Authority
before an eligible person may apply to VCAT to seek review
of the decision. The purpose of internal review is to enable a
person to seek to have certain decisions reviewed without
needing to apply to a court or tribunal and potentially incur
significant costs. In my view, the right to a fair hearing will
not be limited because an eligible person may still apply to
have the decision reviewed by VCAT following internal
review, or may seek judicial review of the decision.
New section 431(3) of the Bill restates the exclusion of
VCAT review under the 1970 Act for development licences
where the licence has been subject to a joint process with an
environmental effects statement, an application for a planning
permit or an amendment to a planning scheme and is
substantially in accordance with that statement or application.
The purpose of the exclusion is to avoid undermining the
robust public consultation and assessment process for
development licences in circumstances where an
environmental effects statement has been prepared or a panel
has been appointed under the Planning and Environment Act
1987 to hear the planning permit application or planning
scheme amendment. Under that Act, the panel is obliged to
consider submissions and give interested parties a reasonable
opportunity to be heard. Alternatively, if the activity has been
reflected in an environmental effects statement, interested
parties will be able to make submissions to the Minister in
accordance with the process in the Environment Effects Act
1978. Accordingly, the exclusion of VCAT review under the
Bill will not interfere with the right to a fair hearing, because
the opportunities to be heard under these other Acts ensures
that, overall, interested parties will have access to a fair
process. I consider new section 431(3) to be compatible with
the right to a fair hearing under the Charter.
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that action is taken at the earliest opportunity to prevent,
minimise or remedy the contravention. These provisions
engage the right to a fair hearing because they may deprive a
person of an opportunity to be heard in the relevant injunction
application.
In my view, the right to a fair hearing is not limited by these
provisions. A court will retain the discretion to refuse to hear
the application ex parte, and can refuse to do so where hearing
the application ex parte would result in an unfair hearing. In
addition, the person subjected to a court order made on an ex
parte basis may appeal the decision. I am satisfied that this
provision does not limit the right to a fair hearing.
Presumption of innocence
Section 25(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law. The right in section 25(1)
is relevant where a statutory provision shifts the burden of
proof onto an accused in a criminal proceeding, so that the
accused is required to prove matters to establish, or raise
evidence to suggest, that they are not guilty of an offence.
Defences available under the Bill
A number of provisions in the Bill create defences that shift
the burden of proof onto an accused to prove certain matters
in order to avoid liability.
It is an offence to engage in conduct that results in material
harm to human health or the environment from pollution or
waste. New section 28(3) provides a defence if the person
proves that, in engaging in the conduct, the person did not
contravene the general environmental duty to minimise the
risks of harm so far as reasonably practicable.

Ex parte applications

While the imposition of a legal burden on an accused will
limit an accused’s right to the presumption of innocence, I
consider that the limit is reasonably justified under
section 7(2) of the Charter. The matters required to be proven
will be within the knowledge of the accused. In circumstances
where the conduct of the accused has actually resulted in
material harm to human health or the environment, the
accused is best placed to lead this evidence. Due diligence can
be practically demonstrated by detailing the reasonable steps
taken to prevent the contravention or minimise the risk of
harm. Further, these defences are available for the benefit of
an accused to escape liability where they have taken
reasonable steps to ensure compliance, in respect of what
could otherwise be an absolute or strict liability offence. In
my view, a less restrictive measure (such as imposing only an
evidential onus on an accused) would not be appropriate in
light of the strong public interest in ensuring that people do
not engage in conduct that results in material harm and, in
order to escape liability for contravening the Bill, are
expected to demonstrate to a legal standard that they have
taken all measures required by the Bill to discharge this
responsibility.

The Bill provides that an application to a court for an
injunction relating to residential noise under new section 174
and an application under new section 309 or 310 for an order
(or interim order) restraining a person from engaging in
specified conduct or requiring a person to take specified
action may be made ex parte. This is necessary to ensure that
the Authority, councils or police officers (as the case may be)
are able to respond quickly to contraventions of the Bill and

The Bill also sets out a general defence of emergency,
whereby it is a defence to any contravention of a provision of
the Bill if the act or omission occurred in an emergency to
prevent danger to life or limb (unless the emergency arose
from the person’s negligence). This defence only places an
evidential burden on the accused to raise evidence that the
contravention occurred in circumstances of an emergency.
Once the accused has pointed to this evidence, which will

New section 432 of the Bill places some constraints around
the grounds on which an eligible person may apply to VCAT
for review of certain decisions. For example, where a decision
is made that a person is liable to pay a fee, the person may
only apply for review of that decision on the basis that the fee
has been incorrectly calculated. In addition, a person may
only apply for review of a decision to issue a waste abatement
notice or residential noise improvement notice on the basis
that the notice is oppressive, unjust or unreasonable.
While the provision does restrict review rights to particular
grounds, I consider that the right to a fair hearing will not be
limited, as an eligible person may still have the decision
reviewed by VCAT on the grounds set out in section 432, or
may seek judicial review of the decision.
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ordinarily be peculiarly within their knowledge, the burden
shifts back to the prosecution to prove the essential elements
of the offence. I do not consider that an evidential onus of this
kind limits the right to be presumed innocent.
‘Reasonable excuse’ exceptions
A number of provisions in the Bill create offences that
contain a ‘reasonable excuse’ exception, which may place an
evidential burden on the accused.
A person must not, without reasonable excuse, refuse or fail
to comply with a waste abatement notice, waste information
gathering notice, an information gathering notice, a notice to
investigate, environmental action notice, site management
order, non-disturbance notice, improvement notice or
prohibition notice issued to that person. Failing to comply
with these notices is an offence. Further, an occupier who
receives a notice to remove or dispose of waste deposited by
another person on their premises must comply with that
notice, unless the occupier has a reasonable excuse, and it is
an offence for a person to fail to comply with a request from a
litter enforcement officer for the person’s name and address,
or proof of same, without reasonable excuse.
New sections 252 and 253 provide that, where an authorised
officer has entered a premises pursuant to Division 1 of
Part 9.3, a person must not, without reasonable excuse, refuse
or fail to comply with a request from the authorised officer to
produce a document located at the premises or to provide
information or answers. Further, it is an offence for a person
to, without reasonable excuse, refuse or fail to comply with a
direction given by an authorised officer under new
section 260.
By creating a ‘reasonable excuse’ exception, the offences in
the above clauses place an evidential burden on the accused,
in that they require the accused to raise evidence of a
reasonable excuse. However, in doing so, this offence does
not transfer the legal burden of proof. Once the accused has
pointed to evidence of a reasonable excuse, which will
ordinarily be peculiarly within their knowledge, the burden
shifts back to the prosecution to prove the essential elements
of the offence. I do not consider that an evidential onus of this
kind limits the right to be presumed innocent, and courts in
other jurisdictions have taken this approach.
Evidentiary presumptions
A number of provisions of the Bill establish that certain
things may be taken to be proof of certain facts:
Under new section 338, a certificate from VicRoads or
an equivalent body is evidence that the person was the
registered owner of the vehicle or vessel on that date.
Certain written statements from the Authority are
evidence of the matters stated in them, for example, that
a specified person was served with a notice and failed to
comply, or that a document was or was not lodged with
the Authority.
Reports and certificates under the Bill will be evidence
of the matters stated therein in certain circumstances.
A written statement provided by a person under new
section 118 in relation to waste deposited from a vehicle
will be admissible as evidence of the matters stated in it
in any proceeding.
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If waste is deposited from a vehicle contrary to the Bill,
the registered owner of the vehicle is taken to have
committed the offence if no other person has been found
guilty of the offence and it is not practicable to discover
who deposited the waste, or is not possible to file a
charge-sheet against that person. A person may provide
a written statement under new section 118 nominating
the person who did deposit the waste or was near the
vehicle at the time.

These provisions engage the right to the presumption of
innocence under section 25(1) of the Charter because they
reduce the burden on the prosecution to provide evidence in
relation to certain facts or, in some cases, appear to have the
effect of attributing guilt to a particular person. The
imposition of these evidential burdens is necessary to ensure
the effective administration of the regulatory scheme. They
enable offences to be efficiently prosecuted, particularly
where identifying additional evidence (such as the person
who deposited the litter) would otherwise be costly or
impractical. To the extent that these evidentiary presumptions
limit the right to the presumption of innocence, I consider any
such limitation to be reasonable and justifiable given the
important protective purpose of the Bill, and the opportunity
to rebut such presumptions with evidence to the contrary.
Deemed criminal liability for officers of bodies corporate
New section 349 provides that if a body corporate that is a
corporation commits an offence against certain provisions, an
officer of the body corporate also commits that offence if the
officer failed to exercise due diligence to prevent the
commission of the offence. Officers of a body corporate may
also be liable for an offence committed by the body corporate
if the officer authorised or permitted the commission of the
offence, or was knowingly concerned in any way (by act or
omission) in the commission of the offence. New section 350
provides that an officer will be liable for certain offences
committed by the body corporate, but reverses the burden of
proof. This means that the officer will be taken to have
committed the offence unless the officer proves that they
exercised due diligence to prevent it. New section 351
provides that an officer will be liable for certain offences
committed by the body corporate if the officer authorised or
permitted the contravention of the offence, or was knowingly
concerned in any way with in the commission of the offence.
These provisions are relevant to the presumption of innocence
as they may operate to deem as ‘fact’ that an individual has
committed an offence based on the actions of the body
corporate. Officers may rely on a defence that would be
available to the body corporate if it were charged with the
offence and bear the same burden of proof as the body
corporate in doing so.
As discussed above, some of the offences contain reverse
onus provisions. In my view, it is appropriate to extend these
offences and reverse onus provisions to officers of bodies
corporate. A person who elects to undertake a position as an
officer of a body corporate accepts that they will be subject to
certain requirements and duties, including a duty to ensure
that the body corporate does not commit offences. In my
view, new sections 349 and 351 do not limit the right to the
presumption of innocence as the prosecution is still required
to prove the main elements of the offence — that is, that the
officer failed to exercise due diligence, or authorised or was
knowingly concerned in the commission of the offence. I
further consider that any limitation of the right to the
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presumption of innocence occasioned by the reverse onus in
new section 350 is reasonably justified due to the gravity of
the offences relevant to that provision, the obligations on
officers of bodies corporate to exercise due diligence and the
fact that the matters to be proven will be within the
knowledge of the accused. In my view, there are no less
restrictive means reasonably available for ensuring adequate
deterrence of corporate offences that may cause significant
public harm.
Courts in other jurisdictions have held that protections on the
presumption of innocence may be subject to reasonable limits
particularly in the context of compliance offences. Further,
any limits imposed by the relevant reverse onus provisions
are justifiable for the reasons set out in relation to those
provisions above. Accordingly, I am satisfied that these
provisions are compatible with the right under the Charter to
the presumption of innocence.
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environment protection scheme, investigate potential
contraventions and prevent harm to human health and the
environment. Taking into account the protective purpose of
the Bill, there is significant public interest in ensuring that
authorised officers are able to access information and
evidence that may be difficult or impossible to ascertain by
alternative evidentiary means, and to use such evidence to
bring enforcement action where appropriate.
Any limitation on the right in section 25(2)(k) that is
occasioned by the limited abrogation is directly related to its
purpose. The documents that an authorised officer can require
to be produced are those necessary for the purpose of
monitoring compliance with the Bill. Importantly, the
requirement to produce a document to an authorised officer
does not extend to having to explain or account for the
information contained in that document. If such an
explanation would tend to incriminate, the privilege would
still be available.

Right to protection against self-incrimination
Section 25(2)(k) of the Charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence is entitled not to be compelled to
testify against themselves or to confess guilt. This right is at
least as broad as the common law privilege against
self-incrimination. It applies to protect a charged person
against the admission in subsequent criminal proceedings of
incriminatory material obtained under compulsion, regardless
of whether the information was obtained prior to or
subsequent to the charge being laid.
The right in section 25(2)(k) of the Charter is relevant to new
sections 34 and 42, which provide that a person is not excused
from notifying the Authority of the occurrence of a notifiable
incident or notifiable contamination on the grounds that the
information provided might tend to incriminate the person or
make the person liable to a penalty. However, any
information given by a person as part of a notification is not
admissible in evidence against the person in a proceeding for
an offence or for the imposition of a penalty, other than a
proceeding relating to false or misleading information
provided by the person in a notification. In my view, these
provisions are therefore compatible with the privilege against
self-incrimination in the Charter.
The right to protection against self-incrimination is also
relevant to new section 268, which provides that it is not a
reasonable excuse for a natural person to refuse or fail to
produce a document required to be produced under new
Part 9.3 if doing so would tend to incriminate the person. This
is therefore a limited abrogation of the privilege against
self-incrimination because a document required to be
produced may contain evidence that would tend to
incriminate the person with respect to certain offences under
the Bill.
The privilege against self-incrimination generally covers the
compulsion of any information or documents which might
incriminate a person. However, the application of the
privilege to pre-existing documents is considerably weaker
than that accorded to oral testimony or documents that are
required to be brought into existence to comply with a request
for information. I note that some jurisdictions have regarded
an order to hand over existing documents as not engaging the
privilege against self-incrimination.
The primary purpose of this limited abrogation is to enable
authorised officers to monitor compliance with the

There are no less restrictive means available to achieve the
purpose of enabling authorised officers to have access to
relevant documents, and access to such documents is
necessary to ensure public safety. To provide for a ‘use
immunity’ that restricts the use of produced documents to
particular proceedings would unreasonably obstruct the role of
authorised officers and the aims of the scheme, as well as
giving the holders of such documents an unfair forensic
advantage in relation to criminal and civil penalty
investigations. Any limitation on the right to protection against
self-incrimination is therefore appropriately tailored and the
least restrictive means to achieve the regulatory purpose.
For the above reasons, I consider that to the extent that new
section 268 may impose a limitation on the right against
self-incrimination, that limitation is reasonable and justified
under section 7(2) of the Charter.
Right not to be punished more than once
Section 26 of the Charter provides that a person has the right
not to be tried or punished more than once for an offence in
respect of which they have already been finally convicted or
acquitted in accordance with law.
Prohibited persons
New section 88 sets out the criteria for a ‘prohibited person’
under the Bill, who is prohibited from engaging in certain
prescribed activities unless authorised by the Authority.
According to these criteria, a person is a prohibited person in
circumstances including where the person has been
convicted or found guilty of certain specified offences.
Further, a person may not be appointed as a director of a
Waste and Resource Recovery Group if they have been
convicted of certain offences.
The right in section 26 of the Charter has been interpreted as
applying only to punishments of a criminal nature and does
not preclude the imposition of civil consequences for the
same conduct. I do not consider that the consequences under
these new provisions are punitive so as to engage section 26.
Their purpose is not to punish the convicted person, but to
protect the integrity of the scheme by ensuring that only
appropriate persons are able to engage in certain activities that
pose a serious risk of harm to human health or the
environment, or govern a Waste and Resource Recovery
Group. Prohibition is based solely upon the fact of a
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conviction or finding of guilt for particular kinds of offences,
rather than a consideration of the individual offending of the
relevant person. Further, the Authority will have discretion to
allow relevant persons to hold a licence if it is not contrary to
the public interest to do so. Accordingly, I am of the opinion
that the above provisions are compatible with the right in
section 26 of the Charter.
Additional penalties
The Bill enables a court to impose a penalty of up to two
years’ imprisonment in addition to, or in place of, the penalty
for the offence where a prohibited person engages in a
prescribed operating, permit or registration activity without
the appropriate permission. This means that a person who
commits an offence against new sections 45, 46 or 47 may be
liable to receive both a financial penalty and a term of
imprisonment because of that person’s categorisation as a
‘prohibited person’. Where a person is a prohibited person on
the basis of a conviction or finding of guilt, subjecting them to
an additional penalty for an offence will engage the right
under the Charter not to be punished more than once.
Similarly, new section 136 provides that if a natural person
commits an offence relating to industrial waste within five
years of being convicted of another industrial waste offence, a
court may impose a penalty of up to two years’ imprisonment
in addition to, or in place of, the penalty for the offence.
These provisions are targeted at rogue operators, who
persistently and deliberately adopt poor practices and for
whom a financial penalty is not an effective deterrent. While
the imposition of an additional penalty is a punitive measure,
it applies as a single punishment in relation to the current
offence and does not punish a person twice for the same
offence. New sections 89 and 136 give the court an option to
apply a more severe penalty on the basis of certain
aggravating factors in confined circumstances where the
person has already demonstrated an inability or unwillingness
to comply with the regulatory scheme, and has continued to
commit a serious offence under the Bill. I do not consider that
these provisions limit the right under section 26 of the
Charter. Even if these provisions did limit the right not to be
punished more than once, in my view any such limitation will
be reasonable and justifiable under section 7(2) of the Charter.
Civil penalties
The Bill introduces a civil penalty regime (new Part 11.5), as
part of a graduated series of sanctions under the Bill. Under
new section 314, the Authority may apply to a court for a civil
penalty order in relation to a contravention of a civil penalty
provision. These proceedings will be civil proceedings, to be
determined on the civil standard of proof.
Civil penalties may engage the criminal process rights under
the Charter where the penalty is of such a magnitude that a
court may consider that it involves truly penal consequences.
In my view, the penalties for breaching the relevant
provisions to which civil penalties apply would not be classed
as being in effect criminal penalties. While the maximum
pecuniary sanction is substantial in a limited set of
circumstances (such as 2000 penalty units for unlawfully
depositing industrial waste), it is not so heavy as to constitute
a truly penal consequence. The purpose of the civil pecuniary
penalties is to encourage regulatory compliance, and is
necessary due to the serious risks of harm to human health
and the environment that may arise from a contravention. The
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civil penalty provisions apply to people engaging in activities
covered by the regulatory scheme, or failing to comply with
important notices and obligations under the Bill, and will
have limited application to the public more broadly. A civil
penalty order will be enforceable as a judgment debt and a
person will not be liable to be imprisoned for a failure to
discharge the debt. Accordingly, I do not consider that the
criminal process rights under the Charter are engaged by the
civil penalty provisions.
New Part 11.5 is relevant to the right not to be punished more
than once as it sets out the parallel operation of the civil and
criminal penalty regimes for breaches of the legislation. New
section 318 of the Bill provides that the Court must not make
a civil penalty order against a person who has been convicted
of an offence constituted by the same conduct. Further, new
section 319 provides that civil proceedings for contravention
of a civil penalty provision must be stayed if criminal
proceedings are brought for an offence constituted by
substantially the same conduct that is alleged to constitute the
civil contravention. This protects against concurrent civil and
criminal proceedings for conduct that is substantially the
same. However, if a person is not convicted of the criminal
offence, section 319(2) provides that civil penalty
proceedings may be resumed. Section 320 further enables
criminal proceedings to be brought against a person
regardless of whether a civil penalty order has been made for
conduct that is substantially the same as the conduct
constituting the offence.
I do not consider that the parallel operation of civil and
criminal penalties limits the right not to be punished more
than once for the same offence. This is because the right does
not extend to civil proceedings or penalties. As discussed
above, I do not consider that the civil penalties that may be
imposed are of such a magnitude as to be truly penal in
nature. Therefore, in my view, the civil penalty scheme is
compatible with the right in section 26.
The Hon. Lily D’Ambrosio, MP
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change

Second reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (16:29) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
Victoria’s proud history in environment protection
innovation
Victoria has a long tradition of environmental leadership. We
were one of the first jurisdictions worldwide to establish
environment protection legislation and an Environment
Protection Authority.
Since it commenced operating in 1971, the EPA has played a
leading role in protecting Victoria’s environment, working
with business, local government and the community to reduce
pollution and manage waste.
EPA Victoria was at the forefront of a new class of
environmental regulators who were empowered to take a
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holistic approach to tackling pollution and its impact on the
environment and the community. The dedicated work of EPA
has truly benefited both the Victorian community and our
natural environment, including the fact that our rivers no
longer run red, blue and green with the discharges from
riverside abattoirs and dye factories, international pilots flying
into Melbourne no longer complain about our poor air
quality, and Victorian businesses have been encouraged into
cleaner and green forms of production, driving innovation by
Victorian industry.
Our EPA also played a key role in the development and
delivery of the Montreal Protocol which tackled the
international scourge of ozone depleting substances.
Victoria has reaped the benefits of our EPA having been led
by some truly impressive people. Amongst the luminaries
were two people who I particularly want to acknowledge:
Jack Fraser and Dr Brian Robinson (AO).
Jack Fraser was the architect of the Environment Protection
Act 1970 and the inaugural EPA Chairman. His vision and
leadership were instrumental in EPA’s early successes in
tackling the gross pollution problems Victoria faced at
the time.
Dr Brian Robinson took on the dual roles of EPA Chairman
and Chief Executive for an extraordinary sixteen-year period.
One of his many significant achievements was being a key
driver behind the establishment of the National Environment
Protection Council and Australia’s first national
environmental quality standards.
The Andrews Labor Government recently announced the first
multi-member Environment Protection Board, to be chaired
by Cheryl Batagol. I would like to acknowledge the
enormous contribution of Cheryl as EPA’s current Chair, as
well as thanking all EPA staff, past and present, for their role
in making Victoria a better place to live.
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to develop new environment protection laws and invest in
building a stronger and more proactive EPA that focusses on
preventing harm.
The Government has now committed an additional
$182.4 million over five years to deliver this reform. This is a
massive investment in ensuring Victorians have the EPA we
need to protect human health and the environment from the
harmful effects of pollution and waste.
A key part of the Government’s commitment was to reform
the legislative underpinning for environment protection. The
first of two stages of legislative reform was passed by
Parliament last year: the Environment Protection Act 2017
puts in place a new statutory objective for EPA, clarifying its
focus on protecting human health and the environment from
the harmful effects of pollution and waste.
The Bill I am introducing today completes the job of
comprehensive reform of Victoria’s environment protection
laws. It proposes to repeal the Environment Protection Act
1970 and replace it with a new regulatory scheme that
focusses on preventing harm, rather than acting to clean up
after a pollution incident has occurred. The Bill amends the
Environment Protection Act 2017 to create a comprehensive
and modernised statutory scheme for the protection of human
health and the environment.
The Bill will introduce a flexible, risk-based and
proportionate regulatory scheme. The proposed new laws will
drive significant community and business benefits by
focussing on preventing harm through proactive measures. By
embracing this approach, Victorians will avoid the terrible
impacts of events such as the Coolaroo recyclates fire.
Restoring Victoria as a leader in environment regulation
The cornerstone of this Bill’s focus on preventing harm to
human health and the environment is a new general
environmental duty.

The challenges facing us today
From 1971 to today Victoria has benefited greatly from
EPA’s extraordinary work. In 1971 EPA was created to tackle
gross pollution challenges including deteriorating air and
water quality, the haphazard management of hazardous waste,
and the increasing legacy of pollution from mining and other
industries. The intervening years have seen improvements in
many environmental quality measures at the same time as
Victoria’s population grew from three and a half million in
1970 to more than six million today.
It is clear that EPA’s work and the character of the risks to
human health and the environment have changed dramatically
since the 1970s. The Andrews Labor Government was
elected with a commitment to commission an Independent
Inquiry into the EPA to examine whether EPA has the right
powers and proper resourcing to tackle the environmental
challenges of today and tomorrow.
The Independent Inquiry was conducted by a Ministerial
Advisory Committee constituted of Chair Penny Armytage,
Jane Brockington and Janice van Reyk. After extensive
community consultation and careful analysis of best practice
in environment protection regulation, the Inquiry
recommended transformational changes for EPA. The
Independent Inquiry report was delivered in 2016. In January
2017 the Andrews Labor Government response to the
Independent Inquiry was released, announcing our intention

The general environmental duty will require people
conducting activities that pose risks of harm to human health
or the environment from pollution or waste to understand
those risks and take reasonably practicable steps to minimise
those risks.
An Australian first, the Environment Protection Amendment
Bill 2018 proposes a general environmental duty that is
criminally enforceable: the general environmental duty
becomes the central offence in our environment
protection laws.
Benefits of the general environmental duty
The proposed general environmental duty means that
Victoria’s environmental watchdog will no longer have to
wait for pollution to occur before they can act. It will shift the
focus of business to understanding their key pollution and
waste risks, and ensure practical controls are in place to
prevent disasters from occurring.
The general environmental duty, in combination with other
reforms in the Bill, will be a strong deterrent for
non-compliance and poor operators, and fill gaps in the
regulatory framework that currently result in an unequal
playing field for business.
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The general environmental duty is a concept Victorian
industry is familiar with through the well-established model
of protection provided by Victoria’s Occupational Health and
Safety laws, which also has a duty to take reasonably
practicable measures to reduce the risk of harm.
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This new regulatory control will attach clear management
conditions to the land title to ensure high levels of
transparency, and will allow more effective regulation of the
risks associated with these types of sites.
More effective investigation, enforcement and compliance

Businesses and the community told us loud and clear that
they wanted an EPA that provides practical and constructive
support. The Bill therefore empowers EPA to give proactive,
constructive and clear advice to businesses and the
community. EPA will work in partnership with industry and
other key stakeholders to produce guidelines and compliance
codes to support businesses to comply with their environment
protection obligations.
Increasing penalties
To better reflect the seriousness of environmental crime, the
Bill substantially increases maximum penalties for key
offences, aligning with the penalty levels for analogous
offences in Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety laws
and in NSW’s similarly tough environment protection laws.
The Bill gives EPA a new option to seek civil penalties as an
alternative to criminal prosecution. Civil penalties can achieve
faster and more efficient justice outcomes.

The Bill includes a range of measures to boost EPA’s ability
to do its job. These include:
Modernising, clarifying and strengthening powers for
EPA Authorised Officers to enter premises and
investigate suspected breaches of the law;
Improving investigation capability, including by giving
EPA access to modern surveillance devices; and
Protecting the ability of EPA officers to do their job with
criminal offences for impeding, assaulting or
impersonating an EPA authorised officer.
Importantly, the Bill also clarifies the expectation that EPA
will collaborate and share information with other regulators.
This allows — for example — EPA to work in collaboration
with a local council investigating waste dumping at a
community park.

The Bill also empowers courts to impose alternative
sentences in addition to or instead of imposing the specified
penalties. These include a modernised system for funding
environmental restoration projects, and a new order to recover
any financial benefits achieved by breaking the law.

Moving quickly when things go wrong

Permissions

The Bill includes a legal obligation for the person in control
of an activity that causes pollution to clean it up, as well as a
new obligation to notify EPA as soon as practicable when a
serious pollution incident occurs.

Under the Environment Protection Act 1970, the only
ongoing control EPA could impose on a high-risk activity is
an EPA licence. Licences can be appropriate and effective,
but in some cases a licence is a disproportionate and costly
control and a more flexible solution is needed.
The Bill proposes a flexible range of regulatory controls that
can be applied in a proportionate and cost-effective manner.
The one-size-fits-all approach to EPA licensing will be
replaced by three tiers of EPA permissions:
Registrations, which can be easily granted and are suited
to low-medium risk activities;
Permits, which will have standardised assessment
processes and are suited to medium-high risk activities
with low complexity; and
Licences, to apply customised conditions to manage
complex and high risk activities that need the highest
level of regulatory control to manage their significant
risks to human health and the environment.
Site Management Orders
The 1970 Act does not provide the EPA with a robust way to
ensure that risks of harm from sites with long-term
management requirements, like closed landfills and
contaminated sites, are effectively managed.
The Bill therefore introduces Site Management Orders, which
will be an essential tool in ensuring these long-term risks are
appropriately managed for the protection of the surrounding
community and environment.

The focus on prevention is an important innovation, but the
new laws also need to provide for fast action when pollution
incidents occur.

Providing more information to Victorians
Through the Independent Inquiry into the EPA, Victorians
made it clear that access to information about the state of the
environment is very important, so they can make decisions
about their health and the environment.
Victorians also made it clear that information about how EPA
regulates environmental risks should be clearly accessible.
In addition, EPA needs to be able to obtain, use, share,
publish and compel the publication of information, and to
collaborate with other regulators.
Victoria’s current environment protection laws do not give
EPA the authority it needs to do these things. Addressing
these gaps is essential to deliver on the Government’s vision
for a more responsive and effective environmental regulator.
The reforms contained in this Bill will mean that:
EPA can easily obtain the information it needs to make
regulatory decisions (e.g. whether to issue a licence;
what conditions to place on a licence); and
EPA will be required to publish a public register of
information about environmental regulation, and the Bill
will give EPA the clear authority to publish monitoring
data and annual reports provided by licensed businesses.
The Bill also gives EPA clear powers to share information
with peer regulators and government agencies to fulfil its
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functions, including working with other regulators on joint
investigations and enforcement action.
Community rights to hold EPA and polluters to account
As a first for Victoria, the Bill delivers a significant
community access to justice initiative: it provides a new right
for community members to seek civil remedies to enforce the
law through a court.
These rights will be available to any person a court
determines has an interest in the matter, or any other person
with leave of the court if the proceeding is in the public
interest and EPA has not taken action.
The proposed reform will allow courts to make orders to
remedy or restrain a breach of any requirement of the new
environment protection law, including its Regulations and the
conditions of EPA licences and permits.
Third party proceedings are likely to only be initiated when
Victorians believe EPA has failed to take appropriate action
to investigate alleged breaches of the law and require
remedial action. They will serve as an important
accountability mechanism for EPA in the enforcement of the
law as well as providing Victorians with the option of direct
access to justice.
Better identification and management of contaminated
land
Reforms to the regulation of contaminated land in the Bill
will strengthen EPA’s ability to ensure the polluter pays, and
that the community and environment are protected from the
risks contaminated sites can present.
The Bill establishes an obligation to make contaminated sites
safe for their current or intended use. This includes managing
contamination to prevent harm to neighbours.
This Bill also requires a person who discovers significant
contamination of land or groundwater to notify EPA so EPA
can ensure risks posed by those sites are properly managed.
These features make contaminated land regulation fairer,
better targeted, more proportionate and more transparent.
Improved environmental audit system
These reforms make the important environmental audit
system more flexible and proportionate.
Environmental audits are used to assess and address risks to
human health and the environment, predominantly for
potentially contaminated land but also for noise, odour, air
emissions and other environmental issues.
Under the current laws, environmental audits are an inflexible
one-size-fits-all assessment process that sometimes involve
unnecessarily detailed investigation and excessive costs.
The proposed reforms will establish a new, flexible two-stage
process:
1.

Preliminary risk screen (PRS) assessment: a rapid,
low cost assessment based on a desktop study and
site inspection. The focus of a PRS is to determine
if a detailed audit is necessary.
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2.

Scaled audit: to assess the risks of harm to human
health and the environment from contamination or
industrial activities and establish tailored risk
management or rehabilitation plans. Scaled audits
will often be more cost effective than current audits
as the PRS will help environmental auditors focus
the audit on material risks. A scaled audit will often
require remedial action to be taken to manage risks
to human health and the environment posed by a
site or industrial activity.

This modernised, streamlined approach will ensure sites
which do not have significant contamination risks can be
given an assessment quickly and cheaply. The reforms to the
environmental audit system represent just one of the many
ways businesses will benefit from the more targeted,
proportionate and responsive regulatory systems this Bill
proposes.
Improving Victoria’s waste management framework
This Bill will deliver clear and consistent waste regulation,
making it easier for law abiding waste management
businesses to meet their obligations, empowering EPA to
tackle those who break the law, and reducing the cost to
Victorians from illegally dumped and poorly managed waste.
Waste regulation is an important part of EPA’s role, and this
Bill strengthens EPA’s hand in dealing with the blight of
illegal waste dumping by increasing penalties, improving
powers of investigation and clarifying obligations of parties
throughout the waste management chain.
The new general environmental duty will play an important
role too, requiring people creating and handling wastes to
minimise risks to human health and the environment from
their business activities.
The Bill also creates a framework for the identification of
‘priority wastes’ that need careful management to protect
human health and the environment, helping meet both the
Government’s objective to pursue greater resource recovery
and less reliance on landfills, and the community’s strong
expectations that risks from waste will be better managed.
Supporting voluntary action
Victoria’s environment protection laws need robust
approaches to supporting voluntary action to protect the
environment and to remedy existing pollution. The Bill
introduces ‘better environment plans’ to allow EPA to
formally endorse voluntary action and leadership from
industry and the community.
These plans can also be used to recognise voluntary actions
that go beyond the minimum compliance standards
established in the law. In these cases, EPA’s endorsement of
plans is an important recognition of and support to the
positive actions being taken by the better environment
plan partners.
Ensuring a successful transition to the new laws
The Bill proposes a fundamental transformation of Victoria’s
environment protection scheme. This is significant change
that requires careful implementation. Strong foundations have
been laid by the Government’s decision to commission the
Independent Inquiry into the EPA, and the investment of
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additional resources in the 2017 and 2018 State Budgets to
boost EPA’s capabilities.
As I have already discussed, the core offence in the
Environment Protection Act 1970 is causing pollution. In
contrast, compliance with the general environmental duty is at
the heart of this Bill. This significant transition requires both
EPA and industry to build their knowledge on risk
prevention.
To ease this transition, a transitional offence of causing
material harm has been included in the Bill. A person whose
activities have caused material harm can defend a charge
under this offence by proving that they have met the general
environmental duty.
This transitional material harm offence will be automatically
repealed four years after the Bill commences. The
Government’s intention is that the Minister for Environment
will review the need for this transitional offence two years
after the Bill commences, and may recommend to the
Governor-in-Council that it be repealed sooner than four
years if it is no longer required.
The Government also expects that EPA will be actively
supporting an effective transition to the new laws by
proactively working with industry and the community to
build understanding of the general environmental duty. As the
Andrews Labor Government response to the Independent
Inquiry made clear, our expectation is that EPA is a proactive
regulator that works with stakeholders to produce useful
guidance and provide constructive advice.
Subordinate legislation
The passing of new environment protection legislation will
necessitate the development of a complementary, subordinate
legislative framework.
An important principle in developing this framework will be
to maximise the potential for the general environmental duty
to work in a proportionate and flexible way. Where risks are
significant, or where further clarity is required to effectively
implement the duty, there may be a need for regulations or
other instruments.
Commencement of the new laws
The Government’s intention is that the reformed environment
protection scheme in this Bill should commence operation on
1 July 2020. This timeframe allows an appropriate period for
EPA and those who will be required to comply with the new
laws to prepare for and successfully implement the reforms.
The Bill provides that the new laws must commence on
1 December 2020 if they have not commenced earlier. As
these are comprehensive reforms we are introducing, if the
Parliament passes this Bill, we must ensure that there is
sufficient time to complete the job by developing Regulations
to support the delivery of the Government’s vision.
Conclusion
As I mentioned earlier, Victoria has a long and proud history
of leadership in environment protection. Times have changed
and we need a fundamentally different EPA now and for the
future.
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The Andrews Labor Government took on this challenge.
With the extraordinary support of the Independent Inquiry
and the many businesses and community members who
contributed to the Inquiry’s work, I am now very pleased to
present this Bill as a formula for future success and restoring
Victoria’s leadership on environment protection.
I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WAKELING
(Ferntree Gully).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 4 July.

RACING AMENDMENT (INTEGRITY AND
DISCIPLINARY STRUCTURES) BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Minister for Racing) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter), I make
this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Racing
Amendment (Integrity and Disciplinary Structures) Bill 2018.
In my opinion, the Racing Amendment (Integrity and
Disciplinary Structures) Bill 2018 (the Bill), as introduced to
the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights as
set out in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
Overview
The Bill amends the Racing Act 1958 (Racing Act) with the
following amendments relevant to human rights:
Establish a Victorian Racing Integrity Board (VRIB).
Replace the three existing disciplinary boards with the
Victorian Racing Tribunal (VRT), a strengthened single,
tri-code board.
Extend the application of the existing powers of the
Racing Integrity Commissioner (RIC) to cover persons
who were within the specified classes of persons
identified in section 37BA(2) of the Racing Act at the
time the matter under investigation occurred.
Provide the RIC with a broad statutory immunity and
shift civil liability from the RIC to the State.
Improve transparency in relation to the RIC’s powers by
replicating the provisions currently provided for in the
Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958 (EMPA)
and referenced in the Racing Act.
Setting out the powers and functions of the Greyhound
Racing Victoria Board (GRV Board) with regard to the
licensing and regulation of industry participants,
greyhounds and racing clubs to provide greater clarity.
Enable the GRV Board to determine whether an
individual is a fit and proper person to participate in
greyhound racing.
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Limit the grounds for appeal from the newly created
VRT to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(VCAT) to decisions relating to penalty or occupational
licensing.

Right to freedom of movement (s 12)
Section 12 of the Charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria
and to enter and leave it and has the freedom to choose where
to live.
Powers to compel by the VRT
Section 50S(1) of the Bill provides that the VRT may compel
a person by way of a written notice to produce a document or
attend a hearing to give evidence, produce a document or both.
Section 50ZG of the Bill proposes to make it an offence to,
without reasonable excuse, fail to comply with the written
notice. This provision engages the right to freedom of
movement in that it compels a person to respond to the notice
in the manner set out. However, it does so in a manner that is
neither arbitrary nor unlawful.
The exercise of the power to compel the production of a
document is limited to a document, or other thing, that is
“material to the subject matter of the hearing”. As such, the
provision is clearly set out and provides scope for persons not
to comply on the basis of a reasonable excuse. In relation to
information and documentation it offers protection from
criminal proceedings to persons under section 50ZJ(2) of
the Bill.
Further, the provisions are key to the effective operation of
the VRT in performing its functions set out in section 50C of
the Bill and clearly set out the manner and circumstances in
which the VRT may exercise these powers.
Right to privacy (s 13)
Section 13 of the Charter provides that a person has the right
not to have their privacy or correspondence unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with; and not to have their reputation
unlawfully attacked.
Functions of VRIB
This right is engaged in relation to the functions of VRIB
provided for in sections 95H(1)(h) and 95N of the Bill.
Section 95N provides that the VRIB may receive, review or
investigate complaints not within the power of the RIC to
investigate.
In receiving personal information in the course of its duties,
VRIB may in the course of its duties interfere with a person’s
right to privacy and reputation. It is submitted that the
interference is neither unlawful nor arbitrary.
It is an interference that is clearly provided for and is intended
to equip VRIB to ensure that the controlling bodies are
executing their integrity related functions. Further,
interference with the right to privacy of persons occurs only
as so far as is necessary to investigate or inquire into a matter.
The extent of the interference is limited to ‘relevant
information’ and issues impacting on ‘integrity issues within
a controlling body’. As such, the interference falls within the
scope of the internal limitation of the right and is reasonable
and justified in a democratic society.
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Extension of the powers to compel by the RIC
This right is similarly engaged in relation to the extension of
the RIC’s existing powers in the Racing Act to a broader class
of persons. In the course of undertaking an inquiry or
investigation, the RIC may interfere with a person’s right to
privacy and reputation by exercising its powers on the
broader class of persons.
It is submitted that the interference is neither unlawful nor
arbitrary. Clause 3 of the Bill broadens the exercise of this
power to persons who were, at the time of the investigation or
inquiry, a person identified in section 37BA(2) of the Racing
Act. It is submitted that the extension of the class of persons is
clearly defined and the period of time is clearly identified. As
such, it is intended to expand the power only as far as to
interfere with the right to privacy of persons who were racing
industry participants during the investigation or inquiry.
Finally, the interference is necessary to ensure a robust
investigation or inquiry into maintaining the integrity in
racing.
Powers to compel by the VRT
This right is also engaged in relation to the powers of the
VRT as a new single quasi-judicial tribunal. Section 50S(1) of
the Bill provides that the VRT may compel a person to
produce a document or attend a hearing to give evidence by
way of a written notice. Section 50ZG of the Bill proposes to
make it an offence to, without reasonable excuse, fail to
comply with the notice. While this provision engages the right
to privacy, it does so in a manner that is neither arbitrary nor
unlawful. The provision is clearly set out and provides scope
for persons not to comply on the basis of a reasonable excuse.
In relation to information and documentation it offers
protection from criminal proceedings to persons under
section 50ZJ(2) of the Bill.
Further, the provisions are key to the effective operation of
the VRT in performing its functions set out in section 50C of
the Bill and clearly set out the manner and circumstances in
which the VRT may exercise these powers.
Information sharing arrangements
The right to privacy is engaged in relation to the information
sharing arrangements proposed in section 95H(1)(h),
95N(1)(b), 95N(2) and 95O of the Bill. The VRIB is
responsible for referring complaints to the RIC for
investigation and liaising with the RIC and external agencies
in relation to integrity matters. The functions are proposed to
foster collaboration and remove overlap with respect to
investigations and enforcement functions.
In receiving personal information in the course of its duties
the VRIB may interfere with a person’s right to privacy and
reputation. However, in each instance, the personal
information which may be shared is limited to information
relating to an integrity matter.
Further, the persons impacted by this provision have a limited
expectation of privacy in a regulated industry and these
functions are necessary to ensure robust operation of the
Victorian racing industry’s integrity framework.
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Powers and functions of the GRV Board
The right to privacy is engaged in relation to the GRV Board
in two key ways. However, it is submitted that none of the
provisions limit this right, because they are lawful and not
arbitrary.
Firstly, clause 30(3) of the Bill introduces the function of the
GRV Board to determine whether an individual is a fit and
proper person to participate in greyhound racing. The fit and
proper person test is intended to assist the GRV Board to
robustly regulate the licensing and registration of those
participating in greyhound racing.
In assessing the suitability of persons to participate in the
greyhound racing industry GRV may receive personal
information regarding, but not limited to, financial status,
employment history or criminal history. The proposed
function is limited in application to those seeking to
participate in the greyhound racing industry. The test will
assist in good governance by regulating persons seeking to
participate in the greyhound racing industry. As such, it is
submitted that the interference is justified in a democratic
society.
Secondly, the right to privacy is engaged in respect to the
powers of members of the GRV Board or an authorised
officer, to enter and access premises. Clause 32 of the Bill
provides for a broad range of powers to inspect, make copies,
take photographs or audio recordings, take or keep samples
and mark or tag a greyhound. In exercising these powers,
GRV may gather personal information in relation to a
persons’ privacy or correspondence in accessing, inspecting
and/or taking samples or copies on premises.
It is noted that the provisions relate only to premises
associated with greyhounds as specified in clause 32(1) of the
Bill and reflects pre-existing powers already exercised by the
GRV Board through a voluntary contractual agreement with
greyhound racing industry participants. As such individuals
will have consented to this degree of interference.
Further, the powers can only be exercised for the purposes of
determining compliance with the Racing Act and the rules
administered by the GRV Board. As such, it is submitted that
the interference is justified in a democratic society.
Right to reputation (s 13)
A person has the right not to have his or her privacy, family,
home or correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered
with; and not to have his or her reputation unlawfully
attacked.
Removal of members by Governor in Council, on
recommendation of the Minister
The right to reputation is engaged in relation to the power of
the Governor in Council, on recommendation of the Minister,
to remove members of the VRT and VRIB. Section 50F(2) of
the Bill provides that the Governor in Council, on
recommendation of the Minister, is responsible for the
removal of VRT members. Further, section 95K(3) of the Bill
provides that the Governor in Council, on recommendation of
the Minister, may remove a member from the office of VRIB.
These provisions engage the right to reputation as the removal
may affect a member’s reputation. However, the provisions
regarding the removal of members of the VRT or VRIB are
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justified to ensure that the VRT and VRIB are independent
and free of any conflict of interest. Accordingly, any such
interference to the right to reputation in the Bill is neither
arbitrary nor unlawful. The potential interference with
reputation is limited to the circumstances outlined in
section 95K(1) of the Bill. These restrictions are necessary to
ensure that functions can be performed free from any
perception of bias or conflict of interest and to ensure good
governance led by members of appropriate expertise. As
such, the interference justified in a democratic society.
Taking part in public life (s 18)
Section 18(1) of the Charter provides that every person in
Victoria has the right, and is to have the opportunity, without
discrimination, to participate in the conduct of public affairs,
directly or through freely chosen representatives.
This right is engaged in relation to the eligibility requirements
for appointment to VRIB and the VRT. Section 50D of the
Bill provides criteria for appointment to the VRT, and at
section 95I for the appointment to the VRIB. The criteria and
exclusions are clearly set out in the Bill. These provisions
may be perceived as interfering with a person’s right to have
access, on general terms of equality, to the Victorian public
service and public office to the extent that they restrict who
can be appointed based on defined criteria.
However, these criteria ensure appointment of members is
based on principles of merit, and facilitate effective
governance practices. The criteria and exclusions ensure
appointment of members is merit based and hold members
accountable to facilitate good governance. Therefore, to the
extent that these provisions impose a restriction on a person’s
right to take part in public life, they are a reasonable limitation
that can be justified in a democratic society.
Freedom of movement (s 12) and freedom of expression
(s 15)
Section 12 of the Charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria
and to enter and leave it and has the freedom to choose where
to live.
Section 15(1) of the Charter provides that every person has
the right to hold an opinion without interference.
Section 15(2) of the Charter provides that every person has
the right to freedom of expression which includes the freedom
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds,
whether within or outside Victoria and whether orally; or in
writing; or in print; or by way of art; or in another medium
chosen by him or her.
The right to freedom of movement and the right to freedom of
expression are engaged by the VRT’s powers to compel
persons by written notice to produce a document or a thing,
give evidence or attend a hearing to give evidence or produce
a document or both.
However, any limitation on the rights is reasonable and
justified because the provisions equip the VRT to perform its
functions and promote the robust operation of the Victorian
racing industry’s integrity framework. The criteria for
exercising the power is clearly set out, and is limited to
evidence or a document “material to the subject matter of the
hearing”.
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Further, the provision provides a safeguard to persons with a
reasonable excuse not to comply with the written notice.

VRT is a robust and independent tribunal pursuant to
section 50C of the Bill.

Property rights (s 20)

To facilitate the independent and impartial exercise of VRT’s
functions, clause 50D to 50J of the Bill provides that the
Governor in Council, on recommendation of the Minister, is
responsible for the appointment and removal of VRT
members. Clause 50D of the Bill sets out those persons who
are eligible and not eligible for appointment as a member of
the VRT.

Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance
with law.
This right may be engaged in relation to the GRV Board’s
regulatory reforms, particularly the powers of inspection
provided for in clause 33 of the Bill. In exercising its powers,
members of GRV Board may take samples from any
greyhound or anything at a premises associated with
greyhounds as specified in clause 32(1) of the Bill.
Currently, greyhound racing industry participants consent to
the GRV Board’s powers of inspection as a condition of their
participation in the greyhound racing industry. These
provisions codify in statute the powers in the interest of
clarity and certainty. Although the powers interfere with a
person’s property rights, the interference is limited to a
specific class of persons and clearly set out the circumstances
in which the powers may be exercised.
Further, the interference is necessary for the function of GRV
Board to investigate or inquire into compliance with the
Racing Act or the rules administered by the GRV Board. As
such, the deprivation is lawful as any deprivation of property
occurs in accordance with clear, transparent and precise
criteria and is not oppressive or capricious.
The eligibility requirements for appointment to VRIB or the
VRT may also impact this right. Section 95I(5), 95J and
95K(1) of the Bill proposes eligibility requirements for the
appointment of VRIB members, including ineligibility if the
person has/or obtains a proprietary interest in a racehorse or
greyhound. Section 50D and 50F propose a similar criteria in
relation to persons seeking eligibility for appointment as a
member of VRT.
It is submitted that this limitation is necessary to mitigate any
commercial conflict of interests that may undermine the
independence and impartiality of the Victorian racing
industry’s integrity framework.
Fair hearing (s 24)
Section 24(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has the
right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
Rights of appeal process to Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT)
The right to a fair hearing is engaged in relation to the
proposed amendment to the rights of appeal to VCAT.
Clause 23 of the Bill limits the right of appeal to VCAT from
decisions by the VRT in relation to a penalty. In effect, the
Bill proposes to repeal the right to a merits review of a
decision made by the VRT set out in section 83OH of the
Racing Act. Narrowing the rights of appeal to VCAT is
proposed for the purposes of ensuring that matters are heard
by a specialised racing tribunal equipped with robust powers.
While this may limit a person’s right to a fair hearing, the
limitation is mitigated by amendments which ensure that the

The criteria ensure that functions can be performed free from
any perception of bias or conflict of interest. To ensure a
robust hearing, section 50Q of the Bill equips the VRT with a
number of powers to hear evidence from a broad range of
persons. Section 50R and 50S of the Bill sets out that the
VRT may request assistance of qualified experts or compel
persons to provide documents or attend a hearing and give
evidence or documents, or both.
Further, section 50ZG and 50ZH of the Bill establishes
offences in relation to those persons who, without reasonable
excuse, fail to either comply with a summons to appear, fail to
take an oath or make an affirmation or answer questions. It is
therefore submitted that in this context, limiting the rights of
appeal to VCAT is reasonable and justified taking into
account the factors at section 7(2) of the Charter.
Rules of Evidence and the VRT
Section 50Q(1)(j) of the Bill provides that the VRT is not
bound by the rules of evidence or any practices or procedures
applicable to courts of record, except to the extent that it
adopts those rules, practices or procedures. Further,
section 50Q(1)(l) of the Bill sets out that proceedings must be
conducted expeditiously and with as little formality and
technicality as is reasonably possible.
Hearing matters “with little formality and technicality”
ensures that parties comprehend what is occurring and may
present meaningful arguments to the VRT. Further, hearing
matters “expeditiously” ensures resolutions of matters in
dispute without unreasonable delay and expense.
However these functions may give rise to proceedings being
conducted unfairly, for example, admissibility of evidence or
seeking adjournments. As such, the VRT may interfere with a
person’s right to a fair hearing.
To mitigate the risk, section 50Q(1)(h) of the Bill prescribes
that in conducting a hearing, the VRT must act fairly and
according to the substantial merits of the matter that is the
subject of the hearing. Further, the requirement for hearings to
be held expeditiously and with as little formality and
technicality is consistent with other comparable tribunals,
such as section 98 of the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal Act 1998 and section 33(1)(b) of the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal Act 1975. As such these are reasonable
limitations that can be justified in a democratic society.
Public Hearings by the VRT
Section 50Q(1)(e) of the Bill provides that the VRT may
conduct a hearing in private. This provision may limit a
person’s right to a public hearing (emphasis added).
However, the VRT may only conduct private hearings in
limited circumstances. Further, the provision operates as an
exception to the usual practice of the VRT to conduct public
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hearings. This falls within the internal limitation of the right
which provides that “a court or tribunal may exclude
members of media organisations or other persons of the
general public from all or part of a hearing if permitted to do
so by a law other than this Charter”.
Immunity
Section 37BI and clause 7 of the Bill provide the RIC with a
statutory immunity from civil liability. Further, section 50ZB
of the Bill provides a similar statutory immunity for the VRT.
These provisions provide a statutory immunity and restricts
causes of actions being brought against the RIC or the VRT.
These immunities interfere with a person’s right to a fair
hearing as it restricts a right to pursue a legal course
specifically in relation to the RIC or VRT.
In relation to RIC, this potential impact is offset by clause 7 of
the Bill which provides that persons may seek redress against
the State in relation to the RIC. In doing so, the effect of the
statutory immunity on this right is mitigated.
No such provision exists for the VRT. The limitation of the
statutory immunity in relating to VRT confines claims that
might otherwise have existed under statute or general law. As
such, it affects the substantive content of legal rights which
may otherwise exist in limited circumstances rather than limit
a person’s access to the court to determining existing rights.
However, the provision reflects an immunity afforded to
judges and is appropriate as the absence of an immunity may
undermine the function of the member who would operate
under a fear of liability. For these reasons, the interference is
justified in a democratic society as the provisions promote the
VRT as a robust and independent tribunal.
Rights in criminal proceedings (s 25)
Section 25(2)(k) of the Charter provides that a person who
has been charged with a criminal offence has the right not to
be compelled to testify against themselves or to confess guilt.
It also applies to protect a charged person against the
admission in subsequent criminal proceedings of
incriminatory material obtained under compulsion, regardless
of whether the information was obtained prior to or
subsequent to the charge being laid.
Self-incrimination not a ‘reasonable excuse’
This right is impacted by a number of provisions in the Bill.
Clause 32 of the Bill provides that the GRV Board may enter
and inspect premises for the purposes of compliance with the
Racing Act or rules administered by the GRV Board. Further,
the Bill provides the VRT with powers to obtain information
from third parties and compel persons to appear. Finally,
clause 3(2) of the Bill extends the power of the RIC to persons
who at the time of an investigation or inquiry was a class of
persons identified in section 37BA(2) of the Racing Act.
A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply
with a written notice issued by the VRT may, pursuant to
section 50ZG of the Bill, be fined a maximum of 60 penalty
units or imprisoned for not more than 6 months, or both.
Section 50ZJ of the Bill provides that privilege against
self-incrimination does not constitute a reasonable excuse to
refuse or fail to give information or a document to the VRT.
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Although these provision may interfere with a person’s rights
in criminal proceedings, the Bill provides an information and
document use immunity to such persons. Section 50ZJ(2) of
the Bill provides immunity from criminal proceedings in
relation to information or documents that “might tend to
incriminate the person”. As such, the effect of the interference
is mitigated by the immunity.
Therefore, to the extent that these provisions are seen to
impose a restriction on a person’s rights in criminal
proceedings, they are reasonable limitations that can be
justified in a democratic society.
Conclusion
It is submitted that on balance the Bill is compatible with the
Charter because, to the extent that any provisions of the bill
limit human rights, those provisions are justified in a
democratic society.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Minister for Racing

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Minister for Racing) (16:31) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
The Government is committed to ensuring that Victorian
racing has an integrity and disciplinary system that is
rigorous, independent and impartial.
The Victorian racing industry (VRI) contributes more than
$2.8b annually to the Victorian economy and employs over
29 000 people.
The ongoing success and sustainability of the industry is
dependent on Victorians having absolute confidence in the
integrity, governance and administration of racing.
In June 2015, the Government engaged Mr Paul Bittar to
conduct an independent review of the integrity structures
within the VRI with a focus on the controlling bodies of the
three racing codes, Racing Victoria (RV), Harness Racing
Victoria (HRV) and Greyhound Racing Victoria (GRV).
The purpose of the review was to consult with the industry
and develop a set of recommendations to enhance
collaboration between the codes, to provide greater
transparency of integrity functions and to consider the
separation of integrity functions from commercial operations.
The Review of the Integrity Structures of the Victorian Racing
Industry (Bittar Review) recommended the establishment of a
new body, the Victorian Racing Integrity Unit (VRIU), to
deliver integrity services for all three codes of racing.
The Review also found that the VCAT system is not well
suited to deal with the demands of the racing codes due to a
lack of racing expertise within that system and issues of
timeliness and cost to participants.
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Mr Bittar recommended restructuring the appeals and
disciplinary process to establish a single tri-code Racing
Appeals and Disciplinary Board (RADB) to replace the three
existing code specific RADBs. The Review also
recommended removing the right of appeal from RADB
decisions to VCAT.
The Government provided in principle support for the
recommendations, subject to further consultation with the
industry including controlling bodies and participants.
The consultation process highlighted numerous advantages
with allowing the various code controlling bodies to continue
to be responsible for the day to day delivery of their integrity
functions.
The codes argued, and the Government has accepted, that it is
appropriate for them to retain responsibility for reviewing and
enforcing the rules of racing. It is also accepted that they are
responsible for licensing policies.
However, the Government recognises that a greater degree of
independent oversight is required, in an open and transparent
manner, to ensure accountability for the delivery of integrity
in racing.
While the day to day delivery of racing integrity will remain
the responsibility of the controlling bodies, this Bill will
establish a new independent body, the Victorian Racing
Integrity Board (VRIB). The VRIB will oversee the delivery
of integrity functions by the controlling bodies and ensure the
highest standards are applied.
The Bill will also establish a new and fully independent
tri-code Victorian Racing Tribunal (VRT). There will be no
right of appeal to VCAT for a merits review or on a point of
law from rulings of the VRT. A limited right of appeal to
VCAT on rulings related to penalty and occupational
licensing decisions will be retained. Appeals on questions of
law will be heard by the Supreme Court.
The Bill will also clarify the powers of the Racing Integrity
Commissioner (RIC) in conducting an inquiry or
investigation. The RIC will have the power to require persons
who were within the purview of its regulatory scheme at the
time the conduct under investigation occurred to appear or
produce documents or things.
This will ensure that racing industry participants cannot
frustrate investigations or avoid sanctions by relinquishing
their licences so as to avoid questions from the RIC.
The RIC will also be given a new statutory immunity from
civil liability in the performance of its statutory functions.
The Bill also clarifies the powers and functions of the GRV
Board with regard to the licensing and regulation of industry
participants, greyhounds, and racing clubs. This includes
providing for the application of a “fit and proper person” test
for persons seeking to participate in the greyhound racing
industry, and clarification of GRV’s power to penalise
participants for breaches of its rules.
The Bill also provides for the addition of two members to the
GRV Board.
Finally, the Bill will make a number of other amendments
relating to the administrative functions and powers of GRV,
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including providing an explicit power of delegation from the
Board to the Chief Executive.
Establishment of the Victorian Racing Integrity Board
(VRIB)
Since the Bittar Review was completed, significant changes
have been made by the Government to strengthen the
governance arrangements of RV, GRV and HRV.
These include substantial changes to the board arrangements
for each of the organisations to reflect best practice
appointment processes and ensure an appropriate balance of
skills and expertise.
In addition, the codes identified a number of structural,
transitional, commercial and integrity related risks with
removing responsibility for the employment of integrity staff
from the controlling bodies.
The VRIB will undertake a number of functions that will
deliver on the intent of the Bittar recommendation to separate
the integrity and commercial policy arms of racing, with
significantly less risk for the industry.
The powers and functions of the VRIB will complement
those of the controlling bodies, racing stewards and the RIC.
The Government has a clear expectation that the VRIB will
build and maintain strong relationships with the boards of
controlling bodies.
The RIC will retain responsibility for the investigation of
matters referred to it by a controlling body or the Minister.
This will be supplemented by an additional power to enable
the RIC to investigate matters referred to its office by
the VRIB.
Each controlling body will be required to submit an annual
integrity plan for endorsement by the VRIB. That process will
include the power to review and provide recommendations to
the controlling bodies related to integrity resourcing and
budgets. This will ensure that commercial considerations of
the controlling bodies do not unduly influence their delivery
of integrity services.
The VRIB will oversee the relationship between RV, HRV
and GRV and their integrity staff.
The VRIB will have the power to consider and provide
direction to a controlling body about any form of disciplinary
action the controlling body proposes to take against a senior
member of its integrity department in relation to an internal
integrity matter.
This will ensure that senior integrity staff within controlling
bodies are free of undue influence from other senior managers
or Board members in carrying out integrity related duties.
The Bill provides that the VRIB may receive complaints
relating to integrity from a board member or employee of a
controlling body. To minimise the potential for any overlap
with the activities of the RIC, the Bill specifies that the VRIB
must consult with the RIC to determine which body should
undertake an investigation if required.
The VRIB may review and make recommendations on the
integrity and licensing policies and procedures of the
controlling bodies. The VRIB may also review and make
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recommendations in respect of proposed changes to the rules
of racing, as they relate to integrity, of the controlling bodies.
The VRIB will be comprised of between seven and nine
members appointed by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the Minister for Racing. The VRIB
Chairperson will be required to be an Australian lawyer of 7
years standing.
There will be three Deputy Chairpersons, each having
responsibility for one of the three racing codes. The Deputy
Chairpersons for each racing code will be appointed on the
basis of particular skill, knowledge or experience in relation
to that code but must be completely independent of the code
controlling body.
Eligibility criteria for appointment to the VRIB are set out in
the Bill, and are designed to safeguard the VRIB’s
independence. They preclude members from holding any
office with a controlling body or racing club and from holding
a proprietary interest in a racehorse or racing greyhound.
The VRIB will be supported by the Department of Justice and
Regulation on a cost neutral basis. The Bill specifies that the
department may recover the costs associated with the
operations of the VRIB from the controlling bodies.
Costs will be split across the three controlling bodies on a
basis that will be determined by the Minister from time to
time. Costs will initially be recovered on a 50/25/25 basis
from RV, GRV and HRV respectively.
The VRIB will significantly enhance the VRI’s integrity
framework and help to ensure racing integrity in Victoria is
subject to an independent and transparent system of checks
and balances.
Establishment of the Victorian Racing Tribunal (VRT)
The VRI currently operates a four stage disciplinary and
appeals process.
The integrity officials of each controlling body and the
stipendiary stewards have responsibility for the day to day
enforcement of the rules of racing. They have the power to
lay charges against industry participants and to hear and
determine penalty in relation to offences that are not classified
under the rules as serious offences.
The stewards are also responsible for investigating and
prosecuting participants on charges relating to specified
serious offences.
Each controlling body has a Racing Appeals and Disciplinary
Board (RADB). The RADBs for harness and greyhound
racing are constituted under the Act while the RADB for
thoroughbred racing is provided for under Racing Victoria’s
rules of racing.
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There is a perception in the industry, particularly from
participants, that the existing RADBs are not properly
independent of the controlling bodies.
Additionally, there are concerns across the industry about the
suitability of VCAT to hear racing appeals, especially on a
merits review basis.
This Bill sets out a new framework that will both strengthen
and simplify the appeals and disciplinary structure of the
Victorian racing industry.
The Bill abolishes the existing RADBs and replaces them
with the Victorian Racing Tribunal (VRT).
The VRT will have jurisdiction in the first instance with
regard to all matters involving serious offences under the
rules of racing of the respective racing codes. It will also have
jurisdiction to hear appeals from decisions of stewards in
relation to other offences.
There will be no right of appeal from the VRT to VCAT
except against penalty or a decision in relation to occupational
licensing. Affected parties will retain their right to seek a
review of a decision on a question of law from the courts.
The Bill provides for a VRT of not less than 15 members of
which one is to be appointed as Chairperson and three as
Deputy Chairpersons.
The Deputy Chairpersons will each have responsibility for
tribunal matters in relation to one of the three racing codes.
The Deputy Chairpersons for each racing code will be
appointed on the basis of particular skill, knowledge or
experience in relation to that code but must be completely
independent of the code controlling body.
The Bill specifies that the Chairperson and Deputy
Chairpersons must be serving or former judicial officers. This
will provide greater legal and procedural rigour. The majority
of the 15 VRT members will be required to be lawyers of at
least seven years standing.
The VRT will be a quasi-judicial body that will be completely
independent of the controlling bodies of the racing codes. Its
members will be appointed by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the Minister for Racing and cannot hold
any office of a controlling body or racing club or have a
proprietary interest in a racehorse or racing greyhound.
The VRT will be able to hear a matter wholly, or in part, with
the assistance of an expert. An expert can provide assistance
on a wide range of matters including, but not limited to, race
analysis, riding or driving matters, veterinary science,
pharmacology or animal welfare.
Experts will be engaged by the Secretary of the Department
or his or her delegate. They will not form a part of the VRT
panel hearing a matter or participate in decision making.

The relevant RADBs are responsible for hearing appeals
against decisions of the stewards in relation to non-serious
offences, and to hear and determine charges in relation to
serious offences in the first instance.

The Bill also addresses key industry criticisms that the current
RADBs lack the powers needed to ensure the appearance of
procedural fairness and natural justice.

Appeals from decisions of the RADBs are heard by VCAT.
Appeals to VCAT proceed on a merits review basis as
required by the VCAT Act. Under the current system,
decisions of VCAT are appealable to the courts on points
of law.

The new VRT will therefore have similar evidentiary powers
to those available to VCAT. They include powers of
discovery and the ability to serve a notice requiring a person
to attend or a notice requiring the production of documents in
relation to a hearing of the VRT.
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The VRT will be able to require evidence to be given on oath
or affirmation and establishes an offence for refusing to be
sworn in or answer a question without reasonable excuse.
The Bill establishes offences and penalties in relation to a
failure to comply with a notice to attend or to produce
documents, making false or misleading statements, and
contempt.
There is widespread support within the industry for the
reforms and the new VRT.
Racing Integrity Commissioner — Board of Inquiry Powers
The office of the Racing Integrity Commissioner (RIC) was
established in 2010 to provide independent oversight of
integrity issues within the Victorian racing industry.
On 29 January 2014, amendments to the Act came into force
conferring on the RIC the powers, privileges and
responsibilities of a Board of Inquiry.
The RIC has the power to compel certain classes of persons to
attend hearings and/or produce documents, as well as
examine those persons under oath or affirmation.
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and supports almost 3000 full time equivalent jobs,
predominantly in regional Victoria.
GRV is a statutory body established pursuant to section 69(1)
of the Act. Section 75 of the Act sets out the functions of the
GRV Board including the control and promotion of the sport
of greyhound racing, conduct of greyhound races, and the
registration of greyhounds for racing or breeding.
This Bill will provide clarity and certainty for GRV in the
exercise of its power to licence and register greyhound racing
industry participants, including its power to suspend, cancel
or impose conditions on licences and registrations.
The Bill clarifies the powers of the GRV Board making it
clear that it has the power to apply a fit and proper person test
and to impose conditions on a licence or registration of
greyhounds and greyhound racing industry participants.
It expands the power of entry of the GRV Board and
authorised officers to include premises where greyhounds are
kept, whelped, reared, educated, trained, trialled or raced.
This will ensure that GRV has the power to inspect premises
used by participants that are involved in the management of a
greyhound throughout its lifecycle.

The classes of persons subject to the RIC’s Board of Inquiry
powers are set out in the Act and include licensed or
registered industry participants, board members or employees
of code controlling bodies, and board members or employees
of racing clubs.

The Bill also expands the activities that can be undertaken by
the GRV Board or an authorised officer of the Board during
an inspection.

However, the RIC cannot exercise his powers in relation to
persons who have previously been subject to his powers but
no longer fall within the classes of specified persons as they
have been disqualified, or left the industry.

Under the new provisions authorised officers will be able to
take photographs including audio, video and digital
recordings. The Bill also clarifies that they can take and keep
a sample from a greyhound or other thing located on the
premises, and mark, tag or otherwise identify a greyhound.

During the Live Baiting Inquiry this limited the RIC’s ability
to interview former participants that may have had relevant
information but no longer fell within the classes of persons
specified in the Act.
This Bill will extend the RIC’s Board of Inquiry powers to
close that loophole and enable the RIC to interview persons
who fell within the specified classes at the time the conduct
under investigation occurred.
This will prevent persons from avoiding answering questions
or producing documents by, for example, relinquishing their
licence as a participant or resigning from a position.
Racing Integrity Commissioner — Statutory Immunity
The RIC is not currently afforded immunity from civil
liability under the Act. It is a necessary function of the RIC’s
role to publish reports and recommendations following the
exercise of his or her powers of inquiry or investigation. As
such the RIC is at increased risk or certain actions, such as
defamation.
Statutory immunity from certain actions is therefore required
in order to ensure the RIC can perform his or her statutory
functions in a robust manner and ensure consistency with the
protections provided to other statutory office holders who
have a complaint handling or integrity function.
Greyhound Racing Victoria (GRV)
The Victorian greyhound racing industry contributes
approximately $408.6m annually to the Victorian economy

There are also a number of regulatory powers currently
available to the GRV Board under the Act that will be made
explicitly open to GRV stewards. This is critical given the
vital role the stewards play in the day to day enforcement of
the rules of racing.
Finally, the Bill will allow for certain GRV Board functions
to be delegated to the Chief Executive Officer ensuring the
efficient and timely performance of GRV’s regulatory
functions.
This includes functions such as the employment of staff,
development of consultation guidelines, the registration of
greyhounds and the licensing and registration of participants.
Conclusion
These amendments will deliver significant enhancements to
the integrity and disciplinary structures of the Victorian racing
industry, ensuring greater independence and transparency in
the oversight of industry participants and those charged with
regulating them.
The reforms will ensure that Victorian racing is conducted
under the highest possible standards of integrity, that
participants can compete on a level playing field, and that the
Victorian public can have total confidence that every possible
safeguard is in place against those who would seek to corrupt
racing in this State.
I commend the Bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr M. O’BRIEN
(Malvern).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 4 July.

PREVENTION OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence) tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the Charter), I make
this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Prevention
of Family Violence Bill 2018 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The Bill establishes a new principles based legislative scheme
to provide for a multi-faceted approach to ensuring that all
Victorians live in a safe and equal society free from violence.
The key elements of the scheme are:
the establishment of Respect Victoria (the Agency) as an
independent Statutory Authority which will advise
Government and the community and coordinate research
to build evidence and workforce capacity;
the pronouncement of the guiding principles that all
functions, duties and programs under the Bill must be
consistent with;
the creation of mechanisms for the provision of expert
advice on best practice and evidence in family violence
primary prevention and the assessment and endorsement
of primary prevention programs delivered to the
Victorian community;
the full acquittal of recommendation 188 of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence, in particular the
establishment of prevention architecture to advise
Government and community, coordinate research to
build evidence, and build organisational and workforce
capacity;
the provision of guidelines to support Government in
informing grant specifications; and
a framework for the broader community and
organisations to self-assess and build their capacity in
family violence prevention practice.
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Human rights issues
Right to recognition and equality before the law (section 8)
Section 8 of the Charter provides that every person is equal
before the law and protects against discrimination, including
on the basis of age.
One of the Bill’s ‘Guiding Principles’ recognises that the
contribution and participation of all persons in the social,
cultural, economic and political life of society should be
promoted. The Bill promotes this right by requiring that all
functions, duties and programs carried out by the Agency
under the Bill must be in a way that is consistent with this
principle.
The Bill further promotes this right by creating an
independent agency which will address all forms of family
violence. The establishment of this Agency will be a key
factor in the prevention of abuse against women, elder abuse,
violence against men, violence towards gay, bisexual and
transgender family members and intimate partners, and
violence by young people in the home.
Right to life (section 9)
Section 9 of the Charter provides that every person has the
right to life and has the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of
life. The right to life is one of the most fundamental of all
human rights. It is concerned with both the protection and
preservation of life. Under international human rights law, the
right in section 9 of the Charter includes an obligation on the
State to refrain from conduct that results in the arbitrary
deprivation of life, as well as a positive duty to introduce
appropriate safeguards to minimise the risk of loss of life.
One of the Bill’s ‘Guiding Principles’ recognises that all
persons should live in a safe and equal society free from
violence. The Bill promotes this right by requiring that all
functions, duties and programs carried out by the agency
under the Bill must be in a way that is consistent with this
principle.
Further, the Bill also promotes this right by creating
mechanisms, such as research and the funding of activities
and programs which will address the drivers of family
violence through primary prevention.
Protection of families and children (section 17)
Section 17 of the Charter provides that families are the
fundamental group unit of society and are entitled to be
protected by society and the State; and every child has the
right, without discrimination, to such protection as is in his or
her best interests.
One of the Bill’s ‘Guiding Principles’ recognises that gender
inequality within society is connected to the existence of
discrimination, family violence and violence against women
and that the prevention of these forms of violence contribute
to a more equal society.
The Bill promotes the rights of families and children by
requiring that all functions, duties and programs carried out
by the Agency under the Bill must be in a way that is
consistent with this principle.
Hon. Natalie Hutchins, MP
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence
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Second reading
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence) (16:33) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill will establish the new independent family
violence prevention agency, Respect Victoria, ensure a
statewide focus on primary prevention over the long
term and deliver recommendation 188 of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence.
This is critical to reduce the rates of family violence in
Victoria and ultimately stop family violence before
it starts.
We know investment in prevention is a priority and we
need a strong evidence base, best practice programs and
community engagement to prevent family violence.
Respect Victoria will deliver this expertise.
I would like to acknowledge my friend and colleague,
the late Fiona Richardson, in the second reading of this
bill to the house. Her dedication to the prevention of
family violence and to the establishment of a primary
prevention agency was steadfast. This bill is another
important step of fulfilling this goal.
In presentation of this bill today and the enacting of
Respect Victoria in legislation we have an opportunity
to shape the future of Victoria as one we want to see:
with respectful communities, free from family violence.
Royal Commission Recommendations
The Royal Commission into Family Violence makes
clear to us that the family violence response sector is
overwhelmed. Victims and their families have told us
so. The Victorian community has told us so as well.
We know addressing the drivers of family violence
through primary prevention is the only way in which
the overall prevalence of violence and therefore
demand for response services can be reduced.
The royal commission recommended that the existing
focus on crisis response and the justice system needed
to be matched by a similar focus on, and investment in,
prevention; and that this focus and investment must be
dedicated and enduring over time.
Gender equality and primary prevention experts in
Victoria made representations to government for
dedicated and enduring architecture and funding to be
established to drive the long-term change needed.
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On the second anniversary of the royal commission in
March 2018, we announced our intention to establish
Respect Victoria as a statutory authority enshrined in
legislation.
In the 2017–18 state budget we provided ongoing
operational resourcing for Respect Victoria. This
commitment has been added to through a range
programs to prevent violence in different parts of the
community.
Establishing Respect Victoria as a statutory authority in
legislation aligns with the Victorian state government’s
long-term prevention strategy Free from Violence. This
is based on evidence about the factors needed to drive
long-term cultural change, from Victorian and national
expertise in behavioural and cultural change, including
road safety, smoking cessation and preventative health.
This bill will establish Respect Victoria in legislation to
deliver on key strategic priorities in Free from Violence
to ensure that we do work towards a Victoria where all
Victorians:
experience equality and respect in all of their
relationships;
are empowered and respected at home and
everywhere;
are supported in their relationships to reach their full
potential.
Agreement to establish Respect Victoria as a statutory
authority enshrined in legislation will set Victoria on
the path to achieving that dedicated and enduring focus
needed, and deliver on this important vision.
Legislation
The first step is to launch Respect Victoria as a
statutory authority model, enshrined in legislation.
The Prevention of Family Violence Bill 2018 provides
for this. It is principles-based and sufficient to guide the
activity and functions of Respect Victoria.
There are significant economic benefits to enshrining
the prevention of family violence in legislation.
Establishing a statutory authority will embed primary
prevention across all Victorian communities. This will
help to decrease the demand for family violence
services and support over time.
This legislation will enact a long-term commitment by
government to the prevention of family violence in
Victoria — once and for all.
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I now turn to the provisions in the bill.
The bill will:
establish the new family violence prevention agency,
Respect Victoria, in legislation and authorise its
functions and guiding principles;
set out the roles, functions and powers of the
prevention agency, as well as the chair, board
members and chief executive officer;
require that the agency reports on trends and
outcomes of the prevention of family violence and
all forms of violence against women every three
years to the minister for tabling in Parliament. The
agency will be required to provide an annual
financial report; and
include guiding principles relating to the prevention
of family violence and violence against women, to
support Respect Victoria in undertaking its key
functions that include:
(a) All persons should live in a safe and equal
society free from violence.
(b) Gender inequality within society is connected
to the existence of discrimination, family
violence and violence against women; and that
the prevention of these forms of violence
contributes to a more equal society.
(c) Equality and respect should be promoted
across the community, including wherever
people live, work, study, learn, engage and
play.
(d) The contribution and participation of all
persons in the social, cultural, economic and
political life of society should be promoted.
(e) Gender equality and respectful relationships
should be promoted.
This legislation will establish Respect Victoria as an
independent agency that can influence social norms,
shape community attitudes, and allow Victoria to role
model positive change in family violence prevention
and gender equality — setting a standard for
government, community, other sectors and jurisdictions
to follow.
This will continue to position the Victorian government
as a national and international leader in family violence
prevention.
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This bill puts in place functions and roles for Respect
Victoria to support government to build evidence about
what works to prevent family violence. It will also
coordinate activities and provide expert advice on best
practice.
It will drive communication and engagement with the
community, to change the culture that allows family
violence to happen in the first place.
As outlined in the bill, Respect Victoria will lead
research into what works to prevent family violence
before it starts.
It will provide expert advice on best practice, and hold
quality assurance and endorsement functions, and like
any good accreditation program, will raise the standards
over time.
Respect Victoria will:
develop a framework for the monitoring of progress
in family violence prevention, including
endorsement of primary prevention programming;
provide advice to government, organisations and the
community to ensure high-quality prevention of
family violence is implemented across the whole
Victorian community; and
promote awareness in the community, including
through the delivery of behavioural change
campaigns.
Respect Victoria will address all forms of family
violence.
It will work to prevent family violence for everyone:
Aboriginal Victorians, older people, people with a
disability, women, men, LGBTI family members and
intimate partners, culturally diverse Victorians, children
and young people.
Legislation will deepen family violence primary
prevention efforts across Victoria by:
sustaining a statewide focus and attention on family
violence primary prevention. This will prevent
slippage of efforts and funding into early
intervention and response; and
supporting sustainable and transformational change
here in Victoria. It will do this by growing the
evidence base and understanding of what works to
prevent family violence. This evidence and
behaviour change initiatives will drive the long-term
generational change required to end all forms of
family violence and violence against women.
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Conclusion
This bill starts us on a new path in how we prevent
family violence in Victoria.
Over time, this will drive a reduction in unacceptable
family violence and the rising and unsustainable costs
of family violence response and support services.
This approach will best enable our long-term vision for
a Victoria free from violence. It will help ensure all
Victorians are empowered and respected, encouraged to
reach their full potential, and live a life free from
violence.
We cannot continue with piecemeal, short-term and
uncoordinated efforts to address the prevention of
family violence. We cannot delay a minute longer.
Today we have an opportunity to shape the future of
Victoria and I ask all members to support the bill.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms VICTORIA
(Bayswater).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 4 July.

MARINE AND COASTAL BILL 2017
Council’s amendments
Message from Council relating to following
amendments considered:
1.

Clause 1, page 2, line 8, after “for” insert “ecologically
sustainable”.

2.

Clause 1, page 2, line 19, after “issue-based” insert “and
integrated”.

3.

Clause 1, page 3, line 8, omit “Victoria.” and insert
“Victoria; and”.

4.

Clause 1, page 3, after line 8 insert—
“( ) to provide for effective community
engagement and education in planning and
management.”.

5.

Clause 7, line 31, omit “protection.” and insert
“protection; and”.

6.

Clause 7, after line 31 insert—
“( ) to build scientific understanding of the marine
and coastal environment.”.
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Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (16:44) — I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

In doing so, I will make a brief contribution to the bill
as proposed to be amended. The Marine and Coastal
Bill 2017 provides an integrated and coordinated
approach to planning and managing the marine and
coastal environment, as well as providing the ability to
address long-term challenges, including climate change
of course, the pressures of population growth and
ageing coastal structures.
This bill, which the Assembly of course previously
passed, contains a small number of amendments made
by the Legislative Council. These are all consistent with
the intent of the bill. The six amendments all relate to
either the purposes of the bill, set out in clause 1, or the
objectives of the bill, set out in clause 7. While they do
not substantially change the bill’s framework for
marine and coastal planning and management, they
both support and reinforce it.
I will quickly articulate the effects of the amendments
as presented. Amendment 1 adds ‘ecologically
sustainable’ as a concept to an existing purpose of the
bill. This reinforces the objectives and guiding
principles for marine and coastal planning and
management, which already include the concepts of
ecologically sustainable development and
ecosystem-based management. Amendment 2 also adds
to the existing purposes of the bill. It amends
purpose 1(h), which relates to regional and strategic
partnerships, to note that these will allow for integrated
marine and coastal planning, which is consistent with
the existing guiding principles for the planning and
management of the marine and coastal environment.
Amendments 3 and 4 insert a new purpose into the bill
relating to community engagement and education,
which is consistent with the existing clauses. These
amendments emphasise that the bill already requires
significant consultation and community engagement in
all of its key planning tools and provides information
and education through requiring a state of the marine
and coastal environment report.
There are two further amendments, 5 and 6. They
amend the bill’s objectives to insert a new objective to
build scientific understanding of marine and coastal
environments. These amendments reflect the intent of
the bill and are consistent with the functions of the
Marine and Coastal Council established by the bill and
of the bill requiring a state of the marine and coastal
environment report. I look forward to hopefully
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receiving the opposition’s support and other crossbench
support for the amended bill.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (16:47) — In
my contribution on the amendments before the house I
will state at the outset that I will be requesting that the
amendments be split and the questions be split so we
can deal with each clause individually.
I place on record that the genesis of the amendments
before the house are that the Greens political party
moved 45 amendments to the bill in the upper house.
The government acceded to four amendments of the
Greens, and they are the substance of what we see
before us today. The opposition has concerns about two
amendments that were proposed. The first relates to
clause 1, which is the insertion of the ‘ecologically
sustainable’ provision in the purposes clause. Our
concern is that this will expand on the provisions that
already apply in the act and will now provide an
overlay for ‘ecologically sustainable’ to be applied to a
broader range of issues under the act, particularly
regarding planning management and decision-making.
It is noted from my briefing from the department —
and I do appreciate the department’s assistance — that
these clauses are not required for the operation of the
bill as proposed by the government, so we believe that
this is not required because it will expand the potential
scope of the provisions of the act.
The other concerns we have relate to amendments 3
and 4. Amendment 4 relates to the inclusion of
community engagement in the planning and
management of the coastal environment. While the act
currently deals with provisions of consultation around
the marine and coastal policy, marine and coastal
strategy, the application of the new regional and
strategic partnerships, environmental management
plans and coastal and marine management plans,
technically this will now apply a provision that there
should be community engagement as an objective for
the whole purpose of the coast.
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Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (16:50) — I just want
to make a few quick comments on these amendments to
the Marine and Coastal Bill 2017 because I and my
colleagues in the other place made our views pretty
clear on this in the substantive debate and we do not
need to go over that again. But I will just say that
initially we did not think that this bill really did what
the government promised, which was to improve our
marine and coastal planning and protect our
environment and our coasts, so we were quite
disappointed.
We put up 45 amendments in the other place to try and
improve the bill. Most were not accepted by the
government, which of course was a disappointment to
us — we really felt that they could have strengthened
the bill — but a few were, and they are what we have
before us now. I thank the minister’s department and
office for working with us on those and getting these
amendments through. They relate primarily to inserting
a few words to clarify the purpose of certain parts of the
bill to put slightly more emphasis on community
engagement, science and sustainability, which of course
we support.
They are fairly small amendments; they are not the big
ones that we wanted to get through. They do not change
a whole lot about the bill, but we did put them up, they
do make the bill slightly better — it is better than not
having them there — and because they were initially
Greens amendments we will be supporting them.
The SPEAKER — The house is considering the
amendments of the Legislative Council to the Marine
and Coastal Bill 2017. The minister has moved that the
amendments made by the Legislative Council be agreed
to. The lead speaker for the opposition has indicated
that they wish to oppose certain amendments and agree
to others. I therefore intend to put separate questions
and group the amendments to allow the house to make
a decision on each of the different principles contained
in the amendments.
House divided on amendment 1:

We will potentially see decisions made by the state, or
more importantly decisions made by committees of
management, and people can raise concerns about the
fact there has not been in fact community engagement
despite the fact that it could be an administrative or a
benign decision that has been made by the board. We
believe it is unnecessary. We believe that it could
potentially raise a whole range of concerns, and so it
should be noted that the opposition will not be
supporting amendments 1, 3 and 4.

Ayes, 45
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr

Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
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Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
Languiller, Mr

Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Thorpe, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 35
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms

Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms

Amendment 2 agreed to.

Amendments agreed to.
Amendments 5 and 6 agreed to.
Motion agreed to.
Ordered to be returned to Council with message
informing them of decision of house.
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House divided on amendments 3 and 4:

Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Thorpe, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 36
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.

Clause 85, line 12, after “any person” insert “, other
than—
(a) an officer or an employee of an organisation
registered under the Fair Work (Registered
Organisations) Act 2009 of the Commonwealth; or

Ayes, 44

Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr

Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryan, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Message from Council relating to following
amendments considered:

Amendment agreed to.

Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
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(b) a person who has had an entry permit under the
Fair Work Act 2009 of the Commonwealth refused
or cancelled, and that refusal or cancellation has
not been overturned.”.
NEW CLAUSE
2.

Insert the following New Clause to follow Clause 111—
“AA Interstate licensees may be registered
The Mutual Recognition Act 1992 of the
Commonwealth applies as if providing labour
hire services were an occupation within the
meaning of that Act.
Note
The Mutual Recognition Act 1992 of the
Commonwealth is adopted in Victoria by
section 4 of the Mutual Recognition (Victoria)
Act 1998. In accordance with section 17 of the
Mutual Recognition Act 1992 of the
Commonwealth, a person who holds the right to
provide labour hire services in another State or a
Territory will be, on notifying the Authority,
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entitled to be registered as a licensed labour hire
provider in Victoria.”.

Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Aboriginal Affairs)
(17:01) — I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

I refer firstly to amendment 14 that was debated in the
upper house, which amends clause 85, line 12 and
inserts the following new paragraphs:
(a) an officer or an employee of an organisation registered
under the Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act
2009 of the Commonwealth; or
(b) a person who has had an entry permit under the Fair
Work Act 2009 of the Commonwealth refused or
cancelled, and that refusal or cancellation has not been
overturned.

This amendment explicitly excludes an officer or an
employee of a union or employee association, or
someone whose entry permit has been refused or
cancelled from being the person assisting an inspector
or carrying out his or her function. They are the details
around the first amendment.
The second amendment was noted as amendment 17 in
the debate last night in the upper house. It relates to a
new clause known as clause AA. It provides that:
The Mutual Recognition Act 1992 of the Commonwealth
applies as if providing labour hire services were an
occupation within the meaning of that Act.

There is also a detailed note attached to that. This
inserts basically a new clause allowing for the
registration of interstate licensees under the
commonwealth Mutual Recognition Act 1992. Whilst I
have some reservations about how this clause may
operate and the unintended consequences it may have
for Victorian businesses, we are willing to accept this
amendment in the interests of protecting vulnerable
workers by moving to get a speedy resolution of the bill
through both houses.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (17:04) — The two
amendments which the minister refers to are the only
two of many amendments moved by the opposition in
the Legislative Council that secured a majority of votes.
They have the effects that the minister referred to.
The first is to say that union officials and people who
have been refused an entry permit under the Fair Work
Act 2009 cannot be used by inspectors as their
assistants and be taken into the workplaces of labour
hire providers or hosts. This prevents one particularly
egregious potential form of abuse of the legislation, but
regrettably many other potential forms of abuse remain
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because of the government’s refusal to accept other
amendments that were put forward by the opposition. It
would have been an absolute disgrace if, as the
government had wished, inspectors could have used
this device as a backdoor way of getting people who
had been refused an entry permit under the Fair Work
Act into employment sites. It would have been an
appalling artifice and come into headlong conflict with
commonwealth Fair Work legislation which tries to
ensure that people who are not appropriate are not
allowed onto work sites to cause mayhem — people
who have records of having behaved improperly and
therefore have been refused entry permits.
Similarly it would hopelessly compromise the
independence of an inspector for a union official to
accompany that inspector and to assist them in an
inspection of a function that they should be carrying out
impartially under the act. This should never have been
allowed in the first place. I think it points to the
justification for the very grave concerns that we on this
side of the house and many in small business and many
employer organisations have about the motives that
underlie this bill, that such a possibility should ever
have been allowed for in the first place. The
amendment will rule out that particular potential form
of abuse.
The second amendment, again as the minister referred
to, is to apply principles of the commonwealth Mutual
Recognition Act 1992 to the legislation. As the note to
the new clause states, it means that a person who holds
the right to provide labour hire services in another state
or territory will on notifying the authority be entitled to
be registered as a licensed labour hire provider in
Victoria. That is designed to avoid what would have
otherwise been the unnecessarily onerous requirement
for labour hire operators who operate in more than one
state that is subject to a labour hire licensing regime to
have to go around and separately register in each state.
The need for this amendment demonstrates the fact that
the government just does not understand that labour
hire practices cover a huge variety of industries,
including many very sophisticated high-tech and
advanced industries that operate in many different parts
of Australia, that operate to provide work to many
thousands of Victorians and other Australians, and that
generate huge amounts of export income for our nation,
for example, in the mining sector. Yet labour hire
providers who provide many generally well-educated
and well-informed technical staff to operate in mining
and other industries around Australia will be put in the
same camp as those who might be involved in human
trafficking or some of the dodgy practices that occurred
a few years ago in the horticultural sector.
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The legislation, even with this amendment, is going to
add huge burdens, restrictions and handicaps on the
operation of those sorts of sectors, and those burdens
and handicaps would have been even greater if an
operator had had to go to each jurisdiction that
has a labour hire licensing regime and separately
obtain a licence.
For example, there are labour hire-providing businesses
in Victoria who source Victorian workers and line them
up with jobs in Queensland in the mining industry. They
go and work in the mines in Queensland or Western
Australia on a fly-in fly-out basis, spending a number of
days continuously on the mining sites before they come
back and have a period of time at home here in Victoria.
That provides valuable and often well-remunerated
work to Victorians which would not otherwise have
been available. This bill is going to get in the way of
these labour hire providers doing the job of providing
work and income for these Victorians and achieve no
purpose. There has been no case made that there is a
need to apply that sort of regulation or these sorts of
prescriptive, onerous, red-tape-encumbered
requirements with the potential for abuse and
malpractice that are being enshrined in this bill to
this industry.
Even if this bill were well drafted, which it is not, there
would not be a case for applying the provisions of such
a bill to these well-developed labour hire practices
operating in a sophisticated market with well-educated
participants. The amendment that is being proposed at
least says that labour hire providers that operate in more
than one licence jurisdiction can obtain registration in
Victoria by notifying the authority if they have been
registered in other jurisdictions. Hopefully that will
reduce at least in some instances and to some extent the
degree of red tape that is involved with this legislation.
Notwithstanding the benefits of these amendments, the
outcome of the debate on this bill is incredibly
disappointing. It will be incredibly damaging to jobs,
to business, to prosperity, to flexibility and to
productivity. While one can recognise the good faith of
those who are committed to and want to do whatever
they believe can be done to stamp out human
trafficking and other abuses, and indeed while there is
a commitment I would assume from every member of
this house to want to stamp out any sorts of dodgy
practices, this bill is not the way to go about doing it.
The dodgy practices that occurred in some parts of the
horticultural sector some years ago have already been
cracked down on by the Fair Work Ombudsman, by
immigration authorities and by many other
commonwealth and state agencies. There is a full suite
of laws available to deal with those practices when
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workers are being underpaid through labour hire or
through any other employment arrangements. They
have rights, and the Fair Work Ombudsman has shown
that they are willing to take very strong action against
employers that do the wrong thing.
So there is no need for this legislation. Even Professor
Forsyth who did the report on which the government has
relied has said it should initially start off only in a
limited number of sectors. By the time the government
had worked through all the processes of commissioning
him, getting his report and bringing this bill to the house,
it had become clear that the existing regime had already
dealt with the abuses that had been identified as having
occurred in the horticultural sector. It is quite clear that
this bill is completely unnecessary, yet the government
has persevered and brought in far more sweeping
reforms than recommended by Professor Forsyth.
The bill is in a very poorly constructed form. Indeed it
is in a form that gives rise to the very strong suspicions
that it has been deliberately structured in a way that is
open to misuse in the form of driving out small
business labour hire operators and, to the extent that
labour hire is able to continue to operate at all, to
concentrate it in the hands of a few large, highly
unionised, providers. That would seem to be the
objective of the legislation: to deliver a stream of
membership fees into the hands of various unions. We
have already seen through the trade unions royal
commission and otherwise that that has been the prime
objective of a number of union officials. They were
quite happy to sell out their workers to rather dubious
labour hire operators as long as there was a very healthy
contribution to union funds.
That seems to be one of the ulterior motives that
underlies the bill that has been brought before the
Parliament. In the other place, we sought to do the best
we could, once it had become clear that there was
majority support for the bill in principle to at least
remove some of the more oppressive and unjust aspects
of the bill, but regrettably a majority was secured for
only two of the amendments and many others were lost
on a tied vote.
I do want to make reference to a couple of issues that
were raised in the Legislative Council debate, because
unfortunately I believe that the minister handling the
bill in committee was either not well-informed or
misunderstood the information that was given to her
and accordingly made a number of incorrect statements
to the chamber. One in particular that she made on
many occasions was that once an application for a
licence was lodged, the applicant was able to carry on
business while that application was being determined.
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As best I can make out, the minister was misreading
and misapplying the transitional provisions of the bill
that have that effect only for the first six months of the
operation of the bill, where once an application was
lodged, someone could carry on the business until the
application was determined. It was certainly not correct,
as the minister was representing, that that could be done
on an ongoing basis. Unfortunately that
misrepresentation on a very significant matter may well
have had an impact on crossbenchers and their
understanding of what the legislation did and did not
do. In particular it meant that the minister and therefore
the government were refusing to accept one of the key
flaws in this bill — namely, that the purported right of
appeal, the right of appeal that is provided on paper to
go to VCAT, is a bit like a right of appeal against a
capital punishment sentence that is only able to be
heard after the execution has been carried out, because
while someone refused a licence could go to VCAT, in
the meantime they would have lost the capacity to carry
on business.
In many instances the purported right of appeal to
VCAT would be illusory or ineffective and workers
would be thrown out of their jobs. That is the
consequence that could follow through the actions of
the licensing authority, potentially activated by false
allegations from objections made by unions or others
who wanted to cause grief to the licence-holder. It
could end up with people losing their jobs and the
licence-holder being forced to close their doors before
they had any right of appeal that could be actuated. So
it was very concerning both that the minister was
making those representations and that the government
refused to accept amendments that would close
that loophole.
The second matter on which the minister handling the
bill in the other house in my view did not accurately
reflect the government’s position and did not accurately
reflect the fact of the matter was when she was asked
about how the bill related to the government’s
Victorian wage inspectorate, which was announced at
the recent Labor Party state conference on 26 May. The
minister denied any nexus between that announcement
and the bill, yet the Premier’s media release of 26 May
states, and I quote:
The inspectorate was funded with $22 million in the Victorian
budget 2018–19 and will have resources to enforce new long
service leave laws, child employment and owner-driver laws.
It will also oversee labour hire licensing and enforcement, and
establish portable long service leave for contract cleaning,
community services and security industry workers.

It is clear from the Premier’s media release that this
new wages inspectorate is intended to cover labour hire
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licensing and enforcement, and yet the government is
persisting with a bill that provides for a separate
Labour Hire Licensing Authority. The other place was
not able to get a full and frank explanation from the
minister about exactly how these two things fitted
together and exactly why it was that the bill that is now
before us is providing for a separate Labour Hire
Licensing Authority. Yet the government has
announced that if it is re-elected, it is going to have a
Victorian wages inspectorate.
If the minister was honest and said, ‘We’re starting off
with one and then we’re going to amend it and go to
another’, then at least the house would have been
properly informed and the community would be
properly informed. But that information has not been
provided, and this house is still in the dark about
exactly what the government’s intentions are, exactly
where this $22 million announced by the Premier is
going and exactly to what extent if any the $22 million
is going to take some of the burden off the back of
labour hire businesses, when and if it is ever
implemented. The way in which the government has
handled this bill is very poor indeed. The upshot is,
even with these two amendments that were agreed to by
the Legislative Council and are now being agreed to by
the government, this legislation is going to do
enormous damage to many sectors here in Victoria,
particularly to the smaller, more vulnerable and less
sophisticated labour hire providers.
The minister in the other house did refer to several
breakdowns of figures in terms of the numbers of
employees of various labour hire providers, and it was
clear that there were many labour hire providers with a
relatively small number of employees on their books,
which are very likely to be small family-based
businesses and often businesses where the provider is
from a migrant background servicing other people from
their communities and providing labour hire into
particular sectors such as horticulture. These providers
are doing a valuable job in providing work for workers
from a migrant background who are not necessarily
articulate in English, who do not have qualifications,
who are experienced in agricultural work because of
their backgrounds and who are often refugees fleeing
war-torn countries. Yet it is these workers, who
currently have valuable income-producing work
organised by for them by labour hire providers from a
similar migrant background, who are going to be
thrown out of their jobs if these businesses are not able
to continue to operate.
Time and time again we had the minister in the other
place saying that all the red tape requirements in the bill
and all the information that needs to be provided — all
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the figures, all the data — are things that are easy to
provide. As my colleague Craig Ondarchie in the other
house said, if you are a large sophisticated firm, you
may be able to do that. If you are a mum-and-dad
business from a migrant background, you may well be
able to comply with the existing laws because you have
put in the time and effort to make sure you have got
your payroll deductions right, your pay-as-you-earn
deductions and all the stuff that you have got to do
already, which is fairly onerous. Yet on top of this you
are being lumped with these additional requirements.
Mr Pakula — They don’t do that.
Mr CLARK — The Attorney-General at the table
interjects and says, ‘They don’t do that’. Well, he is
tarring a whole lot of people with —
Mr Pakula — No, it will only be the ones who do
the wrong thing that will be caught.
Mr CLARK — Again, the Attorney-General says,
‘It’s only the ones who do the wrong thing who will be
caught’, but that is the fundamental misunderstanding
by the government. Assuming the government are
acting in good faith, they are hitting all of these
businesses with a huge amount of costly and complex
red tape that many of them will look at and say, ‘Hey,
this is impossible. I’m giving up’. You cannot
necessarily expect the large sophisticated firms in town
that are providing labour hire for mining and other
sophisticated sectors — IT, accounting, legal — to be
able to extend their businesses to cover what is
currently being carried out by mum-and-dad migrant
community providers in the horticultural sector. Even if
the government is acting in good faith, this sort of
business is likely to throw up its hands in despair and
walk away.
That will be made even worse if we get the sorts of
practices that were exposed with Chiquita Mushrooms
in the trade unions royal commission, with union
organisers going around heavying small businesses and
saying, ‘Unless you get all your people to sign up to the
union or you make a contribution in lieu of membership
fees into the union fund’, as occurred with Chiquita
Mushrooms, ‘we are going to go and object to your
licence application to the Labour Hire Licensing
Authority, and we’re going to make damn sure you
don’t get a licence’. That is the second level of fear
about what may well be underlying this legislation.
Either way this is going to be very bad news indeed for
the Victorian horticultural sector, where providers are
likely to be struggling to be able to source the labour
that they need. Once this legislation comes into
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operation, so many labour hire operators are likely to
give up and just move away. Small business people will
find something else that they can do, and they will
leave their workers in the lurch without proper
employment opportunities. That of course will flow
through to fruit and vegetable growers, such as our
strawberry growers and the multiplicity of other
valuable horticultural produce this state is so good at
growing and producing.
We have a flexible, competitive, high-quality industry,
and yet that is going to be devastated if it cannot source
the labour that it needs. At an absolute minimum it is
going to put the cost of sourcing labour hire through the
roof if one or two large providers do deign to venture
into that field. It is going to make it much harder, with
these higher costs, for our fruit and vegetable sector to
remain competitive with imports. Even worse if it
makes it impossible altogether for these fruit and
vegetable providers to source their labour and they are
either going to have to look to mechanise, which will
cost jobs, or to abandon —
Mr Pakula — Or they might directly engage them.
Mr CLARK — I do thank the Attorney-General for
his interjection because he says that they can directly
engage them. But the point that he obviously does not
understand, and I suspect the minister does not
understand, is that for many of these fruit and
vegetable growers that is absolutely impossible. The
member for Eildon can bear me out on this, as can the
member for Evelyn.
To be able to access a workforce of, say, 20 or
50 workers to come along and pick a particular crop on
a particular day, the fruit and vegetable grower would
potentially need to have a book of 500 or so people
available as potential casual employees and then ring
around and find out who is available. All these
employees would then have to be separately on the
books as casual employees of a multiplicity of fruit and
vegetable growers across different regions of Victoria,
and each and every one of those fruit and vegetable
growers would have to be spending half their time on
the phone ringing around and seeing who they could
source on a particular day because they do not have a
workflow that enables them to keep a stable body of
workers on their books on an ongoing basis. Again the
Attorney-General has signalled the misunderstanding
and the ignorance of the government about how this
sector works and therefore about the consequences if
fruit and vegetable growers are not able to access
labour hire.
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It is incredibly disappointing that this bill is going to
pass in the form in which it is. It will, if it comes into
full operation, have very grave consequences indeed for
many key sectors across our state and that, as I have said
several times previously, is assuming that the bill is
being brought in in good faith. If it is being brought in as
it very much looks like it is — as an artifice to allow the
union movement to increase its power, increase its
membership and have a capacity to coerce and
blackmail labour hire providers in this state — then the
consequences are going to be even more devastating,
because many of them, not just in the horticultural sector
but far more widely, are just going to abandon the
provision of labour hire services altogether in this state.
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Ms McLEISH — In the electorate of Eildon I
represent many —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — The
member for Mordialloc!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — The
member for Mordialloc and the member for Lowan,
please cease discussing this matter. I would really like
to hear from the member for Eildon.
Honourable members interjecting.

Many of them will locate themselves interstate. That is
going to detract from jobs in Victoria for people who
rely on labour hire operators in Victoria to source jobs
for them. So it is going to be very bad for workers and
for their incomes, particularly for migrant workers who
have limited opportunities. It is going to be bad for
productivity and it is going to be bad for business and
for exports. While of course the opposition is going to
support this motion and agree to these two of the many
amendments that we put forward in the Legislative
Council, it is very disappointing that the bill is going to
go through and come into operation in the form in
which it is.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (17:29) — I feel compelled
to speak on this disastrous bill that we have back before
us. While we are agreeing with the two amendments
that were put forward by the Liberal Party and agreed
to in the upper house, so many did not get through. This
is really quite distressing. I know that people over on
the government benches really do not understand what
it is like to be a small business and to have your money
on the line, to have big mortgages to make sure that
your business can survive.
Mr Richardson — Paying them out at 10 cents an
hour — $10 a month.
Ms McLEISH — The member for Mordialloc is
clearly misinformed and ignorant, and I must say it is
quite disturbing for him to talk about small business
owners and operators in the demeaning way that he is
doing at the moment. They do not pay 10 cents an
hour — they pay above award wages. Absolutely
disgraceful!
Mr Richardson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — The
member for Mordialloc!
Honourable members interjecting.

Ms McLEISH — I think we have the member for
Lowan saying that she is being threatened by the
member for Mordialloc.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — The
member for Eildon.
Ms McLEISH — My electorate of Eildon has many
agriculturalists working and growing in that field. We
have many, many vineyards. We have many, many
orchards. We have berries and horticulture is actually
one of the key occupations in certainly the Yarra
Valley, and the legislation that has come back to us
today is very distressing for many of these businesses.
These are good businesses. They are reputable.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Pearson — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
there is too much audible chatter in the chamber.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — Yes,
there is. I was just about to say that.
Mr Pearson — I am actually enjoying the
contribution from the member for Eildon, and I would
really welcome the opportunity to listen to her fulsome
and eloquent contribution, Acting Speaker.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Graley) — I accept
your point of order because I would like to hear from
the member for Eildon also.
Ms McLEISH — What we have before us today is
distressing for very many businesses in my electorate.
These are good businesses. They are reputable. They
fear for their future, and I fear that they will leave if
their livelihoods are threatened. Victorians will be left
in the lurch as well because we are talking about
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produce that needs to be picked when it is ripe. It needs
to be picked at a certain time. You cannot decide that
you are going to do this in September if your crop is
ready at a different time.
One of the key concerns here is about how people have
access to labour hire. When you are a small business
operator and you need to access pickers quite quickly at
a certain time, you might have one or two people on
your books permanently but for a short period of
time — several weeks, a month or two — you might
need to increase your size to 50 people. For you to
access easily 50 people to come and pick grapes, pick
apples or whatever it may be is extremely difficult. We
have had example after example of growers who have
said how difficult this is going to be for them.
I have got one grower here, one large orchardist, who
since 1983 has employed thousands of Vietnamese
workers through various labour hire companies. They
have had ongoing relationships with the workers and
the companies for a very long time. Now, if things were
not going so well, these relationships would not have
endured for decades and decades. This particular
orchard pays above award because they want good
workers, and these workers will come back year in and
year out. What is being proposed here is certainly going
to be penalising not just the small business owners but
penalising many of the hardworking Victorians who get
their work through these labour hire firms.
With regard to unions, it has been quite interesting. It
has been reported back to me already that the unions
have been crawling all over the workers at some of these
places and the workers have indicated to the unions that
they are not interested because they have good
relationships with the businesses that they go back to
time and time again. Whether it is in Dixons Creek or
whether it is in Powelltown or Gilderoy, whether we are
in the member for Evelyn’s area of Seville or Wandin
where we have large orchardists, or Toolangi and
Kinglake, there are so many areas that rely on these
people who are working very hard and who enjoy what
they are doing. Despite what some people might
think — that we have people who are unemployed who
might get full-time jobs — the reality is you cannot have
a full-time job, you cannot have somebody on your
books for 52 weeks of the year when you may have a
need for three weeks. It is just completely unreasonable.
I give an example here from the winegrowers industry.
This particular one is a small business. They operate on
low and sometimes negative margins. They are not
raking it in. We know it is seasonal. Picking is seasonal.
Their base load is sufficient to support one employee,
but during harvest and pruning there can be 50 engaged
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to achieve the deadlines. If you do not get it, the fruit
will rot and there goes your year’s work.
What they need is flexibility. The crews that they have
and the firms that they use offer them that flexibility
because they cannot in any operational or financial
sense create, retain or manage a stand-by pool of
employees — it is just not possible. They cannot have a
payroll there. That pool of 50 people does not just exist
locally. These people often come from the western
suburbs, and they will travel. They will get on their
little bus that comes out and takes them out to the
different vineyards or orchards.
There have been some dodgy practices. We all know
those, and we condemn those sorts of practices. But any
illegal activities are already under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Immigration and Border Protection, the
tax office or Fair Work. They have considerable powers
already. The rights of the workers are fully protected by
the legislation through these bodies, which have been
present in the Yarra Valley at different times, checking
the compliance. These things are already in place.
I am quite distressed for the number of businesses that I
have in my electorate who really are worried about their
future because, as I said earlier, it is certainly going to
put costly and complex red tape on the small and
medium-sized businesses. But what that is going to
translate to is the produce. If the produce is not picked
on time, it will rot. It will affect our local markets; it
will affect our export markets. One of the things that we
pride ourselves on in Victoria is the wonderful food that
we have. Our fruit and vegetables and our wines are
first-class. We have great products and a great
reputation. If something goes amiss here, which is very
likely, this is going to be under threat. Our reputation to
deliver great products to the table of everybody in this
chamber and of wider Victorians will be compromised.
I do not want to see the majority of our food having to
be imported because we cannot get what we can grow
off the trees, off the vines and onto the tables of
everyday Victorians.
I am really quite disturbed by the legislation. Two
amendments have got up out of a list of many, but I am
quite flabbergasted that the government really does not
understand. They have not been out to meet with and
talk to these people, talk to the business owners and talk
to the workers. The unions are in there trying to talk to
the workers. The workers actually are not interested,
certainly the ones that I have had feedback from, from
the companies. I know hope is not a strategy, but we
can only hope that this is not as disastrous as it
potentially could be.
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Mr CRISP (Mildura) (17:38) — I rise to speak on
these amendments. As has been spoken about by those
preceding me, in particular the manager of opposition
business, this legislation will make things more
difficult, particularly for the horticultural industry.
Supply of labour is extremely important in Mildura, as
we deal with the seasonal horticultural demands that are
required in order to have a crop harvested. Many
amendments were moved in the upper house, which
were unsuccessful unfortunately, which would have
made this act work a whole lot better. I am not here to
say that the horticultural industry has not had its
problems, but it has cleaned up its act over the last three
years while this has been debated. It has done this by its
own actions, by the industry itself. That has been driven
by labour shortages. The market is now in control of
this situation. If you do not look after your labour, they
are not going to be there tomorrow because they can be
somewhere else. Such is the nature, particularly in the
Mildura region, of the supply and demand for labour.
So if you do not treat them well, then they are just
simply not going to be there for you.
We have had good work at last out of the Fair Work
Commission and the Fair Work ombudsman. These are
commonwealth responsibilities, and they have worked
very hard to clean up the industry and all those
recalcitrants within the industry who had not gotten the
message from what I have just spoken of. We have a
system that is working well now. In the lead and lag of
introducing legislation to cover a problem, in the three
years or more that it has taken to get this legislation
here, things have changed, and changed considerably.
There is another area which did come up in debate last
night in the other place that does bear some discussion
at this stage. What this legislation will do will be to
limit the number of contracting firms that are around
and in particular how contractors work. If you do not
want a contractor on your property but you still want
labour, if the job you have got is too small for a
contractor or because of some of the very difficult fit
and proper person tests and other areas you cannot get
hold of a labour contractor, then you have the issue
where what a farmer will do is ring up the hostel and
say to the hostel operator, ‘Stick a notice up on the
noticeboard or give me the number of a couple of
people I need for a few days work or a few weeks
work’. This is in clause 8 of the bill. This is where I am
very concerned about the operation of this bill.
Clause 8(3)(b) says:
(b) whether the individuals recruited or placed by the provider
are recruited or placed—
(i) directly; or
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My concern is that if I read this as it stands, every
backpacker hostel is going to have to register as a
labour hire contracting firm, pay the fees to put up a job
on the noticeboard at the hostel or talk to some people
saying, ‘Give this guy a ring. He’s got some work’.
This will impact on the cost of hostels. Again these are
young people who are travelling. They are undertaking
this work, but the cost of accommodation is a
significant cost in what they are doing with their
travelling. The hostel owner is not the employer — he
is not paying the wages — he is just acting to pass on
information, which I think makes him or her an
intermediary. They will then need to go through this
whole complex area of being registered. I am hoping
that is an unintended consequence, but it is written there
quite clearly that this is what will happen. I am sure that
the hostels in my region are certainly not aware that if
they go about business as usual, they are going to be
captured by this legislation.
Curiously, if, for example, the farmer is not paying the
workers correctly, this legislation has no influence over
the farmer themselves. But then again the hostel
operator could well be held responsible under the chain
of responsibility within this legislation for something
that is completely out of their control. I do not think that
is fair or just either.
These are all the fine print issues that are going to
impact on my region. If hostels decide that is all too
hard and they cannot put a notice up on the board
saying, ‘Two people needed’, or, ‘Ten people needed
for a couple of days to do some pruning or some
picking’, then they are not going to be able to operate in
the backpacker market. What is the point of coming and
staying in a hostel in a town that you know very little
about and in a country in which you are only a
temporary resident or temporarily passing through if
you cannot work in this area? Businesses that cannot
provide the opportunity of work are going to be in strife
because they simply will not get the backpackers to
come and stay with them. What is the point of going to
stay somewhere if you cannot use that local
knowledge? Section 8 has some very difficult
implications for hostel operators, and that is a concern
that I think will need to be addressed. This legislation
will not stand the test of a realistic environment.
We had a lot of amendments to be presented to the
upper house that could have made this work a little
better, but essentially this is one of those pieces of
legislation that might end up harming the very industry
it is meant to be helping. As I said in the beginning, it
is an industry that has cleaned up its act in my region
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considerably and as we go forward with labour
shortages — and the Victorian skills commissioner has
looked at the Mildura region — there is going to be the
need for somewhere between 2900 and 4400 new jobs
or jobs to be filled between now and 2020. Buried in
that is that some of those jobs are for seasonal workers.
By making this even more complicated what it could
do is endanger the economic machine that is the
horticultural industry, and that is something we really
cannot afford to let happen. With those words I find
that this bill will be found wanting, but it will be
found wanting at the expense of those who work
in my electorate.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (17:46) — I was
not intending to speak on these amendments, but I
thought it might be appropriate to make a contribution
on the amendments themselves. It is the government’s
view that the amendments are not essential, but the
government is more than willing to accept them.
I want to make some comments, though, about some of
the contributions from the other side — I am not going
to individualise them — and what I would describe as
the wilful blindness inherent in those contributions.
This is a bill which is not just necessary but virtuous. I
say that not just as a government member and as a
minister but as someone who — I do not think it is any
secret — spent 13 or 14 years of my life as a trade
union official and much of that time dealing with the
labour hire industry. Labour hire back in the 1990s was
reasonably prominent, but it was nowhere near as
prominent as it is today. This notion that seems to be
the basis of the contributions by members opposite that
somehow this need for flexibility is a new thing and
that this need for flexibility can only be delivered by
this explosion of labour hire is just a nonsense.
There has been a need for flexibility forever, and for a
long time companies engaged casuals themselves. This
is not a bill that only relates to the fruit-picking sector.
This is a bill that relates to the use of labour hire in all
of its many forms across a range of industries. For a
long, long time companies engaged permanent workers,
they engaged permanent part-time workers and they
engaged casual workers. A lot of those companies
today that engaged casual workers themselves for a
long, long time now use labour hire companies. From
the days when troubleshooters hit the scenes labour hire
has massively increased its footprint in the workforce,
and with that has come a range of consequences. Of
course there have been benefits to employers. There has
been greater flexibility, but there has also been a
historic amount of wage stagnation. There has been a
historic amount of insecure employment, with people
finding it more difficult than they have ever found it to
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obtain bank loans and to have the sort of job security
that allows for long-term planning.
The sort of contributions we heard from those opposite
all really gravitated around the same contribution and
the same set of assumptions: there might have been a
problem once, but it has all been fixed now, and to the
extent that there is still a problem, it is not our problem;
it is the Feds’ problem, and the Feds are going in and
doing a few spot checks, and it is all better now. It
completely ignores the reality of what is happening out
there. It completely ignores all of those workers in the
hospitality sector who are not even being paid award
wages. It completely ignores the fact that you have got
employers in that sector openly saying, ‘We cannot
survive if we pay the minimum wage’. These are
employers that are on many occasions using labour hire
and openly conceding that they are not abiding by the
law of the land as it stands today, Fair Work
ombudsman or not, inspectors from the commonwealth
or not. These arrangements are being used in many,
many cases to ensure that workers are engaged at less
than award wages without appropriate penalty rates,
without appropriate health and safety and without
appropriate superannuation arrangements.
I remember back in my time as the state secretary of the
National Union of Workers when a business out in
Dandenong decided it would call all of the women who
worked on its plastic production line ‘independent
contractors’ — not even employees and not even labour
hire workers; they were all small business people on
their own, providing their own superannuation,
providing their own workers compensation and
providing their own equipment and uniforms. The
member for Box Hill likes to talk about artifice. That is
the kind of artifice we have seen on far too many
occasions, and it is particularly exacerbated by this
massive growth in labour hire.
We heard the member for Box Hill talk about these
migrant workers who are engaged by labour hire
companies run by people of the same ethnicity who are
providing those workers with jobs. I agree with him
that in many instances that might all be totally
aboveboard. It might be all according to the awards. It
might be all according to whatever enterprise
agreements are in place, and people may well be being
paid and treated appropriately. But he does not talk
about all the other instances that have been well
ventilated and described, where you have got these
types of arrangements which work hand in glove with
457 visa arrangements, where workers are told that
their visa and their very place in this country is
dependent on that employer who brings them out here
to do piecework or picking or some other kind of
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manual labour. They are told that if they arc up and if
they reveal the fact that they are being underpaid, their
visas will be cancelled and they will be sent back home.
Those examples have been well described and well
ventilated, and they are just as worthy of being dealt
with as those employers which the member for Box
Hill says are doing the right thing.
The member for Box Hill and other speakers on the
other side have not been speaking to many of the
persons I have been speaking with. In the last couple of
weeks alone a number of people involved in the industry
have made it clear — and these are reputable labour hire
providers — that they are undercut day after day, week
after week by people who, in their words, are doing the
wrong thing. These are people who are not paying
appropriate wages, people who are not abiding by
agreements, people who are not abiding by awards —
and those that do these things have nothing to fear.
I ran into one on the weekend who said, ‘Can we do
something about phoenixing?’. Labour hire companies
that rise up, go out of business and are found to be
doing the wrong thing are dealt with by these federal
authorities who are supposedly the panacea to all these
ills. Lo and behold, three or six months later they
re-emerge with a new company structure — same
directors, same shareholders and the same dodgy
practices of the past. Those opposite would have us do
nothing about any of it. Those opposite would say that
the regime that we have got in place at the moment at
the commonwealth level is more than sufficient to deal
with it and that the problems have all been resolved,
because it is apparently only about the horticultural
industry in Mildura or Eildon. Of course, it is about
much more than that.
This is a bill which is about providing workers with
wage justice, it is about ensuring that those who
engage workers abide by some minimum standards, it
is about ensuring that there is greater employment
security and it is about ensuring that the minimum
wages and conditions that are expected to be adhered
to by everyone are actually adhered to. If in the
running it means that there are a few less labour hire
providers, that will be no bad thing because there are
thousands of them at the moment, and there does not
need to be thousands of them. If in the running it
means that a few more companies engage their staff
directly rather than through a labour hire company, it
will be no bad thing either.
The government is perfectly willing to accept the
amendments as they are; those amendments were
necessary in order to ensure the passage of this bill in
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the other place. We are happy to accept them in this
place, and I commend the bill, as amended, to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Ordered to be returned to Council with message
informing them of decision of house.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(FAMILY VIOLENCE PROTECTION AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 June; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) (17:56) — I rise to
speak on the Justice Legislation Amendment (Family
Violence Protection and Other Matters) Bill 2018.
From the outset I have got to say that as has been
tradition on many types of legislation such as this, the
opposition will not be opposing it. The coalition have in
fact provided bipartisan support for the initiatives that
have come before this house that have sprung out of the
Royal Commission into Family Violence on almost
every occasion — certainly I think on every occasion.
This will be no different, because this bill seeks to
continue the implementation of the recommendations
from the Royal Commission into Family Violence.
There were 227 recommendations, and I think we have
another six or so of those here.
Parts of this bill also build on previous work undertaken
by the former coalition government in dealing with
child protection matters, including the management of
therapeutic treatment orders. I want to place on record
my sincerest admiration and thanks for some of our
ministers in the former government who worked really
well in this space, including Mary Wooldridge in
another place and of course Georgie Crozier in another
place, who have done very well in these sorts of areas.
There were others, of course.
The purpose of this bill is to amend the Children, Youth
and Families Act 2005, the Family Violence Protection
Act 2008, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 and the
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to support the
implementation, as I said, of the six different initiatives
that were put forward as findings of the royal
commission in their recommendations. I will talk
briefly about the recommendations and then go into
them in a bit more detail.
Recommendation 34 is ‘to extend the therapeutic
treatment order regime to young people aged 15 to 17’.
Recommendation 58 is to trial ‘body-worn cameras to
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collect statements … from family violence incident
scenes’. Recommendation 60 extends ‘the functions of
Family Violence Court division courts’ to other courts.
Recommendation 74 allows the Magistrates Court to
roll out an online application form for intervention
orders. Recommendation 79 empowers courts ‘to make
interim family violence intervention orders on their
own motion’ — so they are not relying on others.
Recommendation 156 expands ‘the statutory examples
of family violence to include forced marriage and
dowry-related abuse’. Again, that is something I will
talk about in a moment because it is something that
many have campaigned on for a very long time.
The bill also amends various acts to strengthen the
response to family violence and facilitate the electronic
issue and transmission of court and tribunal documents.
Obviously in the IT-savvy world that we live in now
there is a lot of protection. Certainly a few years ago it
may not have been appropriate to do that or to have
sensitive documentation transmitted in that way, but I
think now the safeguards are probably there.
More than 78 000 family incidents were reported to
Victoria Police in 2015–16. That is a statistic that has
increased by just over 45 per cent since 2012. It is a
shocking statistic, but we have to ask ourselves why it
may have even gone up that much. Certainly I think
one of the factors that is pleasing — and we can talk all
we want about law and order, but I will not go down
that path on this particular bill — is that society is more
accepting of its role in supporting women,
predominantly but not exclusively women, also of
course children, in a family violence situation. They are
more willing to become involved, whereas in the old
days it was very much, ‘Oh, that’s their private
business’, and it was swept under the carpet.
People ignored black eyes and broken arms and all the
other things and obviously the look of anguish on a
woman’s face. It might not have been something that
was happening on the outside. It might not have been
something physical. It might have been the
psychological type of violence that is so often
perpetrated on vulnerable women or women who
become vulnerable. Not all of them are vulnerable to
start with, but they have been worn down over many,
many years. So when we see an increase in reporting of
that sort of increment, we would have to say that
perhaps it is because people are more willing to come
forward now and become involved and therefore save
lives. That is a really important thing that we are doing
here. I am so glad that Australian society is starting to
change its mindset around its responsibilities for
women — again, I say not only women, but people —
who are in a domestic violence situation.
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One in four Australian women experiences intimate
partner violence. One woman is killed in Australia by a
partner or ex-partner almost every week, a statistic that
still shocks and saddens me. Children are present at one
out of every three family violence cases reported to
police. Aboriginal women are 35 times more likely to
be hospitalised by a family violence incident than other
women, and violence against women costs the
Australian economy a staggering $21.7 billion a year.
That was the 2015 total. In 2009 it was $13.6 billion, so
you can see it has not quite doubled over those years
but has certainly gone up exponentially. I think some
sort of alarm bell should be ringing for us to ask what it
is that is driving this, and obviously anything that we
can do towards prevention is totally worthwhile.
As I said, the bill comes out of Ending Family
Violence: Victoria’s Plan for Change. This is a very
important step in addressing this nationwide problem. It
is not just nationwide; it is international and
unfortunately a lot of countries around the world have
not yet caught up to even the level that we are at. They
are still miles behind. I remember having a talk with a
women’s group when I was in India a few years ago,
and they were quite in denial about their level of
domestic violence or family violence, so I decided to
talk with lots of other people who were far more
realistic. We know that the statistics that are coming out
of there are quite alarming. However, it is not until we
recognise that there is a problem that we can address it
and hopefully change things.
The issue obviously requires not only political change
but also, as I said, social change. It is one that is going
to need a lot of hard work and commitment. I do not
think there is a single member in this house or in this
place who is not committed to making change in this
area. All sides of politics, regardless of what our other
differences are, agree on one thing: everything needs to
change. We need to change social perceptions, and as I
said, I am glad that this is actually happening.
Something that I am looking forward to doing is
progressing this even further when the opportunity
arises. No doubt there will be further legislation under
whichever government comes in after November 2018.
I want to talk about the main provisions of the bill. If
we look at clauses 4 to 12, they expand the therapeutic
treatment orders. At present the Children’s Court can
only make a therapeutic treatment order in relation to
children aged 10 to 14. These are those who have
exhibited sexually abusive behaviours. They cannot do
that for older children. A therapeutic treatment order
compels a child to attend at a therapeutic treatment
program. Of course we know that it is important that
any sort of adverse behaviour that is indicated early in a
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child’s life needs to be addressed very quickly or else it
goes on to manifest itself into much greater problems.
The new provision extends the therapeutic treatment
order regime to children aged 15 to 17. This
implements the royal commission’s recommendation
that timely early intervention for children displaying
sexually abusive behaviour is of paramount importance
for the prevention of future family and sexual violence.
Also it will help provide pathways for these children —
not all, unfortunately, but for some — to be able to lead
stable and productive lives.
Of course there has been much talk about the
horrendous case of rape and murder that was in the
news only last week which touched all of us so much to
the heart. We all want to be safe. I look at this and think
that if the perpetrator who attacked, raped and
murdered Eurydice Dixon — this was not a family
violence matter and we cannot confuse the two, and I
am not making any assertions at all — had displayed
tendencies earlier, I wonder if these sorts of laws in
place might have been able to catch somebody like that
earlier in the system before he went on to take an
innocent life in the most vulgar way.
Clause 15 enacts forced marriage and dowry-related
abuse as new statutory examples of behaviour that may
constitute family violence. I want to acknowledge the
absolutely tireless work of Dr Manjula O’Connor, who
is known to many of us here in the house. Manjula is a
psychiatrist. She is also the executive director of the
Australasian Centre for Human Rights and Health. I
have known Manjula for many years. She is an
advocate beyond what most people could ever dream of
being. She is tireless, she is committed and she is
knowledgeable. Dowry and those sorts of things,
especially within the Indian community, which she
knows so very well because she was born in India, and
forced marriage are real passions of hers to stamp out
what happens around those two particular areas, so I
want to acknowledge Manjula’s dedication to this field
and thank her for helping us as members of Parliament
to understand the complexity but also the severity of
what is now being addressed.
Clauses 17 to 21 facilitate the use of an online
application for family violence intervention orders. This
of course is very helpful when we are talking about the
level of trauma for victims, and hopefully this process
will be a lot less traumatic. Clause 19 empowers courts
to make, on their own motion, interim family violence
intervention orders during criminal proceedings without
a formal application, and that is the really important
part there. So if they believe that there is a criminal
proceeding that shows a victim-survivor needs
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protection, then they will go into bat. It is not
something that they have been able to do before, so I
think this is certainly a great step forward.
Clause 36 establishes the specialist Family Violence
Court division in the Magistrates Court. That one is a
no-brainer. Clause 53 facilitates the electronic issue and
transmissions of court and tribunal documents. As I
said, perhaps a few years ago we might have been
dubious about security, but I think now we are probably
at a stage where that sort of thing is okay.
Clause 116 allows the use of prerecorded
evidence-in-chief in proceedings for family violence
offences. Again, it is about the victims or, as I like to
call so many of them, survivors. Yes, they have been
victims of crime, but they then go on to be stronger and
more determined in their resolve. A lot of them learn.
There is an old saying, ‘What doesn’t kill you makes
you stronger’. Unfortunately some of them do not get
that chance to be stronger, but for those who survive we
have now been given a great opportunity to back
them up.
There has been a lot of consultation outside of the house
around this bill and I want to thank those relevant
stakeholders who have come back to us — the agencies
that we consulted with, a lot of them within the social
and community services sector. They were certainly in
support of this and urged us to support it, and of course
we assured them that that was what we were going to
do. The agencies included No to Violence, McAuley
Community Services for Women, Our Watch, Jewish
Care Victoria, Safe Steps Family Violence Response
Centre and, of course, Dr Manjula O’Connor,
amongst others.
I am very proud to say that we are not opposing this
legislation. I think there are certainly some good
initiatives here. They do continue on from the good
work that was started under the former coalition
government and I am pleased to say that both sides of
the house, regardless of who is in government, work
well in this space together, and there are certainly
initiatives in here that will make a difference to lives.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (18:10) — I am very
proud to rise today to speak on this bill, the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Family Violence Protection
and Other Matters) Bill 2018. Before I commence
talking about the bill in particular, I wanted to just take
the opportunity to make some observations on some of
the commentary yesterday in the condolence motion for
Eurydice Dixon. I note the Leader of the Opposition
talked about his female staff. He said:
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As my female staff tell me, they have to carry heavy torches
in their handbags. They share their journeys with friends.
They text on safe arrival home — things they should not have
to do. It was not Eurydice’s fault that a man decided to make
himself a monster.

The point I would like to make to the Leader of the
Opposition is that this is not something new. This is not
something that girls or women have just started doing. I
have done this all of my life and I would suggest that
the women who share this chamber with me have done
this all of our lives. The point I want to make is that it is
the fear of male violence that drives us to do that — to
modify our behaviour and to constantly be thinking
about our safety plans. It is the fear rather than the
actuality, which I am pleased to say is thankfully rare,
that is in the public sphere. It is the cumulative impact
of inappropriate touching; of being leered at, catcalled
and wolf-whistled; or of having a man press up against
you on a crowded tram where there is nowhere to
escape. It is a consequence of all and every one of these
actions that leads to this fear and means that women are
constantly making plans and taking actions to protect
themselves in the public sphere.
We know, as the Minister for the Prevention of Family
Violence reminded us so eloquently today, that the
place where women are least safe is not in the public
sphere. It is not in parks. It is not in the city. It is in the
place where they should feel safest. It is in the place
that should be their place of refuge — their home. That
is where women are least safe, and the people that they
are least safe from are the very men who purport to love
and care for them. We know that in this country, on
average, one woman a week will lose her life at the
hands of a man who is either her current or
former partner.
I am always pleased to be able to rise in this place to
talk about the excellent work that this government is
doing to end family violence. I note the contribution
made by the shadow minister today, but I would say
this: until those on the other side can recognise, accept
and acknowledge gender inequality as the root cause of
violence against women then we will not end violence
against women. The royal commission invites us to
address this gender inequality and I am waiting — and I
know Victorians are waiting — for an unequivocal
commitment from those on the other side to implement
each and every one of the 227 recommendations.
Acting Speaker, we have not yet had that from those on
the other side, so I invite the shadow minister at the
table here and now to stand up in this place and commit
to the implementation of each and every one of the
recommendations, especially those recommendations
that seek to address gender inequality — the root cause
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of male violence against women, be it in the private or
public sphere.
This bill before us is a very important one. It seeks to
address and acquit six of the recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Family Violence. As is well
known by now, this government has invested
$1.9 billion in this important work because, as the
Premier has stated, we know that to end family violence
in this state everything must change. We as a
government are fully committed to changing everything
so that girls and women in this state are safe. I
commend the minister — she is in the chamber at this
time — for the excellent work that she has done and
continues to do, picking up on the great legacy of the
late Fiona Richardson.
This bill responds, as I said, to six recommendations of
the royal commission. It does so by extending the
therapeutic treatment order regime to young people
aged 15 to 17 years to enable the Children’s Court to
order attendance at appropriate programs. That is in
response to recommendation 34. The bill enables the
trial of a scheme allowing complainants to give a
recorded statement for later use as their
evidence-in-chief in proceedings for family violence
offences. That is in response to recommendation 58. It
establishes and supports the rollout of the specialist
Family Violence Court division in the Magistrates
Court. That is in response to recommendation 60. It
enables family violence intervention order applications
to be filed online to support the rollout of an online
application across Victoria in response to
recommendation 74.
The bill empowers courts to make interim family
violence intervention orders on their own motion in
criminal proceedings in response to
recommendation 79, and it includes dowry-related
abuse and forced marriage as statutory examples of
family violence in the Family Violence Protection Act
in response to recommendation 156. I note that that is a
great passion of my good friend the member for Narre
Warren South, and I commend her for all the work she
does, both in this place and internationally, to call out
and campaign against forced marriage.
This is a very important bill. As I said at the beginning it
is one that responds directly to some of the
recommendations of the family violence royal
commission. I want to speak in a little detail about some
of the changes that I think are particularly welcome,
including the own-motion interim family violence
intervention orders. That of course empowers courts to
make interim family violence intervention orders on
their own motion at any point during criminal processes.
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It is about providing the very best protection at any stage
of a court proceeding to a victim of family violence.
I might use the time available to talk about the benefits
of the proposal in relation to the ability to use recorded
statements of complainants as evidence-in-chief. The
benefits, as I said before, are really significant. They are
about reducing the trauma for complainants associated
with giving evidence in court, reducing the difficulties
associated with complainants remembering incident
details and bringing the experience of complainants into
the courtroom, reducing or eliminating intimidation of
complainants to change their evidence, increasing
guilty pleas by accused persons and conviction rates,
and reducing the time it takes for courts to hear family
violence matters.
We know that for many women the experience in our
courts has been a very difficult and uncomfortable one.
The reforms in this bill go to address those particular
issues and ensure that women are better supported and
enabled to use the justice system to work for them. It is
an excellent bill. It does respond to the royal
commission, and I commend it to the house.
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) (18:21) — I rise to
make a contribution on the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Family Violence Protection and Other
Matters) Bill 2018. I do so noting the importance of this
particular issue of family violence and the importance,
not only in Victoria but wherever you are —
metropolitan Melbourne, country Victoria or around
Australia — of ensuring that the scourge of family
violence is eliminated. I note that on a number of
occasions members of the Liberals and The Nationals
have very, very clearly and very, very strongly — in
some of the strongest terms possible — indicated that
we deplore family violence, and we have been very
committed to ensuring that we do everything we
possibly can to rid us of that scourge in the state of
Victoria, but also more broadly.
In relation to this particular bill, there are a number of
things that it seeks to do. A couple of things that
particularly jump out at me include clause 15, which
enacts forced marriage and dowry-related abuse as new
statutory examples of behaviour that may constitute
family violence and, in addition to that, facilitates the
use of an online application for family violence
intervention orders amongst other things.
The Liberals and The Nationals are not opposing this
bill, and there are a number of things in it that we think
will improve the current scenario, but what is also very
important to note is that you cannot talk about the
scourge of family violence in Victoria without also
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talking about the importance of the community feeling
safe and also talking about the importance of the
community having confidence that when they do seek
assistance, whether that is police assistance or whether
it is assistance in other aspects of our criminal justice
system, the system is resourced and has appropriate
laws in place to meet community expectations.
I note that in recent times chief commissioners in
Victoria have very clearly indicated that people will
seek police assistance in a range of ways. Sometimes
that is through dialling 000. Sometimes, if there is no
other option available to them, it is through presentation
at a police station. That has been confirmed by chief
commissioners of Victoria Police. Sometimes for
whatever reason there is no option other than
presentation at a police station, and what really worries
me are the cuts that I have witnessed to Victoria Police
that have delivered police stations that are not open that
should be open.
I say that in particular for vulnerable people presenting
at a police station in my own Mount Waverley district.
We know that the Mount Waverley police station has
been absolutely gutted. It is a station that operated from
7.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. seven days a week under the
previous Liberal-Nationals government. It is a station
that had a multimillion-dollar investment in it to ensure
that the community, particularly vulnerable members of
our community and particularly people who were able
to attend that station, could get the help they needed.
I remember going through that station when it was
reopened under the Liberal-Nationals government, and
what really impressed me when the officers took me
through were the areas which were available for victims
of crime when they were reporting sensitive issues,
whether it was sexual assault or cases of family
violence. All I could think of was that, firstly, those
people should not be in that situation but, secondly,
thank goodness that in my district we had a police
station that did not just have a counter and where
vulnerable people who presented did not have
appropriate facilities and resources where they could
report, particularly if there were children involved.
That station, as I said, used to operate from 7.00 a.m. to
11.00 p.m. Now we are lucky if it operates from
8.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. Monday to Friday; that is the
fact. The rest of the time it has ‘Closed’ on the door. So
if a vulnerable member of my community who might
have children, for example, who does not have
anywhere else to go — they do not have a mobile
phone, they cannot dial 000 — presents to get help,
they cannot get it. Under this government that is what
has happened at Mount Waverley police station. It is
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not a story that is unfamiliar. The member for Burwood
has talked about the issues at Ashburton and Burwood
police stations. It is a scenario that is common,
unfortunately, and that really worries me when we talk
about the inexplicable link, where people present,
whether it is on family violence or other matters, to get
police help.
In addition to that, it is also a concern to me, as
confirmed by the chief commissioner at a number of
parliamentary committee hearings, that over the term of
this government there has been a cut to the numbers of
Victoria Police. That worries me because of the faces of
the victims behind those cuts who may not receive the
help they need. Part of the confidence of the
community to be able to stand up against the scourge of
family violence and say not only that this is
unacceptable but that the perpetrators will be held to
account is having the confidence that when they ring
for help, they can get it.
When the chief commissioner says that there have been
cuts over the term of this government, when the minister
herself — and I give her due credit — says that people
do not feel safe in their own homes and when you have
that sort of environment, how can you expect the
community to have the confidence to put their hands up
on an issue like family violence and say, ‘Yes, it’s
simply not good enough that that occurs and it must be
eradicated, but we’ll get help and we’ll put our hands up
for help’?
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Mount Waverley district I have consistently advocated
for local police stations — not for super-stations, not for
mergers, not for closures but for local police stations.
Whilst there is a strong view among members of the
Victorian Labor Party in favour of the closure of four
stations in Monash and their replacement by a
super-station, I will continue to speak out against that,
because this is another example, talking about family
violence, that limits people’s capacity to present at a
police station, whether it is from a financial perspective
or because they do not have access to a car because one
member of the family unit has decided to use car access
as a bargaining chip or because they have been caught
up as a result of the abuse of a motor vehicle, so they are
reliant on public transport to present to a station. When
you close or merge local police stations you reduce
people’s capacity to present — you reduce their capacity
to take the brave step of not only saying, ‘This is
unacceptable’ in regard to family violence but that they
are going to do something about it. I think that approach,
which has been advocated for by senior members of the
Victorian Labor Party, is letting people down, and from
the perspective of family violence and community
safety I will continue to speak out against that.
Finally, I want to speak about the general lack of
confidence our community has in relation to sentencing
and bail. There is no question that there has been a
crisis of confidence in the Victorian community.
Whether it is in relation to police responses or people
who have been convicted being treated in the way they
should with an appropriate sentence or bail conditions,
the community must have that confidence. They do not
have that confidence under this government. The real
worry for me is that there will be people who are
vulnerable because of their situations who put their
hand up to say, ‘Enough is enough on family violence’
and they will be let down — or they will not have the
confidence to do that because under this government
there has been that crisis in confidence.

We know that for a number of reasons it is incredibly
difficult for people who are involved in a situation of
family violence to seek that help. It might be genuine
fear. It might be fear of what could happen to other
members of the family unit, whether or not they are
children, regardless of their age. It might also be in
terms of pets. If a pet is an incredibly important part of
the family environment, particularly for young children,
and one of the members of that family is experiencing
family violence, they might fear their pet being taken
away from them if they put their hand up. So putting
their hand up is significant. What worries me greatly is
that if or when they do, they might not get the support
from Victoria Police that they should because of cuts
under this government. That concerns me in terms of
both sheer police numbers and police stations.

I have indicated previously the substantial and
consistent measures the Liberal-Nationals have taken to
eliminate the scourge of family violence and I have
indicated why we need to have an improvement in
police, bail and sentencing. We will continue to do that
on behalf of victims who speak up against this
terrible crime.

I also want to talk about the importance of local police
stations in relation to family violence. I have spoken
about this in this place before, and I know that
sometimes members get tired of hearing about it, but it
is really important not only that local police stations are
open when they should be but that they exist. Since
being fortunate to be a candidate seeking election for the

Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (18:31) — It is my
pleasure to rise in support of this bill, but I am also
extremely disappointed to follow on from a
contribution that was shamelessly, and shamefully,
party political, that verballed and misrepresented the
Chief Commissioner of Police and that barely touched
on the issue of family violence in any meaningful way.
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It certainly did not reflect on the experience of victims,
nor did it reflect on the responsibility of men in our
community to be a part of cultural and behavioural
change that might well contribute to better outcomes
for so many women in our community who are
experiencing family violence. So that 10-minute
contribution that went before mine was wasted, in
my view, and as I said, shamelessly — and
shamefully — political.
But moving on from that, as we have heard, the primary
purpose of this bill is to respond to six
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence. The bill also makes a number of
amendments that complement the royal commission’s
recommendations and that will act to further strengthen
Victoria’s response to family violence. If you have not
noticed already, my voice is on the blink due to a throat
infection — this is as good as it has been for a couple of
days — so just in case it does not hold up for a full
10 minutes I want to cut straight to the chase and speak
about one particular element of this bill, which relates
to recommendation 156 of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence. That recommendation is that:
The Victorian government amend section 6 of the Family
Violence Protection Act … to expand the statutory examples
of family violence to include forced marriage and
dowry-related abuse …

In accordance with this recommendation the bill before
us today will include examples of dowry-related
violence and forced marriage as statutory examples of
family violence.
Before I get to talking about why I think this is an
important provision, I thought I would talk about
exactly what dowry is. Dowry is a practice within some
cultures that involves money and gifts that are usually
given to the groom by the bride’s family upon
marriage. As I am a representative of the most
multicultural electorate in the country, it might not
surprise anyone in this place to learn that it is a practice
that impacts on many in my community, and I think it
is fair to say there is a diversity of views about it. But
the issues of concern to me relate to the conduct that
can actually flow from the practice. It is not uncommon
for grooms and their families to escalate dowry or
payment demands after marriage, with the bride’s
family forced to then comply with those demands.
When brides and their families do not comply with
these demands, sadly, sometimes this can lead to
abandonment and even death, in very tragic
circumstances. To put that another way, we are really
talking about the extortion that can sometimes relate to
the practice of dowry and that has been recognised as a
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direct cause of family violence and sometimes even
horrific murders or suicides, in extreme cases.
I know there are also concerns that ultimately dowry
perpetuates a culture of ownership of women and as
such there are strong views that it also perpetuates
gender inequality in our community. I further
understand that there has been an alarming growth in
reports of dowry-related abuse in Victoria. Some of
these cases have attracted quite significant media
coverage, and many in this place will be familiar with
some of those tragic events.
To focus on how this issue is being dealt with in this
bill, the bill proposes to amend section 5 of the Family
Violence Protection Act 2008 to include dowry-related
violence and forced marriage. The amendment clarifies
that behaviour constituting dowry-related violence and
forced marriage effectively falls within the meaning of
family violence for the purposes of the act.
The examples of family violence that will be inserted
into the act under this proposal are using coercion,
threats, physical abuse or emotional or psychological
abuse to cause or attempt to cause a person to enter into
a marriage — that is the forced marriage component —
and using coercion and threats, physical abuse,
emotional or psychological abuse to demand or receive
dowry either before or after marriage. This has been
designed to ensure that the focus is on problematic
aspects of dowry-related behaviour rather than the
cultural practice itself. I know there will be some who
are not entirely comfortable with the existence of the
practice at all. They will fairly be uncomfortable with
those notions of ownership and the gender inequality
that they signify, just as I am, but I also know that the
way this bill has been crafted will respond to many
voices in my community that have been eager to
highlight the cultural and often symbolic significance of
the practice within certain cultural groups, a practice
they claim should be permitted where it does not
involve those negative behaviours, where it does not
involve threats or acts of violence.
I must say that the debate about this has led to really
interesting conversations for me within my community.
Indeed, in discussions about the practice I have had
people remind me that even within Christian marriage
traditions there are practices that convey similar,
sometimes uncomfortable and certainly outdated in
contemporary Australia, notions of gender inequality.
Examples that were put to me included a groom asking
permission of a bride’s father for somebody’s hand in
marriage, and the tradition that the bride’s family pay
for the wedding.
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The argument that was put to me was that if these are
voluntary and do not involve negative or violent
behaviours, then they should be regarded as acceptable
and as a matter of personal choice. That is an interesting
argument, particularly for someone like me who has
grown up in the Catholic faith and who was married in
the Catholic tradition. My sisters’ husbands each asked
my father for my sisters’ hands in marriage, and they
have all been married in a Catholic Church, and my
parents have largely borne the brunt of the financial
cost of those arrangements.
For my part, my husband was deeply uncomfortable
with the concept of permission and the assumption of
ownership that came with that, so in order to both meet
family tradition but also stay true to our values, his
compromise was that he would speak to both of my
parents, not just my father, and merely inform them of
his intentions rather than ask permission. I wager this
still brought him some level of discomfort, but
compromise is key.
But to my point: these discussions highlighted to me
that there are many marriage traditions across many
religious and cultural communities that might seem
quaint but are actually steeped in quite archaic notions
or an archaic world of gender inequality. I am
personally quite uncomfortable with many of these
practices; however, I should also say that even among
those that I have spoken to who sought to defend the
practice of dowry, none of them defended the violence
that can sometimes stem from the practice. None of
them were comfortable with that. All have accepted that
this violence, these threats and all these negative
behaviours are not something that can be tolerated in
our community. I was heartened to hear that, and I
think that is where this bill strikes a balance, and one
that I think most would be content with.
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about its passing, so I would like to thank her for her
work, time and patience over many years. She should
be very proud of what she has achieved in that time, not
just in advocating for this piece of legislation but in
working with the community as well.
It is simply not right to have women and their families
living in fear because of a practice that sees them held
captive to the demands of a husband and his family.
The many incidents I have read about in the news of
women being murdered or taking their own lives are
desperately sad, and the financial and emotional abuse
that I have also seen reported is nothing short of
appalling. There really are no practices that could
reasonably justify those behaviours, which is why it
should so rightly feature in this bill and why I am so
pleased that it does.
We have been reminded in recent times yet again that
attitudes towards women can and do lead to violence
against women. Women are not possessions, we are not
objects for the amusement of others and we are not less.
We need a culture — a national and embedded
understanding — that this is indeed the case. There is
still much to do to ensure that these truths are ingrained
in our community, but the bill before us today is a
significant step in the right direction. I commend the
bill to the house.
Ms THORPE (Northcote) (18:41) — As a survivor
of family violence I am pleased to say the Victorian
Greens welcome the introduction of the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Family Violence Protection
and Other Matters) Bill 2018. The proposed changes
are necessary and fundamental to ensure the Victorian
court system is able to more effectively undertake its
work and protect the wellbeing of survivors of family
violence. The Victorian Greens intend to support this
bill; however, we will consider further in the
Legislative Council whether amendments are necessary
to ensure protections for those parties most affected by
family violence.

In my final couple of minutes before my voice really
disappears, I want to thank Dr Manjula O’Connor. She
is a woman who first awakened me to the issues that
can surround the practice of dowry. She has been
tireless in her campaigning on this issue over many,
many years. For those who do not know, she is a
woman of Indian origin, a psychiatrist who has
personally witnessed the impacts of dowry-related
violence. I have had the pleasure of meeting with
Dr O’Connor a number of times over the years as a part
of her quest both to raise awareness about
dowry-related violence and inequality but also to
advocate for a government response to the negative
impacts of the practice.

Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (18:41) — The
Royal Commission into Family Violence will be one of
the most significant legacies of the Andrews Labor
government. I say that without doubt, and I say that
beyond partisanship, so I am glad to hear that the
opposition is supporting this next raft of reforms as part
of the government’s commitment to implement all of
the 227 recommendations from the royal commission. I
am glad to hear that the Greens political party will also
be supporting this legislation.

I know this bill marks a really important step forward in
this work, and I know Dr O’Connor is very passionate

I think that bipartisanship is critical to making the
cultural, generational and systemic change that an issue
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of this magnitude demands. I would like to
acknowledge the Attorney-General for his leadership in
bringing this bill to the house. I think he summed up its
consequences succinctly when he said:
Family violence is pervasive in nature and its impact is
profound. The trauma from, and devastating effects of, family
violence on the health and wellbeing of victim survivors often
remain long after the violence itself ends.

That is a critical proposition — that it does have lasting
consequences for the victim survivor and also for
children. That is a critical point that I wanted to
highlight.
I also want to acknowledge the Minister for Women for
all she has done over a long period in driving this
change and the leadership that she has shown. It still
remains a chilling proposition, and in the house
yesterday the minister, during the condolence motion
for Eurydice Dixon, reminded everyone again that
30 women have been murdered this year alone. It is
devastating. You have to stop and just let that sink in
and dwell on the consequences that it has. Some 98 per
cent of sexual assaults in Australia are committed by
men. She called it: we have a gendered violence crisis
in this country, and that was shown with the embrace of
10 000 people going to Princes Park to declare enough
is enough. It carried the weight of history and the power
of a shared silence. I think that the way in which the
media portrayed that will resonate for a long time. I
think we are making progress even though we have still
these random acts of violence that take young women’s
lives in the worst possible circumstances.
If we work through this bill, this is the second stage of
the justice-related legislative reforms. The first was the
Family Violence Protection Amendment Act 2017. The
amendments in this bill further strengthen Victoria’s
efforts to respond to family violence by improving the
protection of victim survivors and the accountability of
perpetrators for their behaviour, which becomes a
critical point.
In my constituency question yesterday to the Minister
for the Prevention of Family Violence I raised the issue
that the electorate that I represent is really wanting to
fast-track how we get all the reforms in Ending Family
Violence: Victoria’s Plan for Change implemented in
my area because they will have a major social impact
and they do complement the impact of the
government’s other law and order strategies. I have
made it plain that family violence is the state’s biggest
law and order issue and we will have to work on this
for generations — unfortunately I think that is the
reality — and we will have to take different views from
different cultures. Like the member for Dandenong, I
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represent one of the most diverse communities in the
state, and we need to actually address each one, its
history, what are the issues that surround their
perceptions and how we actually make the shift. But of
course you have to start with the law and define the
issues and define the remedies.
This bill addresses these issues in a number of different
ways, from cultural propositions to looking at
dowry-related abuse and forced marriage. The royal
commission heard that in addition to forms of family
violence experienced in all communities, women in
some culturally and linguistically diverse communities
experience specific forms of family violence, among
them dowry-associated violence and forced marriage.
The royal commission also heard that these forms of
abuse may not be readily recognised as family violence
by some within these communities. It will take a big
cultural shift to get to the heart of that matter. The royal
commission recommended expanding the statutory
examples of family violence in the Family Violence
Protection Act. That is recommendation 156, and this
bill responds directly to that recommendation.
It is important to note that the bill does not make the
practice of taking and giving dowry illegal, but merely
illustrates, by use of statutory example, that where
certain abusive behaviours are used to demand or
receive dowry this can constitute family violence. The
member for Dandenong went into really pertinent detail
about how this actually plays out in reality. That can be
the critical difference between what the theory is and
what the practice is, and I think that that will be
scrutinised severely.
Then we have other issues that we need to look at. This
bill is going to establish a specialist Family Violence
Court division in the Magistrates Court. The
proposition is to enable family violence intervention
order applications to be filed online to support the
rollout of online applications across Victoria, empower
the courts to make interim family violence intervention
orders on their own motion during criminal proceedings
and amend the Family Violence Protection Act to
include dowry-related abuse, as I have mentioned, and
forced marriage as statutory examples of family
violence. These are wideranging reforms. Two years
after the release of the royal commission’s final report
the bill responds to six of its specific recommendations.
What we are also seeing is the establishment of the
specialist Family Violence Court division.
We are also looking at what needs to happen with
people who have been abused themselves and how we
actually address that issue. I think how we address what
has happened to children is of significance in looking at
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the extension of the therapeutic treatment order regime.
The royal commission observed that there is a
legislative gap in early intervention services for young
people aged 15 to 17 with problem sexual behaviours.
Currently the therapeutic treatment order regime
consists of therapeutic treatment orders which compel a
child who is of or above the age of 10 years but under
the age of 14 who has exhibited sexually abusive
behaviours to attend a therapeutic treatment program.
The therapeutic treatment placement orders grant the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services parental responsibility for a child who is on a
therapeutic treatment order and provide for a child’s
voluntary attendance at a therapeutic treatment program
when they appear as an accused and the court has not
yet made a finding in the criminal proceedings.
I think if you look at the suite of measures here, the way
that these issues are being addressed culturally,
generationally and systemically is critical. This series of
reforms will have to continue over a long period of time.
The attitudes towards women obviously are right at the
heart of the matter and how we address that in
everything from actions to language to the law to what
happens on the street and even wedding ceremonies
with dowries is important. There is a long way to go but
I think this will be one of the most important reforms
that this government or any government in the state of
Victoria will deliver. I think the bipartisan nature of the
support for it is critical. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (18:51) — In
contributing to the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Family Violence Protection and Other Matters) Bill
2018 I have had occasion to recently write to four
government ministers as result of representations made
recently to my office regarding the persistent breaches
of an intervention order over a 20-year period.
Recently a chair was thrown through the back window
of a motor vehicle. The perpetrator is now in jail for a
one-month period as a consequence of conduct at a
preliminary remand hearing. On behalf of a constituent I
have sought a major review of the allocation of every
available resource which might be wisely directed to
protecting my constituent, including any mandatory
psychiatric assessments. It is very sad that in the week
when we are debating the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Family Violence Protection and Other
Matters) Bill 2018 that such a graphic circumstance was
drawn to the attention of my office. My constituent has
written to me in the following terms, and I am redacting
some words to de-identify the person concerned. My
constituent expressed concern at the lack of resources in
the local area. This constituent is in a situation where
she and her son fearful for their safety and wellbeing.
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They have been covered by an AVO for many years
and have been subject to 100 breaches in the last week,
along with threats to their life and attendance at their
home by the person making the threats. They know
where the perpetrator resides, and are of the view that
there are not enough resources available at community
level, at enforcement level, to address the
circumstances. My constituent noted this is really an
unacceptable situation, given the promise of
unprecedented resources to end family violence.
I make the comment as well to the chamber that not
every problem can be solved by government, and that is
where some heavy lifting needs to be undertaken
throughout the aggregate Australian community to
respond in ways that protects the welfare of people, that
ends violence that may be the consequence of other
behaviours and that can also address circumstances of
psychiatric wellbeing. My constituent further noted that
they had had an apprehended violence order (AVO)
against her ex-husband and father to her son for many
years. Her son took out his own AVO when he turned
21. Her former husband was released from jail about
three years ago.
There had been a deterioration in the behaviour of the
former partner, which has become all too familiar over
the past years. The barrage of threats and abuse
continued via social media means and had forced a
family member to turn off all social media profiles. A
family member had advised that they were feeling
scared and threatened. There had been a visit contrary
to an intervention order to visit a home where further
threats were made. A statement was made at the police
station and an undertaking was given to organise
regular patrols of their home, as well as to contact the
person who was the subject of the AVO. Through
communications with district police they were
concerned that there was a lack of vehicles, and there
was an understanding that perhaps a telephone call was
made instead. This resulted in an increase in threatening
emails, texts and voicemails, and the police were the
recipients of those emails.
The lady who had written to me received SMS and
voicemail messages herself. On one day she received
22 text messages and on the next day 30 messages and
voicemail messages, all varying in the degree of abuse
and threats.
By the weekend of one particular Saturday morning
they were extremely concerned and frightened. A call
from the police indicated that the former
partner/husband might be metres from the home of my
constituent. After discussions with the police about what
could be done, it was indicated that the police were not
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able to provide any immediate assistance; they did not
have the resources. My constituent drove to the police
station and was unable to get inside due to
malfunctioning doors. My constituent advised that she
was very frightened at this point as messages had been
sent detailing her movements, confirming that she was
being followed. My constituent did not know what to
do. When the texts were shown to the attending police
officer, a comment had been made that there was a
concern regarding the welfare of the people who were
the beneficiaries of the protection order. It could be
interpreted in other ways — that there had in fact been
threats to kill. Further contact had been made with a
number of government-funded personnel, but there were
no vehicles to patrol the area around the home. There
was a lack of resources for a statement to be taken as
there was another more pressing circumstance. It was
suggested that the statement be mailed to the police.
My constituent went home in circumstances where
there was real concern for her personal wellbeing and
welfare, but the police were dealing with another very
serious case involving risk to welfare and wellbeing.
My constituent was then asked to document the
number of times and dates. This was particularly
distressing as she did not like to listen to the voicemail
messages, but nevertheless she did so to produce a
transcript. She and her family went away for a few
days for their safety. They were registered with 000
should anything happen and a local police station was
on alert. My constituent was concerned and formed a
view that they may not have had sufficient resources to
provide protection because there was a message from
her son to say that a bar stool had been thrown through
the back window of his car and glass was strewn over
the pavement. Contact was made with government
personnel, but there was no-one who was available to
attend; there was no van available. Later further
information came to light, and there was assistance in
trying to track the person who was the subject of
the AVO.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Mount Moriac Reserve
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) (19:00) — (14 587)
My adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister
for Sport, and the action I seek is that the minister give
a favourable outcome to the Surf Coast shire’s grant
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applications to upgrade Mount Moriac Reserve. The
Surf Coast shire has applied for $650 000 in state
funding to upgrade the pony club pavilion, install
netball lighting and lighting on the main AFL oval, and
undertake drainage improvements on the second oval.
The shire will contribute $825 000 and the clubs are
looking to contribute $75 000, so it will be
$1.55 million in total for Mount Moriac Reserve. The
shire, on the advice of Sport and Recreation Victoria,
has put in one application, but it is applying to two
funding streams: $400 000 from the Female Friendly
Facilities Fund and $250 000 from the Community
Sports Infrastructure Fund for a minor facility.
Of that application, it is pretty much money to upgrade
the entire reserve. The pony club is looking for
increased storage, improved female change facilities
and amenities, increased viewing areas, function space,
a Disability Discrimination Act-compliant shower and
toilet, kitchen facilities and a first-aid area. I can tell
you firsthand with the kitchen facilities and area they
have at the moment, you literally have to chase the rats
away out there at Mount Moriac. Only two of the three
netball courts have lighting. This funding would
provide lighting to all three netball courts at a
200 lux standard. Of the ovals, the main oval needs to
have the lighting upgraded and the second oval needs
the drainage works done on it. For those who do not
know, Moriac is a rural area in my electorate and is
quite wet. It is on the eastern flank of the Otway
Ranges, so having that drainage fixed is very important.
I should note that the original clubrooms were upgraded
by the previous Liberal government with $1.35 million
worth of works done, with $650 000 from the previous
Liberal government, $650 000 from the shire and
$50 000 from the club. In those clubrooms when I first
went there many years ago you would basically turn a
toaster on in the kitchen and you could not have the
training lights on at the same time. That is how bad the
facilities were then. They were very neglected, and I
have to pay credit to the former Minister for Sport and
Recreation, the Honourable Hugh Delahunty, who
provided that funding of $650 000 and gave a
favourable decision on that funding application. I ask
the Minister for Sport to give favourable consideration
to this funding application.

Dandenong electorate soccer clubs
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (19:03) — (14 588)
My matter is also for the attention of the Minister for
Sport. The action I seek from the minister is that he
meet with representatives of some of Dandenong’s
local soccer clubs to hear firsthand about their
achievements and their needs. Dandenong is home to
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many sporting clubs, and all together they make an
outstanding contribution to our community. We are
home in particular to two National Premier Leagues
soccer clubs in Dandenong Thunder and Dandenong
City, both of which have enjoyed reasonable success.
As many in this place know, our local sporting clubs
provide a unique opportunity to give local children a
chance to engage with their community beyond just
school activities. They offer the chance to develop
important networks and lasting friendships that go on
to play a crucial role in their development into young
men and women. All the while they promote physical
activity and healthy behaviours that improve the
quality of life for our youth throughout their lives
into adulthood.
Sporting clubs are often at the heart of a local
community, and they play such an important role in
areas like Dandenong and diverse communities like
mine. It is important that we reward the fantastic efforts
of our club committees, their members, the mums and
dads, and the loyal supporters by listening to their needs.
So I ask that the minister meet with representatives from
some of my electorate’s local soccer clubs in particular
to learn about the great work they are doing and some of
the challenges they are facing.

Wandella Recreation Reserve
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (19:04) — (14 589)
My adjournment issue tonight is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and it probably fits into both
of his portfolio titles. It concerns the Wandella Football
Club, the Wandella Bombers, who are just
west-south-west of Kerang and play in the Golden
Rivers Football Netball League. They are a very strong
club in that league and in that community and have
won a lot of finals over the journey of that particular
club. Their issue for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety is that, as I understand it, they have the only
football oval in Victoria that is on a gravel road. It is a
very challenging gravel road at times, particularly in
wet weather.
Paul Daffey, who is a great football writer, wrote an
article a number of years ago in the Age that clarified
that this is the only football oval in country Victoria that
is actually on a gravel road. They are on about
4 kilometres of gravel road. You turn off Quambatook
Road onto McKenzie Road and then turn onto
Wandella Road to actually get to the Wandella football
ground, which is nestled in the Wandella Recreation
Reserve, a sporting facility. Over the years they have
spent a lot of money upgrading it. They have reformed
the oval and put in a watering system, and the netball
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courts were upgraded recently. So it is a great family
club at that facility, but people have a very poor gravel
road to get there.
What I would ask of the minister is that out of his
$100 million Fixing Country Roads Fund he provide a
grant to the Shire of Gannawarra to upgrade that road
and have it sealed so that there will no longer be any
football ovals in Victoria that are on gravel roads. If we
had continued in government and the country roads and
bridges program had continued, this is a road that the
Gannawarra shire had slated to be a beneficiary of the
second round of the country roads and bridges program.
I spoke to the shire engineer when we were there and
we opened the new netball courts upgrade last year. He
was very aware of the fact as that was one of his
priorities as well. In the speech there he said that if the
country roads and bridges program was ever returned,
this is a road that would be done. So what I am asking
of the minister is that, post the announcement of the
$100 million Fixing Country Roads Fund in the budget
this year, he make an allocation of money out of that
fund so that the Wandella Football Club gets a sealed
road to its football oval and it is a lot safer.
Particularly on Tuesday and Thursday nights,
particularly at this time of year, there is a lot of traffic
on that road in the dark. It would be great if it was
sealed, and obviously every second Saturday there is a
home match there and again a lot of traffic going to that
ground because there are literally hundreds of cars
going out on that road on a training night and on a
Saturday. So if the minister could give consideration to
actually using some of that Fixing Country Roads Fund
to seal that road, that would be a very good outcome for
the Wandella Football Club.

Breast cancer
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (19:07) —
(14 590) My adjournment matter this evening is for the
Minister for Health and concerns the financial impact
of breast cancer. The action I seek is for the minister to
raise the issue of the financial impact of breast cancer
and advocate for greater financial assistance at the
Council of Australian Governments health council.
When people are diagnosed with breast cancer the last
thing they should have to think about is how they can
afford it and how much it is going to cost. How they
can get well must be the focus. A diagnosis of breast
cancer should not mean financial hardship, but for
many Australian women the reality is that the cost of
treatment can be crippling.
Four Corners recently investigated the out-of-pocket
cost of medical treatment and spoke to Madonna
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Buiter. Before being diagnosed Madonna was saving
up for a house deposit, but after $16 000 worth of
procedures and tests throughout her treatment she no
longer has that deposit. Yes, Madonna did have private
health insurance, and when she contacted her provider
their immediate response was, ‘Well, have you got item
numbers?’ — no sympathy or guidance as to how she
could best navigate through this minefield of tests,
treatments and hospital bills. Her response to that
question was, ‘No, I don’t have item numbers. I’ve just
been diagnosed with breast cancer; I need to have
surgery. I just want to be comfortable that I’m covered’.
Madonna is not alone in her situation. A Breast Cancer
Network Australia survey found that a quarter of
women following breast cancer diagnosis had
out-of-pocket costs of more than $17 200. These figures
are striking, but the reality is they do not even show the
full financial impact of breast cancer. They do not
reflect the loss of income that a woman may face if she
has to reduce work hours or give up work altogether
during treatment and beyond. The alternative is to seek
treatments covered by Medicare, but often long waiting
lists, the seriousness of the disease and the need often to
have a mastectomy and reconstruction at the same time
rightfully push people to seek the fastest and best
treatment they can get.
I recently went through the annual tests —
mammogram, ultrasound, oncologist, dual-energy
X-ray absorptiometry bone density scan, blood tests
and back to the oncologist. The Medicare gap for all of
these necessary services is getting bigger, and in the
case of bone density scans — absolutely critical, I must
say — there is no rebate at all. I paid up, but I know
many women cannot afford to. A breast cancer
diagnosis pushes women and their families to the brink,
but in Victoria it should not mean financial ruin as well.
I strongly hope that the minister’s advocacy for greater
financial support for people facing a breast cancer
diagnosis is successful.

Reconnect program
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (19:10) — (14 591) I raise
a matter of importance for the attention of the Minister
for Education. The action I seek is for the minister to
reinstate the eligibility of 15 to 17-year-old students to
be included in the Reconnect program. The lack of
support by this government for educationally
disengaged adolescents under the age of 17 years is
extremely disappointing to say the least and is
adversely impacting on the educational opportunities of
these young people.
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The Reconnect engagement and learning support
program was launched several years ago, and its
eligibility included 15 to 17-year-olds. The Avenue
Neighbourhood House at Eley Inc. is located in my
electorate of Forest Hill. This neighbourhood house has
very successfully run this program since it was
launched, and those involved with the program were
shocked and disappointed when in September 2017 the
Reconnect program was amended to exclude 15 to
17-year-olds.
The manager of the Avenue, Melinda Brown, wrote to
various state government ministers on 14 March 2018,
including the Minister for Education. She brought this
matter to these ministers’ attention and sought funding
for additional social and welfare supports for students
aged 15 to 17 years who are disengaged from
mainstream schools. The Avenue have run the ReNew
and ReFresh programs as part of the Reconnect
program since 2015. The program’s primary focus is
re-engaging with adolescents who are within the
juvenile justice or child protection systems and/or are
completely disengaged from mainstream schools. The
program is in very high demand and there is a waiting
list every year, including currently.
The success of the program locally has been
outstanding, with approximately 90 per cent of all the
students each year returning to education via the
Victorian certificate of applied learning, mainstream
school or TAFE. Given the disadvantaged
backgrounds of all the young people involved,
including having a range of drug and mental health
issues, the results achieved are really fantastic. I ask
the minister to urgently resolve this issue, respond to
the aforementioned correspondence and advise me
when this has been done. I look forward to hearing
from the Minister for Education that these matters have
been addressed.

Greenvale Recreation Reserve
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (19:12) — (14 592) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Sport, and
the action I seek is an update from the minister as to
funding opportunities that may be available to help
build a new equestrian pavilion at the Greenvale
Recreation Reserve. Greenvale has a proud equestrian
history as the home of Living Legends, which provides
a home for retired champion horses. This new pavilion
would provide an outstanding opportunity to further
Greenvale’s reputation as a great place for horseriding
enthusiasts, and there is no better location for this
facility than Greenvale Recreation Reserve, which sits
at the centre of Greenvale. I look forward to hearing
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from the minister about opportunities to support this
great project.

Old Western Highway
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) (19:13) — (14 593) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. The action I seek is that some additional
maintenance be undertaken along both the new
Anthonys Cutting and the old Anthonys Cutting
between Melton and Bacchus Marsh. The more
pressing matter is on the Old Western Highway,
Anthonys Cutting, where next to the roadway is the
original sandstone bridge over the Djerriwarrh Creek.
Gates need to be urgently repaired there as a father
went through these gates on the Queen’s Birthday
weekend, his vehicle rolled and he was unfortunately
killed. The gates need to be repaired and an inspection
undertaken to make sure that other than authorised
vehicles no access is available that can cause these
tragedies. These areas are unsafe and need to be
properly secured from four-wheel drives and other
unauthorised vehicles, if only to protect people
from themselves.
The sandstone bridge area, which is a VicRoads rest
area, needs to be cleaned up, especially under the bridge.
Graffiti needs to be cleaned off the Western Highway at
the Hopetoun Park bridge and the Bulmans Road bridge
overpasses, where unfortunately a regular maintenance
schedule needs to be put in place to deal with this
unsightly graffiti and vandalism. Finally, there may need
to be some hidden cameras put in to try and catch both
the litterers and the graffiti vandals that cause property
damage and cause the expenditure of money that could
be used for more productive endeavours. Thank you for
considering this adjournment.

Frankston coast guard
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (19:15) — (14 594)
My adjournment is for the Minister for Emergency
Services, and the action I seek is for the minister to visit
the Frankston coast guard with me sometime in the
future. The Frankston coast guard, VF1, does a traffic
job, often in very, very tragic and difficult
circumstances. The minister has been down before to
see the crew, and it would definitely be beneficial for
the minister to once again visit coast guard headquarters
to discuss the challenges facing our local coast guard in
Frankston.

Public housing heater replacement
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) (19:15) — (14 595) My
request for action is to the Minister for Housing,
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Disability and Ageing, and the action I request is that he
expedite the replacement of the faulty heaters in
government housing that have failed monoxide testing.
I have several constituents who are anxiously waiting,
after having waited in some cases since March, for their
heaters to be tested. They have been told that the
heaters are faulty and have been given replacement
heaters which are totally inadequate in their heating
capacity, especially in this cold weather, and they are
waiting for proper, adequate heaters. The replacement
heaters, as well as being inadequate for the space size,
are expensive to run. For families living on low
incomes and barely making ends meet, this extra cost of
running the temporary heaters is causing great distress.
Tonight, when we have clear skies and it is forecast to
be very cold, I feel for any family having to warm their
house or their flat with these heaters, especially when
they have children getting up in the morning or are the
elderly who are staying in bed to keep warm. I ask the
minister to seriously expedite this.
Mr Angus — Sort it out.
Mrs FYFFE — As the member for Forest Hill says,
it needs sorting out and needs sorting out quickly.

Broadmeadows railway station
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (19:16) —
(14 596) My adjournment request is to the Minister for
Public Transport. The Andrews Labor government
invested a substantial amount for the upgrade of the
Broadmeadows railway station in the recent budget.
Local residents will benefit from a safer and more
comfortable commute, with the Broadmeadows
railway station set to share in $12 million to plan
upgrades at suburban stations. The action I seek is for
the minister’s office to organise a briefing for me to
discuss the scope and goals of the business case and
the funding for the Broadmeadows railway station.
Under the previous Victorian Labor government Hume
City Council was allocated funds for a central activities
district revitalisation, including a government services
building and the refurbishment of the Broadmeadows
train station. The previous commitment was
$80.3 million for the development of the central
activities district, including $17.4 million for the
government services building. This was important,
and as the planning minister at the time, Justin
Madden, declared:
Broadmeadows —

central activities district —
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is set to become Melbourne’s ‘capital of the north’ so it is
important the views of the community, businesses and other
stakeholders are known and that people can have their say
early in the process.

What the structure plan for Broadmeadows was aiming
to achieve was increased access to community facilities
and services, including health care and recreational
facilities; more employment opportunities closer to
home, which is really critical now; an increase in the
types of housing availability, which is also important to
change the demographic mix; more shops,
entertainment and public art; improved regional road
links; and better public transport, walking and cycling
facilities. Reinvestment is crucial to unlocking the value
of this emblematic site and also to dealing with
population growth and community safety.
I just want to remind the house that what happened with
this funding was that the next Minister for Planning
actually redistributed it away from Broadmeadows and
shunted it down the train line to Frankston after
declaring that, as a representative in the upper house
and as a Liberal, he represented the people and families
of Broadmeadows. He is now the Leader of the
Opposition, and I look forward to him recommitting his
funding at the forthcoming state election.

Responses
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) (19:19) — The member for Murray Plains had
an issue in relation to the Fixing Country Roads Fund.
Funding obviously needs to be sought by the
Gannawarra shire for the Wandella Bombers. The
program, in terms of the details and so forth, will be
released soon. I would encourage the member to apply.
He has already charmed the head of infrastructure at the
Gannawarra council, so that would be something they
would be very happy to consider. I had not realised
there was only one oval in the whole of the universe
that was on a gravel road still, so there we go.
Mr Walsh — You ought to fix it.
Mr DONNELLAN — It has got to get the grant
first, but I am very happy to consider it.
The member for Melton had various issues in relation
to maintenance of the Old Western Highway and also
safety in relation to gates and so forth. I will get the
regional manager of the north-west VicRoads office out
there to look at that and come back to me, and I will
directly respond to the member in relation to both the
safety issues and also the maintenance program that is
being carried out there in the sandstone bridge area.
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The members for South Barwon, Yuroke and
Dandenong all had issues for the Minister for Sport;
they will accordingly be referred off there. The member
for Narre Warren South had an issue for the Minister
for Health, and that will be referred off there. The
member for Frankston had an issue for the Minister for
Emergency Services, and that will accordingly be
referred off. The member for Forest Hill had an issue
for the Minister for Education, and lastly the member
for Evelyn had an issue for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing — accordingly they will be
referred off.
Mr McGuire interjected.
Mr DONNELLAN — Last but not least — I knew
he would pipe up if I forgot — the minister for
Broadmeadows had an issue for the Minister for
Public Transport.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DONNELLAN — Well, he is the parliamentary
secretary for Broadmeadows — no, I am joking. The
member for Broadmeadows raised an issue for the
Minister for Public Transport, and that will be referred
off accordingly.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house
now stands adjourned until tomorrow.
House adjourned 7.21 p.m.
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Thursday, 21 June 2018
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair
at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.
Mr Pearson — On a point of order, Speaker, I seek
your guidance. Yesterday, in the course of the debate on
the ABC motion, I believe the Leader of the National
Party breached standing order 118 when he made a
number of personal reflections and imputations against
the Leader of the House. You were not in the chair at the
time, the Deputy Speaker was, Speaker, but I —
Honourable members interjecting.
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grounds alone, that he had multiple adequate
opportunities to raise this, you may rule this as a stunt
and rule it out of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am not prepared to
uphold the point of order raised by the member for
Essendon. These matters should be raised at the time in
the house. I do remind members, though, in all
proceedings in this place to refrain from making
imputations against members. I am not sure whether
one was made in the contribution from the Leader of
The Nationals, but it is important for members to bear
that in mind.
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The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr Pearson — You were not in the chair. I did
raise it at the time with the Deputy Speaker, but I would
ask that you, Speaker, review the vision in relation to
the actions and the conduct of the Leader of the
National Party.

Removal
The SPEAKER (09:37) — Notice of motion 11
will be removed from the notice paper unless the
member wishing their notice to remain advises the
Acting Clerk in writing before 2.00 p.m. today.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! When the house comes
to order, the manager of opposition business on the
point of order.
Mr Clark — On the point of order, Speaker, you
should reject it. The Leader of the House was in the
house at the time the member was speaking and she
took no exception to him making the points that he did.
The points he made were assertions of fact and there is
no justification for the member for Essendon raising
this issue at this time.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, to assist
the manager of opposition business, I was not in the
house for the entire contribution from the Leader of the
National Party. I think it is a very reasonable request
and a pretty simple request. The member for Essendon
is only asking you to review the vision, and I think that
is a fairly reasonable request that should be agreed to.
Ms Asher — On the point of order, Speaker, points
of order should be raised at the time —
An honourable member — It was.
Ms Asher — Well, in that case the matter has been
dealt with. It is appropriate to raise a point of order at
the time, and I have never seen better attendance in this
chamber than that of the member for Essendon so I
would suggest to you that he had adequate prior
opportunity, prior to this morning, to actually raise this
point order. I would suggest to you, Speaker, on those

PETITIONS
Following petition presented to house:

Elsternwick structure plan
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, call on the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria to note:
The proposed Glen Eira council structure plan
2018–2031 includes rezoning to allow high-rise
development directly adjacent to existing single-storey
homes, with disregard for the substantial community
feedback.
The proposed high-rise developments will impinge upon
the surrounding neighbourhood and is out of character
with the heritage nature of houses in this community
dating back to the 1880s.
The proposed structure plans lack essential strategic
justification, therefore the petitioners request that the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria call on the state
government to immediately defer approval of the
proposed structure plans until the necessary strategic
work has been undertaken and plans reflect and include
genuine community consultation.

By Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (1363 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petition be considered next day on
motion of Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield).

CHILDREN’S COURT OF VICTORIA
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CHILDREN’S COURT OF VICTORIA
Report 2016–17
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) presented report
by command of the Governor.
Tabled.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Acting Clerk:
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Variations notified between 28 March and
18 June 2018 — Ordered to be published
Multicultural Victoria Act 2011 — Victorian Government
Report in Multicultural Affairs 2016–17
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Building Act 1993 — SR 75
Disability Act 2006 — SR 74
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — SR 76
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — SR 73
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 15
in relation to Statutory Rules 73, 76.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (09:39) — I desire to
move, by leave:
That this Assembly:
(1) notes the decision of the High Court of Australia in
Craig William John Minogue v. State of Victoria, which
found in effect that section 74AAA of the Corrections
Act 1986, as amended by this government in 2016, does
not apply to Mr Minogue and that he may therefore now
be able to apply for parole;
(2) notes that the government rejected a valid model for
such legislative action that the High Court upheld in
respect of Mr Julian Knight, being legislation that the
Napthine coalition government introduced successfully
and effectively in 2014;
(3) calls upon the government to urgently bring forth
legislation to deal with this pressing matter, given his
earliest eligibility date for parole has passed, and arrange
for such sittings of the house as to ensure the matter is
fully dealt with; and
(4) fully and comprehensively condemns the Andrews
Labor government for its complete mishandling of this
profoundly important matter —

its botching, its missed opportunities, its ignorance of
advice and the way it arrogantly introduced this
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legislation, rejecting all the valid models that we had
introduced to ensure that Julian Knight was kept behind
bars. But what did this government do? This
government ignored that. They botched the handling of
this matter, and I call on this house to condemn the
Andrews Labor government for its mishandling of this
profoundly important matter. We could deal with this
matter today.
Leave refused.
Ms McLeish — On a point of order, Speaker, I seek
your advice. On Tuesday, as you know, there was a
protest in this chamber, and it is well-known that taking
photographs from the chamber is not on. I ask you to
speak with and perhaps counsel the member for
Melbourne, who has tweeted a photo that was taken
very clearly from the chamber in and around the seats
where the Greens sit. I seek your advice and would look
to you to deal with the member for Melbourne on this.
The SPEAKER — I will have a look at the matter
that the member has raised and report back to the
house.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Biscotti with Stories
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (09:42) — I am
certainly looking forward to attending on 1 July the
fantastic launch of the book Biscotti with Stories. This
is a book and an event that is being organised by the
Friends of Farm Vigano. Biscotti with Stories is a
community project that celebrates the Italian family
kitchen space and brings family together through
storytelling and great food. The book is a series of
recipes of different pastries and biscuits, or biscotti, and
the stories that come with them.
The project has fully embraced themes of tradition,
sharing and family to encapsulate what it means to be
an Italian Australian and how we congregate through
our mutual love of Italian gastronomy. Every Italian
family has their own family recipe and personal tricks
when it comes to baking biscotti, and usually these neat
tips and tricks are tied to personal family stories which
are shared around the kitchen. It is great to see my
electorate show pride in its varied heritage.
The book blossomed from a biscotti workshop held
some months ago. The recipes from that workshop and
more have been brought together into this fantastic
book. It is events like these which really bring our
community together. Congratulations to everyone in
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my community who has helped collaborate on this rich
piece of cultural work. I would like to thank in advance
the Friends of Farm Vigano and in particular Giuliana
Mecoli for all of the hard work in putting together this
amazing project. I look forward to hearing all the
stories and eating a lot of biscotti at the launch in a
week and a bit.
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the kids dressed up and all of the residents dressed up.
We had a great collection of beautiful baby goats and
lambs and a baby pig called Tonka. The children
performed all sorts of wonderful songs from Old
MacDonald Had a Farm to a range of other
participatory activities. A big special shout-out to
Eileen, one of the wonderful residents of Estia, who
was my singing partner for the day.

John McLeod
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (09:44) — The
Knox community has lost one of its greats with the
recent passing of John McLeod, AFSM. John was a
man of distinction and proudly served the Boronia
Country Fire Authority for many, many years, and his
service to Boronia and the broader Knox community is
not understated. He has been a very active member of
the Boronia RSL sub-branch since 1989, serving as a
president, a senior vice-president and a vice-president,
as well as a property officer from 2000 to 2015. He was
awarded life membership of the national RSL. He was a
respected member of the National Servicemen’s
Association of Australia and was also a very active
member of the Knox Remembrance Day committee.
My thoughts are with his wife, Trish, and his family,
and on behalf of the Ferntree Gully community I pay
tribute to John McLeod for his service over many, many
years to Boronia and the broader Knox community.

Wantirna South Junior Football Club
Mr WAKELING — I would like to also
congratulate Kevin Van Grondelle and the committee
of the Wantirna South Junior Football Club, who held a
very successful 35th anniversary dinner dance last
week. It was a highly successful event, and I pay tribute
to the hardworking members of that committee and for
their recent award as the best sporting club within the
City of Knox. Congratulations to the club.

Altona Kindergarten and Estia Health
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) (09:45) —
Last week I had the pleasure of joining the children
from Altona Kindergarten, along with all of the
wonderful residents at Estia Health in Altona Meadows,
as well as volunteers, parents and all of the wonderful
staff. These two organisations do a fantastic thing once
a month. The children from Altona kinder go and visit
the Estia healthcare and aged-care facility in my
electorate, and once a month the residents from Estia go
and visit Altona kinder.
We had some very, very special guests in the form of
wideranging farmyard animals, and the theme of the
day was farmyard activity. It was fantastic to see all of

It is a really fantastic concept whereby you have the
youth and the joy of all of the young children and the
wisdom of many of the aged-care residents, and they
come together, share stories, sing songs, have a
fantastic morning tea and generally bring life to the
organisation. It is a fantastic example of the aged-care
sector and the early childhood education sector
cooperating and collaborating together. I had a fantastic
time and congratulate them on this fantastic practice.

Kow Swamp Lions picnic ground
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (09:47) — I raise the
ongoing saga of the Lions picnic park at Kow Swamp
near Leitchville. The floods of 2011 caused erosion to
start at this popular picnic area, and given it is on the
eastern side of Kow Swamp it is constantly being
eroded further by the prevailing westerly winds.
Goulburn-Murray Water and the department have been
doing a land and on-water strategy for a number of
years that is supposed to set out how this issue can be
resolved. Locals are at their wits’ end as, while the talk
continues, so does the erosion, and no solution is in
sight. There is now talk of a boat ramp being placed
next to the Lions park. Locals believe this is the wrong
place for a boat ramp. There is shallow water exposed
to strong westerly winds, and it is next to an area
where families with young children picnic and play in
the water. There are clearly better places for a Kow
Swamp boat ramp to be placed, and the erosion of the
Lions picnic park area needs to be addressed and fixed
before there is no Lions park because it is eroded
away completely.

Geelong Pride Cup
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (09:48) — It
was a pleasure to be at the Geelong Football League
Pride Cup on Sunday, 9 June, which was between
Leopold and Newtown football and netball clubs. The
Pride Cup is a local initiative to promote diversity and
inclusion, and it has been embraced strongly by
sporting groups and organisations in Geelong. The day
kicked off with a widely supported function at the
Leopold Sportsmans Club, where amongst other
speakers Leopold president Brendan Thompson and
Newtown present Shaun McWilliam spoke of the work
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done by the clubs in promoting diversity and inclusion
within the clubs. I congratulate them both and also the
Geelong Football League, all other supporting
organisations including the Geelong Football Club and
the various sponsors. It was enthusiastically supported,
and I also want to congratulate Leopold on a very
convincing win on the day.

Drysdale bypass
Ms NEVILLE — It was a pleasure on Friday to
spend some time with the Premier in Bellarine.
Amongst other announcements, the Premier and I
visited the site of the Drysdale bypass to celebrate the
start of works. Uncle Bryon of the Wathaurong
provided the welcome to country, and we also
welcomed members of the Drysdale Clifton Springs
Community Association on the day. I take this
opportunity to congratulate and thank the association
for their ongoing input and support of the project,
including their now publicly announced support for the
traffic lights. Importantly construction company Decmil
Group are commencing those works right now and will
have the full paving of the way for the major
construction works in September. The Drysdale bypass
has been talked about for 40 years, and thanks to the
Andrews government this major $117 million project is
now being delivered.

Member for Mordialloc
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (09:49) — During debate
on the Labour Hire Licensing Bill 2017 yesterday in
this house the member for Mordialloc through
interjection exposed the depth of the disdain with which
the Andrews Labor government holds Victorian small
businesses by claiming that they want to pay their
employees just 10 cents an hour. This member is an
absolute disgrace, as is this government.

Somerville police station
Mr BURGESS — Recently a Somerville resident
was robbed, with their money being snatched from their
hands shortly after they left one of our local banks. I am
told that this local community member has been so
traumatised and terrified by this experience that they
are too scared to leave their home. This sort of
frightening criminal activity is now also happening in
the middle of the day in local streets, and it must stop.
My community has the right to be and feel safe. This is
unfortunately no longer a given under the Andrews
Labor government.
Just a few hundred metres up the road from where this
disgraceful crime occurred is the Somerville police
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station — the $16.3 million state-of-the-art police
station that the Premier and his band of thieves have
continued playing politics with by not providing the
police to open it. In the world of the Premier and Labor,
regardless of what Victorians need and what danger
they are in, if it was a Liberal idea or built by the
Liberal Party, it cannot open. Under the Premier large
numbers of police stations have been shut or have had
their hours slashed.
A Matthew Guy Liberal government will immediately
open the Somerville police station so it can do the job it
was built to do and should have been doing for the last
four years — protecting the people of Somerville.
Last week the owner of Somerville Village Meats
informed me —
The SPEAKER — The member’s time has expired.

NAIDOC Week
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Aboriginal Affairs)
(09:51) — In two weeks time we will be celebrating
NAIDOC Week, and this year the theme is ‘Because of
her, we can!’. The Aboriginal community’s
acknowledgment and celebration of strong women is
something we could all learn from. One of these
amazing women is Yolanda Walker-Finette, who
received the Aboriginal Young Achiever Award back
in 1997 and recently addressed the careers summit and
told her story. She dedicated that award to all the
amazing women in her life, in particular her
grandmother Merle Jackomos.
In her speech in 1997 she said in a statement about
Aunty Merle, ‘She gives me strength and inspiration,
and because of her struggles I have had access to many
more opportunities than she did in her day’. Yolanda’s
nan was born in 1929 on Cummeragunga station. A
Victorian Aboriginal Honour Roll recipient,
Aunty Merle, her nan, worked tirelessly for the
Victorian Aboriginal community and was a strong
advocate for social justice. Yolanda said that her nan
has been her best friend, her biggest teacher and her
role model and that everything she is today is because
of her. It was Merle’s 89th birthday two weeks ago.
It is a privilege to stand here today to reflect on the
important role that Aboriginal women play in the
everyday lives of not just their community but the
whole of Victoria. In my time as the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs I have had the privilege of working
with and meeting extraordinary Aboriginal women in
Victoria. Because of her, we can!
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Corryong Memorial Hall
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) (09:52) — This week I
had the great honour of being in Corryong to make a
commitment to the people of the Upper Murray that a
Liberal-Nationals government would invest $250 000
to fix their memorial hall. The hall site has been a focal
point of activities for Corryong since 1882 when the
community built their very first hall. It is where silent
movies were first shown in 1914. Working bees made
up of families from the valleys, school and surrounding
towns were part of the construction crew that built the
existing hall in 1959. They used penny drives to
fundraise. They used 155 000 locally made bricks and
more than 4 miles of local timber.
Today more than 3500 locals use the venue each year in
sporting pursuits ranging from basketball to indoor
bowls. It is also the venue for debutante balls, art
shows, school performances, Anzac Day services and
elections. It is the focal point of the Man from Snowy
River Festival art exhibition. But after years of neglect
by Labor the roof has leaks, the ceiling is sunken and
water can flood the hall when it rains. I am so proud to
be able to do this for a great community that feels
forgotten by this city-centric government. I hear about
the memorial hall time after time, wherever I go in
Benambra, and it needs to be fixed.

Korean baseball team
Mr EREN (Minister for Sport) (09:54) — I am
pleased to inform the house today that in a first for
Australian sport an international team will base itself
here in Victoria while taking part in an Australian
sporting competition. Last week I announced that a
baseball team from Korea will establish its home base
at the Geelong Baseball Centre in Waurn Ponds. The
team will play in the revamped Australian Baseball
League competition that runs for 12 weeks from
November to February. The coup has been made
possible thanks to funding from the Andrews Labor
government’s Regional Events Fund and Significant
Sporting Events Fund. The Labor government’s
$20 million Regional Events Fund has already
delivered more than 160 local events across the state,
bringing in a steady stream of visitors, increasing
overnight stays and boosting regional economies.
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We have had lots of events around Geelong. Of course,
we are proud to say that we have already acquired the
World T20 cricket matches and the Australian Open of
Table Tennis, and we will also have the Cadel Evans
Great Ocean Road Race. The Vic Open golf
tournament is another major event for Geelong. I would
like to thank all involved with these events.

Raymond Noel Lindsay Thomas
Ms THORPE (Northcote) (09:55) — This Sunday a
community smoking ceremony will be held in
Northcote for Raymond Noel Lindsay Thomas. He died
in a police car chase on 25 June 2017. This is another
tragic and unnecessary death of a man well before his
time. My heart goes out to his family, community and
friends. His death is a terrible reminder of the
fundamental problems in our system and society, where
Aboriginal men die 10 years younger than
non-Aboriginal men and are incarcerated at 12 times
the rate of non-Aboriginal men here in Victoria. These
figures sadden and infuriate me. This should be front
and centre of our minds as politicians, as people
governing this state, instead of being wilfully ignored
or exasperated by mandatory sentencing. This injustice
cannot go on. We must make change.

St Peter’s Primary School, Bentleigh East
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (09:56) — Each year I
attend St Peter’s Primary School’s annual trivia night. It
is always a fun night, and last Saturday was no
exception. There is a different theme each year. Last
year’s was something starting with ‘S’ or ‘P’, so I went
as a state politician. This year there was an Australian
theme. My staff decided to go as the Wiggles. We did
not win the best dressed award due to the high standard
in the room, including a table of surf lifesavers, a table
of cricketers and a table of parents dressed up as jars of
Vegemite. We did, however, win the trivia. I am pretty
sure what got us over the line was having grade 5
teacher and karaoke queen Michelle Gibson, who won
the singing competition and scored us some extra
points, on our table. Congratulations to everyone
involved, particularly the organising committee of Dani
Leversha, Mel De Luca, Giulia Colaci, Sandra Biviano
and Katrina Dimitriu.

Fr Michael Sierakowski
All 40 games that they will play, including 20 at their
Geelong home base, will be broadcast live into Korea
and across Asia, promoting the region to millions of
people. Korea has the fourth largest economy in Asia
and a population of more than 50 million people.

Mr STAIKOS — I would also like to take this
opportunity to pay tribute to Father Michael
Sierakowski, who is finishing up at Holy Trinity Parish
after a total of 17 years. To say that Father Michael has
been a strong leader would be an understatement.
During his time he oversaw the coming together of
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St Peter’s, St Paul’s and St Catherine’s to become Holy
Trinity Parish. He has been an innovative leader,
appointing a coordinating principal for the three
primary schools so that each principal can focus more
on education and less on red tape. I know his very large
community will miss him dearly, but knowing Michael,
he will continue serving others as passionately as he has
always done.

Margaret Haycroft
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (09:58) — I
rise to congratulate Foster’s Margaret Haycroft on
being awarded an OAM in the Queen’s Birthday
honours. Marg has been a passionate contributor to the
Corner Inlet region since moving to the area 35 years
ago. Her list of work for the local community is long,
and that involvement includes being a justice of the
peace since 1996; being involved with the Corner Inlet
Uniting Church council for 25 years; being the Foster
Kindergarten president; and being involved with the
Foster Primary School parents and friends club and the
Foster Brownies. She was also involved with the
Australia Day committee for 32 years, the Foster
Chamber of Commerce and the South Gippsland
Secondary College, among other things. Well
done, Marg.

Port Welshpool beach
Mr D. O’BRIEN — I am pleased to have received a
petition from Port Welshpool landowner Roger Harvey,
a passionate advocate for the town, calling on the
government and South Gippsland shire to work to
reinstate the beach in Port Welshpool between the port
and the Long Jetty. The beach has been washed away
over the years, and its reinstatement would be a great
addition to the town and the region’s tourism assets.
Signed by 611 people, the petition is not in the form
required for the house, but nonetheless it represents the
strong desire of the local community to build on the
impending reopening of the Long Jetty and attract
tourists and developments to the town.

Footprints Foundation
Mr D. O’BRIEN — Well done to Kain Jackson and
his dedicated group of volunteers for their continued
efforts with the Footprints Foundation that Kane and
the team founded four years ago. With the slogan of
‘Local people and local businesses helping local
women’, the foundation provides support around the
house for women and their families dealing with breast
cancer. It was a pleasure to speak at and support the
foundation’s fundraiser and profile raiser at the Maffra
versus Sale football and netball games on Saturday, and
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even better that Sale had a strong upset win over the
previously undefeated Maffra.

Victorian Manufacturing Hall of Fame awards
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (09:59) — I rise
today to congratulate some very talented members of
my community on their achievements at the recent
Victorian Manufacturing Hall of Fame awards.
Dandenong is home to the largest manufacturing
precinct in the country, so it was fantastic to be able to
attend the awards and see some of our Dandenong
businesses and people publicly acknowledged for their
fantastic work.
I am particularly proud of Jill Walsh from
Actco-Pickering Metal Industries, who won the
inaugural Woman Manufacturer of the Year award. Jill
is a local powerhouse and a force within Victorian
manufacturing. She is a dedicated supporter of our local
community, a fervent advocate for local manufacturing
and a defender of local jobs, apprenticeships and skilled
workers. Jill is invested in Dandenong. She is an active
mentor for many people across industries and an
ambassador for our community through her
membership of the Committee for Dandenong and the
Victorian Premier’s Jobs and Investment Panel.
Other local winners included Bombardier
Transportation for excellence in transport technologies
and Chobani for their excellence in the food and fibre
sector. Congratulations to all those who were nominated
and to our many local businesses and workers who
make Dandenong the manufacturing engine room of the
country and a key driver of our economy.

Peter Thomson
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (10:00) — Victoria lost one
of its greatest sporting champions with the passing of
highly acclaimed golfer Peter Thomson a few days
ago. Peter, like so many other golfers, cut his teeth on a
public course. A Brunswick boy, Peter began golfing
at Royal Park before he moved to Victoria Golf Club
in 1946. Peter had a stellar career, winning
tournaments all over the world. His most notable
success was to be the British Open champion five
times. Peter was highly respected and a wonderful role
model for aspiring golfers both on and off the course.
He was a fabulous ambassador for the sport on a global
level. This was made evident by the tweets of
condolence from Gary Player, Jason Day and the
Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews. The loss
of Peter loss is felt heavily by the golfing community.
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Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea
Ms McLEISH — I am always inspired by the
number of small groups and organisations who get
behind the Cancer Council’s Biggest Morning Tea. In
my electorate I have many small communities who do
their best to support this cause. These communities
include Flowerdale, Glenburn, Bonnie Doon,
Alexandra, Yea and Steels Creek. Last week I had the
opportunity to attend the morning tea at Flowerdale
Community House. As with every biggest morning tea,
there was loads of fabulous food and lots of people
sitting around enjoying each other’s company. It was
also an opportunity for me to touch base again with the
Flowerdale Quilters, who do such a good job. They
come from quite a distance to join together weekly to
talk about things that they do and enjoy their craft at the
same time.

Community and Volunteers of Eltham
Ms WARD (Eltham) (10:02) — Thankyou to the
Community and Volunteers of Eltham (CAVE) and
their supporters who attended a recent luncheon
fundraiser which raised over $1500. Thankyou also to
Eltham High School’s Andeli, Sav and Darren Squires,
who generously performed beautiful songs after lunch.
The donors for the fundraiser included the combined
churches opportunity shop in Eltham, the Diamond
Valley Railway, the Eltham Community Craft and
Produce Market, the Heidelberg Golf Club, the Rotary
Club of Eltham, Eltham Rural Group, the Open Door
Choir, the Glen Park Gospel Church, Eltham
Montmorency Uniting Church, St Margaret’s Anglican
Church Eltham and a number of generous individuals.
CAVE’s contribution to the community is only possible
through the constant and loyal work of the committee,
gifts from donors and help from schools participating in
the Judith Ireland Studentship program. Over the past
year the Judith Ireland Studentship program has been
offered to 18 local primary schools. Students receive
studentships now worth $700, which is paid to their
nominated secondary school for use for school
equipment, uniforms, computer, books, sports and
specialist tuition. Year 7 can be expensive and these
studentships are a great help. CAVE is a wonderful
organisation run entirely by volunteers, and I thank
them and their president, Jan Aitkin, and past president
Laurel Eckersal for their important work. Peter’s
sausage rolls were again delicious.

Eltham Football Club
Ms WARD — I want to give a big thankyou to the
local businesses and the Eltham football and netball
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club community members who donated to the Eltham
Football Club’s Breast Cancer Network Australia
(BCNA) lunch on Saturday, which raised over $6000
for this important service. The BCNA offers important
assistance, advice and support for women experiencing
breast cancer. I want to give a massive thankyou to the
organisers, including Narelle Sinclair, who put together
a fantastic afternoon. Thankyou also to our guest
speakers, the gorgeous Aunty Pam Pederson and Amy
Mitchell, who gave a beautiful speech regarding the
loss of her much-loved sister, Sara. Those who
contributed to the fundraising efforts included
Northcote Pottery, Sticks Yarra Valley, Mojo wines,
Research Pharmacy, Petticoat Junction, Irresistible,
Chemist Warehouse Eltham, Thompsons Pharmacy
Eltham, St Helena Pharmacy, Pandora Greensborough,
Jsala Soy Candles, Stix & Stones, Sportfirst, Midway
Arcade Jewellers —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! The member for Morwell.

Max Grubb
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (10:03) — What a thrill it
was to see the late Max Grubb from Newborough
receive a Medal of the Order of Australia in the Queen’s
Birthday honours list last week. Max received this
honour for his dedicated, selfless service and lifelong
volunteering in Scouts, although Max was also a highly
respected figure in local bowls. Sadly, Max passed away
in May 2017. I am sure his beloved wife, Helen, and
their family will take comfort that he has received this
honour as a tribute to his remarkable legacy.

Ian Nethercote
Mr NORTHE — Ian Nethercote of Newborough
received recognition in the Queen’s Birthday honours
list, being made a Member of the Order of Australia.
Ian is well-known and highly respected through his
long association in the electricity sector, both locally
and statewide. Ian has also been a major contributor to
the education and training sector in our region and in
local men’s health awareness and fundraising activities.

Senior Sergeant Brendan Scully
Mr NORTHE — I would also like to acknowledge
local police officer Senior Sergeant Brendan Scully for
his impressive 46-year career with Victoria Police. This
makes him one of the longest serving and most
respected Victorian police officers. The only time I
have heard of ‘Scull’ taking a backward step is on the
golf course when an errant golf ball knocked him out
cold. Well done on your dedication and service to our
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community, Scull, and I wish you and Angela all the
very best in retirement.
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because she wanted to make a difference by treating
preventable blindness and uses her annual leave to lead
sight-saving expeditions to Ethiopia.

Bec Duddington
Mr NORTHE — Congratulations to Bec
Duddington, who last weekend played her 300th senior
netball game with her beloved Maroons, the Traralgon
Football Netball Club. Bec is a life member and loyal
servant of the club. Her amazing list of achievements
include being a club and league best and fairest winner,
in addition to being a captain, a coach and serving on
netball committees along the way. Well done, Bec.
Congratulations on your 300 games.

Professor John Freebairn
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (10:05) — Today I rise to
acknowledge Professor John Freebairn of Diamond
Creek who was awarded an AO for distinguished
service to education in the field of applied economics.
Professor Freebairn has been recognised as a
contributor in the preparation of the Henry tax review
and as an economics specialist for the Productivity
Commission, the federal Treasury, the Business
Council of Australia and the Committee for Economic
Development of Australia, in addition to his work for
the universities of Melbourne, Monash and La Trobe,
and the Australian National University.

Dr David Pescod
Ms GREEN — Dr David Pescod of Beveridge was
awarded an AO for distinguished service to medicine
and to Australia-Mongolia relations. Dr Pescod has
undertaken programs in many countries, including Fiji,
Papua New Guinea, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Samoa,
Nepal and Mongolia. He is currently the volunteer
country coordinator for Mongolia and was awarded the
Mongolian Medal of Honour by the Mongolian
government. Currently Dr Pescod is the deputy director,
anaesthesia and pain management, at the
Northern Hospital.

Julienne Tyers
Ms GREEN — Julienne Tyers of Mernda was
awarded an OAM for service to nursing and
international eye health programs. Ms Tyers is the
founder and chair of Eyes for Africa, a not-for-profit,
non-government, non-denominational charitable
foundation. Eyes for Africa has provided free
sight-restoring surgeries on over 3000 cataracts to
restore sight and improve lives and livelihoods and also
trains local Ethiopian cataract surgeons and sets them
up in remote areas. She established the foundation

Bass electorate sporting clubs
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) (10:06) — The Andrews
government’s recent announcement of a gift to the AFL
of $225 million is a disgrace and an insult to all local
community-based sporting clubs. I was warmly
welcomed at two such clubs last week, both in need of
funding and both equally appalled at the decision to gift
money to an organisation that last year made a net
profit in excess of $60 million.
The Inverloch Tennis Club is a wonderful family-based
club that is a hive of activity during club events. It is
one of the most patronised tennis clubs in the district
but it is in desperate need of two additional courts and a
refurbishment of the existing courts. Shane and his
committee are enthusiastic and committed. The club
only wishes that the Andrews government shared their
enthusiasm for local community sport.
The Koo Wee Rup Football Club is a quintessential
country football club. Strong, hard and committed, the
Demons are on the rise this year as the club searches for
its first premiership in decades. I had the honour of
being named in the number one ticket-holder for the
2018 season. The irony was noted by many because as
a Pakenham player I was made to feel anything but
welcome whilst on the ground. The club now needs
funding to upgrade the clubrooms and social rooms,
including the kitchen. Local clubs such as the Inverloch
Tennis Club and the Koo Wee Rup Football Club have
an enormous impact in their local communities and
they should be supported, not the AFL.

Ballarat car parking
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) (10:08) — As we
approach election time there are some things that are
fair game. I am fair game. The opposition have every
right to highlight the things I believe in and the things I
have said and point out how they differ from their
policies and viewpoints. Equally, I have made mistakes
in my almost eight years as a member of Parliament;
no-one can go through eight years in any job without
making a mistake. That is life and those errors that I
have made are fair game for the opposition and any
other candidate that stands for election in Wendouree.
What is not fair game, however, are the constituents
who I represent. Josh Morris, a member for Western
Victoria Region in the other place, should not
disrespect those constituents by blatantly misleading
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them. His statement in the upper house and his card that
went into letterboxes stating that Labor promised over
4300 car parks are absolutely untrue, and he should be
ashamed of himself. If you are this desperate at this
stage of the election cycle, than I can only imagine the
rubbish you will be spouting by November. For
Mr Morris to take a council issue over car parking and
try to convince the electorate that it was Labor’s plan
shows how little he knows about Ballarat voters. They
are informed, they are interested and, believe me, their
bulldust detectors are finely tuned. So my
recommendation is to keep disrespecting the people of
Ballarat — they know what you were doing and it will
not do your Liberal candidate any good.

Great Ocean Road
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (10:09) — In winter
2016 I asked the current Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change what the government
was doing to manage the significant erosion problems
near Apollo Bay that is threatening the stability of the
Great Ocean Road. Since this time the government has
taken some minor action by removing a toilet block at
Marengo that was going to fall into the sea anyway, and
they have pumped some sand along the beach at
Marengo. Again last weekend the winter king tides
have wrought havoc, completely taking out a popular
coastal walking track, and have begun to eat away at
the Tuxion Road car park. The sea is now only metres
from the Great Ocean Road.
The south-west coast of Victoria is an eroding coastline.
This is not a new or unknown problem. We have seen
this government spend taxpayers money to take over
camping and tourism leases along the Great Ocean
Road. We have seen out-of-control chaos and chronic
underinvestment in the Twelve Apostles. Yet the most
basic role of government — land management and the
protection of state assets — has been totally neglected
and forgotten about. This government continues to fob
off responsibility for this erosion problem to the Otway
Coast Committee. The Otway Coast Committee is a
small and chronically under-resourced agency. It has no
capacity to undertake the enormous coastal protections
that are required at Apollo Bay.
Parts of the foreshore at Apollo Bay are possibly only
one more winter storm away from taking out the iconic
cypress avenue and one more winter storm from
closing the Great Ocean Road. The talk about
investment in the Great Ocean Road needs to stop; it
needs to be turned into action immediately. Labor in the
budget announced some Geelong city funding with the
federal government. This magic pudding funding is
being cited as a cure for all the woes caused by bad
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planning and management along the whole length of
the road.

Workers Solidarity
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (10:11) — Last
Wednesday evening I attended a Workers Solidarity
event for the Esso Longford workers that have been out
on strike and protesting against massive cuts to wages
and conditions. It was a fantastic night. There were
hundreds of people there showing their support. There
was great entertainment as well. It was good to be
among so many warm and friendly fellow workers and
Labor people. I am afraid that I am not too good at
trivia, and I was probably a bit of a disappointment to
the rest of the table.
I want to congratulate Workers Solidarity for
organising such a fantastic event and raising lots and
lots of money for those workers. I also commend and
stand in solidarity with those workers who were doing
this not just for themselves but for the generations to
come, to ensure we continue to have good wages and
conditions in this country despite the Liberal-Nationals
coalition, big business and corporations that pay no tax
at all. It is good to see that we are all sticking together
and keeping up the good fight. Well done, and I am
sure you will win in the end.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT
BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘Charter’), I make
this statement of compatibility with respect to the Justice
Legislation Miscellaneous Amendment Bill 2018 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, may be partially incompatible with the right to a
fair hearing, but is otherwise compatible with human rights as
set out in the Charter.
Overview
The Bill will:
amend the Estate Agents Act 1980 to ensure that vendors
pay commissions owed to estate agents under sales
authorities;
make technical amendments to the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995, Estate Agents Act 1980, Retirement
Villages Act 1986 and Rooming House Operators
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Act 2016 to improve their operation, clarify their
requirements and update outdated references;
amend the Coroners Act 2008 to implement key
recommendations of the Coronial Council Appeals
Reference Report, and make further minor amendments
sought by the Coroners Court;
make a number of reforms to criminal procedure that are
designed to improve the experience of victims and
witnesses in the criminal justice system;
codify the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service (VALS)
notification process that applies when an Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander person is taken into custody;
amend the Honorary Justices Act 2014 to remove the
12 month time limit for making an application to the
secretary for permission to use certain titles; and
clarify and amend sentencing and appeal provisions
relating to statutory minimum and custodial orders, and
make other minor and technical miscellaneous
amendments.

Sentencing amendments
Restriction of non-custodial orders
In 2016 the government made changes to the availability of
non-custodial orders through the Sentencing (Community
Correction Order) and Other Acts Amendment Act 2016,
which amended the Sentencing Act 1991. The Act created
two groups of objectively serious offences, known as
‘Category 1 offences’ and ‘Category 2 offences’. The Act
restricts available sentencing options for offences in these
categories. A court must impose a custodial order for a
Category 1 offence; and for Category 2 offences must impose
a custodial order unless certain special reasons exist.
This Bill will further restrict the availability of community
correction orders and other non-custodial orders for certain
offences. Specifically, injury offences committed against
emergency workers, custodial officers and youth justice
custodial workers on duty will be added to Category 1, as will
the offences of aggravated carjacking and aggravated home
invasion. The offences of culpable driving causing death,
dangerous driving causing death, home invasion, carjacking,
and armed robbery (where a firearm is used, it is committed
in company or where an injury results) will be added to
Category 2.
The addition of these offences to Category 1 works alongside
statutory minimum sentences which already apply to these
offences. In practice, this will mean that an offender who is
found guilty of one of these offences will receive a mandatory
minimum custodial sentence. However, the ‘special reasons’
exception will continue to apply (albeit in a more restricted
way), which will, in some cases, allow an offender to avoid
the imposition of the relevant statutory minimum sentence
while still receiving a custodial order. Custodial orders
include imprisonment, detention in a youth justice centre,
rehabilitation orders and drug treatment orders in Division 2
of Part 3 of the Sentencing Act. Category 1 offences do not
prescribe a minimum period and courts retain their discretion
to decide the length of the custodial sentence that an offender
will serve.
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Additionally, the Bill introduces an exception to the
imposition of custodial offences for Category 1 offences
against emergency workers, custodial officers and youth
justice custodial workers on duty for offenders who can
satisfy the court that they suffered from impaired mental
functioning at the time of the offending that substantially
reduced their culpability. Where this exception applies, an
offender found guilty of a Category 1 offence can be
sentenced to either a new sentencing order — a mandatory
treatment and monitoring order — or a residential treatment
order or a court secure treatment order.
Together, these proposed amendments engage sections 8, 10,
21 and 24 of the Charter.
The rights to be free from cruel punishment and arbitrary
detention
Sections 10 and 21 of the Charter are relevant to the
offence-specific limitations on the availability of community
correction orders and other non-custodial orders in this Bill,
and to the subsequent imposition of a mandatory minimum
sentence in relation to the offences being included in
Category 1. Section 10(b) of the Charter provides that a
person must not be punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading
way. In some circumstances, statutory minimum sentences
have been found to limit this right where a court has been
compelled to impose a grossly disproportionate sentence.
Section 21(2) and (3) of the Charter provide that every person
must not be subjected to arbitrary detention and must not be
deprived of their liberty except on grounds, and in accordance
with procedures, established by law. Where a law authorises
detention that is unjust, it may limit this right.
I consider that the inclusion of these offences into Category 1
does not limit section 10 of the Charter, nor does the inclusion
unjustifiably limit section 21 for the following reasons.
The proposed amendments target a narrow and well-defined
class of victims of serious, violent crimes, including exposed
workers. The impact of these changes is carefully tailored and
targeted to a specific subset of offending and so it is limited in
scope. The relevant prescribed minimum non-parole periods
for these offences range from six months and three years and
are not, on their face, grossly disproportionate. These
sentences are within the normal range for such offences.
The amendments are also proportionate. The purpose of these
changes in relation to offences against emergency workers,
custodial officers and youth justice custodial workers on duty
is to ensure that conduct which results in an injury to one of
these exposed workers is punished in a way which reflects the
objective gravity of that conduct; and that people who commit
these offences are punished proportionally to this seriousness
and do not receive non-custodial sentences.
These changes are intended to address increasing incidents of
offending against this exposed victim group. Crime Statistics
Agency data shows that in the five-year period to 2017 in
Victoria there has been a 17 per cent increase in recorded
assaults against police, emergency services or other
authorised officers. In 2017, there were 2,928 offences
recorded, compared to 2504 in 2012. Additionally, Victoria
Police data shows that in 2016/17 there were 181 police
vehicles rammed, compared to 101 in the preceding year.
The addition of aggravated home invasion and aggravated
carjacking is in recognition of the objective seriousness of the
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conduct constituting this offence and that a non-custodial
sentencing outcome would be disproportionate. In addition to
an acknowledgment of the seriousness of these offences,
inserting these offences into Category 1 also recognises the
significant impact of these offences on the persons they are
committed against, and those individuals’ right to security.
These changes are also necessary to ensure that offenders are
deterred from committing these offences, by showing the
community that this serious offending will attract an equally
serious outcome.
While there is a genuine need for these amendments, the
imposition of a custodial order for Category 1 offences may
possibly render the sentence arbitrary, excessive or inhumane
in a minority of cases. This risk may be heightened in relation
to vulnerable groups in our society. This is because, while
there may be mitigating factors present in individual cases
which justify the imposition of a non-custodial sentence, a
non-custodial sentence will now be unavailable unless the
limited exception for impaired mental functioning applies to
the relevant offence.
However, as well as the ability to not impose a custodial order
on the basis of impaired mental functioning, a court can also
not impose the prescribed minimum non-parole period for the
relevant offence if it is satisfied of the existence of a special
reason. While this exception is being narrowed by the
proposed amendments, it will still operate to provide a court
with sentencing discretion in certain circumstances. In my
view, these exceptions, combined with the genuine need for
the amendments, mean that the right not to be punished in a
cruel, inhuman or degrading way is not limited and that the
right to be free from arbitrary detention is limited, if at all, in a
reasonable and justifiable manner in accordance with
section 7(2) of the Charter.
The right to equality
Section 8(3) provides that every person is equal before the
law and is entitled to equal protection of the law without
discrimination. The right to equality and non-discrimination
in section 8 of the Charter is relevant to the extent the
amendments in this Bill will disproportionately impact
vulnerable groups with protected attributes, including young
offenders, Aboriginal people and persons with mental
impairments.
The addition of offences to ‘Category 1’ does not directly
discriminate against persons with attributes, as the
amendments treat persons differently based on their conduct
and the circumstances of their offending rather than on the
basis of an attribute. This is an accepted form of differential
treatment, which already occurs in many other aspects of the
sentencing and parole system. The very nature of these
systems involves differentiating categories of offending (and
circumstances of offending) based on the nature and
seriousness of the offending, and to deem that different legal
consequences and administrative procedures apply to certain
categories. Further, there is a reasonable justification for
treating categories of offenders differently to recognise the
seriousness of offences included in Category 1.
However, it is possible that the addition of the offences to
Category 1, combined with the proposed amendments to the
special reasons exception, may indirectly discriminate against
individuals with a protected attribute. This is because the
addition of the offences to ‘Category 1’ and the restriction of
the special reasons exception means that a custodial sentence
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must be imposed, and also that the mandatory minimum
sentence must be imposed. Unless the special reasons
exception applies, a court cannot impose a lesser sentence
than the mandatory minimum prescribed in the section 10AA
of the Sentencing Act 1991.
I consider that any discrimination which may result from
these amendment is reasonable. The amendments are
necessary for the reasons explained above to ensure that
conduct which results in an injury to one of these exposed
workers is punished in a way which reflects the objective
gravity of that conduct; that people who commit these
offences are punished proportionally to this seriousness and
do not receive non-custodial sentences and to ensure that
offenders are deterred from committing these offences, by
showing the community that this serious offending will attract
an equally serious outcome.
Additionally, the Bill includes safeguards against
inappropriate application of certain Category 1 offences for
offenders with substantial impaired mental functioning. It also
retains the discretion of a court to not impose the prescribed
minimum non-parole period for the relevant offence if it is
satisfied of the existence of a special reason. For these
reasons, I consider that any limitations to the right to equality
are reasonable and justified.
I also do not consider that any direct discrimination to
offenders that results from only providing offenders with
impaired mental functioning with the possibility of receiving
a non-custodial sentence is unreasonable so as to limit
section 8. It is appropriate to provide an additional exception
for this vulnerable group of offenders, and other offenders
will continue to have access to the special reason exception.
Any further carve out for a wider group of offenders would
prevent the amendments from fulfilling their important
purposes of deterring offenders from committing these
serious, violent offenders against exposed workers.
The right to a fair hearing
Section 24(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to have the charge or
proceeding decided by a competent, independent and
impartial court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing. This
right is relevant because the inclusion of additional offences
into a category of offences which precludes the imposition of
non-custodial sentences impacts the sentencing discretion of
judicial officers.
However, courts retain the sentencing discretion to make a
finding that special reasons apply (albeit in more restricted
circumstances) and consequently not apply the prescribed
minimum non-parole period for offences that fall within
Category 1. The court also has discretion to impose a
non-custodial sentence for offences against emergency
workers, custodial officers and youth justice custodial
workers where an offender has impaired mental functioning.
This judicial discretion ensures that the right to a fair hearing
is not limited.
Further, the Bill maintains the rights of an accused in criminal
proceedings and does not affect the right to be presumed
innocent until proven guilty, and to defend themselves against
charges brought against them.
Additionally, as I have noted in a previous statement of
compatibility for these provisions, the High Court has
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consistently held that the provisions imposing mandatory
minimum sentences do not constitute a usurpation of
judicial power.

VCC 1934 could be considered to be a broad application of
special reasons and has given rise to concerns about the need
for additional guidance and direction to the courts.

The right to be presumed innocent

This Bill changes special reasons in a number of ways.

The Bill places an onus of proof on the offender to prove, on
the balance of probabilities, that a special reasons exists or
that the substantial impaired mental functioning exception
applies. Accordingly, this limits the right to be presumed
innocent in section 25(1) of the Charter, as it places a legal
burden on an offender.

It removes the special reason relating to a young offender’s
psychosocial immaturity and an offender’s impaired mental
functioning (if caused by alcohol or drugs). It also removes
the special reason that applied to offences of causing injury to
an emergency worker on duty, custodial officer on duty or
youth justice custodial worker on duty, where the offender is
aged between 18 and 21, and where a court find there are
reasonable prospects for the rehabilitation of the offender.
Young offenders will continue to be able to access special
reasons that are available to adult offenders, such as
substantial and compelling circumstances, and accordingly,
the removal of these special reasons is not considered to
unjustifiably impact on this cohort.

However, in my view it is appropriate for the burden to rest
with the offender, given that the exception is a beneficial
provision that enables an offender to receive a non-custodial
sentence in circumstances where a custodial sentence would
otherwise be imposed. Additionally, an offender is best place
to provide evidence that these exceptions should apply.
Special Reasons
A court must impose a custodial order for Category 2
offences, unless the court is satisfied that certain special
reasons apply. Similarly, a court must impose a relevant
statutory minimum term of imprisonment unless it is satisfied
that certain special reasons apply.
Currently, special reasons exist where an offender:
assists law enforcement authorities in the investigation
or prosecution of an offence, or
who is between 18 and 21 years old and has a
psychosocial immaturity that substantially diminished
their ability to regulate their behaviour in comparison
with the norm, or
proves that at the time of the offence they had impaired
mental functioning linked to the commission of the
offence or would result in the offender being subject to
significantly more than the ordinary burden or risks of
imprisonment,
Or where:
the court proposes to make a court Secure Treatment
order or residential treatment order in respect of the
offender, or
there are substantial and compelling circumstances
The statement of compatibility that accompanied the
Sentencing (Community Correction Order) and Other Acts
Amendment Act 2016 noted that the provisions that
accompanied that Act and which introduced ‘Category 1’ and
‘Category 2’ offences were justified, in part, by the safeguard
afforded by special reasons.
This Bill makes amendments to these special reasons to
narrow their scope and to provide courts with guidance about
their application. The Bill otherwise preserves the application
and significance of special reasons.
Since the introduction of ‘special reasons’ in 2012, there has
been frequent scrutiny and concern about how those
provisions are being interpreted and applied by sentencing
courts. For example, the application of special reasons in DPP
v Warren & Anor [2018] VCC 689 and DPP v Timoteo [2014]

Further, vulnerable persons who suffer from mental illness or
neurological impairments, but were under the influence of
drugs or alcohol at the time of the offending, may still rely on
this special reason if there is evidence that the impaired
mental functioning was due to their pre-existing impaired
mental functioning and not their intoxicated state.
Section 8 of the Charter is engaged to the extent that
vulnerable persons such as those with mental health issues are
at greater risk of a custodial sentence by the narrowing of
special reasons. I acknowledge that these vulnerable groups
have higher rates of contact with emergency workers in
particular and may therefore experience a disproportionate
impact from these provisions. This Bill does not limit
prosecutorial discretion in relation to charging acutely unwell
individuals, and maintains the impaired mental functioning
special reason. The Bill also makes clear that the change to
impaired mental functioning does not extend to offenders
who are under the influence of drugs being taken under
medical advice or by following recommended dosages.
The Bill also retains a further safeguard in that a court can
make a finding of special reasons when it determines that the
individual circumstances of the case are substantial and
compelling, albeit in a manner consistent with the additional
guidance and restrictions in this Bill. The Bill clarifies what
courts are to consider in deciding whether circumstances in a
case are substantial and compelling. The Bill substantially
increases the threshold to be met before substantial and
compelling reasons can be found. The circumstances must be
so exceptional and rare as to justify departing from the
requirement to impose a custodial order.
Courts will also be guided by this Bill to place less weight on
the offenders individual circumstances and to consider
general deterrence and denunciation the principal purposes of
the sentence to be imposed. This intentionally ensures that the
need to deter future offenders from committing objectively
serious offences is not overborne unjustly by the
circumstances of an offender.
The impact of a court not finding that a special reason exists
will be that it has to impose a statutory minimum sentence of
imprisonment for the offences being added to Category 1.
Relevant statutory minimum terms represent between 5 per
cent and 15 per cent of the available maximum penalties and
in my opinion they are set at levels that are proportionate to the
objective seriousness of the offending with which they deal.
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I believe that special reasons continue to provide safeguards
to offenders and that the proposed amendments to the special
reasons exception does not limit rights.

powers of a court and a court will still have full discretion to
impose a sentence that is appropriate in the circumstances of
the case.

Other sentencing reforms

I therefore consider that, to the extent this amendment limits
the right under section 23 of the Charter — if at all — that
such a limitation is reasonable and justified.

Clarification on place or area exclusion conditions
The Sentencing Act, the Family Violence Protection Act 2008
(FVP Act) and the Personal Safety Intervention orders
Act 2010 (PSIO Act) contain provisions setting out the
relationship between community correction orders (CCOs),
family violence intervention orders (FVIOs) and personal
safety intervention orders (PSIO). The Sentencing Act
provides that courts must not attach a relevant CCO condition
that is inconsistent with a FVIO or PSIO. Relevantly, the FVP
Act and PSIO Act both provide that FVIO and PSIOs
conditions should prevail to the extent of any inconsistency
with CCO conditions.
The FVP Act and PSIO Act both expressly refer to residence
restrictions, exclusion conditions and curfew conditions made
under CCOs. However, neither refer to place or area
exclusion conditions. The Bill will amend these acts to ensure
that that place and area exclusion conditions made under
CCOs are treated similarly to residence and exclusion
conditions and curfew conditions made under CCOs.
These changes will take effect from the date of the
commencement of the relevant provisions, and will apply to
persons subject to existing orders.
This change can arguably be interpreted to negatively impact
a person’s right to freedom of movement (section 12), and to
mean that a person — who is subject to an existing CCO and
FVIO or PSIO — is being subject to a greater restriction than
previously through the requirement of the family violence
orders thereby raising concerns about retrospective criminal
laws (section 27).
In my view, these requirements would already have been
imposed upon an offender and therefore this amendment —
which is meant to aid in interpretation of rights and
obligations — does not adversely impact any rights under the
Charter. This amendment would also confirm the primacy of
victim safety and promote the right under section 17 of
protection of families and children.
New sentencing consideration for 16–17 year olds
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Clarifying jurisdiction for recklessly causing serious injury
against emergency workers and others
The Bill introduces an amendment to prevent the offence of
causing serious injury recklessly from being heard in the
Magistrates’ Court where the offence is alleged to have been
committed against an emergency worker, custodial officer or
youth justice custodial worker on duty.
This is because an offence committed in such circumstances
attracts a statutory minimum sentence of imprisonment with a
two year non-parole period. This in effect means a head
sentence of two and a half years, which exceeds the summary
jurisdiction of the Magistrates Court.
This amendment is intended to apply to all hearings from the
date of commencement. Hearings that have been commenced
but not yet finalised in the Magistrates’ Court will be required
to be uplifted to the Supreme or County courts. This change
may raise questions as to whether the potential penalty for an
offender is being increased retrospectively as the offender’s
matter can no longer be heard in a venue where there is a cap
on the maximum sentence that can be imposed, thereby
engaging the right against retrospective criminal laws under
section 27(2).
The right against retrospective criminal laws is not limited by
this change. Cases involving sentencing requirements beyond
the Magistrates’ Court’s jurisdiction should already be
uplifted to an appropriate court to enable the court to comply
with those sentencing requirements. Depending on the
circumstances of the case, it may be that the court will find
that the minimum sentence is not warranted due to the
existence of special reasons, and that it would be open to that
court to impose a sentence that would have been within the
jurisdictional limit of the Magistrates Court.
This amendment is essentially technical in nature and will
ensure that procedural requirements are streamlined to match
current practice. In my view, it does not limit any rights under
the Charter.

The Bill introduces a requirement for higher courts, when
sentencing an offender aged 16 or 17 years at the time of the
commission of the offence, to have regard to the existence of
any statutory minimum sentencing provisions that would
apply if the offender were an adult. This requirement will
only apply prospectively, in relation to offences committed
after the commencement of these provisions.

Insertion of former sex offences into list of offences
requiring a custodial sentence

This amendment engages the right under section 23(3) of the
Charter, which states that a child who has been convicted of
an offence must be treated in a way that is appropriate for his
or her age.

The repealed sex offences were in effect until 1 July 2017
when they were replaced by new offences through the Crimes
Amendment (Sexual Offences) Act 2016. However, when the
definition of Category 1 offence commenced operation on
20 March 2017, it only referred to the new sex offences. This
means that the equivalent sex offences, committed on or after
20 March 2017 and before 1 July 2017, were not captured
within the definition of Category 1 offence. This in turn
means that persons who committed such offences between
those dates can escape the mandatory custodial requirements
of section 5(2G) of the Sentencing Act 1991.

This amendment does not extend the application of statutory
minima to 16 or 17 year olds, and is only intended to draw a
court’s attention to the seriousness of the offence and the
sentence that could be expected for an adult. This requirement
is only enlivened with respect to the 11 offences carrying
statutory minimum sentencing provisions. It does not limit the

The Bill will insert a number of repealed sex offences into the
definition of Category 1 offence in the Sentencing Act 1991.
These sex offences are equivalent to those offences currently
listed in the definition of Category 1 offence.
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The proposed amendment will require such offenders to be
subject to the mandatory custodial requirements of
section 5(2G) of the Sentencing Act 1991, and will therefore
have a retrospective effect. This new sentencing requirement
will only apply in respect of offenders whose sentences have
not been finalised. This can potentially result in an offender
being subject to a custodial sentence in circumstances where a
court would otherwise have imposed a more lenient sentence.
This change therefore engages the right under section 27(2) of
the Charter against a retrospective increase in penalty for a
criminal offence. As with the introduction of the Category 1
offence requirements, this change also engages the rights
under sections 10 and 21 in relation to protection from torture
and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and the right to
liberty and security of person.
In relation to the right under section 27(2), the proposed
change will only apply to a small group of offenders, being
those who committed the relevant sex offences within the
three month gap between the commencement of the
Category 1 offence requirements and the new sex offences.
These repealed sex offences describe offending of a very
serious nature — specifically, offending including rape and
sexual offences against children — and will ensure that
similar offenders are treated similarly in sentencing. In
relation to the rights under section 10 and 21, I refer to the
statement of compatibility made with respect to the
Sentencing (Community correction order) and Other Acts
Amendment Bill 2016, which introduced the custodial
sentencing requirements.
To summarise the most relevant reasons, the requirement for
a custodial sentence resulting from categorisation of an
offence as a Category 1 offence does not carry with it any
prescribed minimum sentence, meaning the court retains full
discretion as to the length of the custodial order imposed. This
ensures that a proportionate sentence is applied taking into
account the particular offence, level of criminality and any
aggravating or mitigating factors.
The restrictions imposed on a court when sentencing a
Category 1 offence do not compel a court to impose an
arbitrary sentence, nor a sentence that is grossly
disproportionate to the offending conduct. I also note that
there are other fundamental procedures and requirements
under Victorian law that protect against arbitrary detention,
and disproportionate and unjust sentences.
In my view, the impacts on these rights are therefore
reasonable and justified.
Amendment of the meaning of ‘serious sexual offender’
The Bill amends the definition of ‘serious sexual offender’ for
the purposes of Part 2A (Serious offenders) of the Sentencing
Act. This Part requires courts to apply certain presumptions in
sentencing of serious sexual offenders, which may lead to
longer sentences for such offenders.
The current definition of ‘serious sexual offender’ includes
offenders who have been convicted and sentenced to custody
for the current offence of persistent sexual abuse of child
under 16. As amended, the definition will also include
persons who have been convicted and sentenced to custody
for historical versions of this offence. This change therefore
limits the right under section 27(2) of the Charter against a
retrospective increase in penalty for a criminal offence. For
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similar reasons, the change could also engage the rights under
section 10 and 21 of the Charter.
Historical versions of the offence of persistent sexual abuse of
child under 16 are currently included in Schedule 1 to the
Sentencing Act, which lists offences relevant to the Part 2A
provisions. However, an offender will only be captured
within the definition of ‘serious sexual offender’ if they have
been convicted and detained for that offence, as well as
another sexual offence or a violent offence in the same course
of conduct. In other words, an offender would need to have
been convicted and detained for at least two offences.
By contrast, an offender need only be convicted and detained
for one offence of the current offence of persistent sexual
abuse of a child, or for the incidents of sexual offences in one
course of conduct charge, to be caught within the definition.
The policy basis for requiring only one such offence is
because such offenders would have engaged in multiple
instances of sexual offending.
The proposed amendment would mean offenders who are in
future sentenced for historical versions of the persistent sexual
abuse against a child offence will be sentenced subject to the
Part 2A provisions. The amendment will therefore enable
similar offenders, who have engaged in similar offending, to
be treated alike in sentencing.
It is anticipated that this amendment will have a limited
effect, as it will only affect offenders who have committed a
relevant persistent sexual abuse offence prior to 1 July 2017
(when the new version of the offence commenced), who have
yet to be sentenced, and who will be sentenced to a term of
imprisonment or detention in a youth justice centre. Further,
these amendments will not affect offenders who are appealing
a sentence which has already been imposed prior to these
amendments taking effect.
For these reasons, as well as in light of the serious nature of
this type of offending, I believe that the impact of this
amendment on the rights under sections 10, 21 and 27(2) of
the Charter is reasonable and justified under section 7(2) of
the Charter.
New DPP appeal right
The Bill amends the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (CPA) to
address a gap in the legislation that means that the Director of
Public Prosecutions (DPP) cannot appeal a sentencing
decision of the County Court where special reasons were
found on appeal, which enables the court to not impose the
statutory minimum term of imprisonment for the offence. In
these circumstances, the DPP does not have an appeal right to
the Court of Appeal. This differs from other appeal rights of
the DPP — for example, section 287 of the CPA enables the
DPP to appeal to the Court of Appeal against a sentence
imposed by the County Court in its original jurisdiction.
The recent case of DPP v Warren & Anor [2018] VCC 689
(Warren) led to widespread concerns about the appropriate
application of sentencing laws requiring statutory minimum
terms of imprisonment for violent offences committed against
emergency workers on duty. In my view, giving the DPP a
right of appeal in such circumstances is a necessary and
appropriate measure to ensure that statutory minimum terms
of imprisonment are imposed in appropriate cases. As the
courts have noted, the criminal justice system should be
‘self-correcting’ (DPP v Dalgliesh [2017] HCA 41).
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However, under the current provisions, where a County Court
judge makes a finding of ‘special reasons’ when imposing a
sentence on appeal, there is no right of appeal if the DPP
considers that there is an error in that decision. A right of
appeal will assist the courts to self-correct.
The new right to appeal is based on the DPP’s current right to
appeal an inadequate sentence in section 287 of the CPA. It
will apply where an offender has appealed from the
Magistrates Court and the County Court has made a finding
that a special reason exists under sections 5(2H) or 10A of the
Sentencing Act 1991 when imposing a sentence on the
offender. The appeal may only be brought if the DPP
considers that there was an error in the sentence imposed and
a different sentence should be imposed. The DPP must also
be satisfied that an appeal should be brought in the public
interest. The DPP will only be able to utilise this new appeal
right from an appeal in the County Court that was brought by
the offender. That is, the Bill does not enable the DPP to
appeal after a DPP appeal in the County Court.
The right to a fair hearing is protected by section 24 of the
Charter. Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, on which section 24 of the Charter is
based, includes equality before the courts as part of the right
to a fair hearing, where the same procedural rights are to be
provided to all parties unless distinctions are based on law
and can be justified on objective and reasonable grounds that
do not entail actual disadvantage or other unfairness on the
defendant. Equality before the court includes ‘equality of
arms’, which is breached where only the prosecutor, and not
the defendant, is allowed to appeal a certain decision, as is the
case in the Bill (International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights Committee General Comment no 32 (2007)). There is
therefore a risk that the new DPP appeal right may be
incompatible with the right to a fair hearing. The government
nevertheless wishes to proceed with the amendments.
The government has decided to preclude offenders from
having the equivalent appeal right because allowing offenders
to appeal a court’s finding that special reasons did not exist is
contrary to the intent of the emergency worker provisions.
Currently, an offender is able to appeal to the Court of Appeal
under section 283 of the CPA in circumstances where the
County Court imposed a sentence of imprisonment on appeal,
and the offender had not received a sentence of imprisonment
in the Magistrates Court. That is, offenders are not entirely
precluded from appealing a decision of the County Court
on appeal.
I believe it is necessary to provide this appeal right to the DPP
to ensure that statutory minimum terms of imprisonment are
being correctly imposed by the courts and the system can
self-correct. As I note above, an appeal may only be made if
the DPP considers that there was an error in the sentence
imposed and that a different sentence should be imposed, and
satisfied that bringing the appeal is in the public interest. The
new appeal right is modelled on current section 287 of the
CPA and applies the same practice and procedures as any
other DPP appeal to the Court of Appeal. The Bill also
amends section 15(1)(a) of the Appeals Costs Act 1998 to
ensure that the offender (as the respondent) may apply to the
Court of Appeal for an indemnity certificate in respect of their
own costs on appeal. I note also the importance of public
confidence in the criminal justice system, which will be
enhanced by enabling the DPP to appeal in appropriate cases.
Finally, the appeal power only applies to special reasons
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under sections 5(2H) or 10A of the Sentencing Act 1991, and
only after an appeal by an offender, and is therefore limited in
its scope. This confines the power to the cases of particular
concern to the government and the community.
Accordingly, while I acknowledge that Division 6 of Part 5 of
the Bill may limit the right to a fair hearing and in so doing
may be incompatible with the Charter, it is my view that the
limitation is reasonable and justified and if it is not, the
incompatibility is nevertheless necessary for the reasons
outlined above.
Section 25(4) of the Charter provides a right to have a
conviction and sentence reviewed by a higher court in
accordance with the law. An offender will still have the right
to a de novo appeal on sentence, as well as the right to apply
to the Supreme Court on a question of law. Accordingly, I do
not consider section 25(4) to be limited by the proposal.
Section 26 of the Charter provides that a person must not be
punished more than once for an offence in respect of which
he or she has already been finally convicted. In my view,
these reforms do not limit this right.
Estate Agents Act 1980 — Rebate Statements
The Bill amends the Estate Agents Act 1980 (the EA Act) to
alter the effect of non-compliance with requirements on estate
agents to make disclosures in respect of rebate agreements.
Section 49A(1) of the EA Act currently provides that an
estate agent must not obtain, or seek to obtain, any payment
from a person in respect of work done by, or on behalf of, the
agent or in respect of any outgoings incurred by the agent
unless they meet certain statutory preconditions. One of those
preconditions is that an agent have a written engagement
signed by the person from whom they seek payment, and that
the engagement contain (relevantly) a ‘rebate statement’. If a
person breaches section 49A(1) they commit an offence.
Additionally, section 50 of the EA Act bars an estate agent
from suing for, recovering or retaining any commission or
money in respect of any outgoings for or in respect of any
transaction unless they complied with section 49A(1).
Amongst other information, a ‘rebate statement’ must, under
section 49A(4)(a), contain a statement of whether or not the
agent will be, or is likely to be, entitled to any rebate in
respect of any outgoings, any prepayments made by a client
in respect of expenditure by the agent on the client’s behalf,
and any payments made by the client to another person in
respect of the work. Under section 49A(4)(c), a ‘rebate
statement’ must also contain a ‘rebate prohibition statement’,
which is ‘a statement that the agent is not entitled to retain
any rebate and must not charge the client an amount for any
expenses that is more than the cost of those expenses’. It has
been held that an engagement or appointment must contain a
rebate prohibition statement irrespective of whether the agent
would be, or be likely to be, entitled to any rebate or to charge
any expenses under a particular engagement or appointment.
The Bill inserts new subsections (6) and (7) to section 49A.
These provide that for engagements or appointments entered
into on or before the Bill receives Royal Assent, a rebate
statement will not fail to comply with section 49A(4) merely
because it lacks the statements required by
subsection (4)(a) and (c).
The Bill’s provisions are deemed to commence on 9 June
2018. Further, new section 104 provides that section 49A, as
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amended, applies retrospectively to the engagement or
appointment of an estate agent in respect of work done by (or
on behalf of) the agent or in respect of any outgoings incurred
by the agent. This retrospective application also affects
proceedings commenced before 9 June 2018 which concern
validity of a rebate statement because the statement does not
contain a rebate prohibition statement (new section 104(3)).
The overarching purpose of the Bill is to ensure that mere
non-conformity with the requirement to include statements
under section 49A(4)(a) and (c), which in some instances may
not be relevant to the particular transaction in issue, will not
(of itself):
cause an estate agent to commit an offence where they
obtain or seek to obtain payment in respect of work or
outgoings, or
prevent the agent recovering commissions or money in
respect of any outgoings for (or in respect of) any such
transaction.
Section 20 — Right not to not be deprived of property other
than in accordance with law
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of their property other than in accordance with law.
This right requires that powers which authorise the
deprivation of property are conferred by legislation or
common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear,
are accessible to the public, and are formulated precisely.
Section 50 of the EA Act bars an agent from enforcing an
otherwise valid contractual cause of action where the
statutory conditions under section 49A(1) have not been
complied with. The Bill provides that persons (such as a
vendor) whose contractual liability to an estate agent would
have been effectively extinguished by section 50 due to an
agent’s non-compliance with section 49A(4)(a) and (c), will
lose that protection and the agent’s (otherwise barred) cause
of action will be effectively reinstated. The provision may
also mean that vendors who have paid a commission to
agents, and who seek restitution of that payment on the basis
of the agent’s non-compliance with section 49A(4)(a) and (c)
will have any claim that might otherwise have existed
extinguished.
Insofar as an accrued cause of action may constitute property
for the purpose of the Charter, arguably section 20 is engaged.
However, for the following reasons, I do not consider that the
provisions limit the right under section 20 of the Charter.
One effect of these provisions is to reinstate to an estate agent
a cause of action that had previously been statutorily
extinguished in respect of commission or outgoing not
received. This is achieved by removing (in certain
circumstances) a statutory bar limiting the cause of action. For
the plaintiff, this confers rather than deprives them of the
property in any cause of action. By contrast, the impact on the
defendant is to deprive them of a statutory right. In these
circumstances, where the only right which a person is
deprived of is a statutory defence, the provisions will not
detrimentally affect a chose in action, and therefore the
deprivation will not be of ‘property’.
The provisions may also affect persons who seek to recover
money already paid to an agent who failed to comply with
section 49A(4)(a) and (c). In those circumstances, the effect
of the provisions may be to deprive that person of property
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and will need to be in accordance with law in order not to
limit the right protected under the Charter.
I consider any resulting deprivation to be in accordance with
law. The change is provided for by statute, which is clearly
and precisely set out in the Bill. Even though the provisions
have a narrow field of retrospective operation, I consider that
any deprivation they effect is nevertheless in accordance
with law.
Finally, even if the provisions do not qualify as being ‘in
accordance with law’ for the purposes of the Charter insofar
as they operate retrospectively, then I consider that the
limitation that they place on the right is demonstrably justified
in the circumstances.
This is because:
although the right to property is fundamental, the scope
of the right affected by the Bill (being a highly specific
statutory limitation on the operation of ordinary
contractual rights) is relatively minor;
the variation to the right is an amendment to a limitation
already made by legislation (that is, the provisions only
ameliorate the effect of an existing statutory intervention
into enforceability of contractual claims); and
the purpose of the provision is to ensure that minor
non-compliance with the provisions by standard form
contracts that may have been in use for several years
does not disproportionately deprive agents of any
recovery they would otherwise be entitled to. There is no
less restrictive means of achieving this specific
objective.
Section 24 — Right to a fair hearing
Section 24 of the Charter provides that a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing. The right generally encompasses the
established common law right of each individual to
unimpeded access to the courts of the state, and may be
limited if a person faces a procedural barrier to bringing his or
her case before a court. The right will not be engaged,
however, by a provision that substantively changes the law so
that a cause of action no longer exists.
The provisions, may, in some cases effectively extinguish
claims in proceedings that have already been commenced and
are before a court. However, while the application of the
provisions to existing claims may have the effect of requiring
the court to determine a matter in a certain way after it is
instituted, this does not mean that the fair hearing right is
engaged.
In my view, the effect of the provisions is to change the scope
of the substantive rights and liabilities that any court is to
determine. It is not to affect the procedure by which a court is
to determine such rights. For this reason, in my view the fair
hearing right is not relevant to this Bill.
Other Consumer Affairs portfolio amendments
Section 13 — Right to privacy and reputation
Section 13(a) of the Charter provides that a person has the
right not to have their privacy, family, home or
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correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Section 13(b) provides that a person has the right not to have
their reputation unlawfully attacked. An interference will be
lawful if it is permitted by a law which is precise and
appropriately circumscribed, and will be arbitrary only if it is
capricious, unpredictable, unjust or unreasonable, in the sense
of being disproportionate to the legitimate aim sought.
Clause 70 inserts new subsection 58(1)(d) into the Rooming
House Operators Act 2016, which permits an inspector, when
entering and searching a premises without the occupier’s
consent, to make any still or moving image, audio recording
or audio-visual recording. This amendment makes inspectors’
powers when entering and searching premises consistent, as
inspectors already have the power to make images and audio
or audio-visual recordings when entering a premises with the
occupier’s consent.
In my view, while the exercise of this power may interfere
with the privacy of an individual, any such interference will
be lawful and not arbitrary. The power may only be exercised
for the purpose of monitoring compliance with that Act or
regulations, and does not extend to a room in a rooming
house that a person resides in, other than a room in which the
rooming house operator resides and from which the operator
operates the rooming house. Enabling inspectors to make
recordings of premises during a search ensures that rooming
houses are operated in a safe and professional manner and
that the rights of rooming house residents are protected.
Part 6 of the Bill also amends the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995. Section 46D of that Act provides that if a
domestic building work dispute is not resolved by
conciliation, the chief dispute resolution officer must give
each party written notice and a copy of the proposed
certificate of conciliation. Clause 47 of the Bill substitutes
subsection 46D(3)(b) to provide that, if the chief dispute
resolution officer believes a party did not participate in the
conciliation or did not participate in good faith, the proposed
certificate must include a statement of that opinion.
While a statement of opinion that a party did not participate in
a conciliation in good faith may engage that party’s right to
reputation, I do not consider that it constitutes an unlawful
attack on a person’s reputation. The Act already provides for
such an opinion to be included in a certificate of conciliation
under section 46E. Including such information in a certificate
that is later provided to VCAT may incentivise parties to
participate in conciliation in good faith and may also assist
VCAT to understand why a dispute was not resolved. The
proposed certificate is only provided to the parties to the
dispute, and is not published more broadly. Further, as a result
of this amendment, a party will be able to make submissions
to the chief dispute resolution officer in relation to the
contents of the proposed certificate, including any opinion
expressed therein. In my view, clause 47 is consistent with the
right to privacy and reputation in section 13 of the Charter.
Section 24 — Fair hearing rights
Section 24 of the Charter provides that a person charged with
a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has the right
to have the charge or proceeding decided by a competent,
independent and impartial court or tribunal after a fair and
public hearing.
Clause 43 of the Bill repeals certain subsections of section 45C
of the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995, which relates to
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the referral of a domestic building work dispute to the chief
dispute resolution officer. The effect of this amendment is that
a referral that is not in the proper form, made outside of the
required time or where all issues arising out of the dispute have
been or are the subject of proceedings before VCAT or a court
will be deemed out of jurisdiction under section 45 of that Act,
instead of not suitable for conciliation under section 45C (and
stated to be such in a certificate of conciliation issued by the
chief dispute resolution officer). This means that the chief
dispute resolution officer will no longer issue a certificate of
conciliation for such referrals. As a certificate of conciliation is
required for a party to a domestic building work dispute to be
able to apply to VCAT, this amendment may engage the right
to a fair hearing by limiting a person’s ability to have the
rejection of their referral to the chief dispute resolution
officer reviewed.
The amendment in clause 43 simplifies the procedure under
the Act by clarifying the distinction between a dispute that is
out of jurisdiction and a dispute that is unsuitable for
conciliation. The requirements for a valid referral to the chief
dispute resolution officer are set out in section 45 of the Act,
and include requirements that the referral be in a particular
form, be referred within a particular time, and not be the
subject of proceedings in VCAT or a court. A referral that
fails to comply with these requirements is not a valid referral,
and the referring party could not get a different result at
VCAT. Therefore, in my view, the repeal of
section 45C(3)(a), (b) and (e) in clause 43 of the Bill do not
limit the right to a fair hearing.
Amendment to the Crimes Act 1958 — Victorian
Aboriginal Legal Services (VALS) notification
Clauses 15 to 17 of the Bill amend the Crimes Act 1958 to
formalise current police practices when an Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander person is taken into custody. The
amendments require an investigating officer to notify the
Victorian Aboriginal Legal Services (VALS) if an Aboriginal
or Torres Strait Islander person is taken into custody.
Section 8 — Recognition and equality before the law and
section 19 — Cultural rights
Section 8 of the Charter provides for the right of every person
to be treated equally before the law without discrimination.
However, section 8(4) provides that ‘measures taken for the
purpose of assisting or advancing persons or groups of
persons disadvantaged because of discrimination do not
constitute discrimination.
The Bill engages the right to recognition and equality before
the law as the amendment draws a distinction between
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons and others,
resulting in different treatment for a particular group.
However, I consider that the different treatment falls within
section 8(4) as the reform will assist in countering identified
disadvantages and discrimination routinely faced by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons in their
engagement with the criminal justice system, such as
over-representation. By ensuring contact with legal
representation at an early stage, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander persons will have better access to information and
advice about rights and options allowing for preparation for
court hearings and assistance in maintaining contact with
families and communities.
Section 19(2) of the Charter recognises that Aboriginal
persons hold distinct cultural rights, which they must not be
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denied the right to enjoy. These rights are particularly relevant
in the context of the criminal justice system, as incarceration
removes people from their traditional lands, families and
cultural practices. By encouraging early access to culturally
appropriate legal representation, the amendments will help to
promote cultural rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander persons.
I therefore consider that the amendment promotes the rights
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons and is
compatible with sections 8 and 19 of the Charter.
Section 13 — Right to privacy and reputation
Section 13 of the Charter protects a person’s right not to have
their privacy unlawfully and arbitrarily interfered with. The
purpose of the right to privacy is to protect people from
unjustified interference with their personal and social
individuality and identity. However, the Charter permits
lawful and non-arbitrary interferences with a
person’s privacy.
The amendment requires police to enquire if a person is an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person, and to notify
VALS of the presence of an Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander person in custody, regardless of whether that person
authorises the sharing of information. While this may be said
to interfere with a person’s right to privacy, the interference is
non-arbitrary. The purpose of the information sharing is to
promote the rights of an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
person in custody, including the following Charter rights:
The right to be treated humanely when deprived of
liberty (section 22), by ensuring that an Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander person is able to promptly
communicate with a lawyer, which may include
addressing their treatment in custody, including access
to basic medical and psychiatric care.
The right to a fair hearing (section 24) and the rights of
an accused in criminal proceedings (section 25) by
ensuring that an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
person can be promptly informed of the charge and
properly informed of their rights, have adequate time to
prepare a quality defence, have their matter heard
without unreasonable delay, and receive assistance in a
linguistically and culturally appropriate manner. The
ability of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons
to exercise these rights are fundamentally tied to their
ability to contact legal representatives as soon as
practicable.
I therefore consider that the impact on the right to privacy is
reasonable, appropriate and justified by the purpose of the
proposal.
Section 25(2)(b) — Right to a lawyer of their own choosing
Section 25 of the Charter provides for minimum rights of a
person in criminal proceedings, including that a person has
the right to be represented by a lawyer of their own choosing.
The amendment requires that VALS be notified whenever an
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander person is taken into
custody, regardless of whether that person wishes to be
represented by VALS. However, the mere fact of notification
does not mean that the arrested person must be represented by
VALS in court, and the option to choose another lawyer
remains open to them. I therefore do not consider that the
amendment limits the right to choose a lawyer in
criminal proceedings.
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Criminal procedure amendments
The Bill makes a number of amendments to clarify and
improve criminal procedure laws. First, the Bill amends the
Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (CPA) by moving
cross-examination ordinarily conducted during a committal
hearing in sexual offence cases involving a complainant that
is a child or person with a cognitive impairment to the trial
court. The Bill also clarifies and streamlines the procedure for
ordering and taking the evidence of a person after the
committal hearing but prior to trial in all cases. Finally, the
Bill makes amendments to provisions relating to the
admission of recorded evidence in sexual offence cases and
improper questions put to a witness.
Section 24 — Right to a fair hearing and section 25 — Rights
in criminal proceedings
Section 24 of the Charter provides the right for a person
charged with a criminal offence to have the charge or
proceeding decided by a competent, independent and
impartial court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing.
Section 25 of the Charter sets out rights in criminal
proceedings including specific minimum guarantees in these
proceedings. Relevant to these amendments, subsection (2)(c)
provides for a person to be tried without delay and
subsection (2)(g) provides the right for a person charged to
examine, or have examined, witnesses against them, unless
otherwise provided for by law.
The amendment that moves pre-trial cross-examination of
witnesses other than the complainant in certain sexual offence
cases to the trial court (clauses 19 to 26 and 30) promotes the
rights in sections 24 and 25(2)(c) by reducing delay in cases
with particularly vulnerable complainants, increasing
efficiency and better utilising resources. A committal hearing
increases delay in cases in which the passing of time has been
shown to affect the quality of evidence, prolongs the
resolution of the case and delays the victim’s opportunity for
rehabilitation. Moving cross-examination of witnesses to the
trial court will help to address these issues. The reform will
allow for more efficient and effective cross-examination in
these cases, as presently counsel may change between
committal and trial, which can lead to duplication of work
and a failure to identify or narrow issues in dispute. The trial
judge and counsel will be aware of particular issues in the
case and can confine cross-examination of a witness to
matters relevant to the trial.
The rights in sections 24 and 25(2)(g) are not limited by the
amendment as an accused person will still have the same
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses before trial. The same
procedure and test that currently applies in a committal hearing
will apply to pre-trial cross-examination under the new
provision (that is, that the accused has identified a relevant
issue to which the proposed questioning relates, and that cross‐
examination of the witness on that issue is justified).
The Bill also streamlines other existing procedures for taking
evidence pre-trial under section 198 of the CPA and the
common law Basha hearing (clause 30). These amendments
also promote the right to a fair hearing and rights in criminal
proceedings as there is currently uncertainty as to when an
application should be made under section 198 or pursuant to
the common law Basha. The Bill provides for a clear,
efficient and improved process for pre-trial examination of
witnesses while not altering the tests that apply to these
provisions (‘interests of justice’ for section 198 and ‘serious
risk of an unfair trial’ in relation to Basha). In clarifying these
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procedures, the Bill ensures that an accused person is able to
adequately test the evidence of witnesses, understand the
strength of the prosecution case against them, and properly
prepare their defence for trial.

the right to recognition and equality before the law
(section 8);

The right to a fair hearing is also promoted by the following
amendments in the Bill.

the right to protection of families and children
(section 17); and

Clause 56 amends section 41 of the Evidence Act 2008
to require that a court must, rather than may, disallow
improper questions. There is no reason for allowing
improper questions, such as those that are misleading,
humiliating or repetitive, to be asked of a witness and
such questions cannot be said to form part of a
fair hearing.
Clause 31 amends section 381 of the CPA to make clear
that the default position is that a recording of the
evidence of a complainant is ordinarily admitted in any
new trial or appeal unless it is not in the interests of
justice to do so. Giving evidence in a sexual offence case
is traumatic and stressful. The process for admitting the
recorded evidence of a complainant in a sexual offence
case whose evidence has not been taken at a special
hearing is intended to reduce the number of a times a
complainant has to give evidence by providing that that
evidence can be used in a subsequent trial. This may
also reduce the risk of a discontinuance if a complainant
decides that they are unable to give evidence again. The
Bill also removes the requirement to consider the
availability or willingness of the complainant to give
further evidence, to ensure that a court’s consideration of
this factor does not have unintended consequences for
complainants (e.g. being required to give evidence about
why they do not wish to give evidence). The court must
continue to consider other factors such as whether the
accused would be unfairly disadvantaged by the
admission of the recording. This provides a balanced
approach to these issues to reduce the risk of further
stress and trauma to the complainant while ensuring that
the accused receives a fair trial.
Amendments to Coroners Act 2008
The Bill amends the Coroners Act to give effect to four of the
Coronial Council Appeals Reference Report’s (Report’s)
recommendations, in order to:
make it clear that findings made under the previous
coroners acts of 1958 and 1985 may be reviewed by the
Coroners Court, where the court is satisfied that there
are new facts and circumstances that make it
appropriate to do so;
allow the Coroners Court to consider an application by
an interested party to amend the wording of a decision of
a coroner in certain limited circumstances;
clarify the meaning of a question of law for the purposes
of an appeal against a coronial finding; and
increase the time limit for commencing an appeal
against a coroner’s refusal to re-open an investigation
from 28 days to three months.
The amendments to the Coroners Act promote the human
rights in the Charter by improving the mechanisms by which
individuals can resolve disputes and enforce their rights
within the Coroners Court. In particular, the amendments
engage, but do not limit, the following Charter rights:

the right to life (section 9);

the right to a fair hearing (section 24).
Section 8 — Right to recognition and equality before the law
The Coroners Act amendments promote the right to
recognition and equality before the law in accordance with
section 8(3) of the Charter. In the recent cases of Spear v
Hallenstein,1 and James v Mason,2 the Supreme Court held
that it did not have jurisdiction to review coroners’ findings
made under the 1958 and 1985 coroners acts. It is unclear
whether the Coroners Court has jurisdiction to review findings
made under the 1958 and 1985 acts. The Bill makes clear that
the Coroners Court has jurisdiction to set aside findings or
re-open investigations in relation to historic cases determined
under either the 1958 or 1985 acts. In so doing, it ensures
equity of opportunity to re-open inquests for families whose
inquests occurred under the previous two coroners acts.
Section 9 — Right to life
The Coroners Act amendments engage the right to life, which
might encompass a positive procedural obligation to
undertake an effective official investigation into the
circumstances of certain deaths (including the types of deaths
investigated by the Coroners Court). Consistent with the
Charter, in order to be effective, an investigation must be
prompt, accessible to the deceased’s family, and the
investigation process should enable a determination about the
death to be made.
The Bill promotes the right to life through a range of
amendments that improve the effectiveness of a coronial
investigation, for example by:
enabling the Coroners Court to re-open an investigation
and/or set aside a finding, when satisfied that there are
new facts and circumstances that make it appropriate to
do so, in relation to all cases determined under the
current Coroners Act as well as under the 1958 and 1985
acts; and
allowing the Coroners Court to revise — in limited
circumstances — the wording of a coronial decision,
without the need to re-open an investigation. An
application under this provision must be made within
three months after the decision is made, in order to
balance the interest of parties to seek minor amendments
to the wording of a coroner’s decision, and the public
interest of achieving finality in a matter.
Section 17 — Right to protection of families and children
The Coroners Act amendments promote the right to
protection of families and children, in accordance with
section 17 of the Charter, by improving the experiences of
families who engage with the coronial process. Under the
amendments, families will be able to apply to the Coroners
Court to amend the wording of a decision in certain limited
circumstances. Although this amendment will not allow
findings to be amended, it will allow minor changes to the
wording of decisions, as it is important to families that the
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facts relating to the death of their loved one are reflected
accurately and fairly in the coroner’s findings.
Section 24 — Right to a fair hearing
The Coroners Act amendments engage the right to a fair
hearing, in accordance with section 24 of the Charter. The
right to a fair hearing is concerned with the procedural
fairness of a decision, and also includes a right to a reasonably
expeditious hearing, the right to legal advice and
representation, and the just resolution of proceedings. The
amendments promote the right to a fair hearing by:
allowing the Coroners Court to set aside findings and/or
re-open an investigation where there are new facts and
circumstances, for coronial matters decided under the
1958 and 1985 acts, as well as the current 2008 Act; and
increasing the time limit for commencing an appeal
against a coroner’s refusal to re-open an investigation
from 28 days to three months, which will give people a
more reasonable period of time to seek legal advice.
In considering whether to set aside findings and/or re-open an
investigation, the Coroners Court would need to comply with
the requirements of procedural fairness.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) (10:14) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
This Bill amends a number of justice-related Acts to improve
the law, reduce delay and protect victims, ensure our coronial
system works fairly, and ensure that our laws properly
respond to offences against emergency (and other) workers.
Sentencing reforms
The Bill introduces a number of sentencing reforms,
including amendments which will ensure that people who
attack those members of our community who treat and care
for Victorians receive a custodial sentence; and that laws
requiring the imposition of terms of imprisonment are applied
appropriately.
It is in the public interest to advance reforms strengthening
laws which protect ambulance officers, police officers,
custodial officers and other personnel who take on significant
responsibility and personal risk in serving the Victorian
community. These changes will clarify these laws and
provide courts with guidance and direction as to how these
laws should be applied.
These laws were introduced by the former Liberal
government in 2014. Recent decisions demonstrate that those
laws were drafted deficiently, and have led to outcomes
which are not consistent with community expectations.
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I sought urgent advice from the Department of Justice and
Regulation on how those issues could be addressed. We are
acting quickly and thoroughly to fix the deficiencies with
these laws, and to ensure that appropriate guidance is
provided to the courts on the Parliament’s clear intention
regarding the application of sentencing laws.
Requirement to impose a custodial order
This Bill requires offenders who commit injury offences
against emergency workers, custodial officers and youth
justice custodial workers on duty to be sentenced to a
custodial order, by adding those offences to the definition of
‘Category 1 offence’ in the Sentencing Act 1991. This will
mean that where a court does not impose a statutory
minimum sentence that attaches to these offences, it will
nevertheless have to impose a custodial order and will not be
able to sentence the offender to a community correction order
or other non-custodial outcome.
In addition to injury offences against emergency and other
workers on duty, this Bill also provides that aggravated home
invasion and aggravated carjacking require the imposition of
a custodial order, by also making these offences ‘Category 1
offences’. This honours a commitment made in the 2018/19
Community Safety Statement, which also provides that the
government would add further objectively serious offences to
the requirement to impose a custodial order. This Bill does
that, by requiring courts to impose a custodial order for home
invasion, carjacking, culpable driving causing death,
dangerous driving causing death, and armed robbery in
certain circumstances, unless the offender can demonstrate
that a special reason exists.
Special reasons
This Bill also refines and narrows those special reasons which,
if proven, mean a court is not bound to impose a certain
statutory minimum sentence. These same special reasons also
apply to ‘Category 2 offences’, where a court must impose a
custodial order unless one of these reasons exist.
The changes are necessary to address concerns by
government and the community that these laws are not being
applied as intended by the courts, and to provide additional
clarification and guidance to courts in applying what should
be limited special reasons.
The Bill will clarify when impaired mental functioning can be
established as a special reason. An offender will not be able to
rely on impaired mental functioning where it was caused
solely by self-induced intoxication. An offender who has a
genuine mental illness or neurological impairment, but was
under the influence of alcohol or another drug at the time of
the offending, will still be able to rely on a special reason if
there is evidence that the impaired mental functioning was
due to their pre-existing impaired mental functioning and not
their intoxicated state.
Furthermore, the Bill will raise the threshold applicable to an
offender seeking to establish special reasons on the basis that
their impaired mental functioning will mean that prison will
impose additional burdens or risks. An offender will now
need to establish that their impaired mental functioning means
that imprisonment will pose substantially and materially
greater burdens or risks than would ordinarily be the case.
The Bill also amends special reasons which apply to young
offenders. Young persons aged 18 to 20 at the time of
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offending, will no longer be able to rely on a particular
psychosocial immaturity as a special reason, as this special
reason will be removed. An additional special reason for
young offenders who caused injury (relating to their prospects
of rehabilitation the likelihood they would be subject to
undesirable influences in an adult prison) will also be
removed. To ensure consistency with provisions addressing
more serious injury offences, the Sentencing Act 1991 will be
amended so that in appropriate cases these young offenders
can be sentenced to detention in a youth justice facility rather
than detention in an adult prison.
Further, this Bill amends the special reason which relates to
the existence of substantial and compelling circumstances.
This ‘catch all’ special reason has been used by the courts to
capture a number of circumstances, some of which can be
described as conditions or situations that afflict a large
number of Victorians and which unfortunately, do not meet
the high threshold that has been set by the legislation.
The Bill will clarify what is to be considered in deciding
whether circumstances are substantial and compelling to
provide courts with guidance and direction. The reforms will
make it clear that the test sets a high threshold, that the courts
will be required to give less weight to the circumstances of
the offender, and that the principal sentencing purposes for
these offences will be general deterrence and denunciation.
The amendments will also clarify what cannot constitute
substantial and compelling circumstances, including factors
such as an early guilty plea or previous good character.
Impaired offender exception
The Bill will also include a new exception to the requirement
that a court must impose a custodial sentence for people who
commit certain Category 1 offences (other than those
involving gross violence) against emergency workers,
custodial officers or youth justice custodial workers on duty
and whose mental or other impairment substantially and
materially reduces their culpability.
Where this exception applies the court will be able to impose
a new mandatory treatment and monitoring order, alone or in
combination with imprisonment. This new order will require
the imposition of two mandatory conditions — requiring the
offender to either attend treatment or comply with a justice
plan to address their specific impairment, and requiring
regular attendance at court for the purposes of monitoring
compliance. A mandatory treatment and monitoring order
will also be able to be combined with a period of
imprisonment or any other optional CCO conditions. The
consequences for contravening a mandatory treatment and
monitoring order will be more significant than the
consequences currently in place for breaching a CCO, with
limited sentencing options available for the breach of the
order and the original offences.
The mandatory treatment and monitoring order retains the
punitive aspects of a CCO, while ensuring that the offender is
supported in receiving treatment for the condition that has
contributed to the offending behaviour.
Statutory minimum sentences for children
In recognition of the particular vulnerability of children, the
statutory minimum sentences do not apply to offenders who
are under 18 at the time of the offence. The Bill will include
reforms to require courts to have regard to statutory minimum
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sentences when sentencing offenders aged 16 and 17 years
old at the time of offending, for offences that attract a
statutory minimum term when committed by an adult, where
the children’s matters have been uplifted from the
Children’s Court.
This is intended to ensure that courts have regard to the
gravity of these particular offences. The amendment will not
affect the principle that children should only be detained in
custody as a last resort.
Miscellaneous sentencing reforms
This Bill will also include a small number of minor or
technical reforms. It will clarify that the offence of recklessly
causing serious injury, when committed against an emergency
worker, custodial officer or youth justice custodial worker on
duty, cannot be heard and determined summarily. The Bill
will also amend the definition of ‘serious sexual offender’ in
the Sentencing Act 1991 to ensure that offenders convicted of
the old offence of persistent sexual abuse of a child under 16
are captured by the serious offender provisions in that Act.
Finally, the Bill will amend the Family Violence Protection
Act 2008 and Personal Safety Intervention orders Act 2010 to
clarify that family violence intervention orders and personal
safety intervention orders which have a place or area
exclusion condition, prevail over a community correction
order that has a similar condition.
DPP’s right of appeal
The Bill will also give the DPP a new power to appeal a
decision of the County Court or the Trial division of the
Supreme Court to apply special reasons under sections 5(2H)
or 10A of the Sentencing Act 1991.
As is the case currently with other DPP appeals against
inadequate sentences, the DPP may only appeal if she or he
considers that there was an error in the sentence imposed and
is satisfied that bringing an appeal is in the public interest. For
consistency, the current rules regarding inadequate sentence
appeals will also apply to this new power, such as procedural
requirements, and the powers of the Court of Appeal in
determining the appeal.
Ensuring that the courts’ application of special reasons can be
appealed in appropriate cases will enhance public confidence
in the criminal justice system and help to ensure that
Victoria’s sentencing laws are being applied in accordance
with community expectations.
Estate Agents Act 1980 — Rebate statements
This Bill makes urgent remedial amendments to the Estate
Agents Act 1980 (Estate Agents Act) to address an issue
arising from the decisions of the County Court and Court of
Appeal in Advisory Services Pty Ltd (trading as Ray White
St Albans) v Augustin & Anor (‘Advisory Services v
Augustin’) in order to ensure that vendors pay commissions
owed to estate agents under sales authorities.
The Estate Agents Act provides that estate agents must not
seek payment for work done on behalf of the vendor unless
the written engagement contains a rebate statement that
complies with the Act. The Estate Agents Act provides that a
rebate statement is compliant if it is in a form approved by the
director of Consumer Affairs Victoria (CAV), and contains
certain other statements, including a statement that the estate
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agent is not entitled to retain any rebate, and must not charge
the client an amount for any expenses that is more than the
cost of the expenses. Estate agents may not sue for, recover or
retain any commission in respect of a transaction unless they
have complied with these requirements.
For a number of years many estate agents have used sales
authorities which include a rebate statement in a form
approved by the director of CAV, but do not also include the
certain other statements required by the Estate Agents Act.
This was highlighted by Advisory Services v Augustin, which
held that the sales authority was non-compliant. As such, the
estate agent was not entitled to be paid any commissions for
their work.
There is a risk that some vendors may seek to use the decision
in the Augustin case to refuse to pay commissions to estate
agents who have used the non-compliant sales authority for
past sales. Whilst action has been taken to prevent this
problem from arising for future sales, the risk for past
sales remains.
It is therefore appropriate and necessary to retrospectively
validate rebate statements that were used in good faith to
ensure that estate agents who have legitimately performed
work are paid. The Bill therefore amends the Estate Agents
Act to provide that an estate agent is not to be taken to have
failed to comply with their disclosure requirements only by
reason that a sales authority they have entered into does not
include the specific statements required by the Act, provided
that the authority included a rebate statement in a form
approved by the director of CAV.
These changes will not affect the rights of parties in the
Augustin case. It will only apply to sales authorities entered
into prior to the day after the day on which the amendments
receive the Royal Assent, including any that may be subject
to ongoing legal proceedings. Vendors will not be
disadvantaged by these amendments.
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clarify certain provisions, in order to reduce delays and
protect victims and witnesses, and ensure the law operates as
intended.
The Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (CPA) contains a number
of protections for children and persons with a cognitive
impairment who are complainants in sexual offence cases,
including a prohibition on the cross-examination of those
complainants at a committal hearing. While the combined
effect of existing provisions has provided greater protection
for child and cognitively impaired complainants in sexual
offence cases, it is possible to further reduce delays and use
resources more efficiently.
Currently, pre-trial examination of witnesses other than the
complainant in these matters occurs at two separate events,
one connected with the committal hearing and the other with
the trial. The Bill amends the CPA to move committal
hearing cross-examination to the trial court. This will enable
the trial court to conduct more case management of these
matters and make more efficient use of resources, given that
trial counsel will be able to identify and narrow issues in
dispute. This improved process will assist in reducing delay
and allowing complainants to devote themselves to recovery.
However, it will not limit an accused person’s ability to
cross-examine witnesses on relevant matters.
The Bill also amends the CPA to streamline the processes by
which a court may order that the evidence of a person be
taken after the committal hearing but prior to trial. This
reform repeals unnecessary provisions, and addresses
uncertainty and overlap between the CPA and common law.
The CPA will now set out two clear processes through which
the court may:
take evidence if a witness was not part of the committal
process or where it may be in the interests of justice to
take their evidence pre-trial (for example, where a
witness will be unavailable during the trial) (amended
section 198), and

Other Consumer Affairs portfolio amendments
The Bill also makes a number of technical amendments to
four acts within the Consumer Affairs portfolio to improve
their operation, clarify and streamline their requirements and
update outdated references.
Amendments to the Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995
will streamline and simplify the operational processes for
Domestic Building Dispute Resolution Victoria (DBDRV),
addressing issues which have arisen since it commenced
operation in April 2017.
Minor amendments to the Estate Agents Act 1980 address
technical issues and ensure drafting is in keeping with best
practice.
Amendments to the Retirement Villages Act 1986 will enable
the imposition of greater penalties on bodies corporate by
enabling regulations to differ between classes of persons for
the purposes of infringements.
Amendments to the Rooming house Operations Act 2016 will
address issues identified during the first year of the Act’s
operation.
Criminal procedure amendments
The Bill makes a number of improvements to Victoria’s
criminal procedure laws. These changes will streamline and

permit cross-examination if necessary to avoid a serious
risk of an unfair trial, which codifies the common law
Basha hearing (new section 198B).
The Bill also amends the CPA and the Evidence Act 2008 to
give effect to recommendations 18 and 19 of the Victorian
Law Reform Commission’s August 2016 report, The Role of
Victims of Crime in the Criminal Trial Process (Victims
Report). In accordance with recommendation 18, the Bill will
ensure that courts disallow improper questions, such as those
that are misleading or confusing, harassing, intimidating,
humiliating or repetitive. There are no circumstances in which
an improper question is appropriate during a criminal hearing.
This will bring Victoria into line with the Uniform Evidence
Act provisions adopted by New South Wales, Tasmania and
the Australian Capital Territory. Consistent with
recommendation 19, the Bill removes an unnecessary
provision of the CPA related to the victim’s presence in the
courtroom. A victim is entitled to be present in the courtroom
after giving evidence unless the court orders otherwise.
The Bill also amends section 381 of the CPA to ensure that
this provision reflects its original policy intent. As a general
rule, a sexual offence complainant should only have to give
evidence at trial on one occasion. Section 381 of the CPA
allows the recorded evidence of a complainant in a sexual
offence case to be admitted in any appeal or re‐trial. Contrary
to the aim of the recorded evidence provisions, the result of
the recent Court of Appeal decision of Dennis Bauer (A
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Pseudonym) (No 2) v The Queen [2017] VSCA 176 indicates
that in the absence of a concession by the accused, the
prosecution will need to adduce evidence concerning the
complainant’s availability or willingness to give further
evidence in order to allow recorded evidence to be used. This
may mean that a complainant will need to give evidence
about why they are not willing to give evidence at the trial,
and may be subject to cross‐examination. Such an inquiry is
likely to involve evidence about the complainant’s mental
health and experience during the first trial. The amendments
make it clear that the default position is that a recording of the
evidence of a complainant is ordinarily admitted unless it is
not in the interests of justice to do so.
Amendments to Crimes Act 1958
The Bill introduces new provisions into the Crimes Act 1958
to provide for a notification process where an Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander person is taken into custody. The
process in the Bill is informed by current police practices. The
Bill requires investigating officers to notify the Victorian
Aboriginal Legal Service (VALS) within an hour of taking an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person into custody, or as
soon as practicable if it is not possible within that hour.

raised by a number of families who have been involved with
the coronial system in recent years.
On 29 November 2017, the Coronial Council presented to me
its Appeals Reference Report, which set out 11
recommendations aimed at improving the experiences of
families and others who engage with the coronial process.
The Report was released publicly on 16 February 2018.
The Coronial Council, which is independent of government
and the Coroners Court, found that action should be taken to
improve coronial appeal and review processes, and to
enhance services provided to families and others involved in
the coronial system.
Four of the Coronial Council’s 11 recommendations
concerned suggested amendments to the Coroners Act, to
clarify and enhance the way in which families and other
interested parties can seek to re-open a coronial investigation
or appeal a finding.
The Bill proposes a number of important amendments to the
Coroners Act, which give effect to the Coronial Council’s
recommendations. These amendments:
make it clear that findings made under the previous
coroners acts of 1958 and 1985 may be reviewed by the
Coroners Court, where the court is satisfied that there are
new facts and circumstances that make it appropriate to
do so;

Formalising the process by which VALS is notified will assist
in facilitating access to justice for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander persons who face disadvantage and
over-representation in the criminal justice system. Involving
culturally appropriate legal representatives at an early stage
will assist in decreasing preventable injuries or deaths in
custody, provide greater access to information and advice
about rights and options, and assist in maintaining an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person’s contact with
their family and community.
The Bill also amends the Crimes Act so that a forensic
procedure order may be certified by another judicial officer
and registered in another jurisdiction if required. The Crimes
Act provides that the Attorney-General may enter into
arrangements with the responsible ministers of other
jurisdictions for the establishment and maintenance of a
register of orders for the carrying out of forensic procedures
made under subdivision (30A) of the Crimes Act or
corresponding laws of those jurisdictions. The current
requirement that an order be certified by the person who
made it in order to be registered may cause problems if the
person is no longer available to certify the order.

allow the Coroners Court to consider an application by
an interested party to amend the wording of a coroner’s
decision in certain limited circumstances;
clarify the meaning of a question of law for the purposes
of an appeal against a coronial finding; and
increase the time limit for commencing an appeal
against a coroner’s refusal to re-open an investigation
from 28 days to three months.
At the request of the Coroners Court, the Bill will also make
technical amendments to the Coroners Act to clarify the
meaning of ‘reportable death’.
I commend the Bill to the house.
1
2

Honorary Justices Act 2014 amendment
The Bill amends the Honorary Justices Act 2014 to remove
the 12 month time limit for making an application to the
Secretary of the Department of Justice and Regulation for
permission to use the titles “JP (Retired)” or “BJ (Retired)”
(i.e. retired justice of the peace and retired bail justice,
respectively). The 12 month time limit has unnecessarily
precluded some people who have volunteered significant
amounts of time over the years from using the title.
Coroners Act 2008 amendments
The Victorian government is committed to ensuring that our
coronial system operates fairly and helps to support people
during what is often a very difficult period in their lives.
In December 2016, I asked the Coronial Council of Victoria
to review the existing rights, under sections 77 and 83 of the
Coroners Act 2008, to re-open an investigation or to appeal
coronial findings. The review was prompted by concerns
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[2018] VSC 169.
[2018] VSC 170.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr R. SMITH
(Warrandyte).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 5 July.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION (POLICE AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Statement of compatibility
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter), I make
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this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Justice
Legislation (Police and Other Matters) Bill 2018 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced in the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in
this statement.
Overview
The Bill amends seeks to amend a range of Acts, including to
create new streamlined powers in the Crimes Act 1958
for police to take a DNA sample from certain suspects
and offenders without a court order;
introduce new criminal offences and sanctions in the
Crimes Act, Sentencing Act 1991 and Bail Act 1977 for
acts that harm or threaten harm to police officers,
protective services officers (PSOs) and police custody
officers (PCOs);
amend the Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act
1989 to enable the interim and long-term closure of
second-hand dealers operating without the required
registration or who police suspect are engaging in
serious criminal activity;
amend the commercial and large commercial quantities
under the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Act 1981 with respect to the trafficking in certain drugs
of dependence and introduce a new offence of
trafficking in a commercial quantity for the benefit, or at
the direction, of a criminal organisation;
amend the Victoria Police Act 2013 and Protected
Disclosure Act 2012 to facilitate the establishment of a
standalone restorative engagement process to support
Victoria Police employees who have been victims of
sexual harassment or discrimination by another Victoria
Police employee, and exempt such victims from any
sanction if they do not report the conduct;
amend the Firearms Act 1996 to reclassify lever action
shotguns, apply offences of trafficking firearms to all
stolen firearms and remove the requirement that hard
copy firearm licenses contain the residential address of
the license holder;
amend the Sex Offenders Registration Act 2004 to
permit the disclosure of personal information on the Sex
Offenders Register to government departments, public
statutory authorities or a court for the purpose of the
performance of a function of a law enforcement agency;
insert a range of additional offences into Schedules 1
and 2 to the Confiscation Act 1997;
make other technical amendments to a range of Acts,
including to ensure that maternity leave is treated the
same as other forms of parental leave under the Victoria
Police Act.
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and reduce the administrative burden on police and the courts.
New section 464SE provides that a senior police officer may
authorise the taking of a DNA profile sample where a suspect,
including specified 15 to 17 year olds, has not consented and
the procedure is justified in all of the circumstances (‘suspect
DNA sampling’). A DNA profile sample is defined to mean
the taking of a sample from a person that is a blood sample,
hair sample, saliva sample or a scraping taken from the
mouth. The Bill also provides that a senior police officer may
authorise the taking of a DNA profile sample from an adult
who has been found guilty or not guilty by mental impairment
of a DNA offence (‘offender DNA sampling’).
To complement these reforms, clause 76 of the Bill creates
new oversight mechanisms that will be performed by the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
(IBAC) to monitor compliance with provisions governing the
authorising, taking, use, retention and destruction of DNA
profile samples. Streamlining DNA sampling processes will
assist police to effectively investigate and solve serious
crimes. It will also remove an unnecessary burden on the
courts. In 2015–16, the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria alone
dealt with more than 5,800 applications for a forensic
procedure. This represents a five-fold increase in the number
of court orders for forensic procedures sought in 2011–12.
Under the new scheme, suspects will still be given the
opportunity to provide informed consent to give a DNA profile
sample, which may assist with the elimination of an innocent
suspect and free up police resources to focus on other suspects.
However, where appropriate, the Bill will assist police in
obtaining samples where a person has refused to give consent
and it is justified in all the circumstances to take a sample
without consent. Existing mechanisms will continue to apply
for the conduct of other forensic procedures.
Rights to privacy (section 13(a)) and not to be subject to
medical treatment without consent (section 10(c))
The taking and use of a DNA sample, as well as the retention
of records on the DNA database, engages the right to privacy
in section 13(a) of the Charter. Section 13(a) of the Charter
provides that a person has the right not to have his or her
privacy, family, home or correspondence unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with. To the extent that the right to
privacy is engaged by the new DNA powers provided in the
Bill, I consider it is justified because any interference will not
be unlawful or arbitrary.
A senior police officer must be satisfied of particular criteria
before authorising the taking of a DNA profile sample from a
suspect or an offender. In relation to adult suspects, the senior
police officer must be satisfied that the person is in lawful
custody, the person is not incapable of giving informed
consent and has refused to consent, the person is believed to
have committed a particular indictable offence, and taking the
sample without the consent of the person is justified in all the
circumstances. When the suspect is aged 15 to 17 years old,
the senior police officer must believe on reasonable grounds
that the child has committed a DNA sample offence, which is
defined in clause 53 and includes a number of serious
indictable offences listed in clause 78.

Human rights issues
Streamlined police DNA powers
Part 8 of the Bill amends the DNA sampling regime in
Subdivision (30A) of the Crimes Act to streamline processes

Before authorising the taking of a DNA profile sample from
an offender, the senior police officer must be satisfied that the
person has been found guilty, or not guilty by mental
impairment (other than an offence heard and determined
summarily), of a DNA offence, Victoria Police does not
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already have a DNA sample for the offender that may be
retained indefinitely, and the person is not under the age of
18 years.

Bill requires that the least intrusive and least painful method
practicable in the circumstances must be used for the taking
of DNA profile samples.

The Bill also introduces a number of new oversight
mechanisms to ensure that both the new authorisation and the
existing taking, retention, destruction and use protections are
complied with. These safeguards promote the protection of
privacy. First, the Bill requires that the reports the Chief
Commissioner of Police currently submits to the
Attorney-General under Subdivision (30A) of the Crimes Act
contain information on the reasons for destroying any
samples, the date of decisions that enliven a destruction
requirement, and the number of suspect samples that at the
time of reporting have been held for 12 months or more.

The right to a fair hearing (section 24)

Second, a new obligation is placed on the IBAC to monitor
compliance with the authorisation and destruction of DNA
profile samples obtained under the new suspect DNA
sampling and offender DNA sampling provisions. The Chief
Commissioner must also report annually to IBAC on the
authorisation and destruction of these samples. The Bill gives
associated powers to the IBAC to inspect the records of
Victoria Police for these purposes, and requires the IBAC to
report annually to the Attorney-General. Third, the Bill gives
the Attorney-General the power to make a complaint to the
IBAC about the authorisation, taking, use, retention and
destruction of DNA samples, which may trigger an
investigation. These oversight mechanisms will operate
alongside the current oversight mechanisms, where the
admissibility of any evidence obtained as a result of a DNA
profile sample will be a matter for the courts.
The taking of DNA profile samples will also be governed by
requirements to ensure that the procedures are carried out
safely and with respect to the person’s privacy. The Bill inserts
a new requirement to use the least intrusive and least painful
method of obtaining a DNA sample that is practicable in the
circumstances. Existing safeguards will also continue to apply.
For example, as is the case currently, where DNA is to be
taken by a mouth scraping, the person may elect to conduct the
mouth scraping themselves, and only a medical practitioner or
nurse may take a blood sample. To the extent that the
streamlined DNA powers may interfere with a person’s
privacy, I consider it is reasonable as the new powers do not
involve an unlawful or arbitrary interference with privacy.
The taking of DNA profile samples is also likely to be
relevant to section 10(c) of the Charter, which provides that a
person has the right not to be subjected to medical treatment
without his or her full, free and informed consent. While the
taking of DNA profile samples, including by way of a
scraping from the mouth, could potentially constitute medical
treatment without consent, I am of the view that any resulting
limitation would be reasonable and demonstrably justified
under section 7(2) of the Charter because such tests are being
conducted for the important public purpose of assisting police
to investigate serious offences.
As discussed above, the existing procedures and rules for the
taking of DNA profile samples will provide important
safeguards that minimise any limitation of these rights. These
safeguards include requirements that all persons must first be
given the opportunity to give informed consent for the taking
of a DNA profile sample and that samples may only be taken
by a medical practitioner or nurse, or by allowing individuals
to take their own mouth scraping under the supervision of a
police officer or authorised police custody officer. Further, the
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The overarching purpose of the new DNA sampling regime is
to reduce the administrative burden on police and the courts.
The Bill therefore removes the requirement to apply for court
orders to obtain DNA samples for some suspects and for
some offenders. This may engage the right to a fair hearing
protected under section 24 of the Charter.
Currently, when a police officer applies to the court for a
compulsory procedure order or an order for an offender
sample, the person about whom the application is made must
be present at the hearing of the application. However, that
person is not a party to the application and they may not call
or cross-examine any witnesses. A person may make limited
submissions as to the grounds the police officer relies on for
making the application.
New section 464SF provides that before making an
authorisation, the senior police officer must allow a
reasonable opportunity, if practicable in person, for the
suspect, or their legal practitioner, or parent or guardian if the
suspect is a child, to inform the senior police officer whether
there are any reasons why the DNA profile sample should not
be taken. The authorisation must also be provided to the
person in writing and set out the grounds for giving the
authorisation. With regards to the taking of offender DNA
samples, new section 464ZFAD requires a notice to attend to
be served on an adult offender attaching the senior police
office authorisation and that notice must, among other
matters, state that the person may wish to seek legal advice as
to the effect of the notice. The offender will be given at least
28 days to comply with that notice, which provides sufficient
time to seek advice.
I am of the view that removing court oversight for some
suspects and some offenders is necessary and justified in
order to streamline DNA sampling. The new suspect DNA
sampling will only be authorised by a police officer of the
rank of senior sergeant or above where taking the sample
without consent is justified in all the circumstances. The
threshold test of being justified in all the circumstances is also
applied by the courts when considering applications for
compulsory procedure orders.
I consider it appropriate for senior police to make these
decisions in order to reserve court resources for more
significant applications, including for compulsory orders for
DNA samples for child suspects aged between 10 and
15 years and for compulsory orders for more intrusive
forensic procedures. Similarly, I am of the view that taking a
DNA profile sample from adults who have been found guilty
of committing DNA offences is justified in all the
circumstances and that requiring a court order in such cases is
unnecessary.
The Bill will not limit a person’s right to fair hearing on any
charges that may or may not proceed and a person may
continue to challenge the admissibility of DNA evidence
under existing provisions. For these reasons, I am of the
view that the new regime is compatible with the right to a
fair hearing.
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Rights to liberty and security of the person (section 21) and
freedom of movement (section 12)
Section 21(1) of the Charter protects a person’s right to liberty
and security. This general protection of a person’s right to
liberty is supplemented by sub-sections that give specific
content to the liberty right. In particular,
section 21(2) provides that a person must not be subject
to arbitrary arrest or detention;
section 21(3) requires that a person must not be deprived
of liberty except on grounds, and in accordance with
procedures, established by law; and
section 21(4) requires that a person who is arrested or
detained must be informed at the time of arrest or
detention of the reason for the arrest or detention.
Section 12 of the Charter also provides that persons lawfully
within Victoria have the right to move freely within the state
and have the freedom from being forced to move to a
particular place. The interactions between suspect DNA
sampling and offender DNA sampling with the right to liberty
and security of the person and freedom of movement are
discussed separately below.
Suspect DNA sampling
A DNA profile sample will only be able to be authorised and
taken from a suspect while they are in lawful custody. The
suspect DNA sampling regime therefore engages the rights to
liberty and freedom of movement.
The Bill does not contain any new powers to arrest or detain a
person for the purposes of obtaining a DNA profile sample.
Rather, the taking of a DNA profile sample may only be
authorised by a senior police officer where the person is under
lawful arrest by warrant, under lawful arrest under powers
provided for in the Crimes Act, or in the custody of an
investigating official for the purposes of questioning pursuant
to a court order. Existing procedures and oversight
mechanisms will ensure that a person is not arbitrarily
arrested or detained for the purposes of DNA sampling. In
addition, the Bill requires that a senior police officer must be
satisfied of specified criteria, outlined above, before
authorising the taking of a DNA profile sample.
The taking of the DNA profile sample must be authorised by
a senior police officer (i.e. an officer of or above the rank of
senior sergeant) who is not involved in the investigation. This
will ensure independent oversight of the process. The senior
police officer must provide reasons for their decision to
authorise a DNA profile sample where a person has refused to
give consent. Any arrest or detention of a person for the
taking of a DNA profile sample will be in accordance with
current procedures established by law. These procedures
include informing a person of the purposes of obtaining a
DNA profile sample and cautioning the person that they do
not have to answer any questions asked by any person
conducting the procedure. The giving of information and any
responses must also be recorded.
Offender DNA sampling
Clause 62 sets out the new offender DNA sampling regime,
which allows a senior police officer to authorise the taking of
a DNA profile sample from an offender and issue a notice to
attend. An offender who attends in accordance with such a
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notice may be detained for the purposes of taking the DNA
profile sample. In many cases, the person will voluntarily
attend in response to the notice, and take the DNA profile
sample themselves. If the offender does not attend in
accordance with the notice, or police make reasonable
attempts to locate the person but are unable to serve the notice
within 6 months of the finalisation of the matter, police will
be able to seek a warrant for that person’s arrest. The offender
DNA sampling regime therefore engages the rights to liberty
and freedom of movement.
Before a senior police officer can issue a notice to attend, they
must be satisfied that the subject of the notice is guilty, or not
guilty by mental impairment, of a DNA offence. DNA
offence is defined in new section 464ZFAC of the Crimes Act
and includes an indictable offence or specific offences listed
in Schedule 8. The notice to attend will include information
about the purposes of detention and that a police officer may
use reasonable force to enable the procedure to be conducted.
Detention for the purposes of taking a DNA profile sample
from an offender will be limited to as long as reasonably
permits for the DNA profile sample to be taken. The sample
must be obtained in accordance with the current procedures
set out in the Crimes Act.
Reasonable limitation of the right to liberty
I am satisfied that any limitation of the right to liberty and
security of the person under the new schemes for taking DNA
profile samples from suspects and offenders is reasonable
because any arrest or detention will not be arbitrary, will be
conducted in accordance with procedures established by law,
and will require police to inform the person of the reason for
the detention. Any limitation of the right is only to the extent
necessary to obtain the sample and is reasonable and
demonstrably justified. For similar reasons, I am of the view
that any interference with the right to freedom of movement is
reasonable and demonstrably justified under section 7(2) of
the Charter.
Right to humane treatment when deprived of liberty
(section 22)
Section 22(1) of the Charter provides that all persons deprived
of liberty must be treated with humanity and with respect for
the inherent dignity of the human person. This right is
engaged because the Bill authorises the taking of DNA profile
samples while a person is in detention. In my view, the Bill
reasonably limits the rights protected in section 22 of the
Charter. The Bill protects the right to humane treatment when
deprived of liberty by ensuring that a DNA profile sample
may only be obtained by reasonable force where a person has
refused consent and a senior police officer is satisfied of
particular criteria. All persons must first be given the
opportunity to give informed consent and if consent is given,
to take the sample themselves. If informed consent has been
refused, and a senior police officer has authorised the taking
of a DNA profile sample, the person may elect to take a
mouth scraping themselves.
It is therefore only in very limited circumstances that a police
officer may use force to obtain a DNA profile sample. In such
cases, section 464Z(3AAA) requires the DNA profile sample
to be taken by a medical practitioner or nurse, akin to the
process for intimate samples and allows police to use
reasonable force to assist the medical practitioner or nurse to
take the sample. The Bill will also introduce a new
requirement, applicable across the forensic procedure and
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DNA profile sampling regime, that the least intrusive and
least painful method practicable in the circumstances must be
used for the taking of a sample.
In addition, police officers are public authorities under the
Charter and have a duty under section 38(1) of the Charter to
act compatibly with human rights, including the right to
humane treatment when deprived of liberty and protection
from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. In my opinion,
these safeguards, as well as the obligation of police officers
under section 38(1) of the Charter, will ensure that the new
powers to obtain DNA profile samples are a reasonable
limitation on the rights protected in section 22 of the Charter.
Protection of children in their best interests (section 17(2))
Section 17(2) of the Charter provides that every child has the
right without discrimination to such protection as is in his or
her best interests and is needed by him or her by reason of
being a child. Allowing DNA profile samples to be taken
from a child suspect aged 15 to 17 years in certain
circumstances may engage section 17(2) of the Charter. For
the reasons that follow, I am of the view that these provisions
are compatible with a child’s right to protection in his or her
best interests.
In addition to the provisions that apply to all suspect DNA
sampling, a senior police officer may only authorise a DNA
profile sample from a child aged 15 to 17 where:
both the child and the child’s parent or guardian have
not consented to undergo a forensic procedure; and
the child is believed on reasonable grounds to have
committed, or has been charged with a DNA
sample offence.
Importantly, the child and their parent or guardian must be
given the opportunity to provide informed consent before a
senior police officer can authorise the taking of a DNA profile
sample. Informed consent may only be sought if the child is
believed on reasonable grounds of having committed a DNA
sample offence. This is a higher threshold than applies to
adult suspects (who must be suspected on reasonable grounds
to have committed an indictable offence). The threshold when
asking for consent from a child is the same as that required for
arrest to ensure that there is a further level of protection for
children, who may be more vulnerable to such requests, and
so that it aligns with the requirement for senior police
officer authorisation.
In addition, a DNA sample offence is limited to certain
serious offences. These include serious violent, sexual and
drug offences, including the gross violence offences, rape,
home invasion, dangerous driving causing serious injury,
carjacking, trafficking in a drug of dependence, armed
robbery and aggravated burglary. These offences have been
targeted in order to combat high recidivism rates and to assist
in the investigation of serious crime. The circumstances in
which a DNA profile sample may be taken from a child aged
15 to 17 are therefore more limited than the circumstances
that apply to adults. Where those circumstances are satisfied,
and the use of force is authorised to take a sample from the
child, the procedures outlined above in relation to section 22
of the Charter will apply.
An order from the Children’s Court will continue to be
required to take DNA samples from a child suspect where the
child is unable to consent by reason of mental impairment, is
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aged between 10 and 15 years, or where the child is aged 15
to 17 years and is suspected of an offence other than a DNA
sample offence. The taking of DNA samples from children
under the age of 10 remains prohibited. A court order will
also still be required to seek an offender sample from a child,
as the new offender sampling regime does not apply to
offenders under the age of 18. Maintaining court oversight in
both of these circumstances is consistent with various other
protections afforded to children in the justice system and
reflects the potentially life-long consequences of having their
DNA sample retained.
In my opinion, the above safeguards ensure that the new
power for a senior police officer to authorise the taking of a
DNA profile sample from a child suspect aged 15 to 17 years
are compatible with the rights protected in section 17(2). Any
limitation on the rights of the child are necessary in order to
solve serious crimes and are reasonable and justified for
that purpose.
Rights in criminal proceedings (section 25)
The Charter protects certain rights in criminal proceedings,
including the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty
and the right not to self-incriminate. While taking DNA profile
samples from suspects may only be authorised when a person
is suspected or believed of committing certain offences, they
do not engage the right to be presumed innocent because they
are an investigation tool that may also exonerate a suspect and
assist them in the proof of their innocence.
Offender DNA sampling engages the right to be presumed
innocent because there is a presumption that the offender is
more likely to be involved in other unsolved, or not yet
committed, crimes. In my view, such a presumption is
justified given that the ability to authorise the taking of a
DNA profile sample only arises once an adult is found guilty,
or not guilty by mental impairment, of certain serious
offences. This is a necessary consequence in order to ensure
the efficient and effective investigation of serious crimes.
Streamlining this process aligns with the Government’s
stance on serious crime, the importance of giving police the
tools they need to investigate crime, and to ensure recidivist
offenders face the consequences of committing these crimes.
The right not to self-incriminate may be engaged because the
new DNA sampling regime requires a suspect or an offender
to provide evidentiary material that could be used to prove a
case against them. However, I am of the view that the
provision of DNA profile samples accords with the
underlying principle of the right not to self-incriminate, which
is to protect against unreliable confessions or evidence and
abuse of power by the state. I am satisfied that the highly
reliable nature of DNA evidence coupled with the safeguards
in place to ensure there is no abuse of power result in a
reasonable limitation on the right not to self-incriminate.
The taking of DNA profile samples from suspects or
offenders will not shift the legal burden: it will still be up to
the prosecution to prove a person’s guilt. A person can
continue to challenge the admissibility and/or relevance of
DNA evidence under existing law. Care must be taken when
relying on DNA samples as evidence in a case as the linking
of a person’s DNA to a crime scene does not, of itself, prove
that person’s guilt or even that that person was at the crime
scene. This type of evidence will generally form one part of
the evidence in a case that will need to be considered in light
of all of the other evidence, to determine whether or not the
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accused person is guilty of the offence. However, this type of
evidence is also a crucial investigative tool and the
overarching purpose of obtaining truthful and reliable
evidence justifies a reasonable limitation on a person’s rights
in criminal proceedings.

prove that due to psychosocial immaturity was unable to
regulate his or her behaviour;

Police harm reforms

the court makes a hospital security or residential
treatment order; or

Clause 3 of the Bill inserts new offences into the Crimes Act.
New section 31C creates an offence of discharging a firearm
when reckless to the safety of a police officer or a PSO, and
new section 31D establishes an offence of intimidation of a
law enforcement officer or a family member of a law
enforcement officer. A law enforcement officer includes
police officers, PSOs, police custodial officers, youth justice
custodial officers and specified prison custodial officers.
Clause 4 of the Bill inserts new section 320A of the Crimes
Act, which establishes a maximum term of imprisonment for
common assault where the person who commits the assault
has an offensive weapon readily available and the victim is a
police officer on duty or a PSO on duty.
Clauses 6–8 of the Bill amend the Bail and Sentencing Acts so
that conduct covered under both new sections 31C and 320A
will, in specified circumstances, have additional implications
under those Acts. In particular, a court will be required to
impose a custodial sentence on any person convicted of the
new offence in section 31C, where the offender’s conduct
creates a risk to the safety of the victim or any other member
of the public, unless certain circumstances apply. This
requirement will also apply to the offence of common law
assault where the victim is a police officer or a PSO and the
assault involves the application of physical force.
There will also be a presumption against bail for these
offences when committed in the same circumstances. This
presumption means that persons accused of these offences
will be required to show compelling reasons as to why they
should be granted bail or, in the case of a person accused of
the new drug trafficking offence, exceptional circumstances
that justify the grant of bail.
Protection from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
(section 10)
Section 10 of the Charter states that a person must not be
treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.
The imposition of custodial sentences as outlined above is
relevant to these rights because a court is not provided with
the opportunity to assess the individual risk of the person and
consider whether a non-custodial sentence such as a
community correction order or a community based order is
appropriate. However, I do not consider that section 10 is
limited by these sentencing reforms because there are
safeguards to prevent the imposition of a custodial sentence
when it is inappropriate or unjust.
The requirement to impose a custodial sentence does not
apply to offenders under the age of 18 at the time of
offending. Further, the court may sentence a person convicted
of these offences to a non-custodial order if the person can
establish that one of the following special reasons exist:
the offender assisted or has undertaken to assist in the
investigation or prosecution of an offence;
the offender was aged over 18 but under 21 years of age
at the time of the commission of the offence and can

the offender can prove he or she has impaired mental
functioning;

there are substantial and compelling reasons that justify
a departure from the statutory minimum sentence.
Right to a fair hearing
Section 24 is engaged by the requirement that the court
impose a custodial sentence when sentencing a person for the
offences outlined above. However, the safeguards outlined
above will ensure the imposition of sentences that are just and
appropriate in the circumstances, allow the courts to take into
account factors that reduce an offender’s culpability and
justify a departure from the requirement to impose a statutory
minimum sentence. For these reasons, I do not consider that
section 24 of the Charter is limited.
Rights in criminal proceedings (section 25)
The creation of a presumption against bail for the new offence
of discharging a firearm reckless to the safety of a police
officer or a PSO and common assault where the victim is a
police officer or a PSO engages section 25 of the Charter. In
Victoria, there is a presumption that a person accused of an
offence who is held in custody shall be granted bail. This
presumption is subject to a number of exceptions, directed at
ensuring that an accused person is not a danger to the public,
does not commit offences while on bail, and appears at
subsequent criminal hearings including their trial.
Due to the serious nature of these offences, it is proportionate,
reasonable and appropriate that an offender charged with any
of these offences is required to demonstrate why they should
be released into the community on bail. Section 25(2) of the
Charter contains a list of minimum guarantees a person
charged with a criminal offence is entitled to without
discrimination. The Bill does not affect these guarantees as it
does not limit the right to be informed of any charges against
them, to communicate with legal representatives and to obtain
legal assistance and generally prepare their defence.
Where a person is charged with intimidating a prison
custodial officer or a youth justice custodial officer, it will be
a defence for the accused person to prove that the conduct
was engaged in without malice in the course of a lawful
business, for the purpose of an industrial dispute or for the
purpose of engaging in political discussion. This defence is
designed to protect persons who are participating in otherwise
lawful activity, such as an industrial dispute processes, where
their conduct is not malicious but may fall within the
definition of ‘intimidation’ for the purposes of this offence.
This defence engages the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty in section 25 of the Charter, as the onus is on
the defence to demonstrate that the conduct was lawful. To
the extent that the right in section 25 is limited, I consider that
the limit is not unlawful or arbitrary.
The Evidence Act 2008 indicates that where an accused bears
the burden of proving an exception to a charge, the court must
be satisfied that the exception applies on the balance of
probabilities. I consider that it is more appropriate that the
accused bear the onus of proving the exception. The
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exceptions relate to matters that are peculiarly within an
accused’s knowledge — that is, the purposes for which he or
she was engaged in conduct, and whether that conduct was
malicious. These matters would be would be unduly onerous
on a prosecution to investigate and disprove at first instance.
Freedom of expression (section 15) and freedom of
association (section 16)
The new offence of intimidating a law enforcement officer
may restrict people from associating or communicating with
certain law enforcement officers or members of their family,
where that communication or association could reasonably be
expected to arouse apprehension or fear in the victim for the
safety of the victim or another person. I consider this to be a
reasonable restriction on these rights, and one that is
necessary to protect law enforcement officers and their
families from threatening and otherwise offensive behaviour.
Furthermore, to ensure otherwise lawful activities are not
prohibited, the offence contains defences that will allow
conduct engaged in without malice in the normal course of a
lawful business, industrial disputes, political activities or
public affairs communication, where that conduct might
otherwise be construed as intimidation of a police custodial
officer or youth justice custodial officer.
Drug trafficking reforms
Clauses 14, 16 and 17 of the Bill amend Part 3 of Schedule 11
to the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act to
prescribe a large commercial quantity (20kg) for
1,4-Butanediol (1,4-BD), Gamma butyrolactone (GBL) and
Gamma-hydroxybutyrate (GHB). This will mean that persons
who traffick in a large commercial quantity of these
substances may be charged with the offence of trafficking a
large commercial quantity of a drug of dependence, rather
than only trafficking a commercial quantity as is currently the
case. The maximum penalty for trafficking a large
commercial quantity is life imprisonment and a fine of up to
5,000 penalty units, compared to 25 years imprisonment and
a fine of up to 3,000 for trafficking a commercial quantity.
Clause 15 of the Bill amends part 3 of Schedule 11 to the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act by reducing
the large commercial quantities and commercial quantities of
heroin, both when measured in pure form and when mixed or
cut with other substances. The amended quantities serve to
reduce the availability of these drugs in Victoria by providing
courts with access to a higher range of penalties. Finally,
clause 10 of the Bill establishes a new offence of commercial
trafficking carried out for the benefit of, or at the direction of,
a criminal organisation. The penalty for the new offence is
life imprisonment and a fine of up to 5,000 penalty units.
Property rights (section 20)
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law. Section 20 is engaged by the reforms to the Drugs,
Poisons and Controlled Substances Act because they expand
the range of cases where powers under the Confiscation Act
may apply.
The Confiscation Act establishes the ‘serious drug offender’
asset confiscation regime. The regime provides for the
automatic forfeiture of all property in which a serious drug
offender has an interest. The regime applies to persons
convicted of trafficking large commercial quantities of drugs.
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By reducing the large commercial quantity for heroin and
establishing a large commercial quantity for the three
substances outlined above, the Bill exposes a greater number
of people to the serious drug offender regime. The Bill also
applies the regime to any person convicted of the new
criminal organisation trafficking offence.
Under section 20, deprivation of property is permitted where
it is appropriately confined and structured. I consider that any
additional exposure to the asset confiscation scheme by the
reforms to the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act
is appropriately confined. The Bill only applies the
confiscation scheme to very serious cases of trafficking to
reflect the significant harm caused by large amounts of drugs
and recognise the greater capacity organised criminal groups
have to arrange the trafficking of large amounts of drugs. It is
reasonable to assume that in these circumstances, much of the
offender’s property has been obtained using the proceeds of
criminal activity linked to drug trafficking.
Forfeiture of property under the serious drug offender regime
will continue to be subject to various important safeguards.
For example, section 24 of the Confiscation Act provides that
an accused person may retain certain ‘protected’ property,
such as ordinary household items, clothing, tools of trade and
property used as transport that is under a prescribed value. If a
court makes a restraining order regarding property, any
person other than the accused can claim an interest in the
property by applying for an exclusion order. An exclusion
order prevents the confiscation of property where the accused
does not have effective control of the property.
Protection of families and children
Section 17 of the Charter states that families are the
fundamental group unit of society and are entitled to be
protected by society and the State. As outlined above, it also
provides that every child has the right without discrimination
to such protection as is in his or her best interests and is
needed by him or her by reason of being a child. Expanding
the types of cases in which the serious drug offender
confiscation regime applies has the potential to affect
families. Confiscation may impact an offender’s capacity to
provide for the needs of dependant family members,
including young children.
However, to the extent that section 17 is limited, I consider it
is justified in the circumstances. In addition to the safeguards
mentioned above, a range of other protections apply to
families and children. For example, the Confiscation Act
provides that an accused person may apply to the court for
access to funds to cover reasonable living and business
expenses at any stage throughout the court proceedings.
Reasonable expenses include medical expenses, rental or
mortgage expenses and school fees. The court may make any
orders in relation to restrained property that it considers just.
For example, a court may make an order to ensure that an
accused person can provide or maintain a reasonable standard
of living for their dependant family members.
The Confiscation Act also includes a specific safeguard to
ensure that dependant family members will not be left without
a home as a result of forfeiture of their residence. Dependant
family members may apply to the court for access to a portion
of the proceeds of the sale of a residential property to secure
alternative accommodation. The court may order the payment
if satisfied that the residence is not tainted property, and the
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dependant person does not have sufficient financial resources
to purchase or rent alternative accommodation.
Protection from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, fair
hearing and rights in criminal proceedings
Like the police harm reforms outlined above, clause 19 and
21 of the Bill impose additional bail and sentencing
implications in relation to the new offence of trafficking a
commercial quantity of a drug of dependence for the benefit
of an organised criminal group. Courts will be required to
impose a custodial sentence on any person convicted of the
offence and there will also be a presumption against bail.
These reforms engage, but in my opinion do not limit,
sections 10, 24 and 25 of the Charter.
Organised criminal groups have a greater capacity and
incentive to traffick in large commercial quantities of drugs.
The sentencing reforms recognise the seriousness of this
offence, by introducing an appropriate sentence to effectively
deter people from engaging in this activity. Further, the Bill
provides the court with discretion to impose any sentence
within the parameter of the maximum and minimum sentence
prescribed, taking into consideration the submissions of the
accused person. Further, for the reasons I have outlined
above, I do not consider that the introduction of a
presumption against bail limits the rights contained in
section 25 of the Charter.
Right to privacy
Clause 22 of the Bill amends the definition of ‘serious drug
offence’ in the Surveillance Devices Act 1999 to include the
new organised crime trafficking offence. Section 27 of the
Surveillance Devices Act allows law enforcement to use a
surveillance device to obtain evidence of a serious drug
offence without having to apply to the court for a warrant. I
consider that this amendment does not further interfere with
the right to privacy. The current definition of serious drug
offence includes trafficking a commercial quantity of a drug
of dependence. The new offence involves the trafficking of a
commercial quantity. Therefore the amendment does not
expand the range of cases where law enforcement is able to
use a surveillance device without a warrant, as the trafficking
of commercial quantities is already captured by the definition.
Powers to close second-hand dealers
Division 1 of Part 4 of the Bill amends the Second-Hand
Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act to provide for the temporary
and long term closure of second-hand dealer premises
(including storage premises) in certain circumstances,
including where the Chief Commissioner of Police or the
Magistrates’ Court is satisfied the person carrying on the
business is not appropriately registered, or where a serious
criminal offence is being, has been or is likely to be
committed at the premises. No compensation is payable by
the State for anything done or arising out of an interim or long
term closure order.
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However, commercial expression has been treated as of less
importance than other forms of personal expression. In light
of the limited nature of the right to commercial expression
and that the objective of the provisions in question is to
protect consumers and the integrity of the second-hand dealer
industry, I do not consider the new closure powers arbitrarily
or unlawfully limit the right to freedom of expression. The
provisions fall within the internal exceptions to the right in
section 15(3) of the Charter, as reasonably necessary to
respect the rights of other persons, or for the protection of
public order. The provisions serve an important purpose and
are proportionately tailored to that purpose. The interim
closure provisions are appropriately confined both in terms of
the circumstances in which an order may be made and the
period for which they remain in force. The long term closure
provisions may only be made by the court in appropriate
circumstances and may be challenged (and, where
appropriate, cancelled).
Property rights
New section 26ZT(2) provides that an interim closure notice
prohibits a person at the specified premises altering or
disposing of any second-hand goods in any way for the period
of the notice. To the extent that this may amount to a
deprivation of property in that it effectively prevents persons
from dealing with their property, this right may be relevant.
However, in my view, any deprivation would be justified as it
is clearly lawful.
Rights in criminal proceedings
New section 26ZW provides that it is an offence to fail to
comply with an interim or long term closure order. The
offence does not apply where a person presents or points to
evidence that suggests that they did not know, and could not
reasonably have been expected to know, that a relevant notice
was in force. The exception to the offence therefore imposes
an evidential onus on a defendant. However, in my view, an
evidential onus does not limit the presumption of innocence.
The purpose of the exception to the offence is to avoid harsh
outcomes and is based on matters peculiarly within the
knowledge of the relevant defendant. Consequently, even if
the provision is considered to limit the right to be presumed
innocent, it is reasonable and justified and therefore
compatible with section 25 of the Charter.
Firearms reforms
Clause 46 of the Bill amends Schedule 2 to the Firearms Act
to reclassify lever action shotguns into different license
categories. Schedule 2 currently prescribes lever action
shotguns as category A firearms. The Bill prescribes lever
action shotguns as category B or category D firearms,
depending on the capacity of the firearm. Any person who
holds a lever action shotgun prior to the commencement of
this clause will not be impacted by the amendment as the Bill
allows them to continue to hold the firearm under their
current license.

Freedom of expression (section 15)

Property rights

Section 15 of the Charter states that every person has the right
to freedom of expression. To the extent that commercial
expression may form part of the right to freedom of
expression under section 15 of the Charter, new sections
26ZT and 26ZU may interfere with that right by restricting a
person’s ability to carry on their business and related
commercial enterprises.

Section 102 of the Firearms Act indicates that it is an offence
for a firearms license holder to acquire a firearm without a
permit to acquire. Section 103 of the Firearms Act provides
the Chief Commissioner with the power to issue a permit to
acquire a firearm to a firearms licensee. Section 104 lists a
number of criteria the Chief Commissioner must be satisfied
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of before granting a permit. The Bill may impact any category
A license holder who has been granted a permit to acquire a
lever action shotgun before commencement of the Bill, but
has not yet acquired the firearm under the permit. New
section 221 of the Firearms Act indicates that the permit will
cease to be in force upon commencement of the new section,
unless the person also holds a category B or category D
license, depending on the relevant firearm.
In my view, this amendment does not limit the rights
contained in section 20 of the Charter as a permit to acquire
does not carry any proprietary rights. A permit is merely a
document which grants the licensee the authority to seek to
acquire a firearm from the current property owner (for
example a firearms dealer), an action that is otherwise not
lawful. It does not provide the licensee with a recognised
proprietary right, interest or claim in a firearm.
Reforms to the Sex Offenders Registration Act
The Bill makes several changes to the Sex Offenders
Registration Act. Clause 48 of the Bill makes a minor
amendment to section (1)(a)(ii) of that Act to clarify that one
of the purposes of the registration scheme is to require certain
offenders who commit sexual offences to keep police
informed of their whereabouts and other personal details for a
period of time to facilitate the investigation and prosecution
of offences that they may commit. Clause 49 of the Bill
amends section 63(2) of the Sex Offenders Registration Act.
Section 63(2) requires the Chief Commissioner to develop
guidelines in relation to the access and disclosure of personal
information in the Register. The guidelines will be required to
support such access and disclosure occurring only to the
extent authorised or permitted in accordance with the Act.
Section 64(2) of the Sex Offenders Registration Act permits
the Chief Commissioner and those authorised to have access
to the Sex Offenders Register to disclose personal information
on the Register to a government department, public statutory
authority or court for specified purposes. Clause 50 amends
section 64(2) by replacing the ability to disclose information
for law enforcement purposes with an ability to disclose
personal information for the purpose of the performance of a
function of a law enforcement agency under any Act or law.
Clause 50 also amends the definitions of government
department and public statutory authority to expressly include
bodies in foreign jurisdictions.
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Right to privacy and freedom of expression
The existing requirements for registered sex offenders to
report personal details to police engages privacy rights, as do
the proposed changes to how police may use that information.
I accept that it is important that there are appropriate
restrictions on how information on the Sex Offenders
Register may be accessed and disclosed. However, it is also
imperative that Victoria Police be permitted to proactively use
the information reported to them in accordance with the Act
to manage registered sex offenders and the risk they pose to
the community both locally and internationally, and assist in
the police investigation and prosecution of any offending,
whether sexual in nature or otherwise, that the person may
have committed or may commit in the future.
For these reasons, it is my view that disclosure of personal
information in the above circumstances is compatible with the
right to privacy, as any resulting interference with an
offender’s privacy will be lawful and not arbitrary. It is also
important to note that strong protections continue to apply to
information on the Sex Offenders Register. This is most
clearly illustrated by the continuing operation of the offence
in section 64(1) of the Sex Offenders Registration Act, which
prohibits a person authorised to have access to the Register or
any part of the Register to disclose any personal information
on the Register other than in accordance with the Act.
I also acknowledge that the amendments to Schedules 1 and 2
to the Sex Offenders Registration Act also engage the right to
privacy, as well as freedom of expression given that all adults
who are sentenced for a sexual offence listed in Schedule 1 or
2 must be placed on the Sex Offender Register. Statements of
Compatibility for previous Bills amending the Sex Offenders
Registration Act have explained how registration engages
rights protected under the Charter and I do not think it is
necessary to repeat that analysis here. To the extent that these
rights might be further limited by clauses 51 and 52 of the
Bill, I consider it to be reasonable and demonstrably justified
in accordance with section 7(2) of the charter in light of the
overall purpose of Sex Offenders Registration Act. The
proposed new and amended Commonwealth offences are
designed to capture reprehensible behaviour committed in
relation to children and I consider that adults sentenced for
these proposed offences must be placed on the Sex Offenders
Registration Act to protect children from sexual abuse.
Other reforms to the Confiscation Act

Finally, clauses 51 and 52 of the Bill amend Schedules 1 and
2 to the Sex Offenders Registration Act to reflect proposed
amendments to Commonwealth sex offences under the
Crimes Legislation Amendment (Sexual Crimes Against
Children and Community Protection Measures) Bill 2017.
Specifically, several proposed new offences will be inserted
into Schedule 2 to the Sex Offenders Registration Act. These
offences relate to using a postal or similar service or carriage
service to groom another person to make it easier to procure
persons under 16 (proposed new sections 471.25A(1), (2) and
(3) and 474.27AA(1), (2) and (3) of the Criminal Code of the
Commonwealth), and engaging in conduct for the purposes of
providing an electronic service used for child abuse material
(section 474.23A(1)). Further, Schedules 1 and 2 to the Sex
Offenders Registration Act will be updated to reflect
proposed changes to the title and scope of the existing
aggravated offences of sexual intercourse or other sexual
activity with a child outside Australia (section 272.10(1)) and
using a carriage service for sexual activity with a person
under 16 years of age (section 474.25B).

Property rights (Section 20)
The inclusion of additional offences in Schedules 1 and 2 of
the Confiscation Act extends the operation of the asset
forfeiture scheme under that Act. The proposed extension of
the existing powers raises property rights but I consider it is
appropriately confined and structured.
The power to deprive a person of their property under the
extended powers is conferred by statute and is intended to
deprive people of the proceeds of crime, to disrupt further
criminal activity by preventing the use of property, to deter
others from engaging in criminal activity and to undermine the
profitability of serious criminal activity. The Confiscation Act
also provides mechanisms to enable the preservation of assets
to facilitate compensation and restitution for victims of crime.
The forfeiture of property will only occur in accordance with
clear statutory procedures. Consequently, any forfeiture will
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be in accordance with law. Further, the addition of these new
offences is not arbitrary, but serves a clear purpose, namely to
deprive people of the profits of their criminal activity and to
repay the community for any loss suffered by the commission
of such offences. The Confiscation Act contains provisions
that enable third parties with an interest in relevant property
or persons who can demonstrate hardship to apply to the court
to exclude all or any assets.
A transitional provision provides that proceedings under the
Act in relation to these offences will be available irrespective
of when an offence is alleged to have been committed. In other
words, a person subject to proceedings on foot in relation to
these offences might be subject to proceedings under the
Confiscation Act as a consequence of these amendments and
an offence committed prior to the amendments might also be
the subject of proceedings under the Act.
I am satisfied that the transitional arrangement is a reasonable
limitation on the right to property as asset confiscation
proceedings are not punitive in nature, they deprive a person
of property acquired from or used for criminal offending. In
addition, the ability to bring asset confiscation proceedings
relies on underlying criminal conduct and any proceedings
under the Confiscation Act afford a person affected the right
to participate and challenge matters before a court.
Lisa Neville, MP
Minister for Police

Second reading
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (10:16) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
The Victorian Government is unwavering in its commitment
to keep the community safe. The government’s Community
Safety Statement 2018/19 outlines a range of new investment,
powers, tools and capabilities to support Victoria Police and
keep the Victorian community safe.
This Justice Legislation (Police and Other Matters) Bill 2018
delivers on a number of the commitments outlined in the
Government’s first and second Community Safety
Statements. The Bill makes important reforms to the
Victorian justice system to ensure Victoria Police has the
powers it needs to investigate and prosecute offenders and
hold them to account. It improves the protection of our police,
protective safety officers and police custody officers from the
harm they face in the performance of their duties. It facilitates
a safer and more supportive organisational culture within
Victoria Police.
There are number of reforms in this Bill that require
amendments to a range of Acts, including the Crimes Act
1958, Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981,
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 1989, Firearms
Act 1996, Victoria Police Act 2013, Sex Offenders
Registration Act 2004 and Confiscation Act 1997. I will go
through each in turn.

1.
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Police DNA powers

Streamlining and expanding police powers to collect DNA
evidence has the potential to significantly enhance Victoria
Police’s ability to keep the community safe.
Victoria Police indicate that there are approximately 11,000
unsolved crimes in Victoria where an unidentified DNA
sample has been identified and recorded. These crimes range
from rapes and murders to serious assaults and burglaries.
Under current practice, however, Victoria’s level of forensic
capture is not as expansive as some other states. The reforms
in this Bill will address this matter and result in improved
forensic capability which is essential to modern and
contemporary policing.
The Bill will provide Victoria Police with new streamlined
powers to take DNA samples from persons suspected of
committing, or found to have committed a serious offence.
These reforms will have a major impact. Victoria Police’s
Forensic Services Department has estimated that if Victoria’s
DNA laws matched those of other states, within the first year
the number of DNA reference samples in their database will
increase almost tenfold from approximately 8,000 to 70,000.
It estimates that this additional evidence would result in an
estimated 29,609 ‘person to crime’ matches and 447 ‘crime to
crime’ matches.
The additional evidence will not only solve serious and
high-volume crime, but through successful prosecutions will
prevent further offending and the resultant significant impact
on victims in our community. It will also reduce the
administrative burden on police and courts.
The Bill achieves these changes by introducing a new class of
procedure called a ‘DNA profile sample’. A DNA profile
sample will include procedures for the taking of a DNA
sample by way of a mouth scraping, saliva, a pin prick to take
blood or a sample of hair with the root.
These changes give police the power to authorise the taking
of a DNA profile sample from adults found guilty, or not
guilty because of mental impairment, of an indictable offence
or a specified summary offence. These changes mean that
police will no longer need to seek a court order and
demonstrate to the court that taking the sample is justified in
all the circumstances. This recognises that there are no
excuses when it comes to serious crimes, and highlights that
Victoria Police will be provided with the powers they need to
deal with offenders.
The reforms will also give a senior police officer the power to
authorise the taking of a DNA profile sample, without a court
order, from persons suspected of committing serious offences.
These powers will apply to adults suspected of committing an
indictable offence as well as children aged 15 to 17 years who
police believe on reasonable grounds have committed a DNA
sample offence. A list of DNA sample offences will be set out
in new Schedule 9 to the Crimes Act, and capture serious
violent, sexual and drugs offences including gross violence
offences, rape, home invasion, dangerous driving causing
serious injury, carjacking, trafficking in a drug of dependence,
armed robbery and aggravated burglary.
To reflect the fact these suspects are yet to be found guilty,
DNA may only be taken in two circumstances: either with the
consent of the suspect (and where the suspect is aged 15 to 17
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years, the consent of their parent or guardian), or where the
suspect does not consent, by the authorisation of a senior
police officer. First, if a police officer is satisfied that the
carrying out of the procedure is justified in all of the
circumstances, the police officer may request the suspect to
provide a DNA sample by consent. For 15 to 17 year old
suspects, their parent or guardian will also need to consent.
This will allow DNA profile samples to be obtained by
consent without having to arrest the person under suspicion,
which may assist with the elimination of an innocent suspect
and free up police resources to focus on other suspects.

that the circumstances justify the reception of the evidence.
The Crimes Act 1958 makes clear that the probative value of
the evidence does not of itself justify the reception of the
improperly obtained evidence.

Second, if the suspect does not consent, the taking of a DNA
profile sample may be authorised by a senior police officer.
The senior police officer would have to be satisfied that there
are reasonable grounds to believe that the suspect committed
the indictable offence or DNA sample offence if the suspect is
a child, and that the carrying out of the procedure is justified
in all the circumstances. It is important to emphasise that the
senior police officer’s ability to authorise such a procedure
applies only to suspects who are in lawful custody.

2.

A court order will still be required under the existing DNA
powers in the Crimes Act 1958, which will continue to
operate alongside the new powers in specific circumstances.
Existing requirements for how police may use DNA samples,
and the length of time that samples may be retained, will stay
the same. This means that if police do not charge the suspect,
or the charges are withdrawn, or the charges are not proven,
the DNA sample must be destroyed. DNA samples taken
from adult suspects who are subsequently found guilty or not
guilty by mental impairment, may be retained indefinitely
without a court order.
For child suspects, a court order will still be required to retain
the DNA sample, which requires the court to consider the
seriousness of the circumstances of the offence and that the
making of the order is justified. A court order will also be
required to seek an offender sample from a child. Maintaining
court oversight in both of these circumstances is consistent
with various other extra protections afforded to children in the
justice system and reflects the potentially life-long
consequences of having their DNA sample retained.
The taking of DNA profile samples will be governed by the
current legislative requirements to ensure that the procedures
are carried out safely and with respect to the person’s privacy.
For example, the person may elect to take the mouth scraping
themselves rather than have another person take it for them. If
a blood sample is to be taken, only a medical practitioner or
nurse will be able to take that sample. For children, the
procedure must be witnessed by their parent or guardian or an
independent person. The Bill also includes a new requirement
that police must use the least intrusive and least painful
method practicable in the circumstances. This provides an
additional safeguard that applies to all forensic procedures,
not just when taking DNA profile samples, and regardless of
how the procedure was authorised.
The admissibility of any evidence obtained as a result of a
DNA profile sample will be a matter for the courts and will be
a question for the trier of fact in each case. As is currently the
case, the evidence will generally be inadmissible in
proceedings against the person if the police fail to comply
with the requirements set out in the legislation. The current
exceptions will continue to exist, for example where the
prosecution satisfies the court on the balance of probabilities

Finally, to ensure that these new powers are being used in the
manner intended, the Bill also provides that the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (the IBAC) will
have oversight of Victoria Police’s use of these powers, and
the Attorney-General will also be able to make a complaint to
the IBAC the use of these powers.
Protecting police, PSOs and PCOs from harm

The Bill also provides increased protections for police
officers, protective services officers or PSOs, police custody
officers or PCOs, custodial officers, youth custodial officers
and their families from offenders who harm, or seek to
harm them.
These officers play a vital role in keeping Victorian’s safe and
upholding the administration of justice. With this role comes
an intrinsic high level of risk. To recognise this risk the
Victorian Government announced the development of
reforms to target any person who seeks to harm them or place
them in danger. The Government delivered a first stage of
reforms to address this risk of harm through the Crimes
Legislation Amendment (Protection of Emergency Workers
and Others) Act 2017, which introduced new offences
targeting the ramming of police cars and other circumstances
where vehicles are used in such a way that endangers our
emergency workers.
This Bill delivers the second stage of reforms by establishing
new offences and related criminal sanctions. These reforms
will create a strong deterrent to engaging in behaviour that
may harm or intimidate our police, PSOs, PCOs and
their families.
New section 31C of the Crimes Act 1958 creates an offence
of discharging a firearm when reckless to the safety of a
police officer or a PSO. This offence carries a maximum
penalty of 15 years imprisonment.
New Section 31D of the Crimes Act establishes an offence of
intimidation of a police officer, PSO, police custody officer,
custodial officer, youth justice custodial officer or a family
member, where the intimidation relates to the victim’s status
as such an officer or a familial relationship. This offence will
be punishable by a maximum of 10 years imprisonment. The
Bill clarifies that for the purpose of the new offence, a person
uses intimidation if:
the person engages in conduct that could reasonably be
expected to arouse apprehension or fear in the victim for
the safety of the victim; and
either the person knows, or ought to have known, that
such conduct would be likely to arouse that
apprehension or fear.
This means that the offence will not target low level antisocial
language or behaviour, including by individuals in custody,
that could not be reasonably expected to arouse apprehension
or fear. In a custodial setting there are procedures that deal
with intimidating language and behaviour and these will
continue to operate in conjunction with the new offence.
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New Section 320A of the Crimes Act establishes a higher
maximum term of imprisonment for common assault where
the person who commits the assault has an offensive weapon
readily available and the victim is a police officer on duty or a
PSO on duty. The maximum penalty for this aggravated
assault charge, will be 10 years imprisonment, or 15 years
where the weapon is a firearm or imitation firearm.
A range of sentencing and bail consequences will apply to
these offences where:
in the case of the recklessly discharging a firearm
offence, the offence created a risk to the physical safety
of the victim or any member of the public;
in the case of the aggravated common assault provisions,
the assault involves physical force.
In these circumstances, the Bill provides that:
a custodial sentence must be imposed unless the person
can establish special reasons;
the presumption in favour of concurrent sentencing is
reversed, creating a presumption of cumulative
sentencing;
the Bail Act 1991 will require that bail be refused unless
the accused can show a compelling reason why bail
ought to be granted.
3.

Increased penalties for commercial drug trafficking

This Bill makes three sets of reforms to enable higher
penalties to be imposed on commercial level trafficking of
heroin, 1,4-Butanediol or 1,4-BD and similar drugs, as well as
commercial trafficking at the direction, or for the benefit, of a
criminal organisation.
First, the Bill will make the possession and trafficking of
20 kilograms or more of the drugs 1,4-BD, gamma
butyrolactone or GBL, and gamma-hydroxybutyrate or GHB
subject to the more serious offence and penalties that apply to
large commercial trafficking. This will mean that those most
responsible for peddling these dangerous drugs face higher
penalties and confiscation powers and ensure there is a greater
deterrent for anyone else thinking of doing the same.
Currently there is no large commercial quantity legislated for
these drugs. The change means that the maximum penalty for
large scale trafficking of these drugs in an amount of 20
kilograms or over will rise from 25 years imprisonment and a
fine of up to 3,000 penalty units, which is the penalty for
commercial trafficking, to life imprisonment and a fine of up
to 5,000 penalty units.
Victoria Police and the Office of Public Prosecutions have
reported an increase in the importation, trafficking and use of
1,4-B. 1,4-BD is an industrial solvent that when ingested, is
rapidly absorbed and metabolised to form GHB, which acts as
a powerful depressant and disinhibitor. Another industrial
chemical, GBL, similarly metabolises to form GHB
when ingested.
Users of these drugs are at particular risk of overdose. This
was seen in February 2017, when more than 20 people were
taken to hospital after apparently taking what they thought
was GHB at the Sidney Myer Music Bowl. Police suspect
that the drug they actually took was 1,4-BD.
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The Bill also introduces new laws targeting heroin dealers
and organised crime groups that are involved in
trafficking drugs.
The Bill will reduce the large commercial and commercial
traffickable quantities for heroin — both when measured in
its pure form and when mixed or cut with other substances.
This will ensure more cases of trafficking in heroin are
subject to the higher penalties that large commercial and
commercial trafficking carry. The new large commercial
traffickable quantities for heroin will be reduced from 750
grams to 500 grams of pure heroin and from 1 kilogram to
750 grams when mixed. The commercial traffickable
quantities will be reduced from 250 grams to 50 grams of
pure heroin and from 500 grams to 250 grams when mixed.
These new quantities are in line with the equivalent quantities
for methylamphetamine that the Government established last
year and recognises the significant harm heroin has on
society. The reduced quantities mean, for example, that
persons found to have trafficked anywhere between 250 and
500 grams of diluted heroin, could now find themselves being
prosecuted for commercial trafficking instead of simple
trafficking. Similarly, those found to have trafficked between
750 grams and 1 kilogram of diluted heroin, could now face
large commercial trafficking charges.
In addition, offenders may also face asset confiscation under
the Confiscation Act.
The Bill also strengthens Victoria’s drug laws against
organised crime by creating a new offence of trafficking in a
commercial quantity of a drug of dependence, carried out for
the benefit of, or at the direction of, a criminal organisation.
The maximum penalty for the new offence is life
imprisonment and a fine of up to 5,000 penalty units. This is
substantially higher than the maximum penalty for the
existing commercial trafficking offence of 25 years
imprisonment and a fine of up to 3,000 penalty units.
Convicted offenders will also become subject to the ‘serious
drug offender’ asset confiscation regime under the
Confiscation Act. The regime provides for the automatic
forfeiture of all property in which the serious drug offender
has an interest.
The aim is to provide the strongest deterrent to commercial
trafficking for the benefit of, or at the direction of, organised
crime groups and to impose the harshest possible penalty for
this crime. This recognises not only the devastating effects of
illicit drugs on drug users and their families and the broader
economic and social costs of illicit drugs to the Victorian
community, but the grave risks and harms to the broader
Victorian community arising from organised criminal activity.
4.

Powers to close second-hand dealers and disrupt
organised crime

To enable police to address and disrupt suspected serious
criminal activity among second-hand dealers, including the
auto-wrecking and scrap metal industry, this Bill provides for
the interim and long-term closure of these dealers operating
without the required registration or who police suspect are
engaging in serious criminal activity. These new powers will
help police prevent the corruption of legitimate industries by
criminal activity and to protect consumers by removing the
financial incentive of those who seek to infiltrate these
industries for illegal means.
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The Chief Commissioner of Police may issue an interim
closure notice prohibiting a second-hand dealer from operating
or disposing of any second-hand goods for 72 hours. The
Chief Commissioner may also apply to the Magistrate’s Court
for the long-term closure of a second-hand dealer.
Operating in contravention of either of the interim closure
notices or long-term closure orders will result in a fine of up
to 200 penalty units; currently over $32,000. No
compensation will be provided to affected dealers for any loss
as a result of the closure.
These reforms complement recent amendments introduced by
Government, which created a ban on cash payments for scrap
metal and other measures to disrupt the trade in stolen
vehicles and deter organised crime infiltration of the scrap
metal and auto-parts industry. They will also bring Victoria in
line with scrap metal laws in place in New South Wales,
thereby ensuring there is no incentive for criminal activity
surrounding scrap metal to shift their operations from NSW
to Victoria.
Further reforms to the Second-Hand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers Act 1989 will increase the range of offences for
which police can issue on-the-spot infringement notices to
second-hand dealers, and will allow the regulations to
prescribe higher penalties if the offence is committed by a
body corporate rather than an individual. This will ensure that
lower level instances of non-compliance with the Act can be
dealt with efficiently and effectively.
5.

Enabling restorative engagement for victims of sex
discrimination and sexual harassment within
Victoria Police

This Bill also introduces reforms to support police who are
victims of sex discrimination and sexual harassment by other
members of Victoria Police.
In the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission’s independent report into sex discrimination and
sexual harassment within Victoria Police, it was found that
serious and chronic underreporting of sex discrimination and
sexual harassment within the force was predominant and that
changes are needed to create a safer reporting environment.
Notably, victims of discrimination and harassment were
unwilling to make complaints and rely on Victoria Police’s
disciplinary processes to address the behaviour and bring
perpetrators to account. Victoria Police and the Government
is committed to addressing the recommendations made in the
report, including to implement a redress scheme, which uses
restorative engagement strategies to address harm
experienced by victims. Restorative engagement is designed
to address the harm caused and provide a process for healing
and formal acknowledge by Victoria Police, while also
prompting cultural change by offering a safe environment for
victims to come forward.
Victoria Police is developing a model for the scheme,
whereby an independent body would facilitate restorative
engagement conferences in which victims of sexual
harassment and sex discrimination can describe the harm they
experienced, and receive an acknowledgement of that harm.
In the meantime, the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human
Rights Commission is working with Victoria Police and
providing a similar function through their victim-centred
conciliation service. This Bill facilitates the implementation
of the independently administered restorative engagement
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scheme by removing legislative barriers to the effective
operation of victim-centred processes.
Specifically, the amendments will allow employees of
Victoria Police to participate in a process that addresses harm
without breaching other requirements under the Victoria
Police Act 2013 and the Protected Disclosure Act 2012. For
example, it is necessary that a senior officer representing
Victoria Police in such a process is not required to report any
misconduct disclosed to them in order to facilitate trust in the
process. Rather, it would be up to the victim to decide
whether they wish to make a formal complaint that then
triggers mandatory reporting obligations under section 167 of
the Victoria Police Act.
The Bill also makes a separate but related reform to the
Victoria Police Act by exempting a police officer or PSO who
has been victim of discrimination, sexual harassment or
victimisation by another police officer or PSO, from the
existing requirements to report all misconduct. This will mean
that a victim will not commit a breach of discipline for failing
to report misconduct that the victim does not want reported or
investigated. The exemption will also apply to the partners of
any such victims where they too are a police officer or PSO.
6.

Changes to the Sex Offenders Register to improve
information-sharing

The Bill amends the Sex Offenders Registration Act 2004 to
permit the sharing of information on the Sex Offenders
Register more broadly within Victoria Police and with
international law enforcement agencies for investigation and
intelligence purposes. This will ensure that information
reported to police by registered sex offenders in accordance
with their reporting obligations can be more effectively used
to solve crime — both sexual and non-sexual crime — and
keep the community safe.
In particular, the Bill amends section 64 of the Act to provide
that information may be shared (including within Victoria
Police and with other government departments and public
statutory authorities and international police counterparts) for
“the performance of a function of a law enforcement agency
under any Act or law” rather than for “law enforcement
purposes”. While the difference may appear subtle, it will
provide Victoria Police with greater confidence of the
circumstance in which information on the Register may be
shared, particularly the sharing of information for intelligence
purposes, since Victoria Police’s functions are clearly set out
in section 9 of the Victoria Police Act.
These amendments therefore aim to improve Victoria
Police’s ability to target and manage individual sex offenders,
identify appropriate management strategies for particular
offenders, and identify changes in a registered sex offenders
risk factors. Sharing information with international agencies
will also enable those international bodies to assess the risks
of registered sex offenders who have moved overseas and
facilitates greater information sharing with them in return.
The Bill also adds proposed new Commonwealth child sex
offences, currently before the Commonwealth Parliament, to
the lists of registrable offences under the Sex Offenders
Registration Act. The new offences relate to conduct
involving the grooming of persons to procure children for
sexual activity, and the use of electronic services to enable the
exchange of child abuse material. Adding these offences will
ensure that persons sentenced to them in Victoria will be
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added to the Sex Offenders Register. The commencement
provisions of the Bill ensure that these offences will only
commence if the Commonwealth offences are passed.
7.

amend the Victoria Police Act to ensure that maternity
leave is treated the same as other forms of parental leave
when calculating the probationary period served by a
Victoria Police officer or a PSO.

Implementing key firearms changes

Last year, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)
agreed to an updated National Firearms Agreement which has
required two reforms to Victoria’s Firearms Act 1996.
First, this Bill will reclassify lever action firearms from the
current lowest category of firearm to a higher category. Under
the 1996 NFA, lever action shotguns were classified as
‘Category A’ firearms, which is the least restrictive firearm
category. By contrast, the 2017 NFA provides that lever
action shotguns have been reclassified to ‘Category B’
firearms where the magazine capacity is no greater than
5 rounds, and ‘Category D’ firearms where the magazine
capacity is greater than 5 rounds. Every jurisdiction is
implementing this change in their respective firearms
legislation and the revised classification brings this category
of firearm more in line with the classification of lever and
pump action centre fire rifles.
In line with other jurisdictions, the Bill provides for
grandfathering arrangements for persons in whose name a
lever action shotgun was registered immediately before the
commencement of the reclassification and the possession, use
or carriage of the shotgun was authorised at that time by the
licence. Interstate visitors whose home jurisdictions’ have
similar grandfathering schemes will also be covered under
these arrangements.
Second, the Bill remove the requirement that firearms
licences state the residential address of the licensee, removing
the risk of burglary and firearm theft that could arise should a
person lose their licence or have it stolen.
In addition, the Bill amends the existing firearms trafficking
offences to ensure that they apply to all stolen firearms,
whether registered or not. Currently, the offences of possessing
a trafficable quantity and disposing or acquiring a trafficable
quantity of firearms only apply to unregistered firearms.
In practice, a registered firearm will not be treated as
unregistered when it is stolen or lost or otherwise is in the
illicit firearms market. Rather, it is only when the firearm is
destroyed or was never registered that it will be classified as
‘no longer registered’ or as ‘unregistered’, respectively. This
can lead to an illogical outcome where a person steals
registered firearms or otherwise unlawfully possess a
trafficable quantity of registered firearms but would not
necessarily be charged with the trafficking offences. The Bill
will amend those offences contained in sections 7C and 101A
of the Firearms Act 1996 to better focus on those operating
outside of the regulated system for the possession, acquisition
and disposal of firearms.
8.
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Miscellaneous

Finally, the Bill will make a range of other miscellaneous
amendments to various Act, including to:
enliven confiscation powers in relation to a range of
offences under the Second-Hand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers Act, the Australian Consumer Law, Estate
Agents Act 1980, and the Conveyancers Act 1990; and

These are important reforms that will make our
community safer.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr R. SMITH
(Warrandyte).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 5 July.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AMENDMENT
(PUBLIC SECTOR REDUNDANCIES AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 June; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) (10:17) — I rise to
make a contribution for the coalition on the Public
Administration Amendment (Public Sector
Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill 2018. In starting
my contribution to the debate I would like to put on
record my appreciation of the Victorian public service.
It was my privilege to serve as a minister of this state
for four years. The support that I got from the public
sector was enormous. Their ability to work through
complex policy issues and assist with articulating the
direction of the government of the day was outstanding.
I also put on record my appreciation for both secretaries
that I served with at the time, Greg Wilson and Adam
Fennessy, who both served me well.
The previous government certainly had a position that
is different to this government — that is, we offered
many public servants the opportunity to take voluntary
redundancy, and those matters are obviously canvassed
in this bill. I anticipate that those opposite might use the
words ‘slashed’ and ‘sacked’ when it comes to the
former government’s approach to the public service,
but while they might use those very emotive words the
fact of the matter is that the former coalition
government was one that took its responsibility to
taxpayers very, very seriously. It wanted to make sure
that each dollar that was hard-earned by the taxpayer
and spent by the government was spent in a way that
made Victorians’ lives better, that made sure that their
experience of the public service was efficient and that
the dollars that we saved through efficiencies were used
at that frontline end. We certainly wanted to see a lot of
teachers, and we certainly employed a lot more police
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and our very hardworking protective services officers.
That is where taxpayers money should be directed.
Conversely, when this government came to power their
approach to some parts of the public service was
extreme, to say the least. The Linking Melbourne
Authority was gutted immediately because of their
support for the east–west link. It is fair to say that
anyone involved in the department who had written an
email or a letter in praise of the east–west link was soon
purged from the department. It was quite amazing,
frankly, that the government was so callous as to get rid
of those people in the way that they did just because
they had been working for the previous government in
relation to that particular project. It did not stop there.
The government then proceeded to sack every single
member of every single water board in this state —
around about 100 people — because they did not
conform to the government’s policies of the day. Having
sacked around 100 people from the water boards, they
then took an inordinate amount of time to try to
reappoint directors to those boards who were more in
line with the government’s view of the day.
The Port of Hastings Development Authority also got
broken up very quickly, despite the evidence that we
had received over our years in government that the port
of Hastings was the best deepwater port going forward.
The public service had worked very diligently for the
government of the day and indeed for the people of
Victoria, and those people at the port of Hastings
authority were there to make sure that that project
would futureproof this state when it comes to port
facilities. They were also shown the door in very quick
fashion because they did not conform to the
government of the day’s approach.
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forward, but the fact of the matter is that the issues that
the government seeks to enshrine in legislation are
already in the document Public Sector Industrial
Relations Policies 2015 put out by this government, but
the policies have been in place for nigh on 20 years. The
policy document is one that has served the state well.
There seems to be no reason to enshrine the issues in
legislation other than, as I said, as a sop to the union.
The unions do hold sway in this state and have done
over the last three and a half years. If we look at the
CFMEU and the United Firefighters Union and now the
CPSU, the government is completely beholden to the
unions of this state. This piece of legislation is
testament to that, and as I say, there is plenty of history
that shows us that this policy document is one that has
held Victorians in good stead and indeed the public
service in good stead for many, many years.
This government has certainly blown out the public
service numbers by a significant amount over the time
it has been in government. There has certainly been a
lot of taxpayers money spent on ballooning the public
service. The government will tell you that it is frontline
services. That is simply not the case, and it is shown to
be not the case in many forums, and there is evidence
to substantiate that fact. And it has not been just a
short-term thing either; it has been over their entire
time in government where taxpayers money has been
spent, not on the things that Victorians need, not on the
things that Victorians want, but on a public sector
wage blowout.
Even back as far as November 2015, under the headline
‘Victorian public servant wages surging at the strongest
pace in six years’, the author, Josh Gordon,
informed Victorians:

Three and half years later, when this government talks
about infrastructure, there has not been one move
towards futureproofing this state for our future port
capacities and capabilities. We had the policy
discussion and the policy debate three and a half or four
years ago about which would work, the port of Hastings
or Bay West, but the government have moved on
neither, and the callous way that they sacked the people
involved at the port of Hastings authority is certainly
one that puts politics way, way ahead of infrastructure
and way ahead of the interests of Victorians and
Victoria’s economy.

That was just in year 1 of this government’s term. The
public were the ones paying for a $357 million cost that
was apparently unexpected, but I am sure, as anyone
who has followed Labor governments over the many
years that they have been around will know, that
wasting the taxpayers dollar is certainly not something
that is at all unsurprising or unexpected.

Having said that, we can turn to the bill in more detail.
As I said, the bill seeks to enshrine and ensure the
enforceability of public sector redundancy provisions in
this state. This bill is something of a stunt, I have to say.
I am sure the Community and Public Sector Union
(CPSU) are very pleased that this bill has been put

Just six months later, following the 2016 budget, a
number of commentators came out showing again that
the government had continued to use taxpayers money
on blowing the public sector wage bill out. Under the
banner of ‘Victorian Labor refuses to come clean on
$3.6 billion jobs blowout’, a commentary said that the

Pay rates for Victorian bureaucrats are surging at the fastest
pace for six years, underpinning an unexpected $357 million
budget blowout in the wage bill for public servants in the
past year.
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Treasurer had forecast ‘a $3.6 billion jump in
employment costs in the public sector’, but the
Treasurer said that it was not possible to say what that
money was being spent on. He was not able to break
down the difference between —
Mr Dimopoulos — Paramedics, nurses and
teachers — you know, a whole bunch of frontline
services.
Mr R. SMITH — Finished? You will get a chance.
You can get your own call.
Mr Dimopoulos interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! The member for Oakleigh!
Mr R. SMITH — Thank you for your protection,
Acting Speaker. It is amazing that the Treasurer was
not able to break down the number of frontline workers
from back office staff. The member for Oakleigh, who
has probably only got about five months left in this
chamber, if he is so certain —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr R. SMITH — Why is it, Acting Speaker, that
the member for Oakleigh can tell this chamber that all
the money has gone to frontline services but the
Treasurer was unable to do the same thing? Why is it
that the Treasurer was unable to break down the figures
and say, ‘I can show you categorically that this amount
went to paramedics, this amount went to frontline
services, but only this much went to back office
staff’ — how come he was unable to do that, I ask
rhetorically to the member for Oakleigh. Quite frankly
by refusing to tell Victorians the breakdown, being
incapable and certainly unwilling to tell Victorians how
he is spending their money, he is certainly treating the
Victorian people like fools.
On 18 December 2016 again we saw this addiction to
spending public money grow under the headline,
‘Victoria’s public sector wage bill skyrockets by
$2.5 billion following Andrews government hiring
spree’. The article says:
… the Australian Bureau of Statistics showed the number of
public servants in Victoria jumped by 18 700 in the past
two years …

The fact is that the Australian Bureau of Statistics
showed that that accounted for ‘more than 80 per cent
of bureaucrats hired by state and territory governments’
throughout the whole of the country — Victoria was
hiring at a rate that was far greater than the rest of all
the states combined. This particular:
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… hiring spree has added more than $2.5 billion to the
taxpayer-funded bill since Labor came to power.

My friend and colleague the member for Malvern said
at the time:
It’s no wonder that Daniel Andrews has become the highest
taxing Premier in Victorian history.

Indeed he is the highest taxing Premier in the country.
Mr Dimopoulos interjected.
Mr R. SMITH — Well, it is a matter of fact,
member for Oakleigh. It is a matter of fact that we are
the highest taxing state in the country, and it is a matter
of fact that we did have the highest amount of public
servants. If you want to dispute that maybe you can
give the Australian Bureau of Statistics a call and tell
them that their figures are wrong. Maybe that is what
you should do instead of yapping in here.
It is no wonder that this government has had to tax at
the rate that it has, even after the Premier went on TV
before the last election and made a promise to each and
every Victorian that there would be no new or increased
taxes. We have seen 12 new taxes, but is it any wonder,
given that they need to pay for this enormous blowout
in back office staff, the $2.5 billion to December 2016.
In September 2017 — there is no end to the
government’s appetite for spending this money — there
was another headline: ‘Victoria’s bulging public sector
costs taxpayers extra $1.5 b’. The article says the
‘public sector has packed on hundreds of jobs’ and, as
the headline said, costing ‘taxpayers an extra
$1.5 billion’. Apparently the Treasurer is still unable to
break down the figures. Another year down the track
from when he first said that he was unable to tell
Victorians where that money was going he has made no
effort to try to do exactly that.
In December 2017, just six months ago, the headline
was: ‘Victorian budget update reveals public sector
wage blowout’, and the article noted ‘government
wages growing almost 25 per cent since 2014’. Do you
think there are any Victorians out there who think that
they are getting better services from the public service
with that inflated wage bill, with the government using
not millions but billions of dollars, inflating the public
service to the manner that they have?
It is just extraordinary. I am sure the Victorians would
agree, as Kerry Packer said a long time ago, that
Victorians could probably work out ways to spend their
money far better than the government does. This
particular article goes on to say that:
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A Victorian budget update today revealed public sector wages
under the Andrews government have blown out by more than
$1.6 billion in the first six months of the financial year, with
expectations of a final-year spend of more than $24 billion.

This is the kicker — and this is something that affects
all Victorians who are bowing under the pressure of the
cost-of-living expenses in their own households — this
article shows us that the Andrews government wage
spend is now higher than the state’s total tax take. So
they are spending more money just on the public sector
than they are even getting in revenue. That is a recipe
for disaster. How are you going to pay for the projects
and the ongoing services that this state needs when you
are spending more money than you are getting?
This is typical of Labor governments. It does not matter
if they are state or federal governments, when Labor
gets into power all sense of efficient financial
management goes out the window. There is no sense of
being able to balance the books and exercise the
spending restraint that is needed, recognising that the
taxpayer dollar is valuable because it is not yours. I
know it is hard for people on the other side to hear this,
but it is not your money. It is the taxpayers money, and
they demand that you spend it wisely and carefully. To
spend more than you will even take in taxes is just
extraordinary.
These are figures from the government themselves. The
government had given these figures to the Legislative
Council, which showed that ‘headcounts within the
Premier’s office alone have risen by 15 per cent in the
past year to 250 employees’. Why does the Premier
need an extra 15 per cent? Why does he need
250 public servants in his office when people are
struggling, stuck in traffic, struggling with household
bills, concerned about home invasions and carjackings?
As I have said before in this house those last two crimes
have not been seen in this state prior to this government
taking office.
Why is it that the government needs 250 employees?
We know that the Premier’s office spends tens of
thousands of dollars buying likes for the Premier’s
Facebook page. We know that — that came out in the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee hearings last
year. We know that the government and the Premier
desperately want people to like him, but he has got a
big hurdle to get over, and that is the level of trust that
he does not have from the Victorian community. How
many of those 250 people are sitting in front of their
desks every day, trying to get likes for the Premier,
trying to make him palatable to the Victorian people?
How many of those people are spinning press releases,
saying things are all fine when things are not? How
many of those people are sitting in his office, as we
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found out today, updating Wikipedia to make sure that
the many scandals that have come out over the last
three years are deleted from articles? How many are
making sure that references to the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety living in Fitzroy North, rather than his
electorate 30-odd kilometres away in Narre Warren
North, are deleted from his Wikipedia profile? All this
doctoring is like George Orwell’s 1984: making sure
we get the history and the ‘facts’ that the government
wants us to see, rather than —
Mr D. O’Brien — Ministry of Information.
Mr R. SMITH — Exactly, Ministry of Information,
as the honourable member next to me says. This is what
the Victorian taxpayer is paying for. It is just
extraordinary to think that the Victorian taxpayer is
working hard, doing without, paying taxes to this
government, so that the government can doctor
Wikipedia articles and buy likes for the Premier’s
Facebook account. That is what this government sees as
its priorities. It is simply extraordinary, and I think the
government knows that it is about to pay the price for
that lack of focus.
Going forward to this year — to May, just after the last
budget — there was the headline ‘Treasurer deflects
claim Premier’s staff costs more than that of PM’. The
Treasurer refused to confirm or deny that that was the
case. The article states:
The cost to taxpayers of staff wages in Premier Daniel
Andrews department will increase 10 per cent over two
years —

that is after the 25 per cent increase that we heard about
in the budget update last year —
amid concerns about a bloated public service.

That is 10 per cent more over the next two years;
250 people are not enough. Maybe he wants to get them
involved in other social media. Maybe he needs more
people to manage his Twitter account and his Instagram
account. Maybe that is what those extra people are for.
The article further states:
On 3AW radio —

again showing complete contempt for the people of
Victoria —
Mr Pallas did not respond directly to questions about whether
the army of employees Mr Andrews had was bigger than
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s office.

Two years after the issue was raised in the public
domain he was still ‘unable to provide a breakdown of
how many extra frontline workers were being hired’.
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He should have just trotted down to Oakleigh, or
wherever the member for Oakleigh lives now —
certainly not in his electorate of Oakleigh, I am led to
understand. He should trot down to the member for
Oakleigh’s office and ask him how much —
Mr Dimopoulos — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I have a very high threshold for rubbish but
there is an absolute lack of facts here. I do live in my
own electorate and the member for Warrandyte knows
that. He even said, ‘I am led to understand’. He made a
false statement and I do not appreciate it.
Mr R. SMITH — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, that is simply not a point of order; it is a
question of debate. The member is talking about issues
that he can raise during the debate, but he is unable to
raise them as a point of order.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order. I ask the
member for Warrandyte to continue.
Mr R. SMITH — Thank you, Acting Speaker, for
your wise counsel. As I was saying, the Treasurer does
not know how many frontline public servants he is
paying for, but he should trot down to the member for
Oakleigh’s office because the member for Oakleigh
assures us that he knows how many frontline workers
are being hired and how many are back office staff.
Maybe the member for Oakleigh should move down to
the front benches and take the honourable member for
Werribee’s seat.
The article goes on to talk about people in our
community who are bowed under by the high cost of
living, with ‘a significant chunk’ of their wages going
on living expenses, ‘electricity is always going up’ and
bills are always going up. These are the things that
Victorians are concerned about. They are certainly less
concerned about managing the Premier’s social media
than they are about their own personal circumstances.
As I said, only a few months ago, following the budget,
there were a number of articles, including one headed
‘Victorian ALP faces heat over blowout in public
sector’. The article showed again that under this
government there is an enormous amount of duplication
and double handling within the Victorian public
service, with multiple agencies doing the same thing.
We have had every authority that you can think of
being created: the Victorian School Building Authority,
the West Gate tunnel authority, the Level Crossing
Removal Authority. This was work that was quite
happily done by our various departments and agencies
for many, many years, and to have these authorities pop
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up just means duplication of work and double handling
of things, and it is the poor old Victorian taxpayer who
continues to pay the cost.
The article goes on to say:
… Labor spends more time and money creating new public
sector authorities than it does fixing congestion or tackling
crime …

That is a true statement. There is not a Victorian to be
found who could say that the issues around congestion
are better than they were three and a half years ago.
Congestion is worse. Anyone sitting on the West Gate
Freeway or on Hoddle Street, on the Monash Freeway
or the Eastern Freeway or the many arterial roads will
tell you that they are sitting in traffic for longer than
they ever have before. This government can spruik its
infrastructure agenda all it wants, but for three and a
half years these things have got worse. That is a fact. It
is all right to say six months before an election, at the
11th hour, ‘Oh, yeah, but we’re fixing it’. Well, three
and a half years ago there was a shovel-ready West
Gate tunnel. It was shovel-ready then. There has not
been a sod of earth moved, and there simply will not be
before the election. The government is scrambling to
get something started on this issue, but the fact of the
matter is congestion is worse.
There is not a Victorian out there who says they feel
safer than they did three and a half years ago. Crime has
ballooned in this state. The government thinks that a
reduced rising crime level is a good thing. Sure, it is a
good thing — I agree with that — but it is not a
decrease. There has not been a decrease in crime. If you
look at violent crime in the state, it has got worse over
time. There are crimes such as carjackings and home
invasions that were not heard of in this state before this
government took office. The government has not been
able to deal with these issues. As the Minister for Police
herself said — this is coming from a government
minister — people do not feel safe in their own homes.
I hear that all the time. Members on the other side
should get out and talk to people about their concerns
with rising crime. It is a major factor. Every poll will
tell you that. The government insists on keeping its
blinkers on, refusing to acknowledge that it is an issue
that people are worried about. The government can talk
all it wants and say, ‘We’re bringing in more police’,
which we on this side of the house absolutely support,
but the government is scrambling to try to fix a problem
that it itself created. It itself created the problem of
rising crime.
We are seeing these issues, but instead the government
is directing much of the taxpayers money to the public
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It is just extraordinary how these people can keep
pumping taxpayers hard-earned dollars into the public
service rather than dealing with the crime, the
cost-of-living and the congestion issues that people in
Victoria are worried about.

Referring to the bill again, the five-year contracts that
the government seeks to remove for executive officers,
saying that that was a recommendation from the review
of Victoria’s executive officer employment and
remuneration framework that was done by the
Victorian Public Sector Commission, was a
recommendation that came despite the review showing
that it was presented with mixed views on the merits of
fixed-term contracts versus ongoing employment for
executive officers. So there was not a definitive finding
during the bulk of this particular review. The
commission’s recommendation that it made that the bill
purports to put into legislation was not actually a
definitive finding of this particular review, so again I
think more rigour needs to be put around that, and it
certainly does remove accountability from executive
officers to have open-ended contracts.

On the most recent figures we have at the moment, the
Department of Education and Training’s public sector
wage bill jumped by 16 per cent between last year’s
budget and this year’s budget. The Minister for
Education tried to tell us during question time a few
weeks ago that that was all teachers, and if that was
true, we could accept that, but again the government’s
own figures show us that the vast bulk of the rise in
employment in the Department of Education and
Training was in fact back office staff. In fact the rise in
the level of teachers was quite small by comparison.

The fact of the matter is that this government’s focus on
the public service and its spending of money to support
that public service is certainly, as I said, one that
Victorians should be very concerned about. The wages
bill, as I have shown, has grown over recent years to, as
I said, $7 billion, which is just too much for the
Victorian taxpayer to bear. The money should be put
elsewhere, and it is a further example that the
government’s focuses and priorities are somewhat
skewed and out of kilter with those of the
Victorian people.

We are seeing the numbers in the Department of
Health and Human Services rise by 17 per cent and in
the Department of Premier and Cabinet rise by 10 per
cent. The figures go on. Every department has had
rises of 15 per cent or 10 per cent or a whopping 25 per
cent in Court Services Victoria. Well, I certainly
support that one, because with the level of crime that
has been seen under this government I would hope that
more money and more staff were being put into court
services, because I tell you there are a whole lot more
criminals out there that need to be dealt with as quickly
as possible.

Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (10:43) — I am
delighted to make a contribution on the Public
Administration Amendment (Public Sector
Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill 2018. The bill
looks at making further reforms to the public sector and
looks at issues around both voluntary separation
packages and enforced, targeted separation packages.

service and blowing it out to a level that is unnecessary.
Again, referring back to this article of 3 May, it states:
Analysis of the blowout in government bodies comes in the
wake of a state budget that revealed public sector wage costs
were on track to jump 11.2 per cent in the coming year to
$25.5 billion.

It goes on to say:
The Victorian public sector wage bill has jumped $7 billion
since the Andrews government came to power, with the
executive headcount jumping 24 per cent.

These are the issues that Victorians are concerned
about. They are concerned about the enormous amount
of their money going into propping up the public
service and certainly not delivering the levels of service
that would justify those sorts of increases. The Service
Victoria Bill 2017 was a bill that covered off on a
website that came through this place not too long ago
and was supposed to streamline the public service. It
was supposed to make things easier for people to deal
with this government and its departments and agencies,
but in fact that has barely taken off in any way, shape or
form despite the money being put into it.

The bill before the house is an important one because it
is about making sure that the public sector is seen as a
desirable place to work, and it is about trying to
increase the capacity for people to move in and move
out of the public sector as a career. I think this is a
really important initiative. Historically you would have
a bureaucracy that people would enter post school and
would basically stay there for their lives. That certainly
would be the case for some in the public service now,
but increasingly over the course of the latter part of the
20th century you saw a greater level of permeability
and movement, and that is a really important initiative
because I think you want to have that movement for
people in the private sector to go into the public sector
and out again and to try to find new ideas and new
innovations that enable that ability for that
cross-pollination of knowledge and information.
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The member for Warrandyte made a number of
criticisms against the government. A friend of mine has
encouraged me to read more Nietzsche, and I would
say to the member for Warrandyte, ‘The doer alone
learneth’. Clearly we are learning a lot because,
goodness me, we are doing a lot.

In preparing for the debate today I thought I would look
at the imperial examination system of Imperial China.
This imperial examination system in China lasted from
605 AD to 1905 AD.

If you want to have a just and civilised society, then
you need to make sure that you have got a strong
public sector. I listened to the member for
Warrandyte’s contention that taxpayers money is not
our money — that it is the people’s money and people
should have the right and freedom to spend their
money as they see fit, rather than be taxed. I think that
was basically the broad thesis of his argument. But
taxes civilise society. Of course, were you to live in a
society where everybody had a significant amount of
funds and finance and could pay for their own
education, they could pay for their own health costs,
they could have an abundance of wealth and they did
not require any level of state subsidisation, then that
would indeed be a different set of circumstances. But
of course we know that that is not the case.

Mr PEARSON — Not the Greeks, nor the Romans;
it was a generalist exam. It started in the mid-Tang
Dynasty, particularly around about 800 AD. What it
encouraged was that sense of making sure you had
strong generalist training, you were trained to work in
the bureaucracy in Imperial China and you would stand
the test of time. But the challenge with the system, and
it became clear and apparent in the late 19th century,
was that it was actually quite a rigid structure and it did
not embrace innovation or learnings. It was seen as
being problematic because it did not embrace the
industrial revolution either, and it fell into disregard and
disrepute around about 1905 in Imperial China. It
actually continued to operate in Vietnam after Vietnam
separated from China; I think it stayed in place until
about 1955.

The OECD produced a report last week called A
Broken Social Elevator?, which found that in terms of
Australia — and this is a phenomenon that is across the
OECD countries — it could take four generations for
someone in the lowest quintile of income to reach the
average income. Australia is by no means the worst of
the OECD countries — I think that would fall to
Mexico, which is a highly inequitable country — but
we are not like the Nordic nations, which encourage
and have a greater level of social mobility.

Finding ways through which we can increase the
professionalisation of the public sector is really
important. The member for Oakleigh, my good friend,
made a series of points during the member for
Warrandyte’s contribution about the importance of
investing in frontline services and about making these
sorts of critical investments in terms of health or
education in order to try and create a just and fairer
society. That costs money. If you want to try and make
sure that you create this sort of society where people are
not left behind, where people from more humble or
more modest backgrounds have the opportunity to fulfil
their potential and reach their potential, then you need
to make these sorts of investments.

What the report found of course was that you need to
have a good-quality education — if you have got a
good education, then you have got the ability to be
more socially mobile. I think that is a really important
initiative because you do want to see circumstances
where someone who is bright, who is able and who
might come from modest means, for example, someone
who might start at St Albans Secondary College, move
on to University High School or Melbourne High
School and then go off to get a law degree from an
august educational institution. That is a very important
measure because you do not want to see circumstances
where people who, through no fault of their own other
than the fact that they live in the wrong postcodes or
their parents do not have particularly well-paying jobs
but who are bright, ambitious, able and hardworking,
are excluded. This bill looks at ensuring that the public
sector is a desirable place to work and, again, is
encouraging that freedom of movement.

An honourable member interjected.

The member for Warrandyte talked about population
growth and congestion, and indeed he is correct: we are
growing quite rapidly. We expanded by 147 000 people
last year. We are adding a city the size of Canberra to
our borders every three years. But in order to respond to
that you need to make these sort of investments in the
public sector. Listening to the member for Warrandyte I
was reminded of Samuel Beckett, and I quote:
There’s man all over for you, blaming on his boots the faults
of his feet.

He is not able to understand that where you have got
this significant level of population growth you need to
be able to respond with significant investments in
infrastructure but also in terms of service provision. The
reality is the policy settings — and we are in part
guided by federal immigration policy — are such that
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the long-term immigration target for Australia is around
about 200 000 people per annum. That will continue to
be the case for the foreseeable future, I would suggest.
When you are seeing these levels of investments that
we are making — we are growing Victoria, we are
expanding Victoria and we are increasing the skills and
industrial base — you will see more people seeking to
come to Victoria to seek those jobs. You want to have a
public sector that is nimble, that is agile, that is
efficient, that is effective and that is making these sorts
of investments to enable the expansion of the economy.
I think I have indicated in the past that the public
sector’s contribution to gross state product in Victoria is
around 25 per cent, so the state government can take an
important lead in terms of fostering and encouraging
economic growth and development. Indeed we need to
do this because we have to deal with population
growth. As I have indicated in previous contributions,
these sorts of investments fit within the definition of
capital widening because we need to try and make sure
that we can accommodate the additional growth that is
occurring. In order to do that we need to try and have a
highly functioning and highly efficient and effective
public service. It has got to be seen as a desirable
employer. There is not much point in us trying to do the
things we want to do and then saying, ‘You can do this
just for the love of public service and that alone’. That
will not cut it. You need to make sure that the public
sector is seen as a desirable place for people to work
and for people to make a call and say, ‘I’ve worked in
the private sector for a period of years. I’m going to
take this opportunity to go and work in the public
service because I want to work on a particular project or
I want to work on a particular area of policy’. They do
their time and then they have got the capacity to move
back out if that is what they wish to do.
But there is not much point in trying to suppress wages
and conditions in the public sector to such an extent
that it is not seen as a desirable place to work, because
if we do that, then how are we going to be setting out
to achieve the things we want to achieve? How are we
going to be able to do the things that we set ourselves
to do? A bill like this is important because it increases
the professionalisation of the public service. It makes
the public service be seen as a desirable place to be
from the point of view of having a career, but even if
you do not want to have a career in the public service
and you do not want to stay here for the entire period
of time of your career, the ability to go in and out I
think is really important. Encouraging that level of
flexibility, that freedom of movement, between the
public sector, the not-for-profit sector and the private
sector is really important. On those notes, I commend
the bill to the house.
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Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (10:54) — I
rise to speak on the Public Administration Amendment
(Public Sector Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill
2018. I echo the comments of the member for
Warrandyte, the previous speaker from the opposition
side, that the vast majority of our public servants in
Victoria do a good job and provide good service to the
people of Victoria. Having lived in other countries
around the world, I know it is not always the case that
there is a trusted public service. It is something that we
should not take for granted. I am reminded of when,
many years ago at the unveiling of his portrait in
Queen’s Hall, former Premier Jeff Kennett, in a very
nice bipartisan manner, wished his successor, Steve
Bracks of the Labor Party, all the best. It stuck with me,
the comment he made, and that was, ‘There is no better
service than the public service’. Obviously he was
talking about their roles as Premier, but I think that is
true as well for those in the public service.
Nonetheless, one would have to wonder why this
legislation is actually necessary. As the member for
Warrandyte indicated, this bill effectively legislates
what is already enshrined in Victorian public sector
policy, which is in Public Sector Industrial Relations
Policies 2015. I understand that these provisions with
respect to redundancies in particular have been around
in the public service since about 1993 and have not
been dramatically changed by either side of politics, so
as the member for Warrandyte indicated, this would
appear to be a sop to the Community and Public Sector
Union to shore up their support ahead of the election. I
am really not sure why it is necessary.
Going to the detail a little, clause 6 of the bill inserts
new part 3B into the Public Administration Act 2004,
which enshrines those entitlements of redundancy for
public sector employees. That is with respect to
voluntary departure packages and targeted separation
packages. As I said, those entitlements that are in this
bill reflect what is already in the policy, and I am not
sure what purpose is really being served by this being
legislated other than for this to be a stunt by the
government of the day.
The other two major changes include those with
respect to junior executives and their ability to return to
the public service if they previously were a member of
the Victorian public service (VPS). That is being
removed, and we have some concerns with that. There
is also the removal of the cap on an executive contract,
which is currently restricted to five years for
executives. That is now being uncapped. That is a
concern in that senior executives — those who are paid
significant amounts of money in many cases — should
be open to the highest levels of scrutiny and
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accountability. I think keeping the five-year cap for
those contracts would make more sense.
I turn now to the public service more generally under
this government. There are a significant number of
concerns that we have, and I think the member for
Warrandyte outlined those in a great level of detail. We
have seen in the last 12 months a 23 per cent increase
in the number of executives. That is on top of previous
increases in funding for executives of over
$105 million in the three years to March of this year.
There has been a $105 million increase just at the level
of executives. I hear what the member for Essendon
and others on the government side have said: ‘We’ve
got population growth. We’ve got a big agenda’. That
is true, we have got population growth, but the public
service in terms of executives and in actual numbers
within the VPS has grown dramatically under this
government and dramatically in excess of both
population growth and what might reasonably be
needed to implement any agenda.
In the budget this year wage increase costs have grown
by 11.2 per cent.
Ms Ward interjected.
Mr D. O’BRIEN — I have just indicated that I
think it is appropriate that there is an increase in the
public service, particularly on the front line, but I have
also highlighted for the member for Eltham the
dramatic increase in the number of executives. That is
not an increase in the number of ambos, police or
teachers; that is an increase in the number of fat cats in
the bureaucracy. It is a significant increase. In the last
year we have seen a 10 000-head increase in the public
service to 238 000 — that is 10 000 in the last
12 months alone. There has not been an increase of
10 000 police, and there has not been an increase of
10 000 teachers. In fact we have heard in this chamber
before that the Department of Education and Training
has put on more bureaucrats than it has teachers.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! The member for Gippsland South will have the
call when matters resume. The time has come for me to
interrupt business under sessional orders for questions
without notice and ministers statements.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Craig Minogue
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:01) — My
question is to the Premier. Craig Minogue killed
Constable Angela Taylor while she was on duty
helping keep our state safe. He should be behind bars
for life, and it should be a priority for the government
of the day to ensure that occurs. Premier, the legislative
changes needed to keep Craig Minogue in prison are
known, drafted and ready to go. Instead of letting
Parliament head off to a winter break with your bungled
legislation unfixed and Minogue able to be released
whenever the parole board might decide, why won’t
you allow the Parliament to sit tomorrow and get this
issue fixed once and for all?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:02) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. Yesterday
the Minister for Police spoke with Mr and Mrs Taylor
and made it very clear to them, and I again make it
clear for all Victorians, that Craig Minogue will die in
jail. That is where he should die. He should spend the
rest of his life without parole and die in jail for the
terrible act of evil that he perpetrated. The High Court
has made a decision, which the government is carefully
considering and will respond to in plenty of time to
ensure that Craig Minogue dies in jail.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:02) —
Premier, even you must be able to see that legislative
certainty around keeping Craig Minogue in jail is
vitally important and it should be the absolute priority
of this Parliament. Why is it not an immediate priority
for you? Why are we debating a bill that gives
politicians a pay rise and a bill that funds political
parties an extra $45 million before we deal with a bill
that will keep Craig Minogue in jail?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:03) — Again, I
thank the Leader of the Opposition for his question.
The government is carefully considering the decision
from the High Court. We will make the appropriate
changes and put those before the Parliament with
plenty of time to ensure that Craig Minogue spends
every day, including his last day, behind bars where he
deserves to be.
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Ministers statements: primary school maths
and science specialists
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) (11:04) —
I rise to update the house on our primary school maths
and science specialists. In the recent budget we
provided $33 million for another 200 primary school
teachers to become maths and science specialists. This
is on top of the 300 we currently have and the 90 that
are being trained. I am pleased to say that we are
opening expression-of-interest applications early for the
next cohort of teachers due to popular demand. The
initiative supports our Education State goal to see more
students excelling in mathematics and also in scientific
literacy. An evaluation found a profound and lasting
impact on teachers’ professional capability achieved
through targeted professional learning, instructional
leadership from specialists and close work with
teachers to design, implement and improve effective
approaches to science and maths teaching.
One of the most effective ways to teach maths is by
giving real world examples. I have the curriculum
before me, and for foundation our preppies need to
represent practical solutions to model addition and
subtraction. A teacher may ask their student, ‘If
someone says to you they went to a dinner with
20 people to eat lobster and then suddenly they
remember, “Actually, it was seven”, how many people
did they actually make up?’. In year 5 they create
simple financial plans. A teacher may ask, ‘If you
provide $10 000, how much time does that give you
with the Leader of the Opposition and what do you get
in return?’.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier will
resume his seat. I ask the Leader of the Opposition to
assist with the smooth running of the house. I warn the
member for Warrandyte for reflecting on the Chair.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now demeaning his ministers statement and
proceeding to debate the issue. I ask you to bring him
back to compliance with sessional orders.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order. The minister will continue making a ministers
statement.
Mr MERLINO — On the curriculum, our maths
teachers do a great job. In year 9 students are asked to
solve problems involving simple interest. For example,
if someone steals $1.5 million from your account and
you can no longer rely on donations from a $70 million
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foundation, how much interest are you paying on the
$2 million mortgage you had to take out on your
$26 million Exhibition Street property?
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, I
wonder if the minister might elaborate on what happens
if someone stole $388 000 from the taxpayer.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The house has become
too noisy. The Leader of the Opposition highlights the
case that I am making, that the house has become too
noisy. Members will be removed without warning from
the chamber if they keep shouting across the chamber.
There is no point of order.

Energy prices
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:08) — My
question is to the Premier. In the financial year 2016–
17 official government figures show that the
Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources used 5 per cent less power
than the year before. However, at the same time their
power bill rose from $2.2 million to $2.7 million — up
19 per cent in one year. Premier, to what do you
attribute this 19 per cent rise in power costs despite
reduced consumption — an incompetent government
that taxed Hazelwood out of existence, a lead minister
not up to the job, woeful government policy that has
forced power bills to their higher level ever, or all of
the above?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:09) — The answer
to the question is none of the above.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:09) — I
note the Premier was not keen on those maths. Maybe
he might be keen to explain why businesses,
householders and even government departments have
never experienced power bills and prices as high as
they are now. Over the last year 28 589 Victorian
households — 550 a week — have had their power
disconnected due to non-payment of bills. In fact more
Victorians have had their power disconnected than any
other state in Australia. Premier, as 28 589 Victorian
families shiver through this winter, unable to pay their
power bills that have skyrocketed under your watch, do
you endorse the Treasurer’s comment that for these
families it is ‘the best of times’?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:10) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. I would point
out to the Leader of the Opposition that the government
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has, in the most recent budget, for the first time in a
decade, increased support for the most vulnerable by
increasing those hardship payments from $500 to $650.
This is a very substantial increase and one that I think
will be very important for many vulnerable families. I
do, however, find it a little challenging and a little
difficult to be lectured on the most underprivileged in
our community by the people who cut the education
maintenance allowance —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance. The Premier is more than halfway through
his time to respond, and the question to him was: does
he endorse the Treasurer’s comments that for people
like these 28 000 families — 550 a week — Victoria is
experiencing the best of times? The question was
around whether he endorses his Treasurer’s comments.
I ask you to bring him back to answering it.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier was
addressing the preamble to the question, but I do ask
the Premier to come to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — Again, as I heard it the question
related to those in our community who are vulnerable,
those who are doing it tough, and I would simply make
the point to the Leader of the Opposition that neither I
nor any member of my government will be taking
lectures on hardship from people who cut the education
maintenance allowance. They took money away from
the poorest Victorians and were proud of it.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, you
directed the Premier to answer the question as put
forward by the Leader of the Opposition and restated in
the Leader of the Opposition’s point of order. You
asked the Premier directly to respond. He refused to. I
now under the standing orders request you to direct him
to give a written answer to this house.
The SPEAKER — Under sessional order 9(2) I find
the Premier’s answer was responsive.

Ministers statements: road upgrades
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) (11:12) — I rise to update the house on that
work that is being undertaken on the Labor
government’s suburban road upgrades. These are the
biggest ever investments in the history of suburban
upgrades. Last week I was very fortunate to be with the
Premier when we made the formal announcement of
the start of the western roads package at Dohertys
Road. We know that there will be an extra lane and an
extra bridge placed over the Princes Highway. We
know that that is just the start of one of eight major
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upgrades we are undertaking in the west — the biggest
upgrade the west has ever seen.
But let us be very clear. We are not stopping there. We
are also doing major upgrades in the north and the
south-east, whether it be Narre Warren-Cranbourne
Road, duplicating Lathams Road in Seaford or
widening Pound Road West and Remington Drive in
Dandenong — and I know the member for Dandenong
and the local manufacturing community there are very
supportive of the work we are undertaking, because we
are the ones who do the work. We do not sit still and
do nothing for four years. We are also duplicating
Hallam North Road, Golf Links Road and Thompsons
Road in Cranbourne.
Recently I was in Pakenham to announce the upgrade
of Koo Wee Rup Road. Let us be clear. That is a major
project, a very good —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:14) — Order! The minister will
resume his seat. The member for Kew and the member
for Ringwood will leave the chamber for a period of
1 hour.
Honourable members for Kew and Ringwood
withdrew from chamber.
Mr DONNELLAN — While I was there we got
great coverage in the Pakenham Gazette. One of the old
people from the local community gave me an old copy
of the Pakenham Gazette, and it had 10 questions that
the Leader of the Opposition had answered. One of the
bizarre ones was that his favourite book was on real-life
psychics. He obviously needs that the next time he goes
into the Lobster Cave to work out who is in the room.
But the other one was —
Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, I was
going to say the minister is straying from the ministerial
statement, but I think I have burnt off his last 3 seconds.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister had
strayed. He has concluded his statement.

Energy prices
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:15) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, the Grovedale
Hotel in Geelong is a family-run business, first
established in 1859, which proudly sponsors local
sports clubs, charities, events and social initiatives right
in and around Geelong. In the last two years the
Grovedale Hotel’s monthly electricity bill has gone
from $15 800 to $24 000, a rise of 51 per cent. Premier,
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when will you finally admit that you got it wrong and
misled Victorians when you said that power bills would
only rise by 4 per cent after the closure of Hazelwood?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:16) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. I reject the
characterisation of comments made by members of the
government. The Leader of the Opposition quite often
does this —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, you know, when the
Leader of the Opposition says, ‘You said it’, it always
pays to check those claims out; it always pays to check
out everything that this one has to say on every single
topic. He cannot be trusted; he cannot be believed. On
the Grovedale pub, the Grovedale Hotel is a great pub,
and like so many businesses across the state that
business can receive support and assistance from the
government.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Those opposite can scoff, but
there are some businesses that have received, indeed
many businesses that have received, thousands of
dollars, tens of thousands of dollars, to support them to
be more energy efficient, to reduce their consumption
and therefore reduce their bills. We stand ready to
provide that and other support to the Grovedale Hotel
and indeed any business that seeks to access that advice
and support.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — As well as of course being a
great regional business — and again I am uncertain as
to whether they pay payroll tax, I expect they would —
they are big and their payroll would be big enough to
pay payroll tax, even with the changes we have made to
increase the threshold at which businesses become
eligible to pay payroll tax. They are of course paying
half the payroll tax they paid when this miserable lot
were on the Treasury bench. We will continue to
support businesses like the Grovedale Hotel — more
than happy to do so.
Mr Guy — On a point of order on relevance,
Speaker. I was going to ask you to bring the Premier
back to addressing the question, which was his quote
from 18 November 2017. It was reported in the Herald
Sun and made on 21 November 2016 in the Age, where
the Premier had said 4 per cent — in fact 85 cents a
week. It is his own quote the Premier has made. I ask
you to bring him back to answer the question that was
asked of him.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Mr McGuire — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is absolutely being relevant. Small business
loves what this government has done and the
opportunities it has provided, and that is the point they
do not want to hear. I commend the Premier. This is the
important point: small businesses love what is being
done. That is the leadership that is being shown. The
Premier of course is in context and relevant.
The SPEAKER — Order! I thought the Premier
had concluded his answer, which he had. So I ask —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The house will come to
order.
Ms Britnell interjected.
The SPEAKER (11:19) — The member for
South-West Coast will leave the chamber for the period
of 1 hour.
Honourable member for South-West Coast
withdrew from chamber.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:19) —
Noting the captain’s pick from Broadmeadows says
that small business would love this government,
Premier, the father-and-son business that runs the
Grovedale Hotel would need to sell an additional
2475 pots of beer a year just to pay for the increase in
their power bills to what are now the highest rates they
have ever paid. How many local businesses like the
Grovedale Hotel will be driven to breaking point
because your botched policies have forced Victorian
households and businesses into an energy
affordability crisis?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:20) — I do thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his supplementary
question. I am surprised he did not do that conversion
in bottles of Grange. He could have done it in bottles of
Grange — because you would know what a bottle of
Grange is worth.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER (11:20) — Order! The member for
Frankston and the member for Geelong will leave the
chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable members for Frankston and Geelong
withdrew from chamber.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier may just simply be desperate, but I ask you to
bring him back to answering the question about the
Grovedale Hotel. If he wants to disrespect small
businesses such as the Grovedale Hotel, maybe he
should not use question time to do something like that.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do ask the Premier to
come to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — Of course I was mistaken. He
could not do that Grange conversion because he did not
pay for the Grange. The Madafferis paid for the
Grange; that is who paid for the Grange.
We stand ready, Speaker, to support the Grovedale
Hotel and any other business, to support them through
challenging times with a whole raft of programs, just
some of which I have detailed for the benefit of the
wine merchant opposite.

Ministers statements: water infrastructure
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Water) (11:21) — I rise
to update the house on the water infrastructure projects
we are building that are about benefiting rural, regional
and urban communities and economies. And we build
these —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!
Ms NEVILLE — As I was saying, Speaker, we
build these projects properly. We consult with the
community. We follow proper planning and approvals
processes and we seek the support and involvement of
local stakeholders. You have to do these projects
properly. You cannot ignore planning processes and
you have got to make sure that these projects benefit
more than a few.
We reset the $2 billion Connections Project for the
benefit of the whole Goulburn-Murray region. We
provided $40 million for the South West Loddon water
supply project and I ensured my department had the
dedicated resources to meet the planning and approval
requirements and we engaged with the community, just
as we have done at the Lance Creek project in South
Gippsland — a $30 million investment in water
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security. We are making sure South East Water follows
all planning requirements for a water-sensitive precinct
at Fishermans Bend. That is right, proper planning and
community benefit at Fishermans Bend — that will be
a change. We are building water infrastructure to
benefit the whole community and doing it with
proper processes.
There are no special deals, no secret meetings with
developers. I remember growing up in Queensland
under the Bjelke-Petersen government where major
projects, including water, were all about brown paper
bags for mates. I learned a lot about what government
should and should not do around proper planning and
transparency, and those special deals by Joh
Bjelke-Petersen resulted in the Fitzgerald inquiry. Not
many people I know have respect for Joh, but
apparently he is a hero to the Leader of the Opposition.
I can see where the Leader of the Opposition gets his
‘Don’t you worry about that’ attitude to his deals at
Fishermans Bend and the brown paper bags.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:23) — Order! The member for
Malvern can leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Malvern withdrew from
chamber.

Gippsland rail services
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (11:24) — My question is
to the Minister for Public Transport. Minister,
Gippsland V/Line commuters have had to continually
contend with ongoing disruptions, delays, cancellations
and replacement services for months and months with
seemingly no end in sight. This is having a massive
impact on constituents within the Morwell electorate. In
turn I have received countless complaints, including
from Brian from Churchill, who contacted me last week
and vented his frustration that it recently took him and
his family 5 hours to travel from Morwell to
Melbourne, which I think you would agree, Minister, is
totally unacceptable. Brian is one of many who have
had horrible experiences such as family members
missing specialist medical appointments, people being
told to not turn up to work as they are running late,
people missing transport connections and major events
and functions. Minister, Brian and other Gippsland
commuters are bearing the brunt of major disruptions,
delays, cancellations and replacement services and are
regularly advised that this is due to works on the
network. So, Minister, my question is: on which
services on the Gippsland line will travel times be
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reduced, and by how much when Gippsland V/Line
services supposedly return to normal?

are being undertaken, what services will have travel
times reduced and by what time? That was my question.

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(11:25) — I thank the member for Morwell for his
question about the shared desire that we have to
improve public transport services in regional Victoria.
The member for Morwell has outlined some of the very
real challenges that Gippsland passengers are
experiencing as a result of a combination of factors, and
if the member for Morwell is comfortable, I am happy
to outline what that range of factors is that have
contributed to there being some more disruptions than
normal on the Gippsland line.

The SPEAKER — The minister will come to
answering that question.

There have of course been the disruptions that have
come about as a result of our infrastructure program.
The Gippsland line of course joins up with the
Dandenong line, and on that corridor we have marked
the milestone this week of the removal of all nine level
crossings. Admittedly it is part of the metropolitan part
of the network, but that will improve reliability for the
regional trains as well that come in on that part of
the network.
Similarly there are works on the Gippsland line as well.
I know the member for Morwell supports the works
that are going on as part of the $530 million Gippsland
line upgrade. This is a massive program of works. It is a
massive injection, and it is the much-needed
infrastructure works that are to be done to get that big
step change and improvement in both reliability of
services and also the capacity to increase services to the
Gippsland community.
Of course this is a package of works that has been
jointly supported, and indeed at the time he was the
federal infrastructure minister, the federal member for
Gippsland, Darren Chester, and I worked closely to get
this package of works together that involves works all
the way along the line. It involves the upgrading of the
Avon River Bridge so that we can bring improved train
services there. It involves a big program of works
particularly between Pakenham and down to Traralgon,
where it involves track duplications, it involves station
upgrades and —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms ALLAN — It is a shame that they would not let
the member for Morwell have his moment to have his
question answered.
Mr Northe — On a point of order, Speaker, I
appreciate the minister’s comprehensive response, but
my point of order is in terms of relevance. My question
was: when services return to normal post the works that

Ms ALLAN — I know I was coming off a long
run-up, but I was indeed coming to that. What I was
wanting to explain to the member for Morwell, and
through him to the community in Gippsland, is that
there is more work that we need to do, so there will be
more disruptions to the services along the Gippsland
corridor. The whole purpose of this program of works
is to get that long-term improvement. Unfortunately we
cannot snap our fingers and see the improvements
overnight that are needed on the Gippsland line. So
there will be more disruption, and we will work closely
with the Gippsland community. I also acknowledge the
work of my colleague, a member for Eastern Victoria
Region, Harriet Shing in the other place, who is doing a
power of work on this as well.
We have got a lot of work to do because those opposite
cut $120 million from V/Line. It is a big job, and we are
determined to deliver improvements for the Gippsland
community.
Supplementary question
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (11:28) — Minister,
major regional rail networks in Victoria, such as
Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo, have dedicated lines
into Melbourne, yet Gippsland does not. Gippsland
commuters and Gippsland councils have been
advocating for a dedicated line into Melbourne for a
period of time, as this seems the only way that we can
really improve and achieve outcomes on the Gippsland
line, on what many describe as a Third World service.
So, Minister, will your government finally commence
the necessary planning, design and costings that are
required for a dedicated Gippsland V/Line track
into Melbourne?
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(11:29) — As I just outlined to the member for
Morwell in the previous answer, our focus first and
foremost right now is on doing the big program of
works to upgrade the Gippsland line, because that will
get an increase in frequency of services for Gippsland
commuters. It will get also improved travel time and
reliability. That is the project that we are focused on,
and that is why we went in to bat and secured the
funding from the federal government, and I have
already acknowledged the work that we have been able
to achieve with Darren Chester.
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I have seen this commentary about the line to
Gippsland. I note that this is something that is being
promoted by the National Party. I note it is not being
promoted by the Liberal Party. What they are not
saying to the community of Gippsland is that this
would be a project that would see the acquisition of
hundreds of properties and cost billions of dollars. It
would cause significant disruption to communities in
Gippsland and in Melbourne. We are getting on with
the works that are needed right now.

Ministers statements: economy
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) (11:30) — It gives me
great pleasure to rise to update the house about the
Victorian economy and a number of facts relevant to it.
Since we were elected in November 2014, promising
to get Victorians back to work, we have created almost
350 000 jobs — fact. That means that more than one in
10 jobs that currently exist in the Victorian economy
has been created under the watch of this
government — fact. More than 200 000 of the jobs we
have created have been full-time jobs, five times more
than those opposite managed to create in four years of
nothing — fact.
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statement on matters relevant to his portfolio and has
ignored your instruction to comply with sessional
orders. I ask you to hold him to account and to
compliance with sessional orders.
The SPEAKER — Order! I was not sure where the
Treasurer was going, so I will listen carefully to where
the Treasurer is going.
Mr PALLAS — The Victorian economy is growing
faster than any other state’s — fact. We have the
highest wages growth, the highest consumer confidence
and the strongest retail trade in the nation — fact. And
the biggest threat to the Victorian economy is the bloke
sitting right there — fact.

Energy prices
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:33) — My
question is to the Premier. Warrandyte Supa IGA is
owned and run by local businesswoman and
community volunteer Julie Quinton. Under her new
power contract her bills have skyrocketed from $8000 a
month to $15 000 a month. Julie yesterday said:
Our power bills are the highest they’ve ever been; we have to
sell more than ever before just to make ends meet.

While business confidence is strong, a sure way of
undermining it is dodgy dealings and of course
meetings with developers, where politicians dine at the
expense of mobsters — fact. Anyone knows that when
you are eating lobster, you always go with white
wine — fact. Infrastructure spending under this
government is more than double the long —

Premier, what do you have to say to Julie Quinton? Are
you prepared to apologise to her for lying about the
impact of Hazelwood closing on her power bills or do
you stand by your comments that bills would only rise
by 85 cents per week?

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now departing from making a ministers
statement on matters relevant to his portfolio, and I ask
you to bring him back to compliance with sessional
orders.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham!
I am going to give the opportunity to the Leader of the
Opposition to rephrase that question without the use of
a word that he knows is unparliamentary.

The SPEAKER — The Treasurer did appear to
stray from making a ministers statement. I think he had
come back. The minister to stay on a ministers
statement.
Mr PALLAS — Infrastructure spending under this
government is more than double the long-term average,
which means that after four years of dithering by those
opposite, we have invested more in schools, public
transport, hospitals and roads than ever before — fact.
Anyone whose political idols include Richard Nixon
and Joh Bjelke-Petersen has got to be short on morals
and taste and of course cannot be trusted — fact.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer has again departed from making a minister’s

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr GUY — It was not ‘rorting’, Speaker.
Premier, what do you have to say to Julie Quinton? Are
you prepared to apologise to her for your deliberate
misleading about the impact of Hazelwood closing on
her power bills or do you stand by your comments that
bills would only rise by 85 cents per week?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:34) — I do thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. Again I will
reject, very clearly, the assertions and assumptions, the
leaps, the bounds and the pretty creative conclusions
that the Leader of the Opposition is so prone to reach
and make —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, I ask you
to caution the Premier for possibly misleading the
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Parliament when he states that he did not make the
comment that power bills would only rise by 85 cents
per week or 4 per cent, given that he made the comment
on 2 November 2016 in the Age, where he talked about
a 4 per cent power rise or 85 cents per week. They are
the Premier’s own words, and now he is trying to walk
away from them.
The SPEAKER — Order! I can understand the
point of order, but it is not a point of order.
Mr ANDREWS — The simple point is that we
always need to check what is said by those opposite —
always and ever. In relation to the IGA business that
was mentioned by the Leader of the Opposition, I did
not get the exact address of the —
An honourable member — Warrandyte.
Mr ANDREWS — Warrandyte. Manningham
would be the local government — do we think so?
An honourable member — Yes.
Mr ANDREWS — I can advise the local member
that 655 businesses in the City of Manningham have
received funding and support under a program that the
Leader of the Opposition and his colleagues are
determined to abandon, to dismantle, to end —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, I did not ask the Premier about any
programs. I asked the Premier about what he was
prepared to say to Julie Quinton, the owner and
operator of Supa IGA in Warrandyte, whose bills have
doubled under his watch. It was a straightforward
question about what he had to say to Julie Quinton, and
I ask you to bring him back to answering that question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the Leader of the
Opposition for his point of order. The question ‘What
do you have to say?’ in relation to a matter does mean it
is a very broad opportunity to answer the question. The
Premier is being responsive to the question.
Mr ANDREWS — As I was saying, 655 businesses
in the Manningham local government area have
received support. There is only one side of the
Parliament that is prepared to continue that support.
Another group of people would abolish the very fund,
the very policy that is about supporting those
655 businesses. I can further inform the Leader of the
Opposition, given his concern for IGA —
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier can spin as much as he wants. The fact of the
matter is that this business’s bills have gone up by
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$7000 a month. Is any program the Premier is talking
about going to cover that cost every single month?
These bills have gone up under your watch, under your
policies — what are you doing about it?
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, we are not abolishing
programs that provide support to businesses — that is
the answer to your point. A few more points of order
from the member for Warrandyte would be good.
I can further inform the Leader of the Opposition that
Metcash, a key supplier to IGA stores across the state,
have been working with the government and have
received some $300 000 a year —
An honourable member — Three thousand dollars
a year?
Mr ANDREWS — Three hundred thousand dollars
a year in benefits, savings, as a result of the very
program you are opposed to.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, again on
relevance, I did not ask about Metcash, I did not ask
about the Premier’s 20 000 businesses. I asked about
one — Supa IGA in Warrandyte — and I ask you to
have the Premier address the answer to the question to
its owner and operator, Julie Quinton, whose bills have
doubled under his watch. It was a straightforward
question for the Premier to address in relation to one
business. I ask you to bring him back to answering it.
The SPEAKER — Order! I understand the point of
order. The question was ‘What do you have to say to
this business operator?’, and the Premier is being
relevant to the question.
Mr ANDREWS — Further, I can advise the Leader
of the Opposition that I think there are five IGAs
across the state that have received grants from the
government under the very program that the Leader of
the Opposition is opposed to. I am more than happy for
it to be a sixth. We are happy to work with this
business closely to deal with their unique
circumstances and provide them with support. It would
be very difficult to provide support if the fund was shut
down. It would be very difficult to provide support if
you were opposed to more supply in the energy market
because you would not approve a wind farm to save
yourselves, if you were opposed to the Victorian
renewable energy target —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr ANDREWS — The professor is up!
Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is clearly misleading the house. We asked
about a particular IGA, and what the Premier is now
referring to is a program that is actually funded by
higher electricity prices that each of these businesses —
The SPEAKER — Order! Points of order are not an
opportunity to debate matters.
Mr ANDREWS — Even the member for
Caulfield — I can further advise that the buyers group
that supports IGA activities across the whole state have
been working with government on these very issues.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) (11:40) —
David Lucke’s Fresh Food Market, a family-owned
small business in Bairnsdale, has recently been forced
to sign on to a 35 per cent increase under a new
three-year electricity contract, even after shopping
around for the best deal. That is an increase of around
$2500 per month, taking the monthly bill to $9500. Due
to a lack of confidence in power security over summer,
they were also forced to install a $30 000 generator.
Family-run businesses like this, which have grown
from a husband-and-wife operation to 50 local staff,
cannot absorb that level of cost increase. Premier, rather
than telling them to ‘shop around’, when are you going
to take real long-term action to assist businesses like
David Lucke’s Fresh Food Market, or couldn’t you care
less if their businesses closed?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) (11:41) — I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question. There are
two points in direct answer to the Leader of the
Opposition’s question. He asks about a long-term plan,
and he asks also and makes commentary in relation to
shopping around as if apparently businesses and
households shopping around under a privatised market
delivered by those opposite is a bad thing. Apparently
shopping around is a bad thing! The position of the
Leader of the Opposition is that no consumer should
shop around and get a better deal. The party of free
enterprise over here is opposed to shopping around to
get a better deal. What a week you are having!
What is more, if you want to put down the pressure on
prices —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Speaker, on the
issue of relevance, the Premier may be able to rewrite
history on Wikipedia but he cannot rewrite history in
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this place. I ask you to bring him back to answering the
question please.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier had just
strayed from answering the question. I ask the Premier
to come back to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — Let me come back to the issue
at hand — that is, that 526 businesses from across East
Gippsland Shire have received support, and I think that
is about half of those under a program you would
abolish. What a fraud you are!
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, earlier in
the week the Premier said he would be prepared to
make available a list of 20 000 businesses across the
state that were receiving government support. He
actually said that in Hansard. I wonder if you would
follow up with the Premier. He made the claim in
question time. It is in Hansard. The list has not been
made available. I wonder if you would follow up to see
that he will do exactly what he said he would do.
The SPEAKER — I will check and come back to
the member.

Ministers statements: Dulux
Mr CARROLL (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (11:43) — I rise to inform the house that
Australia’s and New Zealand’s biggest paint factory has
opened in Merrifield in Victoria. Last month I had the
great pleasure to join the hardworking member for
Yuroke and the hardworking member for
Broadmeadows to open up Dulux’s new factory. As big
as the playing surface of the MCG, it is creating 60 new
jobs. But more than that, it is one of the most advanced
manufacturing facilities in the world. If you have got a
small batch of paint jobs that you need to do, say you
had just a small job and it needed to be a special room fit
for a queen, they have got the Amazon Queen colour, fit
for a queen. But if the Knight Kerr Room needed a bit
more colour, you have even got Mary’s Garden.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now departing from making a ministers
statement on matters relevant to his portfolio. I ask you
to bring him back to compliance with sessional orders.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has
departed from making a ministers statement. The
minister to come back.
Mr CARROLL — The motto is: if you do it once,
you do it right, and you do it right with Dulux. We are
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going into the winter break, and if you have a lazy asset
to dress up over the winter break for a Spring Street
sale, what would you choose? The member for Box
Hill might like to know there are 50 shades of lobster
red — incredible! Dulux have even got you covered
with lobster red — Luscious Lobster! But it does not
end there. The Leader of The Nationals likes his
relevance; there is even a Murray Red as well from
Dulux. It is companies like Dulux —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is warned
to continue making a ministers statement and not to
attack the opposition. The minister to continue.
Mr Battin — On a point of order, Speaker, in
relation to holding up a prop, I know they try and say
what level they are holding the prop at, but we have
actually been thrown out every time someone has held
a prop up. To not be biased you must throw out the
minister for holding a prop up during the debate.
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the member for
Gembrook for his instructions, but I do not take
instructions from the member for Gembrook. The
minister is making —
Mr Battin interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook is warned. The minister to continue making
a statement.
Mr Burgess — On a point of order, Speaker, you
may not take instruction from the member for
Gembrook, but you do take instruction from precedent
and from precedent you set. You have set a precedent
that when anyone holds up a prop in here, you throw
them out. You do not get to choose between one side of
Parliament and the other side of Parliament when you
are setting precedent. So will you explain to this house
how you choose between each side of Parliament when
somebody holds up a prop and when they throw them
out, because you owe this house an explanation.
The SPEAKER — The member for Hastings will
resume his seat. I have ruled on the —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (11:47) — The member for
Warrandyte will leave the chamber for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Warrandyte withdrew
from chamber.
Mr CARROLL — We are going to make sure
under our government — $120 million in
manufacturing. We are getting on with the job.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier is
warned. The Minister for Roads and Road Safety is
warned.
Mr Burgess — On a point of order, Speaker, with
the greatest of respect for your position, I think we are
starting to approach a situation where that is starting to
be called into disrepute, because not only does there
have to be seen to be justice in this house, there has to
be justice. If you are intending that when anyone
disputes your decisions we cannot stand up here or we
cannot show some dispute, or if you are just going to
throw out one side of the Parliament and not the other,
how are we expected to have confidence in the rulings
you give?
The SPEAKER — Order! I have ruled on the
matter, but just for the benefit of the member for
Hastings, there have been a number of cases where
members have used props on both sides of the house.
Some members have transgressed the previous rulings
of the house and other members, including on both
sides of the house, have been able to proceed. I do not
believe the minister transgressed the previous rulings,
and I am happy to explain to members, outside the
chamber, the cases that I am talking about. The minister
to continue.
Mr CARROLL — We have the most advanced
paint manufacturing facility in the world right here in
Victoria. It is a decked out with industry 4.0, and there
are 60 new jobs. We are very proud of this investment.
If you do need to dress up any lazy assets over the
winter months, do it once, do it right, do it with Dulux.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Attorney-General is
warned. I have ruled on the point of order. The minister
to continue.
Mr CARROLL — Thanks, Speaker. I am very
nervous following the member for Hastings.

Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I raise a
point of order with regard to an adjournment matter that
appears to be unanswered. The adjournment matter
14 337 appears to be unanswered. I have raised the issue
with you previously in this chamber about ministers
who have not answered questions. The minister is
required to answer the question within 30 days, and it is
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now past the 30-day period. The question was actually
about the closure of the Burwood police station and the
government funding for the upgrade of the station.
There have been some advancements since I raised that
adjournment matter, but I still would expect the minister
to answer that question. Theft in Burwood since they
closed the police station —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Without the assistance of
the member for Yuroke! The member for Burwood
understands that points of order are able to be made in
relation to these matters, but it is not an opportunity to
make a speech about the matter that he is raising. I can
advise the member for Burwood, as I did yesterday, that
I have written to the minister to follow up on his
adjournment answer, and I will forward that to the
member as soon as I receive it. Does he have another
matter he wishes to raise?
Mr Watt — Further to that particular point of order,
Speaker, you told me yesterday that you had done that,
and you had obviously done that the day before, and I
accept that and appreciate your assistance, but I am
incredulous as to the minister being unable to answer
the question. She has had more than 30 days and she
has now ignored at least —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member will resume
his seat. Does the member for Burwood have a further
point of order?
Mr Watt — On a further point of order, Speaker, I
would ask you once again to write to the Minister for
Police to chase up the answer for that question, given
that it has been 30 days and you have actually asked her
to respond. I find the belligerence of some of these
ministers —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member will resume
his seat. As the member is aware, I wrote to the
Minister for Police yesterday, and I will forward on her
response when I receive it. Do you have a further point
of order?
Mr Watt — Yes, I have a further point of order,
Speaker, with regard to constituency question 14 325.
This is a constituency question I asked about a
$20 million cut in the budget to my electorate and the
effect that has had on a housing estate in my electorate.
It is an issue that has been long-running. The minister
should be able to understand and answer the question
very quickly and easily, because the government is the
one that has removed the $20 million worth of funds
from this project. It is simply a question about what is
next. I know you said yesterday that you had written to
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the minister, but once again I would have thought that
the minister could answer the question within the
30 days.
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the member for
Burwood for raising that matter, and I will follow it up
for the member for Burwood. I appreciate that point
of order.
Mr Watt — On a further point of order, Speaker, in
general, not relating to any particular question, I find
the belligerence of ministers —
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The member for Burwood will resume his seat.
The member will not use points of order in a
frivolous way.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Hastings electorate
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (11:53) — (14 607) My
question is to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. I
am seeking information on behalf of the Western Port
community regarding the bike, walking and running
path between Golf Links Road, the Peninsula Link trail
and the Somerville railway station. There is currently a
gap in this otherwise comprehensive bike path network.
Frankston City Council constructed the bay trail from
Frankston foreshore to Golf Links Road, Baxter, on the
border of Frankston City Council and Mornington
Peninsula shire, while the Mornington Peninsula shire
constructed the Western Port Bay trail between the
Somerville train station in Somerville and other
Western Port townships, including Hastings, Bittern,
Somers and Balnarring.
The gap between the two trails leaves a missing link
between the Somerville railway station and Golf Links
Road in Baxter. The completion of this trail is
important. It makes an iconic pathway for walkers,
runners and bike riders alike, connecting the Frankston,
Baxter, Western Port and Mornington township
communities.

Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (11:54) — (14 608) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport. What information can the minister provide
on further improvements to bus services in
Craigieburn? The recent announcement of new
timetables, including more frequent services on
route 529 and an extension of route 533 to Craigieburn
central, have been welcomed by local residents, in
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particular by Hume Anglican Grammar families, who
are delighted that for the first time students are able to
catch public transport with a new bus stop right outside
the school. I would greatly welcome any further
opportunities to expand access to public transport for
Yuroke residents, in particular in areas not currently
reached by services. I welcome any information the
minister can provide on any future changes that will
facilitate this.

Ovens Valley electorate
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (11:54) — (14 609)
My question is to the Minister for Housing, Disability
and Ageing. Olive Lerke, who is a 76-year-old public
housing tenant from Wangaratta, had a faulty heater
decommissioned in her home on 9 May and is currently
waiting for a replacement heater. It is now over six
weeks that Ms Lerke has not had a satisfactory heater
as she shivers through an average minimum
temperature in Wangaratta in June of 3 degrees.
Ms Lerke lives in isolation and cannot have her
grandson come over to visit because she fears he will
freeze in her home as well. Minister, your home is your
castle, not an igloo. What is an acceptable time to
reinstate a heater in public housing during winter under
your watch?
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arrange the allocation of emergency funds to fill in the
gap in the rock wall between the beach and Rose
Avenue and Coghlan Road to immediately replace the
derelict groynes?

Narre Warren South electorate
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (11:56) —
(14 612) My question is to the Minister for Education
and concerns Hampton Park Secondary College, and I
ask: when will new plans be ready to progress the
Hampton Park Secondary College upgrade? In this
year’s state budget the Andrews Labor government
committed over $480 million to upgrade 130 schools
across Victoria. Hampton Park Secondary College
received $2.6 million to begin the rollout of their master
plan. It was most welcome funding. It will see an
upgrade and modernisation of facilities across Hampton
Park Secondary College to make sure that students
learn in facilities that are state-of-the-art. We are
working closely with Hampton Park Secondary College
to determine their priorities, always with a focus on
education excellence. I am looking forward to seeing
the upgrades at Hampton Park Secondary College get
underway, and I am sure that the students, staff and the
community are too.

Northcote electorate
Dandenong electorate
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) (11:55) — (14 610)
My question is for the Minister for Police, and I ask:
what initiatives and investment have the government
made in Dandenong to support our police and enhance
community safety across my local community? The
Andrews Labor government has made record
investments in community safety, which is helping
Victoria Police crack down on crime. It is pleasing to
see that the new crime figures from the independent
Crime Statistics Agency show that the six-year crime
trend that started in 2011 has been turned around. Over
the last 12 months alone crime in Dandenong has
dropped by 11.7 per cent. I know how hard our police
are working, and I am delighted that we have been able
to support them.

Ms THORPE (Northcote) (11:57) — (14 613) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing. Is the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) approaching developers to
take in public housing residents from the renewal
program sites, and if so, are these developers going to
be given preferential treatment in tender processes?
Residents at the Walker Street public housing estate in
Northcote have been informally advised that the DHHS
relocation team has run out of options for local
relocations and is now approaching developers with
projects in neighbouring suburbs to take in public
housing residents in their new developments. Residents
remain concerned that local relocations will not be
possible and that they will be forced out of
communities they have lived in for many years.

Bass electorate

Essendon electorate

Mr PAYNTER (Bass) (11:55) — (14 611) My
question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. As you may know, the combination of
very high tides and gale-force north-westerly winds
over a prolonged three-day period last weekend
wreaked havoc on Cowes East beaches, with claims
that some beaches lost up to 3 metres of foreshore,
which will soon be unrecoverable. Minister, will you

Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (11:58) — (14 614) I
direct my constituency question to the Minister for
Police, and I ask: what is the latest information about
the reduction of crime in the City of Moonee Valley,
and can the minister tell me what roles the 12 new
sworn police officers will perform in my community?
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Polwarth electorate
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (11:58) — (14 615) My
question is to the Minister for Health. Can the minister
tell the people of Polwarth if her directive yesterday to
Colac Area Health not to charge for unfunded urgent
care services is a policy that she will be implementing
across the 10 rural hospital services in Polwarth?
Country hospitals across Victoria are not funded for
urgent medical services. Country communities rely on
the contract services of their local GP workforce and
other contract arrangements with private pathology,
X-ray and surgical services. Yesterday’s announcement
that Colac Area Health will now not be able to charge for
its urgent care services that are backed and supported by
local country GPs is a real concern, as this government
still has not committed to the full funding of this service.
The people of Colac are being misled by the minister as a
commitment to fund the doctors, surgeons, pathology
and X-ray is still non-existent. Small country health
services like Colac cannot be expected to fund these
services out of the ether. The minister must immediately
move to match the funding of her demands.

Bentleigh electorate
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (11:59) — (14 616) My
question is to the Minister for Local Government.
Following many concerns I have heard from residents of
the Bentleigh electorate recently, I ask: what powers do
local councils have in investigating massage parlours
which are suspected of conducting illegal activity? In
asking this question I do not want to cast any aspersions
on legitimate massage businesses, but I do note that the
City of Kingston has investigated 11 and shut down
nine, including one called Fire Banana, which was
reported on in the Mordialloc Chelsea Leader last year.
I note, however, that councils do things differently, and
some councils have not been as active as the City of
Kingston in cleaning up this problem. I ask the minister
to provide this advice so that I can pass that on to the
other councils in my electorate.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AMENDMENT
(PUBLIC SECTOR REDUNDANCIES AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (12:00) — I
was talking before the break about this government’s
record when it comes to the public service and public
sector numbers in particular. I reiterate: the budget
papers this year show that in 2018–19 there will be a
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10 per cent increase in wages. I picked up the
interjections from across the chamber about police,
ambulance officers, teachers and everything, but the
reality is this is not all going on police, ambulance
officers, teachers, nurses and the like. I said that we
accept that a growing population and therefore growth
in government services requires an increase in the
public service, but not in any way to the extent that we
are seeing under this government. A 10 per cent
increase in wages is anticipated in this year’s budget.
We have seen the wage bill for the state go up by
$7 billion since 2014, and the executive head count,
which again is clearly not ambulance officers, teachers
or police, has jumped 24 per cent since this government
has been in power. The government has lost control of
its public service wages numbers and bill. It is
extraordinary that the budget papers — and the member
for Malvern highlighted the fallacy the budget is built
on with respect to a number of areas but most
particularly the public service — show an increase of
10 per cent in wages in 2018–19 but that it is supposed
to fall to 3.2 per cent in the three out years. It is very
difficult to believe that a government that has seen a
$7 billion increase in its wages bill since 2014 will
somehow bring it back under control.
This situation is no better exemplified than by the
Premier himself, who, as we heard a few weeks ago at
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC),
now has 94 staff in his own private office. That is not the
ministerial staff across all the portfolios that he employs.
That is not the Department of Premier and Cabinet. That
is the Premier’s private office — 94 staff. I have had the
pleasure of being a ministerial staffer at the federal level
and an opposition staffer at the state level, among my
many other jobs, and I wonder, with 94 staff in the
Premier’s office, what they all do. It is an extraordinary
figure. We know that the Prime Minister’s Office only
has about 50 staff, so if the Prime Minister of the entire
nation only needs 50-odd staff, what do the 94 staff in
the Premier’s private office actually do?
We saw perhaps some evidence of what they do in the
Australian this morning, with an ongoing investigation
into who has actually been regularly editing Wikipedia
with a Parliament address, particularly with respect to
the member for Tarneit and the member for Narre
Warren North, whose Wikipedia pages are constantly
edited to take out anything negative. I know in the past
we addressed at PAEC hearings questions about the
government advertising for staff to work around the
clock on social media for the Premier, so perhaps that is
an explanation of where the 94 staff in the Premier’s
office go and what they are actually doing. I struggle to
see how they actually fit in. There must be a separate
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annexe somewhere. Maybe the Premier has actually
built a chookhouse for 1 Treasury Place because
94 staff would be a difficult fit in there.
It exemplifies the problems that we have seen under
this government, with a massive blowout not only in
the numbers of public servants but also in the costs to
the taxpayer. It is not something that is reflected within
the wider community, which is struggling with
increased costs, particularly their electricity costs. They
would ask the question: what is the government doing
to keep public service numbers under control? At the
moment the answer is that they are not doing anything
about it at all.
Mr NOONAN (Williamstown) (12:04) — I am
really pleased to rise and speak in support of the Public
Administration Amendment (Public Sector
Redundancies and Other Matters) Bill 2018 here today.
I would make two observations from the contributions
that have been made from the opposition, and I have
been here for the entirety of both of those contributions
and have listened carefully. The opposition have not
declared their position in relation to this bill, and I do
wonder whether that relates to the fact that their lead
speaker was in fact the member for Warrandyte and
whether the member for Warrandyte has lost any
authority in relation to making any comments about
policy, whether it be government or opposition, over
the course of the last fortnight. I suspect that that is
probably why I am not hearing what the opposition’s
position on this rather non-contentious piece of
legislation before the house is today.
The other observation I would make — and I have a bit
of respect for the member for Gippsland South — and I
did listen closely, is that he referred to public servant
executives as ‘fat cats’. I have heard that from the
member for Kew and from others, and I think that is a
shocking way of referencing the leaders in our public
service. I also heard the member for Gippsland South
and indeed the member for Warrandyte in part, in their
defence, talk about the value of our public servants, but I
do not think you can have it both ways. I would
encourage the member for Gippsland South to think
carefully about the types of labels that he might place in
the future on the very people who at some stage over the
course of his public life he will draw advice from. As
someone who has benefited from the wise advice of
senior members of the public service and the
public-facing operational members of the public service,
I am full of admiration, as I know other members on the
Labor side of this Parliament are collectively.
I was reminded on the Queen’s Birthday holiday of a
couple of really important public servants that I got to
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work with as minister who received public service
medals. I do want to give a shout-out to those two
individuals, because I think they are representative, if
you like, of the sort of quality we get from public
servants right across the board. The first one is a deputy
secretary of the Department of Justice and Regulation,
Julia Griffith. She was outstanding to work with and
has been a long-time public sector leader, and in fact I
was asked to prepare a letter of support for Julia back in
January. I have since forwarded this letter to Julia
following her Public Service Medal on Queen’s
Birthday, but I want to read just one sentence because I
think it is important and is reflective of the
contributions of many senior public servants. In my
letter I wrote:
Julia Griffith also demonstrated a great sensitivity and
empathy towards delivering programs and policies for some
of Victoria’s most vulnerable and disadvantaged individuals,
and understood that good policy created opportunities to turn
lives around, and create safer communities.

I said many more things about Julia, and of course they
were all positive.
The other individual that received a Public Service
Medal is Richard Bolt, the Secretary of the Department
of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources (DEDJTR). Richard has had an exceptional
public service career. That career has spanned many
parts of government, and I will just read them out:
agriculture, energy, fisheries, mining, forestry,
education, early childhood development, employment
and transport, just to name a few. I admire these
particular individuals, their capability, their leadership
and indeed, in my time, their frank advice. So I have
benefited from having worked with both of
those individuals.
Moving on to some of the component parts of this
particular bill, I listened closely to the contributions
from the opposition speakers, who talked about this bill
really not being needed because what we have is policy.
We all understand that there is a significant difference
between policy and enshrining something in law,
because policies can be changed at a whim. To change
the law requires an amendment to come back into this
house and for there to be the agreement of both houses
of Parliament. That is a very significant difference in
terms of the rights of a public servant in relation to
redundancy, and that is what this bill does. That is why
this bill is very important to public sector workers,
particularly those represented by the Community and
Public Sector Union (CPSU), and I hear the comments
from those opposite saying that this is just some sort of
favour. No, this is an important move forward. This is
the sort of benefit that almost all Victorian workers
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have available to them by way of law. In the worst
circumstances, where someone is made redundant, they
have an opportunity essentially to help them transition
into new employment.

new to our country, and women fleeing domestic
violence. It is that sort of cohort of people who are
taking the opportunity to get a start through our
Victorian youth cadetship scheme.

If you want to understand how important redundancy is
to workers, just go and ask a Telstra worker right now
how important redundancy payments will be for them,
because in the case of Telstra many of those workers
would have worked for Telstra for many, many years.
Just as many workers work in the Victorian public
sector for many years. It does take time to transition,
including in some cases new training, to find a new job.
In fact someone said to me it is a full-time job trying to
get another full-time job, and that is the significance in
terms of enshrining the sorts of conditions that have
been incorporated in this piece of legislation in law for
our public sector workers so that they do not have to
worry about the government of the day changing the
policies which essentially could take thousands of
dollars out of their pocket, whether they are made
redundant by way of voluntary redundancy or whether
they are made redundant as a result of no fault of their
own but are forced into redundancy.

The other person I just want to give a pat on the back to
in relation to this program is a great public servant in
Justin Hanney, who also works in DEDJTR with
Richard Bolt. Justin worked very closely with Karen
Batt in relation to creating an opportunity for young
people to get a start and young people who would face
multiple barriers to getting a start. I am told by Karen
Batt that the first graduation from that program — or a
graduation from that program — will in fact occur next
week here in the Parliament. Unfortunately I cannot be
here for it, but I can just imagine the looks on the faces
of those people who are coming out of the scheme
having been through a proper and well-constructed
pathway to get their start in the public service, and
hopefully they will have very long and meaningful
careers in the Victorian public service for many
years to come.

In the time that I have left I just want to talk about
something that I think is a very good initiative because it
really focuses on the other end of a public sector
worker’s journey, and that is in relation to how they
enter the public sector and how they get their start. I had
the wonderful pleasure — it is almost 12 months to the
day — of launching the Jobs Victoria youth cadetship
scheme. It is run in partnership with the Community and
Public Sector Union, and the aim of this pilot program is
to place 135 young people, who would ultimately face
barriers to gaining entry into jobs, in the Victorian
public service to get them a start. It is a two-year
placement, and it is also complemented by a specialist
certificate IV in government, which is a partnership with
Box Hill Institute. It is a fantastic program.
There have been other programs similar to this one
which are about giving young people a start, but I want
to particularly acknowledge the secretary of the CPSU
here in Victoria, Karen Batt, who has been a real driver
and ambassador for this program, a person who is still
excited about the opportunities in the Victorian public
sector today who wants pathways for people to come
into the Victorian public sector, and obviously
pathways for young people who ultimately would find
it very difficult to get a start not just in the public sector
but a job full stop. You are talking about young people
from disadvantaged backgrounds, young people
perhaps with poor education attainment, young people
with no educational attainment beyond their secondary
school leaving attainment, people who are migrants and

It is a great public service. I think it is the best public
service in Australia, and we are very fortunate, as
governments come and go, that the programs and the
policies that we put to the Victorian electorate under
our great democracy are delivered by our Victorian
public service, so I speak with absolute full support for
any bill, including this one, that enshrines better
conditions for our Victorian public servants.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HALFPENNY
(Thomastown).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from 19 June; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Local Government).
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (12:15) — It is a
pleasure to contribute to the debate on the Local
Government Bill 2018, legislation that has come about
following a comprehensive review of the Local
Government Act 1989. That act has had something like
100 amendments made to it since it was passed, so this
review was certainly overdue.
Like many members of this house, including yourself,
Acting Speaker Spence, I am a former local councillor.
I have served in local government. I was elected at the
2005 Glen Eira council election at the age of 19, so it
was a pretty daunting experience, and re-elected in
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2008. I have to say it was a really good experience. I do
think there is something to be said for being a better
local MP when you have had that local government
experience because it really does keep you grounded.
As we hear often, local government is the closest level
of government to the people. Indeed that is why it is so
very important. As local members of Parliament I
would say most of the issues we get coming through
our electorate offices are local council issues. That just
shows why local government is so important but also
that it is indeed the closest level of government to
the people.
Just a few months before I was elected to council in
2005 the Glen Eira City Council was sacked by the then
Minister for Local Government, Candy Broad,
following an inquiry by the municipal inspector. They
were sacked for a number of reasons, but I suppose at
the time I felt it was a little bit unfair to sack all nine
councillors because there were some on the Glen Eira
council at the time who certainly did not deserve to be
sacked. They were discharging their functions as
democratically elected councillors with integrity, with
honour and with their communities at heart, but of
course the minister had no option but to sack the
entire council.
I really am pleased that the ability to suspend an
individual councillor is being addressed in this
legislation, because there was really one main
problematic councillor on the Glen Eira council at the
time who had served in office while being ineligible to
do so. He lived in Eltham for a period and did not own
any property in the City of Glen Eira but continued to
serve as a councillor knowing that he was ineligible to
be on that council. There were other examples of his
bad behaviour — he racked up a very high phone bill
while he was the Liberal candidate for Oakleigh at the
2002 election. That really was central to some of the
acrimony we saw among the councillor group.
It is true that other councillors were poorly behaved,
including a time when a group of mainly Liberal
Party-aligned councillors walked out of a council
meeting, leaving it inquorate, but in my view that is
probably not a sacking offence. This mechanism back
then I think would have been appropriate because it
would have prevented some very good people on the
Glen Eira council at the time from being tarred with the
same brush.
I am also pleased that this bill includes guidance to
councils on proper planning and community
consultation. This will include a community vision
which will be a 10-year plan. I have to say that a lot of
councils already do this and do this well, including the
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Glen Eira City Council. It also includes a financial
plan — a 10-year outlook that will replace the current
strategic resource plan. That is particularly something I
think we did well at Glen Eira council. We used the
strategic resource plan, for example, to forward plan the
sports pavilions that we would be renewing and
replacing over the years. There is an asset management
plan — a 10-year outlook that provides a forward
agenda for infrastructure upgrades; a revenue and asset
plan setting out how councils will levy different types
of rates for different ratepayers; and other plans around
governance, including a CEO employment and
remuneration policy, governance rules replacing
council meeting procedure, local laws, a gifts policy
dealing with gifts given to councillors, a community
engagement policy, an investment policy and a
borrowings policy.
I do not always agree with the three local councils in
my electorate — the main one is the City of Glen Eira,
but I have also got Kingston and Bayside — but I have
to say they have each done very good things when it
comes to planning for the future. I do want to give one
example of good planning at the City of Glen Eira. It is
fair to say that the state government has had a role in
this as well, and that is in the recent structure planning
process that the City of Glen Eira has engaged in. That
came about as a result of a request from our Minister
for Planning for council to complete some badly needed
structure plans. Council obliged and undertook
significant community consultation around the future of
the precincts of Bentleigh, Carnegie and Elsternwick.
Just focusing on Bentleigh, which of course is in my
electorate, the council engaged in six stages of
consultation, which included receiving 864 submissions
and having 237 local residents participate in community
forums, because council brought the community with
them on the journey to mapping out what the future of
the Bentleigh precinct will look like, especially given
that over the last three years the development landscape
in Melbourne has changed and Bentleigh has been
starting to see applications for very tall buildings.
They brought their community with them. They worked
with the state government and continue to work with
the state government for what are some very good
outcomes. Height controls, which the minister approved
on an interim basis last year — and I know he is
considering council’s latest request now — were
announced last year. That took good planning and
consultation. Also things like more communal spaces in
the Bentleigh precinct, more open space, more car
parking and better shops for the community are all
things that the community ask for. I know when council
followed up towards the end of the consultation, many
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local residents were very impressed that things that they
had requested had found their way into this structure
plan. For that I really do give the City of Glen Eira full
marks. I think what is in this legislation will guide other
councils to also achieve such success with their
planning and their consultation.
I am also pleased that this legislation strengthens the
role of the mayor. It allows councils to elect a mayor
for two years. I have just spoken about structure
planning. That is a process that has taken two years,
therefore it does make sense that the same councillor,
the mayor, who has overseen it from the beginning
should oversee it to the end. Giving a mayor two years
to provide that leadership is, I think, very appropriate
and long overdue. Under this legislation the mayor will
be responsible for reporting annually on progress
against the four-year council plan. The mayor will lead
community engagement on the council plan and the
four-year budget. The bill also requires the mayor to be
consulted by the council CEO on the development of
the council agenda.
Finally, I just want to comment briefly on a consistent
voting method at council elections, which is part of the
legislation — that is, the minister being able to
determine a consistent voting method, whether it is
postal, attendance or electronic. In the two council
elections I contested one was conducted by post and
the other one was by attendance. It is fair to say the
attendance election was something like $150 000 or
$160 000 more expensive for ratepayers than the postal
election. Personally I have always favoured conducting
these elections by post for that reason, but it also
gives good Independents, who do not have a party
machine behind them, a go. So I am pleased that this
legislation at least gives the minister the power to
determine a consistent voting method for council
elections in Victoria.
I also acknowledge the former Minister for Local
Government, who is sitting at the table and who has had
a lot to do with this legislation, and I thank her for it.
With those few words I commend the bill to the house
and wish it speedy passage.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (12:25) — I am
pleased to make a contribution to the Local
Government Bill 2018. I would just like to draw upon a
comment from the previous speaker about Independent
candidates who may not have a party machine behind
them. One of the observations I would make based on
my time as a member of Parliament would be that
where party machines are involved in local government
it is to the detriment of good outcomes. When I was
elected, one of the first observations that was made to
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me by a then member of the upper house was that it
was valuable if councillors were not part of a Labor
bloc but were representatives of local communities,
brought their judgement and their experience as
members of community groups and organisations and
as local traders to the council table and were not subject
to the pre-caucusing of decision-making at the local
government level. I was told it was valuable when
councillors could act without fear or favour and make
judgements which were regarded as being in the best
interests of the local community.
A number of issues have arisen over recent years, and
one would be with regard to population growth: how do
local governments plan for increased housing and
increased infrastructure to meet population growth? It
has been apparent that there has been a lack of capacity
planning and sometimes opportunity to provide for
increased recreational areas. I commend a lot of the
good work undertaken by Bayside City Council in
upgrading ovals, improving clubrooms and providing
facilities for women to participate in sport. Nevertheless
there is more work that could be undertaken.
I have spoken at local government meetings on three
occasions in the last 25 years. One of those occasions
was early this year, when I opposed the XYZ choice of
Golf Victoria, the Professional Golfers Association of
Australia and Golf Australia to take advantage of an
allocation of $10 million by the current government to
build and co-locate headquarters. They had originally
looked at Albert Park and Elsternwick Park in the
south-east for a venue that might enable the facility to
be set up. I think it is sad that an office block will be
built on the best metropolitan golf course in
metropolitan Melbourne, which will see the need for
more car parks and will take away from the amenity of
Melbourne’s best metropolitan golf course that is
accessible to members of the public. So there are a
number of observations I would make in relation to that
particular process.
I note also the importance of there being good golf
administration precincts to help develop a great game,
but at the same time I note the value of administration
being conducted off course rather than being
aggregated and diminishing the amenity of a local
precinct and turning Melbourne’s best metropolitan
golf course into a minigolf course as a consequence of a
couple of the fairways being developed for an elite
driving range under a model which was not the first,
second, third, fourth or fifth choice.
Another issue relates to playing fields for junior sport.
There is an ongoing need for reinvestment in junior
sport to provide the football, netball, soccer, hockey,
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lacrosse, cricket and tennis facilities for junior sports
participation as there is an increasing demand on the
land in middle Melbourne to be developed and
corresponding demand by local families to have areas
of recreation. Much more needs to be done on the part
of both local government and state government to
provide recreational areas so that over the next
100 years the residents of Melbourne have the
opportunity to enjoy the great parks of our city. It is the
legacy of Latrobe that led to the set-up of the great
parks of Melbourne: Royal Park, Fawkner Park, Albert
Park, Studley Park. The middle ring of suburbs
developed their great parks that form part of a great
city. That is an important focus of local government.
Another area is in the arena of planning. Sadly the
current government removed a height limit at the
Mentone activity centre that was set at four storeys. It
had been workshopped through the local council and
the local community to maintain the amenity of a
precinct that has within it five secondary schools. They
wished to maintain the coastal amenity of the precinct.
The former coalition government set a height limit of
four storeys in that area. It is now in a position where
the sky is nearer the limit, as is possible, near
Moorabbin Airport as well.
Another key area is in relation to the removal of the
neighbourhood residential zones under the current
government. The City of Bayside had the benefit of
over 80 per cent of its streets having the classification
of neighbourhood residential zone, limiting
development to not more than two storeys and not more
than two dwellings per block. That was going to
preserve the streetscape and the vegetation of the
greater part of the City of Bayside, which had, in
particular, taken the opportunity to implement this
particular classification.
I am pleased to note that the coalition this week has
advanced plans that in its first 100 days in office it will
reinstate neighbourhood residential zones, and this is
one of the greatest things that could be utilised to
preserve the amenity of the Sandringham electorate.
Historically that policy had the very strong support of
local environment groups when they understood the
merit of this particular proposal and that it would avert
what one keen conservationist described as the
‘Elwoodisation of Beaumaris’. There are distinctive
suburbs and a one-size policy does not fit all in the
scheme of things.
Another concern that has been drawn to my attention
recently is that, as a result of increased population
growth, there are more commuters who are seeking
access to parking around railway stations and are
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spilling over from the railway station car parks into the
surrounding streets. More attention needs to be given to
the provision of car parking. I noted before the merit of
land around stations and I campaigned that there
needed to be more done around the Cheltenham
shopping centre activity centre precincts — not just to
replace car parks lost through grade separation but to
expand car parking spaces in that precinct, noting that
our population is set to double. There need to be more
Parkiteer cages built that will assist people to store their
bikes safely. There also needs to be greater car parking
capacity provided so that commuters from anywhere
have the chance to access the city.
One particular problem around Sandringham railway
station has been the issue of car parking proximate to
Sandringham Primary School. For 100 years
schoolteachers, men and women, have had the
opportunity to park in streets around the school. Sadly,
in recent days as a consequence of there being greater
demand for those car parks, with city commuters
perhaps parking near the school and local residents
wanting to preserve residential amenity and parking
access outside their homes, the council has seen its way
clear to remove car parking options for local teachers
by introducing a 4-hour limit in places where teachers
previously had the opportunity to park for the day.
Numbers of teachers will get to school in early light —
at 7.30 or 7 o’clock in the morning — and numbers will
be there for after-school activities late at night. The
principal of Sandringham Primary School has been
very keen to maintain existing parking access options
and rights for local schoolteachers. I would urge the
Bayside council to do everything it can to
accommodate the legitimate aspirations of members of
that school community to be able to park proximate to
the school in a manner that they have been able to
exercise over the past 100 years.
In relation to some of the specific aspects of the bill and
relevant commentary, I note the view of Ratepayers
Victoria, which considers that the bill is very biased
towards council administrators rather than being fair to
the general community or to ratepayers. I think there is
high responsibility for focus not to be on playing politics
with party machines behind councillors, but rather that
councillors are there to provide their clear-headed,
clear-minded judgement on matters that will assist the
development of the cities of Bayside and Kingston.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (12:35) — I am pleased
to rise to speak on the Local Government Bill 2018.
This is an important bill that is necessary to ensure that
communities have faith in local government and the
people who are elected to represent them. In Geelong
we have had a recent history, as this place knows, of a
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council that was out of control. It is good to see the
previous Minister for Local Government and the
current Minister for Local Government in the
chamber — a huge thankyou to both of them for the
work they have done in having this bill put forward.
In 2016, after a three-month investigation — a
commission of inquiry into the council’s governance,
administration and culture — the then Minister for
Local Government introduced the bill to dismiss the
City of Greater Geelong Council and appoint
administrators. This was after the council had been
given plenty of opportunity to prove that they were
willing to fix the problems that existed within the
council. I have to say that at the time, people right
across Geelong were making representations to me and
to other members of the government to do something
about the situation that had occurred in the City of
Greater Geelong with the council. There were major
concerns about a number of things. One in particular
was the bullying that was going on within the council
by councillors and by council officers that had not been
addressed. The councillors were actually saying, ‘Well,
there is not really a problem’. Everybody else knew that
in Geelong there was a serious problem. There were
representations from staff members of the City of
Greater Geelong to members of Parliament like me,
telling horrific stories about what was going on.
There was no doubt that something needed to happen
and that the then minister gave the City of Greater
Geelong Council many opportunities to deal with the
problems at hand. They chose not to do that for
whatever reason, so there was no other course of action
but to introduce a bill to dismiss the City of Greater
Geelong Council. Of course, from the council’s
perspective that was met with great angst. There were
obviously councillors that were not responsible for
bullying from their perspective, but certainly from my
point of view those 12 councillors were actually aware
of what was going on and chose not to do something
about it. That was a serious concern for me, particularly
when you are hearing from workers in that council
about what was happening internally. Through the
commission of inquiry there were a number of findings:
the council is riven with conflict, unable to provide a
long-term vision for the city and lacking the leadership
required to manage Geelong’s major economic challenges;
the council’s leadership is dysfunctional, and includes a
significant number of councillors contravening their code of
conduct;
the council operates in silos — both at councillor level and at
senior management level — looking after sectional interests
rather than the municipality as a whole;
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there is a deep-seated culture of bullying within the council
and its administration, which has contributed to a lack of good
governance and failure to provide a safe workplace for staff.

Having conducted that commission of inquiry and
received those findings, we felt as a government that
we had no choice but to dismiss that council.
We listened to the people of Geelong and they wanted
to have a say about the future of local government in
Geelong. So the then minister did a lot of work looking
at how we would achieve that. We came up with a
citizens jury of 100 residents who were selected at
random from across the municipality. The citizens jury
looked at a whole range of issues including directly
electing the mayor, which had been trialled in Geelong,
as we know. We had two mayors in that first term
because things were not working well. The citizens jury
met over a long period of time. They looked at the issue
of directly electing the mayor and they looked at
governance and management of the council and they
came up with a whole series of recommendations. I met
that citizens jury probably two or three times during the
time they were undertaking that work. They were
100 people selected at random who had a strong
commitment to Geelong and wanted to see things
sorted out and made right for the future council coming
in, so they did a lot of work and they were very
committed to the work that they were doing.
It was unfortunate that those opposite criticised those
100 people, and I am sure they will pay the price for
that. But at the end of the day, from my perspective, we
needed to look at the recommendations that the citizens
jury put forward and accept those recommendations in
good faith. They had done the work, they had consulted
with the community, they had consulted with other
stakeholders in the community and they had come up
with those findings, so from my perspective, and I
know certainly from the government’s perspective, the
best outcome was to accept those recommendations,
which of course we did.
The bill contains several reforms to the current
legislation. They include that mayors will provide
greater leadership to councils by adopting more
extensive responsibilities and undertaking a
commitment to report progress annually to their
communities on the council’s four-year plan.
The consistency of council representative structures
will be improved by establishing a consistent formula
for determining councillor numbers by having councils
unsubdivided or comprising uniform councillor
numbers per ward. In order to ensure all councillors
elected to a council require a similar number of votes to
be elected, all councils must be elected under one of the
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following structures: all councillors elected in an
unsubdivided municipal district; all councillors elected
in multimember wards where each ward elects the same
number of councillors; or all councillors elected in
single-member wards. Municipalities comprised of
mixed single and multimember representative
structures and non-uniform multimember ward
representative structures have uneven quotas. This
creates a disparity in the electoral process in that
candidates require different levels of support to be
elected depending on the ward in which they stand.
The citizens jury recommended three of the four
Geelong wards — Bellarine, Kardinia and
Windermere — have three councillors and one ward
have two councillors, being Brownbill, which is in the
central part of Geelong. The government accepted those
recommendations. However, the Greens insisted on an
amendment to change that when the bill to reinstate the
council went to the upper house. They changed it so the
Windermere ward only had two councillors and
Brownbill had three. Brownbill, as I said, is the
inner-city area. However, Windermere is in the
northern suburbs and is one of the most disadvantaged
areas in the Geelong region. The Greens insisted that
they only have two representatives. That was for their
own political purposes, and we saw the outcome of that,
but the minister needed to get that bill through the
upper house, which included all the recommendations
bar this particular one. That was negotiated, and I
understand that, but it meant that those in the northern
suburbs missed out on having three councillors.
This bill enables them to have three councillors, which
is really important for that community. This is a really
important bill for Geelong. I am going to run out of time
before I can cover off on everything, but I know the
people of Geelong welcome this bill. It will cover off on
many of the issues that have been raised in the past. It
covers off on a lot of the issues that were raised by the
citizens jury, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (12:45) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Local Government Bill 2018. The
purpose of the bill is to give effect to section 74A(1) of
the Constitution Act 1975, which provides that local
government is a distinct and essential tier of
government consisting of democratically elected
councils having the functions and powers that
Parliament considers necessary to ensure the peace,
order and good government of each municipal district.
There are a lot of provisions, but there are a number of
provisions that I think we do need to consider with this
bill. The bill considers the roles and powers of council,
the offices of the mayor and the deputy mayor and the
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manner in which they are elected, provisions relating to
councillors’ entitlements, the chief executive officer
and the members of council staff, and audit and risk
committees. It covers council decision-making on
accountability procedure and proceedings, local laws
and good practice guides, planning and financial
management, strategic planning, budget processes,
reporting and financial management, rates and
charges — always contentious — and the procedures
for the declaration of rates and charges and special
purpose charges, payment of rates and charges,
recovery of rates and charges, environmental upgrade
agreements and rate caps. I am pleased that
environmental upgrade agreements get a mention at this
point because of what they can do to assist businesses
to meet their own energy needs.
When it comes to rates, this is always part of council’s
core business. The Mildura municipality’s draft budget
is out, and all councils are subject to rate capping. In
Mildura’s case they have taken the maximum rate
capping of 2.25 per cent, but what a number of farmers
have just discovered is that this is an average across the
various categories of land. In Mildura they have chosen
to comply with the rate cap but vary the rate base which
it comes from using the averaging provisions. This is
causing a fair bit of distress in the farming area,
particularly our dryland farming area. I will read from a
letter to the editor by Ian Hastings out of Ouyen. Ian
says in his letter to the editor:
I am outraged by the … almost 25 per cent rise in farm
differential rates that has been proposed by the Mildura Rural
City Council and is due to be passed next Wednesday …
This increase will see rates for those on the land almost
increase by a quarter of their total rates … while at the same
time the rate increase for residential rates increases 0.13 per
cent and the rates for cultural and recreational properties
decrease by 11.76 per cent. Other business rates are not
increasing by this amount, but we on the land are expected to
bear the brunt of a huge increase yet again.

Ian goes on to be very strong, saying:
Why are farmers expected to carry the full increased rate?

Ian goes on to talk in some more detail about this. They
are going to have a meeting in Ouyen relating to this.
Many of these farmers will pay $40 000 or more in
rates when they have an option to get access to a
landfill, some basic rubbish collection and they get their
road graded once a year. I think there is a significant
issue for Mildura council to address this huge
difference between dryland rates and those within the
residential area.
The bill also goes on to talk about council operations,
which is the service, performance and procurement,
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beneficial enterprises, power in relation to land and to
carry out works on the land, and unpaid moneys and
land information. Council integrity is always a very
interesting issue. The bill deals with improper conduct,
conflicts of interests, interest returns, gifts, councillor
conduct, appointment and functions of the principal
council conduct registrar and council conduct panels
and VCAT. All councils run afoul of this. This will
certainly be of interest, particularly in the
Mildura council.
The ministerial oversight section includes governance
directions, municipal monitors, council chief inspectors,
commissions of inquiry, suspensions of a councillor or
councillors, and temporary administration and
restructuring orders. The electoral powers in the bill
deal with how councillors are elected and a number of
general provisions about notices and other things. There
are a lot of issues to be considered in this bill, and the
bill has changed its emphasis on principles-based
council functions; the processes are no longer
specifically defined and functions are considered to be
anything required for ‘good governance’ while the
processes are essentially whatever a council chooses to
do to achieve these principles. I think this is one of the
concerning parts of the bill. With a principles-based
approach, we can see councils using this to lose focus
and lose direction. I will say more about that later.
The bill continues the evolution of local government
that began in 1989 and has some support within the
sector. The bill seeks to reform local government in
many ways — providing for a better understanding of
the role of councils as democratic bodies; encouraging
Victorians to participate more as candidates, voters and
citizens; driving more autonomous and
outcome-focused councils; and encouraging councils to
embrace innovative and collaborative arrangements to
increase their organisational efficiencies to deliver
better outcomes for residents and to provide a sound
framework for becoming more efficient and
enterprising in local governance.
There are also a number of other reforms in this bill.
The councils will have CEO employment remuneration
policies and independent advisory mechanisms to guide
them in their recruitment, contractual arrangements and
performance monitoring of CEOs. This is particularly
useful because some years ago a particular councillor
from the Mildura Rural City Council wrote to the then
minister of the previous government asking him to do
something about council CEO remuneration. Now it is
quite clear, as it was then, that council set the
remuneration of their CEOs.
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So there have been quite a number of concerns raised
with this and they have been listed by the Municipal
Association of Victoria in their documentation. From
this list I will pick a number of issues that I think will
impact on the way local government go about this: the
use of regulations and guidance rather than legislation;
the lack of evidence for a ‘less red tape’ test — councils
love red tape, like every bureaucracy — and the
municipal charge, which will have an impact on
farmers. Conflicts of interest and the loss of certainty
are big concerns, as is the removal of procurement
standards, which means that each council can go in its
own different direction and will have certain issues
with that.
The removal of insurance requirements is likely to
mean that there will be the risk of underinsuring or the
growth of unregulated discretionary mutuals. We have
seen delays in the replacement of buildings that are
insured by councils. In Mildura’s case it normally takes
two years for them to be able to get through the various
negotiations with their insurance companies and
actually get started on replacing those buildings. With
that lack of discretion we will certainly see some issues.
I think what probably worries me most in some of this
principles-based approach is the loss of focus on
services by councils — they will become political
commentators rather than being service-focused in what
they do. I think that is really important. They are the
level of government closest to the people. They have
traditionally been involved in a whole lot of services
that are vital to daily life. These are supported by the
Parliament. In the past they have been able to be rather
strong in their approach to this as far as Parliament’s
oversight. I am really concerned that we will see
councils with the potential to be let off the leash. Where
they go nobody will know, but I am sure it will be to
the detriment of those key services that are important in
our community for the things that really matter. Within
their ambit in my electorate are the basic services in
public health, rubbish collection and roads. They have
the kindergarten — a vital service. If they adopt a
whole lot of principles, particularly around just being
political commentators and political advocates, then our
community will be worse off. And yes, they have
democracy to correct that at each election, but you have
to wait four years to correct that. I think this is too loose
in the way it goes about the process of keeping them
focused on where they should be and need to be for the
good of their communities.
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (12:55) — I am very
pleased to make a contribution on the Local
Government Bill 2018. I notice that the Minister for
Local Government is at the table and I thank her for all
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of the work that she has done in this review. At the
outset I will just say I am not as pessimistic as the
member for Mildura. I do think that the provisions in
this bill will be for the good of the community. I am
sure that time will prove me right and him wrong, so I
look forward to that.
This bill will replace the Local Government Act 1989
with a modern, principle-based legislative framework
requiring good governance, transparency,
accountability and sound financial management. While
councils will have greater autonomy to perform their
roles, they will be required to exercise their powers and
functions in accordance with the principles described in
the bill. Among other things, the principles require a
council to act lawfully, to give priority to the best
outcomes for their community, to engage with their
community and to cooperate with other governments
and public bodies.
Since the creation of the Local Government Act 1989
there have been around 100 amending acts, resulting in
thousands of individual amendments to its provisions.
The result is an act that is poorly drafted, unclear and
even contradictory in some places. The Local
Government Act 1989 is being replaced to bring it into
the 21st century to give communities the strong,
accountable and efficient local councils they deserve.
The bill gives effect to the review of the Local
Government Act 1989, which commenced in 2015 in
response to calls from the local government sector and
the community for act reform. In August 2015 the then
Minister for Local Government announced the terms of
reference and formed the advisory committee, of which
I was appointed chair. That committee was tasked with
providing advice on the review. The terms of reference
for the review were to improve local government
transparency and create a more contemporary,
accessible act that meets the current and future needs of
Victorian communities. The review of the act was to
consider all aspects of the current act with a view to
updating the legislation to provide clear guidance to the
sector and the community.
The advisory committee members brought a wealth of
experience in both local government and government
administration at the highest level. As chair of that
committee, I would like to acknowledge the advisory
committee members, talk a little bit about the role of the
committee and thank those members for the many
hours of work that they contributed and the huge
amount of knowledge and information they shared
during this process. The advisory committee members
were Dr Kathy Alexander, former CEO of Melbourne
City Council, who was on the committee until March
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2016; Kay Rundle, former CEO of the City of Port
Phillip, Greater Geelong and Maribyrnong city
councils; Nicholas Reece, principal fellow, Melbourne
School of Government and senior executive in
chancellery at the University of Melbourne and
Melbourne city councillor; Mary Delahunty, councillor
at Glen Eira City Council; David Clark, councillor at
Pyrenees Shire Council; and Colleen Furlanetto,
councillor at Strathbogie shire from March 2016;
Dr Ken Coghill, associate professor and former
member of Parliament; and Peter Brown, former CEO
of Moreland City Council. These committee members
certainly brought significant experience and knowledge
to the review process, individually and collectively.
The role of the committee was to provide advice to the
minister throughout the consultation process and to help
ensure that communities, councils and the government
worked together to improve governance and cut red
tape, helping local government reduce costs for local
ratepayers. In doing so, they worked very closely with
the department representatives, who I also thank for
their role in the process.
So what was this consultation that was carried out?
From 2015 to 2018 the development of the Local
Government Bill 2018 was informed by extensive
engagement with council CEOs, mayors, councillors,
senior staff, peak organisations, ratepayers and
community members. In addition to the advisory
committee, all of these participants can take
considerable credit for having shaped these reforms.
There were four stages to the engagement process, the
final stage being the release of the exposure draft bill.
Stage 1 of the review included a discussion paper and
reform ideas. The discussion paper was released in
September 2015. It was the beginning of the Local
Government Act review consultation process, and the
beginning of a conversation with the sector and the
community about the legislative framework that
governs local government in Victoria.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — The time
has come for lunch. The member for Yuroke will have
the call.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (14:02) — Before the break
I was making my contribution and focusing on the
advisory committee for the review, of which I was
chair, as well as the consultation process and the role
of the committee throughout that process. Others have
commented on the provisions within the bill, but these
are the matters I will be focusing on. I had thanked the
members of the advisory committee and acknowledged
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the great work that they did, and I had started to
comment on stage 1 of the review process, which
involved the discussion paper, and that is where I
will continue.
The discussion paper identified issues with the Local
Government Act 1989. It invited ideas on options to
reform all aspects of the legislative framework. Some
348 submissions were received responding to the
discussion paper. Reform ideas were also developed via
the advisory committee through background papers,
community forums, technical working groups and
meetings with peak council and ratepayer associations.
During this stage the advisory committee members
attended a number of community meetings and fed
back into the review the issues and ideas that were
shared at these meetings across the state. The
committee also considered each of the 348 submissions
that were received, and they worked with the
department to identify themes and emerging issues.
This process helped inform stage 2 of the consultation
process, being the directions paper.
The directions paper was titled Act for the Future:
Directions for a New Local Government Act. It was
released in June 2016 and outlined the key reforms
proposed to develop the legislative framework for
Victorian local government for the future. Councils
and their communities were invited to have their say
on the proposed reforms and contribute their ideas for
a contemporary, clear and comprehensive Local
Government Act which supports councils as they
meet future challenges and better serves a new
generation of Victorians.
There were 333 submissions to the directions paper.
These were received online, by email and in hard copy
form. Responses to the reform directions were also
provided at community forums with mayors, council
CEOs and community members. In July and August
2016 consultations on the directions paper were held in
nine locations: Frankston, Kyneton, Traralgon, Ararat,
Benalla, Anglesea, Mildura, Werribee and the
Melbourne CBD. At each location there were listening
posts and community forums, and workshops were held
involving mayors, councillors and council staff,
including CEOs, from surrounding municipalities.
During this stage the local government review website
provided information and participatory forums for both
the sector and the public on all the issues and
consultative documents related to the review. These
included the discussion paper, the directions paper and
all submissions received to both of these; a range of
background papers from technical experts; fact sheets;
summary documents; and advice from a series of
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technical working groups comprising sector specialists.
Some 462 individuals registered to receive information
about the review, and there were 26 500 visits to the
website. The discussion paper was downloaded
1950 times. The directions paper was downloaded
692 times. In addition 130 individuals completed an
online survey on the key reforms proposed in the
directions paper.
Stage 3 of the review process occurred in 2017 and
involved targeted consultation to inform the exposure
draft bill. It involved consultation with technical
working groups, peak ratepayer groups, key
stakeholders on specific issues, council peak
organisations and newly elected councillors. This led to
stage 4 of the process, the exposure draft of the Local
Government Bill 2017, which was released publicly for
consultation on 12 December 2017. The government
received 190 submissions in response to the exposure
draft bill, and these were used as a basis to finalise the
bill prior to its introduction into Parliament.
This, in short, is one of the most extensive consultation
processes undertaken on a piece of government
legislation, spanning over three years. The extent of this
engagement provides a high level of confidence that the
changes will strengthen the sector and improve the
reputation and capacity of councils.
The advisory committee provided terrific input to this
review through their individual and collective
knowledge, expertise and desire to improve the
legislative framework governing local government. I
extend my thanks, again, and my appreciation to
Dr Kathy Alexander, Kay Rundle, Nicholas Reece,
Mary Delahunty, David Clark, Colleen Furlanetto,
Dr Ken Coghill and Peter Brown, the former CEO of
Moreland City Council. Your efforts and your
contributions to the development of this bill are greatly
appreciated. I congratulate both the former and current
ministers for local government on the work that they
have done, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) (14:07) — I rise to
make a contribution to the Local Government
Bill 2018. I do so with a heavy heart because, once
again, with another piece of legislation in this house the
Andrews Labor government has let down the people of
Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley. It does not seem
to matter. In so many areas, whether it is shutting police
stations or whether it is increasing the cost of living,
and now we have got backward steps in relation to local
government, under this government the residents of
Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley just do not rate as
a priority. That has been clear for nearly four years
now. At least we know the state of play. At least we
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know the weasel words put before the last election
about governing for all Victorians were just that from
the Andrews Labor government. They have singled out
and put Mount Waverley and Glen Waverley residents
as far back in the queue as they possibly can, and this is
another example of that.

point of view but also from an infrastructure and a
livability point of view there is no reason to do that. It
actually makes life harder. It makes people’s standard
of living go backwards. That is one of the principal
reasons why the previous government put in place the
neighbourhood residential zones.

I want to talk about how the bill and in particular the
government’s approach to local government will
negatively impact residents in my district. If we look at
one of the key areas of concern that residents in Glen
Waverley and Mount Waverley continue to raise with
me, it is the soaring cost of living under the Andrews
Labor government. Not a week goes by — whether it is
at Mount Waverley Village, Syndal, The Glen,
Pinewood or Kerrie Road or when I am doorknocking
or at shopping centres — without the feedback from
residents being very clear. They are seeing massive
increases in their cost of living, in the price of gas and
electricity and in a range of other areas.

What has happened under this government? This
government has made it very, very clear that in my
electorate they are going to and are allowing an
increase in the maximum building height of residential
buildings to 11 metres and they are removing any limit
on the number of dwellings that can be built on a
property in those neighbourhood residential zones.
Between that and a number of other decisions that the
government has taken we have seen an increase in
density, and that has impacted on local government
through the planning system because there have been
applications for planning permits that have come to
local government and on which the City of Monash has
said to me, ‘Sorry, our hands are tied’.

When you compare that what was committed to and
what is being delivered in relation to local government,
it is very, very clear that they are also feeling the pinch.
Before the last state election the Andrews Labor
government said to constituents in my electorate that
their rates would be capped to CPI, yet every single
time rate notices are issued in the City of Monash,
residents in Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley
continue to say they are experiencing massive increases
in their rate bills. I have not had one person in Glen
Waverley or Mount Waverley bring me their rate notice
over the past four years and say, ‘Here’s an example
where my rates have reduced’ or ‘Here’s an example in
real terms or nominal terms’ or ‘Here is an example
where rates have been kept to CPI’. They have not done
that, because rates have increased massively. That is
completely different to what the Andrews Labor
government committed to residents in my district.
Secondly, in relation to planning, the Minister for
Planning and this government have taken it upon
themselves to inflict as much damage on local character
in Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley as I think just
about any planning minister has. We know that the
government absolutely hates the neighbourhood
residential zone and has done everything that it can to
undermine that and to increase density in Glen
Waverley and Mount Waverley in areas where it is
simply not appropriate. Certainly there are areas in
Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley where there is a
reason to increase some levels of density — such as, for
example, in the Glen Waverley activity centre. But in
many streets, in many avenues and in many corners of
Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley there is not only
no good reason to increase density from a resident’s

We went through a thorough and exhaustive process of
getting a local planning system that was going to
implement and see the benefits of the neighbourhood
residential zone flow through to Glen Waverley and
Mount Waverley residents to ensure a better balance of
development and to ensure more appropriate
development in line with livability and the infrastructure
there, but that has all gone, because the Andrews Labor
government have made it a mandate to increase density
as much as possible in Glen Waverley and Mount
Waverley. Without a doubt that has impacted on local
government and on planning permits.
I say to the government that they clearly do not care
about the residents of Glen Waverley. They clearly do
not care about the livability of the residents of Glen
Waverley and Mount Waverley. These changes that
they have made are hurting people. They are hurting
livability, they are hurting neighbourhood character,
they are hurting natural vegetation, they are a backward
step and they are making it near impossible at times for
the City of Monash, for example, to undertake and put
in place the right planning decisions under
neighbourhood residential zones. The massive increases
in council rates was a direct breach of the Andrews
Labor government election commitment to Glen
Waverley and Mount Waverley residents, because
those rate bills are nowhere near CPI. They continue to
come in massively above that. Whether it is on rate
bills, the planning system or neighbourhood residential
zones, the residents of Glen Waverley and Mount
Waverley continue to go backwards.
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I have got to say that it is incredibly disappointing,
because when you look across the spectrum and at
different portfolios history seems to be repeating itself.
As I mentioned, we have had police stations that have
had their hours reduced. Mount Waverley police station
have had their hours reduced and the City of Monash
has made representations in relation to that in the past.
We have had a number of school rebuild projects
cancelled, which again local government have made
contributions to from a planning perspective. Local
government representatives met with representatives
from Mount Waverley Secondary College at the senior
campus, excited about the rebuild project that was
signed off and going to be undertaken by the previous
Victorian Liberal government, but it was cancelled by
this government, and all the work done by local
government on the process was tossed out the window.
It was the same for the Glen Waverley Primary School
rebuild and the Brentwood Secondary College rebuild.
Local government was involved quite sensibly, I might
say. I mean, if you are going to do a rebuild of a school,
it is important that you have local government as a
stakeholder involved in that. The City of Monash
through representatives did make some contributions to
that. That is why we were well and truly down the path
of commencing those projects, which had been signed
off by the former government. But under this
government they have just gone. They are not a priority
and have been cancelled. The real tragedy is that it is
the families, the students, the kids and our local
neighbourhood, which I am privileged to represent and
be a part of, who have once again been hit by the
Andrews Labor government.
Under this government the impact of these
cost-of-living increases — cost-of-living hikes — in an
era of low wage growth, in an era of income uncertainty
and in an era of lower than pre-global financial crisis
investment returns, is substantial, and it is really hurting
people. It is really hurting people in our community.
When I hear the Treasurer say that these are the best
times yet — the best of times — I just shake my head
and think, ‘What planet are you living on?’. There have
been massive increases in the cost of living for Glen
Waverley and Mount Waverley residents. They have
increased rates through the City of Monash well above
inflation. They have put in place massive new taxes,
which they said they would not do. They have hit our
community with changes to neighbourhood residential
planning zones that have reduced livability. How much
more do residents in Glen Waverley and Mount
Waverley, who have been hit by this government, have
to bear?
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We have had three school rebuilds go — Mount
Waverley Secondary College senior campus,
Brentwood Secondary College and Glen Waverley
Primary School. We have had our police station in
Mount Waverley shut. It is not even operating 8.00 a.m.
to 4.00 p.m., Monday to Friday, when it used to be
open from 7.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. seven days a week.
Fifty per cent of our train stations have lost protective
services officers after 6.00 p.m. on night network
services, so residents who get off at 50 per cent of our
train stations are now getting off at unmanned stations.
We have had cuts at Glen Waverley police station, and
now we have got another bill on local government.
Once again our residents are being hit by that.
I understand that the government has made it very clear
that Mount Waverley and Glen Waverley are not a
priority for them, but I just say again that they are
hurting people. They are hurting the community in
Glen Waverley and Mount Waverley. They are hurting
families by these decisions.
The only silver lining is that I know over the last four
years the Liberal-Nationals have stood up against
cost-of-living increases. I know we have stood up and
supported greater resourcing for police and emergency
services in our area. I know we understand the cost of
living. We know that these are not the best of times for
many residents, and we will continue to stand up for
them and fight for them against this government that
continues to attack them.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PEARSON
(Essendon).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(14:18) — I move:
That the government business program agreed to by this
house on 19 June 2018 be amended by omitting the order of
the day, government business, relating to the Victorian
Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving
Parliamentary Standards Bill 2017.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (14:18) — On the question,
and I appreciate the Leader of the House handing me a
copy of the motion, I make the point that the leader has
sat down without offering to the house any explanation
as to why this bill is being omitted from the
government business program.
Ms Allan interjected.
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Mr CLARK — The minister indicates that she is
happy to do so by leave. Given that, I would seek her
leave for me to discontinue my remarks and for her to
resume the speech she is now willing to make.
Following that I may resume my remarks if that
can be done by leave, as I think the minister is
willing to do so.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) (By
leave) (14:19) — Acting Speaker, I appreciate the
opportunity to have another go and expand on the
motion before the house, because obviously it is not
usual for the government to amend the business
program it sets out at the start of the sitting week. I
think many members of the house, some of whom
have followed this bill more closely than others, would
know that there has been ongoing dialogue between
the parties on this bill. When I say ‘parties’ I do not
just mean the government and the formal opposition
but other representatives in the Parliament as well. The
government is keen to see successful passage of this
bill through the Parliament and to allow the ongoing
and constructive dialogue that needs to take place
around this bill. We are simply wanting to give a little
bit more time for those conversations to take place
before we consider when the time is right for the
debate to be resumed.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (By leave) (14:20) — I
appreciate the willingness of the minister to offer us
some explanation and to agree to a rearrangement of
speaking orders accordingly. I do have, nonetheless,
concerns about the sudden nature of this bill being
taken out of the government business program and
where it is going to go from here.
We on this side of the house have made our view clear
that there are many serious problems with this bill as it
currently stands. It is quite unseemly that the
government is rushing to push through a bundle that
includes massive pay rises potentially, and without
adequate accountability as to how that is going to
happen. There are also numerous questions around the
structure of the code of conduct changes that are being
proposed and the changes to the system of allowances.
All these matters are being brought on very late in the
Parliament and with a great deal of haste in terms of
how they are being put together, and now the
government is saying, ‘Well, give us a little bit of time
to try to sort out the mess that we have landed in’.
The question has to be asked whether or not in those
circumstances it would be better for the government to
withdraw the bill altogether from the chamber, take it
away, do the job properly, rethink some of the many
serious flaws that are in the bill and then come back to
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the Parliament with a clean bill, rather than trying to
stagger on with a bill that is clearly so badly flawed that
it is going to require a wide range of amendments if it is
going to be in any fit state to proceed whatsoever.
I know for example that there are aspects of the bill
relating to the proposed code of conduct that could have
very far-reaching implications in terms of the capacity
of members of Parliament to be able to do the best job
that they see fit on behalf of their constituents without
being exposed to claims and procedures and allegations
and red tape that could deter them from being able to do
their job freely. That is just one instance of many
aspects of the bill that from this side of the house
appear not to be well thought through.
So while we would not necessarily oppose this motion
to drop the bill from the government business program,
it does seem to this side of the house that it may well in
fact be better to drop the bill from the notice paper
altogether, to take the bill away and come back with a
clean bill if it is possible to come up with a clean bill
that is satisfactory and appropriate to the community in
the time that remains in this Parliament.
Motion agreed to.

Adjournment
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(14:24) — I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourns until Tuesday,
24 July 2018.

Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) (14:24) — I wish to
express on behalf of the opposition parties our
opposition to the motion moved by the Leader of the
House. We learned yesterday of a monumental stuff-up
by the government in relation to legislation that was
supposed to keep one of Victoria’s worst cop killers
behind bars. Craig Minogue is at present entitled to
proceed with his application for bail, and this
government does not think that is serious enough to
warrant further sittings of this house to deal with that as
an urgent priority. It is clearly more interested in
focusing on matters of political interest, including party
donation changes that it wants to make that will see tens
of thousands, indeed millions, of dollars go into the
coffers of the Labor Party at taxpayer expense, off the
back of $400 000 that was rorted from the Victorian
people, together with around $1 million or so, maybe
more, in total legal costs wasted on a matter before the
Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal and the High
Court. After all of that the government is prepared to
obsess about those things, putting its own political
interest first.
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We have a complete fiasco around a piece of legislation
the government arrogantly persisted with, when in the
previous government valid and effective legislation was
passed to keep Julian Knight behind bars. Further to
that, in the other place Mr Ed O’Donohue introduced a
bill along the lines of the Julian Knight one that would
keep Craig Minogue behind bars. Do you know when
he did that? He did it two years ago. Acting Speaker, it
is with no pleasure that I say that your government
blocked it. That bill sits in the upper house. It could be
transmitted to this house today and we could deal with
this matter because we now break for a recess, do we
not? And in that period, as we understand the
implications of the High Court’s position, Mr Minogue
is free to proceed with his parole application. That is
what the High Court said. Let there be no doubt that
this was a monumental stuff-up by the government. The
High Court in part of its judgement says this, and I
quote from the decision a reference to a particular
subsection which is pertinent:
Those drafting the subsection could reasonably have supplied
words to this effect had it been intended that the board —

the Adult Parole Board of Victoria —
was to conduct an enquiry into facts other than those which
formed the basis for the prisoner’s sentencing. It is no
function of the courts to fill in gaps in legislation.

There you have it: the plurality of the High Court
effectively condemning the drafting by this
government, which now sees one of the worst-ever cop
killers free to proceed with his application for parole.
The question that the Victorian people will have is:
what are we prepared to do as a Parliament? We have
said to the government overnight, ‘Pass the legislation
that is in the upper house and then bring it down here so
we can pass it today’.
What is the government’s response? The government
says it will need time. How much time do they need?
Is two years not enough for a valid piece of legislation
that sits in the upper house ready for passage today in
both houses? It says it needs advice. It is always saying
it needs advice, and yet it keeps getting things wrong.
To give you a recent example on the special reasons,
the government said it would deal with assaults on
emergency workers like paramedics and police
officers. We have a bill introduced this week that now
will sit in this house over the recess when, had the
government allowed our bill that does exist to pass, we
could have dealt with that matter weeks ago. Here we
are. The government wants to race off to a recess and
again put its feet up when we have important work of
the highest priority before us: we have a High Court
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decision that leaves Mr Minogue free to proceed with
his parole application.
Victorians might well ask whether they are being
governed by a Premier and ministers who are serious
about putting their safety first or who are more
committed to taking time off over the recess, putting
their own political and personal interests first, before we
deal with a matter of the highest importance. I want to
say to everybody watching, Victorians far and wide, that
we on this side of the house understand how important
their safety is and are committed to fighting for it.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:29) — I rise to
support the Leader of the House’s motion, and I do so
in the knowledge that I am sure I will have the support
of the member for Mornington in this contribution
because, like the member for Mornington, I have now
spent the best part of seven weeks in this place either
here or in the Legislative Council committee room. I
am thoroughly looking forward to being out in my
electorate, working hard for my electorate.
I note the member for Hawthorn’s contribution. He
seemed to infer that when the Parliament is in recess its
members put their feet up. I can assure the member for
Hawthorn that during a recess I am out in my
community every day, working and delivering a better
Victoria as a consequence. I am not sure what the
member for Hawthorn does. He clearly gets to his
electorate office and does put his feet up on his desk
and wait for the call. Those of us on this side of this
house have important duties we must discharge in our
electorates over the course of the coming weeks, and I
am sure the member for Mornington would agree with
me if he could do so in a moment of private reflection.
On that note, I commend the Leader of the
House’s motion.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (14:30) — I join the
member for Hawthorn in opposing the motion that the
house adjourn for some weeks until late in July. The
arguments put forward by the member for Essendon are
completely spurious. We are not arguing that the
Parliament should continue to sit through the entire
winter period. We are saying the Parliament should
continue to sit long enough simply to deal with a bill to
ensure that Craig Minogue stays behind bars for the rest
of his life.
Such a bill is ready and available. I have a copy of it
with me here — it is a bill that is still on the notice
paper in the Legislative Council — the Corrections
Amendment (Parole) Bill 2016. It was put together
with great diligence by my colleague Mr Edward
O’Donohue, the shadow Minister for Police and
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shadow Minister for Corrections in the other house. As
he pointed out in his second-reading speech, the test in
this bill that is ready and available to go is a test based
on the Julian Knight legislation of 2014. It is a test that
has been challenged and upheld in the High Court, as
the member for Hawthorn referred to. The bill is fully
drafted and ready to go. The Parliament could deal
with that legislation tomorrow. It could be passed by
the other place. It could be brought down here if the
Leader of the House and the government agreed that
we should sit tomorrow. It could be passed tomorrow
and it could be on the statute books, and this issue
could be resolved and the community given the
assurance that Craig Minogue will be behind bars for
the rest of his natural life.
The Premier in question time today said, ‘Oh, don’t
worry. There’s plenty of time. He’s not going to be
going anywhere soon, so we can afford to take our time
in coming to the house’, but as far as I am aware we
have had no guarantees from the government on that
matter. It is all very well for the Premier to say that is
what he thinks, but I see the Minister for Police, who
represents the Minister for Corrections, is at the table at
the moment. I will be interested to see if she is prepared
to join this debate and give this house and the
community an absolute guarantee that Mr Minogue will
not be released by the Adult Parole Board of Victoria
prior to the Parliament reconvening and prior to
whatever legislation the government may be able to put
together being passed through both chambers when we
resume in July.
It is that sort of certainty on a matter such as this that
the community is entitled to expect. It is perfectly
reasonable to say, ‘We want to be sure that we get
important legislation like this correct’, but the point that
I make is that you have that assurance. We already have
a bill before the Parliament that is modelled exactly
along the lines of the Julian Knight legislation. As I
said, it has already been to the High Court and it has
been upheld in the High Court, so there is no need to
take time out to go and get second opinions or legal
advice. This bill is prepared, ready and set to go if only
the government were willing to do so. It would be very
reprehensible indeed if the only reason that the
government is not prepared to act expeditiously is that it
is not prepared to acknowledge that the opposition side
of politics had got it right and that the government had
got it wrong, and that it is the opposition’s bill that
would be enacted into law.
It would be putting political interests and political spin
ahead of the safety of the community if they were to
refuse to go ahead with legislation that is already in the
other place and capable of being passed in the other
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place and capable of being passed by this place simply
because they did not want to acknowledge that Labor
had made a mistake. If they were to do that then over
our winter break, Craig Minogue could be released by
the adult parole board, and unless and until the
government is able to get up and give a cast-iron
guarantee to this house and the community that that
will not occur, then this house and the community are
entitled to be concerned, are entitled to want to have
this assurance given to them and to have this
legislation passed.
For that reason we on this side of the house very much
believe that this motion should be defeated and that the
house should continue to sit and should deal with this
legislation, which as I say, is there and ready to go. If
the Minister for Police is going to contribute to this
debate, she needs to give some explanation as to why
they are not prepared to agree to the opposition’s bill.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (14:35) — I rise to
support the Leader of the House’s motion, and I would
like to say this: if only the member for Hawthorn had
not used this place time and time and time again for
political stunts. He struts about this place as if he is part
of some TV crime drama, but this is a serious issue that
we are dealing with, a very serious issue, and I note that
the Premier of this state was entirely unequivocal in his
contributions in question time today.
I also note that the Minister for Police rang the family
of Constable Angela Taylor and spoke with them. The
Premier has been very clear — Craig Minogue will not
be released from jail. As I said before, the member for
Hawthorn gets up in this place, struts and prances
about. It is not a stage, and this is not a TV show; it is
real life. This government will do everything that it
needs to do to ensure that Craig Minogue is never
released from jail.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (14:37) — I note first of
all the member for Macedon, who referred to this
incident as a crime drama — a crime drama. I will
remind her that when you are talking about a crime
drama and the member for Hawthorn standing up, and
standing up for his community first of all —
Ms Thomas — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member for Gembrook is wilfully misquoting me. I
did not refer to this extremely serious crime — the
death of a serving police officer — as a crime drama. I
referred to the member for Hawthorn as a person who
acts like he is in a crime drama.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
There is no point of order.
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Mr BATTIN — The member for Hawthorn was
rightfully standing up and saying that this house needs
to deal with a very, very important issue. On 27 March
1986 a young constable went out and lost her life
standing up for our community, and not one person in
this house would say anything other than that is sad and
that is a shame. It is something that happened that we
should all want to ensure never happens again, and the
way to make sure that never happens again is to make
sure people like Craig Minogue never get out of our
prison system, that they die in jail.
There is legislation that is already in place for Julian
Knight. It is legislation that was drafted and tabled in
the upper house by Edward O’Donohue, a member for
Eastern Victoria Region. It is legislation that has been
proven and tried in the High Court, and it has ensured
that Julian Knight will never get out of jail — and that
is right. All we are asking for on this side of the house
is what is right. To say the Premier has said that
already — well, simply, we do not trust the Premier.
There are many reasons to not trust the Premier. That is
not just our side saying it; that is a lot of people
throughout Victoria. What we need is certainty. We
need the legislation. It is there ready to go. But we are
going to be having a four-week recess from Parliament
during which time a parole hearing could be brought
forward, heard and Craig Minogue could get parole.
You cannot deny the fact that the High Court has ruled
that he can apply for parole. He can go through that
process, and if he is successful, Craig Minogue walks
free from jail. It would be very difficult for any
government then to go back in and bring in legislation,
find the man that they have released and bring him back
into the prison system. He must stay in jail, and it is not
just about people in this house. It is not about recesses.
It is not about holidays or anything. I actually do not
care where anyone is going during the four weeks off.
All I want to say is: it is vital that our community is
protected. It is vital that Victorians have the certainty,
the confidence that Craig Minogue will not get out in a
period of time that we are not here.
More important than just the community is to show
respect to Victoria Police — the men and women who
every day go out and protect us, the men and women
who do not get the credit that they deserve on many
occasions when they go into a house, particularly when
we talk around domestic violence. That is where most
members of the Victorian police force are injured —
seriously on many occasions. We have had officers
stabbed and shot on those occasions. We need to be
showing them respect from this place.
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I find it disappointing and disheartening that the
Minister for Police has failed to stand up on this motion
before the house. It was an opportunity for the Minister
for Police to say on record that she respects Victoria
Police, number one, but more importantly that she
would do anything she can to ensure Craig Minogue
stays in jail.
Ms Thomas — You are a grub.
Mr BATTIN — You can call me a grub from
across the table, but the reality is the minister has failed
to stand up when it counts, and that is right now, to
make sure that Craig Minogue is in there — not just
words, not just media stunts and not a media release out
the front of the Parliament. It is standing up in here and
bringing forward the legislation that is in the upper
house, and ensuring that the Labor Party support that
legislation, which they have failed to do.
They could get that legislation from the upper house
down here. They could do it before 5.00 p.m. if their
limo is waiting out the front; we will make sure it gets
through. We will not rest until this has happened, but it
is vital for Victoria that Craig Minogue never gets out
of prison, and the only way we can ensure that is by the
Labor Party doing the right thing — getting it through
the upper house, bringing it in here and making sure
that legislation is enacted today.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 45
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms

Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Thorpe, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 35
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr

Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
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Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
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Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr

Motion agreed to.

SERIOUS OFFENDERS BILL 2018
Council’s amendments
Message from Council relating to following
amendments considered:
1

Clause 174, lines 22 to 32, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert —
“(2) Sections 28 and 29 of the Criminal Procedure
Act 2009 apply as if a reference to the Magistrates’
Court were a reference to the Supreme Court or the
County Court.
(3) If the Supreme Court or the County Court grants a
summary hearing, the hearing and determination of
the charge must be conducted in accordance with
Part 3.3 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 as
far as practicable.
(4) The court may impose any sentence in respect of
an offence against section 169 that is heard and
determined summarily that could be imposed by
the Magistrates’ Court.
(5) This section applies despite anything to the
contrary in any Act or rule of law (other than the
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006).”.
AMENDMENT OF SCHEDULES

2

Schedule 4, page 306, line 29, omit “After section 129”
and insert “At the end of Part 11”.

Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) (14:50) — I
move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

Just in relation to the amendments that are before the
house, as part of the rewriting of the Serious Sex
Offenders (Detention and Supervision) Act 2009 the
provisions regarding prosecuting a contravention of a
supervision order were updated to reflect modern
drafting. It was intended that the updated provisions
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would retain the current procedures in relation to
proceedings for contravention offences. However, the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee (SARC)
identified certain issues that gave rise to ambiguity and
might have had implications for how these provisions
were interpreted by the courts. In particular, SARC
raised issues with how proceedings for contravention
offences may be dealt with summarily in the
high courts.
To avoid any doubt and minimise the risk of legal
challenge a house amendment was made in the
Legislative Council to ensure that there is no ambiguity.
This is a technical but nonetheless important
amendment to ensure that it is clear that the rules,
practice and procedure of the Magistrates Court
continue to apply to proceedings for a contravention
offence so that the offence of contravention of an order
is an indictable offence that may be triable summarily.
Where the charge is to be heard and determined
summarily the consent of the accused is required, and
where the court grants a summary hearing for the
charge the maximum term of imprisonment that may be
imposed is two years.
There is also another minor amendment to address a
sequential numbering issue in relation to the transitional
provision at clause 19. The original drafting of this
provision relied on commencement of the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Terrorism) Bill 2018, which
was subsequently considered by the Parliament after
this bill. The house amendment to the bill in the other
place ensures that this important amendment to the
Corrections Act 1986 can be made when the act
commences rather than being dependent on
commencement of the terrorism act.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (14:52) — I appreciate the
explanation provided by the Minister for Police
regarding the amendments that have been made in the
other place. They are effectively consequential on the
scheme and structure of the bill, and this side of the
house has no objection to them. They basically cover
off all bases to pick up an omission that has been
detected in the bill. As I said, we on this side of the
house are quite happy to see them incorporated into
the bill.
I do express disappointment that other amendments put
forward in the Legislative Council were not agreed to.
We on this side of the house put forward amendments
relating to the qualifications of the chair and deputy
chair of the Post Sentence Authority. The bill as it
stands would allow any lawyer of 10 years standing to
be appointed to one of those positions. It is the view of
this side of the house that the qualifications for
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membership of the Post Sentence Authority should be
of similar standing and authority to those of the Adult
Parole Board of Victoria, which for a long time has
consisted of former or current judicial officers. The
government expressed the fact that there are issues
about serving judicial officers being on the Post
Sentence Authority for reasons that have become
apparent over recent years and that there is also a
considerable demand for the services of retired judicial
officers. Those are points that we on this side of the
house accepted, but nonetheless we do think it was
inappropriate that someone who simply had 10 years of
service as a lawyer, whatever their background
experience or field of practice might be, could be
appointed as chair or deputy chair of such an important
body as the Post Sentence Authority.

For those reasons the people who hold those roles do
need to be very carefully chosen, of a very high calibre
and with wide, relevant experience. Our view was that
that should have been incorporated in the legislation.
The responsibility now falls on the government to
ensure that the persons they appoint to those positions
do meet those criteria and will be able to serve on the
Post Sentence Authority and in that capacity serve the
community to properly keep the community safe.

The shadow Minister for Corrections, Edward
O’Donohue, and I went to considerable effort to try to
come up with some amendments to the qualification
structure that took into account the concerns that had
been raised by the opposition but nonetheless did send
the signal and did ensure that people of suitable
background and experience were appointed to these
positions, be they a Queen’s Counsel or senior counsel
of a certain number of years experience in particular
areas or whatever it might be. But unfortunately the
government refused to respond and engage and work
through with us on coming up with amendments that
would achieve that, and they have stuck with the
proposal that any lawyer of 10 years standing can be
appointed as chair or deputy chair of the Post
Sentence Authority.

Ordered to be returned to Council with message
informing them of decision of house.

To us that is disappointing. We certainly hope that the
government will, notwithstanding that, exercise
considerable care and attention to ensure that the
persons who are appointed — assuming they are
appointed during the current government’s term of
office — are people who are very well experienced and
very well qualified to take on these difficult, demanding
and sensitive roles, because clearly, if the Post Sentence
Authority gets it wrong, there could be very grave
consequences indeed.
There could be particularly grave consequences if the
authority releases people back into the community who
should not be or makes orders in relation to them that
are inadequate to properly protect the community. A
less immediate but also undesirable outcome is that if
they are detaining an excessive number of people in
custody, the facilities available may be filled with
those persons and therefore there may be difficulty in
placing other offenders from whom there is an even
greater need to protect the community.

In conclusion we are happy to agree to the amendments
that are before us, but we are very disappointed that the
amendments that I have referred to were not agreed to
by the government.
Motion agreed to.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Local Government).
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (14:57) — I am
delighted to make a contribution on the Local
Government Bill 2018 because this bill is incredibly
important — it is a complete rewrite of the Local
Government Act 1989, which is well and truly past by
its use-by date.
The bill seeks to strengthen and modernise local
government here in Victoria. I think it is important that
it does so, that it brings local government into the
21st century and that it looks at providing greater levels
of transparency and improving governance
arrangements, because increasingly I think that is what
the community would expect from local government. It
is also important that there is a greater appreciation of
the fact that many of us who might be in state
Parliament or federal Parliament have party colleagues
in local government. There are often instances where
the acts or actions of a particular political party at a
state level are implemented or manifest themselves in
local government because of that close link between
members of Parliament and councillors.
Back in the 1970s and 1980s there was often that close
correlation or link between Labor members of
Parliament and Labor councillors. There were instances
where you saw that close alignment. I think in more
recent times that has diminished somewhat for the
Labor Party, but that is certainly not the case for the
Greens political party. I think you will find that in many
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ways the Greens councillors in councils like Yarra,
Melbourne, Darebin or Moreland give voice to the
policy aspirations of their state and federal colleagues.
This is important particularly from the point of view of
understanding planning policies. Often you will have
councillors, including Greens councillors, acting on and
implementing the policy aspirations of their state and
federal members.
A case in point — and I think this is an interesting point
to dwell on: the federal member for Melbourne,
Mr Adam Bandt, has said in relation to public housing
that we need to have a 1950s or 60s-style approach to
public housing construction. I find it quite interesting
that he would make those comments, because what
happened back in the 1960s — and this is the reason we
have got large public housing estates in inner
Melbourne — was that public housing estates were the
manifestation of so-called slum reclamation, where the
Housing Commission of Victoria would go and knock
on someone’s door and say, ‘Right, we are
compulsorily acquiring your property in order to
demolish your house and in order to create a large-scale
footprint for large-scale public housing developments’.
That was the Housing Commission of Victoria’s model.
I think that Mr Adam Bandt in his recent comments is
indicating that he wishes to see that occur again.
I note that at the Victorian Council of Social Service
conference last week the Leader of the Greens,
Dr Ratman, who is a member of the other place,
indicated that the Greens political party wishes to create
40 000 new public housing dwellings over the course of
the next six years. They have ascribed to each of these a
value of around $300 000. I find that interesting. The
total value of that is about $12 billion to $15 billion.
Why that is relevant is that the median house price in
Melbourne is about $800 000, so clearly when the
Greens political party talk about $300 000 or $350 000
for a dwelling, they are talking about apartments. You
could not possibly fund infrastructure based on the
current median house price. That means that what the
Greens want to do is create 40 000 apartments for
public housing in Melbourne.
I find this quite curious because when you are overlay
that with the comments of Mr Adam Bandt, I would
assume — and I am happy for the Greens political party
to point out if I am wrong — that what the Greens
political party really want to have happen is
compulsory property acquisition in the inner suburbs of
Melbourne. They want to kick people out of their
homes. They want to build massive towers of
disadvantage throughout the inner suburbs of
Melbourne — that is their plan. That is what they want
to see happen. They want to see greater concentrations
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of areas of disadvantage. They want to recreate the
ghettos of the 1960s and 70s, and they want to do it in
areas like Yarra, Melbourne, Moreland and Darebin.
That is clearly their plan, because how can it be any
other way? How can you desire to build
40 000 dwellings at a cost of $350 000 per dwelling
and not have apartments?
A bill like this is important because I think it ensures
that the public can see the conduct and the behaviour of
elected councillors very clearly. It is going to ensure that
the Greens councillors in these areas have to indicate
whether they are going to use their planning powers to
impose these levels of disadvantage on the communities
that they represent, because that is the only conclusion
you can draw from what they have said. You know that
Adam Bandt has got enormous sway and influence over
his political party. You know that the Greens are
committed to reviving the old Housing Commission of
Victoria model — that failed, discredited and
disreputable model — the notion that you can just go
along and kick people out of their homes and impose a
solution on the community and expect that by
concentrating disadvantage in these tight areas, you get
better social outcomes. You do not. You cannot get
good outcomes when you force people to live in abject
poverty and misery. Research by Professor Raj Chetty
from Stanford University has shown the reality is that
for children, this has a devastating impact. If you have a
segregated community — which is what these
communities are — and if you are in the bottom quintile
of income earners, the chance that you will get to the top
quintile of earners as an adult is around about 4 per cent.
If you are in a mixed community — a diverse, resilient
community — it is more like 14 per cent. A case in
point would be comparing Atlanta, Georgia,
with Sacramento.
But this is what the Greens want to do. The Greens
want to condemn public housing tenants to live in
poverty and misery. They do not care about the quality
of infrastructure that public housing tenants live in.
They want them to live in housing poverty. They want
them to be poor. They want them to be marginalised.
They want them to be disadvantaged. They want to
create more towers of disadvantage within our
suburbs — within our inner suburbs — because that is
their plan. That is what they want to do. A bill like this
is important because it presents an opportunity for these
Greens councillors that have the planning powers and
the planning controls to fess up and own up to what
their secret plans are, because that is what they want to
do. They want to impose this upon these communities.
They want to impose towers of disadvantage — these
ghettos, these failed social experiments from the
20th century that just do not work.
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I am really lucky that I have got probably one of the
largest public housing communities in the state. There
are two broadacre estates plus a lot of public housing
units or dwellings populated throughout my electorate.
I want the best for my public housing tenants. I want
them to live in safe neighbourhoods. I want them to live
in modern, efficient, environmentally friendly
dwellings. I want them to have a decent, dignified
existence. I do not want them living in these decrepit
walk-ups. I do not want them to live in communities
where they are deprived of opportunities and deprived
of the chance to live fulfilled and meaningful lives.
That is what the Greens want to impose on public
housing tenants. That is what they will do — that is
what Adam Bandt wants, that is what Dr Ratnam wants
and that is what the Greens councillors in inner
Melbourne want to do. They have got a plan, they have
let the cat out of the bag, they are going to impose
towers of disadvantage throughout the inner suburbs
and they want to condemn public housing tenants to a
lifetime of misery, poverty and deprivation.
It is absolutely shameful. If they absolutely care about
public housing tenants, then they will be encouraging
the sorts of developments that the Minister for Housing,
Ageing and Disability is pursuing and proposing
because that is the way forward. That is the pathway to
decency and dignity for public housing tenants. Public
housing tenants deserve no less.
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) (15:07) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Local Government Bill 2018. The
bill is a complete rewrite of the Local Government Act
1989 and comprises 12 parts, of which my particular
focus today is on council operations. I think we are all
clear that all councils have strengths and weaknesses —
some more pronounced than others. For me in my seat,
my first term was with one council alone and that was
Whitehorse council. Since then in my second term in
government, I have Whitehorse council, I now have
Maroondah council and, to a very, very small degree,
Manningham with a very small portion of residents in
that municipality. That has given me the opportunity in
the two terms to compare and contrast — particularly
Maroondah and Whitehorse, being the two largest
municipalities in my electorate. This obviously has led
to questions and observations about strengths and
weaknesses, and where focus can be improved, but also
about why disparities exist between councils right next
to each other, where some of the very, very good
aspects that could be brought across to another perhaps
are not in the way they should.
To highlight and draw an example of that: in the
Whitehorse part of my electorate, I have two major
football and cricket facilities that house numerous
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clubs, including senior and junior football and cricket as
well as Eastern Football League netball, and they
include the Mitcham sporting club. All up they have
about 1030 players. I also have the Blackburn Vikings
basketball club, with 2135 members, and the
Heatherdale Cricket Club, whose facilities the Jets
Juniors Football Club, as well as Saturday football and
many cricket teams share in.
In Maroondah I obviously have a larger number of
sporting clubs. My experience over the last three and a
half years with Maroondah is that the focus of council
officers there has been very much about taking a
consultative approach and an engagement and
advocacy approach with sporting clubs, in particular
junior sport, and an engagement approach with club
executives to ensure there is a strong relationship and
strong communication. This is also to make sure that
the current and future needs of the clubs that use those
facilities are met and that there is growth in sport.
To that end, each of those facilities has been upgraded,
with the exception of one, and Maroondah council has
already budgeted for funds to upgrade that. There is a
very strong relationship between the council officers in
Maroondah and the clubs, which is built on trust and
mutual understanding.
Turning to my experience in Whitehorse in relation to
that sports area, the feedback I get from my community
is that it is not as strong as it could be and that there is
quite a contrast between Whitehorse and Maroondah. I
grew up in Whitehorse playing many sports — tennis,
netball, basketball; I did gymnastics as well — and I
have been a huge advocate of sport for our young as a
way of learning life skills, bringing focus and equipping
them for their future in terms of teamwork, discipline,
respect and resilience. Sport gives our youth focus,
particularly at a time like now, when drugs are rife. We
hear about and see the impacts of drugs on our
community and the impact of antisocial behaviour on
our community. Youth need boundaries, and one of the
best ways of assisting parents with that is through sport
and recreation, so I am a very, very big advocate of our
local councils engaging with youth through our
sporting facilities and enabling clubs to facilitate
growth and development now and into the future.
Obviously investment has an impact on the future
outcomes of those clubs, but whether we invest in the
right facilities to enable our clubs to grow also has an
effect and impact on the future social outcomes of those
kids, because those kids, those children, those youths
are the future of our community. Some of the concerns
that have been raised with me, and that has been done
confidentially and respectfully, are that despite
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Springfield councillors doing what they can to advocate
for sporting clubs in the Whitehorse part of my
electorate, things have still not happened as they could
and perhaps should have.
Mitcham Cricket Club, for example, was established in
1883. The Mitcham Football Club was established in
1888. These are two of the oldest clubs in Whitehorse.
They reside at Walker Park in Nunawading. In 1910
Walker Park became home to those clubs, in 1957 a
grandstand was built and in the early 1980s they finally
got social clubrooms underneath the grandstand. They
finally got some toilets and change rooms in the early
2000s. As I mentioned, there are 1030 players, plus you
have families and community members and so forth.
The social clubroom and change facilities are used by
Mitcham Football Club, Mitcham Junior Football Club
and Auskick, Mitcham Cricket Club, Mitcham junior
cricket club and the Milo clinic, as well as the Mitcham
Eastern Football League netball club. They undertake
their administration, their club meetings, their
presentations, their catering and their fundraising events
in this small area, which makes logistics, events,
weekly sport and training very difficult to organise.
With 1030 players making up those clubs, these
activities become very restricted. Certainly the growing
interest in these activities and the growing interest in
these clubs is limited by what those facilities will
actually enable them to provide. You have got 17 junior
teams in football, including three girls teams, and you
have got no female change rooms at all. You have got
150 girls and boys playing Auskick as well. In the
cricket club you have got 10 junior teams, six senior
teams, three veterans teams and the boys and girls Milo
clinic as well. There is an inability for all to even use
the change rooms, not to mention the social club side or
the social facility side as it is restrictive. They have the
capability to add women’s football to the sporting club
and to be a premier ground and facility for football, yet
those facilities do not cater for their needs.
The issue I will draw a comparison to at the moment is
that council wants to spend $2.4 million to try and
make a not-fit-for-purpose and non-compliant social
room and change rooms acceptable when that
$2.4 million spend neither meets the objectives of the
Mitcham sporting club nor its needs now and into the
future. Many, many people in our community are
asking, ‘Why would you spend $2.4 million on a
not-fit-for-purpose facility when up in Maroondah they
spent just under $3 million and they are able to deliver
on the needs of those clubs now and into the future?’.
Something similar would certainly deliver on the needs
of the Mitcham sporting club.
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Likewise the Blackburn Vikings have 2135 members
and have a two-court training stadium. The concerns
that some people have expressed are that they feel they
are often not being listened to by council officers, that
they have perhaps been ridden over the top of and that
the needs of the community are not being prioritised or
met when it comes to sport.
When they know that their clubs have no facilities for
girls or women or are not fit for purpose they are not
actually going to receive the necessary facilities they
need and have not even made it onto the 10-year plan,
one has to ask: what do they do? How do you get on the
10-year plan? If you have not got change facilities, if
your club is way too big for the facilities, then what
needs to happen in order to make sure that you have the
facilities for now and the future? Some people are quite
concerned about that.
Council is spending $78 million on the Whitehorse
Centre. The community were not given an alternative to
spend that $78 million to make sure, for example, that
the sporting facilities for our youth were purpose-built
facilities that would actually take them into the future.
There was no comparison; there was not an offer there.
I am not sure why we have got such a disparity between
two individual local governments. What I would like to
see is that we get best practice in each that actually
meets the community’s needs and that actually delivers
on its future needs as well.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) (15:17) — It is
a pleasure to rise this afternoon to speak on the Local
Government Bill 2018. I have to confess that as a
student at university I was really greatly impressed by
the work of Alexis de Tocqueville and his grand study,
the classic Democracy in America, which can be
regarded as promoting the principles, the theory, of
subsidiarity and a push towards the decentralisation of
government while at the same time providing
opportunities for engagement in public life for citizens.
Greatly impressed as I was, the most expert
articulation I have heard on that was from a person
who was a very strong advocate for local government,
someone who was not on my side of politics but on
that of those opposite — the Honourable Alan Hunt, a
former Minister for Local Government in the other
place. He actually talked about these principles of
subsidiarity at a training event that I attended as a
councillor and mayor when I was at Mornington
Peninsula shire. What he was talking about and
impressing upon us as councillors and as community
leaders was that good governance, if it is done well at
the local government level, is actually one of the most
pure and best forms of government.
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He actually gave us some terrific examples of citizen
engagement, leadership by local government and good
delivery of what people wanted in terms of facilities
and services. He had not seen that delivered as well at
the state and federal government levels as he had by
local government. This bill actually provides us with an
opportunity some 30 years after a bill Alan Hunt might
have been involved in to provide local government with
a modern format for advancing good government and
good governance at the local level. I do want to
emphasise again that local government works best
when they listen to their citizens and actively engage
with them.
I was a councillor and mayor. I know the member for
Bentleigh said this earlier but sometimes I think that
local government provides an excellent training ground
for members of Parliament. It makes you very
responsive to people. You get home every night and
your answering service is flashing and you have to get
on that phone yourself and respond to those people and
get things done for them if you are going to be a
successful councillor. This new framework that is going
to be provided by the new Local Government Act will
actually provide mechanisms and strategies that will
allow local government to take the next step into the
21st century.
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focused on sustainability and environmental protection.
In fact it gives me a great joy to drive down the Nepean
Highway and see those great signs that say ‘Sustainable
Peninsula’, because that was actually a plan that we put
into place nearly 20 years ago on the Mornington
Peninsula to make sure that the focus was on economic,
social and environmental balance when we were
making our decisions.
This bill is all about making sure that all councils get on
the page of planning, delivering, planning again and
budgeting — making sure that things are financially
sustainable going into the future. That is why we have
got provisions in it for four-year budgeting — some
councils have already been doing this — a 10-year
financial management plan and a 10-year asset
management plan. One of the things that shires and
councils have to do is manage a lot of assets, and they
deteriorate very quickly because they are high-use
assets — sporting facilities and community facilities.
You have got to keep a watchful eye on that because if
you do not, your budget will blow out into the future.

I know there was extensive consultation — councillors,
council staff, stakeholders, peak bodies, residents and
ratepayers. The member for Yuroke outlined it quite
extensively and, from listening to her, this has been a
very well done and highly consultative process. It did
show that people are still pretty obsessed with the basics
that local government delivers — the roads, rates and
rubbish — and I have got to say that is never going to go
away. In fact as members of Parliament these are
probably some of the more continuous issues that we get
through our offices: the overhanging tree, the broken
footpath, the barking dog. It is always at those moments
a great joy for me to able to fob the matter off to the City
of Casey and not have to deal with it personally.

I do want to just finish up by saying that one of the
things that the review did show up, and that has been a
bit of a sore point in the area that I represent, is a bit of
a focus on councillor behaviour. It is not just about
government and governance and it is not what you do,
it is often how you behave and what you say that
makes the greatest impression out there in the
community. I have always tried to avoid stoushes with
my local councillors, but sometimes I have had to
breathe very deeply and think twice about why so
many councillors get onto council and spend a lot of
time pushing their own partisan political agendas,
making some really nasty comments about other
councillors and constituents, actually wasting
ratepayers money on blatant political advertising in
certain cases, bagging things that are not their
responsibility and trying to grandstand in the forum of
the council chamber to push their own points. Often
this is only one or two councillors.

It does show that if you do those basics really well, you
can be a good council, but you cannot be a great
council. Because what really good councils do, what
the best councils in this state do, is engage in long-term
strategic planning. They have a very strong vision for
the way they want to see their shire or their
municipality progress. This means that they have to be
involved, as the review showed, in strategic and
statutory planning. They have to be skilled up to deliver
economic development. They have to be very good at
community engagement, development and planning.
The City of Casey and the Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council, which I know a lot more about, are very much

Previously it was very difficult for local government
ministers, or fellow councillors, to get rid of or temper
the behaviour of a rogue, disruptive or just plain nasty
councillor. This bill will provide provisions that will
allow a single councillor to be put on notice about their
behaviour. We have already had times when councils
have tried to get rid of rogue councillors or badly
behaved councillors and this has proved very difficult.
Whilst we do not want to see councillors ganging up on
other councillors to get rid of them, I do not want to see
a continuation of the really bad behaviour that I have
had to witness sometimes at the City of Casey, where I
have seen homophobic, racist commentary coming
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from the councillors. It is absolutely shameful, actually.
It is very, very disappointing and very, very divisive for
the local community. I must say it is very difficult for
the mayor in the chair to deal with as well. It does not
make for a good look for local government.
I do applaud the legislation before the house for
actually spotlighting the role of the mayor. One of the
best jobs I ever had was the role of mayor of the
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council. I had to deal with
people from Portsea to Hastings and from Rosebud
West to Mount Eliza. They were all very different and
all had very different needs. However, being able to
lead that council, bring it together and develop a
plan — which as I said at the outset is still one of the
vision documents that they use to guide their
decision-making — was a really terrific experience. But
it was an enormous responsibility so I am very glad to
see that you can now be a mayor for two years. I would
have liked to have seen it be four years because I
actually think the mayor can set the tone. They can
develop the team. They can get the CEO and the
organisation moving in the right direction. I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms WARD (Eltham) (15:28) — I rise to speak
about the Local Government Bill 2018. Lots of work
has been put into this bill, and I commend the minister,
the past minister, their staff and the department for their
work. This is a good bill which addresses many of the
challenges expressed by local councils as well as local
residents. Many of our local councils do great work,
and it needs to be acknowledged as it is often thankless
work. Councillors are often local community activists
who want to do right by their communities. Sometimes
they are political aspirants; sometimes they are those
who have failed at politics and have taken to council as
a consolation prize.
Within my electorate we have some hardworking
councillors who want to achieve great outcomes. It is
important, however, that these councillors who are not
acting in the community’s best interests or who are not
displaying behaviour we would expect of a councillor
are held to account. In particular I refer to clause 258,
which relates to the suspension of a councillor or
councillors. It provides for the minister to seek an order
in council to suspend an individual councillor.
It is possible that this clause may address the concerns
that have been brought to my attention by a number of
women in my community who have been distressed by
the behaviour of the current mayor of Nillumbik,
Cr Peter Clarke. I cite the words of Isabel Nalato, who
attended a number of the community hearings at
Nillumbik council regarding the disastrous and failed
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proposal to sell off 17 parcels of land and reserves.
Isabel and a number of other women were appalled by
the behaviour they saw exhibited by the mayor.
Isabel said:
Throughout the entire process of fighting to save our
community reserves, the current mayor of Nillumbik has been
rude, aggressive and disrespectful. This includes intimidating
members of our community and refusing to recognise
people’s rights to speak. He tried to prevent me from
speaking — ignoring council rules — and refused to watch a
presentation I made as part of my submission. I felt belittled
and betrayed by someone who is meant to be an unbiased
representative of my community.

Grace Turner, a young mother who had a similar
experience that she has recounted to me, again in her
own words, said:
When approaching Clarke at the council meetings or during
the Frank Street Q & A I, as a woman, personally felt like
Clarke tried to intimidate me with his body language. I felt
talked down to and my opinions not taken seriously. I felt that
Clarke felt he was better off discussing issues with my
husband.
I also witnessed Clarke at council meetings ignoring/not
paying attention to women when they spoke, cutting off
women when they were speaking and even laughing at a
woman’s question in regards to effects of construction noise
on children (i.e. if there was to be a construction next to a
kinder and child care).
His body language and behaviour was clearly different
toward women than to men.
Listen to 1 hour 36 minute 40 second time point of the April 5
recording — it’s a break but Clarke left his microphone on.
Clarke completely ignores the CEO’s directive about reading
a written submission.
Clarke: ‘Why don’t I just read it’
Stoermer: ‘I don’t think you should as the mayor’
Clarke: ‘Let me have a read of it’.
He goes on to read the submission to the gallery against
Stoermer’s direct advice. A verbal altercation between Clarke
and Natalie follows. To me, he seems to actively seek the
confrontation and intentionally cause distress.

Here is Natalie Duffy’s own experience:
1.

Thursday, 26 April, I spoke at length with Balga
Naumoski, executive manager governance, voicing my
complaint regarding Peter Clarke’s behaviour towards
me and the community. I also raised my concern
regarding him lying to the Premier and the community
stating that a decision had been made not to sell two
reserves, when no vote had occurred. Attached is my
letter of complaint. I lodged a formal question at the
ordinary council meeting 1 May asking Cr Clarke to
apologise for misleading the Premier and the people of
Nillumbik and he refused.
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Attending my first-ever local government council
meeting was not the experience I had expected. There
was a formal air of hostility, defensive and at times
dismissiveness towards members of the public, including
myself, as we spoke to our submissions regarding
council’s proposed sale of reserves. I was expecting this
to be a friendly consultative forum. It was intimidating.
I witnessed the mayor paying lip-service to listening to
community views and was annoyed that he would leave
his seat when people were speaking. This occurred over
three successive meetings and was enormously
disrespectful and was only done when women were
speaking. My exception to this can be heard on the
audiotape when I spoke to save the 4 Raglan
Court reserve.
‘This experience has left me cold. Mayor, each night,
with the exception of tonight —

this is Natalie at the hearing; she is quoting herself —
you have rudely left your chair to chat with a councillor
whilst women have been speaking. There has been
misinformation, an attack on green spaces and services
important to women and children.

Natalie goes on to say:
This process has left me feeling that in Nillumbik you
need a dick to matter’.
4.

My 10-year-old daughter attempted to speak to her
submission about the sale of Glen Park Road reserve
near the Eltham North preschool. She felt too
intimidated so her friend spoke her words instead. I
asked her if she would like to speak at council regarding
their proposed motion to relocate the much-loved
Eltham North adventure playground site which she is
opposed to. She responded, ‘No. Those people scare
me’. Such a shame for a passionate young girl who cares
about where she lives.

5.

On a personal note I remain offended by Peter Clarke’s
behaviour towards me at the Future Nillumbik meeting.
I am a 48-year-old woman and he made me cry. When
trying to speak on behalf of others I felt shut down and
exasperated. Clearly Cr Clarke didn’t want to hear my
voice but he was refusing to hear the voices of those I
represented. As the chair he refused to let me read out a
statement from a local mum who was unable to speak in
person. The governance officer said to me that she
would have the CEO read it. I gave the CEO the written
statement and waited. The mayor deliberately tried to
censor the message. My interjections asking the mayor
not to censor the words of a woman can be heard on the
audio. It took numerous attempts before the mayor
conceded and started to read the submission from
page 1.

6.

I can cope with the mayor telling me to ‘go get a coffee’
when he doesn’t like the gallery interjecting to his
misleading rambling but I cannot accept his belittling of
the public and intimidatory tones towards women. I
have made my views known to other councillors and
have to trust that they will represent me.
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There is another contact, M, who says:
Earlier this month, I had to contact Nillumbik council on
12 June 2018, to remedy the fact that my online registration to
speak back to the rebuild of the Eltham North adventure
playground at the Nillumbik Futures meeting had been
unsuccessful. I only discovered this when a community friend
I had nominated to read my submission notified me that my
name was not listed as a speaker. Hence, I emailed and
telephoned Nillumbik to request that my registration be
accepted. Initially, my request was ignored; however, after
addressing the obstructionism and the overt misogynistic
conduct towards women by mayor Peter Clarke at both public
engagements and council meetings, my registration was
accepted and read — as requested.
I relayed my concerns and complaints about the mayor’s
obstructionism towards community participation and
involvement and specifically addressed his misogynist sexist
behaviours, which I have personally witnessed and seen the
impact of firsthand. His behaviour at a press conference held
by Premier Daniel Andrews at the Frank Street reserve earlier
this year was utterly appalling in the way he aggressively
approached and interrupted community members who had
gathered to support the local community-led campaign to
save our reserves and open spaces. He intimidated my
nine-year-old daughter and was a most unwelcome invasion
at an event he deliberately and very rudely obstructed. He
continuously interjected over Daniel Andrews and spoke over
the women present who were trying to speak back to his
ill-mannered boorishness.
Peter Clarke shamefully harangued and humiliated a
community member, Natalie Duffy, at a council meeting
earlier this year when he obstructed her submission about the
reserves sell-off and told her to ‘contain herself’ and ‘to go
get a cup of coffee if she couldn’t’ when she tried to
clarify — repeatedly and quite rightly — that he was reading
the wrong submission from another community member
whom he refused to allow Natalie to speak for. He
deliberately read the wrong submission, which was a letter
from the woman’s child to avoid reading the actual speaker’s
submission, which specifically addressed and criticised him
for trying to sell off community spaces. He had Natalie in
tears and I personally saw and witnessed the psychological
impact his outright sexist abuse and indeed, his appalling
abuse of political power had enacted upon her the next day.
Natalie was absolutely traumatised and most upset by his
conduct towards her. I have never seen her so upset and
literally shaken. It is simply unacceptable that too many men
in decisions of power — including Peter Clarke — are
abusing their roles and conduct themselves in sexist and
demeaning ways towards women in general. As an Australian
citizen and as a Nillumbik community member who has
suffered male abuses from surviving family violence growing
up and am currently shouldering the emotional and financial
abuse of my estranged husband, I have had enough of
misogynist and sexist male attitudes, conduct and violence.
Toxic male entitlement and privilege needs to be addressed in
every aspect of our society.

‘Thank you for your time’, she finishes. This is the kind
of behaviour that nobody in council and no community
member should have to put up with, and I think that
these stories demonstrate how important this legislation
is and what it will mean for community members —
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those who feel that they have been silenced by
councillors who will not let them speak or who
intimidate them with their words — who can actually
go to another branch of government and ask that they
be represented and ask that they be defended against
councillors and their appalling behaviour.
As a female representative of parts of Nillumbik, I
stand here also with the member for Yan Yean, who is
in the chamber. It is very sad that we two women have
had to witness within our area this experience of a male
councillor who has exhibited very, very bad behaviour.
I call on Cr Clarke to apologise to these women and to
actually change his behaviour, and I encourage these
women to proceed with their complaints because,
as M said:
Toxic male entitlement and privilege needs to be addressed in
every aspect of our society.

She is absolutely right. There is no forum in which this
behaviour is acceptable, and it is certainly not
acceptable —
Ms Green interjected.
Ms WARD — The chief municipal inspector —
absolutely right. I encourage these women to go
forward and have their voices heard, because this
behaviour should not be tolerated under any
circumstance.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (15:38) — I am pleased
to make a contribution on the Local Government
Bill 2018. I start by saying that a lot of my contribution
and my reflections on this bill come from my
background in local government as a Banyule city
councillor for five years between 2005 and 2010,
representing the good people of Heidelberg West,
Heidelberg Heights, Bellfield and parts of Ivanhoe in
the Olympia ward, an area I represent now in state
Parliament as the member for Ivanhoe. A lot changed
even in the five years that I had the opportunity to
represent our community as a Banyule city councillor,
in particular the obligations on councillors, councillor
conduct, declarations of interest, the way in which we
had to report on committee meetings and our
engagement with those.
There is a lot that is expected of community advocates
when they get elected to represent their community as a
councillor. That is not intimidating, but it can certainly
bring a lot of pressure to bear on people who had
thought a lot about the issues that they wanted to
passionately advocate for on behalf of their community
and about what brought them to the council table to
represent local residents and neighbours but had then
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learned about a range of other demands and
expectations placed upon them for good governance
reasons. I think councils have also been better at
resourcing in terms of those governance matters to
support councillors.
Certainly a four-year commitment as a councillor is a
very significant one. As someone who was elected in
2005 and 2008 — we had three-year terms and then
four-year terms — I know there are a lot of
commitments that people make over a four-year period,
but there are also a lot of demands placed on
councillors. I think we have got a lot better in most
places about how we need to support councillors in
delivering and executing their roles but also their
engagement with council officers and staff, the people
who dedicate their working lives in local government to
work in the heart of the community.
In my reflections on this bill I want to touch on the
Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV). As someone
who has worked in the past as a ministerial adviser and
chief of staff, particularly in the early days when we
were in community services, aged care, housing,
community building, health and education, I know that
over that journey the MAV played a critical role,
particularly through the period of the Bracks and
Brumby governments, as a policy sounding-board and
an advocate for local government and good governance
more generally. What I have noticed, though, in more
recent times — over the last eight to 10 years — is that
the role of the MAV has diminished, in part because
many councils around metropolitan Melbourne have
got bigger. They have joined forces around how they
contract services, how they tender for work and how
they pool their resources, and they have not necessarily
done that through the MAV. The MAV has had
governance issues and has raised concerns that have
been outlined in Auditor-General’s reports. I think that
has diminished their capacity to act as one voice for the
local government sector.
The MAV had an exclusivity for a long period of time,
and I think they are now in a challenging circumstance
as to how they will respond to demonstrate that they are
still a go-to organisation for local government and also
for the state government in the way in which we look to
them to provide policy leadership, engagement with the
local government sector and different tiers of
government and the work that they need to do. I know
people who are directors of the MAV, people I have
served on council with, and I know they have faced
many challenges in trying to draw on greater
representation in the MAV and with its own
governance practices, where it constantly seems to be
gerrymandered by regional and rural representation at
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the expense of metropolitan communities — that is
something that the MAV also needs to address if it is
going to represent very significant communities in
metropolitan Melbourne — but also with the way in
which it conducts its business.
I think if the MAV can get its house in order and be the
strong and effective advocate it has been in the past,
that will be of great benefit to local government and
also to public policy development in Victoria. I do not
shy away from making those comments, because that is
something I think the MAV needs to demonstrate. I
think with some of its new leadership at the officer
level it has the capacity to achieve those goals.
Furthermore, given that the MAV has outlined,
although I think more historically, some of its concerns
with the bill as presented here in the Parliament, I
would say it reflects on some of those lazy arguments
about the effects it might have on regional and rural
councils which have limited resources. Local
government has to start thinking more broadly about
how, while it is fine to have neighbourhood and
geographic boundaries about local government identity
and community identity, perhaps more local
governments need to share their human resources (HR).
They do not have to merge and they do not have to shut
themselves down, but they need to think more broadly
about the way in which they offer services across
councils, share that working capacity and create
partnerships. Why have we got so many small rural and
regional councils with their own HR and their own
sport and recreation people? Some of that stuff is fine,
but why don’t they start to think about how they can
offer services in the community as a broader group to
rationalise costs and to improve opportunities for local
government staff to work on bigger projects?
I think that is some of the work that creative local
governments need to think about. I know that because I
talk to people in local government when I travel around
Victoria — innovators and people who are running
local government organisations that are progressive,
keen and nimble in the way they operate — and they
are thinking about how they can provide opportunities
for their workforce and opportunities to save rates and
resources for their communities by working across local
government boundaries to provide better services for
the community. These are often artificial local
government boundaries. They do reflect communities of
interest, but they cross local government boundaries. I
think it is up to local government to come back with the
solutions around how we can do some of that work
better. There are good solutions out there if people are
prepared to not do too much empire building but more
community building.
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I want to pay tribute to Banyule City Council more
broadly, particularly about my engagement with them
as a member of Parliament. I refer to its CEO, Simon
McMillan, and his executive team. I would say to my
fellow councillors there — some of whom I served
with — that I know when I am out there doorknocking
or when I am making phone calls and meeting with my
community, the view of Banyule City Council is not
necessarily a view that is valued or welcomed by
everyone in the community. The council represents
people, but they should not feel that their view is
always the one reflected in the local community. I
know when I talk to people that I will always test and
push back on not only the work we do together but also
on understanding clearly that what Banyule council
seeks to do is underpinned by community support,
community consultation and community engagement.
Can I say also that in relation to the rate capping policy
of our government it was one of the most effective and
popular policies, particularly in the southern end of the
Banyule municipality. In my electorate of Ivanhoe —
in East Ivanhoe and Eaglemont — people pay
particularly substantial rates. All these matters are
relative, but they certainly felt that we should push
back on local government about its expenditure and it
not just thinking that jacking up rates is the answer to
funding shortfalls. Council has to be more accountable
for the money and be publicly able to demonstrate why
they want to raise rates. For the community to be
empowered to make that happen I think has
been critical.
It does not necessarily mean that we are going to make
sure local governments are not still doing all the tricks.
At the fat end, we need to ensure that people are being
taken care of — those in maternal and child health
services, those out there collecting our rubbish and
those out there on the streets keeping our parks and
gardens, doing a great job. Councils need to ensure that
the pointy end of services do not suffer. We also need
to make sure that those sitting at desks in local
government are making their contribution. That will
play out in time.
What is important is that there was a very strong
affirmation at the election for a fair go on rates and for
rate capping. I understand that government will need to
continue to shift and move that policy and work with
communities to finesse it, but it is here to stay. It has
community support and it holds councils accountable
for the money they seek to spend. Asking councils to
do longer term budgets and longer term thinking is in
everybody’s interests. I continue to encourage people to
be involved in local government and to have their say.
It is open to everyone to put their hand up and be
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involved, and I have certainly found it a rewarding
experience myself. I commend local government
service and the bill to the house.
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) (15:48) — I am
pleased to add my comments in regard to this
legislation relating to a review on local government. As
somebody who has served for nearly 10 years as a City
of Ballarat councillor and in my role in the time that I
have been in this place, I have had to work closely with
five local governments that have covered the areas of
the Ballarat East and Buninyong electorates. This has
given me an opportunity to continue to review how
local government operates and to see the challenges
that local government faces and the problems that it
seems to experience.
Clearly the vast majority of people who stand for local
government have thought well about it before they
stand, and when and if they are elected, they act in a
sound way to try and support the people within the
municipality. Sometimes for a range of reasons people
might be encouraged to stand without having thought
about it. People stand because they have an issue in
mind that they want to progress rather than wanting to
see the overall issues of local government. Clearly
some councillors do not have an appreciation of their
responsibilities and how they should deal with interests
that they might have and act appropriately in council.
This legislation before the house again attempts to deal
with a number of issues in local government to ensure
that councillors are clear about their role in particular
and on which council officers can guide them
appropriately, but it is a matter of them recognising that
they need to take a long-term view about the
management of council. They need to be very aware of
the interests they may have and where there is potential
for crossover. Whether they are pecuniary interests or
other interests, councillors need to understand how to
continue to operate professionally in a way that is open
to the people that they are elected to represent and
clearly represent them in a responsible manner that is in
the interests of the local government.
We know that over the last 10-plus years there have
been situations where a number of councils across the
state have acted in a way that has been inappropriate.
We know that of course in regard most recently to the
City of Ballarat. There have been a number of cases
where the minister has had to take action to sack local
councils to bring about a change in the nature of the
councils so that when the councillors are newly elected
they clearly understand their responsibilities and so on.
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It is very unfortunate when this has to happen. It is best
that when councillors are elected they are appropriately
educated through a program generally run by council.
There are opportunities through the Municipal
Association of Victoria to run councillor education
programs, which is very important.
It is very unfortunate, but this bill does have to clarify
situations in which a councillor can be suspended. I
know there have been occasions in the councils that
operate within my electorate where councillor
behaviour has been drawn to the attention of the
minister because the councillors have been seen to act
inappropriately. Of course within the office of local
government there is the opportunity for the office to
review that and, in some cases, suspend councillors and
on other occasions provide warnings to councillors so
that hopefully their behaviour will be varied following
on from that.
There are a number of other issues in terms of the
financial matters that councillors need to deal with. It is
important that they do understand and that the council
prepares clear documentation to show how matters
have been appropriately considered. This bill clearly
helps to provide those necessary guidelines to ensure
that there is no doubt — or there should be no doubt —
as to what the councillor’s responsibility is as well as
the overall responsibility of the CEO and the senior
officers of the councils.
One of the issues that has been perhaps of most concern
over the years is that councils have fallen into two
categories. One is councillors do not understand their
responsibilities in expressing their particular interests,
whether they be pecuniary or other interests, and do not
declare them clearly so that they know — and that the
people within the council know. When they are voting
on issues, first of all they should know whether or not
they should be voting and, if they are voting, they have
clearly identified their position ahead of time in terms
of their particular interests. That is one area that we are
trying to clarify.
The other is the means by which councillors work
together. We know that on councils you get people with
a varied range of views. Sometimes they are about
party politics and other times they are not, but you do
get groups of individuals who will work more closely
together, and sometimes that is not to the benefit of the
council because they lock out some members of the
council and act in cliquish ways that see that a number
of the decisions taken by the council are not taken on
the floor of the council but are taken by a small cliquish
group determining that they have the authority to
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organise amongst themselves how they will operate,
and they will operate from that.
We have certainly seen over the past how people can
see this matter with a sense of humour. I remember the
television series Rats in the Ranks, which was a very
entertaining television series over a number of years. It
did not focus on a Victorian council but on one that was
operating in New South Wales, and how the activities
of those councillors were clearly directed on a number
of occasions by their own pecuniary interests. There
were also clearly a number of corrupt practices
happening within the program. While it was humorous
it certainly demonstrated how local government can
lose touch with what it is meant to be doing.
It is important that councillors are well paid these days.
When I was elected to council the full allowance for a
councillor was less than $2000 a year, and that was the
case for pretty much all of the time that I was on the
City of Ballarat council. The total allowance that
councillors gained in those days was a matter of $2000,
but these days councillors are much better paid and they
can apply for allowances beyond their stipend. Given
that councillors are clearly well paid they have an extra
responsibility to ensure that they act professionally in
the way they go about their council duties.
I am certainly pleased that the majority of the
councillors in the areas that I cover in the electorate of
Buninyong are operating very soundly and sensibly and
looking at the interests of the people they represent, but
clearly there are times when some of them take party
political positions. There are also some who might be
candidates for state or federal elections who then act in
a way that may not be in the interests of the people they
represent. That may see them end up out of step with
the other councillors that they are supposed to be
working with and that is very unfortunate.
While I understand there should not be a problem with
people who come from local governments standing for
other levels of government, it is important that they
understand the difference and that they are clear when
they are representing a party political position or a
campaign position. It is not good enough though if they
blur those edges and play their party political game to
the detriment of good local government. We always
want to see good local governance and this bill tries to
set those codes of conduct and guidelines in place. I am
very pleased that this bill has come forward to take
council forward, and I commend this bill to the house.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (15:58) — I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.
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Mr CLARK (Box Hill) (15:58) — The opposition
opposes this motion. The Leader of the House indicated
during the course of the debate on the government
business program that if time permitted, the
government would allow for consideration in detail on
the Local Government Bill 2018. For the reasons that I
indicated when we considered the government business
program on Tuesday, we believe that it is highly
desirable that this bill be considered in detail and there
is now time available for that to occur. Furthermore, the
government lost time because of the stunt that the
Leader of the House engaged in yesterday with her
motion in relation to the ABC, but we have now gained
time because the government has withdrawn the
Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and
Improving Parliamentary Standards Bill 2017 from the
government business program. Now there is no reason
why the government should not honour its word and
allow a consideration-in-detail stage on this bill.
I understand that the government has other bills that it
wants to go back to. By no means do I wish to detract
from the importance of any of the bills or the topics on
the program, but each of the bills that are on the
program have already been the subject of debate and
quite a number of speakers have spoken on them. I
think on each of those bills it has been indicated that
there is no disagreement across the chamber, that is,
there is general support or acceptance of the legislation
that has been put forward. So there is nothing on the
other bills on the program for this week that needs to be
contested in this house. There is agreement that they
should go through and they are worthy of going
through this house to the other place.
While of course on any bill there are members who
would want to express a point of view, and express a
potentially important point of view and put it on the
record, there are other forums in which that can be done.
The understandable desire to make points on other bills
in the house has to be balanced against the key task of
this house of ensuring that the legislation that we do
pass is in as good a form as it can possibly be.
In relation to the Local Government Bill, we on this
side of the house have flagged a wide range of issues
that we believe need to be attended to. This is a total
rewrite of the Local Government Act 1989, as many
speakers on both sides of the house in the debate so far
have indicated. If there is going to be a total rewrite of a
very large piece of legislation, it is important that it be
got right. Certainly the feedback that has come to
opposition parties from the consultation that we have
engaged in is that many stakeholders have raised a
range of points about this bill which they believe
require further attention, including from the Municipal
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Association of Victoria. It is appropriate that the bill be
considered in detail in this house so that we can
commence addressing those points.
I indicated to the house in a different context earlier this
week that if this house is not doing its job properly, if
the ministers in this house are not doing their jobs
properly and considering bills in detail in this place,
then the Parliament is like a person trying to function
on one lung, because when this house is clogged up
with the sort of ephemera and stunt that the Leader of
the House produced yesterday, it leaves all the work to
be done in the other place. Despite the enormous efforts
that that house puts in, it is not the most effective way
of doing it.
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr CLARK — Then we have the nerve of people
like the member for Essendon who interject and
complain that the other place is not passing bills, when
the government in this house is forcing them to do all of
the hard work and all of the heavy lifting which should
be shared with the ministers in this house. This house
should be sending to the other place legislation in as
good a form as we can get it, and then the other house
can do its function of reviewing and focusing on what
is hopefully a much more limited range of issues that
do require further and more intense examination. But
when this house does not do its job, the other place has
to do all of that work, and then it is no wonder that the
government’s business program gets delayed — due to
its failure to do its job. For those reasons we oppose this
motion. We should now conclude the second-reading
debate and move to consideration in detail of the Local
Government Bill.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) (16:03) — Thank
you, Deputy Speaker, for the opportunity to call into
question the manager of opposition business’s claims
and opposition to adjourning debate on the bill. Frankly,
in terms of the bill before us, the fact is that the last four
or five speakers on the bill, which those opposite claim
is so important for them to go into further detail on, have
been from the government benches.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — I am sorry, Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, you
need to seek leave to speak on the bill because you
moved the adjournment motion.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — I seek leave.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Is leave granted?
Mr Clark — Yes.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Leave is granted.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — The fact is that the last four
or five speakers on the Local Government Bill 2018
have all been from the government benches. It really
does call into question the claim from the other side that
they have an interest in actually exploring in greater
detail the particular mechanics of the bill that we have
got in front of us when they cannot even find another
speaker to get up. They have got the right to do that —
to actually get up and go through some of the issues
that they claim are so important for them to pursue.
The fact is we have had a significant period of time
dedicated to this bill. We have had a significant number
of speakers, certainly from the government side. Very
few speakers from the opposition benches have actually
dealt with this bill. There are certainly other bills that
we need to consider today, including of course the very
important Justice Legislation Amendment (Family
Violence Protection and Other Matters) Bill 2018.
I think it could potentially be interpreted that there is a
ruse about wanting to go into greater detail on the bill
being perpetrated by members opposite when in fact
they cannot even produce any speakers to interrogate
the bill. The fact is you have got the opportunity to go
into any of the issues that you may have during the
general debate; you absolutely have the opportunity to
do that. Members opposite have refused to take up the
opportunity that has been made available to them. That
means, frankly, they do not want to move on to other
business that is equally as important for this
government to get through.
We have had a very busy program this week and we
need to move on and deal with a lot of really important
matters that are before us. The opportunity has been
available to them; there has been ample opportunity.
Lots of issues have been interrogated by both sides, and
in particular the government side, which has meant that
in fact we have delivered more speakers than those
opposite. It really does bring into question how serious
the opposition is about interrogating further any details
relevant to the bill in front of us.
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (16:06) — I wish to
make a brief contribution to this debate. To suggest that
members on this side of the house can raise their
concerns in the debate and that we should be continuing
with that opportunity rather than going into
consideration in detail is an absolute nonsense. They
are two completely different forums. If we were to go
into consideration in detail on this bill, as our previous
speaker quite rightly pointed out, we could raise a
number of concerns we have had raised by stakeholders
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in relation to this bill. The Municipal Association of
Victoria has provided a long list of concerns. The
Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) has provided a
long list of concerns, to the level that the president of
the VFF has been in the Parliament today to hear this
debate. When we go into consideration in detail it
affords the opposition the chance to question the
minister at the table and get responses to those direct
concerns. In general debate on this bill we are not
afforded the opportunity of having direct responses
from the minister.
A commitment was made earlier in the week that we
would be able to go into consideration in detail on this
bill. We ought to be afforded that right because that is
what was promised, and we would like the opportunity
to directly question and get answers from the minister
in relation to the enormous amount of concerns and
issues that have been raised about this bill. That is the
reason. There is no need to go back to the bill when we
have already had a number of speakers from both sides
of the house speak on it. Indeed it is a bill that will not
be opposed. We have the opportunity at the end of the
week, before the break, to go into consideration in
detail and excise some real answers to some of the
queries that have been raised, as our previous speaker,
the member for Box Hill, pointed out. We can then
perhaps have an informed debate and send this bill to
the upper house in a much better condition and with a
much better understanding, if you like, of the various
issues that have been raised by stakeholders across the
length and breadth of Victoria. That is why we should
be heading into consideration in detail on this bill.
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (16:09) — I too rise to
oppose the adjournment of debate on this bill. As I made
clear in my opening remarks in the second-reading
debate, this is a very detailed bill. The heft of the bill
indicates the size of it: 409 clauses, 119 consequential
amendments plus four principal acts being amended.
There is an enormous amount of detail, and it is just
plain ridiculous for legislation of this type to not be
considered in detail. There was a strong expectation that
this bill would be considered in detail, and now, for
reasons best known to itself, the government has
decided that it should not go down that path.
I also want to pick up on an apparent point made by the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
a couple of minutes ago. It appears that that minister,
despite the length of her service in this house, does not
understand the difference between the second-reading
debate and the consideration-in-detail stage. The
second-reading debate is about the broad principles of a
bill. It is not about the nitty-gritty, it is not clause by
clause, it is not about specific concerns. It is about the
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principles of the bill. That is the way this Parliament
has operated since its inception; it is the way every
Westminster parliament operates. I think it is absolutely
staggering that a minister of the Crown can stand up
and say, ‘Well, you’ve had your opportunity to have
more second-reading speakers and you haven’t taken
up that opportunity’. That is just complete nonsense.
We have addressed, I think quite effectively, the
principles around this bill. I did it for 30 minutes; a
number of other speakers also made contributions. But I
certainly made the point, as did the other contributions
from this side that I heard, that this is a very detailed
and important bill and it deserves serious consideration
in detail. It is not a slim bill simply amending an
existing principal act; it is a complete rewrite of the
Local Government Act 1989. For this house to attempt
to abrogate its responsibility to consider the bill clause
by clause, to consider the bill in detail, to pass in the
end the best possible bill that we can, is frankly an
absolute disgrace.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:11) — As the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, who
was at the table, said, I think that this really is a ruse by
the other side. They have missed their opportunity on at
least four occasions to match the government speaker
for speaker. This rewrite of the Local Government Act
has been developed over about three years in terms of
the community consultation so it certainly has had a lot
of review and a lot of input, and a lot of people across
the community have had their say.
There are many of us that want to get on and return to
the Justice Legislation Amendment (Family Violence
Protection and Other Matters) Bill 2018 and to speak on
that, and I felt that the member for Box Hill really
diminished those of us who want to speak on that bill.
Given that we began this week with a very solemn
condolence to acknowledge the dreadful passing of
Eurydice Dixon, I think that we owe it to all women in
Victoria who have died, whether on the street or in their
home, to return to that bill.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 45
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Couzens, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms

Languiller, Mr
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
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Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
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Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Thorpe, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 37
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until later this day.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(FAMILY VIOLENCE PROTECTION AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from 20 June; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) (16:19) — A
number of years ago the Victorian parliamentary Law
Reform Committee visited Canberra to look at
initiatives in the realm of family violence. A great
contributor to the work of the courts up in Canberra
was a fellow by the name of Ron Cahill, who was the
chief magistrate in Canberra for many years, but an
initiative had been developed which the Victorian
parliamentary Law Reform Committee reviewed. It
related to the role of the police if called to a
circumstance of family violence, where, rather than the
report being reliant on the testimony of the person who
had been assaulted, the police were to make their own
report on the matter and to take up the prosecution
cause. That represented a new model at the time which
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the Victorian parliamentary Law Reform Committee
reflected upon in its deliberations.
The bill before the house has the objective of amending
the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005, the Family
Violence Protection Act 2008, the Criminal Procedure
Act 2009 and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to
support the implementation of six recommendations of
the Royal Commission into Family Violence. They are
recommendations 34, 58, 60, 74, 79 and 156. I
commend the work of numbers of agencies who work
in this field in the Sandringham electorate, including
Family Life and a number of other counselling agencies
that do good work, and I also commend the work of
Victoria Police.
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) (16:21) — This bill is
another from the Andrews government that responds to
recommendations from the Royal Commission into
Family Violence, and I just want to begin by going
through its terms of reference once more. The
commission’s terms of reference were to identify the
most effective ways to prevent family violence;
improve early intervention so as to identify and protect
those at risk; support victims, particularly women and
children, and address the impacts of violence on them;
make perpetrators accountable; develop and refine
systemic responses to family violence, including in the
legal system and by police, corrections, child
protection, legal and family violence support services;
better coordinate community and government responses
to family violence; and evaluate and measure the
success of strategies, frameworks, policies, programs
and services introduced to put a stop to family violence.
This is a huge undertaking and the royal commission’s
report stretches across thousands of pages and includes
227 recommendations that the Andrews Labor
government has committed to implementing. Going
through those terms of reference I also must
acknowledge the late Honourable Fiona Richardson
and the work she did in this area around the royal
commission and the subsequent work following that.
The bill before us today is the second tranche of
justice-related reform flowing from the Royal
Commission into Family Violence, and it responds to
six of the recommendations. In responding to the royal
commission’s recommendations, this bill extends the
therapeutic treatment regime currently in place to
younger people aged 15 to 17 so that the Children’s
Court can order attendance at appropriate programs.
According to the royal commission’s report:
… many sexually abusive children and adolescents exhibiting
sexually abusive behaviours who are accessing (or attempting
to access) early intervention programs have complex needs.
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Timely early intervention for these children is of paramount
importance in the prevention of future family and sexual
violence, and for providing these young people with
pathways into stable and productive lives.

I would like to acknowledge the work that is done in
this area of work at the Ballarat Centre Against Sexual
Assault in the electorate that I represent. They have
incredible expertise. Of course the work they are doing
is complex, but it does add to what we know about this
and to the therapeutic interventions as they are
developed. Currently the Children’s Court is able to
make therapeutic treatment orders for those between 10
and 14 years, but now the bill provides the Children’s
Court with powers to compel those aged between 15
and 17 to participate in appropriate programs.
Responding to recommendation 58 of the royal
commission, the bill before us enables the trialling of
the use of recorded statements by complainants as their
evidence-in-chief in family violence proceedings. This
is a really important reform that will make a real
difference to victims of family violence. Police in
Ballarat are part of the first rollout of body cameras,
where they can record interactions with the public. Trial
use of these cameras to collect statements that can then
be used in court has real potential benefits for victims
of family violence.
I will just quote a story from the Courier on 5 June. The
senior family violence manager at Berry Street, Denise
O’Dowd, said:
We see it as a very positive move that will take pressure and
stress off women because this will provide further evidence.

Ms O’Dowd also noted that it will have particular
benefits for members of culturally and linguistically
diverse communities. Importantly the police also see a
value in this approach, with superintendent Jenny
Wilson saying in the same article that it:
… means the victim doesn’t have to retell it again, which
reduces the revictimisation of the victim.

Reducing the ongoing toll on victims of family violence
in whatever way possible has enormous merit. Victims
do need to be heard, but we should not require the
traumatic retelling of events where a single recorded
statement can be used as evidence in court.
Another important facet of the bill before us is the
creation of the specialist Family Violence Court
division (FVCD) within the Magistrates Court. This
will make a difference to many people in our state who
are having family violence matters heard in generalist
courts that do not have the additional supports and
facilities of specialist family violence courts.
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Recommendation 60 of the royal commission went to
access to specialist family violence division courts
across Victoria, and currently the Family Violence
Court division only sits in Heidelberg and in Ballarat. I
had the real honour of sitting in with them one morning,
and it was really incredible the way everybody worked
together to support the victim.
The changes in this bill increase flexibility to designate
a specialist Family Violence Court venue. The report of
the commission found:
It is not acceptable that some victims and perpetrators in
FVIO matters have the benefit of specialised magistrates and
support people, while other parties do not. All FVIOs should
be heard in courts that have the therapeutic features of the
FVCD and specialist courts.

We need consistent access to justice and support in this
state. As the minister said in his second-reading speech,
the government’s response is a model that enhances the
functions of the Family Violence Court division with a
suite of improved services and infrastructure.
In addition to providing improved services for victims
of perpetrators through specialist family violence
division courts, this bill makes it easier for a victim
to make an application for a family violence
intervention order (FVIO). The royal commission’s
final report stated:
In view of the risks and trauma that might accompany visiting
the court in person to complete an FVIO form, the
Neighbourhood Justice Centre’s efforts to provide an online
alternative to a paper form are laudable, as is the Victorian
government’s commitment to expanding use of the online
form to high-volume Magistrates Court venues. In the
commission’s view, use of the online form should be an
option for applicants statewide.

Some of us may have personally experienced, and I am
sure the rest of us can imagine, the trauma, stress and
potential risk to an applicant of a family violence
intervention order if the perpetrator sees them entering
a court. A fear of violence in a situation like this is a
continuing part of family violence. Family violence is
not a narrow physical event where a person hits a
family member. It includes behaviour that in any other
way controls or dominates the family member and
causes that family member to feel fear for the safety or
wellbeing of that family member or another person, so
having a system designed to protect victims from
family violence that potentially exposes them to the risk
of further violence does not serve victims. Enabling
family violence intervention order applications to be
made online will make a huge difference to people who
are under the threat of family violence. This is
important because, as the royal commission’s report
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says, there are risks and trauma that might accompany
visiting the court.
This bill also enables courts to make interim family
violence intervention orders on their own motion in
criminal proceedings. The second-reading speech
provides a very succinct explanation of this measure.
The Attorney-General said:
This power is intended to allow courts to act immediately to
manage any risk to the safety of a victim of family violence, if
material emerges in a criminal proceeding which suggests
that the protection of an interim order is, on the balance of
probabilities, necessary.

This bill recognises the legitimate concern of the royal
commission that it is essential that this does not
compromise the choices of victims of family violence
and that they and those subject to family violence
intervention orders have the opportunity to participate
in the making of any final orders. Courts will only issue
interim orders on their own motion.
Finally, this bill includes forced marriage and
dowry-related abuse as examples of family violence in
the Family Violence Protection Act 2008. The royal
commission found:
In addition to forms of family violence experienced in all
communities, women in some CALD communities
experience some specific form — for example, forced
marriage, female genital mutilation, and dowry-related
violence. These forms of abuse are not readily recognised as
family violence by some within these communities.

To make it clear that these culturally related examples
of family violence — dowry-related abuse and forced
marriage — are identified as such, they will be included
as statutory examples of family violence. I would
encourage any member who has any questions or who
would like to know more about this area to have a look
at the contribution made by the member for
Dandenong, who covered this section, I think, with
great intelligence and great sensitivity.
This bill makes a number of other important changes
that there is not really time to address. These changes,
along with those I have spoken of, are important to
addressing family violence in our state. But only when
every single woman is free of gender-based violence,
including family violence, can we be satisfied. We can
improve our justice system, but we also need societal
change. Male violence against women will only end
when every single man sees women as at least their
equal and deserving of respect as people. I commend
this bill to the house and wish it a speedy passage.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (16:31) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Justice Legislation Amendment
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(Family Violence Protection and Other Matters) Bill
2018. The purpose of the bill is to amend the Children,
Youth and Families Act 2005, the Family Violence
Protection Act 2008, the Criminal Procedure Act 2009
and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 to support six
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence. They are: recommendation 34, to
extend the therapeutic treatment order system to young
people aged 15 to 17 years; recommendation 58, to trial
body-worn cameras to collect statements from family
violence incident scenes; recommendation 60, to extend
the functions of the Family Violence Court division
courts to other courts; recommendation 74, which is
that the Magistrates Court roll out an online application
form for intervention orders; recommendation 79, to
empower courts to make interim family violence
intervention orders on their own motion; and
recommendation 156, to expand statutory examples of
family violence to include forced marriage and
dowry-related abuse.
Recommendation 74 concerns the rolling out of an
online application form for intervention orders, and this
issue constantly comes up in my area in relation to
people who breach intervention orders. As I represent a
cross-border area I welcome the recent work between
New South Wales and Victoria under the auspices of
the federal member for Mallee in getting this
cross-border stuff with intervention orders sorted out.
There were too many cases where people went
backwards and forwards between jurisdictions. This
will mean that the intervention orders are enforceable.
What I find extremely frustrating when reading the
court lists are the breaches of intervention orders. Some
people just do not get it. I do not know what we are
going to have to do to get the message through about
what an intervention order means and what you can and
cannot do. This is clearly a really difficult area. The
police spend an enormous amount of time on matters
where intervention orders are contravened. It burns up
their time and the time of the courts as well.
A number of other areas of family violence come to
mind, one of which is still out there in my
community — that is the death of Karen Belej. This
case is still before the court, so we cannot talk about it;
however, the pain from that event continues to have
ramifications within the community. The Belej family,
their friends and the general community as a whole are
still traumatised by that event which happened a year or
two ago.
Family violence is a huge burden on our community in
many ways, but in particular by way of police time and
police resources. Family violence constitutes so much
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of what Mildura police have to deal with. I know it is
very unpleasant work and someone has to do it, but if
people would only get the message about this, we
would have more policing resources that we could
utilise in other areas to make our communities safer,
particularly in the area of crime.
Mildura has had what I think is probably its first home
invasion this week, and that is clearly unacceptable.
While more police is one solution to this issue — and
we do need to have those extra police officers — what
we need is those resources being used where they need
to be used. That is why we have to get the message
across to people involved in family violence and other
crime that they will be caught and they will be
punished, because these actions are unacceptable.
With those brief words, I continue to say that family
violence is unacceptable. The expense is too great for
our community, and the sooner all those involved get
the message, the better for all of us.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (16:35) — I rise
to speak on the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Family Violence Protection and Other Matters) Bill
2018. This bill is a continuation of the work of the
Victorian government to end the scourge of family
violence, the risk to families and the ongoing fear that
people in our community live with in their homes. I
think this week has been a bit of a watershed moment
again in highlighting our need to continue to work on
the prevention of violence in all forms, but particularly
the untold suffering and burden upon women in
our community.
I want to reflect on a few instances that show we have
much more work to do. I think it was yesterday that
Neil Mitchell’s program on 3AW challenged the notion
of police having a quiet night. It was undermined by the
fact that there were a number of incidents, but there was
barely a mention of family violence. There was talk
about burglaries, thefts and other things challenging
police. I think that is where we get to in this
conversation about what law and order looks like in our
state. We keep missing the huge burden and the huge
risk that is ever-present owing to family violence.
Every 2 minutes family violence results in a police
call-out across Australia. At one community safety
forum I had in my community one of the officers talked
about having seven vehicles at their beck and call on a
particular night, and out of the seven, six were tied up
attending to family violence call-outs. The officer
talked about the difficult situation that police have to
work through in trying to work out how we best protect
people who are subjected to family violence.
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When we think about the fact that women are five times
more likely than men to require hospitalisation due to
family violence, and when we think about the fact that
95 per cent of perpetrators are male, according to the
strategy, we need to look at how we are talking about
family violence and we need to acknowledge and
continue to call out that this is a gendered violence
issue. To do anything less is to undermine all the work
of the Royal Commission into Family Violence. Even
in the discussion this week about the tragic passing of
Eurydice Dixon some of the contributions made in this
place on that failed to mention prevention. They failed
to mention how back at the very start we must work
towards preventing family violence and preventing
violence against women in any form, and that is a
critical juncture.
We can talk until the week ends about tough-on-crime
policies, sentencing and the like, but how do we stop
the family violence issues that happen behind closed
doors and that are not known about by the public until
an incident occurs or until a report is made? It could be
that someone is subjected to abuse for years and that
someone is a victim of family violence for years. How
do we stop that? You can talk tough on crime. You can
say sentencing, and you can say all these things in a
political context, but we have to acknowledge that
implementing the 227 recommendations is how you
bring about proper change. Educating boys and men on
how we speak, act and interact with women in our
society is absolutely critical. That is the key juncture,
and I think as a Parliament we are still missing that
critical message.
I see the various adverts that come through in an
election year and the hashtag #enoughisenough, and we
never see that ‘enough is enough’ tagline from the
opposition in that family violence setting or in family
violence commentary in their advertising or the grabs
that they get from various news outlets. We do not see
them talking in detail about this. When we have lost
more than 30 women this year, this is the absolute
paramount law and order issue in our state, and we need
to redouble efforts and commit to proper funding over
the forward estimates for every single recommendation.
This government has committed to that and has funded
more than $2 billion in investments to prevent family
violence and drive generational change to make sure
that we lessen the likelihood of family violence in the
future and violence against women more broadly. That
is a slow process. Sometimes it gets narrowcast into a
question about who is not mentioned in a conversation
about violence — that you have not mentioned
everyone — but I think this week it has been telling in
the details and the numbers that 98 per cent of sexual
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offences are committed by men and 87 per cent of those
are by someone known to or intimate with the person.
That is the crossroads. When the Premier talked about
the fact that it is not women randomly attacking men,
that is a telling comment about where we need to take
this debate. To diminish that by saying, ‘Oh, well, we
have got to talk about everything’ and to diminish that
by referring to anything else, we are not fronting up to
the real problem; we are not fronting up to the real law
and order problem in our state and our society. People
are losing their lives. We need to redouble our efforts
and make sure that we do all we can.
This piece of legislation redoubles those efforts and
takes some very important recommendations,
particularly on the abolishment of appeals from interim
intervention orders. Constituents have come to me and
detailed how traumatic that process can be. It is
occasionally used as a way of retraumatising someone
who has gone through the family violence process and
who has gone and sought an intervention order. To
have to go back to the beginning and go through all that
information again, and to be retraumatised in that
setting, is really difficult for families. We have had a
number of reports to our office about how damaging
and difficult that is for individuals and their children.
The other important reform relates to men’s behaviour
change programs. I think I have talked about the need
in this setting to really redouble our efforts in educating
boys and men about their attitudes towards women.
This bill talks about behavioural programs and not
being constrained to a particular residential area, so
those change programs can be put forward regardless of
that by the court.
In acknowledging that other members are likely to want
to make a contribution on this bill, I commend this bill
and I reiterate to the house the need to really focus on
the law and order issues present in our state now and to
redouble our efforts to commit to every single
recommendation of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence.
I also in conclusion place on the record our sincere
thanks to and appreciation of the former Minister for
the Prevention of Family Violence. Members will come
and go from this place over the decades and the years,
but Fiona Richardson’s legacy will live on in this place
for decades and decades. Sadly, she will not get to see
these reforms implemented, but we know that her
efforts and the tireless work that she undertook will
ensure that women and children will be safer in the
future. Our state and our communities owe a huge debt
of gratitude to Fiona Richardson. I commend the bill to
the house.
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Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (16:44) — I too take great
pleasure in joining the debate on this groundbreaking
legislation that enacts many of the Royal Commission
into Family Violence recommendations — that
groundbreaking royal commission that our Premier
initiated, that was a Labor Party election commitment. I
will never forget being at our state conference — I
think it was the April or May before the
2014 election — when the Premier announced it as the
then opposition leader. I remember sitting in the front
row with my colleagues — many of whom are in the
house now; sadly, Fiona Richardson is not — the hair
just standing up on the back of my neck, and feeling
that this was going to make change for all women.
I want to begin by reading a Facebook post by young
Issy Ermacora, who lives in Northcote. Issy is my
cousin’s 20-year-old daughter, but I think she, as a
young woman, sums up everything that young women
are feeling after the horrific death of Eurydice Dixon. I
will read Issy’s words now:
With everything that has been … brought to our attention
recently it’s amazing to see such a powerful reaction from an
array of voices. It gives me hope that things can change. I
thought I’d share my thoughts with the women and men in
my worlds. I know this is a bit long but I feel it’s terribly
important. Also, please excuse any grammar or spelling
mistakes. I’m not a star at either aspect of language. THIS
ISSUE OF WOMEN’S SAFETY, IT ISN’T NEW. None of
this surprises the women that I know. The response to the
deaths of Eurydice and Qi has been so immense from women
because we’ve all had those moments that we’ve felt it’s
about to be us who will end up with this fate.
There are so many reasons why all men need to address the
issues of women’s safety yet if we rephrase it, it’s very
simple. We need to address the issue of MEN’S VIOLENCE.
All men need to be involved in this because this is an issue of
men’s actions and if men separate themselves from this issue
because ‘they’d never rape a woman’ they are excusing
themselves from this issue and giving up the power they have
to change this terribly wrong part of our world. It’s hard for
men to truly understand the fear women experience when
they are alone. The uncomfortable feeling in the bottom of
your stomach, a constant anxiety, it’s just horrible. This isn’t
only about your likelihood to rape someone, women are used
to being scared and sometimes we put up with it, the
hyper-aware state we live in means sometimes it’s so hard to
know when we can be comfortable. All men have a power to
change this issue.

Issy goes on:
Men … Please, reconsider your jokes. Please re-evaluate your
expectations of a hook-up when you go out. Consider that
your every action can influence the safety of a woman.
Consider how you act.
Men’s actions should haunt them as much if not more as they
haunt the women they affect. This is not the case. From my
experience and the experiences of those close to me men
hardly realise or rethink pressure they have put on a woman,
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stealthing them, disrespecting them, taking advantage of
them, ignoring a woman’s voice. Men’s actions need to
change because this needs to change …
We need to use our voices to call out what’s not okay. Call
out those horrible jokes. Stop slut-shaming women. Stop
putting women down. Stop acting like you deserve something
from a woman. This all needs to change … it’s far from okay.
Men need to stop. I hope that everyone realises their power in
the change that they can make.

She goes on and on. Finally, she said:
As strong and brilliant as women are they can’t fix violence in
men without a change in men. Let’s change.

The bill before the house really epitomises what young
women like Issy Ermacora want. They want a safe
‘now’ for themselves, whether they are at home or on
the streets, and they want a safe future.
There are so many people who have made comments
on this bill. I just want to add a couple of my thoughts,
and I want to say some thankyous. Dr Manjula
O’Connor unfortunately has just left the gallery, but I
did want to acknowledge her work in bringing forward
the issue of dowry abuse. I know she is really very
delighted that part of this bill goes to outlawing that
archaic practice. I put on record my gratitude for her
fantastic and tireless work in bringing this forward.
Jane Ashton is a wonderful friend of mine. She is now
an elected councillor on the Shire of Nillumbik. She
made this issue of unresolved family violence so real to
me and so real to everyone in this community. Her twin
sister, Julie Ramage, was murdered. It was the last time
that the defence of provocation was used in a murder
case to get someone off on manslaughter. Her estranged
husband, Jamie Ramage, shamefully served such a
short sentence. It was like Julie’s life was put on trial
throughout the trial instead of the murderer himself.
Those who have paid are Julie’s children and her twin
sister, Jane. Jane, thank you from the bottom of my
heart for not being silent and for being strident for years
to get over your own pain and to make this position
real, just like Rosie Batty who came after you. Without
those women telling their stories, I do not believe the
overwhelming voice for change would have occurred in
this state. It has really been the telling of those stories
that has made it real for so many people. But we know
that dreadful attitudes still continue. We not only need
prevention but also prevention from an early, early age.
Like Issy Ermacora said, ‘Stop the jokes. Stop the
slut-shaming and the terrible attitudes against women’.
There is violence all around our society, and too often it
is behind closed doors.
This bill proposes a much better system for responding
to family violence and for protecting women and
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children as they are going through the processes. It is
only a Labor government that will bring forward
something that is so progressive. Thank you so much to
the Premier for his leadership on this; to the first ever
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence, Fiona
Richardson; and to her successor, the now Minister for
Women. I know that she feels this very deeply, as do all
of the women’s caucus, including you, Deputy Speaker.
It is something that I think we will look back on and tell
our grandchildren that we made a difference. I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (16:51) — I am pleased
to have the opportunity to contribute to the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Family Violence Protection
and Other Matters) Bill 2018. As someone who
worked at the coalface for 35 years before I came into
this Parliament, working in family law predominantly,
it was an extraordinary experience to sit in the
Parliament the day that the Premier announced the
Royal Commission into Family Violence. I suppose
when you are a practising lawyer in the field, you just
go on day to day doing your job, and doing it on that
micro level in a sense. To hear and see what was
happening in this Parliament on that day, to understand
that this issue would be looked at in a serious way and
in a much more global way and to also understand that
the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse was happening at the same time
really brought my senses around all of this to a much
higher level.
It has been quite a journey to see the change that has
taken place over the last three and a half years since I
was elected to this place. I well recall the day that Rosie
Batty and others were invited to speak on the floor of
the Parliament. What a very moving experience it was
for everyone to hear her story, which we all well and
truly knew by then, but nevertheless it was very
moving. She was certainly a very brave woman to stand
up and do what she did. But I have to say that every
other day I spent in the Magistrates Court in Shepparton
acting for people who were the victims of family
violence on intervention orders, I saw brave women
too. They were prepared to make an application to put
their evidence before a court and seek protection for
themselves and generally their children as well.
As I said, it has been very pleasing to see this evolution
of understanding what family violence is in our
community and to see the changes that are being made.
This particular bill contains a range of legislative
changes that put into place at least six more of the
recommendations of the royal commission. I will speak
to a few of them in the limited time that I have.
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The specialist family violence courts will be a very
significant change. As I understand it, at the moment
there is one in Melbourne and one in Ballarat, but with
our new Shepparton Magistrates Court, our new
courthouse in Shepparton, which is truly grand, we can
expect to have a specialist family violence court
established there in due course, I believe. I truly
welcome that facility after years of seeing people
crowded around outside courts with absolutely no
security other than a policeman in the vicinity of a court
and seeing people with knives and people behaving in
all sorts of outrageous ways simply because of the lack
of any security or the provision of adequate services for
people to attend court. There were no conference rooms
where you could take your client and sit quietly while
you were waiting for your case to be called on. People
had to stand around with perpetrators at one end of the
hall and victims at the other, and often children were
brought in as well. A court facility that is five storeys
high with conference rooms and rooms for mediation
and for support services will see a very, very improved
set of circumstances for victims of family violence. I
truly welcome the fact that that is happening.
The trial of recorded evidence-in-chief is going to be
very significant with victims not having to face their
perpetrator, at least on the first occasion if not on other
occasions. The introduction of that will relieve the
burden on victims of family violence. I have often
thought that the abuse is just continuing to be
perpetrated by the perpetrator when victims are in a
witness box and being cross-examined in relation to
events that have taken place.
The extension of therapeutic treatment orders for young
people who have shown particular sorts of behaviour is
a sensible provision, but I would say on that issue that it
does seem to me that providing therapy for young
people when they are in their teenage years means that
you have probably missed the boat by 10 years. All the
evidence shows that intervention in early childhood is
the most important time and the most effective time to
intervene and change the course of a young person’s
life, and to wait until they are already involved in
criminal proceedings, very often family violence
situations, is simply too late. It may have some effect,
but it is not going to have the effect that that early
intervention would have.
We all know that many of the people that will be the
recipients of these therapeutic treatment orders have
come from backgrounds where they have been victims
of trauma and abuse for many years, and that has
generally not been addressed at any stage until they get
into the court system. So while it is a welcome change,
it certainly indicates to me that we still do not want to
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follow the evidence and understand that it is much
earlier intervention that will make the difference.
The ability for courts to be able to on their own motion
make an interim intervention order when there are
criminal proceedings underway is also a welcome one.
I think it is fair to say that there are situations where
evidence will be being heard and family members will
be in court at the same time, and it becomes quite
evident from the evidence that is being given that a
dangerous situation is in place and that when parties
leave the court at 4 o’clock it is quite possible that a
family violence situation might occur. So for a
magistrate to be able to just say, without any
application and without any need for paperwork or
other intervention, ‘I’m making an order, and this is
what it will be. This is what it will achieve’, is again a
simple change but a very sensible one.
I would like to take the opportunity just in the last
minute I have to recognise the work that our
magistrates do in the Magistrates Court system. They
are the people who sit every day dealing with 50 or
60 cases of family violence and criminal matters. The
toll that that takes on them is immense, and I think we
all understand and know that from recent events. It is
something that is very often not recognised. For anyone
who works in a field where all they hear all the time is
the dark, the miserable and the violent side of life, that
takes a toll on them, so I commend all of those
magistrates who work in the fields of family violence,
child-related matters and child protection. I commend
this bill to the house as an improvement.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The time set down
for consideration of items on the government business
program has expired, and I am required to interrupt
business.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — As the required
statement of intention has been made under
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, the third
reading of the bill must be passed by an absolute
majority. As there is not an absolute majority of the
members of the house present, I ask the Clerk to ring
the bells.
Bells rung.
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Circulated amendments

Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
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Circulated government amendments as follows
agreed to:

Read third time.

FLORA AND FAUNA GUARANTEE
AMENDMENT BILL 2018

1.

Clause 357, page 326, line 5, omit “2020/2021” and
insert “2021/2022”.

2.

Clause 357, page 326, line 8, omit “2020/2021” and
insert “2021/2022”.

3.

Clause 357, page 327, line 7, omit “2020/2021” and
insert “2021/2022”.

4.

Clause 386, page 342, line 23, omit “October” and insert
“November”.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 19 June; motion of
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change).
Motion agreed to.

AMENDMENT OF SCHEDULE
5.

Read second time.

Schedule 1, page 371, line 30, omit “Limitations” and
insert “Limitation”.

Third reading
Motion agreed to.

Third reading
Motion agreed to.

Read third time.

Read third time.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AMENDMENT
(PUBLIC SECTOR REDUNDANCIES AND
OTHER MATTERS) BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).

Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Energy prices
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms KAIROUZ (Minister for Local Government).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Ms RYAN (Euroa) (17:04) — (14 617) My
adjournment matter this evening is for the attention of
the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change, and the action that I seek is that she
immediately take action to address the escalating
energy crisis facing Victorians. In November 2016 the
Premier told Victorians that the closure of Hazelwood
would not see energy bills increase by more than
85 cents a week, but as we have now seen, and as
confirmed by the Australian Energy Regulator,
wholesale energy prices have increased by 85 per cent
since Hazelwood closed, and businesses and
individuals across my electorate are really bearing the
brunt of that pressure.
Cooinda, a not-for-profit aged-care home in Benalla,
has a 100-kilowatt solar system to assist with their
energy costs. Despite that, they have seen a 300 per
cent increase in their usage charge and a 40 per cent
increase in their overall energy costs in the last year
alone. With peak rates up by 250 per cent and off-peak
rates up by 275 per cent, the increases have taken their
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energy costs almost back to where they were before
they installed a solar system.
A major employer in Benalla, Schneider Electric, has
seen a price increase of 124 per cent between the first
quarter of 2017 and the first quarter of this year, with a
35 per cent increase in usage. Elise Adams, who owns
the Prince of Wales Hotel in Seymour, is facing
increases in energy costs that are putting a major strain
on her business. Her gas bill has increased from around
$400 a quarter to $1350, and her electricity bill has
increased by more than $1000 a month. Similarly, Sue
O’Keefe of O’Keefe’s IGA in Seymour has been
landed with increases that are seeing her pay $1500
more each month. Those increases of course are
flowing through to people in everyday living costs. It
increases the cost of food — it is not just their energy
bills. These increases are not being matched by an
increase in customers for Sue or offset by any
incentives. Businesses are simply expected to come up
with the money to foot the bills.
Individuals and families are also facing significant
increases in gas and energy bills. In speaking with
pensioners in my electorate about their bills, it is
obvious how much time and energy they are spending
phoning energy companies to question bills and see if
there is a better deal available. Some people are having
to choose between having a warm dinner or a warm
home. That is the reality now of the situation we are
living in.

Victorian Centre for Data Insights
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (17:07) — (14 618) I
direct my adjournment to the Special Minister for State
in the other place, and the action I seek is for a meeting
to occur between myself and the Victorian Centre for
Data Insights to discuss their current projects. At a
recent Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
hearing the minister gave a presentation which talked
about some of the work that is currently underway with
the Victorian Centre for Data Insights. I am particularly
interested in the way in which some of these projects
could be rolled out, particularly from the point of view
of more efficient and effective service delivery. I think
the state district of Essendon would benefit greatly in
the event that some of these efficiencies were realised.

Boronia West Primary School
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) (17:07) — (14 619)
My adjournment is to the Minister for Education, and I
ask him to have his department make immediate
reparations at Boronia West Primary School. Boronia
West is small, proud and growing. It is nearly 60 years
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old and there appear to be no records of any
maintenance being undertaken, and what has been
repaired in recent years has been very much a bandaid
fix. By way of background, there are 80 students
currently enrolled — a 10 per cent growth this year
alone. At census the school had 73 students and is
therefore funded for just 73 students. Their SFO —
school family occupations — was 0.7216 as at March.
The issue is that the gas heaters in the classrooms are
very old and when turned on a few weeks ago they
pumped out carbon monoxide. The serviceman who
came to check the heaters charged the school $731. A
service report insisted that the heaters be replaced
because they are dangerous and cannot be used. Staff
brought in electric heaters from home, which put
pressure on the power boards and blew fuses. Staff
continue to repair fuses but the old power boards in the
two main buildings cannot cope with the demands of
winter heating. The school has had a quote to put four
split systems in the four classrooms that are currently
being used. One of the quotes states:
Also noted that your switchboard in those buildings contains
circuits that aren’t protected by a safety switch and also the
other switchboard is even older and less maintained with
fuses. If you aren’t aware of this safety issue I would strongly
suggest a full electrical safety inspection of the whole campus
to compile a list of items that may have gone unaddressed
over the years.

Apart from having no heating in the classrooms or
general purpose room, last week the school lost power
for lighting because small heaters were operating in the
rooms, trying to warm up the rooms. Staff are still fixing
fuses, which is really a concern. On Friday the fuses
could not be fixed. Some grades had to use the library or
computer lab for the day as the rooms were so icy.
When the school rang the department they were told to
ring a third party to arrange a make-safe report. That
third party told the school to go back to the department.
Minister, there is still no resolution, and staff and
students are getting sick because they are in constant
cold. There are community groups who have had to
cancel meetings due to the temperatures inside the
buildings, and I can only imagine what prospective
parents must be thinking. This school community is
trying to rebuild itself and it is being hindered at every
turn. So again, Minister, I ask for you to direct your
department to fix these issues before the start of term 3
and give the staff and students the respect they deserve.

Kindergarten funding
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (17:10) — (14 620) The
matter I wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister
for Early Childhood Education in the other place, and
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the action I seek is that the minister join me in my
electorate to meet with some of the early childhood
professionals who will be affected by the Turnbull
government’s proposed cuts to Victorian kinders.
A quality early childhood education system is vital for a
child’s development and sets our children up for life.
Our fantastic early childhood educators use their
expertise and knowledge to build our children’s social,
emotional, literacy and numeracy skills, their critical
and creative thinking, their perseverance, sociability
and self-esteem. Under the current system every single
one of Victoria’s 2300 funded kindergartens provides
children with 15 hours of quality, teacher-led preschool
education. However, the Turnbull government’s
proposed $100 million Victorian kinder cuts will put
these 15 hours in jeopardy once again, meaning that
from 2020, kids at 11 kinders in my electorate could
lose a whole kinder day.
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residents have had in the overall precinct. We know that
there is a development need for housing, but Caulfield
should not bear the brunt of that. The master plan sees a
20 per cent increase in population, and we do not want
to squeeze all of that into areas like Elsternwick.

The Andrews Labor government on the other hand
continues to invest in early childhood education
through our unprecedented $202 million investment in
the Education State Early Childhood Reform Plan.
While our government continues to invest in education
across Victoria, the Liberals continue to cut education
across the country. Macedon children deserve better,
and their families and their teachers deserve certainty. I
look forward to introducing the minister to our brilliant
early childhood educators, who are fighting to stop
these dreadful cuts.

The Liberals’ plan has already been stated. We will
reintroduce a two-dwelling limit on neighbourhood
residential zones, reduce height limits in neighbourhood
residential zones and bring back the 9-metre
discretionary height limit in general residential zones.
Certainly this would make a huge difference to many of
those residents that I am talking about. But we do not
want to see this rushed through. We have got an election
in November, and we think that the residents should
have the opportunity for proper consultation, not rush
things through quickly before the election so people do
not have the ability to have proper consultation. We saw
the attempted rush through of the Ormond sky tower,
and certainly we had to intervene in the upper house
with that. We have seen Bethlehem Hospital propose
16 storeys in Kooyong Road. We are seeing massive
overdevelopment through Caulfield. Enough is enough,
and we are asking the Minister for Planning on this
occasion to step in and make sure no decisions are made
whatsoever until such time as the issues about excessive
height and issues with car parking, traffic and general
congestion in our area are fully explored and residents
are properly consulted and protected when it comes to
living in the great suburbs of Elsternwick, Caulfield and
the broader City of Glen Eira.

Elsternwick structure plan

Warrigal–Kangaroo roads, Hughesdale

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (17:12) — (14 621)
My adjournment matter today is to the Minister for
Planning, and the action I seek is that the minister
immediately defer any decisions on the Glen Eira
council structure plan, which will see massive
overdevelopment, particularly within the areas of
Elsternwick, until such time as residents are
properly consulted.

Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (17:14) —
(14 622) My adjournment matter is to the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety, and the action that I seek is
that this government investigate the intersection of
Kangaroo Road and Warrigal Road in an effort to
improve safety and traffic flow at this busy location. In
the most recent Andrews government budget we
announced a $300 000 planning study into Warrigal
Road, from South Road to Waverley Road, to help
determine treatments required to minimise congestion
and reduce the number and severity of crashes on this
stretch of road. Locally we have removed level
crossings at Grange Road, Koornang Road,
Murrumbeena Road, Poath Road and Clayton Road.
These are all important north–south arterials and are
already providing better traffic flow in my community.
We are now turning our mind to Warrigal Road, and I
would note that it is in stark contrast to the Liberals,
who want to remove lanes, including turning lanes,
just to move traffic from one intersection to the
next intersection.

Today I tabled a petition from 1300 residents around the
Elsternwick precinct. Many of them live in homes of
heritage value. Some of those homes date back to the
late 1880s. They are very, very concerned about the
overdevelopment that is happening throughout my
electorate of Caulfield. This master plan which the Glen
Eira council is proposing could certainly see loss of
character and amenity and massive overdevelopment,
which would see some single-storey homes being
completely taken over by large towers in the area. These
residents need to be consulted, and we certainly want to
make sure that we do not take up the squeeze that is
being left behind from the protection that the Bentleigh
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In regard to the intersection of Kangaroo Road and
Warrigal Road, this is an extremely busy place. I am
sure that thousands of vehicles exit Kangaroo Road
every weekday, turning left into Warrigal Road.
During peak hours in the mornings, cars can be banked
back hundreds of metres on Kangaroo Road, waiting
for a gap in the traffic to enter Warrigal Road. This
intersection is not signalised; however, there is a stop
sign at this location and vehicles are only permitted to
turn left. Because of the heavy traffic on Warrigal
Road, vehicles can spend a long time waiting to exit
Kangaroo Road. This leads to a build-up in traffic, it
leads to frustration and it leads to people taking
chances to enter Warrigal Road, with traffic travelling
at 60 kilometres an hour. I am aware that there have
been a number of crashes at this location and even
more near misses.
While I am sure that this intersection will form a part of
the study into Warrigal Road traffic that I mentioned, I
ask that an investigation take place as soon as possible
to provide relief to people in my community. About
100 metres from this intersection is a set of pedestrian
lights which caters to local schools. One suggestion that
has been raised with me is for these lights to operate
intermittently during peak hours to provide a red signal
for northbound traffic on Warrigal Road to enable a gap
in the traffic for vehicles to exit Kangaroo Road. I thank
the minister for his work in road safety, and I would
appreciate a fix that would reduce accidents and
congestion at this location.

Western Highway tree removal
Ms THORPE (Northcote) (17:17) — (14 623) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and the action I seek from the minister is
that he immediately halt the destruction of the sacred
red gum trees along the Western Highway at Langi
Ghiran and that he sit down with the community to find
an alternative route for the road that will cause minimal
environmental and cultural damage.
In recent days I travelled to Tjapwurrung country —
my country — to see for myself the over 260 sacred red
gum trees at Langi Ghiran that are proposed to be cut
down for the widening of the Western Highway. I was
horrified that these ancient trees that are so sacred to
my people could be destroyed for something as trivial
as a road widening. Some of these red gums are known
as birthing trees to over 50 families of the Tjapwurrung.
Our blood runs through them, and the trees carry our
songlines. They have also been used by Aboriginal
families for shelter and for baking tubers and other food
in earth ovens. These enormous trees are up to
800 years old. They are four times older than any
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church in Australia and just as sacred to my people, yet
this government is treating them as expendable and
completely trivialising their significance.
It is frustrating and contradictory that this government
claims to be moving forward with treaty in recognition
of the huge injustices against Aboriginal peoples on the
one hand, when on the other it is completely
disrespecting us and tearing up our sacred cultural sites.
Not only are these old-growth red gum trees culturally
sacred but they are also part of the critically endangered
box gum grassy woodlands listed in the commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999, which are habitat to at least two endangered
species, including the golden sun moth.
I recognise and express my deep appreciation to the
local community, who have been protesting the
removal of these and 3000 other trees since 2015. We
need to find another way forward for this road, and this
time the community must be involved in any planning
options and decision on an alternative route.

Whittlesea Secondary College
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (17:19) — (14 624) I wish
to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Education. The action I seek is that he ask his
department to investigate what support is available to
assist Whittlesea Secondary College to again offer the
Hands on Learning program. On 2 May I received an
email that Chloe Holmes, a student at Whittlesea
Secondary College, wrote to Hands on Learning:
I am a student from Whittlesea Secondary College. I am
writing to ask you if you could please help us, we had the
program at our school, so many people did it and it was a
really great experience to have. But it got cancelled because
our school didn’t have enough money, and nowhere will help
us get it up and running again. When it got cancelled it broke
many hearts and made many of us sad. The guy who ran the
program, we had to say goodbye to him, which for some it
was very hard. His name was Steve and he really enjoyed
coming to our school every Wednesday and Friday, he even
came on his days off just to see some of us and to get things
prepared. Please think about it, we really appreciate your
donation and support, you know that it is a special program, I
do too and so do many others. We have learned so much from
the program and we have all become better people.

I followed up with Chloe, and she actually came to visit
Parliament during the last sitting week. She brought
along with her two other students, Jake and Jackson.
The boys had never even been to the centre of
Melbourne before. They overcame their fears to come
all the way to Parliament House. One had never even
ridden on a tram. It was such a brave, brave thing for
them to do to come here and present the work that they
had done. They know that the return of the program
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will not benefit them, because they are now in year 11,
but they really want other students coming through to
benefit from this great program. During the course of
the program they built a pizza oven, which is now in
use by the rest of the school.
There is a new principal, who only started last
Thursday, Lian Davies. I have already been out there
and met her. I think she is going to make a great
contribution to this school community and provide
magnificent leadership. I thank the minister for his
ongoing interest in Whittlesea Secondary College —
we have talked about it often — and all the schools in
Yan Yean. He is always across the detail. I know that
the views of students really matter to him. Those
students actually got to meet the Premier on the day as
well. I really want these students to feel that their voices
are still heard and that they still matter, and I would
really like to see the minister have his department
examine what is possible for these great kids.

Wattle Park Lone Pine
Mr WATT (Burwood) (17:22) — (14 625) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change. The action I seek is
for the minister to replace a plaque at the Lone Pine in
Wattle Park. I have previously raised this issue as a
constituency question. Earlier this year it was
discovered that three plaques were missing — two from
the rocks and one from the tree. I note that the two on
the rocks have actually been replaced — they were
stolen earlier this year — but the one on the tree is yet
to be replaced.
Wattle Park is a very important park in my electorate.
The Whitehorse Leader a few years ago described the
tree as the oldest of the Lone Pines, under the headline
‘Australia’s oldest Lone Pine still stands at Burwood’s
Wattle Park’. It is a tree that is quite important to the
electorate. The article says:
Private Thomas Keith McDowell, a miner from Wonthaggi
and a soldier in the 23rd Battalion, took a cone from the
remains of the actual tree, which was destroyed in the
infamous Battle of Lone Pine in 1915.
The original Lone Pine tree was the only tree to survive from
a group of trees that were cut down by Turkish soldiers who
had used the timber and branches to cover their trenches
during the battle. The tree was demolished during the battle,
but many pine cones made their way back to Australia.
‘He put it in his pack and when he was invalided home in
1915, he gave it to his wife’s aunty and 12 years later she
planted some seeds from the cone’ …
Five seedlings grew and one died. Two of the seedlings were
given to the 24th Infantry Battalion, who had their home at
Wattle Park and one was planted there in 1933.
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The second seedling was planted at the Shrine of
Remembrance six weeks later …

This particular tree is the first of the Lone Pine trees
that were planted in Australia. It is actually older than
the one at the shrine. It is an extremely important tree
for our history. It is an extremely important tree not
only for the people of Burwood but also for those that
served in World War I. The fact that the plaque was
stolen from the fence around the tree is quite
disappointing for me as a member of Parliament and
also for members of my constituency.
I do appreciate that when I raised the issue in a
constituency question the two plaques on the rocks
were replaced. I have been told by the constituent who
raised the matter originally that the plaque on the fence
around the tree has not actually been replaced. I am
hoping that this is just a timing issue. I am not sure why
the two on the rocks would be done and the one on the
tree would not be done. The action I seek is for the
minister to ensure that the plaque on the fence around
the tree is actually replaced. It is important not only to
my constituency but also to the whole state.

Medical research funding
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (17:25) —
(14 626) My adjournment request is to the Minister for
Health. The action I seek is a report on the success in
achieving funding collaborations with the Australian
government to drive strategic results in life-changing
and life-saving medical research, where Victoria is an
internationally acclaimed leader.
I have campaigned for unity tickets with the Australian
government on issues of national significance so they
are not gamed by partisan politics and to eliminate
follies. As the Parliamentary Secretary for Medical
Research I have stood shoulder to shoulder with the
Minister for Health and the Premier in the rubble of a
former casualty department requesting a fair go in
health funding for Victoria. That request was simply for
the Australian government to match the equal funding
commitments of the Victorian government and
St Vincent’s Hospital for the Aikenhead Centre of
Medical Discovery, whose collaboration has already
delivered a world-first breakthrough in surgery
concerning cancer. It would establish Australia’s first
research and education centre for biomedical
engineering, vital for groundbreaking technology,
including robotic hands, heart tissue engineering and
spinal cord repair.
We need the Australian government to co-fund such
elegant science where Victoria has specialist expertise,
like the new Victorian Heart Hospital that we are going
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to be developing, and where we have the leadership and
excellence. It is about how we aggregate our assets to
make them more significant internationally. When
health funding is evaluated independently, Victoria
regularly gets the lion’s share of the funding — more
than 40 per cent. There is concern in the sector to make
sure that the Medical Research Future Fund, which will
grow to $20 billion, is also determined independently
and on merit and performance and not by politics. This
is why we are asking the Australian government for a
more collaborative approach to get deals done.
This also extends to what we have been able to do in
Victoria on regenerative medicine, on what we have
also done on putting the deal together for the moonshot
quest to cure cancer. Australia’s participation will be
led out of Victoria. This is why we need the Australian
government to partner up on these issues in the national
interest so that we can get these deals done.
The other proposition is on commercialisation.
Government expenditure on science, research and
innovation averages more than $9 billion annually.
Astonishingly, less than 2 per cent has been spent on
commercialisation. While Australia ranks highly in
academic research, it rates poorly in commercial
returns, signifying why the Australian government’s
innovation policy must help Victoria to translate
world-leading discoveries from benchtops to
businesses. The Victorian government has already
established the SMaRT panel — the Science, Medical
Research and Technology panel — to actually address
this issue. To help bring the commercial nous to the
table to help deliver this work, we need the Australian
government to collaborate.

Responses
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
(17:28) — Speaker, with your indulgence, can I wish
everyone a safe and happy winter break over the next
few weeks. I hope everyone gets the chance to
re-energise and recharge before we come back towards
the end of July. Once again I thank our wonderful
parliamentary staff for shepherding us through this
session of Parliament. I can see the manager of
opposition business nodding away. I think we can
absolutely speak in a bipartisan voice on this matter.
With those comments I would like to indicate that
10 honourable members have raised 10 matters for
various ministers, and they will be referred to those
ministers for their action and response.
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The SPEAKER — The house now stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 5.29 p.m. until Tuesday, 24 July.
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